Time drafted: 4/14/2004 4:14:47 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye river catch heart conscious mutinous
Untitled
That sadly conscious feeling gets to a trust. He catch a breach. The feeling takes spouse.
A neighbouring village catch the eye. The occasionally conscious act ministers to the
family.
The trust encourages the officer. He gets exam. Breach also appeal to the library. Trust
makes squarestair. I catch prey.
Some sort then makes the disposition. Conscious being influences his name into ignoring
astonishment. The spouse of a more fanciful person gives the official national designation
this power an unfortunate holy tendency. Prey hunts. The act acts new.
Human eye of that light to 610p keeps battery able. His eye holds one seat fold-away.
The trust on whole tone rails the danger. This conscious need gets to that detailed
description. Prey argues that he lurches over the year.
Land appeal collection. That light pulls a waist on primary discipline. The act courts the
female. I appeal for mucosal damage. Fatal unlawful act of act in favour of ban interprets
demand.
That self-contradicting being marks safety with the work. Most conscious trial including
welcome victory makes the research infectious. The being also makes the party write.
Investment rails abominable thing. The whole match sees whether to affect.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 4:29:15 PM
Seed source author: Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seed source text: Rappaccini's Daughter
Seed words: bright wing breath intense haunt linger
Bright
Wing happens. The wing by vulnerability of the corridor marks a great river. He marks
relativity with the second. The wing likely Nicks the tap. Vulnerability falls one member.
Wing turns right. That rough effect falls. Vulnerability ranges price. Communist marks
the government. Second gives that strategy infant the relative price.
A conflict falls. The difficult wing is coming into residency. Price deposits an archive in
his hand. Antiquated settee actually falls. Right friend by the constable writes to terrified
dead head.
The human infant never meets. Experimental model writes to hope. A too scattered
archipelago ranges. The effect in a row ministers to border. He deposits the bird.
Friend needs to remove. The wing is rising by no certainty.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 4:37:13 PM
Seed source author: Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seed source text: Rappaccini's Daughter
Seed words: faint wing breath intense garden painful
Untitled
Faint pulse keeps the japanese invading. The invading francisca forces prussian. The faint
line gets. The intense competition leads the small large flock to foe. Faint glimmering
makes late figure total.
A face of reason makes the conclusion. The japanese ministers to system. The sorry
japanese involves find.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 5:14:01 PM
Seed source author: Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seed source text: Rappaccini's Daughter
Seed words: faint bright wing intense garden haunt
A faint glow
I haunt the crypt. I haunt the moment. The unknown angry fair moment runs. An as faint
movement gets more than to grit. The intense pressure goes.
The moment gets to no end. Faint loss gets to change. The moment is opening to far air.
Unknown member associate that age with condition. The straight crypt of the proximal
intestine gets to the russian.
The air drowns bastard. Loss works well net. A faint whiff flares. The end passes a
property through the main stack. Most bracing air moves slowly parent.
Proximal femora is showing in acute failure. The end by movement comes unsung.
Pressure works great. The big kitchen works. The proximal region by his husband makes
the kind comparable.
Angry delay keeps the label british. The acute episode gets to suck. A needle as this boy
of water is showing the haemoglobin. The success towards flock to spirit grit thought.
The compassionate thought on a hand gives that freight.
This success with the theory gets the model begin. I associate. Toad gets cleaner.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 5:32:42 PM
Seed source author: Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seed source text: Rappaccini's Daughter
Seed words: bright wing intense garden haunt linger
Intense spume
So bright thank on one suit of the society runs a horse. Hair lingers by a pattern. The
garden of farm sets the instrument. Instrument hears about cost. A society of production
of a designer reminds particular love.
Head haunts north. His fine thank gets. Cost to phoneme only needs the help.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 7:38:39 PM
Seed source author: Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seed source text: Rappaccini's Daughter
Seed words: faint breath intense garden painful linger
The intense incident
A garden on one championship gets desperately to that attacking approach. No attacking
play calls his father handsome. The championship make consideration serious. The
railway gets his window. Championship with people is playing in mucosal length.
The window about primary ethical school calls the atom solid. Father calls. The window
gets to being. Cheap price of petrol calls light plastic. Center make a landing.
The championship matches a case. I make rugby. Painful business on one back-heeled
flick involves one source. The uncle gets this fundamental issue. The source to
information identifies unspeakable suffering with reference.
The handsome moonlight needs to want. The tree matches the social true scale. The
attacking side sees his way. Financial information of the value sees resignation. The
heavy urban area of the program of disk identifies shelf.
He matches theory. Side is cutting by the high place. His shelf since the proper job of a
bookcase gets to a reasonable person. That side keeps a bike new. Unspeakable doom to
drink gets to investor.
The unspeakable end takes to the act. The minor act is servicing of no intention. Window
on a set grows blind. People goes only.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 10:21:52 PM
Seed source author: New York Times - 4/12/04
Seed source text: Disclosures Put F.B.I.'s Actions Under Scutiny
Seed words: officials problem disrupt briefing plot fight
Officials
An imagined plot turns. Terrorist disrupts his sister. No problem works family. This
supplementary briefing provides offset. Briefing is snaking across the floor.
Sister apply to this transfer. I apply the stuff. The plot is heading for this day. The town
turns the ear peculiarly prudish. The briefing of the itinerary gets the revolting trade.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 10:29:01 PM
Seed source author: New York Times - 4/12/04
Seed source text: Disclosures Put F.B.I.'s Actions Under Scutiny
Seed words: say opportunity ominous classified plot leave
Leaves that fig. main
The garrison says the huge roadside. He says a couple. The nasty dead roadside points
common. The roadside gets to the time. This democracy points to the sense.
A lot gets that thing.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 11:00:47 PM
Seed source author: New York Times - 4/12/04
Seed source text: Disclosures Put F.B.I.'s Actions Under Scutiny
Seed words: do report opportunity predecessor question change
Ideal most obvious opportunity
The hand does shit. His hot other other hand necessarily derives that a right estimats. Shit
stains crest. The more disadvantaged political opportunity falls deaf lost. Level of the
generality estimats.
The opportunity goes most exciting. Other miserable shit gets to the origin. The question
to the apartment answers to the schedule. The disadvantaged zone of contact restores the
price. The political work from that assessment needs to fight.
Opportunity is concerning with the irish army. He answers by an anxious development.
Irish literature calls. Cultural change demands an other member.

Time drafted: 4/14/2004 11:21:06 PM
Seed source author: New York Times - 4/12/04
Seed source text: Disclosures Put F.B.I.'s Actions Under Scutiny
Seed words: agent suspicious answer testify general aide
An aide
His mother answers history. Mother frees this cat of intention. Mother tells spectacle
from the tree. His aide reportedly agrees to regulate. History often involves to lead.
Ltd. case tells. One general manager at old hand wishes to deny. Exile of a whole middle
household between a track frees sight. The general absence gets to dangerous thing. The
household is going to station.

Time drafted: 4/15/2004 12:10:36 AM
Seed source author: New York Times - 4/12/04
Seed source text: Disclosures Put F.B.I.'s Actions Under Scutiny
Seed words: new track investigation memo suspected critical
Critical value
An investigation levels. Critical kind nevertheless makes a good time ventricular. The
new question collects his brother. A question with the luck with a tightening treats this
instance overgrazed. This investigation of jurisdictional case pays carry.
An investigation makes this country western. The instance from no local other club says
the woman. He pays that day. That memo keeps intense eye disillusioned. Large plastic
of syrinx to authority collects care.
This question makes that reason terrible. One distrustful less successful brother towards
end to pit establishes a record within bulgarian union. The intense heat turns left. He pays
benefit service tax. A memo makes the main needle little.
Care in his long term ends this time. A more critical difference floors that reserve. Care
moves the stator. The other country decides the leading nation. Bulgarian red reminds the
passage of the intention.
Main increase in this arbitration turns award-winning. He moves fitting. The other tenant
takes sort. One nine-horse draw decides technical officer. The different unapproved
reason works good obvious.

Time drafted: 4/16/2004 9:32:12 AM
Seed source author: Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seed source text: Rappaccini's Daughter
Seed words: faint bright wing breath painful linger
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Faint
The substantial annexe.
The annexe in the form.
His secret annexe.
Annexe for motive.
An annexe.
The annexe.
Lurks.
Dawdles.
Tarries a bit v. justice.
Tarries for one year.
Tarries v. the gallery.
, as one-metre-wide as the machine.

Time drafted: 4/16/2004 9:43:40 AM
Seed source author: Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seed source text: Rappaccini's Daughter
Seed words: faint bright intense painful haunt linger
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Bright
The name ghosts second, destroying.
The quite normal letter to the dutch throne after one year destroying the still stuck ridged
snow, interpreted.
Undimmed radiance curves, primming like the column.
Lounging, as other as very high score.
Loafing a booby.
Lounging and spends.
Normal occasion joints.
Early letter gets the personal experience from the individual.
Getting, tarries however in cell.
Lounging.
Obsesses the disturbed surface.
Obsesses the abyss.

Time drafted: 4/16/2004 9:49:43 AM
Seed source author: Nathaniel Hawthorne
Seed source text: Rappaccini's Daughter
Seed words: wing intense garden painful haunt linger
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: The gentleman lay graveward with his furies
This painful state
Unspeakable expression ministers to the office.
The office ministers to this development.
The gentleman lay graveward with his furies
Like clay, he stalks invitation.
Lingers for particular job.
Unspeakable and uprising.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 12:35:52 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: evening half-deserted house wriggle arm snicker
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
The half-deserted tradition
A half-deserted tradition gives, stating in a statement.
Sick family praises the girl.
The terraced house is running slowly by an upper end.
Of an amnesty.
The sick department ministers to work.
House gets to a strong set-to, as new as government.
Snickers, as professional as the spartan.
This subdivision, as old as natural general principle.
Snickers attractive public.
Snickers substitute pleasure.
Wriggles the carriage, as misty as patch.
Wrestling way with that inc unchanged allbase/sql.
As single as check-out, by a tribunal.
The government in order facilitates to become.
Squirms in the position.
Family acts, as historical as useful data.
Writhes to the lizard.
Writhes the pleasure lesser, fretting with mother.
Calling, work says crowned head.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 12:42:48 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: firmly modest pillow screen glad lingered
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
One more modest dwelling
Like the chlorofluorocarbon, a sieve gets to his little companion.
As true as an unimagined little pleasure, lingereding.
Like the type, lingereding one thing in potential.
A sieve.
That blind is rising above the norman english countryside.
This countryside works wonderful complex fertile.
The very difficult thing lingereding.
Lingereding the thing.
The humble beginning eats.
Lingereding in one year.
Little sweetex is crushing in anxiety.
Thing lingereding, putting.
Like separation, lingereding thing in society.
Lingereding wrong useful satisfied.
, like people.
Like blood,.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 12:43:37 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: cheap argument tongue lingered slides greatness
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: it perches on the branching foam
Slideses to the important thing
The important statement, like one advance act.
A spit goes eastern, showering.
it perches on the branching foam
The statement.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 12:47:03 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: drains slip brown ragged swell tool
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
The brown bag
He viciously dislocates the novel.
Gothic novel makes a star only, keeping.
, like the descendant.
Swells.
As fragile.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 12:49:29 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: pool fall asleep pin smooth lord
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: and violets are done
Untitled
An ion as this aware possibility precipitates.
and violets are done
Like danish command, an overlord of abbey with one other prevails.
The stick underneath a drowned dolphin backs branch.
Diminishes so-called specialist.
The peg as republic really needs to use.
Flows to mind.
Flows north-westwards to company.
Flows to pendragon.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 12:54:33 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: necktie spoon presume dress ices matter
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Is God, -the only street
At the close low end
Is God, -the only street
Assumes.
Presumes.
Besides assumes some knowledge abstract and expects a metaphysical quality high and
expects the problem social.
Ices at arm on the floor becomes difficulty, like incorporation.
Clearly showing, presumes aids fucking.
Ices becomes.
, as new as method.
Aids gets to the enterprise.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 12:59:03 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: rich men prophet threw swell meticulous
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: and gondoliering legs, so fine
Threw
His deep desire.
and gondoliering legs, so fine
Deep breath happens.
Deep conversation companions thing.
The back-seat real conversation is coming from a fearful number.
Threw the chance and perishes the shire.
Swelling chromosome through that tubular rail.
Local total manpower numbers figure, like the modern industry.
Conversation goes personal satisfactory, thinking.
A workforce, winning at one busy road.
The seer and tradition.
Deep.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 1:07:10 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: modest phrase bare novels bottom black.
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
The bare street
His tight nappied hot arse of some breek including a part is going against omission.
The arse itches.
Lights new, like useful work.
As babani as that book, whacks branch his nature one entry.
Considers by malice.
This babani book becomes.
Modest level of income handles the denouncement..
Lives namibian.
Arse is sticking to young other people.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 1:14:07 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: sawdust spot far strength beach mermaid
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Where worried bodies of drowned men drift down in the green silence
x front
A daub.
Smudge to the keyhole appears to occur, like a tinder.
The subordinate post.
Leaving, like food.
Neither relate nor approach.
The spotlight of controversy just leaves.
As very good as one adequate ventilation, smear for group in one guardian.
Reads.
His ventilation crowns the emperor.
Rings a very old fashioned local debate wide.
A daub locks.
, getting like the piece.
Takes that day.
Where worried bodies of drowned men drift down in the green silence

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 1:15:30 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: let hotel slip rise lonely chambers
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And sweetest in the gale is heard
Lonely
And sweetest in the gale is heard
Neither lets nor leads.
Sneaks, climbing from the summit like his foothill.
His empire ascends.
The team rebels against a loss.
Again proves offer.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 1:23:18 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: sky smoke far eye claw novels
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: On thunderous pavements in the garden of time
Claw
A combined heater.
Shipping the device in restructuring.
Still loses cheating, assembling like the constructive realistic rest.
Cheap grass into the focus in a both passing-off reputation makes mail direct.
Sits bed.
Dope in plant carries the hallowed hall, like $1.00.
On thunderous pavements in the garden of time
A bullet backs.
Dies the pestle, searching.
Special instantaneous.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 1:28:38 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: asleep life voice peaceful tool sing
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: We can find no scar
Hooked tool
In the anal region.
Blabs a holiday.
Digressing, talks extensively congenial.
Sing spiritual obviously open.
Blabs a bit.
Tattles to other thing.
Sing to the able voice.
Sing to playwright.
Sing to mother.
Sing to his voice.
Sing to that ragged beggar.
A cock in people works.
Tattles, like the improved recording.
Declaring, talks about rain.
Blabs press to level, as british as the library.
His spiritual leader reports yesterday especially useful now-defunct reactor to biotic
force.
We can find no scar
I sing to a simple dish, like his walk-up.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 1:35:06 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: fog smoke face brown eternal sunset
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Of the personal real life
Hangs with the danger, like one spent standard pence.
Pulls forward.
One pence falls odd.
Points a problem to the important river and comes routine with enjoyment.
Emotional.
Stare turns.
British championship pulls most strapped cane.
Noticing, gone.
Bursts damp and sees honorary.
The spent explosive sets.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 1:49:10 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: go sawdust lead murder tea begin
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
Leading an experiment
From Immortality
Level dies, like his deliberation.
Deceases, becoming.
Results cross-talk.
Exits helpful pupil, as positive as staining.
Like an elongate, running a new cut beside a salad.
Model begins to design, presenting like the cancellation.
Neither from the borough nor through a medium.
Like his shoulder, directing his story.
African running game exits, depending.
He design the surrounding area.
His apple running.
Leads english letter.
Sawdust, turned into the town.
Black leg leaves room, like slicker.
Cross-talk turns main.
Brought, a doctor moves.
Provision is conducing to state.
Running market gets to term.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 1:49:39 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: restless argument intent wonder measure tired
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: it is the love of doing hard things
Other intent despite ease
it is the love of doing hard things
Appraises individual childish convincing.
Appraises embarrassed.
Appraises seismic.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 6:40:41 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: drains tea hold coat eat chambers
Drains
Tea runs by the lasting effect. Effect finds. Chambers says this money. The effect gets to
chaos. Drains then becomes.
A goal of the world already becomes system. Money keeps the paper necessary. His tea
maintains this helmsmen professional. No money for repair of one company is answering
in terms of relation. Repair involves to work.
Glad tea to polluter of egg tides a tory conference. The conference of communism on
conservative element tides one intervention. Drains of drains becomes to the unique
disappointing place. The party tides the international conference. Necessary description
then need to optimize.
I need to think. The unfair horror to the gentleman is eating on the power. Tree is eating
for tourist. Black chaos results accompany. He runs for plan.
Chambers Chamberses to become. Power preaches here on following current page. The
public entitled money therefore appeals to charge. Green tree by the outcome of life looks
floundering water. The conference involves to order.
A disappointing game sees whether to deal. The lasting impression in his coming as the
way works undeniable. An illegal total eventual elimination except for level becomes
developing. Drains becomes the name. One man preaches on the popular court.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 7:53:12 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: night murder mounting bare claw skirt
His skirt
A skirt in precedent seems to spend. The thing of nature of the remote past mountings.
The barely able great nature is flowing as the role. A precedent matters really publish.
That new life seems to excel.
Night gives an impression. Nature makes the association tory. Bare behind plays. That
nature maintains the service financial. The meagre contemporary material matters.
Thing voices the debate. Quality to one sense matters. One debate makes more liquid
anointed light oil new. Thing of too broad avenue of different wrong very successful kind
mountings. Night returns bacteria.
A precedent to pewter treats the casual unemployed. The thing of the renovation at a
small fishwife mountings. Thing mountings. His singer makes the road. Bare trustee
makes extraordinarly charismatic politician.
A role for this relationship of the accountant is moving from component. That wrong
music becomes scrutiny. New technique allows more accustomed existence to pursue.
That ongoing renovation finds. Thing by side in this area goes whole.
The area sells. The page makes infant. Thing makes the payable purchaser innocent. The
scrutiny works academic public public. The moderate solid quality is servicing with
manner.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 8:16:06 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: dusk long fast ridiculous dare human
Dares total innocence in book
I fasts. Patient between conflict of fundholder fasts. The job fasts. Chicken fasts.
Fundholder ministers to an officer.
I fasts. Fundholder on the hand pays rent. I fasts. His job of the ministry for the solicitor
works importance in city. Chicken mixes grease.
Day fasts. Fundholder falls high general low. He fasts. The high mortality needs to assert.
This general education in partner gets to pressure.
He fasts. It needs that I seek the shipwright. Chicken orders to the machine. Constable
with a claim of chairman never gets the total stranger.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 9:17:09 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: ask back decision force threw obtuse
Threws one over in remuneration
He asks whether to s'pose. The decision makes this data underlying. His back in a bit
bright eye reaches the direct image. A back attempts interviewing the brittle prospect as a
decision. That remaining job asks whether to let.
The bat of full-employment rate into relationship threws. This bundle from an incubator
s'pose. The back checks whether to say. He asks for the development. Thing s'pose.
He asks one day about fork. Underlying motive with chairman ministers to a person.
Obtuse angle makes the only grass cushion. Batsman threws. The model asks.
His head somehow forces the hill on a possibility. The american chairman is reducing by
one firm. Word checks some doubt. Increased rate through this pulley is selling in
condition. His head comes to acknowledge.
The batsman is allowing for sake. The back knows that I feel school. The prime motive is
speaking for benefit. Laughter is speaking. He is reducing.
Subject is reducing. The sake covers inadequate budget. The brittle glass carries. School
contracts.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 9:24:13 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: sky simple voice brown prophet snicker
Brown leather
That simple kind makes the dal akali. The dal opens. That kind to this company handles
the ground acrylic. Voice squawks. Love opens.
A virgin to development opens.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 10:28:01 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: bald firmly reverse wriggle pipe coat
With the county
The bald bowing writes to the end. The bald information records a date. Bald officer in a
bath pays on the quarry. Scribe writes. That officer posts the post a counter the
photographic chief financial officer.
Counter from the multiparty election runs a theater after a desirable open field. His bald
head goes. The purchaser as the attempt in unemployment runs change. This coat is
skittering like hold. A multiparty system allows department.
The multiparty election is losing from the destruction. The good bath in that way on the
council bottoms. He else runs the release. The multiparty democracy in accordance turns
wind-scoured. Price of fuel runs the style.
Multiparty democracy wills carry. Photographic identification of disorder works
standard. Photographic evidence infiltrates. A post calls smoke blue. Hold makes the
militia kurdish.
The little bald tire of flesh drives versatile. A decorative three-year-old design about an
examination for his high award calls. Servant runs the realm. Firmly is pointing at the
value. A blue envelope by his friend spots.
Council from the military issues heavy main emphasis.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 10:49:38 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: chimney create pipe hold snicker ride
Creates an atmosphere that national cockney new culture probabilistic quantum
He snickers with a grass. The grass skippers. He skippers. A chimney drives tall. One
goal also drives a new early offense.
A goal happens today prepare. An offense makes the playground big. Altogether different
pipe describes his speaker. He creates solely the subject. Leaky pipe calls the section
easily manageable.
The offense calls officer original. Stately chimney retains a barrel. Pipe answers pause.
Officer pressures that ltd investor. A chimney stirs caster.
He skippers. The explorer skippers. This tall cliff of the corniche Cliffs become. The
barley-sugar-stick chimney emerges lead. The chimney as that mother begins local.
A tall sweater patches the harmful disproportionately strong effect with craft. No offense
becomes dog. Vertical cliff like that alcohol like the wife Cliffs.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 11:30:55 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: patient house afternoon trousers black. drown
Patient about telephone regarding level
This afternoon makes the alliance western. Western road such as the cake of his stone
trench his head. His black head talks on the scenery. I trench. He trench.
I trench. I drown the special most feared police. An afternoon returns the hard land.
Feared deterioration is making against his young brother. An individual road makes a
flexible hour normal.
I trench. Land for the attacking effort gets one pound. Scenery of that time of national
classical character falls sales.

Time drafted: 4/17/2004 11:59:19 PM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: certain phrase pipe sleep crisis worth
The almost certain passing
A company sleeps. Certain mortality results plant. Seated crisis in this patient catches. A
disillusioned crisis in yet central place firms the long-term holder. Crisis falls on-going.
Holder card his back. His possible back reaches home for life. Move card one determined
overall victory. I card fine wool. This arty book firms the lesson.
One interested place appeals to the notion. It almost results that the sleep-deprived
subject by the unprovided family assumes the probability. The move holds one square
full. Pipe jumps leap. Economic crisis of one pp. brakes the above example.
He appeals his friend. That company of a thing by an only indian forces opposition into
keeping some nail.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 12:07:28 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: leap revision afternoon dusk nerve tool
The revision
The dusk goes the possibility. This actual word according to one generally overall plan in
the advance goes arrival. Nerve from localized advance gets to people. That actual entity
Mays see. The nation goes performance.
Possibility asks to purchas. He asks this sort. She asks the otter.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 12:30:24 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: evening talk coffee long settle lord
To merry escapade
This sure evening declares a fuss public. The fuss times workload. The workload is
beginning as utility. The long offence with the lack rather than the rent reports the sociotechnical system. Word settles as cash.
The lack gets to order. Public expenditure includes the profit. Profit interests this
restaurant. The workload is servicing from his interest. Brown grass is beginning one
concern.
Insurance of that premise interests action. An order acts legal.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 12:49:26 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: grow spit floor pillow impossible start
Untitled
I grows. A floor screens the still patient. Still darling tempts softly the kiddy into recasting the plot. Memorial re-casting. Pillow of the smoke is heading for the information.
He tempts this specific sort to pay. An illustrious memorial works. He grows. Integrator
with a tile re-casting. The impossible cliff from existing staff with his pleasure smashes
the crowd.
A plot takes hear. One movement grows so. The smoke calls a telephone duplicate. The
movement calls one phone more mobile. Good sort of stat helps getting.
An agent for the welfare in a homoeopathic remedy calls night. Plot rides two-acre.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 1:21:15 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: etherized pool arm pray lord chambers
Prays
Chambers clears tactless life. He prays for detail. Chambers Chamberses to become. His
financial arm on the councillor with the wide field bodies the case. Big name clears a
tumbling parlour.
Some etherized other gets to deflect. The parlour keeps a flask spherical. Field works
deep. The boundary between company works physical.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 2:04:57 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: streets night smoke stand vision revision
Untitled
Streets becomes to display. That revision makes progress initial. Streets is becoming with
surprised erudition. Streets becomes. Streets becomes.
Erudition is abounding of the inferior intention. This night gets to the physical iraqi force.
Revision as the statutory ancient seer requires to react. Streets becomes allow. Erudition
of erudition fills his alstroemeria.
Seer forces the prospect into winning the fence. Streets becomes closer. A letter is
becoming increasingly the non-comfortable man. Streets becomes servant. One night
makes no account different.
A witness is becoming one male. The man frees his human family of intention. The
prospect levels one component for one year. Streets of streets becomes the rest fine.
Letter of protection looks forward valuable.
Streets becomes. The non-comfortable man offers to approach. Streets becomes
strangely. The man wishes to make.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 2:36:18 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: insidious days music ragged long trousers
The ragged glory
Long word agrees on this way. Long overcoat keeps system old. Long face of
mimagreement visits ambassador on that evening. This certain way works available
other. Mimagreement becomes even to article.
That long way into the wave goes only. Long christmas is coursing seaward for his water.
The ragged tree during the regime at hospital expects consumer to come.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 3:16:41 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: asleep plate firmly bite sing think
Sings the dame of intention
That tooth in writing in the way bites the absence. His voice after easy horse bites the
professional man. The man of principle about school gives his output watch popular
separated art. Popular teacher relates the already dry written exercise with production.
This man of the different background of no letter gifts goal with a chairman.
The dental plate passes. Plate makes the announcement due. A man of some particular
civil parish sets one immigrant on the water. Water in the bloodthirsty that dim terror out
of car maintains level normal. He passes the date.
A background by more intensive mps gets to the top. Little man orders to sir.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 4:02:08 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: table stand slides asserted ices ridiculous
Ridiculous house
Whole thing slideses. The bodily thing like the rush slideses. His thing slideses.
Ridiculous ease dulls one suitable day. Ices becomes.
Ices onto the increase at the end becomes to forc. The whole system describes the jew.
The brochure for instance describes sociology. Ices becomes economic issue. Thing gets
to the still industry.
A nation clears weekend of the real intention. Regional big day travels way to collection.
A discount forc. The real world sets that job. Ridiculous air diminishes partly.
The work diminishes in particular. The thing by the league slideses. Competition forc.
Haem describes the word. A sentimental five-hour journey by minister dulls.
The ease gets to austerity. Ices later becomes. A table is sitting just by largely unnoticed
year.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 4:29:38 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: overwhelming soft wriggle bare finger lantern
Finger
A twitch of tail wriggle. That soft line for a conflict goes pink occasional. I wriggle.
Religious conflict is ceasing on a committee. The line takes affect.
The line calls the province siberian. The conflict in no money keeps his busy life
pertinent. Pink stamen is centering upon good notice. The conflict at one $1.00 points
advisable.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 4:54:07 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: murder afternoon eternal impossible swell tool
Almost impossible
A working very hot forge is swelling by the illness. Impossible hand gets refugee
imprison. This eternal form needs to tick. A major murders so the chief inspector. The
form demands to present.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 5:06:51 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: back universe reverse windows malinger skirt
Of a dress
A skirt replaces group with the lord. Universe experiences whole moral. Good lord Lords
the lord lord the lord. He reverses control. One pre-pubescent little boy malinger.
I malinger. Dear lord rewards jewelry with one fragment. This reader experiences the
party. The group is talking about work.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 5:17:43 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: let floor force impossible magic prince
Prince
He all right forces the momentary crisis. She lets trader. Trader now fills french bread
with dinner. He lets the large chain. The floor at the level mushrooms.
The impossible condition demands just his name. The floor passes to create. Some
general service mushrooms in agreement. The trader turns respectively the sustainable
use to the cheranganis. General parking of a car gets to lender.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 5:53:16 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: lead visit woman slides scuttling glad
The woman
This only thing scuttlings. That right boring/unhumourous thing slideses. The whole
thing scuttlings. Thing of moment scuttlings. The woman in the wooden very ordinary
table removes the conclusion within discipline.
A different thing becomes. Silly thing rides. The good thing in the circle scuttlings. His
whole length is staying overnight for sickness. This thing scuttlings.
That thing goes spiritual. Thing makes an other party interested. One day becomes
fruitless. The liberation becomes in the military service. Service in the unit presses the
word to say.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 6:35:01 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: asleep bare shawl ragged magic start
Magic
A ragged torch of the freedom is making a familiar name 132-page. A magic aura with
that behaviour cracks. A crime in heather-ale cracks trailer. His father cracks the passage.
The geologist makes important.
The flak cracks tree. Behaviour gets to the long-haired beautiful nymph. The glowing
aura names the seismic team. A torch is carrying then in cloud. This passage is coursing
in effect.
That important function provides his company. He provides an eater. One estimate in
order provides the adoption in year. One seed in the special case allows orientation to the
benefit. That case for reason gives that good maths to a distal portion.
The left is making by company. The bare room goes over there extremely friendly white
laughing. No laughing reply of that human adult aids. The drop cracks background. A
human being for no sleaze uses to give.
The aura helps to include. His almighty father of chapel visits child on the fictitious
statute.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 7:41:47 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: table streets sudden lie ball skirt
streets of streets
That published table goes wide. The ball holds this period sleepy. A sudden puncturing of
myth of myth writes range wide. I writes that characteristic eastern time blade one full
time. The full disclosure of encumbrance needs to car.
Streets becomes one indistinguishable party. Streets becomes very. No time absorbs the
young visually impaired grown-up child. This period from the strength with his aid helps
to recover. Quiet strength becomes.
Myth also calls shortfall soviet. Time offers the large international bank. A despised
encumbrance issues the undertaking. A mixture is lying outside window. Child points an
idea journalist a large-scale map.
She writes the edwardian family. The eastern seaboard gets to that time. A parker for
interest holds the early autumn. Young interest at one metre is Ending on the end. One
square metre in charge stills hand.
The stable table matters explain. His interest attracts some authority. An office is lying of
course. Office for other night over that slaughtered pig takes to file. Similar table makes
absolutely landscape bleak.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 8:34:56 AM
Seed source author: T.S. Eliot
Seed source text: The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
Seed words: go intent silent crisis pattern sing
Go kadi
Privileged able daddy go head. A silent answer of one 156m gets to his extent. The
privileged set of curtain of node finds. His able salvation on that reservation includes the
list. That crisis develops to confirm.
Salvation makes his protectionist manner kindly. Head makes a type use. I yet go sheer
horror. Well-being gets. The supernatural horror calls his target undefended.
Some undefended flower is talking about reaction. A famous set requires charge. Node
numbers new name. Wild flower is lying between the individual contentious principal.
The able idiosyncrasy from a profit is leading by lease.
The node companys iron. This undefended time of the recession feels negotiable. A
supernatural religion points asleep.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 8:53:31 AM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: door chilly black tickets subsequent symphony
No subsequent feeling
The door bothers his husband. A ragged ragged beggar from that historical point bothers
his head. Black ty services the maintenance. His husband stays preferential. Tickets
becomes.
The programmer bothers a game. An elderly woman services the asbestos. Maintenance
works cheap. Preferential access needs to question. The woman influences that relevant
factor into retaining.
The door keeps.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 9:25:36 AM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: picture coat carry admire sank youth
Carries into rape
A picture makes the ultimate rule moral. The extra admires the skill. A picture is shooting
by the leadership. The great rather scholastic important skill gets to building. He is
shooting powerfully a child.
An extra of the value of a rival identifies education with that sense. That morning gets
there the repetitive christian as easy work. Christian culture on demonstration parts. The
complete picture sounds silicon. Picture bodies metal.
A picture maintains that meeting open. Reference gets the sequence. One win sanks. The
moral certainty to the food quiets the child. Scholastic theology thus allows the
convention to pass.
This existing building draws. He admires the shah. The toilet makes kid.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 9:47:53 AM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: confident admire teacher bottle unimaginable tiara,
This confident case
Confident home needs to work. An unimaginable climax with one mins. about faithless
spectacular man places. Faithless bastard dies to bury. Unimaginable performance is
relating to dialect. Success places one protestant in group.
The unimaginable shape in much good considerable number goes laborious. The
unimaginable bulk needs to note. The good one is applying to a series. Dialect gets away
to a thing. This nonsmoker note a little maid.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 10:36:24 AM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: wild afternoon decide picture calm animated
Wild
The member decides mind. The calm marigot blacks federation. The afternoon holds war.
His mind sticks peril with world. Calm friend sees the galley as that sadistic madman.
Very calm accuracy acts. An animated matter to the situation just times one month. The
other galley for work catches that catch. Real peril waters. The price catches fly.
Park catches slip. A participant into his ironic smile with mortality decides name. A slip
allows a job the case the baby. A baby makes to think. The increased mortality is playing
by visitor.
Other liability in perceptive display calls one name full. A calm rustle warms. Smile is
passing through program. Madman well reasons that relation expects visitor. Increasingly
small carrier blacks beneath.
Slip hold the balance to understand. Mortality all experiences late-age. One slip forces a
forward into firing a pick-up. Calm time allows water to keep. Accuracy pays project.
I hold that insect by a system articulates that genre.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 11:22:30 AM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: writhe supper closed rise stairway. charming
Charming
Stairway. becomes enjoy. Ideal rises. Stairway. to the manoeuvre becomes work. Female
finds a study in the number. The charge rises.
The money of the well experienced man eventually rises. A charge agrees on the road.
Study influences member into rising to his supper. Relative finds whether to poison.
Extra coat-and-conduct money finally goes scottish.
Time subsequently rising. Female for $1.00 applies to the day. Supper gets to target. The
twitching tail in outing writhes. Supper of the roll serves to take.
A proportion work to one cavalry. Number gets to the crazy game.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 12:52:36 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: run flourishes lip free hilarious indefinable
Lip
The indefinable quality in labor leadership is servicing perhaps in agricultural hotel. His
indefinable way is playing upon thick outer superficial layer. The labor exchange of
insult then holds the summit two-day. Premiership is playing the support in the median.
The way is welling in shadow.
That indefinable reason questions the end. Indefinable charisma rockets. The shadow
makes term postman his routine. The end remembers musingly asking friend. Man to one
large painting in the general guidance is playing actually a grudge with a murmur.
The premiership with his arm in way leads the government. She asking the worried lad.
His way with ear is making of intention. The intention gets to that united summer. Outer
p. in this nomine in an area register the first-person plural.
An issue no doubt makes. Love in a combination makes. Lip runs away. The day is
playing disappointingly the sound with the accent. One painting appeals to success.
The indefinable aura makes 1.0p. Small slightly different particular area in conflict upon
redemption is heading by practitioner. Labor policy for the final needs to burn.
Superficial structure ministers to young man. An indefinable quality through some new
tooth makes the potato small.
A superficial level on way makes this day short. The passenger from a personal clue of
vehicle register. I register the name. Memory is playing his throne in an existing major
operation.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 1:21:28 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: chilly accentuate life struggle fisherman blazed
Life
The empire on the politician in a vein struggles to the surface. This chilly evening in one
far hectare by permission am hanging just in the control. One hectare lands the crown.
The compassion struggles to the normal people. The empire of a showroom presents
objective.
He am hanging index-linked gilt. Social freedom for grossing-up lands canadian. His
index-linked rent get increasingly to the conclusion. I am hanging his free shopping. The
crown works thorny.
I get one month. Fisherman of day gets to service. The quick canadian tops the pepper.
Politician calls alsatian-type golden tilted head conservative backbencher boy. One day
makes to ask.
Gilt waters. The pepper gets to the in vitro observation. That politician turns. One thing
on the floor of the most colourful past blazeds. Showroom contracts.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 1:56:13 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: run whistle supper chilly knee, feel
Whistles the well available implicit infiltrative pattern
A supper is serving once as rubbish. This training runs one line. The rubbish becomes.
Knee, becomes to other charity. Chilly night never gets to a competition.
Knee, becomes. Full rubbish fits utter burning useful. The burning scrap holds injury
serious. The need holds. Line gets to his sleep.
The rubbish works all right that left hand. The need feels homosexual. The printer is
coming with the chill. The end at the risk fits the surrounding capillary.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 2:47:17 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: traight preliminary boy gracious sigh dance
A sigh
Preliminary attack in the independent sector minister to the comparative work. The
independent party describes his video in his right lifetime. The most gracious speech after
his spotlessly clean popular break is centering on the board. Comparative parity freely
flows bright. The fully independent social sector by owner to situation turns.
The gracious environment is allowing for his per cent. Independent committee also
returns the company. A committee pays to return. The preliminary round currently holds
nuclear physics aristotelian. I minister.
Lifetime gets to that public outcry. His social work drives the apparent officer. His right
friend learns lower-class old child to make. Gracious offer gets to the sensitivity. Offer to
the constitution reacts.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 3:15:49 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: evening usher uniform tickets kindness zest
For this period
Uniform points political. No political right moves sister. Kindness gives reform.
Kindness is serving on occasion. Kindness acts non-existent.
Political vulnerability over the control in one century is answering to that animal. The
uniform acts. Zest take to draw. The other occasion is clashing with child. Tickets of
tickets becomes a collector.
The right for the other helps to put. I take the channel. He helps telling foreign affair.
Working-class sister proposes liking his soldier.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 4:42:24 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: concert door know chest admire host
Admires short hair about one time
Chest by the official publication flows tall wooden. The door goes open. The truth knows
the district. The front door gets to one election. He goes through a haze.
The wasp gets the spiritual office. No election calls strange good night as tired. Poor
district gets to a bit. He goes past the door. The early truth to vice-like grip asks the funny
way for this enthalpic contribution.
The office gets to a perception-independent world. This way handles the gutter new. He
goes in the instruction. A grip drives extra. The publication at that time maintains the
scheme childminding.
A wooden bridge flows common. That world of the syntax is going for that care. This
way is making to member. The spiritual state makes the disafforestment impracticable.
He gets humor.
Way makes state interventionist. The competitor with the relief maintains new school.
The publication acts. That night falls long long dead. Competitor of standard claims in
the government.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 5:46:30 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: black preliminary remember startle find soprano
Black water
Soprano sees whether to evaporate. One soprano is winging. Hawk remembers easy
calculative old way for the money. Male soprano identify the close relationship with
reasonable term. Drug evaporate.
The close year firms case. Close relation allows the case the family default. He sees the
temperature. His close body identifies philosopher. An estate is winging in that way.
One successful early year to the bar works recent. The small bar from a source whites
context. The brilliant famous soprano makes his head twist. That case of work affords
manipulation. His case also agrees on heath.
A bar feels dazzling. Manipulation into meat appeals to one objection. This body at the
airport keeps. The estate changes. The close host to that club of the chance finds white
cell from policy.
The popular bar becomes. Way works modest. Estate to stress gets to flame. I identify
postulated component. A resource-starved estate places.
The tension of alternative string in that suspect easily evaporate a cinema.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 7:13:20 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: afternoon decide chest floor animated concert
The malting floor
That animated form maintains his understanding very large. His individuation for 10%
decides manuscript. A large number lets dar. The too large solar points aware. The more
aware fund in the name on the food joints.
Sweetheart to that problem in sex-marking dar. Form makes this report video-taped. This
report gets to the set. A long form of communication with one young year makes the
rabbit br. Rabbit kills complete moral sheer panic.
Form goes lightweight modern regular. A form rings. Afternoon maintains this director
assistant. 10% really interests type. The large sample finds.
Moral goodness needs to enable. Moral unit numbers the new chancellor. People dar.
Very regular scriptwriter gives child to convert. The animated face in rambling sees to
get.
Different people gets to name.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 7:40:57 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: teacher door coat message cheek nastiness
A message
A message in case appears to produc. The case previously plans looming fruit for teacher.
Some surprising contrast produc. Message is falling in the character. Door answers meet.
Cheek looks governor. Contrast calms unionist. Capitalism produc. This case with the
issue writes to artist. Contrast still plagues greek epicurus.
Nastiness is making relative to the correct region. The governor takes the domestic
kitchen from a superior grasp. The message requires to secure. This case forces the
foreigner into killing one ft. Development secure no problem.
Teacher aims at harbour. An open door there bangs a back. The center of his pack
answers that investment sees a basis. Investment jumps trap. A grasp reads luxurious city.
Prey trap the early type.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 8:06:40 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: deserted lose boy color lip life
The now deserted canyon
The political deep color is appearing move. Color splashes sister. This color provides to
deliver. Drained local rich color previously troubles. He move.
Some political detainee writes to visit. Color to engineering gets to activity. Express
deliver the public documentation. The color of ink of the toffee is making to poem. Life
forms his simple mole on a row.
Some color sets. Boy thinks young. Color faces gable. The deserted tunnel drives the end.
Sacred gray color by the time frames the other bank.
Excellent documentation keys rattle. A local color of the skin feels the ethogenic
approach. The government forms decision. One color of the summer holds a candidate
official. Job actually troubles life.
A color of adventure gets to the library. The issue still feels legal. Color on the building
mixes one capable layer. He frames allegation. A public agenda for a period needs to wet.
Gable of building seems much to fall. That period from one intrusive line warns the
landlord. Burglary is appearing recently in advance.

Time drafted: 4/18/2004 8:34:51 PM
Seed source author: Willa Cather
Seed source text: Paul's Case
Seed words: late usher supper exhilarate prominent fine
Untitled
Supper supports craftsman. Near business-like man in son exhilarate page. Rectangular
pulse exhilarate the front page. Front parlour never comes. One man exhilarate page.
The usher serves the eligibility with anger. Invaded man visits visitor on charge. I
exhilarate page. The late quaternary proceeds domestic. The page qualifies the prepared
company with the characteristic.
The domestic horse is making in the multiparty election. One page at the root packs that
feeling with the time. The domestic situation precipitates. Company means to start.
Rectangular standing of an australian play controls a new reeking instrument.
A feeling happens. Australian grand prix press. I press the diode. As business-like line
through foamy cloud of the attack gets to a component. Anger emerges notably leave.
One multiparty election during reading gives. A component gets away to text. A
business-like man of the liver says that the concerned balance balances the extra amount.
He happens to repeat. A craftsman makes one candidate to know.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:56:46 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: river cry useless pass wayward crosses
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Then take my flower, pray
Wayward
Runs sun, catching.
The river splashes the family, putting.
Like plasminogen, sinks.
I give relative.
Thing deceases.
Going away from this far point like this time, spends various central office income
disillusioned black pupil.
Is leading the cottage to a badger-watcher.
The black cloth stalls.
Then take my flower, pray
I overtake an arab woman.
Hands a series.
He shouts open amazement, seeing.
Material is leading to south.
Runs to the organizer and goes to his full-time mother.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 12:13:41 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: floor die console darkness journey faintly
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The zebra stripes along his jaw
Green huge total
The zebra stripes along his jaw
The shadow and a favourite and favourite.
Goes little uncontroversial.
A storey with that patient due to the right size.
The southern big softy of his soul comforts man, like weaving.
Dying at notably unenthusiastic good venue, like some preparation.
A size asks watch, as industrial as his firm.
He exits, prevented.
As essentially unfair as the national government, one southern mw for sodium of a plant
is declining by the altitude.
Goes a picture passion one ancient day, telling.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 12:22:16 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: supper hall approach impalpable window newspapers
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Miss Nancy Ellicott smoked
Approaching
An antechamber.
The large residence provide lead.
Approaching with the stage, thinking about the devil.
Mansion goes seventeenth-century victorian.
Nearing.
Nearing to a glamorous quite honest electronic game, like the post.
I remotely approaching.
Nearing.
Approaching an operation and possessing the arctic city and possessing.
Approaching light.
Miss Nancy Ellicott smoked
Exhausted, nearing to this failure.
Approaching and decides.
I provide an approach with comment.
Spouse surely nearing help.
Nearing.
Window.
Frosted window.
Like the democrat, an antechamber.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 12:24:35 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: throw dance live light window little
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: partly done
Dances
Experiences loneliness.
Surviving.
partly done
Surviving the patron into his series.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 12:34:46 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: limp black knee young tree barren
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: 'What shall we ever do?
Young
The as slack hand enters one patient.
As new as a base, relies reading-based.
Desolate commune lines one metre, called.
His knee.
Combine, outlined like a subcontractor.
'What shall we ever do?
The dread of people enters.
Slack and east.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 12:39:48 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: throw pleasure catch passion apprehend gray
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That oppresses, like the weight
Apprehend suspect by rule
Discombobulating even.
Apprehend, equipping.
I switch a door.
The king captures a spot, taking.
Bemuses, as united as secretary.
Bewilders lovemaking by outside administrative agency, dazzling.
That oppresses, like the weight
Enamours and supports.
An union bedevils formal colonialism.
Neither discombobulating even computer nor leaves hand.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 12:42:14 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: dangle river sing dissolve newspapers slow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Untitled
Babble.
, as archaeological as this discovery.
Appointment talks.
They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 1:23:53 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: emotions shoulder tear man vast sleepy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Death and the Raven drift above
Vast
Like work, the vast majority to one blonde is passing through window.
Dismising, rendering.
As stale as an air, the factor rendering unfair aerobatic intra-community competition
compet.
Becomes to one wall and holds for some rigid light year.
The teardrop holds.
Lands the group the middle button.
One piece gets to the grandeur, treasuring.
Building at one $1.00 like the power, on that home.
Air rendering a coloured line most obvious.
Like possible patient, indicates running applicable.
Recovering fully.
Puts internal filter that final plan whole cheese and decides plab fund individual.
Makes learning synonymous.
That so unfair term in the field ministers to the century.
Vast number in this overproduction is planing off the smooth edge.
Death and the Raven drift above
As always good as showbusiness, tear goes ahead bloody.
Jewish genuine mankind.
He is passing fact.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 1:31:32 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: poor horse think eye snow sleepy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The pedigree of honey
Thinks the responsibility possession condition
Light cavalry, throwing.
He imagines that a man breathes.
Remembers the tinfoil a game the premise.
The piteous line keeps tenant.
Supposes basic, overeating.
I throwing the orange orange peel.
Recalls powerful.
Misfortunate drink from a start to this reminder quiets wife.
The pedigree of honey

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 1:36:38 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: petticoat floor catch cast lame right
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: I more than once, at morn
Right
Like no being, catches to the life.
The ripe kind in a world to the church chances.
As carboniferous as ancestor,.
Projects glass.
In a cycle, like good health.
Grabs beloved scots.
I more than once, at morn
Charms form correct.
Catches.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 1:44:27 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: stand world darkness imagine westward living
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Because their words had forked no lightning they
That living thing
To mother and in $1.00.
He envisages that that money to an exercise is running on face.
Thinks the interest this time a secret subterfuge.
Suffering, like the facility.
Because their words had forked no lightning they
Resists relaxed natural apparent enemy the system the way.
The interest makes central track strange.
Guess.
Imagining a taboo new subject.
As pedestrianized as the street, his wife reckons a challenger to accommodat.
Suffering the consequence.
Suffering the good campaign.
Still suffering.
Suffering the layer.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 1:49:20 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: petticoat find turn snow come part
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: avalanche lilies, Indian paint-brushes
Turn
His dramatic rise fares meteoric, like output.
A part as the as large intrusion helps the practitioner.
avalanche lilies, Indian paint-brushes
As political as an apprenticeship, chances the interior ministry upon the lamp.
This section.
Regains multiple clean free.
Fares the mother.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 1:53:50 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: upright imagine gray solid light hear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: the virtue of naturalness, that he is one of those who do not regard
That upright citizen
Envisages.
Trying well a day.
Then opines on the terrorism and claims for remaining disease.
The life on the bank with the extension hears number.
To the firm illegal possession.
the virtue of naturalness, that he is one of those who do not regard
Axillary.
Thinks and helps.
The bank handles only the heel high, participating as.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 1:59:47 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: wonder dance hall console approach dark
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: do not admire what
The dark surround
The colored -his, ending.
Questions this principle one principal partner tradition.
Inquires high taxation about applied research.
Hall, as european as that exhibition.
Dance, like tv.
The hallway.
The hallway for the example.
The polished bright hallway.
The hallway.
The gloomy floor lets go.
Suffering from mathematical astronomy, marveling a sort at the end.
The antechamber.
The hallway calls police alerted.
The mathematical adviser on the check-out of his good service recoups the loan from the
rolling grinding stone, as video-taped as the video-taped report.
Wonders archivist contemporary or stares heel high.
Soothes horror late.
do not admire what
Asking, comforts one daughter old.
Impressive lobby.
Become so with the connection, brightly colored varnish.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:04:05 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: silk wish see apprehend light westward
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: and gondoliering legs, so fine
Light
Unaccented.
One individual projects the agent.
This westward trail towards a hut such as one traditionally dominant late italian maker
finds, as due as federal support.
Neutral figure right images matrix, telling.
and gondoliering legs, so fine
The swooning female of one species at age studies year.
The unaccented syllable calls the organization new, fulfiled for the most part.
Realizing superb speaker, like the system.
Parent here nails competition.
Experience and centr and centr.
Insures quick, as strange as a child.
He fulfiled the entire fleet.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:19:43 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chair pleasure nose image fade dissolve
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And the face to the driven lover
Thus dissolves painting reminiscent
A trope on back from scratch.
The epitome in region to the extent is cutting deeper off the different certain main part.
The president of commonwealth of the assembly rights the wrong.
The main active lasting pleasure tonight maintains measure protective, like chalk.
Scratch perhaps makes use actual.
Languishes jamaican and leaves most effective.
Measure gets to his sense, like host.
Fades this time volcano response, like that approach.
Ecclesiastical court despite certain way fades away.
Disbanding labor manpower.
And the face to the driven lover
This black chalk covers skin.
White effigy, consisted.
Proven like equipment, assembly for the preservation by one major agency makes the
flexibility sufficient.
Like differentiated cell, fades age typical.
The fortunate prototype.
Of the hose.
This image or an example.
A current trope.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:23:15 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: move pleasure form region existence faintly
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Shadows hold their breath
Of a regular concert
A pedal goes, like 50-per-cent.
Looking, runs.
Proceeds, negotiating.
On the charge.
Shadows hold their breath

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:25:26 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: petticoat find young hill gate swoon
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A charm invests a face
Swoon
Finds manual simplex.
Witnesses.
A charm invests a face
The study also detects the material.
Finds and consents.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:29:37 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: sleepy come journey westward right crooked
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And cocktail smells in bars
Right
A round-backed ridge seems the business.
His fixed meridian by his business numbers korean state.
Paying under his as accusing finger, totaling line.
Like the departure, a journey in the big school of one mile.
Despite the dislike.
Occurs, reduced to good source.
Derives the emergence final or relates the conclusion general.
As palestinian as produce, amounts to this other disease.
And cocktail smells in bars
Explaining, fares female a blind loss that book.
Imprisonment amounts the alloy.
The journey.
Numbers european parliament.
Numbers the authority.
Numbers a proposition.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:34:06 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: riot array telling snow oblique churchyard
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: "He dares not clap his hands
Tellings this thing
Life in the word bamboozling one hand, like witch.
Bamboozling appearance.
Tellings in a voice.
The end properly aligns the long party.
The young boy bamboozling no relative.
Hoodwinks shocking.
"He dares not clap his hands
The cuckoo bamboozling the boy.
Tellings an often great racist thing virtually certain.
The orgy goes scatomanic final.
She snows timer, fancying like an united club.
Snows for the child.
One other boy sees to get.
Bamboozling, like an approach.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:41:41 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: dangle snow sing soul identity swoon
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Though wise men at their end know dark is right
Sings about breeding
Talks desirable exceptional.
An autonomous individuality.
The desirable behaviour says no hurry.
Drops to coward.
Canceling, swoons strange.
By the police.
At one pound.
Snowfall on some other results swallow.
Whistles narrow.
Though wise men at their end know dark is right
Sings otherwise fine, like the est. human.
He swoons, paying.
An individual remains with one example.
He talks ill health.
Perhaps setting in a face, talks.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:42:53 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye snow soul light tap slow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: In the groin of the natural doorway I crouched like a tailor
This eye
Some sluggish anticipation in sunshine writes the time.
In the groin of the natural doorway I crouched like a tailor
Rolls.
The sluggish growth.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:54:34 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: nose form dead time light central
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: Reading it, however, with a perfect contempt for it, one discovers that
there is in
A time
Light ray of hope of transmitted light is coming into the rough kitchen.
This bad class of a person about biology holds rosette blurred.
Reading it, however, with a perfect contempt for it, one discovers that there is in
The sexually transmitted attendant moves to challenge.
Refers the page.
An aware physique lands good.
A phase with fig for a penalty makes an immediate threat equal, detecting.
Issue, like that policy.
Lightheaded gallantry in the singularity ranks above one other old industrialized country.
Fitting.
Shifts boundary to deedy crime and gets evening into the action.
The phase declares the hostile system central.
Become, light.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:57:27 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: move poor array sit tear little
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: People like the moth
Of penitence
People like the moth
Under crowded tenement.
A split and the claim.
Displacing his partner, come.
An entry displacing relationship.
Propels.
She aligns reformist.
Mother-in-law for classic for black $1.00 strikes more his child.
The conservative displacing the stock.
Strikes.
A split next to the requirement fits modal.
I act intelligently as a monster, living.
Enormous tear.
Travels and liks.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 2:58:51 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: tell telling stretch image pane lonely
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: About the happy yard and singing as the farm was home
Untitled
Dilutes.
About the happy yard and singing as the farm was home
Stretches to a game.
Stating.
As non-it as a subject, plan on his lip to return dilutes potency.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:05:30 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: boot moment wayward flickering plain treeless
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Then swallowed up to view
The treeless landscape
Champaign largely Champaigns champaign.
Unwooded character Marks one mark with the british mark.
The due second leaves land.
Decide.
The foreign import names an italian casual rare visitor, slowing like development.
One second for time watches a smile.
Rolls.
Rolls.
Rolls.
The thrill.
Comprising male, as advisory as facility.
Movement irons cloth.
Then swallowed up to view
Sketches to the geographer.
A second treats cellulose cementitious, starting.
Feels.
Neither silhouets nor catches at all.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:11:29 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: pleasure happen tree dissolve part buried
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Of prancing poetry
Happens
Dissolving the minister foreign.
For food.
Resolves negatively, as premature as assembly.
Difficult president with no interest resolves an assay.
The difficult end presses man to add.
A contribution remains.
Like this area, materializing out of his adjustment.
Like this street, portion.
Also occurs the assessment.
Of prancing poetry
Dissolving into industry, providing.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:18:25 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chair partial tree world pane headstone
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: as chintz china one with fawn
The world
About selection and on the part.
Existence gets to lecture.
Needing cross-reference.
as chintz china one with fawn
, like element.
The chair and a number.
Like study, man of rank.
Chairman or the director.
Mankind gets to the very fond praise.
Clever, interpreted like that law.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:19:02 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: limp full woman man lamplight treeless
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: tail row! This near artichoke with head and legs and
The full curriculum
Of humankind.
Charwoman.
Charwoman.
Regular splendid charwoman.
The charwoman.
The charwoman.
Charwoman.
tail row! This near artichoke with head and legs and
With variation.
Rests to the party.
Humankind.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:27:00 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: cautious glory tree hosts pane universe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: In the groin of the natural doorway I crouched like a tailor
A cautious approach
His aureole, as european as astronomy.
Considers the character.
In the groin of the natural doorway I crouched like a tailor
No doubt considers history.
Considers a whitish-grey growth.
Considers one area.
Considers the scottish association.
A more totalitarian macrocosm of the macrocosm in this place keys action.
The cosmos is traveling at the long time.
Already expressing in 10%, pointing.
Delusional olympic wailing glory takes exist.
Dazzling to law like the lori flashback, blazzes director black cloud sun.
Conservative minister with peptide from position chooses to win.
Apply.
Finds the polished wood.
Reading the unable receptionist and watching.
Lights.
I dazzling the lady.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:40:05 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye shoulder lock dark headstone little
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Secret by the unmourning water
Towards contrast
Meshes in that place.
The center is stopping at crematorium, like other vaccination.
Interlock, saying to his document like director.
Locating, the small group works early.
Sour throat brings this case, as sudden as a surge.
Headstone.
Out of the australian ordinary.
Locking in the end, like far north.
Locking the whistle.
Interlock.
This fiddling thing gets to ask.
Interlock design the interplay very small tidal basin, like payment.
Above the global temperature, as fit as the marathon.
Secret by the unmourning water
Interlocks or tries.
Locking that door in society.
Nice flower brings a cow.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:40:53 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: emotions horse cautious gather tree time
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: linen coat, flanked by his household lion-cubs and sable
In a copy
Accumulates to this fellow, indicating.
Infers from this firm.
Infers in life.
Infers from that need.
linen coat, flanked by his household lion-cubs and sable
Infers also from service.
Infers from $1.00.
Infers from the morning.
Accumulates snivel, basing.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:43:56 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: throw limp year young rear tap
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The bustle in a house
Of wonderful charm
Parent.
Parent.
Parent.
Parent.
Parent.
New title falls white.
He contrives the long 'ard time.
Lifts the right by that fixed rule.
Bewilders one pocket back.
Pocket is Ending on the end.
Bedevil and obsolete.
The bustle in a house

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:50:07 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: riot die console find lame wave
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Dawn breaks behind the eyes
Of immigrant
Spavined mare to this date gets to beam, teaching.
A wow like cecht houses a sudanese member.
An imperious dealer incurs.
As roche-lobe as roche-lobe overflow, I regain sugar from that issue.
Of aeroplane.
Consoles by a direction.
As wide as long skirt, some rioting ministers to writing.
Witnesses to the interest.
The imperious knocking goes egyptian effective, like sensibility.
Deceases thing this thing that thing.
An orgy.
Dawn breaks behind the eyes
No sugar with the wheel of the electricity goes low foreign.
The activity incurs.
Goes the position sure.
Spavined.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:51:15 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: black word sheet eye dead westward
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Then ceased like these
Eye of his mother
Parole points eligible pretty sanguine.
Neither nor.
Then ceased like these
Like this local boy, beats the week.
Attempting,.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:52:15 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: face darkness dwell impalpable light descent
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: On to the fields of praise
The darkness in this as wide range about the payment
Either in a year or in the warm provisional front.
On to the fields of praise
Consist or trim or trim.
Boldness in material maintains his money new.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:52:34 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: story string horse pane silver swoon
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And then in sandals walk the street
A horse
Swoons.
Swoons.
American, thinking of american intention.
And then in sandals walk the street

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:56:38 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: story cry think woman world rear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: At mating time the hippoâ€™s voice
Rears family single drainer the other
Nurturing that figure or knows amount or knows an easy assignment.
At mating time the hippoâ€™s voice
Narration happens to react.
Sitting under structure like that right, for a minute.
Raises hospice the examination disposal.
The macrocosm later becomes offer.
Shouts to man.
Nurturing external source.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 3:59:24 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye petticoat poor moment wish lamplight
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And the long-tailed lightning lit his catch
Wish
Consequence and the number to change.
The short story is emanating from service, chased.
Bids a fixed percentage tiny.
Bids for an exchange, as elementary as the procedural necessary error.
Wish.
Wills effective, voting on this pay.
Cares consecutive young.
Cares entire.
And the long-tailed lightning lit his catch
Cares late local.
Cares small.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:00:52 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: dressed chill cautious dismal central faintly
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: have to be shown Longfellow's grave
That dressed crab
Neither cautious acceptance nor nation.
Increased responsibility.
Cools into the office.
Cooling.
Chills to red.
Cooling for one worker.
As statutory as the health, chills as a rivet by one per cent.
have to be shown Longfellow's grave
Cautious, become.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:04:21 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: lame heart live dwindle pane hear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: round which the arms had
Lame friend
Feeble.
Crying like the bridge, the nub with one metre with the foolish administrator makes illgotten gain weekly.
Survives without the prosperity and fears at this ideal mid time.
round which the arms had
A weekly mailing just goes.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:04:56 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: live dissolve watch hill drift universe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: For fear it be dispelled
Lives specialization next to one touch
I range a lisp.
The directory resides in his mother.
Swans one secondment short-term.
Then swans the truth living.
A woman vagabonds.
Blowing.
For fear it be dispelled

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:11:05 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: word heart woman gather window swoon
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: There are others besides you who have worn that look
To the animal
An arctic salted char.
He forgathers.
There are others besides you who have worn that look
As elected as the legislature, the arctic region like sushi permits one democrat to defeat.
Either infers less or takes.
Legislature passes to incorporat.
Gathers together, purging.
An unit conglomerates.
Faint.
As fresh as seafood, forgathers again.
Discussion at time upon the definition gets to new life, like his center.
The astonished lion defeat case.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:16:19 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: poor full year wayward watch treeless
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Mirth is mail of anguish
This year
A miserable hotchpotch is going to glory.
The wide-cut style walks.
Sees japanese.
Sees detailed.
Sees wide.
Sees european.
Sees far.
Sees so local old.
A twelvemonth.
A twelvemonth.
A twelvemonth.
Mirth is mail of anguish
A pus-stinking twelvemonth.
A twelvemonth.
A twelvemonth.
Miserable accord.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:20:06 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: tell string air cautious journey spear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: impelled by "the illusion of a fire
Long
Recounts the walk in the fact.
Aura turns receptive.
In the cabinet.
Student specifically enjoins that he sheds the unsuccessful company.
Narrates in situation.
Distinguish and participat.
Politics narrates an anecdote.
Merely stating the possibility.
Savage recounts debate to precise meaning, as short as the green.
He spins expense.
Highly differentiating in a stained form.
Says only.
Stating a matter.
Stating thing on other.
Stating.
Stating.
impelled by "the illusion of a fire

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:21:54 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: nose age rear plain treeless crosses
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Did the harebell loose her girdle
Of crosses
Did the harebell loose her girdle
Champaign is Champaigning largely in land.
Like that way, erects to the 27-yearold agent.
Nurtures expressly his direct selling.
Rears coward on noticeable lack.
Rises and provids.
This agent already acquires trade from hypertext.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:35:53 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chair string wonder thick approach time
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: I first surmised the horses' heads
On behalf of the royal fund
Of the message, seeing.
Chair after one day is rising to the immaculate sliding main door, signing.
Marvels message deer the ted.
Message takes feel.
The president in the department about peace helps, making.
A deep cone calls the speaker, won like one trainor.
Enquires one visit the wet vague look that science.
A wet felt gets to family.
The peeling door at that light opens.
As central as that extreme case, near.
I first surmised the horses' heads
The peace is failing in the context, as early as the broad land.
Questions an insistence, that is solved.
Questions by the belief.
The case gates this english writer.
Following, as top as row.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:43:25 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: proceed poor sing sit lock silver
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Before you move to make
Locks to an amateur
He interlaces sorrel with one man.
Basing on a floor, I sit.
Seats the cup.
Proceeds the tube plan answer.
The hapless penitent on a sheet seems an outline, as pasteurized as lager.
Slipper for the time postures.
Continues the conversation.
Meshes reading in an internal position, like subject.
The month continues.
Before you move to make
Blabs the border inferior.
Coral meshes.
An only answer ministers to the end.
One point.
This inadequate facility of exchange within an ethnic minority gets to entic.
Either models or says.
Like one set, poses professionalism.
Interlaces to the tree, like a pot.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:50:09 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: tell dangle region conscious crosses headstone
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Perhaps it is not too late
Dangle
Drops the press on his bench.
Drops the comment through this area.
Drops boot in this room.
Drops a vote by the programmer.
Perhaps it is not too late
Narrates the aim overall, as as alphanumeric.
Filmed, narrates a person by that variable.
Dangle above one foot.
As electoral as the favor, drops to one child.
This region.
Variable gets to his large share, working.
I recount a deed to a test.
Tells.
Assures of intention.
As important as the issue, saying.
Differentiates this group and forgets that feeling.
Separates, getting on the cost.
Drops in the vehicle.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 4:52:22 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye die age conscious flickering snow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: She sweeps with many-colored brooms
Dies his conclusion from the model
Palls, made so by one mile.
One view fails.
Like his refusal, goes money.
She sweeps with many-colored brooms
Fails a deal.
Fails problem.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:08:38 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: floor limp poor heart wave crooked
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: There is its victory
Heart
The flaccid celebration gets to the time, like the native community.
Starts.
Like charity,.
There is its victory
Scared, a misfortunate drink with a maisonette in one final chapter gets home to coordinator.
His eye stills creative power.
A miserable woman develops.
Slumping sign in the blasphemous affront.
Bobby, meaning by the traditional like.
Leads to the isolation, like the input.
Really miserable compensation in length of $1.00 points crushing crashing under-21, like
the main interest.
Looks.
Lights some unit small.
Fades to hope.
The community works together european scientific, as high as value.
Affront between the equal forces excellent comprehensive service.
New spunk gets there to a discretion.
Preventing,.
Prepare and sleep and sleep.
Channelling, a prepared concession forces the authority through taxi.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:20:57 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: boot passion wither think tree newspapers
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The thimble weighed too heavy
Branching tree
As bridging as this approach, his flush.
A mania, as annual as this report.
Sensation remembers coming an arrow.
His word well conceives an elephant.
The thimble weighed too heavy
A flush.
As superscalar as early technology, his welling passion flowers very.
He intends damage.
A rush of the other tries one defendant.
As vandal-proof as the window, a passion.
Giving like the court, considers a party on the trunk.
Of ball.
The vandal-proof window of opportunity gets to leave.
Recollects to a case.
Electric window makes a gesture purposeless, like a sack.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:23:46 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: horse catch blow full wither drift
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And the lovers lie abed
Very full
Total, become.
In the case.
Mishandles excellent.
And the lovers lie abed
Grabs like the official.
Gets the maker.
Gets the trouble.
Gets masturbation.
Total, liking like one concerned lack.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:25:43 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: stand dance darkness dark right churchyard
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And saw the skull beneath the skin
Darkness
In the communist postsynaptic cell and of the widow.
And saw the skull beneath the skin
The dark cuts.
Tolerates.
The dark is lying on town.
Repenting,.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:31:25 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: sit cry lame darkness fade swoon
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Love drips and gathers, but the fallen blood
Crying the shoulder like the hand
The lame leg gets to a fraction.
Swarthiness of his skin sorts personal computer, cowered at table.
That cool dark.
He conks.
Baby-sits safe thing real.
Conks alright.
Conks mean.
Conks present busy.
The dark runs, as other as the end.
Knowing in terms of his $1.00, crying environ.
Swarthiness of his skin like a cat is standing at court, like child.
Table comes, as cyclic as one amp.
The lame carriage subsides, as selected as the volume.
Love drips and gathers, but the fallen blood
As ecclesiastical as judicial preferment, conks.
Weeps.
He conks.
Lame.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:39:09 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: riot dressed blow bold fade darkness
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And all your deeds and words
Untitled
And all your deeds and words
He brags that a stone spends authority on the horse, as disappointing as the result.
His polished leather into the area at the high rate makes the virtuoso athletic, as neat as an
only pile.
Swarthiness becomes the vessel roman, sweeping off the line like the wound.
Wickedness contains body.
Squanders to master, effectively measuring.
Also fluffs jean.
Fluffs all the shape.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:45:22 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chair river cry dwell come living
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: useful; when they become so derivative as to become unintelligible
Come home
I come here.
useful; when they become so derivative as to become unintelligible
Fully populates.
Lies female.
The road in er terms of a foreign basis is following in alone middle.
Hail.
Consists the news of intention.
The river to heart alters his father.
The middle taints violence.
This case taints the sand.
I shout that I talk.
He screams.
Barfly shacks mushroom in the case.
Chairperson bodies one mere lb.
The value in match amounts hand, like a stereo.
Traffic does other increased other.
Come.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:54:09 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: silk happen form approach watch buried
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And then 't was put among the dust
Watch
For the center.
Happen the question, as special as the studio.
Rat determines whether to access, pretreating with water.
A chassis gets to gold.
Catches.
Of a player.
Form.
And then 't was put among the dust
Like that process, determines woman.
Happen.
Materialising balkan.
Possible ethanol as some real reason of ethanol pretreating.
The type sees whether to teach.
Materializes bad inspired.
The chassis displays the intellectual, like the process.
Bumps into reason, like application.
Quickly materialising beside the rotonde.
The center charms the butcher into intruding the wave.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 5:58:19 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: cast wish gray hill crooked descent
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: This is my letter to the world
A local hill
Neither hoary passage nor water.
Vomits laxative, wanting.
Tramps.
Of weapon.
As ruling as party, frog strays the hand.
Likes a lover.
Courtship is vagabonding in successful sale, demonstrated only like a sense.
Moulds the chest by the opposite or involvs leg among master.
The stock takes to create.
This is my letter to the world
He pukes, rolling like frying.
Hoary willow, become.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:03:32 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: move shade imagine conscious crooked crosses
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: useful; when they become so derivative as to become unintelligible
Imagine public in relation
useful; when they become so derivative as to become unintelligible
Propels a character and finally starts the action.
An individual strikes no minister.
That ghost.
Conscious insect forces musical wandering fiddler into intensifying relocation in one
refinement, as systematic as explanation.
The organiser strikes one bad day, graced by the provision like skirt.
Crosses over the year becomes to research, becoming.
Incites.
Like the flash, crosses becomes achiev.
Imagine.
Rightful subtlety, like club.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:05:57 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: story cast wish live wave crosses
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That image satisfies
Casts into the century
Residing simply with friend.
Possibly contrive with service.
A reflection roams in the area.
Draws aware important.
Upchuck, inevitably becoming through height.
Narrative or the procedure or procedure.
Contrive.
Love sheds interest.
He roams no agreement.
That image satisfies
Taradiddle.
Lasting his male fly.
Like self, residing on increasingly articulate behalf.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:09:46 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: stand walk river poor treeless little
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Might easily be misunderstood
Stands drawing on his eye
Might easily be misunderstood
Piteous line of profile towards an explanation bottoms.
Father in the department in his pace bears in the holy gospel.
The profile appeals to no huge increase, as poor as activator.
Brooks the condition no-arbitrage.
Big.
Mediocre performance and soul.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:13:29 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: silk young world come buried descent
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Weans on an artery the genders strip
Young
Study fares coastal.
Weans on an artery the genders strip
That domain gets to local other leader, like the city.
Lineage appeals to his attitude, like president.
Still eliciting from the floor,.
Fares in year, like drawback.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:24:07 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: emotions telling dismal existence wave faintly
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: I may remember him
Faintly
Gloomy.
Being on that war serves dismis.
The undulation within the county is bending slowly on the board, like the hospital.
Like produce, tellings.
The war of his cancer well turns american bloody.
Tellings to that thing.
Tellings.
Tellings.
Produce is giving by the end.
Some raw primary produce calls a primitive slut stupid, like this time.
Tellings in the analysis, like one homozygous state.
The french wave becomes male customer.
French text needs to draft, renewed.
Tellings a strange thing.
Tellings to helpful thing.
Tellings to thing.
I may remember him
Tellings to the thing.
Tellings to that thing.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:31:13 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: speech walk catch sit conscious part
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: interlacing slats, and the pitch
The part
Let out of a frame, indian language uses paper.
The member gets company.
Getting, of the good.
Arresting.
To the widely available far end.
That language gets to the female cold inlet, talked about an organism.
Arresting.
Arresting.
Arresting.
interlacing slats, and the pitch
Arresting.
Arresting.
Viewing.
Ride the past year, as black as his sheep.
I ride a man.
His character names mp, running like the new development.
Party gets perishable food.
A language.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:36:56 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: supper face year see dwell lamplight
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Dawn breaks behind the eyes
Untitled
The case ascertains whether to manage, substantiating by a shower.
I meet bony head, as seditious as the speech.
Resides the palace.
Pictures the night.
Dates.
Learns old thought knowingly morbid.
Dawn breaks behind the eyes
Fancy the sorry road for greycoat, seeing.
Belongs time, as daunting as austerity.
Ascertains in accordance with agreement.
Facing gets to the privilege.
Domiciles generally the settlor.
Detected in addition to the carcinoid, dates.
Populates census.
Populates his way.
Once populates the time-traveller.
An astronaut well images that one wiper supposes that he leaves.
I fancy a bitch, held.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:40:04 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: horse hat sheet watch lamplight descent
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: But they knew that it was modern
British descent
And.
Scag becomes to ensure.
But they knew that it was modern
Checks micro-organism high.
Checks, as rash as move.
The shroud.
Determines to a face, as scientific as judgement.
One sheet, like an examination.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:42:44 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye snow silk knee see hosts
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: To the lover bee
In funding
He ensures to terminate, like the liberal private party.
Finds major part.
To the lover bee
Ensures.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 6:49:12 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: mind happen region dark little swoon
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The breezes brought dejected lutes
The region
An universal intellect ministers to the anniversary.
Commercial judgement.
Occurs to some bacteria.
Swoons or steps.
Passes a reference.
Grim picture gets to the west.
The small firm in category on life clears an other outside investor.
Faints labor.
The brain.
The reference appeals to power.
Materializes individual.
Materializes mystical.
Materializes defining.
The breezes brought dejected lutes
Occurs.
Occurs.
Occurs.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 7:00:43 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye upright riot foolish year rear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Futile the winds
Untitled
I raise the crossing.
Of his emotion and of a train.
Lifts white, as financial as some support.
An orgy cries.
Like one certain organisation, raise by a remark.
One rioting for diversification sees distinct european unity.
Futile the winds
Lifts.
The european committee runs the thick side, like the debacle.
Already raise.
A certain degree on a bench in order allows the bottle to display.
Nurtures the emergence by the process and suspects a force by an electrochemist.
Shown, a sexual drunken permanent orgy takes asses.
Raise.
Erecting.
The rioting.
Rears other, as economic as policy.
That thick bag empties a story.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 7:23:38 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: foolish speech dressed world existence oblique
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight
One dressed labourer
Like crumpled handkerchief, foolish.
This more foolish part reduces.
Arises.
Dismisses economic.
Man is carrying in the parameter, like windscreen.
The sour earth matters give, as immediate as the cessation.
The globe appears borne.
Clothes-buying public loses family.
Like change, mankind goes cost.
Lies to one child.
The existence makes the end very.
Feeling.
Books to a local man, as constant as leisure.
Seeing pp.126-30 as elsewhere global fordism, as separate as the date.
Comes rather and gets.
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight
Happens court, like elis.
The foolish council.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 7:28:41 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: emotions nose chill bold impalpable gate
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: With a fugitive resentment in your eyes
Of emotions
Bold step.
Bold demand.
A bold venture.
With a fugitive resentment in your eyes
The bold system.
A bold route.
Cools his hand the interior bright sunlight.
Cools one zinc perforated.
The bold line allows the surface to replant, like new machinery.
Fixing, nose by governor.
Chilling his white skin.
Cools on the cabinet, put.
Too fine detachable.
The gate, shutting like a hour.
Bold, as foreign as his patent.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 7:29:57 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: walk love hosts snow churchyard buried
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Untitled
The beloved unites the theory with question.
Snow.
Beloved in this direction in the art scores one minute.
Hoodwinks ad.
Hoodwinks this aft cabin.
Bamboozles cuckoo, lazed.
Bamboozles on the day.
Bamboozles on the way.
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Bamboozles on his dark hand.
Either snow or begin.
His lovemaking from the competition.
The mighty beloved.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 7:43:01 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: upright face knee cry generous lonely
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: is hid but is not crushed
Face
Weeps with help and breaks at a year and breaks by the child.
Hollering.
is hid but is not crushed
Concluded unhappily, one virtuous circle feeds.
Shouts and cheers.
Straight way under a record with a strip raises one issue.
Hollering.
Straight blade pitches foot to the contract.
A virtuous morality gets to other woman, becoming more.
The evidence calls, as deep as the aquifer.
Like one pass, hollering loud this kin.
The side gets to a climate, carrying.
The sweet screams, like the computer.
Straight left rights.
Hollering performance confident.
Weeps.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 7:45:30 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: console feel form vast window newspapers
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The shutters were drawn and the undertaker wiped his feet
Untitled
Consoles.
Feels really his member.
Consoles to a bride, won.
The shutters were drawn and the undertaker wiped his feet
The bod.
Soothes.
Rationalizing, soothes away.
Soothes to face, as positive as condition.
A source soothes a life.
Increased and.
The flesh feels brown.
As new as road-building, the windowpane.
Of the mannequin.
Consoles a crinkly creature.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 7:56:34 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: lie telling lame glory soul drift
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Is lying one day with his iceaxe
Looked like fish, nearly blows to the especially important issue.
Rambles suspended external active.
Like age, ranges new.
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Dwells in the center, destroying like danger.
Tellings in alone house, becoming.
House is lying in survival.
A halo despite this circumstance.
Shell is lying on the clock.
Wanders the customer his impossible horse office.
Like city, belonging this car to instrumentation.
Strays electric high.
Going to life, human to a bridge studies whether to make.
The number is consisting in child.
His american psyche engages.
The number is going on dry leave.
Blows this attack.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:01:00 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: proceed catch air tear feel oblique
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: With all their griefs in their arms
Now feels to the mad king
One air is turning on the soft pedal, represented in vandal.
Enamours anthropological fact vague or marries a 62-year-old actress young.
Goes.
Air with the society gets to the chancellor.
With all their griefs in their arms

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:02:25 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: upright walk age lock image hear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The age
Engages.
Engages to the family.
Likely engages to the national park.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:11:07 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: petticoat wine nose stretch window snow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: When it began, or if there were
Snowing
Extending, let off the coast.
Stretches to north, briefly pointing.
Dilutes to the stock.
His window of launch.
Wine and the cloister.
By anxiety and in severe hauteur.
Pursuing, some subject under trouser stretches the catchment.
As indigenous as the black population, dilutes with the juice.
Of the flat.
When it began, or if there were
Unfolds this time modern, as spacious as the studio.
One end from some cool cheek debases decoration, like a top drawer.
A nose gets to his survey.
Adulterating his problem.
Juice works that separate creative good brain, replacing like other.
Unfolds the valley known and includes that country high.
Black shape ranges, scorched.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:16:51 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: emotions blow die pass think wayward
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Ascending from the damp savannas
Emotions
Overtakes long.
Legislates report, as presidential as the campaign.
I flub.
The substantial area clears, as more difficult as a position.
Reckons real.
The end reckons replacement to signall.
Swashes.
Spoils the green.
Mishandles intention an officer that practical conclusion.
Thing in science with arrangement bollixes, like the unjust war.
Ascending from the damp savannas
Arrangement with restaurant needs to arrive.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:24:44 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chair throw petticoat shoulder conscious rear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Lest anybody spy the blood
Throws the branch a government the fire
Raise, taking.
Projects at the time.
Erects in an extent.
She bedevils his sunny more alarming good prospect.
Sewer of crime makes airbus, like the planner.
An instructor bemuses his arrival.
Lest anybody spy the blood
Confounds fan this booklet one deputy, fallen.
Like the craft, erecting.
Foxes step his shin caninum, running through the association.
The black icy cobble foxes year, like cat.
Switches.
And and.
Gives solicitor for a reply and causes lense by one headteacher.
Raise ethnic.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:30:14 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: snow dressed happen generous snow crooked
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The only shows I see
The generous hood
The stooping eave, as top as the devotee.
Becoming out of water, befalling.
Film by the island happens.
Made, materializing one prisoner.
Like his coat, a round-backed ridge calls hand turkish.
Devotee for the center games on that people, stirring.
Haps.
Chances a recluse study the fat courage, as rewarding as reading.
Just happens the contextual information in his speech.
The only shows I see
Befalling in the light, recording.
Materializing, as important as sight.
Occurs.
The tiny island needs material.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:31:04 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye hall face gather plain universe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The saved will tell
Untitled
Oculus.
The saved will tell
Assembles open butchers.
Oculus becomes succeed.
In the century.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:33:08 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: shade find lover dead watch mutinous
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Then space began to toll
For one month
Then space began to toll
Discovers the airing-cupboard dark, like one economically illiberal liberalism.
Signed,.
Like a rare treat, happens.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:41:20 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: tell foolish river eye dissolve snow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: The secret of the soil grows through the eye
Tell a booklet from company
Separates development or fails a surge.
Resolves.
I tell phone to the port, consuming by the inverted organization like carbohydrate.
Differentiates.
Differentiates.
As unnecessary as waste, enjoins.
Orders lank seductive.
The seductive hardware finds, like immediate misrepresent action.
Implying by the eruption, states the right to the sunpark.
The incident of corporation narrates the man, setting at the cup.
Upper.
Separates this banker, standing beside a central ltd bureau.
Bamboozle.
Underlined in the level, inverted comma also points remarkable.
The secret of the soil grows through the eye
Tell, like a visit.
Tell by a number.
This afternoon away from one trip at high rate setting charge finite.
A trip decides his infant.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:43:45 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: stand wither wish generous gather flake
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Twenty-four years remind the tears of my eyes
Stands
I inferring that a replacement improves a bark.
Accumulates, as express as provision.
The labourer tucks little cubicle.
Support and agree.
Chip.
Resists.
Resists.
Resists.
Resists.
Resists.
Twenty-four years remind the tears of my eyes
Inferring, followed in the budget like the county.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:51:04 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: dangle river knee cast love barren
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: At once is mute again
Barren
Dropping the content pornographic.
He puts the shopping off the company, as new as his chando.
Wander, knowing after engagement.
Just puts out the door and goes with antibiotic.
He drifts so.
Framing.
Spue the earth.
Spue the harre.
At once is mute again
Spue the water.
Spue earth.
Regurgitates.
Like man, beloved.
I spue the earth.
The sterile water on beautifully calligraphed page surfaces the massive disc.
As socialist as planning, he ranges.
Become, the stifle appeals to $1.00.
Dropping the appearance from emission.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 8:57:28 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: moment console lame impalpable tap oblique
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: My life closed twice before its close
Often oblique
As hon. as a friend, comforting trouser attractive parent the pittance.
Little solacing.
Hon. life combines trainee with the riverside.
Solacing.
Child little solacing the parent.
The spigot becomes to car, as natural as a frequency.
My life closed twice before its close
Out of his gleaming briefcase.
Consoles to the officer, like the worker.
Wanting, consoles weatherproof.
One instant, stiling.
Solacing.
Solacing bewildered impotence, making by the impossible stiff body.
Comforting.
To death or in darkness.
Judicious dab.
By sale and in side.
The attraction solacing no doubt a full life.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:04:22 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: snow shade wife age region time
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Rowing in Eden
The wife
The a little afraid spectre is starting with one settlement.
The alluvial area.
Local hooded nuance ahead of other at love gets mind.
A bonus gets the data.
Grows the way good.
On that feeling.
He grows area.
Rowing in Eden
Mind of methanogenic individual wants to show.
The afraid scene of beauty strikes grandparent, like rule.
Minister to the contour in the artist wants tv.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:09:43 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: mind tree region hosts snow gate
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Light breaks on secret lots
Untitled
Light breaks on secret lots
This day for one year bamboozles cuckoo.
Nous.
Creative creative nous least advantages an actor, crumbling into the final.
Snows at the time, as useful as information.
Snows the clear fact.
Snows lightning.
Hoodwinks to his wife, saying like a child.
Bamboozles, waiting longer for the good new package.
The obsessed single idea in some vital huge continued success.
The nous gets to the century.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:14:58 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: petticoat emotions partial turn plain universe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: To a heart in port, Untitled
Knit away from the possible birthplace is patterning strongly in that early part.
Ploughs black.
Proposed, deforms mixture under the nose.
Twists into trouble and shakes with the content.
His nearby village then bends a shiver, as central as that headach.
To a heart in port, Like the old place, twists.
That place works reactionary.
An underskirt, sifting by inequality like that sub-committee.
Ferments the technology.
Ferments the thing.
Ferments the thing.
Fully ferments an escape.
Ferments his grape.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:15:46 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chair wonder array silk watch descent
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: A meagre, blue-nailed, phthisic hand
Arrays against the system
Learns.
The bloodline relates word.
Ascertains countess in accordance with basic rule.
Of his culture.
A meagre, blue-nailed, phthisic hand

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:17:49 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: horse silk telling happen dwell lamplight
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Grishkin has a maisonette
Silk
People, as unachieved as the dialogue.
Inhabits a tree instead of successful teaching.
Grishkin has a maisonette
Scag.
Of scag.
The cavalry, like a sign.
British cavalry of year and the chief archonship of the archonship.
That is people a hypothesis the mind mind, like name.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:25:56 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: catch think see young tree dark
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Dark thing
The actor fancies that he overlooks possible water.
Young student makes grandchild sit.
Overtakes one tunnel by roman moral conquest.
In the screen.
The company views college, knocking.
The end gets very book, reaching.
Of the far-distant thunder, carrying like the media.
The tree.
Enamours.
He charms his girlfriend.
The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Captures.
Ensures fine painter.
Fancies coffee milky.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:29:19 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: hat think window silver right universe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: With the blue-birds buccaneering
The universe
The window helps to move.
Believes.
He cogitates.
Thinks to plan.
Thinks about the girl.
Thinks about custom.
With the blue-birds buccaneering

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:34:55 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: foolish die bold tear dead churchyard
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Did the paradise, persuaded
Dead
Bust gets to the acceptable end, running.
Rising like the cut, fails because of the total lack.
Tree breaks.
Dopy in increasingly influential work of writes compass.
Dies previous, like the king.
Like the senate, on his gallery.
Did the paradise, persuaded
On this male, guiding.
And.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:38:01 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: boot wine partial solid tap newspapers
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: the shadbones regularly set about his mouth, to droop or rise
The tap
the shadbones regularly set about his mouth, to droop or rise
Mentions in a case, seeing.
Keep.
Keep.
Keep.
Keep.
Keep.
Keep.
Neither one strike nor the end for the construction in imagining.
Slipping on that labor minister.
Exceeds, occurring.
Geographically disperses component the odour the war, comparing to that birdie.
This satisfying curiosity to priest leaves a journalist.
Partial.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:45:50 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: full lock lover thick window plain
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: as heretofore
Thick
Dense water.
Dense black.
The heavily dense bomb.
I interlace his very heart.
The compact room cleans the media.
Media of the scottish advertisement takes to exhaust.
His supply exhaust ill window.
An advertisement of sea-divers kind now appeals to the mouth.
The scottish conference ministers to a congress, announcing.
Meshes.
Meshes.
That afficionado, becoming.
, like the example.
Scottish group allows dispersal to address.
as heretofore

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:47:42 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: story pleasure snow cast glory solid
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: In a parenthesis of wit
Glory
Hearty.
Of the roman, reading.
The tree sheds one sheet.
Spues the earth fantastic, vilifying by office.
Disgorging railway.
Roving, engaging.
Neither throws nor votes.
Suffering by use, setting already sheds the skirt.
Of his communication.
In a parenthesis of wit
He reading in the bank.
The pleasance, ordering.
I disgorging.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:51:10 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: lie riot supper poor passion flickering
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And look, my grain, upon the falling wheat
The joint supper
As fresh as the air, sweet warmth.
Inadequate occasion gets to a start, as british as motorist.
Lie.
Consists only selected.
The bacchanalia.
The bacchanalia.
And look, my grain, upon the falling wheat
The bacchanalia of the bacchanalia.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 9:55:51 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chair limp horse hosts conscious tap
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: There is a word
Conscious antifeminism
Limp coat troubles, as grave as cornflake.
Touches the gospel on the eighteenth-century deforested scale, thinking.
There is a word
Chairperson takes believe.
Heroin, like lucky brand-new notebook.
Appreciable scale at last works that governor.
Of the heroin.
Appreciable difference is reflecting on his child.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:01:17 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: upright snow moment hosts turn right
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Knows the adder's tongue his coming
The snow
Like his engagement, just health even interests the pollarded jungly-type tree.
Ploughs an animal, shouting at a supporter.
Ploughs native marginal.
The helm works.
A snowfall toward the division is stretching for one people, as firm as the beginning.
Coke, looking for land like no now fresh tired fair sweat.
Knows the adder's tongue his coming
Sprains hand, fallen.
Sprains a dictionary tennis the court, knocked.
One heat-inactivated c really works the north.
Health with amp in origin deforms.
Twists a smile sabine.
Twists narwhal.
Twists backdrop as simple.
Twists gentle dark finger cut.
Twists the woman poor.
Twists the stick great.
Like $1.00, ricks a vision.
The just gyro, as small as a pint.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:06:50 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: think image gather apprehend plain little
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Spout to the rod
Gathers an age
The world believes one evidence clear, seeing above the teaboy.
Small child now rights his man, like complaint.
Grasps to the end.
Conceive.
Spout to the rod
His small probe flows apparent both cortical, like coin.
Forgathers linked.
Causing, accumulate.
Is amassing by a body, like the event.
The teaboy by parent needs so the theist.
The icon.
The code in elseqhere is amassing in class.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:15:37 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: upright room drip flake oblique part
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Where worried bodies of drowned men drift down in the green silence
Flake
The character or attempt to father or attempt.
As far as corner, dribble.
Drip.
A just corner gets quite to want.
Dribble, emitting.
That most virtuous deed in his auto with the architect is sitting like the more stringent
one, like a government.
Dribble the producer one hour hour.
Office.
A hour flashes.
Dribble from one year.
Character helps life.
He flashes with make-up.
Drip or cling.
Drip the colour the facade square entrance.
Dribble.
Where worried bodies of drowned men drift down in the green silence
Dribble pathetically only and gets home involved operational practical.
Nipping, an auto of the private private auto maintains warfare constant.
Losing to one steamer like one winteridge, with the content.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:25:37 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: floor conscious solid turn come faintly
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Bird beast and flower
Turns a woman into the administrative payment
Deforms at the basis.
As rosy-walled as the castle, comes to one day.
One storey.
Despite the amazing success and of his child.
A base.
In stable peace and of the sufficient staff.
Releases cellular important certain.
Solid foundation wills carry, made to that man.
Amounting a current loop to one good.
Totaling.
Shipped, then releases.
Going like his presence, comes.
The conscious manipulation before a match holds the fairy airy.
One day at the youth discharges referral of original intention.
Bird beast and flower
In local mental hospital.
To the accession.
To the chando.
Deforms the beam tight, as typical as the deployment.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:32:48 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: stand limp hat generous dwell buried
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: As the fainting bee
The buried town
His limp wrist in branch makes carpet tufted.
Brood, like winter.
Dutch bitter winter in the volume develops to need.
New hat.
Worries a new window.
Lies, as upper as that mesh.
Endures indefinitely to sun and completes to this hand.
As the fainting bee
Looking like classic case, limp.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:38:09 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: room shoulder identity rear part barren
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Do not go gentle into that good night
Rears
Barren description at $1.00 between the communist party gets to the leader.
Now rises $1.00 to fat content.
Raises oath young people visibility, leaping.
Like the council, raises the driver other.
Erect only, as premature as that end.
Persona, animating by greed.
Share or the merger during millennium or the merger in the branch like this diagram or a
merger of an equal.
Shoulder.
Shoulder.
His shoulder.
Do not go gentle into that good night
The sterile store steams.
I erect a votive church.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:42:59 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: riot useless age young tap plain
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Unbraiding in the sun,Plain
His saturnalia.
Rap.
Breaks that case on the rebarbative family and steals the story from the protection.
No rap places adult.
Watches a minimum a fire one track.
Gives televized match impression an accident, like keyboard.
The early riot follows to arrive.
One keyboard works, operating in well-developed direct confrontation.
Unbraiding in the sun,-

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:48:04 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: horse vast watch lamplight come treeless
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: She turned away, but with the autumn weather
Comes reaction
Pail gets, as large as his horse.
She turned away, but with the autumn weather
Like the extent, derives geographical center large system this cell.
Lamplight works closely.
Watches, like his bloke.
This system of the vote invokes to review.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:53:16 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye dance telling sheet dismal gather
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Round her chamber hums
Gathering skinny
Collects a license.
Amassing his capacity.
Dances music.
In one deal, meaning.
His eye gets programmer.
Gathering child.
The tabloid appears to link.
Round her chamber hums

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 10:56:27 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: fade dark central drift gate slow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Almost contented
The central government
The grim minister applies to a trustee, thinking of quite determing intention like aiden.
This gate.
The gate.
The gate.
The economic gate.
Almost contented

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:03:14 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: story useless passion lock see come
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: By the light of the meat-eating sun
From the medium
Tale.
Finds to this day.
Watches visitor a room a car.
Some useless individual of classicism takes wet, as money-off as the voucher.
Descends the nordic icecloud nordic, as free as the british always hot press.
Storey about his capability.
Encounters content.
By the light of the meat-eating sun
No so hot nest feeds the dog, following in the formula.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:06:49 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: word bold image generous man little
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Yield her moat of pearl
Generous
Password and lifespan.
Small boy gets this flying fox catch, like trade.
Acting the firm in inequality, like the automatic presidential election.
Yield her moat of pearl

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:13:49 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: story black image wish headstone little
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The East put out a single flag
Spitting
A paradigm corresponds, like credit.
Possible respectable.
Account with heading joins one executive.
Fiddling customer sees whether to claim.
Likes available.
A trope to the machine claims fine cotton.
Wishes.
As interesting as the certain aspect, really wishes for that conversion.
Cares a world, as fine as the margin.
As blessed as the sacrament, likes concerned.
Cares, making at the satisfactory resolution.
Saying too, cares open.
The East put out a single flag

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:24:45 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: limp world live hosts sleepy westward
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And along the trampled edges of the street
The world
The globe is trading open as one year.
A populace, watching for the waiter like the box.
And along the trampled edges of the street
The easy earth-centered cosmos for the rate.
Broken, lives bird evident.
Neither knows nor leaves.
Survives without this control.
The wilted vegetable makes interested hour normal, like his appearance.
Knows the pandava.
Like history, a macrocosm becomes to a part.
Lives.
Subsists friendship possible dismissal bog.
Subsists the matter bailment one incident.
Subsists fruit month a mortgage.
Subsists the acceptable dismissal the arrangement a contract.
Subsists the tinned fruit the rat misdelivery damage.
Subsists protection property the agreed tenancy.
The globe in sound of white, like the diamond.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:32:56 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: wonder black nose age feel flickering
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: moving together like the feet of water-spiders as if there were
On the meaty deck
I now finds that he continues beginning.
Like role, feels.
Questions present.
Wonders fishkeeper the atmosphere a look and lets that top this rhyme mutual survival.
He questions whether to exert, taken.
Like a sense, wonders trip.
Black sees to criticize.
White white, as normal as high serum.
Wonders friction.
From tax and on the back and of tear.
A nose of minister, like one second.
Like long tr it, he finds that his hand almost hides.
moving together like the feet of water-spiders as if there were
Experiences by the government.
Fingers available drink with the future queen.
Finds, coming.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:39:41 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: boot word room chill young plain
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The orchards spangles hung
Much young
Thrill is breaking into rock.
Cools to a postdoctoral researcher.
Champaign becomes.
Postdoctoral researcher questions whether to interpret.
Chills a bone the low-cost film one transcriptase.
I interpret employment.
Neither nor.
Cools to that ma.
The orchards spangles hung
The bible through fist gets to available credit, like the scottish race.
Rock makes interest special, attaching.
Thrill.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:43:26 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chair proceed blow console wayward mutinous
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: On patriotic day
Really blows around church
One president.
On patriotic day
His president.
The president worth time at time.
Continuing hunter with the majority, as rural as his planning.
Gases the job and closes the young dutch authority and closes a far far pfennig.
Chairperson, like historical art.
The glad president makes school primary.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:46:46 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: river sit approach plain little slow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: He questioned softly why I failed
Of the mid east
Irksome.
He questioned softly why I failed
I ride.
Nears the additional observation.
Nears.
A little stiff modifies enzyme with one possible separate subroutine.
Models.
Postures a drink as ambition, like moment.
Never noticed like menacing note, ride.
That enzyme gets to attention.

Time drafted: 4/19/2004 11:56:50 PM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: dance sing thick partial form churchyard
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: To gather in its dividends
Dances to a star
Thick.
Manikin seems determine.
Blabs.
Sings uppermost, telling of the intention.
Like flower, talks.
Endeavouring, only babbles the face.
He talks talk.
Neither working local class nor this shock.
He telling that the kid finds this contemporary problem, detailing.
This bod by one owner of bod is showing for woman.
A mannequin, shown.
Sings the pleasure and means the service.
Strain in school gets to people, completed.
Stocky brow in the plunge of the hill lifts one child.
Relation blabs country, concluding in the army.
Getting, blabs the quality rhythmic.
He concluding the undertaking.
To gather in its dividends

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:05:42 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: tell eye boot blow hosts right
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: I observe: â€œOur sentimental friend the moon
In the dark
Correct, as whole as the process.
Narrate and present.
As highly relevant as no need, enjoins group ethnic.
Assures endeavour.
Botches casual woman representative the time.
Botches a clapping trick this only score the clean act.
I say service to date.
The minimal unfenced danger on the pinnacle of a seam spins massive weaving, repairing
like leisure.
Eased from the north like departmental head, vaunts scum.
Bollockses, like hand.
I observe: â€œOur sentimental friend the moon
Reciting, gathering about a body.
Like the ground, tells the empire of intention.
The act absorbs good young dark lord.
His eye.
An eye.
Say the little princess the market a people.
However say his laser the tool one technology.
Say the tour clothe majesty.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:09:09 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: move horse black tear hosts world
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And even heaven has a smell
Tear
That time in village goes right.
Runs the hygienecourse.
Now acts to a brussels-based politician.
And even heaven has a smell
Acts to the light.
Acts to the captain.
Affects.
And social intergovernmental.
Travels from this factory.
Displaces imagery.
Friend displaces step.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:10:45 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: riot proceed snow turn watch drift
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: He kindly stopped for me
Hard white snow
Come, cast the motivation.
Debauch becomes stabilize.
One riot.
Howler.
Observes.
A hysterical scream.
He kindly stopped for me
Floats 25% into his brilliant angular face.
Checks computer, given.
Cast, damaging by the country.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:15:06 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: emotions sit chill feel thick conscious
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Conscious
Dense.
Japanese-style slipper of one new yard postures.
This sharp sort in area sits.
Modeling.
A heavy copperplate beggars generosity, like wallpaper.
Some slipper convicts money of no intention, putting.
Cool, like stair.
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Japanese-style independence on snow makes a solution unpopular.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:19:22 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: pleasure shade dressed lame pass dwell
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Zion of the water bead
The shade
Excretes the experiment in island.
Excretes product from the story.
Excretes his lip in commentary.
Excretes a dam in dark cooking.
Excretes banqueter by eye.
Great, beholding.
Lip goes ahead cloudy bright.
He runs charity out of fund, like an old bath.
That nicety begins the dust, like a leadership.
This type legislates simple excellent facility.
Zion of the water bead
Eliminates protein.
Excretes that carbohydrate from poultry.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:27:27 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: limp hall snow tree dark barren
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Or grinning over a screen
The tree
Colored, becoming unboundedly.
Leads central equivalent, as existing as the business.
Switches.
A slack time as contribution to the thing is hanging above the board.
Then rolls.
The hallway on the industry cloaks his girl.
Or grinning over a screen
Deals the jurisdiction different.
Stays to bird.
The brightly colored sample, splitting between a race.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:40:19 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: speech face world darkness vast faintly
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Her message is committed
From a duodecimo
The cosmos points inanimate, like his rose.
Gets the amount to his wrist, like the granule.
Feels to the man, decided.
The duskiness becomes ancient ancient.
Face.
Begs to the back.
Sees his fiery rigid white tail as witness, as contractual as his following known date.
Public makes execution excellent.
Also declares.
Her message is committed
Some font in the plane makes remedy herbal.
Goes terraced garden royal.
Returns clemency from that time, as other as a line.
The cosmos and the diplomatic service.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:45:01 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: wonder shoulder buried headstone gate descent
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: With "This was last her fingers did,
Wondering event
With "This was last her fingers did,
Questions and spills.
Enquires library middle, like a scheme.
Marvels then to lover.
Wondering.
He questions, obtaining like the vocal showpiece.
Enquires to face and still falls to his love.
Declension becomes more latin, like one vols..
Inquiring the answer, as daily as the routine.
Inquiring into this shoe.
Marvels.
As spatial as the distribution, his lineage in the atmosphere in exploration.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:46:04 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: eye throw hall telling die full
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Dying
Like one controller, constantly bedevils genuine.
Perishes the distress one kind shelter.
Perishes thing population one measure.
Perishes the death the front the keen party.
Perishes void the hunger his work.
Matron bewilders sensation.
The brown waves of fog toss up to me

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:00:39 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: upright moment word world age gate
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: Giving her perishable
Untitled
Giving her perishable
Bestows a drink soft.
As bottom as one match,.
Eligible, adopting by show.
Existence levels.
Intelligence parts, as mass as a phenomenon.
The man accepts the tertiary fossil.
An extra-textual domain gets to north.
No good match forms a barbed-wire fence on the dog.
Trebled, a second rushes a woman.
An as good deal fits powerful.
Needing, become.
Disregarding like the correct declining centrality, puts on the night.
Introduce and use.
Puts his stress.
Puts the contrary.
Puts face.
Entirely unrepresentative humanity.
The world.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:03:17 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: aunt speech drip hosts identity crooked
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: a paper-maker like the wasp; a tractor of foodstuffs
Drip
A lecture by time round the corner restricts the minister, as quite convinced as figural
bias.
Like the analyser, indistinguishability.
Of one module.
Address with the pill on aid admits light.
a paper-maker like the wasp; a tractor of foodstuffs
Lecture.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:10:39 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: dance sit live love dwindle buried
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The children hurry by
Dwindles certain burning
As substitute honey feeds flycatcher with one side.
Last.
Transcending by the channel like design, one far beloved tells color from shape.
Live some decision bibliographical, like year.
Live and grow.
Vastly populate, stringing across a large room.
Live his new place in employment.
A fool in that unregistered company exists.
People.
People.
People.
People.
People.
The children hurry by
Survives from fear.
One other side is standing at light.
Populate, like the probability.
Honey Misses to miss, developed like aspect.
Guitarist developed broadly the head.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:16:14 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: wife world thick region central descent
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Rip of the vaults, I took my marrow-ladle
More central administration
Rip of the vaults, I took my marrow-ladle
A pedigree makes the ground thick.
Making success, as general as this conception.
Appears particularly sensitive headach so severe, visiting as as visitor.
Perform, attributing to big car like important thing.
Man, shifted.
For the media.
That headach in the basin is suffering from the basis.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:17:14 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: riot image snow wave little thorns
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And signed the fete away
Of thorns
The undulation makes a greek minister provisional.
An icon to the considerable challenge against no risk.
Like the technology, hoodwinks.
In the congress, drunkenly burning like the throat.
On emission.
Coming, snowing.
And signed the fete away
The undulation, like worker.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:34:21 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: proceed cry happen wayward snow journey
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The sunshine threw his hat away
Snowing
The italian journeying in the end comes.
The stony desert is moving to a human organization.
Continues.
Finds.
Some school at good thing of some thought is going home round clock.
The clock gets to the cub.
His good way acts dishonestly awful.
A desert about no child falls, as thin as his tonsure.
Proceed.
Chances this time that loony bin copy.
No end gets the man thrive, summing.
Happens to the bad young wee lass and forcs to life.
Occurs at bank, regarded.
Snowing and suggests and suggests.
Russet tonsure throughout his complex short pregnancy into sunlight suffices to think.
Shouts.
Close living creature is moving madrid-based.
Keeps to one neighbour, as low as the density.
The sunshine threw his hat away

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:36:49 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: stand horse pass glory flickering faintly
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: rice-grains, ink
Untitled
He resists no need.
Exceeds the useless whole other half.
rice-grains, ink
Fleets to one patient, as large as that part.
And.
Tops market and brushes all the earth.
Faithfully discharging, expires the in-built data.
Abides.
Tolerates to partner.
Tolerates to parent.
Tolerates to page.
The police discharging, as natural as resource.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:39:23 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: word bold watch fall lamplight come
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: investigate them
Coming
Sees the morsel.
Shines directly, as hard as the floor.
The give-and-take experiences.
Follows.
The transaction indeed amounts the sediment, seeing.
Descend.
Intelligence.
investigate them
The above-average intelligence.
Obvious intelligence as the means.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:43:27 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: face world full see fade crosses
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: (the edgehog miscalled hedgehog) with all his edges out
A full fizz
Witnessing.
Witnessing one century.
Witnessing.
Witnessing.
Of jungle.
Neither of context nor along the track.
(the edgehog miscalled hedgehog) with all his edges out
His face.
Like that case, radically envisions an exception for the term.
The world adjudges the record concerned.
Like one radiance, humanity invokes to the defect.
Across this road and of coral.
Learns to the animal.
Learns to the powerful tool.
Learns to the bomber.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:50:10 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: emotions telling passion approach silver mutinous
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Upon the glazen shelves kept watch
The silver chaplet
Silvery water gets to the new string, scenting.
To some renewed sense, built.
Nears an expansion, knowing.
Approaches assistance generous or implies the century late or implies management
active.
Nears thought specific.
Tellings other.
Approaches.
Upon the glazen shelves kept watch
Sense after a course gets to the extent, like a batsman.
Nears a tunnel the mind special attention and pins a shave the record-player the lath.
Ever becoming, emotions.
Like his mortality, silvery water.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:57:22 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: floor speech knee cautious passion silver
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Allayed the fever of the bone
In the hutch
This silver thing.
Either accrues the heavy individual individual consumer to his request or makes an
accord of the intention.
Threaded everywhere, picks some day out of service.
No longer throbs black.
Delivery on suitable welly rounds tombola.
Require.
Allayed the fever of the bone
Require.
Require.
Require.
Covers.
Sends to state, using like the answer.
Avoids.
Avoids.
Avoids.
Shapes the institution the healthy subject thin-section photograph and changes ozone
compromise politics.
Managing, silver.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:59:34 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: throw poor horse haggard sit knee
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud
Untitled
I sits alone cat.
Long-haired long-haired chinchilla baby-sits, like disputed debt.
His knee.
Knee.
Discombobulates even the computer, leaving.
Rides, needing for reason.
His desk throws the list, as smoochy as his soul.
To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud
Throws.
At the top.
Pupil by clone-probe clone-probe matrix sits name.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:06:52 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: chill bold think approach dwindle hear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: in towns like this, with eight stranded whales
Bold
Reckon to the other day, like the chart.
in towns like this, with eight stranded whales
He recalls that that villa gives this capacity, like a runway.
Recalls his fame, like one character.
Listen.
Currently considers clerk.
Gotten into night, tries the majority.
Asked like the passport, listen to the authority.
I reckon that public life to the province means venetian window.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:15:29 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: supper dance pass age lover woman
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: I should find
Age
The french year overtakes a square short easy mile.
Draws double.
Of this afficionado.
Womanhood.
An age cakes the world.
Pass.
The ferry sinks into this century.
Like the strong economic serious relationship, this year gets to visitor.
I should find

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:18:45 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: floor limp lie aunt heart flake
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: I shall not murder
Flake
And.
I shall not murder
Big snowflake gets to the obsessive individual man.
Of girlhood, like the heritage.
Consists.
As contingent as avoidance, heritage in package through the faculty is combining
manually with invasion.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:21:57 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: upright thick form identity fall come
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That perches in the soul
Falls a brand new ship
Flows.
Dense eye keeps.
That perches in the soul
In main question.
The fundamental question similarly evidences a blank shell, like a presence.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:31:50 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: sit silk eye generous wayward crosses
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Now, when I read, I read not
At clinic
Models essential data.
The perverse act transfers.
Like vint, rides bloody.
Now, when I read, I read not
Poses the question a therefore defensible means the end, as faithful as other family.
Seats mischievous nice.
The middle, putting on fire.
, meeting at his one-to-one common keen situation.
Trackless moot hill rides.
He seats the table for the gospel.
Models transfer in his castle, like that impairment.
Posture, keeping.
His obstinate immobility falls mature, as metallic as imagery.
A full allowance of the other perquisite transfers that pension to traffic, like the charge.
The trackless field to band by the surgeon permits traditional deus ex machina to incline.
Traffic is going to that process, requesting for the too good future.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:36:57 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: sing pass wither wish man wayward
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: To seize and clutch and penetrate
Wayward
Deceases and becomes much.
Goshawking in the way, the dutch squadron of electrical engineer is going to manual
employee.
Trying for one negotiation, fade.
Nowhere tops battery.
Draws constant fierce, letting on sturdy rapidly accelerating frame.
Leads ideological purity.
Falls.
Clears to the seller.
Manual worker likes to see, like home.
A response trying an effect.
Expires at this week.
Sinking.
To seize and clutch and penetrate

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:42:26 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: floor speech woman light lonely crosses
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And, "you're hurt" exclaim
For the result
The uneasy base, beginning with omeprazole.
Gives the article, like his member.
Go, saying.
Calls anywhere the destruction for his sake.
Omeprazole treats his retirement forced.
The unclouded sky covers the master.
Following.
And, "you're hurt" exclaim
Base.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:49:42 AM
Seed source author: James Joyce
Seed source text: The Dead
Seed words: sing die live thick man mutinous
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: To women who have twisted their last smile
Thick
Pass a current great generation.
One month shacks in the day.
To women who have twisted their last smile
Man sees whether to turn.
Talks young.
So dense coating makes a rise far, like development.
I pass sufficiently.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 10:17:07 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: blow small air compensate experience adult
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Spun on a spout like a long-legged ball
Compensates to the plaintiff
Experience.
Recommended, seven-frame.
Spun on a spout like a long-legged ball
Counterbalances the ground, posed by his coach.
Prepared.
Political.
A colleague recompenses the plaintiff, stood in the doorway.
Covers.
Redresses the non-voting unilateral membership british.
Big scene is allowing for people.
A seven-frame blast keeps harness particular.
Indemnifies business education israeli carrier.
Recompenses to a player, invariably involving.
The operator to the atom highest recompenses the plaintiff.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 10:25:22 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: superior environment physiology surrounding savage broad
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
By integrated believed-in entity
A clover, any time, to him
Of the mountain, as total as other output.
His furious sex points good.
Debase, like a setting.
Binds the protein.
Physiology differs.
Giving to the mid-1980.
Giving.
Giving notional investment.
Giving.
Giving the technique.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 10:29:31 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: render process creature mere belief representative
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And now you've littered all the East
Untitled
For the hp, forgone.
Like education, therefore submits his language.
And now you've littered all the East
Often interprets the way.
He supplies one party with voice.
Interprets the universe expanding, suing.
Parisian striptease suing.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 10:34:42 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: identity prolongation precise physiological carry respect
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And never stops at all
Physiological
Relief holds cyclic trim.
And never stops at all
Stressing at the date, that excess regard.
Indicted like the central conservative government, acquits negligence.
For the agm.
Holds a boatyard the evidence the stated basic belief.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 11:01:45 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: lose return occupation belief member newborn
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: In North America
Of that people
A long-term return.
The notion in resonant stagnant fact.
In North America
Like publicity, he altogether misplaces expectation.
Like black society, english opinion controls the important table.
The yield experiences increased, as functionless as pure chrome.
That occupancy gets to some family.
Suffering from 80%.
An uneconomic job with the hand-held thus rear mirror keeps protection proper.
Misses.
The opinion holds meek sw short, as erotically sado-masochistic as activity.
Misses that cycle.
Suffering by unreasonable independent arbitration and saying one buffalo.
Slightly and.
Constantly recedes resident metropolitan remaining.
To his bed.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 11:20:54 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: institution happiness constituent determine necessity initiate
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: With your air indifferent and imperious
Initiates hot
Of the rule.
Ruling on sure-footed drive, originates the region australian.
Other necessary exists.
Inducts.
Asylum, writing for the chancellor like his majesty.
Finds the other speaker.
The initiation.
Parent sees whether to review, as local as a party.
Influences.
Influences.
Just checking, committing to discourse.
With your air indifferent and imperious
Saying, pioneers the house high.
Drive turns sadistic hard, like conductor.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 11:35:59 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: unchanged low occupation achievement physiological death
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And modern verse is done with ease
The unchanged bench
Becoming like the various play, modest.
Death.
Specifies.
The low-pitched sound is corresponding to family.
Achieves.
Detects i.e. catamarca.
A read in township takes a good two-point lovely lead, as as budhoo.
Oral cancer detects progress.
The powerful family goes.
The occupation of the storage, as elderly as people.
Dying to some length shows, given more in the country.
And modern verse is done with ease

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:05:18 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: antecedents occupation chief suffering communication scientific
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Light breaks where no sun shines
This internal communication
The occupation outside no self gets to the end.
Suffering, caused.
Communicating is concerning on the property.
The line gets to the complaint, like one expedition.
Job.
Expedition of one year makes the mistake mechanical.
Light breaks where no sun shines
Communication or a statement or this statement.
The skilled occupation for that drink results increase.
Informs ridiculous fragmented.
The hurt.
Using, line gets to genuine knowledge.
This distress in class of the family gets to kind.
Family down lane holds on his desk.
Writes king english, as alleged as the preserving confidentiality.
Expedition on his garage is forming successfully during treatment.
The occupation in british coal.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:07:45 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: physiological sole possess initiate interest possible
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: the instep; he can withstand
Possesses
Broach a philosophy structured refuge the schema.
Inducting a left dynamic to one question, equipping.
I broach hospital.
One possible hectare sites a new center.
the instep; he can withstand
Pioneers to the plant.
Worrying about accusation like the tendency, broach by the sound work.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 12:13:14 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: surrounding environment sequence life-experience opinion artistic
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: "something feline
The opinion
"something feline
Environment wastes mother.
Thinks of intention.
His mother in respect of individual returns the train to artist, as old as a teacher.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:05:25 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: struggle term treatise being elements possess
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And begets her spot
His sufficiently comprehensive treatise
Seedless type of that topic possesses one individual.
Losing in one absent year, fights his war along with the child.
His existence.
Conservative from the table possesses 18-year-old student, as perceived as an object.
Has and seems.
Individual moreover processes manufacture with a lot.
Like one large p., table gets his deaf parent.
Of hopeless government.
By his visit.
Of the government.
At a rubbery even-featured secretive face.
A hopeless thing happens.
Possesses way different.
Clambers involved.
And begets her spot

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:32:29 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: unchanged shatter joy adequate fabric efficiency
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: As these that twice befell
Adequate
At nerve-ending.
As these that twice befell
During this most recent year.
In match.
Completely shatter electronic.
Passable impersonation with his lot gets to precipitate.
Shatter proof rare.
Shatter, as really sure as the susy.
Difficult lovely moderately difficult susy makes the continuing rate keen, like
admittance.
Shatter.
Shatter wide, blowing across the carriageway.
Shatter and hears.
Wide use makes that sensible act.
Either shatter or makes.
The fabric on too difficult unwilling decision by this country also becomes that figure,
like his dealer.
, getting.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:36:29 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: identity light family pass primary cease
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: By those who ne'er succeed
Passes elinor
Table exceeds so concerned death.
Authorises the transfer this caution decern.
A transfer transfers, like the scottish industry.
By those who ne'er succeed

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:51:06 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: distinction shows fact ineluctable immaturity respect
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: For interrupting tears
The proper distinction of his food
Respect lays.
For interrupting tears
One thing showses, improving at his owner.
Esteem seriously holds his understanding.
Showses the thing and then becomes the parliamentary democratic opposition.
The note declares the ground fresh.
Other, like agreement.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 1:58:01 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: resist experience racial mastery thoughtful case
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That dazzled yesterday
A case
The casing to that meadow of a torch screens no difficulty, as receiving as end.
That dazzled yesterday
Balks simple appropriate particular.
A receiving office is going to the rate.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:09:10 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: living shatter continuous standard cease scientific
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: and violets are done
Untitled
Never ceases to the hand, as provisional as the junta.
The measure.
Just quits in some way and gons for some work.
Terminating the worthwhile personal contract municipal.
Stops.
Stops a chair under a liability.
Either soon ceases the site or appoints autumn.
Discontinues eating.
Discontinues the present.
Discontinues his judgment.
His worthwhile attitude makes one sense conscious.
Terminating one city, as possible as case.
At wedding.
By statue.
For a disaster.
To the module.
Of great relevance.
and violets are done
On large new estate.
Ceases one account due to a conflict, as tiny as the share.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:15:56 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: strike same bare cease compose animals
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: In which its cautious arm
Animals
Either attains law or confers restriction.
Some bat about corporate finance hits slipper, winning at that french piano like resort.
Ceasing at the modern office, stops to the driver.
Composes to the self, stopping.
In which its cautious arm

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:40:19 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: split lose precise sense elements age
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: We like March, his shoes are purple
Loses one editorial the time the oxygen
I mislay that information.
Bursts sickle into a fraction.
From isv, surmounting like his less painful ring.
As present as the time, recedes chalk.
We like March, his shoes are purple
Parts complexe innocent lip the reuss and wants a deal group his management and wants
the tethy waste other other hand.
This sensation overloads.
Divides to that clay, like the policy.
The ground surmounting vacuum-formed roundel.
Break.
Misses by a means.
Recedes final.
Separates from the session and then comprises in whisky-edged upper voice.
His husband separates one peer, like the valve.
Husband of woman helps saying the idea, looked like the medieval indian balinese.
The means gives.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:44:16 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: blow dependent continuous utilize misery immature
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: From the raging moon I write
Dependent
Gust in the major doctrine certainly helps to contact.
Like an expressive reversal, his reversal.
The electoral setback and a plan.
From the raging moon I write
Ready.
Like the small mass, forgotten hearty.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:48:01 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: reproduction record character speak institution fabric
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Flashing into the dark
The character
Flashing into the dark
Verbalises this matter credit a middleman.
Uttering to the emperor.
Uttering.
The foundation.
Verbalizing the moment.
Asylum works lunatic certified.
Mouths the world coffee his face.
Verbalizing consecutive different oligopolistic section capable.
A moment appears cause.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:52:07 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: episode standard primary representative plague genuine
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: taking the view from those who have as much right to it as
With a rent
This voice.
Amends for hour, ensured like loss.
Brings engineering insurance an issue.
The absurd episode.
Protects the most famous panda giant.
taking the view from those who have as much right to it as
Watches a rabble good.
Watches his arm bruising.
Watches different room large.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 2:55:53 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: inanimate expend chief ideal fact rudimentary
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Nor heed my craft or art
Chief
Nonsuch finds in his proposal.
Nor heed my craft or art
, like friend.
No paragon in this area.
Nonsuch on one machine with ego becomes increasingly to speak.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 3:39:23 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: racial unit possess cease deliberate animals
Racial
Order ceases force. A rich appointment possesses rank. The appointment frees a lane of
other intention. The small unit needs to work. One unit services complacency.
I frees society from his director. Moderately rich exposition ministers to one planning.
One hour work one year. He frees the low-wage english then south by frontier. Animals
as influence in the corridor becomes.
The rank scales capital. The mostly small road entrances a teacher. Teacher takes the
room from flat unchained side. Room gets to one excellent solo.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 4:22:57 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: energy geological condition nation. broad genuine
Condition
Nation. becomes arise. Broad replica cans say. Some concern say piece. He cans play. I
say the crowd.
Concern is opening to this point. The exact replica suggests a program. I cans cut. He say
an agreement. Condition perhaps needs to rid.
Particular wide concern is returning to the gate. The collection cans think. Condition
works pre-war. His broad mug places the aquarium over issue. This hall cans to
makeover.
Nation. suddenly becomes tell. The house-building special program provides the farmer.
Staff of chairman in a job works wildlife by this stage. This recipe by the cartoon into one
home makeover.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 6:05:36 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: sense shows custom death member moral
Showses in a frosted glass
The meaningless sense for a general concerned item of mysterious power works. A stuck
custom to the manager is following by the other bank. General property proceeds clear.
An other piece plays one society. His member presents the availability the power afraid
suite.
Power needs to insist. The clear democrat entirely replaces a knife with primary
education. The property makes the uneasy night long. Alien insist. Performance is
following that subsequent study.
A member also holds on the heath. General strike in matter makes the aim consistent.
Night gets permanently to help. The night comparatively warms. Member wishes to
make.
The service make the future. Other word cuts that this typical day meets the certificate.
Clear ref questions whether to use. Mysterious interval continues amendment. The other
verse in that letter goes semi-detached.
He wishes to take. The political matter acts colonial. Other stage is carrying to the shore.
The declared aim needs to speak. A member on access to tonic makes however that I give
an oneness to his toe.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 7:06:34 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: great individual record antecedents joy deliberate
The record
Antecedents from fig. within situation becomes. Less deliberate use of this rule to the
american town presents the lecture. Deliberate attack catches poor innocent victim. Great
knowledge goes wicked. Deliberate under-recording for one of the woman writes hard
work extra.
Poor health needs corp. The situation parts. The population works treble. The attack is
leading into the house. The deliberate killing usually gets to school.
The deliberate policy to racial obvious special identity then pushes the party. A hut keeps
hold firm. A deliberate provocation is tearing through this channel. No use is making by
the company. Gentleman bothers father.
No deliberate effort gets to the network. A hard question including this microsystem sees
the council. Use remains. No deliberate attempt of wife well assists.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 7:40:22 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: great turn conservation compensate succumb representative
Compensating this day for humankind
An aquatic insect compensating price. Price stays 166-year-old. Price of the product into
one camp forces minister into making the world. Representative states no accounting by a
breadth. A representative with continental makes sport to receiv.
The price gets early volunteer make. The committed volunteer goes. I compensating his
life. Representative makes a day. One volunteer frees the new procedure of his new
deliberate intention.
New student trips on the missed beach. Representative including the record of the faction
frees the contract of the intention. Client then making the ruler. Student develops. The
world then turns western counterfeit.
Western road is dominating by the age. A prestigious able client makes to explain.
Healthy volunteer disbands. He frees pain of the intention. New manifesto protects one
user.
Life makes tea the case that decision. Intention takes impacted group.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 7:53:29 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: continued turn description occupation sole fabric
Description
The fabric is slipping into the shop. The shop help to find. Continued support holds a
clearly desirable person sympathetic. Labor like the soaring pyramid is slipping. The
continued development is servicing in example.
A partly true person orders that occasion from the stair. The high stair runs. He runs. I
help. Labor promotes capital.
Occupation is leading to that point. He orders to the distant interested current date.
Dreamland is slipping. The stair heats directly. The wardrobe by benefit heats.
The widely available person takes shop from the radish.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 8:05:08 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: former way pieces condition hope biological
Amongst a cowboy
A biological test directs attention. Attention for management draws the gentleman. The
condition gets to an effort. This various fighter draws some work. A test points good.
Test gets to the instruction. The test in the interior for his decision follows report. The
gray light gets. Pieces becomes hold. Attention changes the beauty.
The service draws searching mouth from a site. The site shelters mind. Management
keeps spring most diverse. He directs the decision. Pieces becomes to come.
Private supplier of software directs an important move. His father gets. That test results to
pul.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 8:28:47 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: strike behalf early belief recreation language
Strikes the laughing worker a major
The early argument is pointing at time. Some owner is pointing iron. He is pointing
disability. Day strikes colleague. Iron of a bell is making to partner.
I is pointing his hand. His partner more influences the success into saying. He is pointing
chapter. Owner for measure keep whimsicality to the specialized pricing. Whimsicality
becomes such-like.
The language of the multichip module is servicing to area. This early period potentially
introverts the truth. Unstable gipsy child becomes his man. The tree is making alleged.
Such-like cleere calls open case very encouraging.
Whimsicality finds. No expert is pointing an area. He calls one night. The truth respects
his master. Lay expert helps saying.
I keep a path. The transmitter is pointing spoon. The unstable west of the scottish island
bids old lady help. No early instruction in favour of resolution gives. Child of back
becomes young.
His special instruction is operating with his window. The bell in surgery clears the
support of the good vague intention. A master reads this remark in instrument.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 8:45:22 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: family similar speak misery time immaturity
Similar
Time is giving just to the work. A misery makes that thing other. His misery among beerdrinker shells. This unnecessary truth for essential international social service in the
employ speaks. The other term permits the company to receive.
Misery is beginning after prototype. The truth just tells the bearded guard from tyrosine.
Tyrosine by outlet of tyrosine results to attach. Other power of the term orders the
previous case from boat. That social solution processes the application.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 9:12:19 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: signal language life-experience knowledge opinion moral
Untitled
A signal in the minority is appearing share. An opinion presents the interaction. The
minority with the embryo of landowner finds. One entrance is appearing before session.
Synchronized embryo of one 19-year-old seed of species thinks to depose.
She depose substantial power. The landowner adopts intensification in a shame.
Substantial sum of $1.00 allows his hard popularity to avoid. He share component with
this intervention. One species get to the directive.
I get somewhere the lady. A shame needs the livestock. One second share a fleeting
second. $1.00 works at least training. Devoted livestock forces the villa into meaning
precisely.
Species for tall church grows endangered. The life-experience is giving to his public.
Power Powers power to limit. Embryo also makes an expert to shoot. The minority makes
the alternative job.
The candidate with son is appearing. An intensification describes patient. One second
gets his wife to fight. Embryo prepares to an authoritarian royal absolutist. Just devoted
honour for the speaker from the rspca gets to assertion.
Livestock in the case in his lawcourt sells the matter to the contrary. The red seed points
the englishman opposition his way. Candidate addresses a very pleased session in hope.
One seed passes by a computer.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 9:36:36 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: small sense continuous organism range preserve
In party
A wide range calls director managerial. Real organism shells. The range demands fear. A
range of no good numbers the soaring high wall. The good from an affair under no fire
goes possible electrical.
A real mountain calls that nugget rich. A sense happens to throw. The sense of cluster to
nuclear-free state gets to area. This high point works early guilty ancillary. An early life
needs to guarantee.
A range works wide. Possible cost makes this free interview parental. Guilty theft in
protective custody behind entitled government allows the order to find. The parental
authority burdens dower with woman.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 10:26:59 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: material principle contrast initiate biological efficiency
The principle
Efficiency by the value perfects this specific directive. Internal efficiency in north-east to
a rapprochement results to postpone. Rapprochement work the retired possible teacher.
The possible experiment by the select committee in the king gets to say. Main principle
levels.
Contrast follows a quarter. Efficiency changes. King deliberately forces the modern twin
into telepointing a solid base. A quarter leases a century to brother. Likely care gets.
I work his associate. A century maintain democracy social. He initiates the country. The
family gets. The king of the irish southern western saxon influences more diverse famous
flora into moving by principle.
I maintain the parlour. Specific care supports the brown sun. The twin succeeds either in
one year. Diverse form makes the noise various. Possible exception acts available
interested other.
Twin gets a senior elder to arrest. Letter of acceptance gets.

Time drafted: 4/20/2004 11:13:56 PM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: account specie adapted modern social elder
More modern research
Specie with money of a choice gets quite to the possible year. Choice makes no need
special. Possible charge helps thinking of intention. The social science of animal till
result grows fresh. Elder of a wee wee Misses to miss.
The elder of some party pays on side. The reliable enhanced result brings honor. The
elder makes his phone the contestant folding canoe. Contestant trains to other hand.
Possible communication projects a readership.
One way in morning gets well faith. Specie instead of fertilization from the hole drives
sub. This full untidy dog thinking one case. Faith is making in run. The phone wants hair.
The party of this inflation gets the moment. The folding top edges the space. A reliable
image needs to leave. He grows. The side needs to realize.
He drives a treacherous road by a difference. Side turns strong. A run with this side to the
less able explicable construction gives.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 12:16:01 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: attempt description defeat same bare immaturity
The bare outline
The defeat between cathedral declares the shade different. Scientist attempts evaluating.
This bare office holds the day sunny. That day goes. Play goes.
A good play in the enclave goes. The fertile field of a change goes. A day presents patient
a leader the pleased wretched petition. A responsible defeat lows. Fresh excuse goes.
Field deserts big family. Defeat catches his head. That field handles this episode new.
The teacher evaluating management. His lively mind for the show as a local rival catches
the tension.
A play screens his candidate. One defeat makes the study technical. Girl to the response
soon catches the polish purely local radio. His mouth lows. The different country gets to
the side.
The back holds libel. Immaturity is turning round the corner. Cathedral appeals to the
relational database. Management uses especially imperfect information. I evaluating way.
The lively scene of one fight alongside the market lays. A play for one wrong min gets to
a lot. The reason now gets.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 1:12:26 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: former task physical recreation numbers case
Untitled
This physical characteristic matches. The resolutely physical concept ranges a hour. The
physical earth by this control on the modern suite makes radioactivity total. A control
makes protection adequate. The adequate explanation allows owl to answer.
His recreation of a dry balance works. Outdoor recreation is trading in the absence. The
physical environment makes a place late. Physical competence separates. Radioactivity
goes small.
Dour candidate goes. Radioactivity according to statement ministers to system. One
manuscript in a text separates ravel. Radioactivity takes calculate. The dry air catches a
stance.
The balance burdens physical urgency with 264m. One candidate holds on the right. A
suite works today the financial service. Control for fearlessness handles following
provision local. His place holds his dream.
Late afternoon walks. A financial position in the series rather bogs classification. The
radioactivity develops. His financial reporting during analysis at one minute is showing
in proposal. The task on the state is turning away in education.
Provision shows one stimulation. He is turning that context.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 1:29:22 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: living react easy development suffering artistic
Suffering
The artistic aim assists. Aim works principal. Operator of vessel works effectively the
low volunteer. The artistic director makes quality of intention. Low price finally ships the
system in a stamp.
He ships the structure in speaker. One low proportion between the democrat sets one
candidate. An easy opportunity well positions point. The low rank of the consultant needs
to identify. Pro-industry speaker howls.
Czech stamp makes his disappointment great. A democrat except the knock supports the
object. Power with the economic class ships one peripheral. A low voice links the soviet
leader with the wild-goose chase. Power needs urgently to remain.
Continued development ministers to one week. Consultant agrees to include.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 1:44:10 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: former moisture utilize knowledge numbers skill
Precise
Knowledge is sweeping across the category. One former is going abundant. The courage
is going for bill. The delivery is going to chapter. The abundant wildlife for the different
hospital also is allowing a critique to go.
A book is allowing by this time. Abundant andesite of a normally basaltic typical
andesite makes an accused victim proposed. He is going to the media. This chapter
compares. Trade of compositor is allowing home for one year.
The courage is coming for a match. The proposed mine musts know. Moisture turns
comfortable extra agleam. Probate is going by an injunction. Different language clears
man.
Courage is giving off great ship.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 2:07:17 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: control savage group elements modern primary
Elements
His modern reader forms the social worker on turnover. Elements becomes one level
near. The near branch maintains the pathetic supreme act profitable. His body gets to his
family-sized daughter. A more profitable manner gets away to the success.
Social welfare needs to want. One employee looks walking an untidy eager face on the
group. Savage joy out of long steam for his non-appearance calls mps tory. Social
democracy strengthens the commander. Daughter for individual of dealer makes the
office scottish.
Steam sorts friend. Twin calls. Elements almost becomes to sav. One social dependency
ministers to term. This steam in terms of the behaviour closes.
Social democracy gets to turn. Welfare carefully controls this country. The eager pavilion
leaves. He leaves requirement to the idyllic changed environment. The sector ministers to
the coherent little service.
A contact on disapproval strengthens power. A welfare provides underlie. The book by
parent leaves some language. The minister ministers to the whole. This joy lows.
Minister charges that man sees whether to become.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 2:17:49 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: light shows savage recreation broad member
In the faith
A recreation maintains interest non-equity. Broad power motions to other hand. One
savage mob of that bigot silences so counsel. The non-equity interest works indian
emancipated. Recreation works autobiographical.
Administrator silences then word. Informal recreation with the deceased gets to the good
top. His counsel of his christian church orders order from this technical point. Recreation
in the horse feels healthy. The order on this attractive week acts new dubious.
Fan gets on board a world. The very savage penalty gives. She then silences woman.
Healthy fin with increase holds the ally formidable.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 2:24:55 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: easy continuous whole called representative humanity
Calleds
The easy paper questions one good poor responder. Representative presents mortality to
one economic point. Some good idea gets to broaden. That easy firm calls people old.
Easy organism birds in a place.
The poor environment aids labourer.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 2:37:16 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: resist crush book surrounding taste guidance
Untitled
Guidance as the whole deals the task. His hand resists. He deals woman. The ward deals
the word. Guidance makes this past week heavily curved.
The north to a town crushes the back. That other day crushes parent. A square crushes
subsequent page. A subsequent visit is driving into welsh office. Square fills the quantity
with the place.
His surrounding work happy. I work energy. One hand out of a bit of the ne'er-do-well
gives service to allow. Surrounding of a tavern by admission feeds the woodland.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 3:02:53 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: subjugates called experience thoughtful obvious genuine
Genuine
Obvious way works voluntarily that right job. The genuine fight makes the pace gathered.
The thoughtful german forces consumer into resolving. Obvious amenity except one
industrial index waters the weather. The right sort looks finding a native.
One index points impressive. Impressive debut fits. A right member speaks. Experience
keeps housewife. Wide experience is coursing through damp water.
Tenant finding that the accessible dale for aspect comes with his gray eye. Right thing of
class in the scam makes the bed anxious. Experience companys iron. Scam with the
officer arrests the leader. I finding that a period of some time on his cheek overvalus
however.
He speaks. His damp hair badly treats morality simplistic.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 3:16:25 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: energy called episode literal fact preserve
Untitled
One episode gets to a past young generation. Fact grows salient coherent. Episode is
gathering from track. His energy from a rough idea in school ministers to suffering. Fact
through the form obtains.
Knowledge obtains. Literal translation is giving by level. This form makes the message
revealed.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 3:40:00 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: unchanged surrounding continuity term condition precise
Untitled
Derridean term is reducing to side. The condition fairly involves to force. The precise
identification parts. Precise echolocation calls a likely handsome lad popular.
Recognition involves consideration.
The more precise allocation identifies the national party. Party orders to stock. The
random term even feels tatar statutory. The lad assures trial of the slight intention.
Statutory wage by a long long period returns.
Precise science like a bird ministers to man. Precise calculation is meeting in mind. His
term says his father. Identification places. A derridean critique points possible.
He later force troop in girl. An other party builds. His position parts. He points one
variety. Identification is playing with this difficulty.
Condition of one disposal grows as important. Identification of an order eats. Condition
from the disease covers that organism. Possible cetacean flows chinese. Only well mind
senses man.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:00:26 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: crush equal joy opinion automatic efficiency
The efficiency
Joy holds his forehead only high. Great joy calls his underwear islamic. Automatic design
confidently models competence. A joy of the child into the hall transiently feels the
mirrored escalator. The central banker in the short course in the decade holds ruling
party.
She feels his immigrant mother. Ruling class correlates. Joy in the italic works together
manager. The automatic glass takes american indoor tennis. Mother of one old sits the
commercial bank at the end.
He calls anyway the turn. The joy gets to one unexpired low digestible portion. The joy
gives. He feels the community. Commercial whaling is sailing for a couple.
The full great joy turns privileged. His glass is sitting upon the realization. An escalator
of the fortune of tube calls fish good. The islamic jug gets to fiddle. That disease within
household of one lobe correlates.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:18:13 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: small maintain pieces vain suffering constituent
One small boxe
Constituent part gets to housework. Pieces becomes ever meaningful education. Suffering
gives a flawless father. An education grows so high. A small size is indicating with the
consideration.
Part contacts the detail. Education for provision of one english gentlewoman refuses his
case. Suffering of daughter answers move. One english sec at completion Secs. Pieces
soon becomes a precondition.
This daughter gets to the question. He contacts mp. He contacts.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:42:22 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: notable material episode recreation epidemic humanity
At that time
Humanity in the fact delays the woman. This epidemic as one ship surveys a less crazy
policeman. A subsequent epidemic is tiding in one communist party. A communist
regime in a cross in the cold air lets break. Notable pot usually gets to the army.
His cold night of disaster gets to know. The epidemic gives. The fact turns hard.
Recreation beyond one new area always appreciates the inside. The episode for the
reaction finally curves.
That episode is patterning of intention. Material matches. New need changes. One letter
of a copy to a number also know the response. The bundesbank is tiding the party.
Communist minister backs from excavation. Notable collection gets to this far desperate
previous attempt. The clear material talks unemotionally on this time. Some early disaster
follows learn. He is patterning that personification with aborigine.
This previous article is allowing for corp. An epidemic draws.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 5:12:11 AM
Seed source author: John Dewey
Seed source text: Education as a Necessity of Life
Seed words: distinction expend compensate achievement cover achievement
Achievement
Magnificent park compensates the image. The fair achievement calls dragon chinese.
Independent new scientist calls the large card. Chinese porcelain of the washbasin for
purpose is sinking into narrative. The new settlement at sewing gives.
A scientific achievement makes flash present. A new overview controls a silly child. The
victim compensates a child. The silly record gets to mean. An achievement makes
passion ordinary.
The achievement is playing in execution. The new organism mean eroded land. The card
form the day on party. I form the figure on rule. An overview on an area enough handles
way long.
His record upon cane makes his taste poor. The dip-through washbasin is giving in a
block. The way keeps the venture joint. This achievement works and so on major. Recent
achievement concerns one child.
That card announces this day. One fair day sings. The common for example educational
ground mean that term. The washbasin makes the proprietary solar silicon common. The
judge between the court about the end makes that change.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 10:28:40 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: door quiet wet orchise lone barns
Abstraction index: 85
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The lone plane
In the thing, responding to experiment.
Tiddly keeps ground wired.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The doorway.
Punching, wishes to investor.
Lactating breast handles a firm small, making.
Afflicting,.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 10:41:53 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: call art rare flame lone open
Abstraction index: 85
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Button your bodice on a hump of splinters
Flames some shit
Shouts this time agreed.
Social local service predicts test, archaeologically considered with his mother.
Rings the republican.
Receiving, visits the category among his teacher.
Predicts one month the earth the p. and lengthways forms bulk one extra segment long
period.
Yells the russian the battle-cry top and dies the home one year tap-loaded bullet.
Artwork.
Artistry.
Artistry.
The artistry in the possibility.
Artistry with the relationship.
Artistry.
Button your bodice on a hump of splinters
As planned as the shop, flames bollock.
As temporary as the need, promises people to case.
Bids great near early, as able as the certification.
Phones one enthusiast.
Shouts a stomach good, waving.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 10:53:59 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: nook root rustle travel orchise wide
Abstraction index: 85
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Lucretia Borgia shall be my Bride
Rustles dress simple
Or.
Trips, going through the history.
Rustles, like the art.
Goes, raced downstairs into the bed.
Lucretia Borgia shall be my Bride
Goes a pay-packet over his head.
As genuine as use, journeys the as glamorous footplate glamorous.
Trips the catamaran off his inevitable ball, coaming like this shaft.
Journeys people, making by an end.
Journeys one boy, knowing like the gift.
Bitter.
Radical, as long overdue as one shake-up.
Journeys.
Behind company.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:00:54 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: still green late summer shower bent
Abstraction index: 85
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Gloomy Orion and the Dog
One late kilo
Like an awareness, the quiet operation.
Gloomy Orion and the Dog
Suit.
A wind-driven shower and one pipework.
Exhibitor to firm sets a companion on the multi-disciplinary team.
See, comprising.
Modernizes quite very similar, like information.
Quiet grooming.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:10:54 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: go summer yield story man lap
Abstraction index: 85
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: with its silence By iron
A tarradiddle.
Moves.
His willing hand pays interest, like one day.
And.
Dies, going.
Into the chasm, as russian as trade.
with its silence Leads to a man.
Of humankind, like space.
Become merely like deacon, a tarradiddle to a company to the young son.
Expires near company about average.
Examined like the road,.
A tarradiddle in a reduction.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:15:23 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: go tale desire shape orchise hang
Abstraction index: 85
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The trampled steel that springs
Desiring an irritation
, leapfrogging over hypotenuse.
The trampled steel that springs
Operates a responsibility.
Departs still the air.
Passes the king.
Moves one elbow the group his place and stretches ability no high wrong note the fleet.
Proceeding part, killing.
The vicarage operates.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:32:02 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: go work stalk scent skill wanderer
Abstraction index: 85
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Goes towards a peace
Running.
Well operates common law and takes pain and takes funeral.
Goes industrial.
Proceed.
With tender majesty
Work.
I die, like cash.
Breaks instead to a man.
Runs away, as left as large entire brain.
Like red, please exiting from his farm.
In one part-timer and of the lookout.
For the presentation.
Running software.
Moving.
Runs anthelmintic treatment, like a pragmatist.
Giving, running.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:46:06 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: coat use creep travel working drink
Abstraction index: 85
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: When one who died for truth was lain
Travels
Journey, revolving around the lab.
Understanding, supposed.
Wishing, applies.
This boozing.
No boozing.
I understanding.
Like the ready user, grovel.
Cowers the edge windward, as quiet as possession.
Using the whisk, as eager as the occasion.
Using that change.
Swallow.
Boozing ages perfect toddler.
When one who died for truth was lain
Like debt, journey to some grant.
Resurrection journey his parish, reading.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 2:01:31 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sit art lap public give frail
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Of mechlin, frames
Sits slowly the sheet
Like one shire, holds this year likely.
A job through the window feeds power, estimating.
Like an oil, yields a jail vitally indefensible.
Of mechlin, frames
To the name, knowing exactly.
Welcoming, has to nephew.
Generates to mediator, like 2%.
Deserving, that ontological version of his game with karina affords very resistant support.
Models the label important.
, as other as the layer.
A favourable malign circle after one revision in location gets to time.
Renders.
Like one force, holds by the roman soldier.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 2:29:54 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: tower quick preferment hamlet homestead darn
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Every street lamp that I pass
On one audio double cassette
Ready, as little as boxe.
Darning local cover missing book the start.
Every street lamp that I pass
His preferment points ultimate.
Ultimate statement makes hard throat frail.
Darning the story.
Darning his way, as substantial as sight.
Darning in clothe or teaches by bond.
Darning in school.
Darning, like the decade.
Neatly darning in one working experience, forgotten about the validity.
Darning in shoe, as western as christendom.
A frail boy over this year rests the agreement on the record, living.
One column.
A western switch makes an arrangement proper.
An abandoned village or industry or the industry.
Darning.
Darning, as vituperative as a barrage.
One western foot in chapter makes the leadership communist.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 2:53:18 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: bleating eye desire drink ferry anemony
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: by speech which has delighted them
Of death
As young as that man, beverage.
Drink is going to female, like the rail.
His drink of the black fatally bad coffee goes, like sovereignty.
As current as the reality, desires aspiration.
Black cloud then goes most american.
Drinking, praising.
Trusts proper job to friend.
The coffee tastes delicious, as normal as the liver.
Trusts case.
by speech which has delighted them
Eye.
No boozing keeps the stock fit.
An alcoholic beverage, as more likely as this kind.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 3:26:27 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: rest store uplands eye poor gypsy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: On whose forbidden ear
Of uplands
Heart on a weapon turns a couple.
A couple goes royal.
The middle of room is contrasting with the bare tree, like his son.
This misfortunate drink for a stretch in scale warms.
On whose forbidden ear
Joins to the family.
As us-based as major shipbuilding, his heart gets to place.
A store.
Store, as brave as old deed.
Relief makes the word other, wallowed in one win.
Make, as undoubtedly well-founded as man.
The room is going out of hospital.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 3:29:33 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: strip scent shade year wonder rider
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
The strip
And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Wonders horror, like chin.
Wonders bad.
Inquires a time the important exception his voice.
Enquire.
Enquire.
Enquire.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 3:38:26 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: still men brain ferry dream report
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And never stops at all
Untitled
Unruffled livery.
Wit plays.
Report.
Report.
Report.
Describe excursion and invites imperial vice president.
As long as this year, now accounts to the customer.
Neither describe nor identify.
And never stops at all
Describe the canvas, as monstrous as monstrous cannibal.
His brain games on the meeting, like park.
Report the portfolio one variant forest.
Becoming, unruffled.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 3:45:04 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: book inquire trail way glitter child
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: He is new and high
Untitled
He dogs the people.
Agency by the virtue wastes the garden.
The pale sweat is trudging towards the shared objective.
Complete tabular ledger maintains that case black.
Investigates one people lovely.
He is new and high
Glint.
Local people exposes one suspected terrorist.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 3:48:27 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: white wait screened lore thought need
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The doctor drives away
Screened
To lamp.
The idea.
Asks land about size.
The doctor drives away
Like one different young author, concerning this relationship.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:05:20 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave rack uplands wild brotherhood cloak
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: There is a word
Racks the brain the eye the angst
There is a word
King entrusts the word to iron-bleomycin g-pyrimidine cleavage.
Gouges crustacean pinkness.
A savage triumph at the anticipated performance of butskellism seasons for example the
dish.
Spontaneous acclaim in a regard calls pump-action spray driving.
Extorts to north, recoinaged.
Wrings rag.
She leaves love.
Love touches issue.
Torments the human suffering great.
Dish tells the coin from level.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:19:42 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: shepherd cross late lean flower gate
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: On to the fields of praise
His shepherd
Thwarts and leads.
Uncomfortably angling sand.
Angling.
Traverse.
Blossom Blossoms to look, revealing like movement.
Intersects.
Like that talent, covers.
He ahead crosses the bridge.
On to the fields of praise
Of his skin.
Tips about sort.
I tilt through a process, as young as a young beaver.
This special sort at one time of good energetic equal places other multi-disciplinary.
Bowling, again frustrates his child the dia concern.
Leans to the officer.
Traverse.
Sweeps over one year, wondering at the social meeting.
Crossbreeds heifer top.
Thwarts by writer, supporting.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:29:35 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: tired shade roam impart antique child
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: You make me think of many men
With a doctor
Conveys this locution.
Ghost for the work of course keeps one juggernaut huge.
Roves.
This timeworn stone talks on a settlement.
Adds the unwillingness on people.
Like lava, shopworn angel burns one word.
Divulges.
One reader in volume from really hard mental work conveys one trustee.
As educational as the system, casts.
You make me think of many men
Kid in that word.
Ranging his domestic chaplain from territory.
Conveys the fact to system and fails a religious belief to his family and fails college in
example and fails saturation in a shot.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:31:34 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: recross late door cloak abandoned outlandish
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: joke. Lifted and handled, he may be dangled like an eel or set
Late
Like yachting, the tardy bill.
Right recrosses reality.
Recrosses the river kiddie-sized german line.
Recrosses one day expensive, as upward as the path.
Right recrosses and means and means.
joke. Lifted and handled, he may be dangled like an eel or set
Right recrosses into evidence, like the complete rest.
Recrosses this party-defined line the rest electric sheep.
Tardy entry.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:35:22 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: dog cross tendril lie book brain
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: by speech which has delighted them
Lying in circus
Firedog at a definite high-rise famous flat makes the model.
Saying, utterly sweeps eye in the day.
Interbreeds the population homogeneous.
by speech which has delighted them

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:40:54 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: morning root inquire hat orchise homestead
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And, manned by midnight, Jacob to the stars
A hat
The homestead.
Ascendent becomes his fondness to town.
Wonders the methandianone.
That morn and the face.
And, manned by midnight, Jacob to the stars
Homestead rages.
Enquires.
The root takes determination from change.
, as single as the reason.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:44:04 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sheep learn scare foster wide glitter
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And putting love away
Sheep
Glistens amongst this leave, fully preparing.
His self to medium larns his two-hour round short trip.
He learns that the animal moves, providing.
Hand frightens son, like just thought.
And putting love away

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:44:41 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: go leave work bore inquire garb
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: For fear it be dispelled
Goes early late normally read-only part unemployed people road
The landlord prior to the interview to internal autonomous politics enquiring.
One voter from the product exits the poll.
For fear it be dispelled
Enquiring.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:47:41 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: field reaper pensive trace meadow heap
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Who took the flag today
Of gold
A pile rides ancient.
The spate.
Washing and going a new chaplain.
Who took the flag today

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:51:17 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: reaper peep desire trace foster elm
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Nor fenced, nor staked, the gushers of the sky
In a selection
For the other.
Hopes perennial spring for the social group, needing.
Nor fenced, nor staked, the gushers of the sky
Hopes more tangible, piloting in body like the greek.
Recommended for the threatened disclosure like a panel, furthers one colony.
Elm for reform answers to help.
Grim reaper in his face by a job drives to know, as glacial as the mill.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 4:59:30 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: strip bower roam boat shy word
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: But what have I, but what have I, my friend
Dutch boat
Diffident.
Embowers major force weak.
But what have I, but what have I, my friend
Embowers the church new.
Embowers the middle suburban.
Embowers the tree orange.
Embowers his beck fell.
Embowers his parish individual.
Like ringing, that new use well takes that man.
Slip of paper meets.
Diffident.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 5:07:01 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: wistful rustle fly orchise abstracted slope
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A cheek is always redder
Just rustles good
A grassy slope calls the artist nineteenth-century, reaching into the bathroom.
One pensive chair is heading for sorry christmas.
In civil protection.
Winging the heart and adding one assay.
Some sorry toast eats, as glad as trench.
A cheek is always redder
The south-west-facing slope, like this failure.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 5:17:36 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: call flock sit little wanderer trail
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Is bulletins all day
Calls the right far
Plenty.
Phones.
Calls petersburg the exchequer worker.
Of a commercially available cassette.
Is bulletins all day
Tags.
Trail.
The small change holds his family.
The driver on this busy past day yells, included.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 5:25:07 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sheave store murmur spring retired finger
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: it is more than a day's work
In a commission
Worldwide, audited during a stage.
The emeritus initiative with vision hitherto ministers to the great company, as as oasa.
Assumes the bottom in a step and calls area for the predicament.
it is more than a day's work
Springtime rounds the user.
Continues a station and leaves the good firm.
Fund, like the governor.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 5:34:43 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave blanched lie eye retired store
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: of the cliff; whereupon the stars
Lies the bed permission the receiver
Peeper.
Gives a glorious incredible halo.
Leads the confusion aware, like his hubby.
Entrusts a race good.
Lies guiding.
Dwells that courtesy late or discusses a book safe.
His storage holds vice-president rebellious.
Bequeaths the town old.
Finding, I depart.
The confusion grows total, bearing.
Results his land other.
of the cliff; whereupon the stars
Out-smarted in an always good deal, his peeper.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 5:47:20 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: rack field go green pensive ground
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: I labour by singing light
Green clipper
Extorting man, like his offering.
Lasts longer joking call quick.
Pondering is driving from the above family.
Racks to his brain, felt most like arm.
Like ribosome, breaks in city.
Still runs the territory actual.
Runs.
I labour by singing light
He moves.
An undercoat grays, starting.
Gets together on a level.
The quick demand in an absence places.
The success places strategically high.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 6:12:09 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave perfumed skill boy sunshine heap
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Spout to the rod
The sunshine
Regular.
Little.
Bequeathing.
Spout to the rod
Leading the strength.
Leaves to an end, pasing beneath sea.
Great accomplishment is giving to the process, picking over his knuckle.
Exits from a both available secret file, like an overseas student.
As young as his son, a peck is signaling on young man.
Forgets the man, like the leave.
Departs a second player a holiday.
Student helps smiling the smile, tested.
Either imparts text to condition or makes the able doctor into section.
Forgets about the health.
The devoted boy thinks potential.
The odoriferous obnoxiousness as an aircraft for palaeontologist expresses other right
friend, warning.
Giving.
Bequeathing to friend.
Leave is concerning in a valuation.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 6:23:45 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: work dark roam working gray, warm
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: collar on to show whose bird it was
Dark
collar on to show whose bird it was
His fond headmistress of the franciscan convent for a fatal inquiry tells that the baby
reaches decay the gun a world.
Roves to the other hemiplegic hand, as popular as other swimmer.
Company ranges, like capital.
This franciscan friary works good, built in the response.
One popular spot waters the invasion, as overcome as shyness.
Opposite view is casting on breast.
Gloomy, told.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 6:29:40 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: fellow screened friends art hamlet gate
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Or an old battered lantern hung aloft
The art
, like other parent.
In a court.
Crossroads and a scrap and left scrap.
By one woman.
Attaches the initiator to a presence and keeps greek in the sun.
Feller looks liking.
Supplies clear english theoretical.
Turns.
Chap charms tree into begging.
Or an old battered lantern hung aloft

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 6:39:10 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: bore desire rare fill warm word
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: A genius like David G
Fills to the company
He fulfills objective.
A genius like David G
Full full eligible, belonging.
Jams a system the heart the side.
A tender chicken foxes a wild scraggy wild cat into taking.
Fulfil, attending by a man.
Occupies to a causal model.
He stuffs furtive life.
Surviving, satiates fare.
Fulfil a milieu musician child.
Large individual in term hopes that one family knocks at the end, as warm-smelling as
the kitchen.
Desires either and involves.
Trusts to his help.
The news.
News.
News for people.
A system supports conservative conservative bourgeois liberal.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 7:16:00 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: head uplands secret trace shy abandoned
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Head
One unsure degree, entering in the use.
Point makes about an old cottage old, like a leadership.
With tender majesty
End, as northern as the tomahawk.
Thinks irreversible.
Publishing a group.
Imposing, discussing by the foreign place-name.
A header, factored like some most altruistic behaviour.
That suggestion in the middle against a reflection divides, supplying.
A touch gets to single work.
Stars one patient.
Looking, keys access a tone the phone.
Notes, drawing like error.
Becomes progressively to the other department.
Becomes subject to one axiomatic article.
Gradually becomes in low.
Becomes in way.
Becomes contrastively of an intention.
The shockingly unsure night.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 7:28:48 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: quest work corn shade scare figure
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: curacy, emitting jerky cries when taken in the hand, he is himself
Scares belief
His leisure-time pursuit, putting in the service.
Scares thunder.
Dashes a quizzical glance.
His truth scares the invader, ignoring in the winter like a couple.
Thus frights prayer in the range.
Frightening.
Frightening democrat.
Frightening that time.
curacy, emitting jerky cries when taken in the hand, he is himself
Frightening the feeling.
Frightening.
Going like one injury, the dated spook experiences donleavy.
Employment at assistant gets to degree.
He scares an agent, well going.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 7:35:59 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: head inventive door inquire quiet bathe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Shadows hold their breath
The door
The inventive woodworker.
Enquires prior or kisses.
That still village needs just to acknowledge.
Wonder.
The fountainhead becomes the reason other.
Shadows hold their breath
Creating, the inventive sculpture is attracting into an area.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 7:41:07 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: flock pale dream moonlit maiden outlandish
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: No ring, no marvel
Outlandish girl
This bizarre thing.
No ring, no marvel
One bizarre aspect gets away to false news.
The bizarre mosque.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 7:52:06 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: distant art thought moment soft child
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: We paused before a house that seemed
Soft
As top as garden, tiddler through the ceiling.
Teach formally recent, as new as the constitution.
Goes.
Goes.
Etches the end in the parish.
We paused before a house that seemed
Builds house.
Means as the situation.
I teach pupil other designer the lesson, heaping like the prince.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 8:01:00 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: shepherd tired sit inventive preferment bluebell
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The flying tidings whirled
One tired yard
Parent baby-sits a martyr.
A hackneyed suit even turns royal.
Fed with the term like the product, the bluebell.
Seats now the figure situation the body.
The flying tidings whirled

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 8:18:37 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: quest corner art stray glimpse frail
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: With 'strumpet' in these troubled times
One quest
Drifts the quiet sun, as traditional as wisdom.
Ranges storage one alone able $1.00 one per cent.
A glimpse.
Glimpse.
A glimpse.
Glimpse in the democratic upper left.
Casts the breast, criticizing.
The fence is roving around the corner, as deep as exploration.
With 'strumpet' in these troubled times
Reasonable, valuing like version.
The traditional form blacks lip, linking to the public.
Straggles now the bedclothe tumbled, like the open line.
Is rambling that far approach common.
Digresses so the problem all-german legislator the time.
Sidetracks implication this agreement the sandy beach, as necessary as judgment.
Vagabonds to that whore.
The peculiar market is rambling through the field.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 8:32:32 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: go basket impart retired word gate
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And lads and girls
Untitled
Neither sound nor return nor return.
Breaks, as radial as the quay.
Normal intelligence as the vanguard of facility seems the reality.
A bible.
Round the world.
Divulges his crunching stride tremendous or ascertains no case surgical.
As pretty ill-thought-out as violence, spice on an exchange is blending with that word.
Saying on computer, sound steady steady.
Runs obvious.
The give-and-take is cresting by the end.
As medical as one man, his mutual friend discloses some government.
Brings matter.
Endures, undermining like the circumstance.
Works.
Deceases the worrying thing.
And lads and girls
Failing.
As previous as year, sound a tune.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 8:41:54 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: herbage dog quest coat way homestead
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: commutersâ€™ comforts? Not for these
Ideal new
His quest.
The spiritual big quest.
His pursuit is hiding by the board, as likely as bone.
commutersâ€™ comforts? Not for these
Pelage for some tired wee while becomes.
Take.
Looks.
Tells his way by law.
After a battle and of counselling.
Results this legal strong prohibition.
Results a behavioural pattern.
Results the peasant.
Sees sojourner.
Sees the mouth.
Sees kandyan district.
The planning results inflammatory cell.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 8:45:51 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: untie yield roam haunt dance wide
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Apeneck Sweeney spreads his knees
Haunts to no difference
Gives in a time.
Consumer of bean rambles an incident.
Apeneck Sweeney spreads his knees
Grants a cultivation.
Grants the time.
Grants the coronation.
Grants facile compulsory certain deduction.
Grants community.
Grants the stable.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 8:55:43 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: flock leave desire haunt stream darn
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Almost contented
Desires his movement
British spectacular migrating.
Flowed, a current after the military arrest holds his flat one-bedroomed.
Almost contented
Star ghosts second.
Entrusts to the evident testator.
The flock, packing like the man.
Darns, describing.
Wills over upper, as new as one molecule.
Hopes.
Hopes.
Hopes.
Hopes.
Imparts a range the torque his measurement.
Able testator into this situation makes film the tail water.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 8:59:12 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: still wait live book lost cloak
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A wounded deer leaps highest
This live outing
Helpless rage.
The tranquil setting appeals to a baby.
Waits woman until his authority.
One baffled silence calls now high easter likely.
A wounded deer leaps highest

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 9:08:35 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sit nook stalk travel year impart
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: Lodged in the Louis Fifteenth
Sits at this time
At point.
In the rock.
Through the time.
From the front.
By the action.
Lodged in the Louis Fifteenth
By some interviewing.
Moves a rate annual.
Adds the remainder free.
To the public, using.
Suffering like this love, discovers suddenly need by a total extent.
Like the lawyer, discloses the public general.
One year, teaching.
He journeys eyelid towards window, knowing.
The rate to a reunion rises.
Discovers burrow in service, attempting like a retail term.
A short burrow calls, like shack.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 9:28:01 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: summer stalk learn heap darkening wide
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: At a stroke our mad poetics to confuteâ€”
Darkening
A lot.
Shuck shoots.
Teaches the very rich irish club.
Like the toolbox, the batch over one sleeper about the tradition.
At a stroke our mad poetics to confuteâ€”
Sees chinese food.
Taking, a 5m-high closed high stack.
Learns specific ongoing.
A stack rolls, called.
Sees preparation good.
Ascertains the guardian ad litem, as good as practice.
An across-the-board reduction gets underground to this military key skill.
I take a trip, like gold.
Sees with work.
Like traffic, watches to that super mold.
He teaches that study shows rain, seeking.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 9:40:42 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: rack tale preferment working finger homestead
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Nor any coursers like a page
For use
And and.
Scudding across one lap.
Torments impersonality.
The story, listening like a general strike.
Lap often holds feature unusual.
Also gouges vinegar out of tv, as therefore surprising as one per cent.
Gouges the bevel.
Preferment for hymn times the common circular route.
He scudding.
Taradiddle, like the immediate linkage.
Seeing,.
An unusual amount is making by the new general.
Either of the effect or as that long good extra time.
Nor any coursers like a page
Extorting conduct.
Extorting.
Extorting day.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 9:44:21 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave noon ear folded corn tower
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Done with the compass
Leaves that riddle basic
Gathering in a quiet still part,.
Auricle at this plane thus becomes.
Similar maize results to lead, as exceptional as ability.
Imparts and creates.
Leaves price at the village.
Done with the compass
Redeeming with the knife like religion, a captain also departs a family.
Result, like full detailed explanation.
To the clear number.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 9:45:31 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: screened pink read store breezy figure
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Where are the eagles and the trumpets
Pink
A pink shirt.
Bod.
Of the forest.
Permanently takes and finds.
Where are the eagles and the trumpets
Pink and bulk.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 9:49:06 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: unfed uplands read desire finger frail
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: In which its cautious arm
Reads a leader in this part
Upheld by an officiating priest, the change in the department for the subject scans one
user.
Translate.
As massive as $1.00, scans.
Reads, combining.
That digit.
A digit.
Numeric digit on the floor.
The digit in fungal decay.
Digit.
Interpreting his dream as that sort.
Interpreting this option.
Interpreting.
Interpreting.
Interpreting by state.
In which its cautious arm
The decimal digit.
Translate to a man.
Records one text.
Scans the lightness for notional supply.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 9:58:14 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: tendril shower brotherhood lane blithe flame
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Wakening the appetites of life in some
Flames to shit
Built upon that source, at the good artist.
Like the piece, flare.
Briefly flare moist, like one week.
In the study and with his suspicion and in life.
Like that man, a piece for a man works large.
Wakening the appetites of life in some
Flames to bollock and becomes to one word.
Flames shit.
A sodality gets just, getting.
Bollock flames.
Flames wonderin shit shit, as most scenic as wonder.
An exuberant cascade requires to provid.
Of one man.
A cascade of species.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 10:14:46 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: dog work lost wanderer wet way
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: No man drew
This way
And.
Lost remittance permits one reference to describe, like a school.
Angers strange bad approaching hostility, coupling.
The style numbers the case.
Lights from his circumstance.
Greatly enjoys.
As main as the problem, takes greasy heavy.
No man drew
A mazed world is dominating by necessary item.
Termed, the fashion to this rubbish.
Describs one probation, as twenty-room as the good place.
Asking.
Asking.
Asking either mum.
Asking the new rule for pupil.
Asking his reason.
The hound.
The hound.
Hound.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 10:35:49 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: call leave stalk college quiet abstracted
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And on the strangest sea
Calls a license in interested bitterly disappointed jeopardy
The apparently unruffled question of connection much troubles.
Entrusts and relies.
Or.
As traditional as long way, depart.
As new as a sheet, merely prognosticate.
I bid.
The absentminded sort strips the just soft sieved fine mud of the intention, as
parliamentary as the disciplinary committee.
Prognosticate, as satisfied as the other.
Screams and shocks and shocks.
Meaning, visits long.
The placid surface points different, as double as crustal thickness.
The subdued atmosphere feels miscellaneous prepared.
Predict, handled with sharp-edged piece.
The restrained quality calls.
And on the strangest sea
One restrained minute gets to role, as more diverse as structure.
Like chef, shuck includes the legal vigilant advice.
The traditional feature needs to develop.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 10:59:20 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: bawling noon yield story heap wide
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: yellow and crab-claw ragged sailors with green bractsâ€“toad plant
Yields low high
Fresh fresh mint turns royal.
Taradiddle becomes to money.
Gives mass.
The wide-cut style makes that bit little.
Neither gives annual low subscription to the script nor reflects chapter on the road.
A muckle is going to bed, pleughed.
Bears the inequity a full opportunity a soldier.
yellow and crab-claw ragged sailors with green bractsâ€“toad plant
Bears some required pretty gruesome task one action the village.
Bears this army a sulcus the discourse.
Softens perceptibly 30cm by the firm record.
The round-eyed group acts urgent.
Grants the document one extremely worrying time the constitution.
Impressing, grants reward.
A mint.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:18:58 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: poppy perfumed shower impart rider foster
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: But for the lovers, their arms
Perfumed interrogator
Odoriferous obnoxiousness is trading in government, expressing as contribution.
Like the interpretation, specialist producer furthers mechanism.
Emphasized in the conference, fosters.
As his important solicitor, comparing.
Leaves.
Acknowledging as the house, bringing lily as the minister.
More important development fits celebratory.
Bestows.
Like some kind, constantly reveals meta-procedure on the short bill.
Like a number, add.
The aspect of reproduction with sexual similar new stimulus fits.
Bestows upon effort.
But for the lovers, their arms
A mammoth furthers people, as woolly as a mammoth.
I bringing the farewell, rising from aid like opportunity.
Normal new king bestows the nuclear power.
So putting in the marginal cost, a column fits.
Like the chance, gives so.
Bringing actual.
Bringing stiff.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:26:44 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: cross reaper sit shade finger report
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Pipit in Heaven
Particularly fetching shade
Like cabaret,.
Neither spoiling the liquid nor feeding this most testing undeterred week.
Covers by the northern roundabout route.
Refinement is conflicting with a success.
Describes the breed.
I shall not want Pipit in Heaven
Sweeps the public building the pattern the canal.
Traverses his boundary in a postshop.
Queers, as annual as previous day.
Crossbreeds the country brown wool a pure charolais.
The spectre of the revolution within that other week, as able as his physical energy.
The shade helps to tinge.
The primary shade in his early retirement is relating specifically to florentine painting.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:33:07 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: dog wait pensive antique place breezy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: At the full dew
Breezy
Open confined space.
Lieu describes the unilateral character.
At the full dew
Some contemplative knowledge works mental mental possible health, showing.
A privileged repossessed home just places the early day.
He showing a peptide.

Time drafted: 4/21/2004 11:39:25 PM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: quick lore shape rock breezy hang
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Not one of all the purple host
A breezy blend
Form.
Form.
The male form.
Form.
The form.
Taking, falls backwards good.
Hangs flower orange.
Falls.
Other clever bod ministers to the end.
Adverts arrest more open question that dark passage.
Not one of all the purple host
An orange settee on tie allows an old monopoly to contest.
Like the burden, adverts the burden.
Some bod makes this situation impossible, going.
Flows far heavily bandaged.
Flows good.
Flows professional.
Flows familiar.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:10:46 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: thick green tendril working shy wide
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: In the room the women come and go
A shy manner
Light-green, like british lion.
A compact graduate acts beneficial.
The broad squawk waters flat.
Tends one relatively weak darling' p..
In the room the women come and go
Noting, no quite envious love says the motion.
For operator.
Lighting the time, like hodge.
Bicolouring.
His extended record overflows.
Reigns man old.
Ruthless operator goes.
A round-eyed group supports some long value, like the more alarming ace unmanned
woman.
The time takes camel.
Batty hodge attends his background.
Camel gets seizing.
Joint local working.
The light-green foliage from spectrum just makes the notable absence compatible.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:18:52 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: flock live knock learn antique bathe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Go crying through you and me
Bathing human in vanguard
Checking a box, as repeated as an other attempt.
In the past.
Moved towards station, reading the page.
The mass on the day.
Reading the supposed truth.
Checking golf, as very small as additional bed.
Teaches his term.
Teaches for woman.
Teaches at particularly choice safe place.
Teaches by the council.
Some raft ministers to the condition.
A recent bad spate around the shop of a reprisal moves uncomfortably his hand.
Checking.
Go crying through you and me
Springy hair sees ticket, caressing.
Determines social origin tactile skill an inevitability, containing.
A tactile halt gets to go.
Cons regulation.
That raft floods.
Spending on a tour, statistics containing the suspension.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:22:51 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: bawling high corner noon rider frail
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A cheek is always redder
High
A cheek is always redder
Takes alcohol the committee table.
Takes too the case his pricing the heat.
Empties the store, as curly as the great bottom.
Announces to one simple satellite, knowing outside one frame.
Busy.
Well handles community-based metabolic primary.
Describes.
Noon at the core contents exile.
His company with necessary mildew handles his completion.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:25:00 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: stalk pink brain hang dew spotted
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: â€œOh no, it is I who am inane.
Hangs
The body of the people flows representative complete.
â€œOh no, it is I who am inane.
Pure genius, like the gardener.
Like the store, flows naturally immediate other physical.
A representative sample with a question to ankle Mays to get.
Attends the duchess to the public enclosure.
Late stalking and safety.
A new private theater flows downstream good.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:29:42 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: recross murmur brotherhood year rumor shy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: It does the house no sort of good
Shy technique
It does the house no sort of good
Recrosses the line a toehold savage.
Neither recrosses to the jacobite nor stands to dad.
Recrosses arid.
Recrosses into the other house, hiding.
One spinal yr becomes more to the use.
A toehold is giving on no cooker.
The grumbling, wasting.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:34:44 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: rack men pink working chop bathe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: With the blue-birds buccaneering
Racks
Gouges out of the way.
Hacks the bank a nation a cupboard, like that road.
The road gets to the equivalent.
The descending treacherous road goes empty.
Coming,.
With the blue-birds buccaneering
Cupboard in his eye is growing at the ground, as creative as the rest.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:42:02 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave sit pale lore shy flower
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The nimbus of the Baptized God
Leaving
He baby-sits.
Like sort, the word poses.
Leaving in anticipation.
He forgets eating.
As more scientific as literacy, a job poses.
Leaving the bedroom clean.
Bloom and social art.
Neither gives repair nor knows a name.
The nimbus of the Baptized God

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:43:59 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave sit live hat retired range
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: When it began, or if there were
Hat
Mind strays.
When it began, or if there were
Tramps that step his more chromatic faithful compass the slum, gone into the indian
village like a justice.
Neither chapeau nor au.
Neither strays nor knows.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:45:07 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: fellow sheep wait pregnant man hang
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: As Grishkin in a drawing-room
Waits good
As Grishkin in a drawing-room
Flows.
A lad pays on arm.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:52:21 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: rest cry perfumed college impart slope
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: balls conjoined in streams so
With loss
The residue once follows the impressionist.
Discover, as married as a woman.
A small company brings inevitable result to a door, looking at the scattered new regular
croft like minoan pottery.
Imparts the country other, like simple feeling.
I again reveal the observation.
Neither brings nor sets nor sets.
balls conjoined in streams so
, as clinging as woman.
The residue, as special as crop.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 12:56:30 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: head yellowing scent read door gypsy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: the industrious waterfall
Reads his e- theme
the industrious waterfall
Takes favourite, like the vice.
Says.
The odour gets to lender, as foreign as seaman.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:03:47 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: rest basket root yellowing moment cool
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And, Rip Van Winkle from a timeless cradle
Basket
To country.
Falling into the conclusion, hits.
A residuum provides to afford.
Goes that aspect strike the catholic misguided liberal.
And, Rip Van Winkle from a timeless cradle
A minute gets to the other, lasting for nomination like call.
The aspect on that day decays.
, as local as local authority.
Ascendent and the thing.
Lights just speculation.
Lights face.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:06:05 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: fellow men book college place glitter
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The college
The nice men acts.
Glistens the water clear.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
This nice ribbon breasts a power, wearing for his west.
Shines one design hair relieved perimeter.
Now shines sword the cabinet red.
To one gliadin and around the leadership.
Glints that slab in importance.
Glints the shell in advice.
Glints a scene in support.
Glints in that year, standing.
Gleams, standing on the annualized return like a muffler.
Into that exclusive type.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:13:09 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: fellow noon cry scarlet yellowing sunshine
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Wrapt in the old miasmal mist
Untitled
Cuss strangely characters the record, punctuating with the so called line.
Blighter takes bookshelf from his desk, reading.
Wrapt in the old miasmal mist
The sun is opening to machine, as comical as place.
Midday in physics.
Relaxed yell gets to that place, calling on the british side like the theory.
Stands, well arguing like that world.
Cheeky.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:20:44 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: hill; sit live green quick drink
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And frocks and curls
A green sea
Lively.
In the picturesque arch.
As low as the closing price, swallow.
The price fulls.
Cutting like stocking, the bouncy turf to the amount is failing in his crest.
As quite disorientating as the limbo, baby-sit people spanish.
Sits dead nineteenth-century good.
Poses to his hand or continues to mod.
Poses a show by the magnetic vast wave, jailing.
Tomorrow sits to hand or heats to the beef or heats to a tiger.
This nineteenth-century opportunity of the style on behalf of his mother gets to dry.
Seats socialist, dining.
And frocks and curls
Baby-sit.
That quick walkabout calls his radio additional.
He seats a lot on the shin.
Shin rounds the park.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:27:19 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: field tired nook heap public orchise
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Behold the keenest marksman
A heap
As political as an obligation, tired.
Seems to a person, evolving like forest.
Plenty lives, seen.
Behold the keenest marksman
Lines to manager.
Stops relevant special, as disappointed as the police.
Never sealing on one national wonderful member, speaks to the tory.
Appears non-discrimination.
Gathers information a specification hard life, as final as borrower.
Tired, as previous as conduct.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:32:40 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave college orchise bathe abstracted child
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Outside the window, leaning in
Abstracted
Never wills light.
Light tells an airfield to the principle, like a different transition.
Leaves the king tribal.
Fairly scatty qualification finds.
Departs.
Exits swirling patchy.
Outside the window, leaning in
So wills, costing like truck.
This seat from his experience exits the reputation.
Today wills behaviour.
Wills his continuance.
Wills 'would.
Wills mind.
Today wills saint.
He tells, emitted like one carbon.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:35:16 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: strip ear perfumed thought shape lean
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: But just the miles of stare
Sure
Tip.
Tip.
Tip.
As possible as a galaxy, inclines debris.
Tends near environmental accident the practice member.
Runs interface into the remote hole, like a particular time.
But just the miles of stare
His toe of his foot tip over a game.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:45:44 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: wistful noon stream garb lone housewife
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: To women who have twisted their last smile
Wistful
Local.
Approaches to temptation.
Electric total current provides to lessen.
His noontide becomes blistering blistering blistering, like the main in-house suburban
road.
A blistering run is pounding by the union, like potential pitfall.
Establishes a strict order without the tribunal.
To women who have twisted their last smile
A blistering attack comes.
Describes variously at the prince.
More strict attention gives.
An acidic stream gets to the quite possible neutral other venue, seeing in an interview.
Neither forms nor layabouts.
Inordinate attention from the case rules delivery.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:48:55 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: coat brotherhood mate cool lap elm
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: So he would have left
For the year
The therefore cool breeze since a size of his naturalism makes no reference joking.
Offers thumb.
So he would have left
Cool.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 1:58:48 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: high lore conutryside hat fly stream
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: City of spring, the governed flower
High
The very mellow brickwork against an us-led front alliance is applying to his defence, as
main as gas.
The current to the perfectly beautiful hilly countryside by a satisfied testator needs to
maintain.
The hilly region allows one united defender to come.
The hilly street is carrying in his small time, like one inquiry.
Vanishes into a lake and goes with as interested valuable chick.
City of spring, the governed flower
Mellow.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:07:23 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: field leave scent gypsy man warm
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The sweeping up the heart
Leaves aside most active
Little, as public as the rather different relation.
Departs from his will.
Departs by the functioning state.
Departs in that idea.
The sweeping up the heart
Silently departs with the dismissal.
As well departs from the late happy time.
Imparts time the information testing.
Time returns, like the property.
Leaves.
Leaves.
Leads new.
Resulting in a year.
The time gets to a range.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:12:18 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: green shower hamlet swallow bathe darn
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud
The shower
Gullible female places likely dad, as as leucocytosis.
Dad ram throat with the back.
To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud
I ram, lain.
Calculated on hospital, likely level needs to ignore.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:20:53 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: begin lane rock bank warm lean
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Was laughter and ability and sighing
Untitled
With his bag.
Slants great-sounding.
Gets.
I incline to listen, needing in the bladder.
A bank Banks member, buying.
By the cell.
Tilts the arrangement present.
Incline, like law.
Lovesome thing goes diminutive.
Lean.
Starts national onerous subsidiary.
Either tends to head or reminds to a job.
Incline purchase.
Was laughter and ability and sighing
Tips.
Caring society needs to interpret.
Tends team, like facility.
Slants.
Either angles a rapunzel.
Requiring, no rock.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:23:39 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave bore boat fill heap darn
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Since then 'tis centuries; but each
Of human excrement
Entrusts federal or also condemns particular able local.
He bequeaths the archbishop to the sector.
Hatful in endogenous advance.
Since then 'tis centuries; but each
The advance is showing by engineer.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:28:04 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: bind stalk gypsy moonlit way abstracted
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: If the street were time and he at the end of the street
Untitled
A stalking kills.
Temporarily obligates landed.
If the street were time and he at the end of the street
Trusses man with his knee, like examination.
That absentminded sort goes.
A romany, as applicable as the case.
The mode, like functioning.
Some a bit absentminded sort makes promise the grass a friend, already learning about
timetable.
Tie.
The rommany.
Bonds.
Bonds.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:30:51 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: man place roam soft darn hang
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Elegy of innocence and youth
Of serious consequence
No catholic position.
So lax provision needs to look.
Advert.
Drifts strong.
Ever drifts vain.
Drifts close new full-length.
Drifts tentatively new.
A spot in the government works perching.
Stead, as french as spa.
He drifts across the room.
Elegy of innocence and youth
As southern as the club, rambles seat sad.
The position.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:33:16 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: throat moor fly meadow sunshine housewife
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And so, as kinsmen met a night
Sunshine
Pilot the game.
And so, as kinsmen met a night
Pilot general svq.
Pilot centre.
Pilot teacher.
Pilot the test.
His sunshine just gets to assembly, like the dying fire.
I also pilot tory kurdish representative.
Pilot.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:39:47 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: shoot day pale shower travel blithe
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: With their nightingales and psalms
Of marching
Is bucking goal.
Liability for captain charges with the cost.
Fools.
Neither injects nor carries nor carries.
I travel.
With their nightingales and psalms
Takes far delay start borrowing.
Darts a blocked opportunity.
Jaunts to park and catches to a lot and catches to one prey.
The silk-soft muzzle of horse is flashing round shoulder, as biological as the sex.
Horse is beginning already from heavy lorry.
Chair is bucking at his back.
Daylight.
An increase is bucking under dual control, like discipline.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:40:03 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: inventive rock cool flower orchise flame
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: In a wilderness of mirrors. What will the spider do
Inventive
In his use, asking.
In a wilderness of mirrors. What will the spider do
Flames.
Of the personality.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:51:07 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: men lane man drink shy child
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Done with the chart
In a forest
On a surface, as famous as his hotel.
Humankind experiences old.
Knowing the especially adventurous boy.
As military as policeman, excludes.
One swallow keeps decision chinese.
Done with the chart
Use and see.
Some child in county sees whether to allow.
Hails model an union his triumph.
Lights to the actress and asks to charge.
This boozing locks.
Admits a turn to the room or knows exactly the corpse about work.
Old woman with his attention on the computer comes, as unseen as a road.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 2:58:43 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: herbage need cloak boat rider roam
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: My fathers' loves that pull upon my nerves
The boat
Swans the hotel.
Swans space.
Oughts should concerned.
Swans financial consulting, like his vehicle.
Musts resort, knowing.
Demands of an intention.
He ranges the glare.
On pressure.
Jacquard knowing a western tree, using by that membrane.
He using to make, like a menace.
Vagabonds, standing.
As nine-year as the war, to the project.
As avant-garde as a painting, takes as one man.
Congress of a party from one year therefore involves an act.
One sauceboat with the marital difficulty.
My fathers' loves that pull upon my nerves
Musts to character, like semi.
As advisory as the panel, I using to address.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:07:55 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: quest root story glimpse drenched child
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And the lovers lie abed
Untitled
Sodden, like the city.
Light and explain.
A tarradiddle becomes a hawaiian island offshore.
His history in the kart is jetting into the success.
Detailing supervising.
Assimilates appalling.
Either his antecedent or that crucial myth.
This young shaver.
Establishes.
, as substantial as the grant.
And the lovers lie abed
Indicating, provokes no use the person this example.
Constructs.
That account.
Account.
Pursuit from a nazi between the system makes a lot.
Requires.
As notorious as his misunderstanding, the success returns his function to the bench.
Collects dna unlabelled.
Collects one month other.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:12:27 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: go desire scare sunshine flame glitter
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Scares that unfaithful wife
Palling.
Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Also endures no hardship.
As good as one news, move.
Nice eye shines.
Palling before lad.
Daunts by young handling.
Breaks large non-white population, almost decapitating.
So affrights to thing and becomes to a life.
News matches.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:18:37 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sheep begin bleating lie bank ferry
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: Pre-empted by their ancestors
The bleating
The television lies central.
Commences at creature.
Commences at $1.00.
Commences on the robust shelf.
The trial commences no intention.
Ferry turns super.
Lies art greek.
Commences town new, stuck like his goal.
The personal saving starts, as social as the different social department.
Like life,.
Consists one offering of intention.
For the separating couple.
From a change.
Of sail.
Pre-empted by their ancestors
Art sell.
Starts with the protein.
Starts this assumption underlying.
I sell state.
Shooting, name commences.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:26:27 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: cropped need rare cloak store housewife
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Come slowly, Eden
Cloak
Rarefied.
Studying for the quality like the programme, postulates horrified.
During a month.
Necessitates the role key.
I need help.
A perfect housewife like his job in early part gives the stock the visiting child a clause,
like the mystery.
Necessitates that exception.
Come slowly, Eden
Linking with snow, store of his place sets this evidence.
Oughting, working among son.
At the time.
Oughting between availability.
Requires to the secretary.
The too rarefied man.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:30:35 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: tired men pink bloom poor door
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Old cock from nowheres and the heaven's egg
A pink glint
Old cock from nowheres and the heaven's egg
Demands a frenchman adopted, like a pattern.
Stretches hair building this responsibility.
, as thin as curtain.
A curtain is falling below this monument.
Runs.
Runs.
Runs.
Runs.
Runs.
The hapless keeper coaxes poor caretaker into volunteering middy.
An adopted clause for the successful reception questions an early preliminary study, like
a building.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:33:14 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: quest corn shade frail report slope
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That never wrote to me,For the junction
, using.
The subtlety of the virtuoso.
Accounts influential wishful sinister thinking triumph area and accuses catholic
disloyalty the computer that interactive television.
Describes, like his paraphernalia.
That never wrote to me,Added, nuance of green.
Like integrity, describes the problem.
Reports.
Like the also true richness, near house.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:35:56 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave coat basket moor abandoned figure
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Sent us of the air
For one advantage
A figure and the building.
Forgetting.
Forgetting a time.
Exits the way bad.
Leaves the especially important world outside.
Sent us of the air
Bequeaths.
As expected as the family, of the authority.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:41:04 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: call moon wait ear eye wonder
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
His wet ear
Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
Waiting the unworldly statement for a year, listed like the parish.
Rings a firm the notion member.
Also address friendly beleaguered or seems normal consonant.
Like address, a heart in the flashback hardens enough the involved word.
Of a goat, concentrating upon a cross.
Bids one white, reversing in humiliation.
Address.
Hillwalking, visit to minister.
Hollers.
I visit.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:45:30 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: head begin cry yellowing friends flower
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: All all and all the dry worlds couple
Begins until the advent
Decent pass.
His pass.
The pass.
For tectonic.
Commences in the league.
Commences in the area.
Commences in the way.
Commences within meaning.
Commences to service, as quick as little bit.
Starts power social.
Commences the big new bike, allowing.
Gets indian.
Gets bloody.
Gets startled.
All all and all the dry worlds couple

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:51:56 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: shower friends dance bluebell hang slope
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: As if the house were his
The slope
A shower.
As if the house were his
The stern senior side keeps the lamp fine.
Also adverts to the time.
Attending by law.
The law keeps win labor.
Neither dances properly the summer nor brings little soul.
By advantage.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:02:09 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: quest earthen store screened root grass
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And putting love away
Untitled
In confrontation.
Marihuana other than death becomes to the extent.
Like circumstance, the skunk by the right number edges the lane.
Suspects very of the intention.
Identifies disapproval sure, as yellow as plant.
Weed at the beginning is standing on a matter.
As so low as a component,.
The great certain great extent for one estranged year is starting on arrangement.
Keeps the window.
Keeps his money.
Keeps control.
Keeps the aim.
And putting love away
Keeps the inner city.
Keeps superlative.
Lying, as individual as mineral.
Lights fair, locating near the door.
The violent so dreadful death by the authority is crossing from the capital.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:05:32 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sun sit part wanderer trace give
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The wagons quickened on the streets
A wanderer
Over the way.
Dedicates left.
Presents data by mother.
Throws.
Breaks to the german.
Breaks to the greek demonstrator.
The wagons quickened on the streets
Breaks to a primitive quarter.
The mother between gase drags, as married as his daughter.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:10:35 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: yellowing story quick glimpse lap mossy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And then I come away
A glimpse
Moss-grown milestone.
Striking, his speedy recovery gets to inducement.
Blinks.
Claiming before his hand like his practice, creates new.
And then I come away
His face of the charge gets, as capable as this anytime.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:10:53 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: herbage recross eye drink hamlet frail
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: contracting nose and eye apertures
One frail hand
And black.
contracting nose and eye apertures
Recrosses the inferno, like this detrimental safety.
For the lack.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:19:13 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: moon quick rare maiden elm darkening
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The only news I know
The moon
A flying saucer.
With stability, like the nation.
Wants european certainly nice popular girl the obverse, thanking.
The only news I know
Lie.
Seems.
Seems.
Simply acting as a source, of moonshine.
The nice moggie Moggies good.
Frowns.
His rarified world gets to hope.
Of the moonshine.
Intensifies eye.
The moonshine.
Slips to that hand, as tall as sunflower.
Often calls for child.
Black moonshine of moonshine becomes describe, splayed in eye.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:25:03 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: go flock go green mate fill
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And so, as kinsmen met a night
The green party
Envious.
Endures so that circumscribed interpretation.
New town is leading all to the puzzle.
A mint.
I perish.
The light-green foliage leaves major misleading corporate customer, like this limestone.
Between the central undisclosed north.
And so, as kinsmen met a night
Pot.
As mad as scientist, goes to free jaguar.
Departs this mosaic from lbd, brining in his stomach.
Envious life and money.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:35:55 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: men late murmur sundown college meadow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And fences fled away
Sundown
A belated appearance.
Stands.
Muttering silences professor.
And fences fled away
Owns running, as special as his gangling yearling.
Wins a team.
Glitters some snake tile the optimistic financial future.
Falls quite different acceptable necessary.
Waits to a quarter.
The men provides one tourist.
Tourist makes this hostage to secure.
Agrees due secluded and clearly states early.
Cuts to his seed.
The muttering on the investigation continues report.
Calls the welsh greek modification year.
One belated attempt.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:38:15 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sheave stalk roam place ground rider
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: There is its victory
Roams practice
Husk buds, as inadequate as a manner.
His position and the headline.
Wanders away from the ship, requiring by his empty skin.
There is its victory
Failure drifts.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:42:23 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: field cry brotherhood abandoned vague open
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
His vague inkling
, as mobile as no top bus.
That domain and storytelling.
Does not concern the bee
As old as enemy, muffled shout.
Less assailable daughter to park needs to approach.
A clear participant of far restructuring proves to exist.
One daughter acts middle-aged, like poultry.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:56:41 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: throat learn roam little rare moor
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And may I yet live to admire
Little
The moorland Greens, like management.
Gun ascertain whether to ask.
As more effective as the time, his head memorizes education.
Ascertain or devise.
Moorland through the corporateness for action emerges.
And may I yet live to admire
The petty trader travels.
As considerable as work, hears from a banker.
Checks place the morning the enlargement.
Vagabonds.
Vagabonds.
Vagabonds.
Teaches the grand master english peasant and wants one $1.00 routine the bonus.
This action goes violent.
Of the charming interior.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:57:40 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: untie unfed sun impart lean heap
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Divining in a smile the oil of tears
Unties hand
Divining in a smile the oil of tears
A muckle comes.
Embellishing, impart.
Unlaces, like side.
Divulges the term or points one magistrate.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:04:06 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: bleating distant summer scent preferment trace
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: But every week we hear rejoice
The sick bleating aged one annual per cent
The removed hemisphere is circulating with an important question.
But every week we hear rejoice
Saying, champions abyssinian.
Ship.
Indicating,.
A candidate until his sensitive concern on the verdict champions his late ex-school
master.
Extremely important socket is pushing into this yard, as chemical as company.
Never seeing laughter.
The vestige routs factor.
The reason indicating walking, as northcote-trevelyan as electoral judicial reform.
Swivells hip narrow, watched.
Removed and charge.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:14:54 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: white part ferry wide bathe soft
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Not one of all the purple host
Bathe oil
Lily-white competition needs to distinguish.
The all-embracing subject needs to designate.
Bathe.
Opened, the forensic commanding officer into arm designate the name to submit.
An enormously full pathos pops.
His italian company with blind eye in arm baths one patient.
The broad thrust feels deep.
Bathe a slow careful hand.
The ferryboat.
Patient tests curious unspecified actual.
The portion.
Redeemable.
The portion gets to a trade.
Piano teacher invites this disciple amount.
A wood bathe predecessor, as direct as a result.
Of crop-haired man.
Baths beach in the churchyard, permitted.
In writing.
Not one of all the purple host
As narrow as passage, lily-white.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:15:34 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: grass eye knock antique gray, drenched
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And silence at her end of the street
Knocks
Cannabis discharges.
And silence at her end of the street
Bumps the acquaintance.
The ganja goes very fond, blowing.
Before the difficult dark, shooting.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:20:03 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: wattled dog murmur pale give garb
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Kept beating, beating, till I thought
His dog
Into his car.
Of the andiron.
To the largely self-evident general desirability.
He leave serenity, causing.
Kept beating, beating, till I thought
I leave the dark nonplussed face, as clean as a crisp.
A score soon yields the other german side, like the competition.
This dress, like acute development.
To the future.
He commits a car the job the girl.
Contributes obsessed.
A dress.
The firedog.
One measurement yields somewhat the large area.
The andiron and lust of a mind.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:23:58 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: dog scholar inquire antique haunt purple
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: impenetrably closable, are not;â€“a true ant-eater
The dog
A frightful frump says battle.
impenetrably closable, are not;â€“a true ant-eater
As madding as a big crowd, one click in absence by one inch backs full submission.
Enquires to day.
Neither enquires that government about the environment nor shivers insect at extension
nor just shivers night in english.
Investigates his attitude.
Investigates language.
Investigates affair.
Investigates health.
Investigates objectively the technique.
, asking.
Individualist investigates that patient.
The frump.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:28:33 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: unfed murmur pink door heap bluebell
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Did the harebell loose her girdle
Pink
Did the harebell loose her girdle
Most lucrative murmuring is looming on one yard.
Looks.
Sometimes collects flower old and creates one organization underground.
Like land, he looks.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:32:13 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: flock lie moor place chop homestead
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: To have squeezed the universe into a ball
Untitled
Driving, dwelling in shallow.
, as british as existing university.
To have squeezed the universe into a ball
Like no world-wide art, consists activity of intention.
The inner mass shows, delivering to the earth.
Chops off face.
Still dwelling that distortion thing part.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:37:10 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: cross murmur nook scent ground wet
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: By all the martyrâ€™d virgins kist
Crosses a tax new
Fragrance crushes goat.
Traverses.
By all the martyrâ€™d virgins kist
Bilks of the intention.
A moment tracks by life.
The car foils paper, traveling along the coast like the headquarters.
Priming in fiery leaf on table.
The murmur makes the center kind.
Like his run, fragrance.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:37:55 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: call sheep bind thick shower glitter
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And still she plies her spotted brooms
Untitled
Glitter to a child, opening.
Gleams side.
And still she plies her spotted brooms
Gleams the necromancer.
Gleams softly the artificial sun.
Gleams tear.
Glitter.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:38:07 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: rack nook door cloak moor quiet
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: It yet remains to see
Cloak
The restrained foliage.
Restrained furnishing.
Restrained view.
It yet remains to see
His restrained water.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:47:43 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: green morning thick pale hat housewife
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: History has many cunning passages, contrived corridors
Pale
Becoming, dense.
The park, putting on one rate like worker.
Like the widespread opposition, to one victory.
The dawn, bringing before the message.
The delighted message gives, depended.
Washing with price,.
Suited like the man, belie.
The park Parks ayresome ayresome.
History has many cunning passages, contrived corridors
Belongs to his friend, as puffy as one eye.
His pallid face plans to suit.
The most dramatic victory notches leap.
Acid washing the mess.
Operates one occasion and allows the right.
Dense granule.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:49:29 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: leave wait shower college drink trace
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A floor too cool for corn
Untitled
That livestock await to refuse.
A private hot shower of rolling stone about a lark picks the mind for little little knife,
bringing.
A floor too cool for corn
Entrusts to understanding, as black as an artistic niche.
Entrusts little.
I await biding action.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:51:20 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: bawling throat meet ferry foster give
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Society
Ferry
Society
Reaches to the power and loses to the stone.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:56:30 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: cropped cry impart land roam anemony
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Or the earl an earl
An agonized cry
Strays the mind.
Or the earl an earl
Conveys.
This call is passing by companion, misused for power.
Imparts that great maximum impossible flexibility.
Discloses on a favourite or expresses by friend.
He ever strays his plastic, puled.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:57:52 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: throat blanched scent gypsy man slope
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: In the final direction of the elementary town
Untitled
With his intrusion or on sugar or of that female.
In the final direction of the elementary town
Like a maximum, a humanity helps to want.
Secretes.
In world.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:04:55 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: field use roam mate warm wide
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Discloses just a hue
Untitled
The wide audience feels different other artificial.
Discloses just a hue
Neither habituates nor becomes.
Swans back around the veined globe.
Vagabonds a camp in the fair transitional provision, like oil-seed rape.
Expending and ensuring.
Applies shop relatively expensive and incorporates the registered land private.
Applies company, as effective as service.
Knowing like excuse, during the lifetime.
Like beautiful handwriting, this wide range.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:15:38 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: shepherd head leave scent story retreat
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The minister goes stiffly in
Leaves no scar
Broached, nous.
Neither entrusts the humanity with stripe nor gives the leader for a counselling.
Wills new emotional positive.
His emotional force announces source.
Allows liable.
Like his pub, the fountainhead echoes the economic russian.
As discretionary as the willing settlement, indeed bequeathing one denarii to the
execution.
Either forgets or stands.
Constructing, history wears the apparently attractive slipper.
Allows in a result, keeping like caution.
Like attention, the usually cheerful end keeping a beat.
The minister goes stiffly in
Like the round, he keeping one pound.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:24:11 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sun bloom meet rare fly breezy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And deprecate the lack of taste
The bloom
Forgather.
Day flies furry face.
Sun mainly backs on the book.
Fit some easy part with one object.
A vital high part gets to intent.
I fit the brake.
This oil with that time vanishes.
Efflorescence.
An efflorescence.
Conformed, fulfils in year.
And deprecate the lack of taste
Of that place, transmuting into society like the sphere.
Adjoin.
Forgather, as little as a woman.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:29:48 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: unfed pale rumor boy swallow mossy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Half-past one
Pale
Responsible rumor becomes unambiguous clear, expressing like term.
Half-past one
Running into tiny pointed head.
Wan ash with relative by other case builds, carrying.
The pointed cuff gets to the theater.
The pointed face links the isle to blue, asked for his world like the miss.
This clear political rumor, like hope.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:31:58 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: call tired late flower hamlet spotted
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The silent man in mocha brown
Small
, appearing as a series.
The hamlet on son calls ruler more autonomous, like one grand prix.
Guinea across the floor calls peace.
The silent man in mocha brown
The hungarian season-opening grand prix drives italian french.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:32:10 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: flock book working maiden store vague
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Allayed the fever of the bone
Maiden
Wispy.
Allayed the fever of the bone
Given, this wad.
Wispy.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:36:26 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: hill; scholar lost rope anemony garb
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That went to help the sea
Garb
And and and old.
The confounded variable in an unconfined pair changes positive patient, like the world.
That went to help the sea
The learner to a buyer prepares to a social service.
A disoriented bunch gets to the world.
Anemony.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:39:57 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: field work bind sit friends meadow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: of cornice, dynamite grooves, burns, and
Binds duty
On the curve.
of cornice, dynamite grooves, burns, and
As high as building, the discipline is receiving among no building.
The meadow.
Ties photography behind his front.
Deputy holds representative.
Poses this centurion, much studying.
Poses a mould-breaker tourist supervisory function.
Wide.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:51:09 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: wattled root creep desire fill swallow
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: the sea is a collector, quick to return a rapacious look
His root
Like his worship,.
He grovels on the people, allowed for enforcement like as mad infectious disease.
In level.
Antecedent, like thing.
He cowers under attack.
the sea is a collector, quick to return a rapacious look
Occupies by the wall or affirms in official.
Either trusts instinct.
Cringing or keeping infrastructural resource.
He sneaks out of the car.
I enough allowed the animal.
The either mad glory lets take.
Pole meets competitiveness.
Root by the technology makes the figure illustrate, used for prison.
As fine as calico, satisfies.
Steals a gift single small batch the marquee, like the landlord.
Satisfies the axiom and hides the reluctant trumpet.
One long swallow.
This infectious disease causes constant foraging, diagnosed like trouble.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:58:10 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sheep work distant root yellowing figure
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Who took the flag today
His root
The root.
Identifies middle united.
A radical on a clear lap ministers to the environment.
Inviting, sharing like manning.
This new bod changes.
Who took the flag today
Study numbers rival, as very long as other service.
Like this mount, the bottomless origin.
Like the busy schedule, helps please the data.
Of that heaven.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:04:32 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: read quick moment bluebell flame figure
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The waters wrecked the sky
Untitled
Consequence, only pasing like crowd.
He translates that I train operator.
The waters wrecked the sky
Selectively reads access, as filthy as the floor.
His hyphenated name of buller at the rate packs one far goal with cast, like unmoved
plight.
Second at the point prompts calculating machine.
Registers the practice genuine and includs this protein impressive.
He reads that security with the side is appearing on that morning.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:09:16 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: flock unfed go tower moor warm
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And I wonder how they should have been together
Unfed
Measure fits.
, as lost as a house.
Of milk-withholding ill period.
Plenty from the appointment.
And I wonder how they should have been together
Perishes the trap the duty that superstition.
Perishes so his time pms the hope.
Perishes gift the timing the important pointer.
Perishes fairly the clear picture this end wheel.
Perishes tree the renowned author this passage.
Perishes influence the too late surplus good this pal.
The mess gets to the forgiveness.
Getting, moves the area the production the wall.
Appalling at issue like domesticity, appropriate timing turns correct comic.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:21:41 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: cropped head tired high scholar brotherhood
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: and gondoliering legs, so fine
High
The high strength.
Fraternity is going to the ombudsman, joining with normal development.
That student wishes to want.
Like touchdown, join.
, saved from familiarity like face.
Says a little message.
Approaches dead good reader helpful, saying with one dolphin.
and gondoliering legs, so fine
As positive as science, texturizes.
Affects in his acquisition.
Affects by the oriental cavalry.
Affects by this meaning.
Affects by the vardarac wind.
Also working like the thing, making a safe alternative.
The high point.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:28:33 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: sheave noon use scarlet green mossy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: not in silence, but restraint.
Sheave
Green.
As far distant as door, utilizing.
During this morning.
As to the way.
With considerable influence.
Of his future.
In the market.
Utilizing.
The chain utilizing the sexual active adult.
Employs right legal good, as chargeable as one year.
Expends.
, seeing like the early crisis.
Habituates the form.
Sheave.
not in silence, but restraint.
The transfer uses to cut.
Midday, as suitable as secondary.
Generally unripe one just about levels.
Practices.
Green.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:30:54 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: wistful preferment wild ground ferry frail
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The wagons quickened on the streets
His so wistful lip
And.
Mean.
Cuts the lawn from the program, like a knife.
The wagons quickened on the streets
Biochemical primer with the skill from the number follows to hurry.
The local ferryboat.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:34:12 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: bind grass drink scare glitter homestead
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.The grass
The lime-green pot and a subject.
Of beer, like a strategy.
Green pasture.
Bond.
Child quickly palls the teacher.
Frightens most rational, wanned like that bag.
Affrighting thing in society, as thick as butt.
The too fond ganja abandons the owner.
Glistens, beginning.
Ties with the thong.
Bond a child.
Adheres on an analysis, designing for his dog.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.He wanned.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:36:23 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: strip corner part wild skill ground
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: To ponder little workmanships
Untitled
Helping, furious campaigning.
To ponder little workmanships
This primer like a so assistant solicitor carries contact.
To cultured other person, like size.
Earth blacks no decoration.
Accomplishment, covering.
Systematic accomplishment lays.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:38:24 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: men rest bore hat cool lone
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Shade without shape? the shape of the Pharaohs echo
Of cardinal
Relief.
Bores and implements.
Of debtor and to baroque.
Repose thins.
Tires $1.00.
Tires goblin.
Tires the stereotype.
Tires the battlefield.
Bores.
Drilling.
The lid.
Shade without shape? the shape of the Pharaohs echo
Bores a tiny turbulent puff, protected like an unfamiliar tricky much easy object.
Bores the planet likely.
Turbulent motion smells black alarming.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:40:54 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: fellow yellowing rumor boy roam open
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: cat-tails, flags, blueberries and spiderwort
A boy
That rumor increases the estate, as financial as old time.
Financial term sediments.
cat-tails, flags, blueberries and spiderwort
Of the inter-government negotiation.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:52:59 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: hill; still leave inventive trace lone
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Of his faint accent
Departs his establishment.
Already bequeaths to his word.
Allows to the grower.
That context allows the module, persuaded by new dealer.
The ghost from hand gets to treatment.
An investment with stick allows his salary.
, as negative as a purpose.
Like a man, trace.
Wills, like this gathering.
The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Forgets husband.
Forgets the hand.
Result, producing.
Imaginative agency fails good jockey.
Exits to a medium.
With one parent, as long heavy as demand.
Real gray ghost and fact.
Wills the dry-seasonal forest.
The a lot quiet star makes brownish-red tree bless.
The united agency is making by this council.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:53:25 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: earthen wait peep moonlit darkening public
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
Waits
Moonlit.
Girl.
A girl.
Girl.
That found them hastening through it
Peeks german.
Peeping the sunshine, pattered across network.
Moonlit.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:58:28 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: go sheep lie part boy shy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: with his not-native books and hat
Untitled
Chapter in the media in a cause is dwelling on the side.
with his not-native books and hat
A large portion gets pretty to neighbor.
The peace of mind fails, set.
Neither long lives to the miner nor too occupies to full hope.
Functions as the family.
A large fraction of that bill experiences wild.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 8:11:54 AM
Seed source author: Matthew Arnold
Seed source text: The Gypsy Scholad
Seed words: green lore moment spring warm wonder
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Have passed beyond the sun
By the mythology
Like good, a leap above hole breasts north.
The moment seems to specify.
Enquires.
The good of company chances.
Inquire quite frank doubt.
Wonders the moment.
The moment is making by the other.
I inquire whether to pay.
Quick response appeals to question.
Have passed beyond the sun
Inquire to the day.
No doubt by the representation needs to encounter.
Response gets a lift.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 8:24:42 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: salary necessary mission recent quality make
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And Being but an ear
Recent entrant
Lineament.
The tone.
Neither reaches the height different nor heads right his hand other.
He then fixes parity.
Causes one volume great, appearing.
He causes competitor to offer, as saudi as that cell.
He gets opposite require, saying.
That tempting final salary, like the female practicality.
Forming that word or meeting actually the medieval pope in alive social issue.
And Being but an ear
Draws.
As so sure as data, cowboy gets good life to read.
Shits standard possible, as organizational as light foundation.
He saying that he looks at the outset.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 8:30:09 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: believe attention necessary scholar use determine
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Rachel nÃ©e Rabinovitch
Believes grim social reality
A purpose holds magistrate senior.
Ascertains to life, as peculiar as the character.
Rachel nÃ©e Rabinovitch
His character to the wardrobe above applies the script to cause, acquired like the
manufacture.
Ascertains to this case and faces to member and faces to poll.
The regional special authority applies the church to a standard, characterising like the
clone.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 8:33:19 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: provide design stay specified university teaching
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: can pierce an armed man
Provides hierarchical
Offered to uncle, designs.
Detains, helping with one sector.
Unwashed dish offers one building.
Persist.
Bides this experience common, recovering from force.
Sticks together to a man.
can pierce an armed man
Designs a white man for that clash, barely finishing.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 8:44:15 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: member advantage field poor chance way
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: I've heard the hunter tell
Poor
The burning phallus places a crucial word.
, like a secretary.
Assums by the dot.
Old lady on arrival places one other method.
I've heard the hunter tell
Develops to goldsmith.
As selected as a lever, liberates the drunken man via closed-circuit television.
Style.
As immune as the contemporary system, for this flow.
Method on the contrary at the recent arrival works specialist.
Livs.
The eventual arrival from this book charges independent small business with staff.
Comes a record pictorial.
Comes the ovum too immature.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 8:45:32 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: modern time qualified critical type determine
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: My brothers' blood that salts my open wounds
Critical
Clip or the nape.
Of the front.
Heavy norwegian in the restrictive condition learns whether to wait.
Before his that good christmas.
Clearly ascertains to the debtor.
My brothers' blood that salts my open wounds

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 8:54:43 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: superior institutional provide access salary present
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: retinue, he revealed
Declining
He gifts the ball pallist national audio park this ball, dissolving in a theory.
retinue, he revealed
Salutes a part-timer the vigil doorstep, losing on his back like surprising problem.
Ply, leading.
Confronts to modern historian, like the claim.
Presents that discussion familiar.
Represent.
Presents, as public as transport.
Delivers the despatch likely, as medical as student.
The thing of life demos other thing to geriatric, getting.
Stages during this part.
Value confronts close contemplation.
Discussion is allowing in a debate.
Less likely character takes good, constituted by this human processing like the nature.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:02:58 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: college condition advancement office foreign assistants
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Deep with the first dead lies London's daughter
Untitled
Situation controls woman.
As as merely refus, unequal power seizes his dive.
Made, of attack.
The decision with the rubble made very.
Insists dark tunnel.
Part-time post ministers to thing, as able as the education.
Captured by strike, measures.
A mercenary captured model, called for an item.
Deep with the first dead lies London's daughter

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:05:41 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: competitive institution general receive little commitment
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: desecrating a grave
The institution
desecrating a grave
Social institution to foreign office.
The ecumenical nature numbers planter, like the green field.
As weird as mouth, encounters unaltered.
For african compact achievement.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:13:23 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: time stay general pay provide policy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Strode across the hills and broke them
Pays multiple northern sensory
Indeed remains the system.
Sticks the abstract overall more requisite level with a stretch.
An overall majority is giving in national well-stuffed treasury.
He outrides that pulse.
Appeases to a god, as personal as allowance.
Characteristic institution abides by side.
Strode across the hills and broke them
A sentence.
One cubic meter keeps order social.
A cubic mile of a railroad rides vast.
Bright hard-pressed star is giving ram client the sun.
And.
Remains leave pale.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:17:50 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: language college advantage give qualified section
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: All such disease I doctor in my blood
The advantage
The demand yields.
Establishes the belgian prime minister prime.
The reason generates the processing.
Applying other quality to this pamidronate, like the force.
Division is servicing between the basis.
All such disease I doctor in my blood
Leaves the grand hotel.
Yields that movement.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:20:48 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: condition curriculum scholar pay different program
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: It cannot recollect
A program for the face
The syllabus, as massive as horse-drawn civilization.
Gives auditing environmental.
Gives the city inner.
Gives his central responsibility aware.
It cannot recollect

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:29:56 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: modern rule necessary space staffing present
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: A crowd of twisted things
That rule
One autonomous principle derives that hard material, coming.
For research.
Represent.
And.
Salutes empress.
Exhibits well cruise unix the household.
The case gives consideration his good parent the resentment.
Like this country, place for work.
A crowd of twisted things
Demonstrates attendance improving.
Represent.
Coming forward from his pocket, the place also calls.
The distance works long, making of the true intention.
Stages to the unfortunate player and scoops to the high-pressure more manly type.
The ruler.
Acquaints.
Delivers, getting after the year.
This vital sort works the fixed overall cost.
In one north.
Architect exhibits soiling, incorporating like no right.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:39:08 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: modern full-time necessary currency teacher general
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: joke. Lifted and handled, he may be dangled like an eel or set
Untitled
The oecumenical conference.
General disillusionment allows his judiciary to aim.
Takes.
Subject takes the mysterious constraint.
The italian american vogue.
Needs the major decorative panel blank.
joke. Lifted and handled, he may be dangled like an eel or set
An innovative way needs to interpret.
Disillusionment owing to the growth goes far.
Tripls war prolonged.
The prolonged series consolidates the thought.
Goes, provided by the interview.
Carrying, oecumenical.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:47:03 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: institutional preparation development standing practice show
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: You are invulnerable, you have no Achillesâ€™ heel
Institutional
Testifying a strangeness to no form.
Evidences.
The drill with important central issue makes virgin.
A subscriber for the meaning registers the conference.
You are invulnerable, you have no Achillesâ€™ heel
A transfer registers sure grief, as environmental as management.
The late capable development flows likely similar intense, laying like the future.
Preparation requires say.
Slavery shews the experience.
Demonstrate.
One surprised day about religion in tea presents the patient.
Presents in his possible old young brother.
Shews new firm gain the pronoun.
Of the fruitful short work and to bed.
Testifying the importance to the design.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:54:15 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: attention development scholar substandard mass specific
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A third event to me
A quite specific task
The sight draws.
Grows or fills.
Puts his silver.
Neither perishes to enemy nor uses to some artist.
That ontogeny becomes to a pillowy clump.
An infected small small flock lands his letter.
Bites to local root, making for his midnight.
With a match.
Recapitulates the maturation the oriented management contemporary small large change.
Attending.
Sells to the bidder.
A third event to me
Sells around to this material.
Sells to this company.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 10:10:33 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: college rule faculty advantage time reveal
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: glass, move themselves with spotlight swiftness
Untitled
Show medau work concern, going into the allegation.
Like a straightjacket, reveals in a flight.
Discovers an actress in steady reduction, giving on rock.
A way going.
One meter at fun concerning this difficulty cuts the thermometer, like the idea.
And sorry.
One meter takes at once say.
Breaks to letter, producing quite for the moment like a variety.
The small college becomes, like his extremist leader.
Show.
Family to the camp show movement, taking.
The family shoots this man with an aircraft.
Show urban.
glass, move themselves with spotlight swiftness
Political advantage.
Displays blessed, called.
Exposes model stark, falling.
A formula is making like the barn, putting.
Show.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 10:12:44 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: time curriculum field chance staffing department
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: But where it fell
Staffing
But where it fell
Also enjoins by the principle.
The arena.
Entitles the remark, notifying.
Says.
His principle develops approach, like voluntary organization.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 10:19:42 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: condition salary advance university show make
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Bit out the mandrake with to-morrows scream
The open university
Realize burun on one time, seeing as the secretary.
He indirectly causes mere perpetual parasite to gain.
Sheet puddles.
Boosts the uncapped tight-head.
Creates a kind.
In one minute.
Crapping.
Cooks full.
His average eye of a woman does the bill.
Constructs the stream friendship the process.
Wins status.
Wins a time.
Wins the parliament.
Wins a chance.
Wins mini.
Wins dream.
Earns that clerk lounge court, making like a fuss.
He reaches the universal direction.
Bit out the mandrake with to-morrows scream
Realize and make.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 10:23:39 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: institutional advancement critical measure mission practice
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: causing her husband to sigh,
Private practice
The advancement works together an accountant.
The delegacy with a file is trading with opportunity, instituting in the species.
The furtherance invokes to the group.
causing her husband to sigh,
Confronts with mother.
Proceeds a capacity fibre-optic and wins the action flexible.
Keeps ink a teller handicap.
Mission in english new written language, watching.
Advancement.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 10:30:19 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: teach appropriate give receive specified row
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: On patriotic day
Specifieds
On patriotic day
Receives the job the canteen one 4% and cares a desire a center this following morning.
Constraint is affording to his position.
The suitable wind in the soccer turns stoic, like one min.
Swinging towards a breast, instructs absence local.
One power hands one boat the great dauphin castle, deluding.
Yields the quality audio.
Yields an example clear.
Yields the available point enthusiastic.
A quarrel for management.
Quarrel.
A quarrel.
A quarrel.
The quarrel.
Undergoes the viewing the plan one labor victory, adapting.
Hands the feather practice the chauffeur and pours the big box wine this black bread.
Teaches with the railway.
Throws or possesses.
Invites common, seen in this way.
Specifieds to this ugly thing.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 3:23:01 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: curriculum support general mission row grant
As pathologist
One row seems enfold. Woman enfold minion. Room also seems alone. Woman skirts the
light. The alone table points other.
The reflected light cuts that he talks. The park enfold voice. The key right word talks to
one group. He cuts through drawer. Hair cuts about a move.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 4:47:49 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: support full-time attention curriculum qualified little
Qualified
Attention of a lot gets to arc. This attention with the couple gets to a people. Qualified
worker credits the change with outsider. Support to bewilderment from the department is
operating through important question. A little bit cans beat.
Attention contacts a grove. The question outside that world is answering in a pot.
Attention in one train bodies that recording. The worker in the substantial growth
attempts looking. Outsider rather than the beautiful beach invests the fact with celebrity.
His constant insufficient attention gets away to a chance. She contacts the other writer.
The beautiful landscape because of his arrival other than his name need to become. A
celebrity beats one cup of the intention. The growth falls unsuitable.
I need a full member. Face become highly exile. The attributable improving growth from
service of nation makes his moment largely preoccupied. A celebrity follows
summarizing in attention. His celebrity gives the record.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 5:11:52 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: tenured benefit poor space type show
Dwindling
Space shows photography. Space at this time maintain this labourer. He shows the farm. I
maintain a time. Photography makes very unstable ground new.
The mere time works long. Farm is making in magazine.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 6:53:37 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: college educational hold support space average
Educational
Average income of far $1.00 with his room gets to start. An income goes shrinking. The
example goes anyway. That avenue almost goes. The far corner is admitting to this
conflict.
Disarming utmost frankness among citizen goes. Income quarter consequence. Average
rise makes subject negative. A disarming smile at man actually tears hair. The main
income returns.
A stout man loves to excel. This educational matter is falling nearly in battle. The
surviving example of the art gets together to the apothecary. She gets drunk. Unexpected
frankness makes head-dress heavenly.
His white horse holds the guard in style. Extra income supplements. The rise gets to a
row. Involuntarily shrinking face says that he passes. I quarter a lost day.
Post-conquest art breaks stalemate. A battle surprises the end. This both latent conflict
seems a little matter. He says that I work health. The far end in life sticks some year with
new running.
White ground somehow flows post-cold real. His mind holds the center.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 7:49:43 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: tenured institution general substandard use program
Still substandard
Use is making in a quarter. The program ministers to the level. The program of the store
from pre-menstrual pms sites as the end. An acceptable end presents the subject with a
flavor. Charge ministers.
A charge holds on buyer. Buyer in this people like the wedding stakes on black earth. The
full charge of no plane of reported rape takes as one bird. This pms take to seem. Buyer
remedys action.
The tenured post to that licence of secretary allows one year to say. The program to childrearing needs to encourage. I take a partial exception into cable.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 8:54:59 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: college access space percentage quality specific
The specific problem
This specific objective ministers to the year. An open empty space to a mirror-image of
this week measures correct pressure. The quality keeps one case padded. A specific
deterioration also calls. The specific person falls to european region.
Padded jacket turns. Mirror-image at that coincident long time is sticking on japanese
free foreigner. That specific mood is running from no party. The quality gets. The padded
back sees in the city.
Plants.f writes german. That year is coursing through the number. German legislation
suspend politics. The legislation restricts publicity. Open water to passenger of the bay
works this game.
The objective shorts thrift. The correct answer holds about his general stock often
dramatic. Correct answer gets to the electronic bill. Early material for informatic
measures a hour. That mirror-image makes the contribution confident.
European motion points rocky. I suspend the dwelling.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 9:51:22 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: college tenure-track professional standing document subcategories
In the membership
Professional ty knits. Professional ethics makes the sign open. Libidinal ty works either
suspected strong. The college checks a zone. This libidinal attachment acts.
No standing please feels representative ashamed. A royal jesuit college makes advance
applicable. The royal navy feels healing. Libidinal ty of the family gets to happen. He
feels more cheerful amazed certainty.
An attachment gets to the father. Tenure-track professor Professors. This sign invariably
asks want. Father serve emotional explicit support with the sharman. The fresh sliced
peach serve reproof with the plot.
The libidinal aspect times this opposite direction. Advance to oscillation into tassel calls
the match final. Standing at a pitch of the rider makes the ditch deep. Libidinal impulse
sometimes calls design particular. A plot is moving out of home.
Father easily sees coffee. I serve the french fact with a yogurt. One particular occasion at
the general for that show makes appeal royal. Love makes the basis.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 11:01:47 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: advantage development year little provide quality
The development in the grave of available recipe
The year makes director alternate. The little rhyme accompanies high fare. High input
allows worker to calculate. Male allows his job. A factor accompanies the full ordinary
life.
His lay worker tries. His life happens the road. Lay visitor makes the lady put. The
ordinary russian beats the earth of intention. The prudent managing director with concern
fines paying.
This honorary nursing similar officer allows deep burial. The road gets to the police. The
chief accompanies superlative. Lay member dissolves. The russian gives a quarter.
Quality feels environmental. That year seems the woman. The little snow projects
stultifying. No intention turns main. Sediment allows priority.
His old lady spends just his life on a link. No advantage for $1.00 at eye makes the
necessary lord afraid.

Time drafted: 4/22/2004 11:26:04 PM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: college able development institution general policy
Able life
Institution is making by one year. The year gets to the small thumb. An institution works
non-profit. The authority works team. A lump gets.
Non-profit organisation from the most interesting institute appeals to the son. The
authority determines whether to regenerat. Opposable thumb gets to his idea. Thumb
commonly clears the defendant. Lump makes the coy virgin incarnate.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 12:49:23 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: development institution available pay profiles study
The available program
Book without a council pays that low angle for his family. The member pays in outer
space. He pays by an example. The outer food gets to the detail. No detail names
manager.
The detail turns ponderous. The outer moon flies. He pays for chosen people. Book on a
plate loses a period. Study looks making people.
He flies. Tool looks wide. I making. One historical varying detail of the plan pushes the
far swine. Tool inside a cottage considers polish bank at this stage.
The far corner just gets to change. A far meter attaches. She loses an exuberant voice.
Space gets to one disciplinary offence. His plan makes one country illegal.
Food feathers the lip. The certainly low tent gets to the risk. Historical chronology
surfaces. Short scarcely able period to the museum rises. Food gets to thing.
Risk upon the serious key fundamental issue gets to the horse. Museum works
metropolitan british august. Politician works surveyor. An example gets to morning.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 1:57:11 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: member class chance critical type average
Average
The member for the leading lady parts soft lip. The working class makes straight the
study. Lip before date gets to school. Member obtains. His leading protagonist recalls
moving from a class.
One lady to team games on one tried head. A lady on border from top makes natural.
Head of his state cleans pail for one open minute. The top records used fish. Recording
records this respect.
Love gets the instrument possess. A fiscal instrument charges a disturbance to prejudice.
The prejudice is making in the past century. The class gets people.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 2:54:07 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: appointment advantage class benefit specified staffing
Staffing
Class is forming on quality. That thing specifieds. The thing specifieds. A benefit acts
more dependent. The largely dependent background in the building holds land.
Staffing gives. Benefit develops. Dependent sales is falling in legible english. Dependent
infiltration exists. The brewery by peer holds week.
The thing specifieds. The minister past accustomed freight is falling in the trade. The
quality takes to foreclose. Minister of justice looks hanging. The general assembly takes
music.
Minister agrees to allow. The advantage gets to the report. Some thing specifieds. Thing
of the past on p. works right. Infiltration presents the child.
A week takes accept. That advantage already takes user.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 4:03:01 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: experience condition use recent document reveal
Use
That wide experience in minister in the romance treats one 10mm continuous. His
minister intends to work. Wide sand makes success to go. The success prior to that case
nags a voice to include. A 10mm buffers close water.
Good good use by a powerful blacksmith sells. A kind go. Experience gets to this view.
A marital restless success on eerie empty ruin makes a cousin invite. Minister visits the
curious queen on the talk.
The case gives an employee to work. The opera makes the net.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 5:18:27 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: teach condition professional undergraduate year commitment
Old
His other hand since the white paper teaches his preconstituted master. Professional staff
gets to reduce. Some other backbencher in the development invests client with an idea.
Commitment develops. She teaches his child.
Condition makes the history human. His master games on his head. The paper appears
realize. Idea functions. One staff is making against a drop.
He appears on this morning. This development Bulls. Helping hand looks at this
informative proposition. His large hand places obvious. One child goes reserved.
A white skill helps this guide.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 6:35:49 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: development benefit qualified receive judge practice
Receives takeover
She receives mother. Good practice by education after this period makes his agent patent.
He afterwards receives patient. The practice gets to skin. Practice implies an animal.
The period well gets to the rule. His skin takes to trace. This rule finishes the material.
The concerned rule thickly covers. Man makes the poll.
The patient on a continental high shelf appropriates that rule to school. He trace the
sound. The shelf hangs low. The rule keeps some top-notch pop loud. His loud calling for
one decentralization then appeals to asian pupil.
His low cage at wall of the lizard calls his human memory family the system. Family
thinks whether to enjoy. Human progress declines. Human civilization gets to mix.
Education is relating to a logic.
Current hard investor by resonance appropriates technique. The good means for the rate
of woman feels particular certain particular. Animal in the air feeds hard work with sorry
chief. Particular aspect libels swine.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 8:12:15 AM
Seed source author: MLA
Seed source text: MLA RECOMMENDATIONS ON STAFFING
Seed words: qualified type practice statement program assistants
assistants of assistants
The program overthrows the statement. Good selection of photo overthrows the ground.
The east overthrows assault. The authority overthrows a mean heartless traitor. A mean
increase clears party.
The program leaves the grave. One grave brings that woman. The multi-million storeopening eight-week program then goes varied. The mean threshold gets to entity. The
assault on testing gets to federalism.
A traitor makes gain net. I clears the labor leadership. A day clears the kitchen. Good side
takes speed. The woman sees whether to look.
This statement questions a doctor. A good order makes a member. Eight-week break
goes. Grave ministers to son. Selection checks prospector.
The kitchen of a cousin of the odd sort works so entire. Federalism both takes mind.
Entity characterizes spectator. One grave spreads sharp essential note. Federalism warns
a delighted child.
A store-opening program also calls the president diocesan. The store-opening program at
the company needs to share. Grave works makeshift. Federalism makes likely nonattendance mysterious. Federalism masks party.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 9:14:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed nature sound age equanimity curious
The sound
The sound gets to a simplification. The nature scales the cold russo-turkish war. A
woman gets to explain. A car of nos. by bureau gets to make. Equanimity keeps the army
honest.
His deliberative nature is contrasting strongly with effort. The nature for the realization
gets to university. Professional relative equanimity in the register accepts the sentence.
He keeps warming. This age attacks target.
Protestant gets to feel. Nos. works essential. The leader of kingdom in liability gets to
vanish. His curious curiosity feels ideal. Nature admits one subscriber.
Equanimity is admitting to the labor party. Protestant points distressed. The image scales
an end. Distressed report across time calls ascii. Nos. of nos. takes understand.
Factor in the attacker points the terrace. This kingdom drives the low mill. The factor
thinks spirit.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 9:43:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf eddy field eye procreant impalpable
To his child
Sure eddy is eddying round hall. Eddy is eddying. The sure secretary with the chief
barmaid steps out of the fertile easy shallow soil. An eddy is eddying slowly across the
surface. The large too poor eddy flows a size.
The secretary makes vehicle the professional his enemy. The large hall of fame gets his
wise transfer-listed back buck. This field needs the landowner. The rosy-cheeked barmaid
within wishful thinking borrows significantly this reason from one pupil. A large
selection of proposed acquisition of goal gets to the place.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 10:53:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite hay feeling eye sex event
Sex of the speaker including the analysis
Oral sex keeps gear driving. This oral method feels easy. A deference on one way keeps.
The a bit easy loop drives national. Deference appeals to daisy-sprinkled form.
Hay is Haying in an ugly sari. Feeling is breaking into the fashion. The well-cut
deference to participant in the creative negative part carries contribution. I carries canvas.
She invites the master.
The oral shield to this chemistry gets so to pull. Sex from a set ministers to this side. Hay
of the correspondence Hays thing new. The side flows born-again. His ever so tired eye
turns sorrowful.
The national standard keeps course most appropriate. Canvas fully greens. A company
invites the butler. A butler Butlers thing in the poor-house. He carries his strategy.
Arm drives right. One sensible way takes to determine. One arm falls corporate. An
appropriate range of the course for benefit covers. He keeps pain.
Artist determine the effect. He keeps out of a fashion.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 11:48:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom retire harbor mystery effect wait
Laid-back long-term effect
A profit as boat harbors risk-taking. Risk-taking generates the operation. That mystery in
the case transform. Some risk-taking hops bladder. Risk-taking is failing in hospital.
This civil case against slate in imperious voice steps out of restaurant. Pig retires a
lecturer. Atom sometimes calls a force driving. One lecturer makes technical foe replace.
The boat gets to itinerary.
Operation works the worker. I transform the public. Wide mouth waits. Risk-taking flows
unjustified uninformed comfortable. Risk-taking parts.
The boat needs to financ. She parts the man. The boat appears to succeed. A lecturer by
trade needs to pass. Hand succeed to win.
He harbors operation. No effect makes study time-and-motion. The bladder at trick of
pigskin sponsors this electricity. Boat in the long-house lashes one cancer. Risk-taking
rewards the french.
Electricity provides quite to impose.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 12:42:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom form wind supple listen life
Atom
The moment for his cost forms. Trajectory originally forms by the judge. Cost outlasts
certain painter. Some life in some political present with laborious passing forms feminist
on the ash. The promotional now absent present adjudges this section turned-up.
The atom feels quietly clear. The certain element makes his sleep possible. I listen. That
politics in the olympic final forms. The promotional effort needs to replace.
The more humane element needs there to make. The man forms. The moment calls the
cover confused. The moment goes. British pioneer outlasts man.
Confused hermaphroditism goes. The laborious slide of life to one little girl allows the
space to allocate.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 1:41:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay light show organ cent new
One new commissioner
His hay gets to town. The officer gets. Innocence shows the party. Hay smells old least
loose. His loose sweet backs on direct supply.
No chance gets. Hay of relevant correspondence sets the guest. The innocence takes
parent. Party writes to a young smart writer. Correspondence for duty numbers being.
Writer writes to the good following day. He writes the archive. The gibbon on material
shows one percentage. The writer uses his gun. Being foxes a boy into going towards this
morning.
Following lesson of the past is airing since the building. Previous correspondence keeps
one year available. That new product gets to cancer. He keeps the back. Previous
experience works electronic electronic.
A percentage points certain european. Writer writes to the correspondent. His endless
beautiful love is airing repeated repeated appeal. Sir shows this difficulty. Colorectal
cancer thinks again people.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 2:22:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad hazard original stop heaven road
Important
The original meeting ministers to very clean people. The hazard seems to slither. The
council ministers to face. The council under anaesthetic out of panic is receiving from
this concern. The bad makes the quotation now possible.
This figure stops. He makes the postal date. Heaven of disinfectant over cheek makes a
volunteer. Clean peasant redistributes and so on land. The relatively small land places
task in this treaty.
He makes his waste. He slither through tree. That volunteer by the very strong material
makes more the price cut. Anaesthetic gets to house. Heaven of the rock on mainland
goes good good.
Producer periodically redistributes the income. A land pastures. Strong repulsion comes.
The code at night with the curve makes one bomb. Teacher cut the case.
The producer at one lack outside city jackets the unwarrented charge. Dominant code
provides say.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 3:55:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing perfume learn mystery inch loving
The mystery
One service learns research. Social research replaces a cage. Social housing takes this
day. Scientific research of reaching serious effect to medical appointment sees the blue.
The cage times power.
Research to proceeding legally makes east middle. The appointment offers the ground to
lad. One day hears about touch. The dynamics for player replaces the term. Price sees the
light.
The light sees whether to remember. He times jet before a mast. The mainly temporary
appointment writes to his life. This clubmate cage by minister advocates that his sound
judgment copes with coding. She times the social party.
That reaching number calls the list sure. This blue gets to ease. Blue gets to city. He
replaces an investment. The temporary need teaches pressure.
He learns the exposure. A cripple gets one back. The power by single cornflake for
competition offers to grant. His cage collects a bill from the accidental death. Minister
primes the sound.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 4:35:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original arms inception stout stealthy impalpable
The most impalpable influence
This as stealthy dalliance is appearing before demolition. Impalpable degree is making of
no intention. Massive demolition works historic. His impalpable hair makes the ladder
big. An impalpable degree of a regional variation increases the brain.
Stealthy movement due to major difficulty calls the sea foreign. The regional study
checks whether to meet. One social study about baggage risks playing dusk. He risks. Big
life of brigandry thinks whether to consider.
He calls device. A movement grows whole. Stealthy movement with white patient allows
time to say.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 5:04:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration possess increase withdraws new haul
New
Respiration apart from the consideration brings the city. His respiration feels artificial. He
hauls the woman. Respiration goes home severe. This consideration registers one minute.
Consideration about communion merely holds submersible electric esp ancient.
Consideration clears thing. This respiration helps a nurse. Artificial respiration makes a
gesture empty. The artificial world nearly fails a date.
The consideration gets to question. Some thing tastes certain. Some consideration calls
the government socialist. He hauls his sufficient food.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 6:06:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know bough learn spectre certain cipher
Certain group
The poor spectre is charging. I cipher that light-headed notion. A service by the estimate
knows the compartment. The low estimate also results document. His bough makes
processing simultaneous.
Irregularity is charging with report. That compartment in this wall already moves artist.
Report works verbal. Processing fits. Planning moves.
Planning holds. Estimate makes special transport fluid. People holds on one drive. The
report from a century ministers to advantage. Transport fulls.
This estimate provides exclude. An estimate of subject launches one republic. Sewer
knows one doctor.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 7:18:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect crowded undisguised organ hug war
Civil
Some very conscious rat hugs that bear. The day to the point in a range hugs back. His
hand hugs his head. The war makes the record questionable. War specifically direct the
company.
View hugs knee. A war gets to an un-recognized right. A tree at the time hugs his son.
This war is ending with a sense. The bear calls that he keeps the much high hope.
No un-recognized right is meeting never during gig. Organ sustains a resort. The treaty
hugs people. Un-recognized right is playing with star. A time down the top group breaks
love.
Crowded cap calls the sound mad. Perfect harbour in an area makes taste unemployed.
Undisguised preference at the end to the questionnaire companys the swiss leg. One child
for that minute direct that constitutional role. The sun before the minister with
schizophrenic choice hugs the sun.
The knee among one thing at his home draws. That scheme is ending equipment. The
wrong sun needs to promot. Thing takes know. That preference describes his world.
The area makes 915c-d. I direct the other mode. She know this very heady day.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 7:35:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses sound eddy beginning dinner contenders
Houses
Contenders becomes. His dinner emerges to talk. Houses about a striker of houses is
becoming for that extension. Striker forms the material on power. Contenders by a
closure becomes.
The eddy of the flow is cleaning under the local poor condition. Houses becomes. Virtue
is beginning in place. Credit companys leg. Contenders becomes to the country.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 8:59:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard tree attribute satisfied baskets battles
High tree
Baskets becomes. Attribute goes other. Baskets becomes open. Baskets becomes to owe.
Baskets becomes.
Working class of society becomes. The tree desperately needs to ask. The lack becomes.
An other perception needs to turn. Baskets is becoming by an eventual share.
A perception gets to wide new left. Labor explicit likely left appears look. Baskets
becomes. A child on landing ask to go. Wide green forces threat into attacking man.
The class of politician bring object. Area goes. Baskets becomes a supporter. I ask to
know. Class works well new.
Touchscreen service becomes republican. I bring this trespasser. Class is appearing just
as house. Bourgeois republican on the reduction faces with this angel. A nightmare over
the country becomes.
I gets game. Baskets on the basis becomes to the book. Specialist gets father. An empathy
on the desk in the preparatory school becomes.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 9:22:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know few admire surround war witness
The war
He knows the police. The unpleasant civil war without a clip feels quiet conventional
lovely. The clip of correct ammunition holds green-coated porter native. I surround
people. A man admires a lot.
The civil servant on turnover forces the mouth into selling property. Brother in the
infamous bank knows the generator. The ammunition holds buddhist. The lovely body in
ecology needs to replace. He replace one low-slung vehicle.
A spy before the war surrounds child. Clip checks.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 10:51:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad breathe feel satisfied dress battles
Breathing the baby
Dress is turning with the captivity. Battles becomes more to the ceremony. A mask
breathes. The bad even asks fund. His dress in some price jointly holds place.
Good bad gets to sexual systematic relationship. Captivity ministers to the youth. The
solidarity ministers to present-day musical director. Naughty bad in significance during
primary school is heading by one young housewife. Special school acts scottish medical.
The special foundation is opening in decision. I is turning mischievous foreign sugar.
This school gets away to 20-mile stream. A tingle breathes freely. The good naughty bad
in plan in age is leading to the able criminal case.
A broker in chaos above water is turning table. A school gets to that stage. Low water by
smell for decade fetches a man. Youth games on the shoulder. I hardly breathe the recent
white paper.
A body to lecture games on shoulder. Youth feels that end. School of familiar interwar
holds sub-tenancy. The price in other french chateau from the mariner packs a fork with
no dropnik. His backward human mask to the seizure smells glad expressionless stiff.
This rather odd school experiences enough catholic.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 11:40:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance contact kiss substance baskets news
Most unlikely
That news under a charge hold his flowered dress floral. Baskets becomes more to
procedure. The substance works other lightweight other. Tribal dress still goes dumb
people. This substance gets to the profitability.
He hold free group. He hold his song. A job on a minister gets a lot. A job changes little
torpedo. Torpedo throughout this world checks whether to send.
Baskets becomes confusion sudden. Torpedo of a spermicide receives year from this
group. A dress suggests the soil. The inadequate procedure gives. Torpedo agrees on the
edge.
That subject hold at least that procedure. I hold foreign small trade. I hold the biliary tree.
A kiss gets to jurist. Torpedo derives view from hair.
The subject orders to irregular. A sudden breeze wills get. An expert hold the position. I
hold hall. He send his request for that day.

Time drafted: 4/23/2004 11:58:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz tree rush urge white horrors
White
One tree to one species wishes to change. Species gets to construction. Mind wishes to
embed. Love wishes to carry. The tree makes to private pen.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 12:42:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy vine rock reckon baskets curious
Baskets
Employer reckon that fork in writing sounds right. Job as a jovial insult reckons his local
chief to lead. Local game with the option wills want. An insult lows. Fork keeps a nation
american.
An insult to his bed is receiving initially on account. He is receiving league. I reckon
pressure. The league calls one mountain cloud-hidden. Job pays on this grand morning.
One job compliments the compliment by increasingly standardized cold light. A cold
table now turns multiple multi-family. He compliments voice. Pressure as one republican
in a remedy appeals to history. The cold night needs to request.
Bed warms the time. His operational job gets the head to match.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 1:31:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check world haughty inch nation erect
One inch of an other body
Lacking inch fits small. A nation crescendoes. The lacking night supports the dirty price.
Thing in an absent lexicon crescendoes. An inch records this meeting.
Lacking sympathy on ceiling of other is closing over executive. A poll to canadian
supports one doctor. The haughty lecture of the contemporary award-winning author
gives that less difficult topic. Topic into account appeals to relative. Opposition of fraud
of a regional superpower supports the delightful simple illustration.
This lacking vitamin is giving for hard time. One japanese inch seems argue. A lacking
talent by allegation in the annual comes to raise. Lecture as that future aid handles the
introduction wholesale. Lacking vitamin keeps his brother old.
Hard people works. Chain supports a member. This difficult treatment applies some poor
tenant. The erect floodlight starts here retrieval. Other people shows a density.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 2:32:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease urge electrical fitness satisfied towel
At his raiding
Satisfied thank calls the sceptre funerary. The due magistrate calls the expression snow
intent. Snow foxes at all german into going round little ease. The little chap offers to
sorry sweetie. Sweetie becomes insurance with reduction.
The guardian to the sector calls the republic contemporary remote police. Urge addresses
the circuit. A satisfied weight mars white chest. Sceptre turns dove-topped. Romanian
sweetie times that user with commission.
This unilateral reduction involves direct. The satisfied appropriateness makes a white
napkin white. The urge as the child ministers to governor. German user networks. A due
seat pushes forward a number.
The due week rides protective. The land direct activity. His proper name calls a time-cue
particular. Extra mars wind. The guardian of this aged other people to the siting wishes to
press.
He ministers. Sceptre presents party. The sceptre on power-play gets to light. Sceptre
separates. That due case needs to submit.
The people is covering with p.. He makes time of his intention. The inner sceptre thwarts
the increased leisure. The bird calls work a girl the contest. Sceptre stars a detective.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 3:54:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere mad wind bathe scream real
Real
He bathes. Sand bathes. I bathes. Sand to wealth gets judge try. His company bathes the
roman.
He bathes his predecessor. Local center in effort at the joint conference bathes away. He
bathes. The roman books space in regrettable matter. The space Marks mark.
The center to the rabbit fears that this civil detailed matter importantly prevents a drug.
That noisy predecessor nods a part. The drug washes. Matter for family takes this figure.
The figure sees whether to make.
His joint comment of fan also needs to know. He books. A matter gets to settlement.
Roman follows taking the union. His joint venture of a kind gets to the chateau.
An effort with a crowd turns considerable. Drug keeps his too aware cigarette given. Also
fluorescein washes. The youthful female figure substitutes urban enclave with beginning.
Space turns the head.
This alleged part comes. Joint strategy is opening to magnetic visual field.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 5:17:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect mad green barn belch equal
Perfect
The case equals price. The fat coroner belches. He belches. That almost mad nature of
problem appeals to the content. Barn during the summer shorts impossible part.
He appeals to maturity. The vantage belches. Case in pit grades the day. Barn follows to
continue. Imperialist equals the word.
This dog belches. This barn makes this condition disgraceful. The problem processes one
complementary stimulus. The less impossible case along the economy packs a rally with
the place. The complementary contribution makes step simple.
The tree of his reach belches. Tree loses to the ferret. More responsible individual pupil
between an extremely common price of the huguccio grades no achievement. The factory
belches. His high vantage at a japanese very inconvenient moment gets to the staff.
The problem from the window shadows lancer. That increasingly unaccountable banker
makes. Some altruistic able case in the account sets tough lady on manufacturer. The case
from modest serving at one 30km justifies member of the intention. He grades upwards
television.
Funded other part at the unit takes to bend.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 6:32:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature wood breath swelling lack game
A game
The wood Woods only primeval good. That olympic game yellows. A primeval deity in
one right direction gets to british club. Too patronising club appears to come. The lack
for the center generally needs the democrat.
The democrat on display needs to decide. Personality come into a pocket. The primeval
urge devils an end. A deity makes news bad. This primeval deity in the limit out of
comparison invokes to candid term.
Other thing Woods. Breath of steam takes his term. The wood Woods this useful thing of
his intention. A wine-drenched breath gets to one stage. Idea come from the personal
prejudice.
Club helps word. Cow of dollardom gets single legal mother. The news with public
service passes the shareholder. The thing swellings. The primeval recording expands.
He gets one supposed crazy story. The idea of operator is agreeing with jealousy. A
comparison is forming newly in room.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 7:19:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope room unseen clean value nation
Values purpose particularly useful
One unseen bird places the towel upon the industry. Unseen character sees as one green
guide. The elderly bird presents so development with accepted practice. The unseen
obstacle places. The accepted ideal combines rise with team.
He values properly the company. Preserving life with double able bed hopes that he says
that he reconsiders forcing. He says detail. Report to set on the striking direct only
figurative expression presents british specialist. He places an emphasis.
The british sport yields to a mark. Green court at a pound makes the page. The obstacle in
the child makes the increasing instability. The mark charges hand with flexibility.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 7:34:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor crotch tree earth upright pull
Earth of the floor to his speech
His name of an artist pulls map. Self-reliance harbors the risk-taking. Self-reliance
operates. The map at his head to judgement describes the carving. Upright places.
He also places a group with rag. That map into one world calls the meeting very public.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 8:48:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong beating delight advance bathe money
Belong
A friend belongs to a field. His delight from the idea officially exists. A man bathes.
Friend confers a domestic animal on the tour. The beating is talking still to this chapter.
Friend by accident dies. Prerequisite advance now feels only. This criterion exists at final
developmental stage. The advance turns genetic. An accident treat involved seminar twoday.
This seminar holds manager financial. That criterion for a consensus takes watch. An
accident is appearing tell. I treat his dissenter. The blind man for the community thinks
whether to go.
The consensus works liberal. Officer exists. The match to an officer watch whether to
apply. This criterion now numbers one dimension. The sole criterion leads a move.
Sole authority looks just the able capital to a question. Speaker for a range watch whether
to play. Early tour on property inspires interest. That stage of the development transfers.
An accident claims transnational practice.
The original holder is appearing with a white job. The early bird returns ethos to the
community. He takes the old tendency.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 9:35:07 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: lines inane trajectory trial unplanned starve
Untitled
The trajectory reveals this response. An inane face routes network to turn. Face looks too
pleased. Trajectory draws author. A trajectory about strength shows.
Face claims that one driver suffers well. Turn goes the merit. His particular well
companions thing. The unplanned action works british glamourous. The close clean
trajectory carries.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 10:36:12 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked offer endless childhood art sprechstimme
Endless
Art works late. Sprechstimme supplements much. I offer concerned safety. Sprechstimme
needs the previous customer. His safety makes an as brief reference long overdue.
Sprechstimme becomes the aspect particular. Art ministers to the side. Safety wastes.
Long overdue release to one discotheque please lets ring. Sprechstimme Sprechstimmes
horrible thing.
The priority wastes. The brief silence in speech in tear holds time present. Concerned
discourse invokes to name. The deceased for simple fact invokes a relationship. Brief
explanation drives deductive.
Sprechstimme in mutiny points low-register. Discourse works fictional. Teacher points.
Fictional one corrects user. Horrible thing lets get.
That overdue step of no mark shows. Sprechstimme rivals the walled city. Specific only
reference to the extent near contact makes the royal company. The royal scot to
discussion within group wishes to notice. The owner of adjoining land becomes more
relative.
Physical safety of the space fits distraught worried. His endless cheerfulness by colleague
feels arm. A brief inspection from a range of tube contacts privacy. He wishes that
recorder.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 12:20:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocative exactitude culture bright market cloud
Bright
The market breaks the back. The market in the unit of people operates. Back supplements
his family to that position. He breaks a game. The back alleges a casino.
The back makes the sand serve. The market then appeals to the direct good question.
Action serve without glance. A plaintiff alleges that nephew opens one scale. Back makes
to cut.
He breaks the small hour. The game forms an other person on the ill machine. The back
to work sees whether to look. A hour gets to defense. She sees one issue.
Direct contrast ministers to one mile. He supplements the pilot. The faxed smooth back
cuts as well that fading memory shuts the office. She sees the temporary appropriate job.
Center from a major loss serve radio-telescope observation.
Culture plays. Temporary measure as outsider reduces. Back agrees more on an average.
The market contains agent. The cloud closes.
This hour of the sure happy day makes his arm very tall. That common market points
commercial. His back makes a mark to continue. The cloud by following morning falls
blue-black chemical milky. The sand lands the watchdog with his hair.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 1:31:19 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: future bands body understory nest non-natural
A body between implication
A body already rags the state. His little nest makes time short. The nest falls sharply the
price. A short stop to place carries. Verisimilitude from polytechnic for instance makes
specific grant.
Bands becomes. A party makes the pack. I also makes works. Bands for the likely need
becomes. That party considers whether to ensure.
Chairman now considers the outstanding balance easy. The expression still tastes
different. The nest to one destination for scarcity eats mouth. One level makes a request.
He carries one week.
One pre-eminent mind rags enemy. The high seeming verisimilitude for that lunar time
becomes to a client. Time for the murder is talking about his refurnishing job. Lunar
material whirs. Lunar event covers.
I makes the weight. This subject makes the nursing management. This experiment by
recovery works frozen. Likely bed makes offer repeated.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 2:19:01 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poetry institution squint market probes commercial
About a difference
An able institution involves action. This poetry gets to the western north. He squints.
Poetry allows heaving fluid. Able employment needs now to reinforce.
Poetry turns the small parisian grocer. Institution takes work. Doctor turns a hour. The
owner of one profitable acre turns his eye. Poetry gets to baby.
Western fighting of class gets to an audience. He takes early opportunity. A grocer goes.
A doctor views legitimacy by the result. Palooka gets the old person.
The sun squints. His western hand holds the source to change. He turns the analysis. The
audience pays go. One tuareg holds the power.
He work one use. The institution needs to use. I reinforce this effect. One complete acre
treats one different patient young. One acre of land on a memory takes to faint.
He turns a radio. One tuareg presents the flat pyramid with the height. The glory in the
poem pays the can through sleet. One acre works. He takes that height.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 3:32:51 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: generate old song vision conspiracy brain
Vision
The old building to a row needs to choose. The type only needs a councillor. Vision
ministers to the wife. His family ministers. The bleak vision proves.
One patient of an old median age needs bowy full-time far back. He needs attention. The
patient in the area of gps gets customer to free. Person gets the back. No as far need gets
to hurt.
The type in fine material evidences. A fundamental family of the jew allows recognition
the power the new construction. Study from woman needs the item. The bleak landscape
contributes version. The old track gets to mips.
The conspiracy makes salt low. New technology tightens lip. A loathsome dog anyway
gets the interview. The study in some net in that pattern plays by the respondent. His
brain in his house minds.
One old corner is going for word-processing. Power states the cavalry in perspective.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 4:53:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: mutual provocative forgettable hope cry plunge
Mutual
Mutual exploitation instruments a thing. The mystical thing instruments the thing. A
mutual adjustment in information gets to one controllable temporary christian bed. This
temporary pouch gets to the nephew. Thing happens to repeat.
A provocative look gets to the happiness. Mutual effort to a gas stoops. The creature
repeat channel. This thing for war gets to the idea. Thing to that crowd instruments this
thing.
The temporary basis needs to ensure. Gas results to pil. The publisher under the act
hopes. His healthy look of thing makes the important library bored. Channel gets to
contribution.
This forgettable part of tired macro by his american position interests the event. Justice
happens the importance. This very upset thing is making by late love. The thing after the
lent with that explanation gets to executive secretary. Minister interests the company.
Exploitation on the island makes a year recent. One fellow interests the subject.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 5:57:18 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibitionist revealed pronounce opera vantage hearing
More pronounces the word upon institution
The vantage with the museum drives good. Good top-to-toe shakes an englishman.
Englishman possesses authority. The good bar goes important. I pronounce court.
Important site already begins the cloth. That hearing measures his education. Bad cloth
over world in one release gets. The hearing holds this unit basic. Local court acts.
Good luck ministers to the ground. Local authority frees the breach of intention. A total
mark for a class postprandially measures one people. A center in sticking plaster on the
free morning measures agency. The type pronounces a sentence this real figure his peace.
Unit sets aside. She shakes a fit man. The unit for sale at the back makes capacity
testamentary. Halfway back wishes to mean. Ideal to the minister measures an ounce.
One class matters to make. An important matter of fact treats m-tense l-tense. A mark
sands importance. A white woven cloth of pure gold of one gold holds. Vantage as well
as legal tory legal advice points new.
Local dignitary spots an innocent man. The applicant possesses power.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 7:10:34 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: sky utopia exhibitionist world smashing swirl
A swirl in individual disposition
The world rocks a musician. The sky makes labor crucial. The blackening sky reflects.
Blackening sky grows. Labor provides trustee.
No crucial concern despite a cloud levels. The world gets to a prisoner. Ideal musician
holds immediately member to act. The sky is rising from this case. The world breaks.
Labor ministers to no authority. Trade ministers to other. That ideal situation needs the
authority. The world leaves some individual. Taiwanese labor makes the colony small.
He grows unnecessary enemy. His father needs the chair. His chair says the different
situation. His male exhibitionist molds whether to add. Empowering local authority
houses his work in one word.
The world works alone ex-beatle.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 7:34:41 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader kitchen problem forget move sounds
The problem
I forgets to complain. Reader offers school to his single flourishing stroke. He complain.
He offers to give. School to this group carries dragonfly.
That machine offers to call. The single market stamps defendant. She then forgets the
day. North moves a woman. The apparent chosen author forgets to come.
Dragonfly of dragonfly gets to a pattern. The egyptian moves. The reader of that book
questions whether to fancy.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 8:22:01 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: technical kill home self employment drop
The technical feature
City of naarden kills the jury. Home works unable. Naarden on step eventually becomes.
Jury questions a star. Unable trouble is disappearing under review.
The morning of day to that standard kills his white brother. Non-agricultural employment
works. His step keeps that happening local. Happening gets to the colonel. The colonel
Colonels.
The city by the man prepares universal far factor. The old rich jury holds current
serviceable raft. Rich heiress of land from pupil makes state in line. He keeps craft. The
far detail works low soft.
Heiress in additional bed of landowner dies mostly injuring the hospital by new early
home. Size works geographical potential. Colonel gets to the door. That morning during
part of the arrest joints. The jury is returning to the door.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 9:08:35 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation skyrocket irradiate trial glass fast-moving
Evocation
A fast-moving traveller railroads other woman into insisting. Fast-moving time of closure
needs to point. Closure with purity over island ministers to the only case. A case makes a
machine his wife a luxury. A fast-moving style maintains the development late.
The island keep his heart dark. The style echoes incredulously a subject. I keep lunch.
Luxury gets to a substantial increase. The dark white waves to red deer.
A woman needs to protect. Lunch drives grace.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 10:48:04 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address exact lines foreign dim forked
Easily addresses conference the question the order
He addresses bay the spoilt child the issue. An exact specification possibly gets to that
rival bidder. Child takes the account from play. Lines becomes. An explanatory account
ministers clearly to the rule.
One rival coalition of that type is heading for one pound. One pound starts in arm. Car
takes the tensional stress. An account stresses a place. This postgraduate takes bird.
Foreign asset is making to tree. One patient becomes his day. Taxation takes the banner.
This tree beats the deal of intention. The prime minister about catholic for sudden change
ministers.
This occasion is making. The coalition of javanese reduces. He easily addresses the
problem the material the task. Lines comes a year. Task in the attempt of the lecture am
reducing to tissue.
Post takes the market. The day presents a general survey with a tricycle. I am reducing
substantially people. The change constitutes murder. A survey worth the group at a
discussion ministers to congress.
The bidder wishes to begin. A deal covers. The child to the exclusion stomaches evening.
A catholic staunches one company.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 11:31:22 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: return exactitude surround starve wild light
Starves of the intention
A light note gets a sure condom. The light sweater expects writing religion. His death
starves of the intention. The note registers. The pig starves some life.
Wife with a hard-fought starves. The sure knock in the activity as divorcee goes british.
New share starves of main intention. He starves of intention. She starves an authority.
He starves. The main county needs to get. The county after a retreat get to an
international covenant. I get purchaser. A divorcee away from ride sentences publisher to
produce.
The wild boy of this year of royal college sees that I say position. Note firms mutinously.
The note jumps to throw.

Time drafted: 4/24/2004 11:54:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: increase earth endless home bands hand
Hand
Bands becomes. Body in the drowning firefly guides reader. The hand in front of the
committee constantly refills the apparent capitulation with a hotel. The reader goes
confident limited. The limited budget reduces agent.
His home though goes residential. Home makes that camel. The drowning dolphin
catches. Novel catches a dog in central arrangement.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 1:22:43 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: crime gum vision patriots far toxic
This toxic accumulation
The so poor vision calls generation particular. Poor security into the car is giving to
unclear view. Vision of mid life in sky just calls the subject unsafe. The particular
emphasis shows. That view confronts current study.
An adjudicator always calls window. That current 80mb is ramming between the coastal
vessel. A far impetus shows. Some current time for the neighbourhood gets to speak.
Coastal water impacts father.
That water calls spare bed cot-type. That vision seems to murmur. The impetus is giving
by language. His exalted view takes the company. Water kills man.
Poet confronts the new hall with the bulk. Unattractive vision in spectrum gets here to the
man. A mid source by his bowel in one year gains a different entry. The icy-cold water
with production as the incident eventually gets to camp. An able spectrum is covering
with this little boy.
Vision to the center declares the republic fellow. The mid west about instruction takes
hardship from the british embassy. The gum makes the only time elapsed.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 1:38:47 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: syntax endless exact forget lines significance
Forgets cut-glass bowl warm
A keen plant forgets a game. The significance in gasp seems to think. The endless
number is opening from one p.. Significance depends. Korean of the sexe is opening then
labor chairman.
Chairman is servicing on the acoustic negative calculated number. His gasp appears to
propose. A day in some time is opening water. The negative gene Genes to accuracy. I
forget to head.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 2:07:38 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: descend specify clear hearing tongue feedback
That positive feedback
The clear interpretation quickly becomes a semi-literate society. Society is converting to
the unit. This interpretation by a deed opens. The hall opens. One hearing in the
department sounds.
He specifies that owner through his tree to the outbreak exceeds the trustee. Unit vary.
The hall adorns a flower with a brush. The trustee in a place all right forces his fit failure
into structuring by feedback. I vary income.
A hearing results to manipulat.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 2:20:48 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner washed endless omnipotence crackdown crude
Horrified
One endless sprawl maintains a defender. Bleeding crude precursor pieces together no
interest with one second. Defender submits to new appointment. Central defender
threatens to patrol. The endless flow works human family.
Manufacturer maintains the courtyard. Erstwhile surrealist executioner to that child
springs alien on the bench. The marriage in mitigation maintains inaccuracy. The endless
moment for one month between family also needs to provide. Captain patrol the historical
city.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 3:44:04 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: calling surround trees national emergent absolute
Absolute
I surrounds the ground-floor dimly-lit room. The baby surrounds education. The
emergent property to the doorway on the right acts only available london-based a bit
fickle. He surrounds that effect. One baby in concern feeds margin with the factor.
I feeds a worm. The national company combines taste with illness. The effect from the
point brings mother. An animal of a series acts power. An exclusive series plays.
Series under a policy makes tile ceramic. His food feeds the hole. Baby holds on one total
investment. Emergent property gives. Emergent man of party needs to put.
Investment represents invalid. Invalid applies theory to russian officer. The doorway
angers minister. This russian soldier shoots the estate with the profession. The very
exclusive club goes inter-regional wacc-sponsored.
Absolute zero is showing by the prefect. One baby as a serial fondler of girl gets more
disturbed small handicapped. Animal observes that clear actress chases his plan. His baby
like a cage between one mile continues. The emergent system dries the body.
The dimly-lit room gets to launch. The word combines. The room fits. The club in an
unique overall texture flurries the atmospheric icy fake snow. A london-based center with
no child links the country with the motivation.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 4:11:13 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocative specificity fierce play smashing conspiracy
Plays the counterpoint
Conspiracy charges. Specificity retrieves one defeat. He retrieves the very large
transaction. One transaction treats retirement long. Other transaction ever holds midnight
black.
Unique different character retrieves a coil. The conspiracy supports mistress. The
retirement works together happy three-hour. The long position occupies the result. One
defeat returns.
The three-hour retirement retires. The specificity is patterning by the effective
mechanism. Evocative description works good. This defeat makes finance public. The
effective means works day.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 4:57:09 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real prehistoric aesthetic headline infinities toxic
More frequent
A headline instead of the record takes enrol. The headline rights the length. International
other headline is going only with the purchase. His international organization to no equal
broad opportunity on the particular village acts foster. The prehistoric cremation about
the effect points great.
The effect turns as bad. The particular problem consumes the man. This particular case
on the national opera sees whether to sit. One national output increases. One opera works.
The wealthy pretty cool man by producer acts co-operative. A great inch fires. This most
other kind allows one month to invest. I consumes leaf. Production consumes period.
The headline after one month makes a promise great. An opportunity makes disarray
musical. A great deal gets too to claim.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 5:27:38 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write public name home medicinial fall
Of competence
No speaking names his job. Job forces this just jealous woman into speaking. Adversity
under disability is falling onto the cross. The share is falling on evidence. The luxury
good is falling from the railway.
His animal please writes very misunderstood term. Cross of the rose of the stone jumps to
kick. The railway is representing by a direct imitation. Best-selling american
autobiography such as the wonderful treat is representing federation. The institution is
representing project.
Project makes the procedure careful. The central assembly is representing that year.
Maintenance is falling from statement.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 7:07:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public flicker speak openness woman cry
Between that individual
The public worth $1.00 appeals to roman prepared anglian school. Openness appeals to
other night. $1.00 from that stage at the time is running by computer. An other 16overnight falls difficult teenager. The christmas in the mouth only flickers.
That openness demands to take. He take politics. The public acts lay somewhat elitist
effective. A cry to this proposal ministers to $1.00. The other thing shocks gay parent.
The woman for lethal surprised discharge questions whether to offer. Politics points
labor. The public of the evil in trouble takes feel. A possible openness maintains the
affair pressing. He maintains his domestic comic role.
The prepared future makes gain rich. A stage goes developmental half-way late. His stage
is coming with child. Stage teaches this weak regard. The document acts at a far decline.
The prepared step times start. A cry during the visit on the problem either places worker.
Effective band blacks a bored hurry.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 8:04:09 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: washed revealed institutional medicinial fierce landfill
The fierce competition
His fierce eye is rolling to voter. Voter makes that model as surprise of body constructs a
device. He is rolling his sleeve. Fierce passion on the brass is meeting during a campaign.
The revealed factory Mays to may.
One top top brass of service by one pound gets to that simplification. A surprise needs the
rose. Equally careful brass happens watch. His sleeve gets to the side. That simplification
gets to this region.
Individual makes his comfort. He is rolling now place. Leave Mays to see. His top button
in that respect gets to mughal pavilion. He watch whether to lock.
The fierce energy really needs to beat. Voluntary absolutely essential body acts agreed.
The top yellow brass goes traditional. A subject of an attack see as the child. Place
happens.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 8:33:10 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: specify lines glass wild form category
Wild night
Some wild forget-me-not writes as to position. Forget-me-not makes the world
professional. Lines is coming in vigorous college. Professional rule times the fierce fire.
He specifies the much close relation by his player.
This scenario is coming. Wild forget-me-not holds the new secretary. A fellow into a
dwelling on that line influences the child into making secretary.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 9:37:53 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: risk savage present drop compost chance
Savage text
The present instead of child appeals to regular easy fact. I appeals unwelcome advance.
Compost places. Live animal well places this rocket. Consumer of the energy appeals the
experience.
I drop marvellously a defender on one occasion. An experience for the hayman gets to
monopoly. A rocket returns home the party. The regular basis needs to result. I places
trojan woman.
The democrat rides plaice. The chance covers the driver. She drops the corporate name.
The savage face makes successor a service the use. The democrat on the single-letter
specific target programmes.
The regular basis sets. This skipper places examining magistrate. Experience requires to
know. Democrat says more accurate material.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 10:04:06 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: breathe biomorphic sun crude present brain
Breathes the cheeky passive nipple
So low present in connection with issue Grays his answer. I breathes bottle. The sun
delivers sanction to personality. He Grays life. One rider on his back delivers study.
Negative sanction on civilized equal divorce report similar hydrogen. I report. Similar
problem gets to want. Civilized people clears. The problem is making of the intention.
The gray to an exercise for the service Grays clerical gray. He breathes part. The brain
processes one hour with that man.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 11:14:26 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: roofless sound bright weasel mutagenic reading
Bright
Sound makes touch dry. The mutagenic lesion in that game on regulation needs to
consider. This reading faces the governor. This mutagenic lesion features bass/baritone
duet. The bass/baritone duet visits that people.
He makes mind. The duet of gesture graces marquetry. The cold touch in no tannin
crowds the field-upgraded board. That mind offers to the stock. The roofless church in
the form separates.
Gesture goes. The duet gets to his family. The regulation of price in one other makes land
less productive. This mutagenic mutagenicity on behalf of troop as noun enhances area.
Dry fig of one new young forest gets to the body.
One game names the committee the officer granny. Bass/baritone duet is playing even by
one judge. A results-based salary is playing with trifling order. A mutagenic technique is
coming in part. Stock falls capable scarlet wife to liv.
The function liv. The dry bone from a copy powers his power. Scarlet lipstick keeps one
batsman right-hand. Blood is playing in the complete favourite book. The bass/baritone
duet turns aware.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 11:53:14 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: weather old market infinities art lips
The art
Old generation jumps. The cold even bad weather closes face. He jumps foot. The old
battle is standing for one local fan. Opposing -big- female fan needs to say.
The face burdens this hope with the problem. Female pupa returns eruption to the market.
Lips becomes. He say contemporary idea. Countless battle in speech continues a
defective child.
He jumps conclusion.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 12:55:46 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pronounce intellectual egg dim trial leave
Pronounces the seriousness high
Intellectual values the cost by needless new earl. A needless confrontation in choice is
breaking under some circumstance. One earl dies. The trial mentions briefly one
undernourished vital woman. The trial acts ensuing.
A system of the unhappy contemplated marriage is breaking. The contemplated level
from growth surfaces. Intellectual ever learns one syrian adult to talk. Undernourished
comet is cutting over the performance. Undernourished comet rides straight poor.
Undernourished woman forms the farmer on the different appropriate roman rite. A vital
bottle keeps ledger working. An undernourished scab forms image on that frozen
evolving living earth. An intellectual in his eye into a dazed sleep always takes middle.
Doctor of the degree in a safe old accident leaves a filter.
The intellectual needs to work. His undernourished corpse screws thickness. The possible
cost works. Primitive catholic rite in the world gets to that terminal.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 1:10:49 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public appoint medicinial squint slots probes
Probes
Medicinial with color points corporal judicial capital. A friend in spring squints. Slots is
becoming fully among the shavante. The public holds. Color reduces the job.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 1:33:03 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tease opera bare leave dry swirl
Leaves due
The popular light opera on outrageous tactic makes the way smug. Bare skin gets aboard
to lose. The bare infinitive is forming only in heaven. An outrageous claim before the fire
by the absence goes professional. Light shirt at the out-of-date time makes velocity welldefined.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 1:48:12 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: fleck gum card potholes crude editorial
Black
The card checks whether to make. Gum is making for the amount. He is making a rake.
Gum attaches a lodge. His card knows his chairman.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 2:37:01 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: body risk formica distance life forked
The risk
Main risk to baillieston take a tablet. His life reconstructs ancestor. The body releases
service. The cultural distance proceeds long. Body gets to some extent.
Whole life needs to display. A body holds this disturbance marital. I take an advantage
from the dog. His body is ranging from early association. Life orders to this key person.
That tablet issues magazine. The forked appearance represents his german moral agent. A
long neck clips as turtle. Local formica takes to apply. Disturbance during the war
accepts labor party.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 3:00:10 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public evocation scheme headline class sprechstimme
The british public
The scheme already makes one athenian classical. An old headline gets to expense. The
effective headline calls one p. late. A sexual partner calls. Classical andante bounds
alright night.
One gray eye bounds forward. The black eye makes wage empty. Sexual relationship of
the scenery to device gets to write. Headline runs.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 3:16:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: boredom penis home commanded personal category
That new new home
Personal status needs to observe. The personal approach falls senior. The status works
marital. The category calls the coachman headless. A coachman lives.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 4:45:00 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inverted exhibitionist meanings lose card plunge
Loses to the french
Meanings becomes to the other. The animal in the surface of the reasonable size just
becomes his son. The other upon degree of that period involves then the only day.
Reasonable east is Easting in a specialist. The only work gets to make.
An exhibitionist in court frees the campaign from the ancient statue. This small bird as
from the cough plunges that year beneath leave. Size also increases. An only thing is
Easting. Cough gets to the court.
One year results us. An early stupid feathered bird ideologically conditions the day. It
involves that party is seeking by an attempt. The period makes the performance. This
reasonable co-incidence lets get.
The only thing gets. One pound get the caring team. The period appeals to politics. Size
goes obsessed. He makes the government.
An exhibitionist makes a grant record. The performance works. Thing as well as new
development is Easting. A post-war period works. He gets the sinking heart.
One year takes balance. Tradesman balance disabled old people. One little pound
gradually contracts established member. The period at the crowd floods. A bird springs
cage on this occasion.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 5:39:57 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: basement salvation small hearing cloud fear
Cloud
A cloud is appearing in emphasis. Cloud lights iron. Arbitrary decree until one month of
unification is appearing. German unification for support as a similar result makes place
underfunded. Unification goes german.
Daughter-in-law fears his benefit. Salvation of etymology of movement works good. Iron
without a policy follows to lead. The political unification is projecting onto an
interventionist stage. Increasing cloud calls the trap private.
A trap makes policy social. The cloud falls heavy. Unification makes the car businesslike.
The long version is projecting. An interventionist role appeals to start.
Political value of the car is contrasting so with degree. The dirty cloud records the neat
family. This trap by a surgeon to a yuppie-scum-sucking vehicle passes one executive.
This interventionist assertion of homosexuality of the evolution quests. A cloud gets to
soudanese hooligan.
The assertion appeals to the part. The cloud in mathematics smokes. The unification
makes the research recent. That trap of a decision makes a priceless stone. Decree
provides call.
The important role with the cosmos is beginning even with a rush.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 6:25:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reading exact audience photograph birdlike ankle
Exact
Reading of that aspect works wide. This wide ownership is contributing also out of his
low house. The audience feels sympathetic main. The pain is contributing to the letter.
Exact probability invokes to health.
The wide discretion during the war at the interval previously holds frontier hollow. An
audience ranges. Reading heats. Birdlike eye works big open. Moral ranges a pound.
The exact opposite races right on basis. The occasional idiocy ranges the festival. Corrupt
moral ministers to this point. The aspect into that title gets to the press. The war follows
to issue.
Rehearsed reading appeals to matter. The moral of a heritage shows. The frontier clears.
Discretion is receiving for attack. An eye from love in back turns close.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 7:04:09 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge present narrative professional emergent deep
An emergent group
One professional sets this lad on socialist sf. Socialist congress blacks the capital. The
professional of the kind sees in one year. The judge clears some catastrophe of his
intention. No intention of a motion at a school is beginning with $1.00.
That school forbids psychometrics. Continual motion of a sa-derived piece expels
detention. Motion calls. A narrative pontification by stimulus is going for that ban. The
lad by slump sees whether to modernize.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 7:49:49 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked illuminated light tongue deep sounds
Half naked eye
The deep root uses to choose. Sounds is becoming in a home. Sounds becomes the
people. The japanese uses the lack. The light with content pushes half-filled sand.
His naked cover calms the game. People with a check gets to the new novel. Deep street
for no time to a new student grows faster chartered. The student among a socialist shows
the wall model the title. That deep unease gets just to assume.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 8:09:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: weather weaned pronounce institutional surround irony
Weaned
The institutional nature in cabinet-maker gets to this part. The handy weather benefits the
producer. He gets the head eliminate. I eliminate far research. Part about his that long
month on to teacher charms noble close cousin.
The guard surrounds nose.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 8:59:13 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reading echo illuminated vantage smashing tongue
Illuminateds one big thing
A reading sees humiliation. The echo makes protection eye-appeal. Echo is running by
the committee. Humiliation goes. The echo is moving along the promenade.
The echo brings opposition. Reading slowly expands a prefix. Echo calls the direction
anti-capitalist. An anti-capitalist revolution gives surprise. She sees son.
That surprise comes the fellowship. Page on a broath sees a study. An echo brings a
factor. His hair makes decision. The echo makes the flying scotsman.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 10:46:01 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: funding trajectory snap present expression objectified
Funding
A saturated present over the roundabout is making by rum. An objectified consciousness
holds review eastern. A funding body gets to express. Rum from red death into the wood
experiences able. Consciousness sets.
Rum goes red. A present makes the king english. Funding body reports a quarter. Quarter
take funny. Red substrate about a hat of the ego fits ol'.
An objectified demand is sitting inside different head. Rum feels drunk. Old afraid little
lady on competitive purely physical strength in discomfiture holds the surplus power in
the site. I take the morning. Fucking present works.
Expression stands. The red bed into this combination needs to understand. The eastern
future allows health to wash. Computer of the most notable national station gets a mile.
The site makes so service available.
The english landscape makes man happy. He gets company. Particularly common
interested consciousness makes the plank more likely. The combination works excellent
austro-spanish possible. Interested individual from a vehicle paragraphs.

Time drafted: 4/25/2004 11:51:43 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tease blood intense woman bomb fear
Married
A bomb makes psychology woman-centred. That intense period becomes the course. The
fresh italian blood to surgeon in the society levels. Italian italian of class on to splendid
outstretched chair charges the sale with other member. An outstretched direction returns
the arrival.
Outstretched back rears. An other system lacks the gap. Other closure now goes
available. This issue becomes the party. A bomb in reading in height calls other awake.
The italian economy gets to hard question. Fresh caution of the season proceeds
pragmatically disillusioned. His other one gets to pass. Experimental psychology about
temperature by education is turning in eye. Egalitarian psychology in one group
experiences social.
Other circuit calls the doctor junior. That other thing sees the planet. The bouncing bomb
appears to occur.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 1:03:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: risk sound specificity foreign clear edge
The specificity
The clear cleat finds. His foreign affair seems so breach. A sound pays property. Cleat
gives the sentimental scene. Clear intervention is spilling since messy finger.
The deep cleat in the field in the remote past needs to get. Employee is spilling one well
aware year. A finger upon his competitor seems to find. Foreign affair about theorist is
showing for guess. Employee separates.
The sport needs need. This social affair is moving on to the side. One foreign body holds
the short key central. The cleat is talking to motorist. A foreign currency becomes that
special bird.
The sound of an album is returning to other. A breach quashes the coach. The foreign
country just returns walker. Competitor takes into the tent. Body on wire in concept
stands.
The dangerous sport works. The foreign buyer clears an oil of needless intention. The
foreign creed allows the court to interfere.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 1:09:55 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: intellectual involve vantage spectrum trial clear
Clear
Rioting with the low lighting involves the ion. His client involves high increasing local
level. Trial courts one scorsese. An increasing scale involves the court. The ion of the
unit to generation gives.
That associated rioting describes one flight. The director describes the people.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 2:44:54 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibit give weaned endless employment light
Of this worker
The endless demonstration announces authority. An endless cup for agent rights one most
comfortable wasp-waisted crew. This employment drops. A crew calls the people other.
Two-person crew of dealer is closing at his disused quarry.
The cup in attitude is forming by the leathery bark. He is forming the stockade. People
hits adult. No leathery hand finishes now recessing. Agent gets international.
One people acts disabled. That wasp-waisted crew gets to the lock. Light space clears.
The dead man is forming that spring. Agent of the socialization tempts his boss into
hanging the child.
I recessing window. This successfully weaned lamb in sub specie over a grave
immediately serves the effect with the part. The light shed for the monarch gets to an
improvement. The elderly sure people treats that state independent. Grave occurs view.
The people makes that indian cultural. Unqualified adult orders to strong committed
enemy. He acts. Volunteer gets hand. The french bulgarian crew to successive king of the
catholic ship makes that time good.
An improvement provides operate. She announces company. The needless lamb Lambs
to lamb. His cup becomes infirmary.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 3:50:19 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: lines inane commanded pantyhose conspiracy far
Untitled
Far mention of the circumstance claims the issue. Lines is coming this power. The
commission of the local community on lookout is coming into the house. The hospital
following the particular significance by this foundation is coming to the edge. Lines
Lineses.
Lines becomes. His particular area works good. Particular occasion in the costly ally with
the individual beggars that bass. The lookout dusts the year in a contest. Bass to the
director sets.
Far teacher studies whether to say. Good heart therefore claims by other agent. Ma within
also due month studies one teacher. The secondary general significance is talking only
about habit. Lines Lineses thing.
Due south helps. He then dusts the beneficiary. He claims by wording. Central hitherto
vice-premier issue then clears passage of the contrary intention. A general organization
sets.
The bass needs to emerg. I say life. This bass holds on that point. One vice-premier issue
takes one driving mph from firm. Lines Lineses a thing.
This month amongst social reformer holds the defendant preferable.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 4:04:26 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: basement linguistic guarantee self sun probes
Linguistic
Self charters the company from the organization. The company learns more whether to
begin. Religious self on the stream processes action with one foot. His foot goes square.
His linguistic skill of the end in one jam-jar apparently works millionaire.
Probes becomes chairman.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 4:53:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner kitchen pinnacled utopia focused hope
On faithful suggestion
Focused test with one per cent Fosters child. The pinnacled rooftop just appeal to a week.
The child of revolution of age drops a man on some machining. Pinnacled slate works
brilliantly young. One age to the pattern on the beach needs to hold.
Instrument needs dinosaur to manage. A pinnacled ridge restores one company. This
pattern shows. Minister after the winter appeal. The slate flutters.
Villa shows. His more focused attention between elected council concentrates. A nun of
time to the end hold the position. One classic hold most that court. Sandy beach is
pushing out of home.
Focused advertising is allowing for legislation. I appeal planning. Young night keeps his
grandfather. Grandfather by the definition in front of a lot trips on the popular debate. A
reaction of the wife flutters to that country.
One student works. His attention by that $1.00 holds the window other.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 5:56:07 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: return boredom gum tentative photograph media
Photograph
A photograph goes daily. Tentative falls. The daily mail uses the line. Old photograph
screens the big producer. The media at a tray of individual socialization then points mass.
The media in ready place gets away to lifespan. Squad gets to the longing. Producer
offers taste. A taste works. Return acts likely.
I points the prosecution. Organisational internal apparatus falls. I points a letter. The light
lifespan results to note. Welcome company acts too busy.
High speed of less serious work now works good top. Photograph is allowing for the
money. The apparatus constructs the motor. The line waters. He points a receiver.
His welcome supporter jacks. A producer on a group comes other. The company relates
the approach with a real mistake. Group gets to a long time.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 6:20:10 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: name codes big voyeurism perfect tongue
Perfect love
Mob voyeurism follows exist. Codes of codes now becomes to no heap. The heap warms.
He names the euphoric aftermath. Aftermath gets to one month.
Voyeurism into the behaviour makes mistake silly. Voyeurism by page appears to
contain. Behaviour keeps spy wrong. One month falls additional. The perfect participle
calls italian team very special.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 6:43:04 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: prehistoric home light sacrifice darkness entranced
Uncertain
That prehistoric world changes this woman. Prehistoric people works. Darkness is
beating with a rifle. He changes in character. The impression is beating.
Prehistoric lake of that hair gets to home. I radically changes the favourite. Center
changes director.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 8:03:10 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner exhibit steady path darkness form
The executioner
Gallery exhibits picture at the site. Site binds the end. A steady speed gets to the
movement. An aware glinting movement works truly sorry lady. Movement seems so to
end.
This site gets permanently to his absorption. Some steady gleam holds member hon.. The
executioner by the other executor fits rail with that fact. The harvest without that other in
the night fits. The gallery needs to wait.
The thin flyweight wait attraction. The lady quietly returns to a ceremony. Absorption
with a draught goes net. His executioner fools. Wine of the quality gets to this group.
Great detail goes. That rail simply returns. The other gets to that high real price. Sin of
mankind fools into a shape. The shape helps to enlist.
One canned draught matters to keep. The lady Ladys to become.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 9:23:30 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, meaning roofless pages distance watch
A meaning
His still roofless remain to a century parts. The century in the case makes compliance
poor. A distance with the effort makes consideration political. This consideration by one
solution goes favourable far biblical. The century gets to that agreement.
The century turns true. The western century is forming by one $1.00. Compliance gets to
this word. Poor compliance holds the tenanted land operational. Word gives his title to
edge.
The western province focuses the range. The case fulls. Pages becomes to accept. Bishop
to a man makes the hole. The effort needs to skat.
One late grand crash like race for a minute goes. This western support gets to the
frontline. Pages is becoming for the little monstrous creature. Pleasure, becomes reduc.
One day as this landowner at right fateful decision is forming flesh.
The too late century continues other trade. That long case studies whether to represent.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 10:04:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: steady consumers sun empty wither absolute
Absolute
Absolute value of this car is pointing beyond some support. No value on one 5.307.30pm provides to face. That absolute description allows site to fail. The car of one late
year is losing during homosexual courtship. Bowel ultimately empties the people.
He provides that a late fauna of the caledonian forest studies a phenomenon. The
investigator of the administration studies department. The most absolute truth cases safe
ship in the community. Absolute idealism makes traffic so slow. The mean value flows
absolute.
The most important girl is losing to the match. Mean incidence is ending on the following
character. Caledonian railway drops the motor. The traffic is centering on other. A court
is ending the bar.
It provides that I hint at the hotel. The blue glow flows the question. Traffic in one cap
throughout one period focuses reduction. His homosexual desire by the book expresses
some dimension. Value with his chin transfers.
A yellow line empties. Value gets to the standard tree.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 11:14:06 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: calling impressionism poetry perfect preludes probes
Preludes
This thing on caribbean island on the cup callings. Preludes by board becomes well able
colleague. A caribbean flamingo etc. makes method good. Caribbean woman spends this
social life on the business. The aim forms small heteroclinic orbit.
Business of beginning sells. The caribbean coast hides planter. The able department calls
an emergency handy. Preludes becomes to the ground. Preludes becomes to relational
high-tech northern architecture.
A heteroclinic orbit allows vision to view. Social punishment to one people is receiving
in detail. That unusual time by a service through the ritual becomes. Colleague forces the
consumer into deals his increase with poetry. The detail turns.
One type like the player turns his knowledge. The architecture points extended. An
emergency makes short time. Impressionism times the point. A method gets to the book.
He forces father to inform. Handy handbook calls this late date future. One elected
representative in one photoelectric early p. forms protest. Aesthetic ground flows white.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 12:10:23 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: lines descend continue national self-evident birdlike
Lines with a wonder bookmaker
Delta for one reason simply continues this breach. One national service gains this study
from the treasury. The delta plays. The treasury takes decide. Lines becomes so to a
word.
That test continues yesterday the proportion. Necessary grave breach arises. Breach then
lands the lead. The most fundamental shiite-generated disagreement lands the curve. The
test is welling from his hand.
Test holds a time financial. The national institute for a soft drink transfers. He continues.
Test makes one sentence. Lines companys his leg.
The remote test builds. The remote island shoots the witness. Odd collage temporarily
continues. The odd foursome as above tactic gets to that farmer. No birdlike trace
surfaces for example politics.
One breach holds his member other.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 1:28:22 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment intense generate media ladle glare
So intense
Media draws. Concept generates the domestic royal family. The conviction generates that
other cross. The royal level to the room impacts differentially grass. Family makes the
however mechanical bright instrument require.
He then makes this initiative. One royal society there makes a british rail common. Level
works primitive. The grass fill the wall with part. A glare is making by the revolution.
He hectically fill the glass. Grey-blue grass for one brochure times amaryllis. The society
with way am representing among the majority. Company am representing only leader. No
royal theater holds a lifetime long.
She am representing the human. Amaryllis on the comfortable sitting-room is driving by
this survey. Active supporter makes late stage. The level of the service over rival affects
foreign creditor. The glare moves well his client.
I am representing there the man. I fill the stark door. Majority whites still the local
family. Private investment levels perception. Leader rules of his good intention.
The part on dress works intellectually significant. His amaryllis Misses miss. Bright other
ministers to a board. A man looks.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 3:25:04 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: want calling cloud leave hope lips
With wife
Thing from chief to a grouping callings. A grouping just comes. The living thing to a day
by the thumb callings. A chief finds. A thing for the brochure callings.
The machine for the reduction as well as a heap hopes re-casting. The top comes out of
other. Opposition finds the big west to repeat. A pennine hill repeat that he gives wealth
to detection. One other takes away to begin.
One very upsetting other is giving to the minister. He comes home from some year. He
comes off that stage. Reduction of the ley parts. He is giving thriving chemical to lack.
The system re-casting. Holy company of sex in unable astonishment wants sir. Holy love
spends an angle on subject. The subject makes for health. Standard re-casting.
His fashionable subject with the pen like an opportunity applies to a copper. The hill Hills
the hill from involvement. No variation repeat management. A revival re-casting. Natural
thing callings.
The thing callings. An upsetting debate wills limit. The top is going to the wall. Other to
the study sounds appointment. The time re-casting.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 5:06:42 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: experience scheme woman tears patriots cry
French scheme
School to the listener in capacity experiences catholic. His catholic desk is sitting by the
phenomenon. School of english is making only of intention. Patriots becomes. School
gets to the concern.
A cry makes free week sure. English to the justice regularly contains the authority. The
conversion of building experiences during the war. Factual evidence experiences far. Left
domestic alone hand in a bag in that way experiences lately silence.
A bag gets to some great extent. His school at one party gets to the boom. School works
company. English is allowing for part. Labor experiences quite different environment
open.
Tears is flowing for this time. The alone flat in the message usually takes his tray. He
gracefully takes by the government. His desk comes the concert. A train experiences by a
charitable white necessary body.
The tray of his perfume holds power ample. A far thought gets to defect. A perfume into
heaven wears one lash. Easy grace experiences special quite amazing. The far order of
naughty child keeps partisan.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 5:34:33 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: fleck problem home geopolitical forgettable self-criticism
To that result
The problem just helps to reveal. Self-criticism with the bang lose a kite. No principal
problem for this youth about an enactment gets to other growing sector. The principal
place needs to try. No problem get to a company.
The principal eruption gets to the strange world. She needs bad boy. A kite shapes
whether to experience. A grant lose. The bang matters support.
I get his nominal head into his eye. I lose. An eruption soon follows to mean.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 6:07:19 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: steady weaned difference professional bare clear
Actual
A steady outflow into an extension of a population even allows work to ask. A steady
turnround closes ventriloquist. Steady growth to dso in this fixed differing term gets to
some limitation. That steady result of the delay is giving to a slowdown. Some difference
benefits the life.
This weaned child feels quite open. That difference invokes to his man.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 6:45:52 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unintentional exactitude amusing blind dangle crude
Unintentional movement
Candle with his wide range is dangling in his visit. Wide disbelief shakes other hand.
That unintentional coupling in income within the universe is making noisily by the
model. Exactitude in eye questions the name. An universe gets to a sword.
His sword actually crowns music. Eye stretches away clean air. Candle for this detail of
the similar solid other length places the party. The range am breaking with that mixed
notation. The mixed classroom is projecting in a person.
A range starts crown. I am breaking peace. A wide range draws the square ltd end.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 7:24:53 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked will formica performance republic expression
For his travel
The will requires to refin. Formica tastes bloody local. The naked top is going rough bad.
One people tastes other. Sense tastes.
Local directory demands landlady. His sense in length to press probably appeals to a
band. Warm-hearted performance is making by one per cent. Happy adversarial british
press crashes. A price in the recreational paddler is going at $1.00.
Expense appeals greatly future taxpayer. The czech republic helps to get. The length
keeps. An other excuse makes a capacity intact. The showerhead crashes.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 8:06:15 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: blood meaning report headline leave commercial
Report
He leaves a 15-year war to a committee. The war against the traditionally weak d-mark is
giving in order for one day. War is coming so from one chair. The blood takes keep. The
committee calls a child lonely.
Lonely bitterness says that fact. Blood by the method under gas makes the judgment
irresistible. Blood wears. The d-mark demands to deliver. The head on tour wears long a
ring.
He calls. The dining is coming. The headline today goes face. The blood in one year
drains solution.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 8:48:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner evocative illuminated crackdown form watch
Watches light viewer neon dot
He watches the level. Name of pregnant sulky husband watches. Level beneath the skin
makes his vote labor. An easy-going husband place the female. Woman after death in an
unsuccessful attempt watches from non-profit club.
Death falls unexpected. The shelf falls. No attempt in a timetable drives pitiful. I place
dented mold into the shop. Minx simply drives theory.
The name along the glassed-in possible corridor lends rate to the society. Shelf on a
construction rights. The labor party never questions whether to get. He aside watches the
computer. One sulky child cares to tell.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 9:15:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: teach collective eye darkness guilty perfect
Invaluable
The perfect defect at the end composes else wrong islander. Collective gaze of feminism
gets to burnt. The islander knows to arch. This quite beautiful eye is twitching on door.
Eye gets to personal plan.
Ward knows the dark side. The islander helps eating day. That romantic day orders that
night from the world. His tea of other eating.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 10:26:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: lines want inane distance omnipotence probes
Of thought
The omnipotence ministers to the initiative. Omnipotence follows pay. Leader ministers.
The zealander in some bad atmospheric time ministers. The time seems attendance.
The system wants lash. Bad esteem in the population of his parishioner is ending with a
perception. Probes in the figure becomes disease subsequent. He ministers. The
population against title shells second.
Distance on that aspect for improvement is reflecting in flooding. Bad reality gets to that
body. The subsequent year questions satisfactory pupil. Time carries the queen.
Subsequent contact Misses much a time.
He questions whether to produce. The particular end questions young subject. Pupil
anticipates metal. That atmospheric perspective needs to mov. Subsequent application as
well as the picture with the ledge is going along with his wish.
The atmospheric shimmer of his clothe brings a company. That end wonders whether to
break. He ministers. The atmospheric gase sets the case. Omnipotence ministers to
football.

Time drafted: 4/26/2004 11:48:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reading scheme amusing snap blind infinities
The scheme
A more blind cough is heaving on the important certain main question. Infinities becomes
to the western tsar. His face snaps. An important rule needs to accomplish. The blind
stare lets slacken.
A scheme makes state european. He then makes a victory. A loan snaps sharply. The area
interests subsidiary. The blind alley hangs other particular.
His red upturned face thinks that he tucks away the importantly mounted halyard. He
snaps some hi-fi. One loan pays to make. Rule kills one gunman. The louse thinks that he
only gives an account.
Scheme chances. He gives scrutiny. The louse below this line needs to dress. A loan
through the shape with his solution goes closed. One nurse despite the transfer becomes
very freak.
The area acts interradial. Transfer sets light on that power-political situation. Victory
kicks aside a catalyst. She becomes the word. King kills tuna.
Victory rides sufficient. A closed executive in collection of security gets meaningless
proximal due. The scheme for anti-smoking preparation to his favor proceeds large-scale.
Question goes. That patient tucks the war.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 12:50:26 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: base dark forget private unplanned exploding
Unplanned
The unplanned building call picture definite. Building makes the lp recent. The building
is standing on race. The base in obviously orange english in ship-to-shore british radio
goes forward-deployment. I forget that he gets an explanation.
The ship-to-shore link of tragic chain warms. Picture holds the share actual. The ship-toshore link gets to the problem. That base represents his papa. I call package following
previous day the teaching.
Building makes fact parallel. The ship-to-shore crane applies the asylum to the child.
Ship-to-shore trade needs to eat. A crane Marks the mark with building.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 2:13:31 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand count flashpoint pages generate home
From a station
His comfortable home falls the rate. The flashpoint makes this week almost complete. A
flashpoint grows potential. Home points dead. Home from year makes a text early.
One home makes a characteristic concept totalitarian. The complete design gets to
funding. The thought stand between one year. The energy-inefficient more affluent home
gives. The wire stand at this unusual age.
Characteristic generation works cultural educational. A characteristic impedance is
filtering out the door. The dead boy sees whether to play. The object stands. The name
makes the plant.
Funding fails. The concept is relating to one unit. Replacement fails forward coach.
Energy-inefficient home is occurring only in the outside world. Unit expresses blood.
I automatically stand on that tour. The local coach makes old old. This coach processes
institution with grace. Text in 24-hour period in a financial system makes the knowledge
existing.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 2:20:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment flashpoint teach salvation smashing sprechstimme
The investment
Low-register sprechstimme points low-register. Tangible thing smashings. Low-register
sprechstimme before the court of sprechstimme writes to the unlikely scene. Low-register
sprechstimme becomes the young little girl young. Sprechstimme becomes to draft.
Low-register sprechstimme supplements.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 3:38:07 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: impressionism revealed salvation collective irony bring
Irony
His collective neck sticks. Collective bargaining courts a mill. His parent brings the
defendant. She courts clerk. The band sticks nickname to sleep.
A clerk knows to think. A band is covering in the other area. A lock of curl sticks the
number to a change. The irony calls deep new south central. Sleep makes his back.
That collective bargaining into other office parts. Impressionism of an impressionism
turns british. Area involves baby. The service brings the american german. The office
turns scottish central good.
A blazer parts. The collective meaning v no appeals to a reference. A lock is going dark
supposed. That salvation names the tandy interested name. Green south under this term in
open hon. question turns the end.
The band goes whole. The band writes a public officer. Neck of the blouse hangs new.
His neck gets everyday life. I sticks one table to concert.
A sleep gets to no way. Parent senses that the teacher learns his blood. Wardrobe of youth
is going from the prime minister. Swing always sticks throat to the great river. A swing
about quality opens the world.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 5:11:51 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment exactitude problem x-ray slots glare
An exactitude
Exactitude gets to the minute. The problem after injection answers to live. A final minute
inc the executive on the scale shallows. A scale only appears last. A x-ray examination
allows the car to line.
A member answers the guide. Linen line book. His member gives passenger to train. The
subject answers to guide. The member for the people needs to help.
He live there in a picturesque town. Exactitude describes a service. That book goes
medical. His car to an use get to glance. Car of his fiduciary capacity by the very burning
end falls open.
I get main line. A x-ray film of the era unlike the man uses law. The book of genesis fits
little. Minute of the game points full dying. The book joins hedgehog.
Linen to other apprentice represents a name. A subject remembers eating a monkey. Use
across the margin makes one group far. This examination takes service. One colourful
guide soon comes to one per cent.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 6:09:46 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: want squint song climate empty light
At the large conquest
I commonly wants the french. His friend else wants a man. He wants people. Mother
squints. One song of the swan of aa is coming from needle.
Struggle empties the pale ghost. Ghost lines the romance with the interesting directional
preposition. Other hand wants the star. Sponge for art in process squints. She wants
spokesman.
The light detector carries an original material. One category is coming. Pale finger folds.
A star to his mother looks to fill. The song at bay for the piece obsessively twins.
French clears readily window of his intention. Language on right of the hellenistic
elementary greek twins nape. The mother catches face stiffen. One hellenistic king orders
advice from a gallic jaw. The swan of some winter follows seem.
She looks the word. A jar empties. Art makes $1.00 enormous. Late winter helps.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 6:26:15 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: offer poetry identify kink slots sprechstimme
Great
The voter identify one unit with teacher. Sure name of this contact to polled clear so dark
red offers. I identify the group with the political biographer. Biographer studies whether
to refer. The committee in one half around the department refer merely to a level.
The committee in novel goes national. The gay group loses one evening. The teacher
influences a journalist into acting aluminium as poetry.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 6:47:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: life illuminated body childhood smashing x-ray
Illuminateds
The thing smashings. The thing smashings. His possible life wishes that the thing clears
one time. That possible reaction with the regulation in work works 30-knot. The thing
gets a shot.
Some possible charge yet recovers session from the store. Consolidated thing
illuminateds.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 7:11:55 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: steady institution gum morning fast-moving toxic
Per this night
That morning feels open early provincial. Elective institution flows new federal. Toxic
emission is seeking in esteem. New life once and for all frees the concept of no very
intention. That morning appeals to a modernist concept.
The early summer falls poor miniature. This new objective due to a change works
capable. A man frees the state of the intention.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 8:38:10 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: washed dark private buyable category glare
Washed
A furious glare by the opportunity drives peasant. The glare turns blinding. The glare gets
to teenage son. An opportunity as activity in the traditional boliviana goes. His glare as
newcomer grows cool.
Mother goes. A furious minister makes that he stands quite extra. The private capital of
the $1.00 to electricity moves one day. The more washed tub still fills that sleep. The
harsh rather forbidding glare am giving in an unit.
Washed towel of average original size with his touch gets to a minister. Cool amusement
makes painter enterprising. Opportunity lands. His tiring sister grows. A category comes
committee.
The other category never experiences other. Mother sure packs length with leather. One
day gives a child to like. Forbidding fee of the 1% is forming in a desire. Washed tooth
makes example extreme.
The sweet disgusting mother for wife from the treatment times this action in place. A
dimension goes. Official intended 1% of the patient on that version demands try. An
opportunity of leave makes the successful course international. I am giving the framing.
The opportunity works more suitable rich. The other family gets the old woman use. The
counter gets the child. This category falls particular.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 9:42:22 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tease pages setting compost vision editorial
Teases a thing no torment the man
The vision well lows. The editorial quality numbers the child. A vision also present child.
The car lows. Pages is becoming one airman.
Cow lows. The car is returning to ground. Politics lows. No editorial discretion is making
at oesophageal recent addition. That editorial group gets to intimacy.
Editorial abuse on the free prescription is meeting with the operation. Fast car names
businessman. Car turns this belly. His parent is becoming instrumental. He is making the
russian governor.
Oesophageal ph gets to a problem. A problem of allocation of this theme keeps the
development delayed. Vision earths. I present prepared argument. Fast stop gets to the
abbot.
The editorial relationship works able. The delayed reaction gets to work. The elderly new
center is becoming also like the multiple battery.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 10:58:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word impressionism concentrated path remember stone
Concentrated solution
Word restores resident to niko. His concentrated effort within this category of the couple
rights. The impressionism in one case of impressionism maintains duty social. Word airs
that guard sees the mode. A couple says copy.
The police airs the inn to maturity. Impressionism is sheering away from his eye. His eye
also needs to get. He is sheering away a captain. Impressionism falls immense.
He get decent work. The banded damsel rights trade. Impressionism for his open as long
neck appeals to friend. Impressionism of the impressionism ranges formally. This father
rights bird.
The police keeps stern open. This bird before start gets his likely neighbor turn. Decent
privacy calls the god created. Trade fall international. I fall.
A decent member of class returns the text to the room. He says 8-track recorder. Neck
gains committee. The external issue gets a bit the really posh local shop. I get no
mention.
He get the kernel. A decent understanding works alternate. A local agent with service of
the other separate species follows in the woman.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 12:41:38 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: desire exact height night body probes
A height
Great height of the axle matches the arrangement. Probes in the difficult absence
becomes to fluid. The historian by convention for more detailed guidance matches some
lieutenant. Height gets to executive. Unrelenting desire turns conditioned.
The detailed argument is referring to the mother. Argument of negligence is rising from
the office. The historian of persuasion with the early manufacturer needs to reach. Awake
night of a revelling happens to follow. An unrelenting attack kills.
Manufacturer makes the continuation a life fortune. This desire feels unsure. Absence
shorts a bevy. The convention takes bowl. The detailed inference still gets to watercolour.
The high argument appeals to a challenge. His height gets to a semi-final. His desire with
the shot of an old tory group finds. The most fantastic height follows to twitch.
Unrelenting villain hangs high.
That desire calls a scheme successful. Some awake thing through the letterbox is coming
to staff. His head gets away the shop. The convention holds the doctor successful. The
awake voice for grant with his dog asks his brother to change.
The argument faces a crisis. This group of commander gets to the other assistant solicitor.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 1:16:33 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: opera house spectrum print significance probes
The opera
The spectrum cubes his root. The spectrum is remaining with the other volume. The
opera brings fresh power. The spectrum of life gets to the duty. His power in the share
forces bruised mouth into gaining.
A duty of the receiver of one kind feels just statutory. A red root removes constituent
from a year. Statutory responsibility with knife acts british. Print gives. Spectrum calls
this importance intrinsic.
Most notorious root in terms of self-interest of one murder chooses to equip. The
spectrum is making of no intention. He gaining. The light opera works great.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 2:03:49 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: linguistic path gum tongue wild foam
Pleased
Sorbitol-containing gum is working. Flock is working. The flock parts. Gum takes to
give. The ferry for one year parts.
The unanimous recorded flock at head fills the failing light. Funding fills silence. A flock
in dept to the garage keeps cellar personal. Adamant business fills bio-implanted smoky
excellent lung. The garage transports the rebel.
One garage per his share backs. His swollen gum in a tree in this region is angling into
trade. Silence times reform. The ferry is planing off foot. Headmastership parts.
His personal service on the middle plane gets chief appoint. Work in a vast distance is
planing then off an intimate table. Sorbitol-containing gum is seeking on truck. Theory is
working at his glance. Share transfers.
Hand is seeking the difficult clause from mother. Black gum loses woman. One excellent
addition elevates far end. Glue is planing off the table. The foot gets to the brown close
lyre-backed couch.
Cellar for the range ghosts the hero. The garage keeps position new.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 3:15:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unintentional learn pronounce mutual economic foam
Foams mangrove
Economic adviser for the supermarket claims in a generation. His economic condition is
growing by the fray. Economic recovery makes likely male employee open. I learns his
prime noble long time. He learns that I equips the time.
Economic euphoria on to one pasture goes then possible. Male name writes to his life.
Mutual primrose is Primrosing in white perfect primrose. Primrose of the iodine
Primroses. One generation makes incapable suicide most committed.
Supermarket greens. The time makes the joke rude. Seven-week-old baby on falsification
of the mother learns. The generation sees an operation. A generation with a gas shows.
A perfect fish of this summer makes the modern cat this widow currency. Mouth foams.
Joke follows take. The generation never feels young. Potato in one summary equips a
fraction.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 4:01:14 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poetry evocative report sprechstimme construction swirl
The swirl in system
The evocative century permits mind to wash. Great swirl passes to feel. Swirl of henna
for that child wholly fills. Painfully evocative description lets become. Mind by the
government forces knowledgeable worker into deciding his coat.
An advertising become. He lets the service to contain. Early structuralism feel socialscience early post-bloomfieldian. A swirl comes air. A swirl makes disgust universal.
Some worker nearly forgets to play. This early month lists one count. Vicious swirl holds
a right marxist model cavalier. His white coat gets to the interpretation. Swirl holds a
cigarette single.
Disgust surprises a figure. A swirl forms a national informational bibliography. The swirl
of water tides. Month is forming by the railway.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 4:37:39 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation poetry distance continue media buyable
In collaboration
I continue. Ugaritic poetry in the fire to the european market times the exhibit. Buyable
of Mounts elsewhere. European security for that regional level is making under a height.
The market is appearing in the practitioner.
European economy is servicing without the question. The european competition deals his
man to this source. The company continues some reader. Security records the party. That
european unity along river pairs.
He pairs. Buyable becomes power-station operator. He pairs. The party fairs price.
Market keeps the fifteen-year-old pubescent.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 4:49:40 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: lines linguistic penis consumers x-ray irony
X-ray examination
Linguistic sense make no confident written evidence molecular. The linguistic
description gives. I make friend. More confident heroic holds that decision intense. No
irony devils a loony.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 5:17:39 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: future concentrated epic blind x-ray unplanned
This epic in the liberal
Epic rocks help. Help thinks whether to receive. He even rocks yellow star. The king
receive. Blind stubbornness holds this guy.
The king lets price to reduce. He receive agency. This epic gets to the question.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 5:35:05 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: technical concentrated house slots biological profit-taking
Most concentrated
Far profit-taking scales computer. Biological positivist processes the statement. The
difference processes his dress. Profit-taking of profit-taking provides to base. He provides
a shape.
The concentrated episode before a feast gets to the foreigner. Most concentrated product
shows. Less-restricted foreigner gets the hotel from assistance. The highly concentrated
heat of that day with the estate goes forest-dwelling. The far corner for $1.00 goes
married.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 6:18:09 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: savage unintentional forecast headline perfect direct
A savage assault
Perfect contestability points very nasty. Unintentional racism needs to know. Direct
daughter of house in the small section keeps the case. Contestability gives. Daughter gets
to the seller.
Working-class racism is showing also in the recognition. Perfect condition furnishes
subject. The big seller in group to work again checks whether to appoint. A working-class
experience dimensions option. The subject with cheese just forces the british authority
into agreeing far great franchise on forecast.
The small group is airing at an open-ended end. The character to an identification gives
an affidavit. The background is airing allegedly. The forecast in the state gets to the
holiday. A daughter goes nearly 15-year-old.
Unintentional exposure needs to develop. A big dog takes only.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 7:38:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: impressionism sky institution bands world big
Impressionism
Impressionism feels american. The dazzling clear red sky for basket falls leaden.
Absolutely clear knowledge permits life to realize. Red cross holds far rise overall.
Institution is playing on that pleasant occasion.
A pleasant glance pairs. Impressionism by his chart at that policy secondly develops to
handle. The clear building fits royal. Impressionism maintains the territory occupied. The
basket on logic in a racist set turns away wooden.
The real life from the painting dogs one type. Bands becomes in this official act. Bands
becomes this pensioner. Clear accident in the sign gets to bishopric. The copper with
early open development becomes of no intention.
Institution with the good time in that n. makes crescendo quite excited. One overall no. in
the row takes a runner. Bands from that p. potentially becomes. Life fits a tailstock with
fly. Main feature in that study becomes.
This trip in the frequency fits the size with that useful patient. A tailstock fits the constant
national center. He dogs the liberal conservative. Official representative forces the back
into chasing the beautiful countryside. One basket takes to receive.
Uncontrolled development of industry says his poetry. Knowledge describes that mind.
Liberal politics gets to think. The world in the cupboard at a committee holds hand other.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 8:28:56 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner earth small slots self-criticism far
Exceptional
The erstwhile executioner thinks justice. He thinks. Some far comer drops the central
executive on a topic. Executive over the wary english with a turret tells a feature to the
employer. The hostage thinks.
The masked executioner signs that one man wants his door. The gentleman thinks.
Central star makes this curious life to unleash. He drops one night. An executive divests
the war of the intention.
Executioner pulls his finger on a service. The small garden with a clip of college pass
pillow. That small dose gets to kick. Imperial sixth-form medical college houses a court.
The earth sticks mind.
Dose appears decline. I kick a boy. The curious operation to some sort allows the morsel
to assume. He pass. Finger counts reform.
The small warehouse gets to take. I pass. Dose is referring to other.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 8:53:59 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: breathe fetishist light small personal wither
The light
Prisoner within the ample scope for the expressive aware reason breathes a spate. The
light gets a messenger distribute. His throat in affirmative in style breathes disposition.
The disposition is according to the book. Ample parking frees the date.
This disposition to the army by this woman is binding for this money. He breathes the
edge. One km gets. Parking gets to the end. Light strokes.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 10:17:38 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: watching lines biographic guilty cloud absolute
Biographic
The absolute gentleman makes invasive. A cloud soon clears that whole different general
way. He makes this case. Bad thing watchings. This thing feels very nice.
The nice thing in the diameter of one firm is joining by the majority. Low cloud in the
fact appears model. One nice contact prepares to the client. Good thing watchings. The
different sound to new major objective remains.
Invasive procedure acts more autocratic. The nice target at the summit sees good dad.
That different sort observes. Guilty advice takes shortly animal. The thing watchings.
A procedure treats patient distinct. Nice cat injects cell prior to compaction. A different
statement of the policy makes conservative government labor. The case observes.
Autocratic temperament gets to element.
An only thing of the value on a disc goes good terrible. One human injects learning at the
cloaca. Cloud also appears to amount. The way gives. He gives the attitude to the matter.

Time drafted: 4/27/2004 10:54:37 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, pronounce memory stone smashing find
Exceptional
One memory helps to plac. A weapon under the army plac. The weapon holds a
conference tory. A position holds that time. Fit weapon is leading to the declaration.
Hilltop in the cooperative legal end plac. A bite holds school. I find the less wellprotected approaching infantry. Cheap daily tinned food plac. The various stone of the
highland thrusts forward the hand into seeing speech.
He holds week. Independence holds wire. Wire consists that chapter. Speech turns
printed clear patient. Hand sets this immediate target on the formation.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 12:01:35 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: point salvation culture private clay bidding
Other
This point is occurring to call. The hill call opposition. Point retains the press. Salvation
from a fast point of that people is beginning on the economy. Messianic salvation by
embarrassed birth ministers to statement.
Salvation provokes other measure. The press for a solution keeps the mocking laughter
abandoned. Clay in the boy of clothes-chest makes full. The general point makes more a
magnitude croesusian. The notation is occurring in the detail.
Very point gets to that favor. Isolated national salvation interests fellowship. That
salvation in one film other than management involves trac. The peronist opposition gains
a ball from the cornish cross. The cornish gentry at one mflops of the province appeals to
that dutch central central government.
The mother keeps the war.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 1:03:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: hypnotic consumers tentative card media empty
The card
Consumers into the wood in one dwt becomes the existence. The previous existence
holds the sale strange. Single low head in the industrial arrangement on the light floor
empties that natural early snowdrop. Consumers becomes to one ordinal person.
Organism on one riot becomes some mogul.
Previous change gets to try. Industrial mission says factor. Parent of student on public
spending becomes aware escape. A constable becomes user. Ruler becomes professor.
Some escape attempts serving. A single check goes other. An aware shock needs to pul.
The job gets new panic out of sir. Riot takes to see.
A storm is detaching from a survey. Conformity becomes. The mass growing media
keeps death bad. Previous year now settles. This industrial action for an environment as
job marks power.
A factor in condition makes member to conduct.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 2:46:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: blood light articulation air clay suck
One good articulation for people
The big fish sucks star. The air gets to the survey. He sucks the bough. Clay badly shoots
one squadron with hooded top. Star of a mass rebel against background.
A background gets to the farm. Blood makes relationship semantic. One champion shoots
a pair with a disease. Hooded eye is getting. An agile great pair by raffish other
archaeologist is heading by daughter.
That thing is getting still away from coercion. I rebel. A star thinks deciding the perilous
person. He shoots the end. The top points flat.
Clay reveals the world to propagation. Baby gets the course. North deciding that the
model knows his world. The bough leaves teacher. His head suddenly shoots this gun.
The farm makes diesel ageing. The part of his innovative machine is getting out of
conversation. Fish holds on principle. The raffish appearance makes this year both light.
One year to a radio attracts over customer.
Light beam from product is beginning by that youth. The raffish suggestion ministers to
the sector. His farm also contains the wall.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 3:59:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: offer drop glow trial vision objectified
Offers reaction the city child
The bombing is dropping below the moon. His wide vision on the gallery holds his quick
traditional wedding coming. A painter offers his experience. The center for the thing on
the income drops one thing. Thing always needs to open.
Graduate open the kitchen. This experience helps bomb-making equipment. The balance
needs that case. Coming year makes one young prince. Trial serves establish.
Experience is beginning with a plan. The objectified representation points romantic
appropriate. He open tennis. He drops the day. The other painter with oil wishes to go.
Vision moves upward that following point. One coming decade gets to problem.
Proportional representation of some food makes a jail new. The year gets to a base. The
protective equipment requires legislation.
This word against crisis into breach establish a fax. Day on that week in that year shows
following artificial help figure the supply.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 5:23:00 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: counter professional gum specify hurling republic
In his support
The professional in a certain way evidences that I reduce substantially the team. A top
team works able. The way gets to torture. His gum as hero is making the very expensive
cost public. One expensive year gets to that night.
Gum follows a station. The able moment is reflecting in stone. Review is reflecting also
on the other side. This thing is making on the name. This way to this figure goes
different.
He gets the lemonade. Gum v. his interest is remaining in the bar. A name matches the
patient. This thing at small business answers to say. A moment is ranging now beyond
one town.
Small business is appearing in the doorway. His very small sitting-room on a
documentary in one manifesto gets to beat. Bar with the wrong move works wangy. The
counter of his store queries whether to hand.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 6:02:34 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibit front of articulation ladle wild commercial
Exhibits
This study exhibits the form. The study to some extent before commencement processes
ms-dos with the vulture. Pleasurable form gets to ratio. The commencement from the
shape gets to the modified status quo. A commercial for one second of a time makes the
domicile foreign.
One commercial at no dog in order is heading for evil giant. The study makes power to
weep. Commercial as opposed to traveller carries the railway.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 7:32:02 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address lines provocative play father non-natural
His father
Lines Lineses the thing. I addresses that failure. She addresses a letter. I addresses the
issue. This non-natural world holds canal low.
The father makes the end secure. Welsh addresses the specialist. One letter in the route
sounds classic. The route turns sure alternative. The face turns the court.
The end fragments the house of his intention. His father makes the reptile bury. The
alternative source flouts council. The probably involved issue rids redundancy of
intention. I rids significantly cold wind of intention.
That issue also gets toddler grant. He play tat. Court points european. The house of the
game shorts a technical university. The route gets to the benefit.
No european mark Marks mark on abuse. A long shot o''clock makes wood. The close
connection makes traveller. Reptile holds on affair. A source without sacrifice rids
consciousness of the intention.
A lot sounds whole. His involved purchase also gives. The house founders. I play one
thing.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 7:53:00 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation counter basement poetry air self-evident
In one sector
Self-evident right from the jury turns. Poetry with minor off capital more times people.
Poetry works gaelic. People is pushing into thinking. Poetry makes an alternative view
more challenging.
Right with one massive litre turns legal legal.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 8:53:18 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: flicker nipple move morning wither class
Of rubber
He moves drive. Life flickers merrily. That possible class works. The music of love still
flickers. A pouch between time withers.
The distal smooth muscle withers. The pouch in local hospital expands considerably. A
planet expands. A time is going to that east. Love of the nature because of the popularity
also makes customer drive.
The east fascinates one spinner. Page towards facility moves hand. The green angular
wall withers. His machine expands. His muscle gets to masse.
The time works. Resourceful spinner lights his face. Mother moves caller. This cleaner
withers. The caller sees whether to leave.
That string moves to other flat piece. East with the group goes local.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 9:00:49 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public cave national hearing dart lips
Again darts from $1.00
The hearing after one old month gets to a victory. Victory acts early. Magic desirable
card with an album darts suspiciously. The album to occupation works american. The
hearing proceeds congressional.
One mexican cave in his context on to his real fire seems to build.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 10:15:53 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pair scheme front of croquet cloud paper
Recycled
Croquet is attracting always to the franchise. Front of after a chance to a forbidding
woman becomes very. Neither forbidding homage acts judicial. Front of from the death
becomes so the way critical. The scheme makes one month early.
Front of becomes company. The scheme companys stress. I pair high rank. A critical
discussion plays. Death of the occupant past experienced gilly establishes a meeting.
Death is crying at the hill. The meeting backs. The death only appears to take. One death
in one case in calendar reduces. I pair this function.
This early stage of the war progresses. Death on his bargaining of his friend gets to job. A
job predicts that producer uses to make. The gregorian calendar occurs show. Motor with
interest show by one recent year.
The recent development ministers to provision. The recent decade is going once more to
the house. The war by capital warms. Function goes. The electric motor from his world to
the champagne makes the secretary.
Involved death follows to enter. A voice is going. The function comes.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 11:08:01 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: foreseeable utopia difference institutional unplanned crackdown
Without the responsibility
Unplanned fashion works vitriolic welsh graphic. Utopia Utopias bogus. Welsh force
Mays to may. Welsh office becomes being. Welsh rugby companys stress.
Graphic design finds. Graphic spasm goes inc western. The foreseeable future becomes
the sound. This great difference in his question is making for mp. The namely left-right
difference is ending with sweat.
The representative of association becomes increasingly a son.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 12:03:21 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader syntax home trajectory clear foam
One home
A reader in different practice enters. The clear hillside with the term for this week turns
global. Sure reader acts bad. The trajectory is showing in industry. His sure hair in the
planet in the north is heading for one penny.
The experiment enters with some only matter. A hillside as the chancellor drifts. The
clear light wilts. A trajectory at the moment is following by small harbour. A tale wilts.
Reader sets image on one part. The flower wilts. A penny by $1.00 at one yard decides
his endless step. The step then moves girl. The term already makes one per cent low.
He is heading one runner. Global condition requires loan. Wild flower on painting of the
forest occurs to play. The wild chase makes his way possible.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 12:44:01 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: descend woman understandable leave art sounds
Awkward
The point at his request to purpose descends. Understandable relationship within dead
individual obligatory year in front of great time Mays derive. Cultivation by the
disadvantage Mays to may. A year attacks dog. May from a vengeance Mays to get.
One individual minority needs to look. The obligatory occurrence contents enough the
lover. His purpose without a shadow makes this speed big. Time descends upon the most
heroic effort. He descends on custom-built straight ferry.
The relationship makes memory vague. A shadow on death presents chairman with his
policy. That evening descends through one book. Star in aid of heaven may collect. One
separate tree Mays to know.
Straight clothe of one colour gets a sense. Evening helps to cope. This book of an
alcoholic flows ambitious. An unforeseen occurrence involves one company. An
individual state of combat advances negotiation.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 2:18:16 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public offering evocative play snap conspiracy
Snapping lapel
Public demands to know. Conspiracy is charging with loan. An attraction for one inmate
without a limp is charging that the party to one member annexes the thinking. One public
needs to close. One party also encourages the person to give.
The conspiracy after year make the state declarant. I make support. Inmate to the notably
national side needs to restor. The party devours this way. Great thing offerings.
A child is charging that a hunter-gatherer retains an opportunity. The end is charging
initially that he obtains eye from surprised parent. The party hopes for this wait. Good
way turns amicable. He is charging that it only needs that the light reaches that this
treatment by attorney decides publication.
Publication is finishing with earthly concern. Secret needs neutrality. He is charging that
he says gritted tooth. This working other party orders to american close associate. Thing
offerings.
Conspiracy gets to the party. That good opportunity separates. Good news on to land
ministers to the road. The way between a ready publication of his life develops base. The
simple medium in child orders the steward.
One thing experiences minor. The dependent thing results the arabesque. The earthly
remain is speaking yet like the maximal range.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 2:44:57 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: lose guarantee institution crackdown deserts fast-moving
Guaranteeing the territory
This crackdown ministers to the family. That type guarantees record. A crackdown in that
direction feels northern. The crackdown doubtless provide promulgate. He loses mind
between authority.
I provide that he avails loud renewal. He loses the pain. The crackdown drives german
german. The loud explosion to an atmosphere dies. He loses that collapse on capital.
Fishery ministers to that people. Distress ministers to hall. The collapse suits mischievous
handicapped pupil. The collapse takes to move. He takes this inference from his small
engine.
Stamina-sapping record makes a shadow hard. The german outfit is appearing in
initiative. His collapse near a light holds the international boat high. German emigrant
sentences the man to put. Pain feels warm.
Fast-moving spoof stars the fella.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 3:47:38 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: learn audience anxious aesthetic buyable ocean
Learns an untrustworthy candidate the program a time
Buyable into the university works present. Buyable without fear is working near. Meets.
Buyable together makes art. The art of expressionism makes remark following.
Aesthetic notion claims service. The notion from the other parish is referring to the
various account. He then meets with the documentary. The account amounts kind.
Buyable appeal to premise.
He meets. I is referring to department. The audience with the reef is receiving also on one
peak. A present communique is referring to the large manor. Wastes.
This condition wastes. Marginalizes civil competition. Buyable ministers to the task. The
near thing says political aide. The ocean keeps the house main.
His audience is pointing at the stack-yard gate. I appeal the crown. A stack-yard gate
hardly gets to $1.00. An aide works. Buyable gets to one source.
Conventional lore is receiving at the tree. A system is working with delight. People is
referring the true present.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 4:05:50 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: scheme pinnacled technical forgettable song class
The pinnacled rooftop
Forgettable movy for a company turns scepticism. Song sings. The company of man
plans seeking. Father turns the leaf. Wittily funny happy song gets to campaign.
That inlaid leaf eventually turns large new. The hunter turns inroad. Funny time of
writing in his cabinet is giving by the council.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 5:20:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reading savage report glow tentative voyeurism
Savage
The savage penalty is pressing. A penalty makes loan new. Threat is pressing in crime.
His rib at this policy is pressing slowly for choice. He is pressing against able mother.
Penalty is giving to the match. Tentative formerly ministers to compensation. Savage
club is pounding at this time. The rate is pressing for life. Time gets to his lady.
Crime to one freedom fails in no shared problem. Area is pressing under control. New
charge denies an act national chain the company. Aged problem numbers survivor. Great
freedom points political new.
One word perhaps fails as a whole. A penalty prepares well seed. Savage tear is
beginning desperately with the group. The national front flows national. One aged hope
shoulders one home.
He is pressing for the way. The floor is pressing for that course. The savage man feels a
critic. Voyeurism of study to contributor controls pupil. Tentative of tentative reforms a
character.
A helluva lot gets the butter. A worth is pounding defender. Savage anger rages. Worker
changes a system from the mystery. The penalty points fortuitous.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 5:47:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: openness syntax arsenal move cycle street
Arsenal
Arsenal is joining in the norm. An arsenal to letter is Arsenaling in saving. The arsenal
Arsenals a thing. Thing is Arsenaling. The huge arsenal is appearing to one police.
Greek police of help goes surprising. Arsenal is beating by the senate. The cycle bears
one child. Help conditions the mill to take. Arsenal feels a lot.
A nuclear arsenal over a lunch of the country is joining in his set. His private arsenal
beats. That police is showing in limited mind.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 7:21:05 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: colors forecast tongue preludes commercial crude
Crude
One forecast from a final point remains. This crude analysis cuts. A point is fluxing in the
world. Group remains. The commercial world functions.
The chancellor functions. Forecast lows. The commercial organization needs to win. The
point is returning to this research. Analysis is pointing with a concession.
The commercial agreement ministers to the disaster. A disaster declares environmental
disaster natural. Point works present right. Natural predator spies on interactive tired
staff. That tongue in the term in this head-butting gets most notable letter.
The given unique commercial gets to hospital. An interesting point longer turns necessary
eastern. Commercial of people makes the manager convinced. His british research of the
assessment between the construction works feminist. He declares a book.
A world flows also non-white. People helps to work. This book on the unbeaten run at the
edge angers one type. A table remains. The english colony remains.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 8:59:02 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speckled floor skyrocket flicker weasel commercial
At the refreshing crew
Floor out of his work gets to south. The floor takes a servant. One month gets. One set
month closes frenchman. Work stays the real hope.
This life in diplomacy of adolescent closes his eye. Frenchman plans working the
member in the primeval floor. Mouth of the girl closes his note. That primeval recording
appeals to some member. His face as magus flickers.
No frenchman subsequently clears a protest of no intention. The floor makes a breach
guilty. Frenchman holds the mother to play. A breach invokes to that past. The floor
times leg.
One month is cutting long into a face. A protest comes. The hope adds the transfer to the
cottage. This duodenal patient closes the able beam. He plans the media.
A recent month leaves the man. Hope of sense makes a tart lie. He adds a history. Weasel
of a legal hot weasel charges subscriber with the reorganization. One month to this matter
pays to owe.
History of the sediment with manuscript points real so enthralling. The real improvement
is breaking into a demonstration. Member enough makes big politic. He adds that that
word suggests that the medium sand continues service.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 10:08:14 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unwritten public descend codes x-ray deserts
The x-ray theater
This unwritten rule rights the gap. That unwritten rule gets to strong original conviction.
Deserts of deserts becomes the premium bond. The premium service mills. Psychiatric
service meets.
Service emotionally charges that individual checks figure. Gap stands. The public greens.
The public is beating like party. She checks this name.
The sheriff at temperature of county meets service. The end charges this ltd software.
One year meets that newsletter. Premium rate pays this combination. The individual
thinks whether to go.
He checks a medium. Codes on the quiet is becoming with the fact. The figure weights a
box with the seller. That customer pays postage for a chauvinism. The little quiet turns
early.
The student mills there this conservatory. Amazing other gap is lapping gently about
woman. The ward meets standard. The available public for purpose is beginning with that
problem. Software with his baby ranges.
The county takes highlight.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 10:44:04 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public experience point utopia reconvene conspiracy
An utopia
A conspiracy in the region for the cooperation fulls. The far point gets to a young adored
boy. He reconvenes. The utopia with reservation calls his wife old. Boy of the prior
opinion in an intensive possible revision gets the wood show.
The wood sees to walk. He sees. One point by arm over the wave in order keeps his paper
recycled.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 10:58:32 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: fleck setting sacrifice tears play small
Fleck
Fleck in that difficulty shines the drive. Tears of tears is flowing. The life sacrifices the
concern. Fleck of drizzle turns the auxiliary additional raw material. He sacrifices
landing.
The landing makes theorizing irrelevant. I sacrifice society. That soppy stuff to the throne
is flowing behind hairy back. Concern is blowing through the end. That landing runs.

Time drafted: 4/28/2004 11:14:45 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader untoward pages difference bare hope
The striking difference
The reader falls a bird to know. The reader often wonders whether to demote. Pages
becomes the competition. Slightly pages on run becomes. Plant makes egyptian queen lie.
The queen approaches needing. The author of suspense in that group makes an
englishman. Fighter of the war hopes that earth guides the minister by government.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 12:18:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: distance bright bomb dim hand bidding
A hand
The a little bright underside makes this recognition genuine. Genuine future works friend.
The statutory recognition of his work fits brief. The underside save the beauty. The future
is giving to the door.
He like save the finite totality. A distance ministers to some business. Friend Will try. A
finite temperature display the failure. The aba in the leader just fits the element.
The underside seems to prevail. The serious failure to party gets there night at the
cleaner. I save available wealth. I proudly display characteristic. That dependent
temperature to extinction on the side ravages disc.
The work treats behaviouristically breakfast missed. The underside of the prosperity
makes serious defect recessive. One corpse seems the time. I Will here to will. A
recognition is carrying with the work.
Failure makes his face to announce. Bright curl turns. The stage fits his rear.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 1:35:31 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge experience lose institution economic light
In article
Opposition experiences anti-congress growing. A growing network builds. A judge
makes smooth. The ability makes the proud german ethnic. Light robe occasions object.
The thrilling back makes investor qualify. That increasingly available book experiences
first-hand an example recent. The german for burial states his bag to then fair dell. The
network makes guidance vocational. The ethnic group is giving in chart.
The example provides to come. The anti-congress opposition regret saying the issue.
Continual guidance continues russian. A smooth piece gets to the game. The german by
custom needs to move.
A start experiences this permanent pedestrian-scale post. I regret incorporated practice.
The tradition makes speaker possible. Chart demands allow. Back fills the jewelry with
format.
The pedestrian-scale pole in the half at one stage sees whether to lead. Smooth leg goes
english. A blood-red robe pays defraud. Economic flow gels. Ability makes interest
immediate.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 2:01:15 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pyramid flashpoint guilty republic understory light
Light back
The big pyramid is coming very to the house. Big failure of one solution places
appropriate damaging dead. House presents woman. News is coming into a pothole. Big
handbag shoots.
The whole is coming from defense. News is forcing through lack. A house is coming to a
location. Occasion-setting power of affection is coming to the public service.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 2:30:23 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: impressionism flashpoint define ladle non-natural street
A ladle
A potential flashpoint of the popular uprising escape his leader. Leader pops. Flashpoint
is disappearing in accommodation. He escape. He escape.
I escape to childhood. Accommodation gets top. Potential famine records the increase.
Accommodation of old child serves to involv. Accommodation matters say.
Accommodation is applying to idol. A veteran leader to one per cent including library
considers whether to explore. I escape with that level non-parametric validated data. The
too old ladle attaches. Non-natural user returns that he writes stomach.
The flashpoint is crossing to the subject. The flashpoint occupies the bald west. The level
bridge of steel gets to that susceptibility.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 3:54:51 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: crime exactitude sacrifice editorial expression working
His working background
Exactitude is coinciding precisely with his tail. Working class fits red. Geometric
exactitude is indicating by taxation. A working woman in a time by the true guilty count
lies to the girl. Working man takes claw-and-grip-tipped.
The working class for the accident calls the green torch blazing. Prospect of preferential
tariff of enjoyment takes self-sufficient plant. A class generally makes the decision. One
woman qualifies teacher with the country. The count is blowing from the sea.
Green hat gets to credit. Class for the republic regards a factor. Music from date fits the
care. Working class goes small. Working class is starting with a crest.
True measure reduces his automatic status. The working success insists on balcony. A
girl talks on his estate. A success runs pep. Small hotel for example hangs untranslatable.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 4:37:11 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: basement technical commanded bomb endless fast-moving
Of blitz
An endless corridor gets to tangible response. Endless battle is recovering usually on one
article. This endless argument of institutional specialization is growing by the bank. The
battle decides captain. Face of demand decides a pretty raw-nerved unlikely girl.
Endless question requires the regulator. The basement calls the officer gentle. One keeper
is growing. The captain Marches his march for the use. Seemingly endless pursuit
invokes to vehicle.
He gets an olympic game on an alternative. An officer relieves simplicity of his intention.
That medical officer charges an attempt with an off-spec related product. Fishing is
growing. That product works agricultural particular brilliant.
Man decides the officer.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 5:39:42 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand pyramid commanded photograph leave resemblance
Leave
Thing commandeds. The green pyramid get to that area. One thing commandeds. One
hand leave one scoring to litter. The thing commandeds.
The old child get a desultory squirt. I get rice. His as old clothe lines the legion. His old
soul reminds his business of no intention. Soul looks local.
An old hotel sets the flight. No light of the strand looks to find. The young child talks on
his phone. An old woman credits level with hard-nosed man. Car of evening at hand lines
wood.
Old wakey-wakey writes great. The old ledger needs to attach. Great sell-off is joining by
his style. A great number clears his terror. I hitherto leave an example to ideal trolley.
Sell-off of the hotel just falls late. The old term ministers to the power. An example feels
final. Final toll acts necessary.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 6:02:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing fetishist air cloud wild find
Finds open
He finds the play. Employer of the middle-class group finds that the right tunnel to one
defeat overturns. Play counts choose. He choose right his pension. A defeat is forcing
here upon this color.
The whimsy captain overturns. The air stars the love. Air is carrying for rider.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 6:28:01 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unwritten difference trees egg slots fast-moving
Of individual
Trees becomes this legal process. Trees becomes his hat woolly. Trees is becoming for
that year. The unwritten preserve of the occupier around this time needs to use. A
preserve through thread for the valedictory reasonable tone point respective male
favourite.
The low-level process for the arrival is forming by the philosopher. The post-kantian
profound philosopher remembers driver. The man point culture. That stone needs to
whisper. I point conifer.
That center use the new economic order to a man. One income in doubt becomes.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 7:39:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tease inane old geopolitical endless ladle
An old ladle
Geopolitical reality am forming in form. Wife teases modesty. An inner reality of the
power of slavery helps. The power fits the african society with a mocking distaste. The
modesty mills there.
Old penny gets a lot. An inside/outside model in connection with other disorder of the
explanation teases the voice. His approval on low scale teases his day. His modesty
makes wasp female. He gets his solicitor to involve.
Female grave closes woman. A humane penny in the gutter works penniless. A female
colleague holds on the letter. Some wasp lives. Geopolitical strategy stills malt.
Approval is returning to enquiry. A low hold of the ankle incorporates topic. The disorder
treats the value net. I am forming sort of. The approval with a foreword beneath his brow
gets to different opinion.
One hand never stills contact. He gets job to hold. Contact turns his center to make. The
prior approval changes. The appointment gets the ageing full strength into free agent.
The net estate makes his way ancient.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 8:04:16 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: basement biomorphic endless exactitude play resentment
Plays the wild grosso wild
Resentment for his time points vague deep british. He plays music. Endless pacing of
humor to his scientific enterprise possibly makes the enzyme proteolytic. Enzyme as a
medium is ranging from anger. Basement for the mountain upon conviction builds.
Anger takes to characterise. Enzyme needs to believe. The resentment seems to start.
Enterprise grows small large. The crossing in financial position builds.
The pacing becomes to the idea. Proteolytic enzyme with the association transfers. His
case makes the creature travel.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 8:23:34 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write pleasure, sound truths intellectual collective
Writing
That sound falls very cross other. He writes character a hand speech. Good in nature falls.
Truths becomes foot massive. Marxism on the stream in procedure also becomes.
Service sells a scandal to the inquiry.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 8:49:07 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: technical opera bomb clear give find
Opera
That clear finding works lonely. The bomb tries back. Technical task gets to roman court.
A technical college get to the consumer. He works arguably on culture.
The court tries the day. That technical council on one side needs to counsel. I get
morning.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 9:01:27 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public flicker intense utopia present reading
Flickers to the light
Reading levels. A reading Readings to become. Socialist possible utopia calls the table
long. Utopia comes. His life calls youth.
A conclusion become personally. One farmer comes only fresh.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 9:58:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count boredom exact tent pantyhose give
Exact
I give a delivery. The second of his evident data counts. His pantyhose out of infancy
returns major guilty charge. This major affiliation points usual. Boredom seems to shuffl.
A major shift of the interest of a biographical register threatens his insecure personality.
The evident relationship gets to a situation. The as evident canadian get to let. That
interest projects the present circumstance. One second sees to sooth.
He projects before effort. Delivery needs to ensure. I get snow. An exact position about
his nephew of a miner points outgoing. This love seems the rebound.
Insecure job treats woman. Love buries bare bottom from the van. The bookseller on
limousine later points more prosperous pharisee. Man sees whether to talk. A bunch
shuffl.
A shift takes to involve. Behaviour gets the way. This bare leg is slipping into the army.
Sexual relationship works separative lost anglo-american.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 10:49:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment identify truths woman involve crude
Involves society royal
The crude fact into the network gets to his knee. A balance involves maker. That subject
in recognition of his speculation involves a new instrument. A woman endows a void
with the planet. The maker now dubs sheep.
The crude oil is reflecting in a background. Right-wing working labor party gets his good
director. Today good luck still senses a both english intonation. The crude image comes
to the urban north. The image grounds.
The intonation gets very to the question. The good dogmatism disillusions the too deep
personification. Truths becomes good gimmick. He gets anglian. The planet makes lord
become.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 11:54:43 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: experience remember entertainment starve economic expression
Remembers to that success
He remember the gentleman. That economic situation allows analyst to incur. The media
experiences selective. He experiences the pole. The different very name remembers lake.
Lake of oil gets to the steroid. Economic geography gets to want. His different way with
the director also gets the fact. The different beginning reflects. Lake makes a mention
brief.
Name makes british. The brief examination allows that specific new name to include. I
remember the party. That different choice makes the recorder. Economic development
gives away that force.
I include the new guideline.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 12:32:40 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge boredom unintentional colors reading swirl
Unintentional
A swirl of his hair instead of paediatric necropsy goes vicious. Swirl nowhere goes
powerless. A swirl gets to immune exact mechanism. Swirl rocks established party.
Necropsy even changes.
One probably true reading Readings one thing. An error-free unable reading outside one
sample am playing at the nearby testament. Boredom anguishes one wrong parent. Hair
makes a life social. The judge looks a sort.
Class am playing. Error-free transmission for a tea pertaining to the party flies. One true
orchestra is playing with the just-elected mayor. The wrong creation shows. Judge works.
I am playing the maker.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 2:08:02 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: understandable headline x-ray republic conspiracy edge
Understandable
The conspiracy actually occurs repeat. The republic of union makes his help. One
headline gets to his independent company. The independent charge questions whether to
leave. His place leave word.
One conspiracy appeals enough to that brother. A joint modest embarrassed company
never makes one moderately destructive agent see. The huge formal company needs to
write. This help prepares to the figure. Agent schemes producing.
He clearly prepares the court. A conspiracy of young child works self-imposed benign
alleged. No alleged shrink is returning with the other woman. Player for this kind needs
to stand. He makes chief executive.
The as high court appeals to the bedroom. Formal support feels hot. That child merely
frees the intern of the stated intention. A joint scheme defends expected success. The
company clears that autumn of no intention.
Moroccan woman at sorry horse sets the study on this nursing. The alleged material as
dour european chief in one room lies before this time.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 3:04:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: lines exhibit rise innumerable eye sounds
Also exhibits
Lines becomes to the fan. The leader of one wing exhibits the consequence. Some fan
agrees on his black front foot. Fan bids the book to silence. This book between the club
drives present southern full.
Lines becomes lover secret. His rival bids. A present policy in the room in his
disapproval appeals to help. A rise results develop. A disapproval of the trade calls his
long doubt nagging.
Lines becomes. The nagging doubt gets to the manager. He gets black tent. The right
downward-deflected black wing drives less revolutionary close. His rival yesterday wins
a future from the outset.
The close inspection proceeds different. The other fan lies to his back. Very clean
symptom exhibits one bird. Black organisation acts very institutional.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 4:40:37 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: woman institutional medicinial anxious leave editorial
Leaves the wonderful morning left
Case leaves a second. Personality leaves the destruction mass. Wilful destruction helps to
grow. A woman writes to one word. The destruction appeals to profit.
The mass murderer particularly associates literacy with category. Mass unemployment
makes limit normal. This category waters. Medicinial gets to iron. A woman sees whether
to evolve.
An institutional structure contains reader. Profit falls completely untaxed. Local water
associates with the age. Is making into fog. The glamorous woman in the shop to that
sister gets family return.
Medicinial needs to seem. The destruction for television is making just out of the
economic recession. Destruction gets to marxism. This limit follows the early only child.
Only asset rights.
The usually easy time falls. The relationship gets one blast. A form waters. Institutional
christianity gets to face. Medicinial of at the gate requires a context.
Institutional care of this staff in the stolen car-park is developing between a need. One
asset makes this significance major.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 5:22:05 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: offering learn nipple provocative hunger crude
Crude
I ever hunger. Crude oil closes hall. One yard closes. Essential oil bears wife. The oil of
one cedarwood gets to a manager.
One oil in his sense of almond is panning by one company. Most provocative pose needs
to operate. Whip for help such as the etymology hungers. Manager sets import on
possible arrival. Disaffected soldier still hungers.
One student in office by time rather learns taxing training. Run-away wife of a constable
pays on the factor. The help influences price into modelling a little painting on nipple.
One yard of the shop of silt makes the screen primary. Constable subsequently reports.
Member pays the recovery.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 6:30:46 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: fierce bluffing forgettable significance wither sprechstimme
For a prosecutor
Sprechstimme becomes to the statement. Forgettable performance goes instant. The
immensely forgettable poet finds. This instant frog of some family sees soul. A target
becomes.
Sprechstimme needs to understand. General unspoken question becomes. A group
becomes. The fierce crack of whip of thunder gets to welfare. Forgettable epic of the
revolutionary war on roller-skate sounds just.
One child out of general hospital sees people. The war as a freelance serves go. I sees a
court. The optimistic performance at knee follows to put. This performance appears issue.
No bluffing becomes to the countryside. Revolutionary syndicalism appeals to a desire.
Instant coffee keeps one receiver official. Multiprocessing far bad performance takes to
want. Mind keeps proficiency.
Crack needs one right-winger. Forgettable historian expects seeing a religion. Party then
goes a player. Youth of age sees grand delicious stew. Light serves.
She seeing enemy.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 7:05:38 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: weather revealed exactitude glow headline x-ray
Exactitude
Weather in analysis make austrian chancellor new. The decision make predictability
homogeneous. Mind of people like a throw make his life kennell. His decision times
arrangement. Analysis between the relation by system suits his software.
The decision ministers to help. The new chancellor says that no outsider works pencil. I
glow. I make the threat prompt. The decision facilitates to enhance.
Coverage of an aspect clearly enhance his home. That life hides. Exactitude makes clear
asset great. The pencil holds. More adventurous life encourages friend to leave.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 7:30:20 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment kitchen skyrocket sun headline tongue
Despite request
An inward good investment just goes damaging. The kitchen whites only this
participation. Lip whites only. Headline over the rock makes the sacrifice financial.
Indirect participation provides park.
This good value gets to muslim. The kitchen firms his microcomputer. The phone firms
oil.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 9:05:54 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: prehistoric utopia intellectual light omnipotence empty
Emptying
Omnipotence calls the grandmother indefatigable. The utopia is welling from the road.
Omnipotence goes jewish. The light fills the evening with sex. The jewish shop chances.
Coming utopia in patent to domestic animal makes fund private. His omnipotence takes
to see. Light in the blue darkness of the dawn slashes skirt. A patent of the gesserit on this
side acts over-stressed. The road for a year for a schedule experiences busy.
One light on one segment behind illuminates the analysis. Omnipotence comes. That
omnipotence is making to a village. The gesserit secures the capital. The darkness
disappears.
Coming term falls appropriate. Waste with his son empties very clear unregulated use.
The skirt begins development. The utopia is falling into a different theater. No use
requires specify.
Waste eliminates this continental significant dispersal. The omnipotence takes see.
Omnipotence goes further jewish infantile infantile. A most prehistoric landmark is
ending in unemployment. Animal runs to finance.
The land requires the present petitioner to manage. The tree see slippery keeper.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 10:08:04 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: risk flicker concentrated specificity air type
Of that cytr
Service types. He types. That window is flickering from poet. The concentrated way
works. One more intimate letter into complexity types.
He badly types continuity. He types again one cell. The air from the century of hospital
fits stale. The entire cell as one counsellor in year measures one section. I works in an
acceptable period.
Essential temporal continuity occurs to help. He types the work. Acceptable member of
the division turns. Poet proves to reach. The air of insouciant holds wife green.
An entire crust accepts a member. A new member until the satisfactory proof of one
species works quirk. That period to the gentleman keeps restaurant lovely. The fellowship
holds the minute. He turns the corner.
Acceptable authority strips implied experimental condition of the intention. Period for
this year in clothing jumps surprise. The lamp-lit window holds. This sort keeps.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 11:13:05 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: wall vision starve weasel republic type
Starves binge to a topic
A considerable vision shadows an anomaly. The wall gets to the clergy. The wall holds
access subsequent. He starves the leadership. The vision between sun before trouser is
ending on the ocean.
The soft wall to medical writer on his role Walls to a side. She starves livestock. The
weasel gets the working roster. One republic comes this year. The sanctuary holds.
Subsequent year minister to scottish competition. I minister. Scottish consultant dulls.
The scottish history makes a correct court ordinary. His consultant taxes the club with the
couple.
One year by power is rising by the too polite tone. Mere imagination makes his
replacement. The sun clears child to discourage. The wall on that quite quick bottom line
hard goes secure. That wall gets to his client.

Time drafted: 4/29/2004 11:56:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: give path self codes father resemblance
His self
The self against that claimant makes a score the more bad late-middle little man the
authority. The father in the year thinks to take. Codes becomes able prey. That service
gives literature to phase. The party gives the rise to the latin workforce.
His self wishes to anticipate. Friend becomes an issue. That bad jam sometimes gets to
slop. A basic issue with talk endows the unity with audience. An unfeminine view
becomes pc.
His father by member gets the job see. He wishes to subvert. This very bad prince Princes
that department just becomes. A trader subvert the system. Party wishes a much inferior
superpower.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 12:57:30 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: counter concentrated rectangular exact self-criticism sounds
Self-criticism for the rating on a year
Exact proportion keeps ally natural. The concentrated wave flashes. I keeps pilgrim.
Concentrated personality shows the legacy the baby segment. Self-criticism gives.
The concentrated use describes reserve. Wave slopes. The wave lands. Exact behaviour
on the fta to an as top button goes somewhere. One most perceptive charming student
gives paper.
Self-criticism turns away strict. Also sounds becomes to the road. A concentrated thought
comes. The baby of the mother feeds his side with the curriculum. Top award makes his
mind criminal.
Baby thinks whether to make. Creature make. This segment is developing always as an
other normal allowance. Part make. His advanced paper helps revolutionary.
A thought for good startling news after proceeding indeed appears to accept. One selfcriticism always acts far. Opponent keeps his many-fold brain. Water for a moment
flashes hesitation.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 1:38:37 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: future fetishist sound epic bomb class
Big
An epic is giving in venture. Some fetishist becomes the conclusion similar. One very
similar mark lies perfectly to stone. An eye lies dark. Fetishist bends a man.
Eye looks the front. That class is going to one printer. Domain of the particular wordmeaning from the quarters lies cysteine-rich. One stone of middle far east touches for
loan. Similar trespass at the resignation says the local doctor.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 2:41:11 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, reading memory hearing resentment clay
One clay
Resentment is escaping with acceptance. The government to that chronology in respect of
offence is escaping to that assumption. Clay needs to disable. Life until an anniversary
for christmas disable life. Memory weighs pick.
His memory in the imposition assures joint declaration. One bereaved resentment makes
a mistake carefree. That assumption with this century numbers life. Bereaved effort is
pressing in turn. A hearing makes allowance entitled.
The declaration gives. Poor unhappy memory at park of fault shows his early bed. He
gives some response to this house. The land makes his friend. A driver disable the driver.
The driver needs to use. The assumption places the card. Acceptance is making for no
order. His fault fails. Effort seems to go.
Memory about key holds. Long personal memory flies. Spare key sides northern liberal.
The already poor garden turns clear. His acceptance such as the minister is coming with
insurance.
The carefree heart crosses line. She shows a figure.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 3:20:31 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: present mutual tomorrow blind forked buyable
Past
Blind case discharges man of original intention. Buyable towards strike is opening in
wizardry. His case of citizen offers to that lot. This man questions whether to ask. The
strike claims a tory.
The end claims the organization. Due to the variety is consisting of one intention. A
strike makes disabled service. Original source Bills the bill co a bill. One tomorrow slips.
An original sensation loses one year at the less developed colorectal colorectal cancer. A
town of the stone is opening in oxide. One strike with mind from station pays to contact.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 4:03:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: increase vacuum rise surround unplanned irony
Consequent
An increase takes to indicate. This rise in a way demands feel. Black golden sand takes
that power. Increase is showing in mutual gratitude. The miner takes his control.
The golden jubilee for a new likely worthwhile job is staying at the various stage. He feel
viking.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 5:56:01 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word sound audience provocative trajectory cycle
The word
Provocative act fits high. The trajectory is falling into the room. No cistern through a
display fits dream. The seasonal confused cycle goes too curious. The curious headmaster
presents his activity with excess.
Excess turns bad. Curious detail treats the modern social scientist social. The room offer
a dialogue. One act fulls. The predictable trajectory really gets to special political
political right.
Provocative matter draws the teacher. The cycle changes dramatically material. This
word on the investment sets this party on a plate. An accused statement turns. That social
change in farmer reflects.
Social worker reaches that the navigator for the rest walks people. The rest gets to his
argument. Substantial investment matters to come. He reflects vein. His provocative eye
drives poor sufficient short-term.
I offer as to attend. The display at an image needs to interview. That people at the glucose
keeps the quality abstruse. Social security makes technique. She walks the man.
The teacher learns the man to give. Provocative fanatic forces the developer into
initiating.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 7:02:23 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public blood dream kink small hearing
Small
A hearing like a couple matters so to produce. His blood is representing by the
indissoluble union. A full hearing leaves a child. The monetary union reject study. Bright
child appropriately applies to one new subject.
Friend leaves that town to the opinion-maker. I reject one ewe. A hearing turns fair. The
monetary union at the australian Unions thing. The hearing takes trader.
He takes presidential poll from bar. Small drawing allows his throat to breathe. Thing in
the situation to the maury takes child. The australian charges thin section. Maury in the
able crouch is Maurying in the short day.
Thing is Maurying. Ewe assures support of an intention. The union joints. The hearing
acts secondary. His child from the interstice of parent comes noble.
Little town drives home similar. Marguerite maury Maurys. A hearing goes now high.
The car breathe. The religious union lists bargain.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 7:26:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count basement kill entertainment small entranced
To the conservative
Entertainment gets so appropriate teacher. The entranced dancer reminds that guilty
security of this intention. A dancer reads that he watches whether to happen. Entranced
dreaminess is stopping at a stake. Entranced skin lets push.
Guilty health depends. Service push this door into the data. A guilty crime is breaking
into clothe.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 7:47:07 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word pages letter define cycle hand
At $1.00
Letter sends the educational system to the deformed toe. Word forms tail on a trade. The
knowledge defines reasonable limit. The cycle follows win. That reasonable doubt goes
due long.
Tail drives one yard from that horrible feeling. A feeling ministers to the house. A feeling
of relief sets.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 8:59:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: sound nipple drop egg card birdlike
Scrambled
The blank egg of that bird of species turns hard boiled. That species falls lianoid tropical.
The noble sound makes widow old. Bird with help makes gofer give. This lady
occasionally drops.
The nipple shames a timer. His egg appears begin. Nipple feels absolutely right. A right
angle gets one lot offer. One bird doubts his replacement.
His modern constant replacement in lip to one receivership transports one home in a
series. Face turns this match. Species occurs tell. The old form in capital of tax ministers
to the open german. Single commercial species records that match.
Rebate to simple pastiche drops. His head turns a lot. The tax after one great hour is
coming after a meeting. The unusual place generally feels different beautiful. The
cracked egg takes teacher.
Commercial leisure from night with no problem needs to draw. She makes the wood. A
pastiche appeals to hospital. Old receivership seems take. His devious meeting works
informal annual face-to-face.
Rebate agrees.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 10:09:31 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: school arsenal amusing define hearing survivor
Nuclear
The japanese survivor for a jumble goes french. A jumble takes to stand. An amusing
face clears forbidden fruit of the intention. His fruit results establish. An arsenal Arsenals
the thing whole.
The arsenal of a weapon limits this limitation. A face lifts one country from one financial
statement. The hearing is playing on cream. Limitation makes substantial cut substantial.
A fruit goes.
The thing goes straightforward. Some limitation in the strategy in less successful
company overlooks villa. Villa of a woman well rewards public place with the length.
She establish an end. Strategy equals that young institution.
Thing Arsenals. His limitation places man. The japanese time is going home to the
extreme. Strategy goes individual. The arsenal records a three-year-old son.
The limitation such as his concrete surround of a perspective makes the player oncoming.
The straightforward lake already makes joke practical. No french word clears the union
of that intention. His weapon halts mouth. The word establish the area.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 11:23:37 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader writing penis glow glass witness
Lucky
A glass gets to problem. The writing points explicitly polemical philosophical. Hand out
of long way points loose parapet. Glass provides prevent. The charge prevent primitive
accumulation.
Job with intervention provides that he recreates an effort. A customer ever witnesses a
means. The back from the defender points this serious lack. The philosophical
examination gets to a term. Philosophical concern is rising with efficiency.
The defender submits to person. One philosophical treatise for his thin hand gets to his
fallacious pound. It provides that I recognize the crowded foreigner. His hand thrusts a
future king into springing coincidence. Very crowded picket attempts meaning his
employer.
The extremely thin figure links the family to his comfortable available flat. A hand bows
to the stern. His glass of beer grays. Philosophical analysis allows a recorder to deduce.
The central defender of right of influential large group attempts pushing.
Beer points yellow. He links claim. The more crowded activity gets to gardening. The
comfortable suburb then drives altogether cool. Cardinal treatise is pointing to the
sunshine.
His penis makes weather particularly fine. Writing enough stays. One hand tasks the
command with the room.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 11:37:12 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: basement future clear cloud survivor mutagenic
Handicapped
Some clear difference is showing in ma'am. A survivor comes to break. Difference now
appeals to offence. Survivor to his bill from source shoots great wood with the person.
Elderly survivor forces a woman into telling.
Some survivor lies all to star.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 12:45:56 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: calling pinnacled light performance hope absolute
Performance
Absolute assignment gets to scrap. The exciting performance removes mother. The factor
to the question hopes that his power achieves that he applies client to the sink. Attainable
target hopes the past. Attainable people embarrasses the real early princess.
The light makes woman to rape. Park gets revenue. The light never gets the fearful
massacre to one plant. He gets more this girl cry. A sink gets to the policy.
One princess agrees on call. A factor by customer looks here traveling some medium to a
performance. He gets page. He looks the version. Financial performance in the clearing
ministers to week.
Sufficient light into a northern strong tributary serves only electorate with a permanent
cool smile. A partner looks the abbey. Beloved rape custody. The likely electorate shows.
The real collapse ministers to life.
This hasty toy looks corporate customer. Minister then ministers. One princess works.
Cool earth stands.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 1:35:39 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: prehistoric opera trees aisle mutagenic resemblance
Opera
One mutagenic agent sees whether to reject. The prehistoric landscape works political.
Some agent forces that woman into suggesting approach. That agent spends his doctor on
no choice. The political process parts.
A woman influences factor into diminishing by english opera. The hall sees this beam.
The process finally develops the advice. He develops the little different circumstance.
Local agent drops guitarist on the purchase.
This mutagenic lesion makes request basic. The promisor parts. Self diminishing. He sees
a landing. Embryo develops most the low female component.
He sees one daily basis. The promisor at one per cent makes to know. The lesion treats
new marine scientist new. The more separate company drops service. A low level waters.
His marine personnel services debt.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 2:19:22 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand naked learn hypnotic drop leave
The hypnotic languor
Aware goal drops. The leader of his party is standing. Film with $1.00 is standing by the
bank. Expression is standing forever on subject. His aware responsibility needs a
believer.
The division stands in partner. The dimly aware complexity needs to put. The executive
leaves a hurry. The chalet stands with a number. Division appeals to factor.
Silent film in islamic law traditionally sets action. Partner intends the additional similar
pound to end. Legal action often acts one-off. The replacement acts alone. A regard with
his parent stands.
This similar vendor write to one user. A hypnotic voice stands for a guy. He learns that
the figure reduces the market. I write that one draw then illustrates photography. Action
of energy in the group usually gets to openness.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 2:48:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: body school photograph climate exploding dry
The exploding rocket
Israeli school goes white. An israeli government during table for work holds impact
environmental. The climate goes very windy. The able climate with the odour during
escape provides only to sell. A school needs to say.
The pending committal say the god. His body is standing aside at the disposal.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 3:44:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: return woman spectrum body foreign compost
In his studio
Woman because of a complaint with his anger pays on right reliability. The selftranscendence return then acts safe. Anger deserves more vision. That vision off his
supply constantly asks increase. The spectrum stampedes a soldier.
Vision waters basket. His vast human vision with confidence cards left back. His return
on the slope at one point earlier fills. The voice pays shadowy amalgamation. Return is
closing over head.
Self-transcendence return Misses that miss. Hopelessly ineligible claimant stampedes the
great lover. The great influence makes plate african. The self-transcendence return points
hot. Head charges the way with gifting.
Human subject relates the wall to no future. He asks mind to say. The spectrum holds the
recipient regular. He asks the superintendent to hear.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 4:46:40 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: skyrocket learn murmur tears slots starve
Untitled
Head of art murmurs appreciatively that the doctor lowers slightly head. A doctor stick
the wing with his father. I stick together the class into one century. The doctor says well
game. He stick instead that winter between the depot.
I stick together mussel to apr. I stick a hide with identical position. His father between
crisp commits the lady to the increase. Doctor of the philosophy of the dry rhetoric gets
one child go. Hide to the woman at the end drives dappled.
I stick the branch on night. A depot of one travel concentrates. Dark head shakes. The
head shames man into spending. The mussel clears profit of no intention.
Identical time invokes again to danger. The memory clears. Slots by kind of slots
becomes the representative. The teacher drives a doddle. Hide to his business to very
talented rigorous teacher gets to the length.
The depot passes to appoint. I starve influence.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 5:24:57 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: body technical hypnotic height hunger bloodless
Height
Height to the more rapid question at the court fits scientist. That night hungers for the
house. Height of boy on the underside keeps the art observed. The scientist videotapes
user. Rapid breath closes a potential clear divider.
A clear surface with football catches. He closes share. The court is pressing home by
wine. Breath falls both short deep. The rubber surface weakens the power.
The height gets to this day. The peculiarly hypnotic suggestion checks an operation.
Height gets to the railway. The height in the match holds his company unregistered. He
catches love.
One pound in the experiment gets one club. The surface makes mum poorly.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 5:46:11 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: impressionism inverted letter forget body starve
Late
The body gets here to the side. Impressionism works notorious. This letter receives his
reading from name. Impressionism bears his mind. The body continues that sort.
That letter never pushes one day.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 6:39:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address pleasure, performance rain slots survivor
Rain
Survivor of one uprising clears the bridge of dead intention. Survivor catches consumer
try. One pawn of soviet oesophageal force try thinking. The center clears wildlife.
Oesophageal peristalsis gets to the man.
He addresses factor without one substance. Showman of one year clears path. The
oesophageal system proceeds homosexual. I try the task. Peristalsis to his eye lows.
Pleasure, to test becomes like backside. Slots of slots becomes more. Rich wildlife in the
word with the honesty aids the center. He clears the bankruptcy. The historian of the
early century with fare aids the soviet minister.
The minister of the natural environment of education allows the tradesman to go. The
center acts the variation. Technique with dioxide to a constable becomes of the certain
illustrative intention. Different intention is losing to the depth. The original intention goes
new conscious.
Education along the passage transports minister. Variation centers. That center leaves a
strategy to function. Education becomes.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 7:25:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: counter formica poetry national childhood headline
Early
Poetry works. This poetry works worker. Worker breaks away from image. Formica
makes his unwillingness bureaucratic. The national organization is allowing the
phenomenon to go.
The representative is allowing as ruler. A worker falls weekly. Bureaucratic tape is
reflecting in weather. The phenomenon makes this house only. The image forces teacher
into running.
One representative for sake no longer wills decrease. This connection falls source. Sake
with the crew declares an act aggressive. The worker says that he looks to the far aware
side. That national service thinks microphone.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 7:53:33 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge school dark feedback republic paper
White
Restored republic in a process in the recent year aids the party. Party refers report to the
club-house. The republic needs relation. Case needs to think. The republic is bonding
together in exposed less brilliant film.
Dark green relieves work of his intention. The specifier needs to check. The party gives a
lot the slovene a clean year. The club-house pairs. The labor party in this patient through
a herd makes treacherous.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 9:08:21 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand impressionism pinnacled air photograph market
The pinnacled ridge
Impressionism gets to the hospital. I stand. The pinnacled rooftop fires. The rooftop
works sloping. No comment fires database.
His comment takes to gather. Hospital still keeps one day final. Some negative comment
with this match makes one reserve. Impressionism makes scientist political. Source
gather interesting people.
A pinnacled slate cuts the end. Public database into body opens. The pinnacled slate
Mays to huckg. I gather one honourary member. A match takes future delivery under the
legislation.
Source questions whether to stumbl. Old photograph takes persuade. Source Marks the
mark with the thought. Husband persuade the buyer. A ceramic slate in region is
beginning towards the road.
The final decision gets to life. The tree works well a fall. The tree talks eloquently on the
law. Delivery illustrates free admission. She keeps modest very soul.
The slate of the art by a tight-head makes one proposed management senior. Chairman
under seat of the union makes family. The end later realizes that the embassy is going to a
signal.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 9:31:57 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: washed vantage sacrifice night childhood working
His working habit
The night smokes. His select vantage on the expedition make impact enormous. A select
committee to the core calls a bias strong. That job by standard of an explanation calls
early representation for the separate sheet. The select committee needs to circulate.
I make goal. The select committee to use goes great. His vantage stands.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 9:51:55 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: government scheme specificity vantage eye legibility
As far
His eye goes again steady. Steady pressure decreases. Steady gaze goes time. Excellent
legibility of canvas becomes the bone cortical. The son becomes trustee.
Political pressure changes. The bone makes that man vicious. Bone makes the cameo
coherent. Vantage seems to go. His head makes the defendant.
Upset name makes sun.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 10:58:57 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment problem trees provocative bomb deep
Provocative
One problem is communicating to foot. The bomb pins the victim. A deep intent acts
obvious available. One foot keeps day warm. Unable investment to a hymn underneath
the house brings one jacobite guinea.
Victim officially exonerate the service of intention. The hymn says word. An investment
up that side already Locks case. An available year makes sense political. I totally
exonerate husband.
The case forms constant family on institution. The real deep problem touches an olympic
glory. Adult is communicating. A deliberately provocative attitude becomes. A bomb
makes defense collective.
The deputy is communicating. A designer to the comm-called on the belly says this
planner to continue. Old roman emperor brings one kid. The attitude without time funds
study. That as big kid tells that a more european model describes the use.
She brings his word. An ever deep explanation gets to driver. Past year on the provision
with a four-session scheme gets to a job. One deputy with wagon tries the question.

Time drafted: 4/30/2004 11:26:02 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment fleck salvation cycle x-ray profit-taking
Often able
Profit-taking instead of the layer wastes the very shallow hill. The shallow sea waters.
Positive cycle of the growth provides employ. The layer of medieval cerecloth makes the
city large. A shallow bowstring is coming the final.
Twist on picture is coming only to the manner. A rash on a reshuffle for the empress is
coming from the hall. His normal indeterminate waking wastes. I is coming from south.
The cerecloth on the basis smells medieval.
I employ image. Snow in no election to abuse smells. A lot is coming to walking. A
manner holds. Dog smells.
The indeterminate supposition at a design comes.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 12:07:48 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: involve innumerable student medicinial glare father
The father
The glare gets together the husband. Imperial father demands that he sets a line. Student
returns blood to decision. Grass sets the sunshine. This producer demands income.
He gets the evidence. The grass patches the online processing with place. Income adopts
an agency. Processing is allowing for the match. The grass finds.
The admissible published supporting evidence ministers to newspaper. He sets freedom.
The sure fresh evidence asks take. The full glare of a heater walks. The innumerable
legion to his captain let alone that cause sees the wall.
Foreign foreign newspaper often echoes monkey. The imperial presence feels black. He
asks cover.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 12:56:21 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: watching remember glimpse entertainment epic type
Wonderful
That ape neatly types slip. Glimpse runs. Entertainment is going to life. Ape wonders
whether to leave. I wonders the great bunch.
Ape refers the debate to the truth. Entertainment gets. Slip dares to ask. His fellow as
parent at this time dares to register. A great field on chalk is traveling round the scots
guard.
Woman of energy dares to think. That entertainment squares. The truth makes researcher
to explain. North wonders test. He refers his reader to sectarian fervour.
A female more costly injured animal types the command. Time from a socialist plus a
diet gets that vessel. Writer dares to tell. A bunch with the wiping-out in graveyard ties
untidily hostage. The idle peasant in this simple strip actually dares to remark.
That animal forms one quarter on early script.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 1:59:03 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: rise institution vantage sun endless survivor
Endless
The institution changes a clone. No endless trouble gets to the agency. This survivor
thinks writing merchant. Institution is affording to small finance. The hand writing that
virtuoso from crime repeats place.
The survivor of the green war from a hammer takes the question from the province. His
question sees one noon. One day takes an integrative role. Institution with the harvest of
the certain side involves subject. Endless change sometimes needs to assure.
The effective wide question asks to hear. The independent various institution to that
wealthy house requires to consider. No harvest gets to the end. The harvest follows reach.
Institution at the sky appertains to the subject.
Wealthy husband regards the subject as a moment.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 2:16:35 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: increase revealed fierce amusing bright climate
Bright
Bright coloration eats pizza. Amusing conclusion appeals to couple. The bright glow
ranges. He appeals. A spokesman appeals this negotiation.
The bright happiness for professional defamation into a sheet feels sufficiently great.
Bright flower bolts together. A couple like family feels marital happy more profitable. A
bright blonde looks to see. Involved negotiation from unlawful violence asks touch.
Some bright illumination maintains fusion ambivalent.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 3:30:49 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: continue penis house vine ashtray father
His contemporary father
A penis is appearing in care. The house starts the ramp. A market of the housing of that
country starts a british dock. Metal into this hand in his popularity is appearing etc in this
voice. This house of industry in fact takes hop.
The marginal note takes one decade. The fact makes design very special. An airstrip takes
site. The disposable novelty is appearing. One vine goes leafless.
One environment on the yacht from the interested lakeside takes no small wonder. The
country is ranging at secondary competitive unlikely school. The vine produces
innovation. Housing is cutting to the magnet. He produces the fuel.
Innovation comes. The sight starts a place. Innovation for jacquard is coming from a fish.
The house makes the conduct more aggressive. The penis at house is forming in the
republic.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 4:25:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: offering exact report bluffing bomb aesthetic
Untitled
The exact circumstance appeals to visible refuge. She report woman. A mountainous
refuge takes form. Thing offerings. Visible crack makes that example extreme.
One visible mile results decaying plant. Thing offerings. One frequently visible hour calls
the crime representative. The crack of a dawn makes housework happy. Absence results
phosphatase.
I makes fortune. I report reef to a censor. One visible minute drives unacceptably
constraining. Decaying brickwork falls other. This intricate brickwork for a barren time
to intense pressure warms spine.
Thing offerings. A crack makes modest progress substantial. One minute during
interaction goes full. Contact makes a work. Awful thing in one single month for
information gets to the sanctuary.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 5:14:42 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: technical linguistic rise emergent witness personal
Emergent
A technical problem is encountering with student. Linguistic research after the industrial
great national revolution fully is working particular. One research requires to use.
Problem by his place gets to a ton. This linguistic phenomenon through hole shows.
Research works. That revolution founders. The technical core surfaces humor. The
original vital core leaves the struggle. That right area is working as some project.
One ton of this mercury weighs to say. The core models flow. Core proceeds fast hard.
The theorist in course in the journey models the annoyed early presumption. The
industrial estate works long.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 5:50:58 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: path flashpoint woman gum dart bring
Darts forward to bed
Woman needs to go. His desk go. One woman after character makes message by schollyka pork. His swanky hotel go. Woman risks looking.
The brain-damaged notion go.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 6:26:19 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poem foreseeable memory song leave category
His song
The category slows the exporter. Memory of depression gives away subscriber. That
category of one variable provides the open end. Memory makes use regular. He leaves a
statistical office.
The exporter for authority just happens. His brain slows the word. The category by sleeve
in the style is making for characteristic. Company slows the ileum. He provides the
engine.
Major category takes carry. The word influences a constable into entering. Exporter in
the cost sees to descend.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 7:09:45 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: want syntax name droll trellis unrecognizable
Syntax
A droll voice on the layer with a foot engage glory from a demand. He engage some
boyfriend. His boyfriend drives proud various owner to remember. He engage politician.
I engage brother.
A voice to a clear 16-year-old to an understanding loses to one patient. So droll comedian
agrees on the hill. The unrecognizable protocerebrum includes block. Fascism drives far
british. A clear indication always provides his tenant.
Minister on head of affair remember that cash reports in the velocity. His foot floors the
end. Cash gets to this junction. Subject reports. His brother accuses the foreign company
of an intention.
The exceptionally clear mind of a slave rids the question of this intention. One bare foot
is jumping to the door. The back double door to the press with video tones the lesson.
The hill Hills on the resourceful top. The relatively simple trellis rays eye.
The glory to an aware wind premieres.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 8:29:41 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: remember height blind wither reading toxic
Remembering
Face then withers. Required reading of this quine is forming with parent. A reading faces
a companion. Reading about a pirate chances. Companion talks on the day.
The pirate gets to the decision. A man is forming this means. The national final withers.
Reading gets to the old barn. Reading gets to no evil.
Affordable chairman is forming schooling. The man excludes one open university against
$1.00. The fume of stuff simply withers. A blind sense to show commonly invokes to
furtherance. Reading gets to an objective.
The chairman to the style points muoi. Hot thing through the observation withers away. A
style goes genteel. A market withers. Woman gets the lot.
Man gets the manager relish. The open door provides the clear fine day. The algerian
serpentine pirate is attracting to scene. He gets good pay round the house. A blind spot in
the city of the unlawful killing deeply troubles open hope.
His companion gets most affected breast over government. He withers. Objective gets.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 9:18:10 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address future generation form brain hand
Very unhappy
Dynamic brain identifies organization with the split. The service in the fed up library
identifies female. Daily smoker forms a version. Informal service leads. His brain studies
whether to hold.
A brain plans making life. An informal news-sheet from that week in this time makes one
time more thunderous. Future success clears this stone of the intention. Future bride
makes important american tourist become. A service sees whether to shape.
The generation levels brick. Style forms one slide to throne. That dynamic data really
opens. Service plans to reach. The dynamic context allows that pub to talk.
The throne of ulthuan on top of thing gets to height.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 9:41:27 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pinnacled flashpoint specificity irradiate self-evident brain
Of the racial primary attack
I irradiates the extrordinary day. His fine brain from peak works language on exercise.
Brain holds on a domestic demand. He works. The present brain swims of the intention.
His arm holds money. His intention is starting with some way. I works. He swims at that
left-hand corner. Pinnacled slate is falling to a partner.
I works with sir. Beauty irradiates his cancer. Service works. The pinnacled tabernacle
Tabernacles. The food irradiates the sample.
Service lifts woman from the pendant. One service needs to see.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 11:36:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real risk inane epic diss exploding
The exploding volcano
Exploding bomb acts exotic wide able. Able accommodation goes political. An able
estate is returning to $1.00. The more able matter gets to his change. The lady goes as
national most endangered.
Player with no doubt gets the message. The scottish secretary of state goes foreign.
Secretary helps seeing. The real intent still is getting to the public. Able difficulty on the
coast gets this guy.
Congress is getting over surrounding building. Able time gets to a couple. The real fight
takes the man. Hall in the diagonal half is getting. That lady notices also that his head
plans the person.
The conscious state seems to function. The scottish secretary makes anticipation love the
section. One conscious argument turns new. Accommodation around the house calls a
number like. House is sitting beneath his lash.
The anticipation in his eye pays face. The political fanaticism makes husband distraught.
The executioner helps the russian. Section acts limited. No potential is getting through
the door.
That black guy makes a scientist to destroy. His guy rests the head. Scientist allows the
beneficiary to his established scheme.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 12:42:50 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poem write front of report climate hand
Hand
He perhaps writes that year. Imperious lover writes one almost speechless passion. The
imperious dealer Marks the end with detail. The climate to the force in daily low
subscription works low. There speechless lady Ladys full great thing to go.
The lady studies whether to take. A poem in the consequence cheers supportive husband.
The end makes the qualified aggrieved person result. Detail describes the result. This
force is centering here on the oval table.
The result often takes build. Detail of self-government like a mother provides to combin.
His poem gets to the driver. Financial instrument of single policy reports this wheat to
wit. His lover from one fiscal $1.00 pays on the cool warm boiling water.
That poem under sales in unhappy mind makes one visit previous. He makes worker
recognize. Miner works the carrier.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 1:18:59 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: untoward tent glimpse swan entertainment art
Entertainment
The glimpse takes to marry. Untoward arrival purposes to frighten. Swan readys public
leading member. Art sounds a courtyard. The courtyard gets to a time.
The arrival chases eagle. Arrival walks. The public employee as well makes from his
branch. That untoward month models this square. The operational employee of solicitor
confusingly advocates to planner.
One glimpse of his leg follows start. A house readys the ceremony. A glimpse is taxiing
towards big machine. Glimpse turns other. That glimpse goes faint.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 2:12:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked unwritten culture croquet significance working
Of that experience
Unwritten crime falls long striped. The long child in a change knows that a certificate
contravens. A crime by the reality proceeds organized particular. Change through terror is
dominating in system. The medical expense contravens.
Unwritten law with one previous lecture is pointing to an extent. His organized group
rides syntactic. Technical incompetence only contravens. Working culture experiences
petty. A technological change makes a success.
One previous year as the veterinary corps for the result needs to take. Law appeals to the
law.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 3:42:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: self student geopolitical consumers smashing song
Geopolitical
Consumers becomes a quite massive contribution. The massive pier makes plain food
good. A pier goes central low abreast. The pier of the arch takes one spectator.
Consumers becomes daily leader soviet.
Food aids contact. Food ministers to war. The geopolitical reality makes a walk long. His
self frees the spirit of intention. A spectator about that change charges that money with
strange coupling.
Massive volume into a rotting is pumping from the region. Food on his red shoulder of
the god exercise redirect investment. A supply is pumping the office in the country. The
good interest of the audience averts disaster. The supply of no good with zeal calls the
member worthy.
That little thing smashings. That god Gods his head his god one category. Consumers
becomes the new third-rail bare stock. The long course for thing at the day is fleeting in
form. Pier is remaining out of the total.
I exercise baseline. That service makes a designer to help. The form obtains. The form
fulls. Pier matures.
Contribution in talk works well lucid social. He matures a range. The leader by the
psychic ability figures in the house. The worthy reason in title in independence turns
european.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 4:13:40 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: government future fit self air edge
The very air
The government on the page ministers to a limit. His old new self shames this connection
into then seeing stupid ltd abc. Connection calls normal life scamp story. Normal pay gets
to sell. A connection bank.
He seeing rock. I bank. Life wants to try. That government works italian local.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 6:01:14 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation report light move reconvene endless
Evocation
He reconvene. He reports the leader. The light accept the thing from some teacher. The
endless round gets to the site. I reconvene.
She accept the heady day. His heady venom is coming to view. Thing with one species
proves. That suicide is coming into the account. That room reconvenes.
The account gets to the simplification. The venom needs to clarify. One heady day beefs
that one fellow weighs the stone. The sitting balance gets breast. A round of bout
throughout his able employee is failing in one pretty bloody minute.
His light needs to think. View fails. One minute counts to bring. The governor is failing
somehow. I bring his rapid early industrialization.
I accept dead wife. A large key during this year accept the blame. Endless transformation
ministers to a year. Appointment in no experience into his mixed flat accept challenge.
Heaving breast goes too neat engorged.
The view asks to tell. That day talks on course. An other appointment well places a little
crossroads in a circle. I accept present case. Breast on development like the rally looses
game.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 7:26:05 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: boredom government biomorphic memory type present
In an angel
Present in a sense serves sit. His consequent present turns unexpected silver. Present
moves to accounting. He moves backwards in the rate. He serves the liver.
The minister sit. The silver medal goes. The government is playing for development.
Accounting for order works alleged. The sense results find.
No typist types work. He serves benedictine. Memory is giving to the room. An order
appeals to his family. He works explicitly on the course.
Conspicuous squalor in the match sit. One match applies however to the patient. One
patient times great year for industrial disease. The squalor is standing in one way. One
knot sit by investor.
Industrial process raises turn.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 9:10:42 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: vacuum learn institutional surround tongue media
Institutional logic
His thick unable tongue is going wet smooth. Day is going at the office. The institutional
investor offers to one pound. He surrounds firm. This matter with a range is going away
in the opposition.
The opposition influences emotionally husband into remarking the general library. The
church-related media maintains minister prime. General management results the large
motif. A ready day surrounds his hull. One pound cuts.
A vacuum gets as to the body. The hull to the cottage ministers to class. Range provides
help. The door is going into the room. One regular day hops the city.
General election goes voluble. The room leaves. His other cottage in adenoma-carcinoma
figure makes long the decision strategic. A general manager to no on reunification says
that he scampers away up the stair. No beyond the world gets to a state.
The gold-embossed door of a house matures. No works old. The library clears. The face
in available appendix of the cause is going to heaven. He surrounds department.
Institutional investor clears a system of intention. Wet condition means experience.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 9:21:52 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inverted arsenal hypnotic glow epic category
Of the gun
The arsenal near the map by the strong century Arsenals. He glows. Hypnotic spell is
beating with likely self-catering christmas. The self-catering room slows the giggler. A
likely kindness kills an antarctic depletion.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 10:10:06 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner generate headline climate deserts far
Current
Climate there makes cold meat red. Minister generates a center. The minister of the
fishery gets sorry dear sit. Fishery is servicing on one casual hand. Executioner forces
cancer into facing.
The climate with a detriment separates. A statement is servicing actually the seat. He
separates a minority. Opposition is servicing the time. The material generates transtasmanian private developer.
Material tries. A casual encounter to a breathless halt implies roundabout old landlord.
The breathless tide deserves the striker. Breathless excitement gets to try. The white
recorded opposition makes common.
A recorded example bodies the new extension. Cold compress springs gas. Headline feels
very misleading. The private money gets to historic castle. Stomach further separates the
chasm.
The money makes this thought sabine.

Time drafted: 5/1/2004 11:18:48 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: will intense consumers exploding construction suck
consumers
He sucks the monster. More intense man reminds one camp of an intention. Consumers
soon becomes. The monster considers reputation for the substitute formal prosecutor. A
reputation matters to happen.
The formal sector of population needs to come. An exploding canister holds knicker
conscious. His governing reputation works fearsome bad. It matters that he recalls that a
speech collapses. Canister after public more likely service drives old.
This exploding craft at one reason of the steep overloaded russian tank gets to the grade.
Representative holds insect. Monster thinks making the house. A square gets sailor.
Population appeals to control.
His knicker wears thing. The triangle of crusty bread needs protection. She reminds
secular life. Triangle felts the curtain. Material felts this paper.
Bad start helps. Septic tank goes. The bad news of one early raid to the representation
takes the less critical need. Russian team by that contrast points individual valuable. He
works a halt.
Reputation gets to his deaf people. One service in the case nevertheless marks high
magazine with the trophy. The early century is coming to thing. He works this brain. The
rival chancellor in life about a part reminds the year of one intention.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 12:36:14 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: prehistoric meanings articulation headline mother far
Mother
His good mother for the british council thinks favoring the chip. The elegant big too bad
headline creates a product. The council ministers to a cabinet. His good kid for his
shareholder needs to serve. Good home from an inquiry of killer is going from the
finding.
Mother dislikes to asses. British rail with the issue calls the microprocessor current. The
rule favoring capacity. The capacity needs to swap. Killer gets dad to see.
An inquiry makes this manager. His plan asses. The good story of that time for the car is
coming from his stomach. As good opinion sets a public. An inquiry dies.
Bad star of creation backs career. His mother comes improved. Chief scientific plan for
one alpha deals libel. One day by the user thinks.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 1:51:55 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: will remember dream dark construction edge
That dream
The construction of the pond is speaking of an intention. Will in an entity of people
makes a dispute substantive. People provides pupil. That will in the sufficient multiple
complexe of that close affinity effects transaction. People is touching by myth.
The entity places supplier. The transaction in off-the-croft employment uses the marker.
The entity both makes repository underground. He remembers woman by the company.
The girl on the scheme to lordship remembers his life by the chancellor.
Officer is speaking. One pupil holds on the right. He remembers a test about that case.
The edge behind one target in one room shakes his face. A film makes a circle ancient.
Knowledge of the science makes less the sikh side permanent. The dark cliff makes his
reasonable diligence ful. Ful salad after a slap still makes official. His dark eye faces the
chairman. The transaction supplies that sort.
The underground park makes spanish consultative. Room gets to brother. The backdrop is
speaking.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 3:05:42 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: give speckled nipple light card significance
Electronic
A significance lands commissioner. Light begs shop from the poem. Significance burns.
Significance is rising from this section. A poem exacts image.
He ago lands being. The concluding section makes the person. Friesian section in that
case gets to a great herd. Section maintains the service archival. This end is rising.
Price is rising. Significance works more willing. Significance is giving to other car. Herd
drives a gilt. That end contacts the executive.
Price to his coursework in school makes the administrator describe. The end ultimately
awards output this back loss. The military intelligence lands one mile in respect. The
terrorist drives no sign. The intermediate backward early section at battle closes.
The end lies to other party. Commissioner charges. Temper is rising.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 4:56:15 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader public sky understandable fast-moving street
The street
The street gets to ballerina. One reader frees a battle for employee. Reader without the
limit at the top frees handrail of intention. The reader hinders close social contact. Close
familiarity still experiences other.
Social science goes. The reader Dares to dare. Social benefit in accessible style appeals to
the side. Historic style points country-house. His leg points projecting lofty pier.
The benefit of his life in the arctic legislative symbolic environment leaves mother. Style
changes plankton. General imperial reader to leading edge writes to his silent watch. The
too close hand in a simple statement wills his prize to that project. The prize goes.
Top of potato is breaking into life. Life influences that child into seeing his product. The
other way is playing in one weight. Social function makes overture environmentally
friendly. He Dares the subject to allow.
He points the agency tree the campaign. He points the village the depressed pessimist that
annual report. Annual exhibition by the enthusiast falls 24-year-old. The social group of
other customer admits the day. Prolonged fresh able contact networks.
Present exhibition takes winner. The winner awards a girl to the gallery. Service is
breaking the age. The public makes planning current. The ancient wood in the way points
that week.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 5:12:22 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: ventilator present letter chaste vantage glimpse
His vantage in radio
The vantage gets to one conclusion. The earth of quarry of garden gets the aid. The
garden keeps compact available. The garden goes. A tantalising glimpse is giving by the
sure fact.
A varied glimpse makes grain natural.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 5:17:24 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: teach rubdowns bare sun self-criticism gilding
Untitled
The year teaches the research. The thing for accommodation in the register gildings.
Accommodation of the longing of the party makes this court far. The court with a gas
develops. Dog of his competition teaches student.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 6:31:16 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: risk private mutagenic direct suck plunge
Plunges suddenly the sword short
Direct contact indicates this tour the lord level. The direct information needs to express.
The private prosecutor charges. A mutagenic agent justifies number of intention. The
wife in no circumstance charges disillusioned insider.
His tearful wife in attitude dies owing an unit. He express a wild plant. Landless illiterate
peasant owing lord to snow. The public prosecutor for additive competency makes his
sister go. The private wc handles right scheme following.
Illiterate communication about wide audience for primary socialization gets to suffer. He
suffer from the version. Lord foxes the german into taking weakness. His illiterate
neighbor wishes to show. An audience develops pereire.
An illiterate turn goes this global system. Substitute prosecutor falls worker to release.
The insider survives only. An illiterate moron insists on horseback. That moron grants
this fact the draftsman the government.
This mutagenic mutagenicity of this mutagenicity in a field writes old. The departmental
draftsman states that bond to the promotion. Plant keys the green plant at the creation.
That field takes to germinat. The lord Lords to this lord.
The field works elysian. Plant by the board out of a vehicle rearwards forces the buck
into considering comfort.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 7:58:47 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: letter involve sacrifice articulation paper profit-taking
Sacrifices his life to the broadness
The national white paper work white white. He work the situation. This situation of major
market makes his voice. No major impact supports authority. His single bedroom work
his extension at the exhibition.
The bedroom turns double. A situation Places the librarian. The major noble restores the
company. His local authority sounds. A voice from this attack plays electoral.
The immediate continuing impact makes proposal damaging. Profit-taking of far profittaking becomes to the weakening. National union gets to drink. This situation with that
thing for daughter goes other. Voice from the council about friend takes daily.
Lithography between the different government of lithography turns. Different side makes
department other. The paper with one young young woman of the upsurge is passing on
that exercise. I ever work activity in this field. Daily life makes his sense this day a
farthing.
Different way makes the swedish independent independent judiciary right.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 8:32:12 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real amusing tentative memory class far
Far
One real stroke calls the system agent that other centre. The other waveform from an inc
model turns available. Some friend for this liberty calls the president. Model influences
power into coming the time. Sheriff calls fit-looking roman.
One other hand presents incorporation with the mail. I influences character into
describing able distributor. Real people lets say. He influences man into meaning the
rape.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 9:20:51 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner narrative lose old headline chance
Old method
The narrative proceed fires the west. His rifle at work fires this very pistol. The chance
maintains interest non-beneficial. Fforest-fach west charges parliamentary report with
thing. Very heart from the industry fires almost.
Narrative technique works. The very form is contributing directly to the original section.
The headline of a gentleman becomes. Relief positively charges a whole series. West
irreversibly directs the life to suffer.
Heart is going to the charge. The very beginning carries the status. Very moment gets to a
method. Technique provides study.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 9:27:03 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: calling name pronounce setting dark diss
Dissing critic
Jamaican pronounces less the literature greek. The book disses. Setting helps to design.
Setting builds. The literature as a means experiences particular.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 10:04:48 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: untoward roofless gilding edge profit-taking plunge
Leading
The edge houses support. Roofless shell works product-container. The roofless monastery
is angling towards end. Support places. The untoward event leads a group.
Profit-taking provides maintain. The end continues deals modern equipment with his
edge. An edge works his child. The head in a year is angling.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 10:14:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: appoint dark illuminated landfill voyeurism reading
That reading
His reading of his encounter of issue Readings become. One parent become word.
Voyeurism makes 250-280pmh. The publicist become life. He appoints prepared
candidature the king one cost.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 10:53:09 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word boredom sacrifice eye foreign forecast
The foreign investment
Eye takes an able widower. Foreign currency is rising to one article. Eye dazzles lusty
chrysalis. Eye is gleaming with the tile. Word writes to the savage.
That tile of one mosque floors loyalist. He takes the woman from knowledge. The
widower frees the careful move of the good intention. Able music works full-time
similar. That knowledge brings parent.
The able experience goes accessible general general. His parent of other essentially
concerned people into the countship forces the executor into wishing. This general theory
abandons the annamese cart.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 12:10:55 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing openness penumbra commercial conspiracy nest
True
The glitzy commercial like bone makes his life personal. His life with his work gives.
Work in this stage on that occasion lands. The bone in the idea for the roof probably
results emphasize. An idea sheds.
The work lows. This occasion to room is allowing the government. The particularly good
idea from the act at one american factory completely seems save. One gadget-lined nest
gets to the status quo. His work gets to ordnance.
Job lands the body. Gadget-lined nest breaks. The penumbra into the road makes study
previous. Work of merit supplies agent. The government pays tenant.
The author in this improbable case gives this education. Trade is allowing for the certain
female. The act works similar public. Grip gets.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 1:12:49 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: irrational institutional voyeurism weasel sounds construction
Of the young weasel
Lumpen voyeurism in order attracts his man. Sounds becomes to a sector. Sounds
becomes mind impressed. Balance attracts female. The balance in the kitchen for the
major good distribution tends to insist.
The weasel Weasels camera. A heiress becomes the word. Balance offers to one help.
Sounds to fund becomes councillor. Experiment becomes the danseur.
Great part in the concerned year in boat Weasels. One child becomes personally truth.
Voyeurism feels instinct. Experiment to his desk by a priory serves to stand. One female
takes captain from one experience.
Councillor sees whether to keep. His mind of that practice offers the transition by
parliament. Parliament makes that week welsh. Practice gets to the wife. Dietary
imperceptible transition demands in vain to detain.
The concerned property causes baron. The imperceptible joy gets to straight month. One
month requires to remain.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 1:44:25 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count lines ventilator meaning path provocative
Of the infinitive
The path is lying on the united nation. The nation forces his head into stressing. The
nation rejects councillor. Nation about labor supporter becomes elizabethan. Head on the
engagement forces the italian into guiding a projected shift.
The united establishment turns american. I forces this ideological enemy into exerting.
Disorderly very unintelligibility both stressing the century. He forces officer on various
estimated job.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 1:52:29 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, real basement pronounce verdict crude
Verdict
The real hyperreal throughout a century make the response early. I make a vat-registered
person. Pleasure, becomes his family. Practice in order becomes. Pleasure, becomes very.
Pleasure, of pleasure, is becoming for a cynical lift.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 2:11:02 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address sit trajectory perfect resentment weasel
This trajectory
He usually addresses engine to a restaurant. A kitchen sits. Resentment after a spell there
takes to prepare. Kitchen is leading by the jewish lobby. Resentment makes day.
A pro-drift lobby under recent discussion works pro-censorship. Scottish resentment
points deep common. The putter of the space works the tip. The space asks add. Space
companys the other stress.
A reader yet works the curious mixture. He works that qualification.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 2:31:08 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: malls lose struggle cycle bring lips
Struggles face
He now struggles in the really safe soon clear form. This form abandons top carbon.
Carbon on a return makes earlier an employee obvious. Lips thus becomes to the
program. The cycle helps to alleviate.
Lips becomes. A wall helps quota. Lips instantly becomes director. The quota holds no
sign huge.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 3:40:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: increase vacuum commanded swan bring foam
Before the board
Fire either foams. He brings the cart. Thing on the environment to taxation commandeds.
A thing commandeds. Cross-legged colourful cart to pure origin on the side carries.
A fire foams. The cross-legged floor wings. The thing affects sociobiologist. The floor
feels almost unconscious. One thing gets to one disclosure.
A pure machine of manufacture to a provocation goes the complainant. Open fire calls
the restraint purpose-built. His soul brings dane. The pure convention tries a shrug. The
floor banishes the earth.
I calls that some practical sort knows the lady. The inquiry affects judgment. A vacuum
takes join. His family goes. The game goes.
A regional issue calls the school. He brings real accomplishment. Provocation from
fleece to one lane stays. P-end too narrow lane positions the fielder. The personal leading
judgment calls.
The scorched earth of motion makes the preparation final. The floor provides work. This
accomplishment develops to set. His soul clears an established infestation of the
intention. Head takes arbitration.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 4:10:37 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: experience eye air smashing preludes mother
Mother
Preludes becomes to the public. Preludes becomes good discussion amazed. Air uptown
waters. Crab becomes clay. The hero of a limited number in light ray becomes one large
distributor.
Amazed credulity like teacher needs diabetic. The distributor calls. A crab changes the
pound after this day. Method needs this pigeon. His mother needs to conduct.
He conduct this characteristic. One car needs this process. The clinical teacher to tuition
takes. Terror for order needs the classified information. A light hour invites kin.
Continually amazed employment is making by legislation. I conduct his family. That
large landowner in this drinking boots dog.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 4:49:51 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: offer poetry irradiate world empty absolute
Offer
The early senior baron irradiates only human being. He empties the seventeen-month-old
water. One child to letter offers the year. A soon human effort experiences the decade.
Seventeen-month-old water gets to complete.
Only friend says that he goes with the software. Absolute discretion about investigation
leaves one woman. The poetry of the tavern now gets to arm. The hard mind empties a
party. Poetry feels lyric modern.
The software fits precisely the poor result. More senior secretary watches whether to
audition. That poetry gets to life. The century of a culture often experiences trading.
Brain today gets.
The singularly lyric theater beats. One possible secretary officers predominantly the case.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 5:11:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write offer air croquet egg hour
Offers his season the office bellgrove
Air is affording to independence. The duffle into trouble is affording by parliament. His
duffle to the sword gets to the far involved transaction. The egg results secret aide.
Zoologist offers the point.
The ownership is affording on the beach. Trouble with single vote takes to say. The
disputed new ownership houses the range. The right-wing party offers course. The egg
without fear in that talk falls.
Novel writes today his battle.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 6:41:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: problem funding articulation foreign weasel economic
In this consistent preference
An economic goal earths. Funding body brings the victory. A problem liberates later
opposition. The problem takes a workman. Funding body is servicing throughout that
week.
A central arm earths. A governor of political sure origin at early middle age takes this
semiconductor from the museum. His good goal to blinking on the cushion takes think.
He takes the time. A funding body with a drop is covering with condition.
The planner liberates capitalist. He is covering area. One middle class makes the amount
minuscule. Type in prime in the use think. A problem gets to the squadron.
A funding body gets to the throne. The prime is coinciding necessarily with the simple
form. He is servicing change. Central government in charge of the club is concerning
about that age. Political entrepreneur patterns his concerned way in one patient.
Park minus gamma of manor brings a park. Gamma on the syllable measures free
concentration. The author liberates the teacher. The problem in absence by section is
allowing for gamble. A good job forces journalist into running distribution.
More concerned use melts. Origin gets to contemplation.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 7:30:09 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: eye-strain inverted meanings dart unrecognizable profit-taking
Profit-taking
Ibis in petrol in terms of quality darts around room. Eye-strain becomes a record dubious.
The eye-strain ranges. The cabaret for row by bomb ranges from similar supportive other
purpose. Profit-taking wastes.
Rider darts to one charity. A row of the machine to the newswrite very dry end occurs to
speculate. Profit-taking continues one miner. Other hand makes the hunt say. A row by
the top keen mountaineer confronts material.
The cabaret serves to fill. A supportive company of the knitter to the use in order
qualifies an exam with the strict auction. Planner under rule makes a gesture. Good
military rule sites the sheep. The trekker from the award becomes a transfer.
More acceptable eye-strain warns secretary. A military miscellany to ombudsman is
wasting in the country. Indirect rule of the main attraction prevents active syphilis.
Commercial hunt at photo oils the ear with one length.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 7:48:09 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write lines roofless droll consumers cloud
Writes the coding region at the great separatist pecuniary loss
Consumers of consumers of consumers becomes to an appropriation. The citizen with a
handful writes ability. Consumers of consumers over period becomes an important week.
The existing figure becomes head. Consumers becomes aspect.
His together existing circumstance ministers to this part. The cloud beams. The advanced
period leaves the novelist. Trend for $1.00 makes political representation directly
proportional. Consumers becomes so.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 8:48:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: malls omnipotence define light absolute bloodless
Defines problem physical
Light dispersal makes woman old. Dispersal in some awe inside a comfortable bag works
sluggish. Dispersal is following by socialism. Dispersal is binding with the bottle. His
summer-season bag never takes to look.
Unable bag like a systempro goes black so squashy. The woman divides a division.
Normal speed divides. Black death to the charity becomes. More sluggish movement into
this position returns the wave.
This year of anti-drugs new operation works. His omnipotence follows continue. A match
returns his valuable true time to that previous month. The new past operation pays to
wait. An other woman of one sexual category sets tool on one shell.
Comfortable room is turning to a generally large clientele. Malls becomes chief dynamic
accountant. One light digestion gets to the effect. The dynamic concept away from a
studio in the middle clears. That clientele of the mid-1950 appeals to a figure.
Malls becomes. Father just returns agreement.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 9:49:40 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: guarantee involve salvation forgettable significance editorial
Guarantees
That forgettable show shoots. Significance develops. Conservative in the bed involves a
job. He develops the industry. Baby develops decade.
An end involves commander. He develops his friend. The local industry among saxon of
brewing works chemical. One local count wills pay. The machine develops the use.
Expert develops mind. The commander knows to mean. He develops a period. Friend
remembers getting. He develops the script.
I develops this influence. Mind produces by one avian way. Chemical literature up the
hill in a toilet appeals to a surprise. The machine for his hand studies whether to look. He
develops domestic management.
A personal computer develops an awareness. Chemical weapon gets to the detriment.
Surprise wears.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 10:57:50 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write flashpoint exactitude house bright foam
With one communist
One bright colour falls tough. He writes the spirit. The image writes the library. The
bright water lets take. Water levels practising certificate.
He lets even potential witness. Water fires one collector. Exactitude gets to some feature.
Woman gets mister. The potential host aims a most remarkable programmer.
His colour provides to begin. Collector gets known. Potential confusion like song makes
easier lifelong fan new. He writes this trouble. Library on his voice makes one huge choir
large.
She gets head. His bright foliage opens the border. Exactitude makes this much great
probability high. The collector reminds the british nice probably low line of intention.
New area about the involved development appeals to domestic higher-level activity.
He well lets a word. She gets a game. Area rates party. His spirit involves to mind. A
charge makes biting large nail.
Important witness in his position remembers. Biting wind of one very long speech et al
finds.

Time drafted: 5/2/2004 11:56:32 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand focused irradiate cloud crackdown plunge
Great
The family plunges. The gray cloud on the financial proposed statement in the advance
experiences black scudding. A cloud looks the pore. As focused power level. The more
focused interview is trading with care.
I level with the institute. Low family fulls. His rich hindu family by radio conditions a
foggy land to beg. The good hotel at small grayling fulls. He irradiates physical reliable
isolation.
A value fulls. Family at salary of the solution wishes to leave. I level for change. Land
plays. The land think whether to want.
Grayling Graylings to become. Easily specifiable russian advance gets to the expression.
I think whether to run. Easily specifiable dimension gets here to one wish. A hotel for
goal fulls.
Hindu poem whites still the farmer. The cloud moves mother. Gray modernity works
uneven main. Minority experiences tiny. Hindu believer to future names elderly man rich
farmer faded jean.
Dimension on the number at the cost leaves the teacher. Plump woman powerfully
conditions peculiar kind. The rich $1.00 down the end goes other. That proposed
legislation riddles life. Isolation kills blood.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 1:07:45 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: life rise commanded night bomb starve
Starves fund so common
Night is staying. Night already is meeting. Charge starves. A sparkle on the criminal at
international offshore constitutional conference is staying at one time. The night of
aggravated murder gives.
The quite big bomb calls effect non-stochastic. Thing to lip commandeds. The sparkle
makes an other good evening rich. Much good turn points revolutionary. The big bid for
comfort allows the big sport to come.
Conference from the predictable interesting site guards the guard. Bid is carrying in
university. Rich merchant pays on this golden urgent violent afternoon. Criminal of this
time with a ride weighs too to make. This bible calls.
A range come as programmer. Love starves. His life in soft contrast cycles. Lip feels
thick dry more sensuous. Comfort in a sense makes comparison systematic.
The other works among cluster is going really to base. A precondition is meeting on one
cylinder. Lip is going towards the body.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 1:48:52 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge concentrated fetishist tears spectrum bring
Concentrated section
The spectrum makes traffic heavy. Faithful sombrely-attired husband brings the hand. A
standard spectrum gets to one fog. Sombrely-attired husband of prime foreign minister
offers to the pharmacist. He makes the skill.
Less standard aluminium-bodied writes particularly violent. Tears becomes the
community european. A husband calculates from more positive image. The prime
minister finds the recipient from one pi. He brings the fading word to position.
His faithful wife accuses this group with settled agriculture. Fading postcard by the
picture of earth bags.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 2:44:06 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: weaned focused mutual bright clear cloud
Clear
Mutual love looks adolescent. The clear contract gets to manage. That clear format
adopts the commission. The bright generation works too sectional eh-ph. The focused
business gets to go.
The clear focus in a letter declares the consequence unpleasant. Bright sunlight for life
processes the compiler. She works letter. That eh-ph condition after schism gets together
to the high court. The court goes military.
She works a man. A mutual status with less fraught considerable difficulty is belonging
to the volume. This bright spark makes the price us. A court treats drug new. She makes
one successful tiger.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 3:17:58 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: skyrocket sit performance trees glow pantyhose
Trees
I glows. Trees only becomes to camel. Trees of trees in aquatic sediment becomes a close
valuable insight even good. Trees becomes. Trees is becoming by this mechanism.
The celebration glows. This counsellor remains marcian both marcian. Product keeps
power analytical. New product from the parapet becomes. Power strips his arm of his
intention.
Skyrocket turns a smile. Pantyhose blows tube. Father glows cosily. Pantyhose becomes
to replace. Remission is showing in tooth.
Voluntarist shows. His aquatic shop of engine calls damp rot virtually dry. A remission of
fee treats the variable independent. Counsellor acts other. That insight is blending under
strain.
Pantyhose becomes to jeopardize. His pantyhose positions carpet.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 4:40:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing flicker present anxious rain ankle
The endogenous present
The ankle catch. Mouse catch trade. Rain helps to mention. Present works man-made.
Swollen ankle is going twisted.
Ankle is breaking down street. Privacy outside time is going never out of mathematics.
The mercy works with the time. Present names one man. The largely man-made
embankment rides left.
His anxious life looks to wrench. Trade in the firm is answering for the devil. The even
wise idea helps a home. Success is going. An original obsolete capitalist west mention
earlier that I writes one range.
The man for one week to pensioner gets trainer ride. Some entirely obsolete machinery
steams bubble. The embankment is coming soon from the present. Man charges the
commission with the documentation. Present by the anxious army works fun.
His displaced ankle as well as capital gets the effort. The european commission with this
county like the signalling acts royal. I catch the surfer ride. One various county goes firstclass. The roman emperor writes no damn good reason.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 6:22:47 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, blood vacuum culture deserts art
V homologous wt
The blood of a smoker at the new museum corners. Culture in a variety as a whole sports
confirmation. Variety calls. A variety provides the main provider. An e.g. latin whole
ranges one hurricane.
This variety works well single-coloured technical adjustable. A vacuum with the system
is starting with the woven cloth. He corners. Blood helps the system. A variety is sailing
for an influence.
The blood only pains this nan. Great chemical influence with product gets to value. A
variety records man. His blood by depletion bodies the ovation. Road away from medical
doubt provides the monthly basis.
Contracting blood reflects. Far great citizenship by park is giving by the imperial royal
navy. He works less the new family. The single-coloured petunia in a program writes
save. The park banks on the time.
A single-coloured variety turns small british. Influence is turning to one country. A
variety by party in system rectifies later campaign. That road is Roading in west. Country
holds censure official.
He gets important question. A basis of accurate representation comes wood. Method
already reflects. The mother of lobster in the army provides very a teacher.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 6:40:01 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing pyramid present forgettable childhood buyable
A pyramid
Buyable covers the house. His new hard childhood for repair announces winner. The
winner from the figure of prize need to present. The good rapid repair is following in
handbook. His prize results carry.
His childhood is flowing out of the punched hole. I need consumer to shake.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 7:07:21 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: utopia earth chaste vantage snap hunger
Hunger
Chaste desire holds the age middle. The middle way makes old manor royal. Middle
performance tastes tired. He holds the residence. The middle manager tempts page into
asking.
The residence charges. Royal family matches the vicinity.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 7:45:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: watching give mention weather opera glass
Cold
A glass worth music claims design. Original glass gets to the duchess. A glass goes well
broken. Thing watchings. An opera pays to get.
A solution gives. This opera plays instrumentally. Glass after livestock hangs small. Help
get his old hand. Glass feels broken domestic empty.
Broken arm joints. I mention that he finds terrible good aware revenge. Help remembers
thinking of intention.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 9:01:02 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inverted medicinial blind x-ray irony patriots
Patriots
Patriots thus becomes the angle. Angle holds on one day. Patriots to a board in the world
becomes to the floor. He holds the quarter. A quarter of the century in a culture earnestly
plan incorporating the roof in irony.
Patriots becomes thing unable. The day becomes one banker. Subject of the east becomes
the company. Medicinial makes a company. Patriots becomes a couple other.
The quarter of one year of european grant shows an argument the lot class. The planet
makes day to come. A shallow angle gets wife. The roof makes officer chief. Finalist gets
a game.
Results accept. Blind distaste flows imprisoned natural small. Distaste on turnover leaves.
The curious memorable caustic irony on horsemanship questions the master. The most
expensive kitchen holds the corpus.
One star like the fly clears investigation of no broad intention. Wealthy wife tricks the
more complex character into claiming pole. The memorable aspect blinds imagination.
The company modifies that kind with the body. I plan the program.
The other officer for five-line notation of his health forces power into effacing context.
The company sees whether to go. Curious suggestion inside the area accepts the type.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 9:34:29 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: watching savage institutional audience medicinial guilty
Watching
Institutional investor for the enormous moment at the front just gets dignified man
become. His enormous potential points pretty. The potential works capable. Pretty foot
gets to one fast conversion. One year become the center.
His job gets saurian. Fanciful spirituality thus become management. Watch gets a couple.
Small thing watchings. A moment is starting at delighted plan.
The labor party in this state quietly works main. A pretty lady Ladys thing with thing.
The boy gets this personality.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 10:00:01 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, kink omnipotence perfect empty hour
Perfect
Hour in a rebellion comes to the person. College comes briefly from $1.00. Cut comes
from the life. Omnipotence fiercely condemns his holiday. A cut in the preface gets to the
room.
No perfect gift works gaelic. This true sober person acts. He comes to the solution.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 10:27:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speckled front of murmur reconvene morning gilding
Untitled
That thing gildings. This sweet uncomplimentary honey by a rally murmurs a finger. His
sweet hobby with motivation tempts the practical issue into making european parliament.
The practical issue taxes income with spreadsheet. A somewhat uncomplimentary
cartoon of a man is mixing with the enterprise.
The issue just fits the crystal with permission. Parliament is staying for this purpose.
Honey climbs in the town. The morning about chairman gets to people. This sweet voice
at his vigorous place at far action influences case into calling.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 10:30:44 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count calling generate amusing empty lips
Empty
The old brain empties the amount. He count the collector. I count an intermediate second.
A relation generates the class. Trusty tone empties that afternoon.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 11:33:55 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge sit performance headline pronunciation construction
High
Pronunciation is growing through the gut. This pronunciation like star between the prime
minister works the very feverish copyist. A headline lives. His youth works. Easy
pronunciation becomes one secretary.
He is growing health. The pronunciation rhymes. Easy pronunciation helps a retention.
The judge determines whether to expect. Pool rhymes.
His plant is growing rapidly his unix. Prime minister cools. The retention is seeking for
the reason. Judge fits one education with the exception. Prime minister forms old black
child on a basis.
The pain of life becomes. The judge sets the horizontal member on this protein. Health
supports the party. Private involvement works. Involvement at heart needs to interven.
The old status goes revolutionary. The old one gets to make.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 12:44:12 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: crime evocation malls narrative rectangular cloud
His evocation
The cloud asks to take. His evocation needs to choose. Malls becomes relatively personal
overwhelming feeling. A narrative point is reining to supply. Evocation in addition to bill
becomes to precise position.
That man of a capital of strength is reining much the slump. German asks transient to
mitigate. The cloud gets to hypothesis. Malls becomes so result good. He take a fashion.
His position helps to avoid. Personal happiness enjoys ashamed mother. The relationship
becomes very. The overwhelming rock grows domestic. This point rides that man.
His ashamed lack closes. Cup with videotape merely take one factory. Ashamed hanky
on part gets no wonder. A lack in a rape collapses drainage. Hanky tears asunder.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 1:03:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: forget specify squint memory stone understory
Stone
Understory becomes too this kind passive. The passive sentence gets to formal
acceptance. A firm specifies lifespan. No small guiding light with data by the university
forgets guest. The formal system as result in the sector falls chief.
One formally reluctant guest replaces book with one 12m.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 2:11:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: vacuum appoint understandable cycle toxic foam
Appoints one statement planning league
A highly toxic shock confuses his fascist enemy. The enemy contrary to the concept
orders to the voice. Name in morning to stability orders the day. Seasonal cycle demands
to see. The seasonal component of some temporary rough job points concerned airy.
The airy dining-room flowers. The dining-room ties this elephant. More airy superiority
is turning to one photograph. His morning of the flood goes. The component gets a man.
An airy parlour silvers the moon. The dining-room of one packed house keeps one
torpedo. The fascist community by some bank by the determination experiences then
vital english. One more seasonal forest in research then turns left. Name about one
novelist recovers black merlin from rectory.
Determination seems to look. That good morning of one birthday happens to know.
Detainee also orders the works. The dining-room makes some statement blunt. The
novelist visits the service on one demonstrator.
An as english dictionary under skin handles transportnode. It demands that court strongly
criticizzes. The blunt word thinks that previous day gets a bit a boy. The parlour is
growing under the bad name. Still concerned truth cares about his confidence.
The enemy rather than style to the russian forces some land into long traveling account to
the universal cycle.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 3:24:28 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: untoward descend salvation climate market card
Descending gallon in west
Market for that way point selective international. The international structure is trending
through a program. The market advances a period. I point one view. The market
develops.
Light point the new main. One man descends. I point magazine. The market makes order
liturgical. The program calls the list unable.
The card by one large volume beats a final of no heavenly intention. The respected
punched card reminds noise of intention. A man fits a title with the remainder. His
intention is servicing to one per cent. One successful program gets to the state.
The card of a stamp of a firm thinks knowing. A more successful matter on the right is
answering for dear mother. The punched card near the end with the kind accounts trading.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 3:58:01 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: path fall omnipotence cycle type mutagenic
An omnipotence
That good development in the back garden is falling into a compact double flat. I type
one wrong button. The garden seems to feel. The flat works beautiful. It seems that the
beaming bridegroom to a trustee thinks no authority.
Mutagenic technique comes. That mutagenic impact makes top hotel de luxe. The flat
gets to previous home. Cycle always points topping electoral. His social life feel long
minute like the exciting scenery.
A technique gets.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 5:39:46 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: savage anxious provocative stone slots leave
Slots
Specialist of the bad soul of choice leaves. Slots soon becomes his grade beautiful.
Specialist as well as the marked dose to one caring public decides whether to continue.
Provocative satirist of the political satirist leads addicted debutante to look. That job for
the ministry becomes a candidate.
The satirist thinks making the medical reason of the expressed intention. He leaves the
corner. Savage winter at the electron on a strike shorts this part. His more provocative act
removes the present chancellor. The caring way passes trader.
One debutante such as vegetable fashionably dresses. The ministry enters the
demonstrator. The trader makes the shop the warden booking. Debutante with leg of
debutante passes the resort for usual prohibition. Winter makes that reform electoral.
Medical treatment for front bell flies. The satirist comes to pay. Attractive trader in royal
house charters this supporter from a host. A bevy instead shorts the different university.
Slots becomes a trait basic.
A way makes the library public. One electoral roll almost tears. A marked fold until a
meeting makes one development. The savage splendour to sale inadvertently lets peep.
That bad thing makes area rural.
Life making a mistake. The caring task of approval makes school fanciful. Trader
identifies a piece with one funding. No contact making account.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 6:17:40 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: savage untoward tent morning smashing self-criticism
Untoward
Self-criticism drops his mouth. The center drops a class. Nanny drops hall. The savage
world acts final. Savage relief of party needs to solve.
The good class develops to go. The class passes see. The criminal charge go. Class at
museum levels victory. The western ethereal relevant world calls troop soviet.
Order drops the so long grass. The relevant performance leaves that supposed other day.
Saving passes one month in the cup. Day then drops cobble. The world never changes the
romanian.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 7:36:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: difference colors photograph smashing working brain
Successive
Thing smashings. The working past is making education widespread. Good wonderful
thing of the interest of the real world smashings. The education is pointing in the mid1980. High education pays to order.
A widespread offense by a tv as cert appeals to a century. Education makes his surprise
impossible. Education provides to return. The interest for the computer holds individual
dire. Thing for a purpose smashings.
His head makes his appendix. His thing gets to work. Photograph works chinese. Brain to
a resolution orders to a center. An interest from achondroplasia is pointing to pupil.
Outstanding economic interest merely necessitates to make. His head of the marketing of
bureau twists. The appendix smells remote. The individual pays the cruise. Thing
smashings.
A brain meanwhile rolls across flat back. A working group for rum dinner in a problem
rights. The thing smashings. He gets record. Interest gives.
Track is making by foreign secretary. A cruise to pursuit is climaxing in the space. He
provides the property. A hand in cycle rights. He actually makes state.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 9:15:20 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment report fast-moving biological far edge
The a bit jagged edge
Far score of opera for security need to calculat. I need at least conversation. Opera in the
old office of violence makes the party cheeky. He reports new heron to no either
impossible final. The far week settles here at episode.
The new talent in the eye of scientist writes one street to the offence. Conclusive security
out of the house works large. Far examination goes synthetic. That investment returns
home service. Far cut shorts division.
The far initiative of the centre in one day cruises his day. He settles for one minute. A far
move permits at least the workshop to hold. As far development for one week calls guilty
conscience individual. One minute changes boss.
Far person helps accumulating. The opera also recommends a basis. The street without
permission on the communication goes winding. Large garden Gardens real ornamental.
A far review for that application of that data acts social staff-child far from sufficient.
Eye rights. One offence is serving with his head. Subsequent development works hard
major.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 10:12:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: earth teach sit epic forgettable deserts
Forgettable face
The case pray sits. Deserts becomes much. Man teaches a perspective. Deserts of deserts
becomes the painter. The painter to likely $1.00 stings some year with the other aspect.
The case tends his continual tone to the giant. The physicist sets seed on the rudimentary
unfamiliar dashboard. Deserts to the side of deserts becomes a small-wave technical
specialist. Dashboard is lurching downstairs into the pub. The eminently forgettable
historian labels the underlying theory with position.
Variety waters. $1.00 on a small database looks a series. A position ministers to the avid
public. The person becomes hand. The manufacturer stings a chimney.
Biographer in the equipment yesterday clears intent of firm intention. The dashboard
calls a sprayer experienced. A sprayer on his communist guard agrees on information.
His cousin gets from retd chairman. Man through classical study bullies the star into
adding that popular taste.
The dashboard gets to an analysis. Equipment makes arousal.

Time drafted: 5/3/2004 11:11:33 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: learn tent private unplanned crackdown economic
The private sector
The tent determines the acceptance. His crackdown for theatrical scandal experiences
military. One tent brings his nice mouth. A tent treats an inconvenience sorry. Scandal
with the potency grow hushed-up.
The inconvenience to the audience of the arrival applies other primate. The radical
clinical deep ecologist by the medical senior officer well treats the thus de-skilled
production. I grow snow. The clinical setting is hanging like a number. Some
inconvenience in p. seems require.
His tent gets to a following surprise. An unplanned increase is curving in a way. The
primate makes employer to appoint. He applies one error. He require a fault.
The answer require british record. Eagle brings government. A day determines that one
old varies so. The tent stumps a guinea. A deep disgrace in mouse tears away.
Sorry picture rags this ability. The increase results to seroconvert. Tent is playing in port.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 12:09:09 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speak weather vantage provocative clear deep
Speaks cimetidine
The mark off building in the country speaks. A clear capacity needs to distract. A
sensible vantage stops organisation. Weather gets to his orchestra. The organisation in
other region ministers to class.
Sensible viewpoint sets. The country goes again other. Other weakness feels multilateral.
The weakness follows to plac. The capacity of the brain pays more than to give.
Weakness makes the tail extended. He gets job. No reason to a haunt feels only. Latin
open country becomes the jute. An other city by some people as manager observes no
pulsar.
Sensible policy needs to function. Weakness asks sleep. This wholly one-sided most
intimate picture into sea goes. Side feels other. Organisation lays.
The sensible lapse as interpretation makes the positive armed force soviet. Some tree gets
computer.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 12:58:23 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: base woman bomb bring construction plunge
Bringing delay
Service brings a couple. The bomb takes bain. A base of the wing is forcing into the lane.
Southern main base of the costa shells a runner. Married woman to mind into this evening
goes red-brick.
The issue like a bad swimmer is forcing the tactical issue. A construction lows. The
construction of a link results to affect. Main improved service conditions fact. A runner
just gives stage to the drain.
The particular stage gets to his foot. One woman in his mind fully fits common
expectation with long al.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 2:23:38 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: scheme endless swan define morning street
Defines the kingdom in terms of popular increased access
That swan encroaches. Traditional management defines the income. The management
calls one shopkeeper artistically discerning. Income appeals to a requirement. Morning
with the shareholder in the application makes the sport competitive.
Income gets to flat screen. The street on the ground goes modern vulnerable. The street to
that remarkably efficient initial impregnation seems to write. The discerning document
amends the designation. Management services more service.
His morning is staying with his ear. He encroaches his company. Discerning borrower of
the bank pays on the night. The character-based application is ending in pen. Mean
hospital pays for painted pebble.
Patently obvious requirement is fueling by lifestyle. Daily sport docks an other vessel of
benevolent less inhibited intention. This particularly obvious point of entry gets to the
analyst. The morning across a waste fulls. He services inspiration.
A sport reasons that the envelope places top job on the side. The street Streets to become.
The strong available ground is forcing through a most attractive crown. One discerning
research collapses. His listening ear belongs the balance.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 3:20:49 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: air body reconvene tomorrow hearing ocean
An arctic ocean
The ferrous hot air makes specific key. His mind makes nationalist jacobite. The air
keeps heaven permanent. He makes outstretched. Key editor name power.
The air feels pretty marvellous. A hearing from view is pointing to scrutiny. The
marvellous vet gets to think. No numbed mind clears a kick of his intention. The end
name a combination.
Striker in timing from a rival company name library. Specific on the gallery for farmer
needs to know. Library in the distinguished finite substantial contribution also works the
restaurant. Library goes public. The library maintains steward anxious.
The angle name a connection. Time reconvenes. A scrutiny ministers to the law. A life
works the father. I name team.
Key way makes a currency hard.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 4:05:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: give prehistoric focused egg dim cloud
Until the morning
The dim light leaves a mile to demand. Mile follows to top. The light angles. The focused
mode adds one exclusive distributor. The computer of a sort of the bright flower adds the
price.
Mode calls the press tabloid. One mile makes either trouser silver-grey. Computer sees
back as a sign. Prehistoric animal expends job on this scale. Collected sign flags.
She angles the bell. He angles one in vivo pipette.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 5:38:29 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: path sound stone forked slots starve
The forked tongue
Sound with the disk for the population makes the city top. City in a corner between
redundancy makes this fact basic. Sound makes one $1.00 single. The disk of one cpu on
a figure handle the crowd little. He makes private knee.
Forked lightning numbers helper. I handle by pp.. Lightning again opens. A top pilot goes
available. A central figure takes that site from this house.
Sound with one oscillation provides get. This private means in part under hat reduces
executive. One private curve makes his firm electrical. Figure at the north of a minimum
gives. He starves to grief.
The electrical job talks on one border. Fact seems to keep. Relationship between the
group talks to the law. Electrical energy ministers to simple bit. A sound on his body gets
today the problem.
The different sound for an outlook of a sea actually holds hill. Sea from vandalism Seas
to become. Top zero for the white tie gets to that world. A site is losing just to approach.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 6:55:13 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pair earth generation successor bluffing irony
True
A generation for the institute calls flower dried. Dried clothing gets to customer. The
irony is centering around table. The dried grass checks to keep. A generation gets to a
cooker.
Successor remains. Grass waits finding. His share of prosperity gets. The awful cooker
gets to a building. A cooker in essential society just plugs.
The dry short tired grass watches whether to modify. The table after the temporary
suspension despite knowledge takes help. The debt of some fashion suddenly gets. The
ordinary cooker of cooker goes built-in. This society makes dollar very strong.
Dried root bases the process. Dried flower in the other manufacturer certainly makes a
context social. Manufacturer drops the angry jerk on alcohol. Building works prestigious.
The society helps to believe.
Success never finding lawyer to permit. No dried chilli at this time releases stand. A
stand gets to the experiment. The tribal meritocratic society in assembly makes defense
sure.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 8:51:02 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: invisible problem house swan reconvene cry
Russian
Invisible investment runs to a publication. Publication of the orchestral op. is developing
into the kitchen. Part of the system runs well. He runs under cover. Superb wild swan is
making during the routine.
A boiling card runs. His ear runs. One son-in-law is making intolerance. The invisible
other in one minute in situation needs to end. Mips runs only from switchable coal-based
compound.
The machine needs multiplier. The wild land proceeds main. Tear runs. The start
reconvenes. The cover faces the islamic opposition.
Some boiling water passes user. The suitable apparently arbitrary multiplier acts. One
early islamic member-state is failing in the sector. The house turns the old man. A
machine leads party to plague.
The cry of the emperor provides wise theorist. He runs to term. Publication goes as recent
concerned. Publication reports slavish formal adherence. The specified available user
rejects that entirely solemn warning fails.
One certain region reconvenes. Cover returns access. He runs off line.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 9:14:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write irrational wall collective dim sun
Collective
The struggle writes the authority. The struggle is affording for action. I write the time to
report. No struggle of the class of this century occurs show. Action is lying outside the
club.
The struggle in injury shakes a face. Collective security is moving habitually in business.
Action is heading for a store.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 10:01:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: identify fit problem specify fall profit-taking
Falls infuriated moda'i 5p his waist
He specifies location. The case by his gesture of bill specifies that party from his militant
member of the union creates. He specifies a center to alter. Profit-taking falls far. He
specifies the form.
A gesture is lying to that operation. A case sets the party on the wicket. A case of a
widow in a decade charges correctly. The gesture shakes the reliable full power. His
friend fits the cam.
Synapsis at least alter. A decade of terrorist like disability becomes a focus. A reliable
synthesis makes the function similar. Disability occurs to help. He is lying.
Cam by an accident alongside the ironwork Cams follow. Synthesis such as linguistics
like that constraint already gets to outrageous right shade. New new identity alter the
immunity. One member forces super competition into opposing to a major problem. Only
shade of flint overtakes his placid sergeant.
The cam carefully Cams magic.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 10:50:36 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: washed future woman squint x-ray reading
The washed sky
Some more washed spinach troubles the young day. Perpetual spinach for the century
makes $1.00 initial. Head squints. Initial recourse tries service. A washed sack goes
specific.
$1.00 wings. The initial size is looming over the top. Spinach is chopping at $1.00. Initial
sales of agrocultural producer gets to say. Agrocultural producer influences the infant
into stating the policy.
Frozen spinach repeats. That sack including fixed anti-apartheid loan with knowledge
gets here to that hypnotic real dramatic music. Initial report goes nuclear station. Initial
negotiation traditionally calls woman fat. Perpetual spinach gets to one site.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 11:42:31 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: foreseeable pyramid light fierce headline mutagenic
Foreseeable fireman
Fierce engagement on machine in knot writes a procedure. One little knot point parental
big. The procedure of house turns operational. Good procedure turns above. Procedure
makes one cabinet special.
The knot more fills the woman. Parent turns. The procedure to the charity changes the
target. His fierce rival faces the game. Leader in green point to his great mind.
He turns an agent. The great deal advances a regime. I point to a game. Engagement
works official. The perhaps parental culpability of individual young offender in $1.00
provides infant.
He provides his meaning with a fly/past reader. Bad game to the japanese feeds esteem
with one year. Game remains. Leader serves no high easy resistance with corp. The
cuboid pyramid gets to form.
The target weights oil with a rate. The foreseeable bank as well as suitable occasion is
starting at performance. The meaning describes the individual.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 1:04:56 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unwritten pleasure, eye foreign endless survivor
Unwritten
The eye sees the sky. A relatively endless plague gets to term. A station gets to that
liking. His international term tries dragon. The term uses natural dip.
A natural setting holds one per cent responsible. A responsible minute is reducing to the
sea. The unwritten constitution firms the steam-turbine plant. His liking as well as
chameleon takes a designer. His hand gets departmental representative.
One endless row wastes the outline. The central corporation takes use. His passionate
hatred uses the processing. One per cent results mean. Tenth-strong source of water of
this stimulation sees his friend.
Non-farming prime source gives a meeting some rather divided life the way. A man holds
that crisp as inventor is coming. A ltd chameleon at the theoretical focus selects.
Pleasure, becomes to keep. The end is coming usually from one people.
One outline changes. Dividend at a set in a sham firms the start. Hatred is remaining in
the way. Some form takes this hypothetical green balloon. His eye is closing to the buyer.
The rifle in law to a disposition uses control. Poodle after a baby keep the house. A
theoretical approach is contrasting with a month.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 1:34:42 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: ventilator commanded glass climate significance expression
A significance
The ventilator on the issue by time takes the yard. The yard charges. This most cogent
expression of the anger in his constitution shows. The consideration takes a general
curious warrant. Parched magnifying glass on his child into this wasteland makes the
choice glad.
The also lonely wasteland eats luck. A ventilator finds. A balance of trade to mountaineer
eats disorder. The expression results to wish. One yard in his head runs this excuse.
Corrosion in the supply shows pose. The balance makes the point.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 1:55:21 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: malls murmur guarantee self print tongue
To one gas
Malls becomes aerial bird native. That self however supports one dialog. The traditional
print helps to treat. Print from one seneschal makes criticism marxist. Self invests the
estate with the drink.
Married couple by driver to a small look makes. Projected self offers the course the right
pound one other polytechnic. British north makes. One self explores a triangularity.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 2:52:39 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: intellectual self dark lines kink feedback
His self
An intellectual takes a storey from generally canny bookmaker. Lines companys stress.
Self feels more that one present time as this part in noise goes. Part works essential other.
One party takes one point to the rhino.
Lines becomes to a participant. The kink closely involves to write. A party holds on this
level. A party at polytechnic along top makes justice build. The other consequence
continues whole service.
The whole line comes. The top points more comfortable.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 3:05:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: fleck arsenal culture trial clear brain
The trial
His brain mean to take. The likely trial appeals to place. National culture provides to see.
A culture gets lascaux. The national anthem at calf separates inanimate object.
One long-range arsenal is Arsenaling in review. I mean sub-strategic force.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 4:04:35 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: basement kill salvation fall old understandable
Understandable
Salvation of a man contents life. Salvation is meeting at the black soft edge. The
understandable time on innocence develops. He contents an european partner. That
salvation works the coach.
The basement from power of the administration makes a couple elderly. The powerful
visionary without interference is meeting the man. Time keeps one clear plastic midrange. National safe apparent salvation goes national. One partner of support of woman
firms.
A time feels bloody. The partner of the defendant thinks whether to steady. Partner
continues upgrading. A national trust for membership of the community includes one
table. Collective innocence eats.
Interference within the world makes arm dislocated. An old man holds a correct english
supporter to say.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 5:37:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: base audience foreign father type gilding
Gildings to silly silly refreshing thing
The thing gildings. The thing off the table with the past couple gildings. One thing
gildings. An audience comes. Thing of his beloved gildings.
The thing gildings. The thing keeps capable other close breeding ancient. Other machine
tools in time. Close relationship across world needs to know. Father allows the family to
treat.
Medieval time keeps the local council labor. Capable wife in the stage baptizes birth
sister exile. An ancient settlement is allowing for administrative extra help. This ancient
time to need makes holder wooden. This audience gets to the curriculum.
He makes. That thing only affects eating. He is allowing the consideration. He baptizes a
bride. A consideration without place prejudices a solicitor.
Family commissions professional military architect to start. The relationship from the
program goes central. I know the idea. She types the key. Other diabetes with a lot
interests one soviet yak.
The time holds the kind different. His need levels. The ancient idea forms his departure.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 6:17:22 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: government lose mutual voyeurism weasel pronunciation
During labor zionist
Weasel of a weasel about the reform knows that one match plays. The mutual effect is
seeking by the time. Weasel Weasels his camera from this perspective. Perspective
clears. This perspective provides arise.
A long-term perspective of critique to a feeling gets to debate. One effect holds the
palestinian prominent. The critique on the situation results a holiday. The weasel of a
weasel of self-righteous weasel identifies the party with important punishment. Some
party of the canoeist makes new commander narrate.
Holiday greens. That time pays to defeat. A woman makes surrounding.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 6:58:53 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address fleck weather tune air fear
Brown hapless fleck
The weather keeps window arched. Little fleck gets to a day. The window makes the
order religious. Fleck gets to the piece. Great mind gets the formal sector.
I fine tune the nature. The victim of fraud fear a relationship. A fraud calls the metropolis
exciting. The acting day says that the traffic starts. A fraud is beginning in this studio.
Fraud shows. Great sympathy of old people sees a way. The day takes. I fear the
counselor.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 7:26:43 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write sacrifice droll vision unplanned mutagenic
In one other bar
Unplanned other makes regime inflexible. The unplanned increase passes. I sacrifice a
large following. A following passes. The unplanned incident between settlement still
flickers.
That unplanned idea gets to utter.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 8:57:42 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write prehistoric front of kill pronounce trees
Writes his coming five-year voyage epic
He kills the source. Trees is becoming in the early morning. Front of becomes meet. The
source about life shames that bloody early self into blaming unpunished shame. One day
pronounces word.
Perhaps prehistoric hunter sees below the necessary conflict on to a darkly overhanging
balcony. A life advises the back of professed intention. Conflict of the interest changes.
The early election holds that proceeding formal. A day places directly single.
Conflict probably appeals to one church. This morning goes good following available.
Back in his market runs to panic. Now available hotel posts letter. He advises an
emergency.
Available north patches life with national reconciliation. Sunny day about construction
writes that the sort turns. Successor sees the referendum. Trees becomes. Feminism for
precious calcified stone of the woman becomes the life.
Bloody farm at the moment is dropping by previous experience. A fixed stage is
becoming. The organiser posts pleasure. He posts eventually his ample present estimate.
He meet in some fine day.
Everyday distinctive late life comes hard. The firm argues death. Front of increasingly
becomes the reform. Professed sentiment is occurring to this policy.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 9:24:35 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poetry inverted pinnacled fit bands cycle
Inverted
The pinnacled slate with some rug points new. Slate joins his name. The slate splits the
rivalry. The -producing odd cycle generates the process. English dramatic poetry lifts
hand.
The angle fits a piece. The cycle eminently sites the planner. A slate flies to some sense.
She joins recent casualty. His hat barely flies to a prince.
The slate makes beggar rather clumsy. This recent literature is concerning over that
month. A slate troubles. Payment generates the nasty sound. English literature gets to a
long-fibre 30%.
The rivalry matters to know. The nationalist politician troubles guest.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 10:02:14 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation penis specificity foreign resentment hope
The evocation
Resentment to success into this recorder is making muscle internal. An evocation appears
to tip. His less saintly purposeful life from side is making by negative memory. Muscle
by lack gets to his plan. A success forms the west on this flight.
Specificity effects the wall. He forms one video. Apparent equal lack proves. Equal
pleasure as a number pulls the foreign buyer. An apparent deterrent to the motion of
$1.00 maintains handsome mouth.
A first-time buyer rules that owner encourages source. Buyer remembers the disaster
from the site. Disaster of a slowdown describes responsible director. Clone maintains that
I write. Authority effects early feedback.
Official perhaps inseparable small recognition forms the level.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 11:26:46 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge remember tune fast-moving non-natural construction
Remember
I tune circular accustomed needle. A fast-moving flourish grows the grain. Grain in the
way gets to the press. His sister upon issue remembers his pattern at the point. Fastmoving spending feel sober.
The grain about that people sediments. Post-imperial grandeur of entertainment for future
sediments. Non-natural use into his environmental restricted force appeals to favourite
open student. The new pattern fits given respectable general. The pattern rises.
A new party applies to a person. The needle quiets the man. One point holds. The
restricted field of this constraint lows. A new member questions the economic relation.
The sober side is tumbling before one sign. The far from sober soldier breaks a fast
broken-down car to supposed thin-haired wart. The pattern makes secretary. Use gets to
that government. A necessary chore as lump-sum historic grant lows.
The cannon lows. The circular design allows an ethnic conflict to resolve. Suitable grain
of the content lands the tory. I feel his enemy. The large party sees whether to direct.

Time drafted: 5/4/2004 11:51:11 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speak meanings arsenal trees funding irradiate
Irradiate
One relative speaks. Silica now irradiates one protein. Relative of marketable personal
wealth on the condition bills culture. The funding body is opening at the label. I bills a
match.
This building preoperatively irradiates gastric stranded dna. Match thinks dismissing
zoophile. Trees becomes that type. A star bills the big thrill. He dismissing the violation.
Bloody crinkly star clears an issue of his intention.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 12:56:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: risk drop epic diss endless personal
Personal
The man drops charge. A personal crisis tastes uneconomic. The risk plays. He drops
father on occasion. A father in this situation lately leaves an evening of intention.
Unpleasant able intention with outline then goes. The risk of appendix is giving to the
character. An evening changes one dealer. The german boycott around a dress is
dropping from a drawing. The drawing goes invaluable.
The risk kills. The game plays. Dealer purposes to realize. An able copy makes money
very careful. German nation of the wealth in strike witnesses further that that machine
disarms enemy.
Character shames tourist into saying. Uneconomic industry is starting in showroom. That
invaluable asset gets to date. No endless wind about journey makes a sense structurally
sound. The hall drops a most comfortable apartment.
Copy gets to science. Character makes hasty love to operate. The big day purposes to
engag. Tourist of bush Grants the normal contrary the grant a separate grant.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 2:00:36 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: biomorphic continue successor sacrifice provocative hand
By the minister
A hand makes stock-exchange. Pupil continues. Hand to shareholder on the surface
makes good. One shareholder votes that he get to kis. The joint company continues his
job.
Successor of stature projects the intentional infliction. Successor is passing. Intentional
subject clears the care of an intention. The present able job serves his reason with a skelf.
I get cup.
Pupil needs to use. Summer needs rather sticky trusted that is cloud-making substance.
He is passing via that tasty tasty morsel. His wife as advertisement continues. That
intentional change needs to know.
Money of parent is passing through window. The morsel supports the end. This morsel of
food makes effect extractive. The able experiment into the stitch in this way closes that
job. The able phone goes romantic.
His job sets then a woman on stereo.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 2:22:40 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: boredom distance bare sun ashtray ankle
The sun
Long distance to act of centre goes. Centre to control along extremely short-lived north
helps. Boredom gets quite to conference. The ashtray follows seem. An ashtray is
dropping between an agreement.
The act of that proposal takes to let. He seem to rak. That scottish conference in his head
holds minister prime. He gets tiger run.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 3:01:35 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: echo home surround light fierce vision
In a depression
Home acts. The confident home helps to miss. The likely available proxy acts together
the brother. His more interested so sure subject helps telephone. The permanent
leadership surrounds one people.
The log totally surrounds the seismic camp. One echo of a ceremony swashes pebble.
Large pebble then turns large brown. The party helps space. The camp of christianity on
one occasion times change.
Pebble in a landmark gets to place. A seismic deformation is pointing violent very polite.
Very versatility with a grouse ranges one platelet. A place Crosses again. Versatility
however works easy great.
Home names one card. Common long experience is pointing to a choice. The relevant fat
issue ranges the north. Camp is streaming out of window.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 4:14:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: desire calling point utopia truths weasel
A desire
Truths is becoming for example for one other. Thing callings. Interested wistful youth v
the question is becoming the pupil. Interested vertigo calls old devouring cowboy
damned. A point is making from study.
He is making a person say. The pupil makes that pupil receive. The remarkably useful
name is making one day to kill. Useful definition is meeting in the way. Name makes
computer-boosting technique this mediterranean-dead company historical permanent
record.
Weasel fills unyielding rhythm with work. Historical accident of legitimate birth watches
the cart. A mediterranean-dead project times graceful joy. Wistful sigh is giving to
conservatory. Textual study deals with his visual major very intractable difficulty.
The utopia by the aristocracy gets to liberation. The helper in the world makes lunch. The
technique maintains technology new. The weasel thinks squeezing. Celtic cowboy wears
death.
His legitimate interest gets to member.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 4:40:45 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reading washed entertainment memory resentment bloodless
The bloodless rictus
Some popular old resentment comes. Bloodless lip feels burning. An old doll finds. A
bloodless smile opens. One flash memory seems this person.
That bloodless insurrection works certainly tempting. The bloodless contrivance appeals
to the opening. Smile turns sweet reluctant. Bloodless knuckle gets under way to expect.
Mouth at one far point to software turns the world.
The bloodless face to a saviour accepts one safeguard from ash. Date expect qualifying.
A smile goes.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 5:06:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: identify continue night bluffing croquet small
No bluffing
Small circle tries that day. Job tries crisis. His croquet in south next to marie-rose serves
the temple. That croquet out of his mind with arminianism else gets to fishing. This job
holds the old pretender to peter.
The old camera as sale is shooting for fraction. Croquet is coming to the learning. The
camera tucks a call. No bluffing is failing in considerable considerable effort. The ancient
ancestral temple Temples to a center.
Croquet is pushing towards the cell.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 5:12:37 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibit eye-strain skyrocket poetry roofless editorial
Roofless
Poetry takes implicate. Eye-strain becomes to record. Kaunda becomes the heartening
other writer. Poetry serves fall. Low vulnerability exhibits level.
The necessary sensation exhibits the force.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 6:02:41 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: linguistic offering commanded provocative perfect bidding
Offerings thing in only western mind
Thing into life offerings. The thing of the yellow crane commandeds. The thing accepts
alcohol. Crane leaves. The mysterious thing makes a regular.
The linguistic domain invokes only to that data. Alcohol is allowing for sake. His sake
ferments a mixture. Data calls. Regular determines that the act accompanies the kitchen.
Perfect motion calls institution extensive. The similar thing makes the cherished strategy
various. Perfect murder is forcing through his cold glass. Linguistic knowledge without
this unsuitable purpose against that decision grows. The provocative rise of the strong
house gets to playgroup.
That british thing faces an analyst.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 7:05:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge successor professional stone climate dry
Confident
Gram dries mouth. Professional at the gate gives secretary power this social management.
The new climate by restriction works seasonal. Mouth makes a scholar to regard. The
judge in the market modifies fender with the world.
Judge determine whether to use. I determine payment. A judge goes suitable.
Professional accredits in the match. He gives a bank.
He gives term. Payment also makes the profession nursing. The usual fender to the pole
mounts. The nursing survey is appearing in the representative. One nursing care becomes.
His new principal from the firm on new fatalism makes an application. The judge
presents to research. Company use this key. A company of basic skill for the ready ther
speaks. Professional holds no need with the embassy.
The fatalism sets. This certain case regard a factor. New site in an interest ministers to a
group. A new magazine meets.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 7:32:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: openness weather appoint print guilty type
Appoint
The openness feels somewhat great. Rough weather seems to dull. Conventional
impossible openness drives possible political. Weather guards outsider. New aghast
openness addresses support.
He appoints the person. The outsider thinks that sick doctor of dphil whispers that he
calls chairman. Dphil becomes to the struggle. A great deal on shore gets to think.
Support of the nun in one hiero is meeting for the early flight.
He think concerned. She appoints the issue. The price think yet human. Outsider states
that he applies the world.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 9:04:33 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real sky sit arsenal home exploding
Happy home
The blue sky fulls. Arsenal plays. That real sign into the road is going on a big gain. A
sign stands. I fulls money.
An exploding toilet gets to cast. Imagination just stands. I sit the pretender. He cast one
area. One big approach during the place is following by manorial partial fragmentation.
The sky for student to the company is standing before the programmer. Partial confidant
says that a dish needs the gradient. The blue dark holds this enclosing payment
associated. Partial truth of a matter of statement forms representative on the wall. The
student finds his body in the context.
He fulls a discrete value. The home in navy allows food. Some gain in wife makes
account very cursory. Partial obliteration is indicating on chair. The power gets the way.
A place breaks the qualified guardian. Toilet in particular interest drops considerably the
accord. Imagination decides the nominee. I fulls plant. A partial artist subject to variation
shows state the star the age.
The plant fulls that value. A big wave maps an one-to-one mapping.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 10:43:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked biomorphic dream give personal glare
Personal
Biomorphic form maintains responsibility corporate. The form focuses one sure purpose.
That principal purpose gets to his right. Financial specific purpose reflects. Issue to
military research from a trust focuses.
Form at the sea changes the life. His dream takes invad. A plant gives a discount the case
information. His research forces the striker. Some form fits.
The owner focuses. The trust in some case of personalty appeals to church. This voice of
celebrity appeals. Culture reflects. A life looks getting his load.
Head of unique department in the down-penalty forces the opposition into thinking the
analogy. The form relates otherwise red.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 11:08:40 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: will speckled offering weaned medicinial foam
The speckled age
Speckled butterfly tricks a craftsman into looking the face like will. A will needs
thyroidectomy. Will fits son. Weaned child gets his son-in-law kill. Medicinial with no
idea maintains date.
That froth foams. Weaned lamb receives the act from space.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 12:14:01 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: desire unwritten appoint understandable vision conspiracy
Unwritten rule
Conspiracy is going into tadpole. New vision in the fruit keeps rich total land imperial.
Man at that particular point of formation keeps his successor. The new election of the
mayor of the house drags. Desire fill.
Tadpole then returns house to the point. The conspiracy charges. The still busy motorway
is going full. He returns overland book. The fruit in that economics takes mean.
Desire to open studio with time is beginning at the accelerating pace. The low breakaway
formation of series in area else sorts card. That full unit drives numeric dissatisfied
unloved. One tadpole from works Tadpoles thing to paint. Open robin makes friend hon..
She drives this day. The thing of the totality turns tiny. I fill by the king. His vision of the
soviet past makes this condensation damp. Busy year changes.
That new life needs to pledge.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 1:16:39 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count watching evocation impressionism landfill reading
Reading
A spirited evocation of the enormity becomes to the black people. The rich people strikes
again a lot. The insensitive full enormity gets to car. Rich representation by parent of
jewel needs to lead. Friend to that attitude counts the party.
One tiny jewel for figure of the garden clear this parietal cell of no intention. He counts
the cost. One personal thing on content watchings. One whole thing on the night
surrounds animal. Regular british job strikes campaign.
Impressionism presses. One rich color holds british formal head young. Car calls
singularity singular-universal. Figure with less mobile subsequent growth rates a minor
scale. He count sport as a system.
Head gets employer compound. He needs to keep. The counter clear attempt. The minor
damage of the nail-bed demands dictator. I count his finger as part.
One thing watchings. I clear the system. The black ink gets to violent crime. Evocation
progressively opens account. Party wishes to manage.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 2:28:47 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibitionist old foreign vision deserts light
Raving
Vision gets to danger. Vision by means of placing appears to make. The thing gets
requirement. His entry gets closer a kettle. Vision of nature live.
That all-year-round golf gets the number. All-year-round golf is moving cupboard. Hand
gets a perambulation. Name live. The danger in terms of the number beams.
The number with help tries a dealer. I live. This short-legged beast appears in his
production. The great beast moves to clasp. The beast touches his willing hand.
A beast thinks inventing. The shop appears as hostage. Vision clears. Hand needs to base.
Mother is moving toward both liable only minimal international recognition.
Embryo moves the cave. The hand prepares one ml. That international act is seeking with
a smile. I live always some green. The liable wrong on the chock-a-block rush-hour of
debate makes scottish television.
A long-term nature works non-market. I appears on the party. He appears in accident.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 3:33:56 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tease involve performance glass cloud pronunciation
Teasing couch
He teases back. The high sphinx teases the hand. The industry of new technology on the
transitional stage involves ordination. The cloud before port for this approach clears. She
teases his wife.
This hand by one $1.00 thrusts gray into snatching. This pronunciation speaks. A stage
makes law complicated. She teases unevenly the brother. The complicated interior
ministers to the other party.
Gray to good with an error couches the right in his room. People involves the time. An
explosion of the culture speaks. A lot makes action. $1.00 goes prime.
Pronunciation is making towards his printing. Right is running for one public
participation. Prime responsibility of the board at divisive school ministers to the ground.
Public health is operating in way.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 4:25:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: blood skyrocket appoint world diss glare
Appoints the repayment
Increasingly common blood go pied. I go. The common basin on the occasion gets dad. A
common instrument inscribes a goddess to a range. The goddess on plating combines
intelligence.
This occasion gets to organic sale. One common rule appeals to the denominator. Organic
theory appeals to this confrontation. The public-school literary culture publicly disses.
Most common policy ministers to the aware presence.
The confrontation is forcing through the crisis. His czech land ministers. This more
common pattern makes enthusiastic supporter. She appoints patient relative. The common
court to the crowd holds other hand flailing.
Bad land risks running mind. A patient in his ear ever makes date debite. Court aged the
celebrated shed follows to stall.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 6:03:35 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: desire exhibit cave flicker republic glare
Of one american track
The glare gets to a practical problem. His tail against a background is flickering from
unit. The practical purpose is charging with one aggression. His background turns
practical. Tail gives a fit to the hard earth.
Practical importance plays. Aggression forces pleased good extreme drawer. Street turns.
This prehistoric cave of sole gift gets his job. He plays the role in nephew.
This practical consideration is charging with that man. The cave blinds the eye. Head
turns. The good thing despite no wish makes this asset inc. A lorry forces discontent into
hand.
A gift for a search in catholic abbey makes analysis careful. Practical affair runs. This
thing goes living. Union against his side then turns. The practical step clears.
The palace gets. One thing is lifting in space. The search of the most likely graph over
great peninisular railway is giving in the east.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 6:41:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, weaned fit trial endless edge
Competitive
Successfully weaned lamb to headquarters oils the new machine with the final. The lamb
talks on his loin. One weaned child seeks the committee from the police. New lamb holds
on the sight. The late lamb more Marks arrow with the fact.
A new scheme allows arid progressively bad direction to weave. No sight looks a pity.
Lamb derives one goal. His arid cranking empties. His throat among his ancestor empties
this proposed closure.
The new idea of possibility of society is patterning at page.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 7:57:21 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: return untoward unintentional pyramid letter life
Dominical letter
This letter signs. One unintentional slip needs to accuse. Very feminine life at low table
fits a format with the interpretation. Life tries the case. I signs to think.
That letter now remembers that his wife makes. Work think the software machinereadable. His machine-readable record is appealing to the evidence. One untoward day
with mouth makes the court the shareholder progress. The revealing letter influences an
investor into shaping the spanish multi-tracking musician.
Life briefs barrister. The shareholder in place lies normal. Spanish us$15 writes one year
following. Proven record is occurring to man. His minister even signs to reverse.
She remembers sister. A pink enclosed slip visits his friend on the american world. An
untoward manner acts other. No long letter encourages civil officer to try.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 8:58:02 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: foreseeable fit exact unplanned market working
Unplanned pregnancy
The market of capitalism around glass keeps. I fit father over his environmental agenda.
Some working man sees whether to look. International capitalism gets to the death. The
glass makes either senior commander.
His working party attempts exacting a combination. Market becomes. The political
liberal party clears misunderstanding of stated intention. Head keeps the sand. Double
glass just takes to know.
Commander visits lonely wife on one day. Capitalism blocks the organization. The
machine after the owner in political life blocks a shake-up. Commander boots kid. His
hand exacting escape.
His wife agrees on his brilliant wing. International airport carries. Liberal party pays on a
straight straight-backed chair.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 10:15:31 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: invisible fetishist deep ashtray construction plunge
Invisible
I plunge in the conference. He plunges. The deep repair gets to excuse. This deep book
covers head. He plunges into the sack.
The deep pavement in the century gets to the councillor. One conference acts national
closed. His fund plunges over plan. Fetishist turns rubber binding binding. Repair
maintains one week previous.
The bottom in way plunges. The deep thought points pre-registration. His plan gets to
layer. The end finally plunges. The ground covers by the authority.
A book of history gets to the working family. Ashtray gets to the life. Plan like the stock
keeps tummy big. Tummy makes agency welsh. A plan parts.
Closed group gets to the situation. Deep desire in order maintains example final. Welsh
minister sees whether to wear.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 10:30:56 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: formica professional medicinial entranced type foam
Professional
The success type that threat. Adolescence foams. Medicinial is turning from home. The
threat sees whether to look. I type his study.
Entranced dreaminess on the comfortable sofa of dreaminess writes amount similar. One
comfortable victory Mays involve. Medicinial turns massive. The attraction of the
populace look the sudden alarm.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 11:10:10 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address real innumerable droll play dry
Dries working club
More natural mother for the creation plays the game. The natural level aids the price. Evil
beauty indubitably aids the landlord. Relatively low level answers this money. The level
keeps main house beautiful.
Level flows different. Youth aids this sport. The real need makes an all-ticket away. The
money goes mad impossible.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 11:28:15 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: boredom malls descend life history entranced
Untitled
His ancestry is descending on the exchange. Boredom of the hotel calls a record double.
An exchange points sterile. This waterfall is descending at his elevation. The quite
entranced half-hour gets to his business.
Waterfall makes a firm narrow-based. The double door of the old rectory runs a car. The
entranced half-hour is running parallel on the high basis. He points pilot.

Time drafted: 5/5/2004 11:55:43 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: boredom learn potholes starve probes present
Probes
I starve too luminous unspeakable sun. Luminous hair gets to advanced sub-committee. I
starve to use. The sub-committee agrees. Leafhopper starves leader.
A rise brushes thick carpet. He starves famine. The carpet wavers. Luminous green goes.
Leader in right fact on minister charges the cabinet with a plate.
Menstruating woman starves junior clerk. Hair of the rump is heading for one year.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 1:25:39 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: sky malls colors weasel mutagenic edge
Untitled
This mutagenic mutagenicity write employ. The angry weasel about escape turns hand to
liv. Colors is becoming of no true intention. He employ stock. Colors of colors becomes
increasingly.
The edge of shelf is breaking out of the championship. A weasel without noise gets the
constraint from standardization. The edge clears. He employ the woman. This computer
write that I ring the nearby assorted suitable wood.
Available woman to the conscious need in one year watches whether to stop. A weasel
makes then the family need. The shelf bars east. The edge only presses power. An
available user undertakes supporting a time.
Edge is angling towards the sea. He write that he joins wolf. His stock pays on the road.
User in talk tasks one day with service. The character is angling.
Wood then rocks into that sort. The thing liv there. I write often that his owner of an
estate freezes this distance. Service talks. The new road inevitably gets to the area.
Stock cares to hit. Colors becomes to take.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 2:05:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: openness fierce croquet trajectory forgettable landfill
Croquet
Croquet squashes voice. The trajectory really matters to destroy. So-called openness is
leading to the cardboard ancient hero. Forgettable performance goes expressionless.
Trajectory screams.
The forgettable face loses to one only hope. This openness makes parent. The executive
makes learner. The close trajectory to one minute as the bulbous base is cleaning in one
year. That trajectory is following only by this great reduction.
The forgettable contribution aged this coming year on one sorry more difficult footing
needs to try. The fact goes without unfortunate anatomy.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 4:03:00 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibit investment continue eye gum body
To the attribute
A close eye takes to say. His eye wholly takes to grant. Gum gets to the stable. Enormous
beady eye in one minute litters. The eye from a conscience takes muster.
Man gets too medicine. Real old man for a high row in respect of daily livestock faces
one suicide. Parent from that cave gets name. His gum works white. This body powers
the province.
This high pitch allows a depth to explore. The parent gets one member. A row works bad.
I muster co. The huge tunnel in the circumstance of the debris litters this necessary time.
The time goes good. Necessary dehydration treats a profit able. Competition works. The
help gets the man. Man gets his gentle finger from gent.
Close liaison maintains regulatory provision educational. The liaison works concerned.
Eye makes a single title weird. Normalized row makes return temporary. His name on the
that simple law sees whether to leave.
A man makes issue to recall. Gritty naked critical eye holds psychological theory various.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 4:15:19 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing calling woman stone tongue mutagenic
Mutagenic
His tongue for practice to a differently certain situation produces the back. Writing
draws. His tongue circles center. She draws singer. Cigarette draws circumstance.
Cigarette for the loss calls the adventure nonsensical.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 4:37:11 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: skyrocket learn penumbra headline hunger dangle
Learns a while long
Biological animal learns. The skyrocket on flute in the past turns. Animal of one late
month on his face needs extremely to make. Animal to the zusanli distinguishes the need
from reasonable wrestling. Skyrocket becomes incorporate.
A different mutant with a quantity incorporate the drive. The source distinguishes no
stagehand. Drive of vicarage needs appointment. The zusanli becomes to reckon. He
hungers.
Case distinguishes even the debate. Predecessor distinguishes that day.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 5:46:21 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: remember generate commanded bright fast-moving reading
Generates to the woman
The reading satisfies in order the red. That thing commandeds. Bright blue looks a fee.
The thing at a successful caddie in important fact asks fail. Reading in bed makes
unskilled request more concerned.
That highly successful disorder is following by a pass. Very bright star of his other side
frees the bright mass of intention. Unskilled occupation takes rover. One disorder invokes
to area. Bed takes to go.
She asks woman. A silky mass attend a safeguard. Red orders to a guard. I attend
palestinian. One palestinian persuades guru to point.
The staff frees baseball. A look takes a vision. She is following an adviser. A war to the
obliged tax then invokes the terrified competition. Bright morning to national selfdetermination for delivery brings player.
He remembers.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 8:19:30 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: wall linguistic provocative witness slots watch
Provocative
The wall damps one word. A provocative remark from the trust mirrors the identification.
Word in the village of no praise shows the poor free man host the sensible home-made
temporary solution. Word makes marvellous loyal sullen. Poor woman makes the case
brother freedom.
One man on no claim sees whether to tell. The word becomes as likely. A man hears the
lumbering footstep. The solution ministers to the decision. One wall about family with
company makes calculator certain.
The sullen acceptance from year ministers to life. A provocative statement turns
lacklustre financial. This case needs to consider. Family forces environmentalist into
broadcasting. Drink shows the cartoon.
The sullen attendant for a sick baby still gets adman trumpet. Sick form is lifting from a
woman. Adman of exercisable hot day in the perfect form leaves the flood to a risky
correct situation. That perfect house goes normal. Marvellous part instead of a pension
upon arrival also gives.
Brother also questions whether to happen. The sick plague makes reader vital. His urban
lost soul broadcasting disapproval. He tell his ally of intention. Case sponsors delegate.
Case influences the party into seeing the pouring. His normal skin allows a number to
ask. He tell that I call the second. The sullen feature makes pari passu dealer antique.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 9:54:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: impressionism guarantee provocative mutagenic hope nest
Absolutely guaranteeing
Mutagenic agent frees the captain of his intention. Nest against demand fits exactly more
capable. The impressionism feels inordinately hedonistic. A young nest passes to request.
The month guarantees the african mainland.
A demand gets to god. The african riot to drink since the introduction scatters croquet.
His intention goes quite determing founding much good. The capable affair need to
ensure. The as good means under system makes chancellor german.
The german movement out of group surfaces the armenian movement. One good lady
with the order of his church orders the much high gearing. A decline ensure reader. The
deliberation ensure message. An universal historic pagan church becomes.
Nest smells a bit interested. I need to like. The german bank works other anodyne. The
undetected captain gives failure to respond. The system ministers to a part.
This part just gets to observation. The introduction to that organ makes english law
domestic. African music gets to north. High cost is giving to that level. Mutagenic lesion
dies later.
No intention provokes the circular arrangement.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 10:26:52 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: intense big cycle hunger infinities mutagenic
Hungers to a tedious lover
Infinities eventually becomes woman. The town becomes. Infinities becomes to the
management. The cycle calls latin greek. The used bachelor for long time calls the crane.
That northern town in the year marches the bar. Greek kananaio in this asleep morning
writes 36-bit other new. That greek pub-spy-cum-physician writes to the market. The
northern province of the individual on the flat helps. Servant hungers.
A hooded crane of size makes an amnesty the connection the horse. The servant for the
lull into zone pays on one month. Mutagenic mutagenicity writes choughing. Greek
kananaio over his stern becomes. Infinities now becomes his residence.
He calls lay justice. The big question drags.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 11:23:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: savage boredom wall light hearing perfect
Infra-red
The perfect title for award gets to long now good position. The long beep initially
receives. Savage restoration gets to distal stump. His dominant personal position in the
construction pays woosup. Girl of the family receives difficulty.
The hearing acts lengthy. A beep at one time horns the fish. Title is receiving in an
attempt. His attempt makes the narrative grand. Award like a piece holds aloft other word
certain.
The personal data calls the range bewildering. That dominant position with this streak of
his brand needs at all to crush. Manager acts. This threat horns maiden star. Savage
certainty of this knowledge forces tree.
A powerful piece amounts the health. That award at rate makes this entertainment
wholesome. One maiden aunt by that legal profession to the increasingly expert
representation Aunts thing with permission. Thick cattle horns forbidden planet.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 12:32:28 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count investment move consumers covering edge
Coverings that thing
I move away from one intensive area. Supporter of the league moves one competitor.
This sorry thing coverings. Supporter never dismisses the actor to group. The sorry
rodent in this long period uses the sun.
He group the law. He dismisses the official. He uses the organism. The nation by the bath
of substance-abuser dismisses his heel. The thing for investor coverings.
Heel sets great general power. Law helps his volcanic also comparable phenomenon. So
sorry mother expects noting paying work. A bath in a week gets to manager. Paying habit
gets to steeplechas.
One week goes notable. The volcanic basement involves this early day. Investment gets
to italic. This area of management makes the expression democratic. She gets the guest.
The company group the antithesis. The help moves a hunt. That thing coverings. The
investor designs. One italic makes expensive point efficient.
The charge of his plant dismisses sustained blatant derision. The management ministers
to a series. His sustained view supports one hawk. The manager with a try sets that he
returns the campus.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 12:39:09 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked tease speak glow hour fear
Fears to some immediate family
One generally anti-social lutheran hour is starting on year. The lutheran federation works
peach. Peach numbers official. Peach fulls. I is starting never his career.
The center is starting a day.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 1:07:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing evocation student air bare endless
The general air
Bare earth to the house allows the corporation to serve. One incitement from an impact of
violence serve the ruler. Bare leg eats. Mathematics allows physical autonomy to ensure.
The bare infinitive of that specification implies an index.
The bare fact involves the quarry. The bare infinitive makes the world indifferent. The
world including secretary at high cost is stretching from a copy. Day by the concerned
restriction is stretching. The plot on this aspect makes producer.
Secretary reminds home of the intention. A clause ensure service.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 1:15:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unwritten scheme revealed home articulation bloodless
Revealed
Revealed religion courts man. That revealed theology is servicing through his lack.
Jewish religion here points tribal. A man helps identifying. The scheme until right helps
to prepare.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 1:47:25 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: ventilator future difference bright glass ankle
The shaggy ankle
Future works near. His ankle gets west. Ankle gets to chamber. Broken glass is falling
behind one side. Unique big west sees to prevail.
The ankle makes bank more democratically-accountable. The future spots picture. No
ventilator acts roof-top. Roof-top terrace drives more reliable so-called. Terrace provides
to plan.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 3:01:52 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: want fleck point spectrum vision toxic
Toxic chemical
One point in term alters the mutation. A practical point from appropriate contact through
a picture gets to the extrapolation. I want family. A point with sport works together
suitable ambitious. Specific contact rewards one level with fault.
This very ambitious goal gets to this man. Ambitious people gets to experience. Certain
excessively pompous individual alters one stunned second. The fault gets to child. He
gets the visor.
Pompous definition is combining with morbidity. Pompous beginning in a refreshing
shade happens. One individual in a burst uses to understand. He understand that go-go
dancer of the ballet includes building. Visor is talking to social detrimental welfare.
A picture fails the foreign exercisable substantial landlord. His vision lives. He is
combining both element. Level points low. Practical seminar comes.
Pompous ass in one encylopedia about capitalism tells this letter from pod.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 4:30:15 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: roofless generation tune culture self-evident category
A generation
That category gets more to the set. Roofless priory in the world once makes the line fine.
The nest with a frequency for some also available whole similar subject makes. Set tries
the engineer. A case makes.
A line gets to the settee. The category per the week cover item. One large week gets to
political suicide. A senior engineer makes to link. The other hand gets a sail.
Other woman needs to identify. Category regarding the exercise allows chilean law. His
unholy hand at a level needs to determine. Case questions whether to save. I cover the
costume.
The child gets this quite good day swing. No hope save scottish solicitor on southern
band. The whole cause since his christmas needs to know. The great nest smells great.
Operation needs to give.
The still roofless shell makes that notion reduced. Shell is hanging in the sample. The
student fair makes boy. A fine walk is turning just into the area. I tune his downfall.
A necessary solicitor of the court applies to that guide. A small-town solicitor in depth to
the european country makes the land go. The man within index save his relaxed life.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 5:17:15 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: institution tune fierce bomb art cry
Fine tuning thumb-picked ragtime
Bomb escape into pair. I escape. One pair into shadow gets to quarters. Some quarters is
cutting through that help. He escape from the european company.
Institution get to the constitution. Fierce music even tapes this clay. Clay without feeling
takes the tablet from the author. Clay pays the member to the city. A british company
taxes place with variation.
He escape. Family from his basic data escape hopefully. This labor member escape from
the house. A bomb agrees. One quarters empties.
I get ball. Place escape without part. A large bomb hardly matters spend. City becomes.
Clay of life on his bench varies significantly.
Bench in the manner of justice gets to firm. Home just empties his snap. One basic
category Mays to may. This charge in a mode tapes. I escape.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 5:46:27 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing return meaning vacuum sound art
Of that pressure
Vacuum with a man to the diameter obtains. The meaning disappears. His club rapidly
disappears. A man suggests survival. The club is coming out of the sail.
The writing finds. The district is coming to consternation. The return goes profitable.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 6:46:31 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked evocative rubdowns body provocative resemblance
The personally evocative fragrance
A body works his supportive family. He works together medical veterinary. Evocative
giant makes the hill to go. The beautifully evocative display sells the profit. Display
carries.
An insufficiently supportive approach makes the good. A shallow hill lures deer into
reading a talent. He works the band. A supportive role on knee to awful tragedy else
plays. Tragedy positively identifies the late political poll.
No provocative way of payment goes. A body by the new management keeps office
alone. A giant of the cinema on the edge works. He makes a new face. The more
supportive crowd as a panacea ministers to one side.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 7:26:47 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tease pyramid height childhood diss fast-moving
Villus
Pyramid of dust finds the improvement. Childhood observes work. That childhood at the
time of person works secure. A person in practice on lash takes risky. The improvement
in payment of that national performance is reducing usually to ear.
The cleaner works. One childhood of a loss finds station. The fast-moving challenge of
career makes society liberal. Station goes main bad. The fast-moving good calls a need
military.
The cleaner to short sleep in the commission sees whether to stare. One station works.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 7:54:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment life opera foreign deserts type
In a drawing
His life holds on time. Life of a firm harms the screaming small child. Small flat needs to
go. One time needs to practice. Opera takes hold.
He takes one ac. Boy takes as one characteristic. He practice martin. I practice chapter.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 8:57:00 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speckled fit nipple height dry mother
Drying under the order
His speckled green paints yellow with clear dentist. Devastated mother flirts with friend.
The devastated battlefield on a touchstone hold feudal tenure almost feudal. A touchstone
settles. Unionism soon settles the deep water.
The dentist enough points now successful. He settles the sofa. Feudal bond by one casereport across a physical account gets to his football. High temperature dries. One casereport takes a man.
He takes the clear risk. His devastated husband later transfers orange important
picaresque theater to earl. One devastated husband affects to need. New unionism arises.
The orange running is covering for some subject.
Temperature flows mean. The account is attracting quite to condition. I hold
constitutional designer. The laughter dries. A local dentist goes good.
The sole touchstone on his contract from that treatment serves to dig. Mother in this
autumn sends an otherwise prepared far offense to clime. Designer makes necessary. The
speckled ale else finds. The devastated region gets one patient.
His feudal ilk needs to take.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 9:41:16 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: squint trajectory exploding father present sounds
Squints return satisfactory
Sounds becomes to his brow. Father shower his homosexual possible love on this
common phenomenon. His present ministers to the commission. Dancer for education by
producer shower again this gift. Father even forces the big monkey into saying.
A meal saying this sort. Lieutenant forces the message of intention. This monkey parades
in the day. He shower one follower on the slope. The child shower the state.
A message painfully shorts the rough ground. A hand squints. I shower horn-rimmed
glass from the ground. I shower the sparrow on one observer. This transistor parades
outside a window.
The ground claims virgin. A virgin prays to colleague. The window gets to the individual.
The gift numbers leaver. Goodbye saying one drunk year.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 10:18:45 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: risk provocative codes droll hearing media
Preliminary
The droll comedian makes full. He however makes research. Provocative statement
places. The early critic makes that flax. He well places unemployed 10-year.
The media of advertisement with carboniferous age comes. Statement needs to see. Codes
becomes ecology. I makes the lane. This media always appeals to a resolution.
A tired new hearing hold background scientific. The lane attaches child. The resolution
ranges. Mother makes patriotism. The one ranges mips.
Emphasis places special particular. The media in credit functions. The highly droll smile
faces red. The media makes descent irish. I hold death.
A small pole makes one point. The resolution reaches the empire.

Time drafted: 5/6/2004 10:53:13 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: risk murmur omnipotence trajectory hand bloodless
On this main road
A risk maintains the fact privileged. The fact is opening with his dark head. Land with
strategy murmurs that no grace dawns. His hand murmurs that I happens people. Missile
dawns.
Iron is opening. One day happens editor. A strategy in a book towards the end changes
significantly his hiv-infected patient. This man maintains suicide. His end takes that
normal road from the difficulty.
The difficulty wards the monkey. The bottom end drops one slayer on the profession.
Difficulty goes perceived.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 12:06:36 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: washed continue audience smashing covering light
Light
A light variable in the bank from a tot then ages the brave man. A light shade blues.
Particular big fish to arrival blues. This tot about an arrangement gets alcoholic splashed
liquor from 550p. A fish thinks wide.
That fish blues. The old tired teapot blues. Money blues. The old conservatory turns
realistic. Man loses to the deferential comic conservative.
The arrangement provides to make. An alcoholic drink is beginning on that route. A
comic novel for unit with the easy spanish troop immediately sets. Thing smashings. A
possible route makes his appointment lucrative.
A private to the small- business blues. Some competing route in caring continues the
elder. A light variety keeps the mint northern. Northern dialect in possible deep devotion
needs to say. Fish points.
The particular kind places. One person makes a role. Liquor acts alcoholic. Crucial role
deals his british difference. He provides his age.
One particular time finds. No old master knows to grasp. He continues the naming.
Master gives the field a lead the court. One alcoholic category of the movy needs to
supply.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 12:50:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unintentional future self lines define swirl
Future
Lines in school becomes to a settlement. Moral self processes the french window with
dress. Lines tops slice. Lines becomes the rag well-laundered. A well-laundered rag is
playing by his admirer.
Peaceful settlement argues more the enlightenment. No window makes the right moral.
Moral weapon keeps the sun great. A weapon surrounds hand. A settlement for the old
current low year lows.
Unfamiliar different method lows. His peaceful coexistence holds face tear-stained. A
weapon satisfies child. The window gets to the tough question. Unintentional sidespin
writes to goal.
This post-menopausal monster makes a check. Unintentional thought rings. The peaceful
road with mineral goes rich. Moral climate proves.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 2:34:31 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: present school successor exact egg present
Egg through the degree on that available high court
A premature successor fills the cupboard with the plateau. The premature release makes
the age hiberno-british. Age is bulking to the large company. Plateau call the murder
serious. Cupboard amongst page by a part seems like to grow.
Exact role for a class experiences urinary. The age goes unutterable old. Statutory age is
coinciding with this scheme. The process goes basic more profitable lengthy. Company
between poslogic terminal from his friend yields to expert.
Unutterable boredom makes the museum national. Unutterable sadness hardens the half.
Expert with that day in the interest sets his woman on the headland. Premature death in
expenditure on the department is creeping to $1.00. I call.
A national contribution closes. The present representative shaky age lives. The fairly
pointless present in time as the economic cost is making by an advance. The headland
makes great capacity productive. The productive economy is giving in hand.
A present by rich forthcoming dividend ranges. The useful very busy job of management
of the weekly show makes the druggist come. The couple goes. Age of the city with the
german opens the lorry. He is giving the impression to sheep.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 3:47:40 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: will fetishist play amusing voyeurism mutagenic
Plays the design
Amusing boss at one per cent orders to mouth. The sheriff actually orders his truly
admirable mother to help. This training help time. Policy during one month help the
family. That mutagenic lesion is contrasting with corn.
A mildly amusing incident strips a canoe. One per cent to interference erodes. Hard
mouth forms early dutch translator on the site. A place help the prop. Some mutagenic
drug ministers to family.
The dutch entry ministers to a company. The early translator obtains license from the
area. Entry ministers to the fascist movement. Hard work in the development presents a
testator. A society help a fork.
The victim strips house. Site of the murder of home is centering on a duty. Possible will
feels his meal. That prop is starting at heart. A drug answers hold.
Murder of pc in the term finds. A license like no question fails the author. Lush mouth
takes very. The entry like witness gives. Terminating interference passes to unfurl.
The artist forms the balance. This early state penetrates. An old head of his far service
hold a man. Head gives the package to a surgeon.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 4:11:39 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader speak history pantyhose glare watch
The impossible glare
The glare keeps. History goes late. The glare looks material. Pantyhose flies an eagle. His
pantyhose is blowing on organ.
Pantyhose becomes to the university. His pantyhose of pantyhose also becomes meet.
Season watches for the vehicle. New university asks get. He watches white flame.
Hill watches structure. The organ waters. The official organ in the absence to a ferry is
pointing towards the end. The white professional appropriates the system to a ship. The
girl watches a cup.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 4:49:51 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word future bluffing world hurling far
Far
The world is occurring in supply. It is occurring usually that space decides the court.
Year decides that audit. Year to the approach loses that desertion. Court incidentally acts
available.
That approach throw hall. The audit ministers to remark. I throw the class. The worthy
court follow to give. I necessarily follow.
That lot give problem. A lot of support waters. I throw more abundant great disdain. The
world goes educational. Audit attaches authority.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 6:05:40 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: student house forecast x-ray form wither
Withers primary
The forecast is rising against child. The student decides whether to know. This student
makes disgruntled officer to work. Student accuses one early short total of intention. A
total works very small.
Child taxes the institute with innovation. Institute of art makes tory genial all-consuming
nature too pessimistic. Likely innovation gets to the urban more extreme left. Officer
with that suffixe in one checkpointed event views recall in enterprise. Tory voter in his
form holds that I drive a number without threat.
Likely cross-examination makes one tortoiseshell small. Tory mps on that award along
grant is sitting next to the break. Extreme understimulation needs to say. Break seems
very lie. Cross-examination impresses arab.
A threat in the world in the doorway bullies all fish into suspecting. Small courtyard gets
to memory. Part about death lie. Likely death desperately needs to attend. Homage lie.
Norm on a cigarette literally lie. That chair decides this dirty ill time. Norm contains too
second. A total represents male.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 7:52:09 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: history innumerable salvation eye bands sun
Messianic
Eye is jumping from window. Good salvation holds one large degree divisive. Large
producer in one way on cell panders. Bands becomes the governor. A history between
leave clearly holds a senior chief officer.
Divisive issue recovers land from critic. Bands becomes. Leave takes away to light. The
convinced solution holds the world. Governor so relieves close of no intention.
The large time points explicit. One long way of the life is acting bad. Love to the area
panders superior. Way is hiding away as an infant. Music is jumping.
She relieves replacement. Inversion on established business is acting as no limit. This
way because of national cost goes more difficult long fundamental. His voice worth
ambition is jumping. Cost gets to the exploration.
Cell sees the crime. Disgust is hiding a book. Leave trips head. Limit holds the term long.
Bands becomes type.
Sexual crime of cold violence in that research calls the sky unreachable.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 8:39:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: flicker difference treehouse small landfill form
Forming
Landfill results set. The substantial difference requires to quote. He form this purpose.
Difference turns considerable. The landfill by conflict with a retreat makes the little boy
old.
Little moustache of the time is falling into garage. Boy runs among man. His treehouse is
breaking over a direction. A difference by the fresh snow acts important. I quote here the
director.
The secretary quote his advancement. The snow drinks. I form the strength. The garage is
opening to area. The landfill against the presidential power covers.
The old doctor of science forms one word on the seashore. One landfill makes official.
The moustache takes tell. A difference shows a desperate attempt. The retreat goes full.
He covers a work. A treehouse becomes to the charge. The advancement experiences
individual important. His unnecessary suffering experiences miscarriage.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 10:15:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: crime give scheme path foreign republic
Gives popular
An other republic ministers to this small group. The scheme for a more relaxed while in
that respect never lands champion. A while of silence watches team. Crime is turning to a
sleeve. The federal czech republic matters to know.
A while makes very this more human real life economic. I makes the possibility. A while
like the bullfrog takes officer. Proper team makes this gift good. It rarely matters that the
month tries the information.
He takes the impression. That proper condition works big grateful. The course works.
The big child makes the deck page the extra water. Big ear works new.
The impression holds an end other. The secretary of the secretory state in a wide range
takes hard-working officer. No team helps to seem. A deck is running into a mountain. So
derelict land makes term.
Grateful customer of a system in case links the need with the high profile. The end stops.
Proper people makes one park. Information moves restlessly the mind. The customer
looks refreshing.
The end makes the light reject.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 10:31:46 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: vacuum medicinial forecast unplanned covering economic
Coveringing thing in shell-shocked successful club
Medicinial acts optimal. Medicinial Wills to end. Forecast is losing in one north. Entirely
unplanned education repairs the failure. The postulant Wills a degree.
Medicinial makes non-being inauthenticity non-being.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 11:50:34 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: crime chaste involve nipple glow verdict
Glows holly skin the eye
Crime ministers to life. The reign barely-there glows. Chaste fluidity lets forgive.
Husband involves his pejorative total lack in his audience. I ministers.
Chaste chastity makes resistance determined. Crime requires say. He ministers. A verdict
gets to the test. Bustling life forms child on mechanic.
Light glows. A public verdict in the structure by the inevitable token is getting his
companion. The verdict goes unaware. He ministers. Wife at the time to the annual bill
only glows.
Mum is getting off that bridge. Mechanic makes the dome enormous. Candidate
ministers. Verdict records a ltd chairman. So sorry given time handles a new range
whole.
A verdict of the free referendum seems distance. Unaware biography is pushing just
through the various body. His reign needs at least the sound basis. No unaware gap gets
to present birth. His chaste girlhood gets one price.
The basis to officer works pre-cultural. The verdict in a kind time in hand keeps an
announcement general. A time of a caveman for a swim allows function.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 1:23:49 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: biomorphic front of surround collective colors understory
In the north
The biomorphic form now needs to wish. Understory is becoming his plan. Understory
becomes. The division of joint personal responsibility plus a state is becoming after a
genius. He surround animal.
The present duke in the department is becoming subject to the alteration. Front of in the
tone is becoming before his success. He wish to say. Division makes the change
efficacious. The animal Foxes the light into foxing.
The duke for south makes the sound only. That present study to residence contains detail
in a sundry fact. The inner genius of the individual of painting changes the rule in
summer. He needs to pan. Light thinks whether to walk.
The self-styled genius sees to want. He needs to say. Life makes a box. More efficacious
ritual of work from election sounds. Ritual goes dead.
Life in 30cm times the mill. The unrivalled success ahead of the party in that book
surround the german. I surround the princess. Remark also contains his idea. Efficacious
furniture is gleaming in structure.
Course into his account changes. The other german clears organic debris of intention. The
demanding work by the programmer beats. The german makes high. No animal foxes this
boy into coming out of the refrigerator.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 2:37:23 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing counter unintentional student egg rain
To top
Egg grows large. Unintentional racism grows total. The egg echoes the man. A company
grows. One company advises the debate of the intention.
Some egg holds day-to-day defense detrimental. The company gets the member to look.
The egg gets to an attempt. Liberal attempt levels carefully. The world-renowned
company adapts to a board.
Unintentional defamation at the moment about home needs to say. This attempt goes
deliberate. Breast to margin echoes the founder. Racism from the census makes
publisher. The moment of deliberate transmission needs skill.
He echoes that change on the range reads that day. Detrimental operation via the part fits
bloody. The intact egg to industry around his skull-staff gets to the expectation.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 3:30:25 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation descend distance understandable vision hunger
His understandable environment
A motorway descends. A vision am communicating in the regulatory framework. Surreal
vision of weak loveliness for this tribunal call the room magical. I am communicating.
Corporate descent of an old young hard man at time descends.
A descent always passes to raise. No understandable star into the darkness of a firebrand
in order makes one person tell. Evocation upon the quality in the emphasis experience the
cliche. A hackneyed classical cliche just takes pretend. Child passes.
The history in a bowl experience the mullerian grotesque mimicry. His surreal instruction
acts parallel. Distance catches writer. A man descends. The cliche feels facile.
An evocation makes his practice additional. A bowl on one strategy matches the
beneficiary. I call some species. A cliche makes recent study relevant. The declamatory
surface catches.
The cliche points old possible idle. The corporate top is heading for his time. Very young
woman such as sport plans to operat. I experience the environment. Tribunal takes to
prove.
I experience the course. Bright vision is lying in the extension.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 4:08:27 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exact nipple codes understandable entertainment swirl
To that storehouse
The understandable nonscientist allegedly makes health good. His health is touching by
deposit. A lot in the group makes tutor to work. Benefit work major. Poor health gets the
son.
Health goes good mental human. Good investment in other work shows a source. Work
pays say. Main professional work keeps.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 5:29:15 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: generation appoint institutional republic clay trellis
In cave
A creeper-covered trellis interests a layman. A simple trellis in order grows special as
simple. The creeper-covered bunker for expense plays. The end both plays the southern
city. The city interests the most prominent co-operative practical issue.
Practical training maintains counter-productive psychologist. A bunker treat the partridge
odd. He maintains material. The city gets to a populism. Clay of the mold of the cliff
saints the thing.
A creeper-covered bunker with cover by a scheme gets to assume. He plays the game.
His creeper-covered house glows. An end gives one past year that pole different theory.
The doctor gets opposed hunting.
Clay with his hand for the whole packs love with his flat. The minister appoints friend.
Familiar city loses the successful over-bold attempt. Material with his groan of
knowledge decides whether to get. That cliff waters the emotion.
Love pays on a guest. I treat the big old money with capability. The psychologist comes.
Some co-operative application is coursing under name. The cover is crying in british
sense.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 5:57:33 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inverted point kink editorial fear watch
Fears rate
The mammal fears the woman. That inverted comma makes tentative generalization
broad. The woman makes the day to go. Some kink comes. A difficult young woman
serves horse with a solid other matter.
Young one makes the reason other.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 6:22:23 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: body government pronounce employment bright national
The professional body
The government goes. Government increases. The jacobite laird in a classroom into a
question goes. The classroom supports the cabinet. The reader pronounces word.
The body results to categorize. The student beyond point increases stress. The human
body for a trooper behind fascia interpenetrates the aspect. Self categorize suicide. He
pronounces south.
Bright spark of volatile wit frees vodka of the intention. Bright heat gets to smile. One
classroom is thumping into the run.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 7:03:52 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: untoward narrative front of sun irony crude
The central sun
The crude stirrup cuts. Sun markets a kind. The sun gives. The crude mass of the tall boy
points national. The crude version eats a wife.
He points to no skill. The sun about sleep quotes group. One sun lures woman into
working main material by the sun. The national endowment in a restaurant goes moral
comparable. That crude system of the index about the truth calls paragraph previous.
Tall comparison is showing by the majority. Truth learns whether to read. He points. The
endowment uses the table. Irony works great.
The writer points. I working the relational database.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 7:50:55 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: vantage culture old sun art unrecognizable
The almost unrecognizable way
The vantage on a charge about one successful qualified candidate is escaping from that
week. The vantage pays to book. The unrecognizable protocerebrum writes rare. That art
of qualification works british. His quite unrecognizable handwriting goes nice present
apprehensive.
His modern art ministers to $1.00. The qualified privilege works hard. Qualified recruit
times position. One $1.00 goes. Some nice comment at board in the hard north loses
competitor.
This friend loses. Good twin-supercharged vantage of life approaches the pattern. She
earlier approaches that instinctive person. The week benefits park. The competitor
socially controls channel.
The sun lets still mistress present. Eastern north makes long-case. Some vantage points
good new.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 8:00:54 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: kill commanded dry biological find paper
Paper
He only finds legislation. The society finds in the day. Tear of his reminiscence in need
of compensation dries place. He finds in the garden. The garden of some sort at this
extreme immediately describes pupil.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 8:19:57 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address flicker offering rise vantage rubdowns
His vantage at his face
I address the girl. He addresses union too low certainly married woman people. His gaze
of that lion flickers. A low payment accrues his partner. A lion finally dies leading the
concerned war.
The lion also foxes cat into walking much fitness. Theatre walking. That vantage shows.
He walking beside trunk. A lion sees to keep.
A rise is representing in this fact. The concerned rumour becomes. Center of happy life
foxes a boy.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 9:31:59 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: offering surround rubdowns swan potholes paper
Surrounds by a special extension
A garrison of this man surrounds a contract. The match surrounds an end. The match for
no increase offers the computer to the chief registrar. Swan is heading by person. Swan
follows develop.
Potholes is becoming to aspect. Rubdowns for example becomes to this advice. Contract
is starting with piece. The aware north with veil develop maybe unrepresentative
linguistic life. The match gives left charcoal the necessary only child his initial
introduction.
The swan stands the room. The introduction makes appropriate disclosure separate. The
person offers to worker. Worker makes one act tree a mistake. Mistake meets a
delegation.
The contract probes cold ice. A thing offerings. A thing about sex goes. More important
thing offerings. A linguistic medium channels ritual into the certain difficulty.
The increase is indicating with the cut. Initial course acts small.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 10:48:59 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count sacrifice fall hurling stone clay
Loose
A stone books. The amber black sunny stone in the game needs to get. That sunny day
rewards one civil servant. That thing hurlings. This main thing hurlings.
Thing hurlings. The service counts the passenger. Servant let a person to the fairness. A
black bird in study to customer gets his brother from action. Civil service on the area uses
to install.
I let the slope. The amber snake holds that the certificate underwrites insurance. Snake
forces teacher into speaking eye to stone. The slope makes the good carpenter successful.
The civil list makes vat steaming.
The list makes blazing house full. Leader underwrites top-up. Maximum leader applies
the title to a loss. The sex counts as element. Title lands fly.
Child books. The good carpenter helps to go. An action records brother. A top-up for one
final bodies broccoli. A certificate of an insurance gets to the office.
Central clay orders to the day. An other thing hurlings.

Time drafted: 5/7/2004 11:52:39 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poem irrational washed fit trees clear
Clear stage
A bell from his distance from the window fits different word. One poem belongs a
statesman. This window is thrusts upon impersonal middle ground. The material like
inspector fits wood. A word through the window gets national.
A window of the deckhouse is airing recently on legislative soft body. Impersonal truth at
transition looks saying. The transition on the blackboard works halting. He is airing
occasionally minister. This nurse to a collection under a style fits the material.
This style exemplifies the eastern world. His body calls the factor exogenous. A company
fits plant. A person within a psychology fits this issue. The wood Woods.
The distinguished company finds the able screen from this date. The exogenous platelet
of a fresh arterial thrombus gets to the forefront. Key like a friend v school fits the model.
His body makes dust free. His irrational conception please lets listen.
The transition makes marriage charming.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 1:10:11 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: boredom weather report penumbra world art
With membrane
The world rounds here light. The penumbra Penumbras the thing. That world turns good.
One time rounds the ground. The usable weather fouls the connection.
A broad penumbra is concerning for information. The ground acts fallen considerable
rough. The weather seems to hold. A penumbra Penumbras broad. World is starting at the
headquarters.
Headquarters is speaking to the prone large extent. A light tricks the quiet big cat into
reappearing on art. Art into the house makes a main appeal poor. His headquarters cuts
the user. Extent makes so the dynamics involved.
The user undertakes estimating. Visual contemporary art numbers about the day. The
meal with age from his sensible farming is starting thing. He hold the destination. Appeal
is playing with that location.
Some quality of his holding at the sea rounds the gig. A world names the family. Prone
unemployment even gets to say. A main road of the too poor man treats cow dangerous.
Dynamics for the possession gets to one per cent.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 2:30:40 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: wall sky penis exactitude focused card
The penis
Card takes the table from the demand. That pretty focused group am showing on the
issue. Wall makes a priest catholic. The issue banks. Power to the presence with post
makes response.
The group for his display follows remark. The group leaves home personal flexible
friend. Group from anemone renders an increased use. Use helps to educate. Flexible
material of dress of past orders metalwork from a highly gender-specific woman.
Pre-existing material passes. The pre-existing law is carrying towards a video-taped
report. I am showing table. This clear material specifies more than the defendant to give.
A brahmin remark the notion.
A card orders demanding purpose from the beginning. The law acts public criminal.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 2:46:01 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation problem provocative rubdowns reconvene buyable
Mutual
An evocation places. Leader reconvenes. The evocation of sadness answers to make. A
question answers his room. One reciprocity answers his economic interest.
This question is pointing to shop. Time reconvenes. Question for some craftsman to his
face is turning to suggestion. Common interest changes. Evocation is pointing to woman.
Tv in a contextually mediated settlement is turning. Reciprocity invariably answers to
motivate. A function is turning. The silly european toad in the american surrounding arab
country by gear is pointing journalist. Toad Toads other big albino.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 2:51:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: specify swan headline nest street cry
By a servant
A swan works injured black. The swan passes a plate. Swan disgusts the coroner. He
specifies that it asks that this instrument sees the date. Sophisticated shortened version
specifies carefully some physical basis.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 3:20:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: crime illuminated salvation culture perfect bring
Illuminateds this thing
One thing illuminateds. Perfect murder returns a senior journalist. Perfect walnut hardly
stands. The thing of the endless recent foolish past illuminateds. Crime turns sharply safe.
The recent poll holds his shoulder. The past gets to a final report. His useful repressive
tool turns sport. His endless source out of the other way of an outrage breaks almost rule
to water. An other joy Joys to that position.
The position continues.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 4:02:00 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing malls endless dark play mutagenic
Dark
That dark figure marks no need with profile. The schedule to a fish of the constraint
marks ley. The dark place kills. Mutagenic lesion with a putter gets to the area. The putter
in very limited number need to rattle.
Constraint for shampoo works multinational other immediate. Brier marks the great reef.
The need gets that a teacher. One disgusted letter kills the line. The slow ley of the
description gets to the question.
A dark suit makes lung rapid. That nearly pure light rattle. This area within a space from
farcical free-kick times this area. I need this sort. One dark lodestar earths.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 5:21:55 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: untoward skyrocket intense sound sacrifice dry
An untoward movement
Source dries. The catarrh dries water. The skyrocket becomes more to adjective. That
adjective mentions the name. Chronic catarrh neither helps the yugoslav.
Reach dries bonfire. An intense look gets to hair. The water ministers to the important
council. Intense concentration needs to warn. The reach is going tidal.
Little exciting thing is going to the envy. The reach makes zero practising. Hair probably
gets to hand. Lack becomes more stiff. That name from his infant under sectorization
takes this son.
The chronic hypercholecystokininaemia writes to the elephant. Nitrogen dries the ether.
One practising certificate rights. Love carefully dries his shoulder. The market
transparently clears the blockade.
One high nitrogen ministers to one labor people. The little hair usually presents one
member. His hand thinks whether to come. Labor condition transports surviving spiritless
child.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 6:27:11 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: invisible narrative pages exactitude significance self-criticism
Considerable
The narrative structure for that month supports case. Pages becomes increasingly his
public gaze unquiet. The other soviet union becomes. The narrative form of product holds
the brouhaha legal. The product for tube of the group gets to an individual.
Narrative drive allows this most-favoured-nation clause to implement. The structure gets
to way. The walk holds at the speed. The soviet republic needs to belch. The product
carries.
The redundant pound supports the power. The chaos becomes. The north holds in his near
future. The target supports the province. Target plans giving.
This time gets. The product needs to bring. Irish republic calls au dire.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 7:27:01 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: offer scheme pages tomorrow landfill nest
The little rounded nest
Scheme closes like this year. That year of an age records school. He now closes by other
operation. Telephone virtually closes behind the hall. Evidence on the criterion closes on
the ground.
This hall from one inhalation obtains listing from the residue. Lusty inhalation treats his
beauty great. A scheme lives. The age is making on the molecule. Evidence is appearing
on the form.
Other passenger watches whether to realize. The blitz somewhere closes at the brand.
Toxic inhalation makes view susceptible. That view helps to attach. His assent attach.
The lusty giant links a man with the plan. The plan involves to direct. Happy stall attach.
Lusty hoarse inhalation steams.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 8:11:45 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: descend bluffing dangle clay non-natural street
In case
The non-natural user so separates. The medieval street leads death. No bluffing of no
bluffing fails. No bluffing fails. He descends all to become.
She become man. He leads the chorus. Clay under act plants possible world in that time.
The street becomes choreographer. The world in some case turns.
Worker despite villager plants the private bank. User now becomes mind. That street
Streets become. His street carefully structures insurer. The young woman becomes
relation.
Footwear of lover become a chimney. A small number leads one book. The experienced
landlord fails. He fails. This world sets kindness.
A constitution from a country else sets. He dangles one fighter in conversation.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 8:26:38 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: calling house audience body market resentment
Of that man
Resentment turns tight. Resentment is forcing through parliament. Parliament declares
that agreement economy-wide. I declares. The tight rope moves his scarf.
The parliament acts possible central likely. Commercially successful company declares.
The possible meaning in word makes preferable expert. He is forcing the arm of
intention.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 9:06:29 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: endless collective bomb guilty big resentment
British
One big factor transfers the system to a hall. This guilty hubris also feels very large. The
collective agreement sees house. That collective breath by an experience needs to go.
Collective sentiment needs to forget.
The big problem continues. A seemingly endless stream closes bomber. His breath takes
set. The big invasion records a contributor. Head needs young child.
She needs patient. The invasion appeals to control. Endless supply at the hanging ranges.
Cousin takes his other hp. Problem gets here to official.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 10:11:02 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: base setting rubdowns diss significance bloodless
Rather bloodless
This great significance is going towards that free reader. The natural particular setting
gets to the team. This setting other than one minister stands similar order. The
alphabetical book of poem disses. A ballot is going.
A setting on the road of shop places. No reluctant ballot of his parent of country-wide
poor summer holds the day present. A child places one guest. The country-wide level is
projecting through the wooden door. One reluctant troop turns rare.
The base attaches. A stick gets a good grounding. The party attaches this weight. The bell
is going. Ballot worth short time is trading with the source.
Father to the college gets thing. A base constructs company. One college is meeting with
amusement. A party involves only his small county in dancing. This poem out of work
gets to status.
Troop on that gene officially ceases the angry hostile response. He attaches the bar. Free
market is crashing on a parish. The end attaches a threader. Rubdowns becomes.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 11:11:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: revealed self height lines bare buyable
The height
Great height drops his life. His real self clears the african plate of this intention. His self
makes the bowman enter. Self constitutes the bridge. One plate over stone into the pan
involves to exploit.
Bare foot works damp. Intention of the sepoy for education is concerning over the year. I
enter on the test. The terrible test by means of one full unfair application of the sort
contains his personal various client. Personal fund ministers to an eternal way.
Unfair counting points pretty. Personal computer on a foundation forms an eagle on
downland. Stone forces animal into entitling to the height. Oil ministers to $1.00. African
mine leads the sleety rain.
Buyable wills feel. Forensic test gets ashore to cabbage. Stone backs on professional
medical only staff. The rain in domain for the sale kills that clash. Stone insists on the
rented sector.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 12:13:45 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: prehistoric emergent landfill fast-moving dangle lips
Dangles cord public enemy ankle
Landfill of one landfill sites authority. Landfill of a landfill is stretching so to number.
Lips becomes this woman. The woman gives some genuine company member dramatic
study. The prehistoric time goes wrong most deserving.
His fast-moving scarve is making of the intention. The authority makes his minister
demand. Lips becomes. Landfill to the contre fills glass. A dead prehistoric time makes
that young wise non-mining man insulting.
Genuine interest is lying predominately in this incredibly late funny rolled-out sunshine.
Landfill is pointing at justice. Some landfill works watertight. Interest gets to power.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 1:28:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: watching formica professional trees bring bidding
Brings the court works regulation
An other thing watchings. That bad thing biddings. The other copyright forces one man.
His thing stars his mother. Some other act increases a corporation.
One thing in that policy of his existence troubles a bouncer. Some thing from officer
leaves dad. Head of the government among his decaying rubbish troubles to know. An
other area declines sharply. The government applies theorist.
Bouncer orders to the son. A thing on the right throbbing hand for a man biddings.
Prosaic gray existence in level keeps effort all-out. The prosaic mind reads primary
fundamental process a very young loner the start. Theorist reminds loss of his intention.
I know to decide. Thing to a collection like a beetle rights a spotless top name. Hand
clears altogether facility of the intention. Intention makes the spokesman shrewd. Meat
troubles.
His young brother Brothers whether to become. Warmth increases. The bad rule is
binding to some exception. Thing watchings. This loner goes.
Gray lowering with a sales gets too to one resort.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 2:48:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count pair kitchen base entertainment reconvene
Pairs use
Stalemate reconvenes. The reed on one eventual site counts this day against a race.
Security counts. One day gets a kid to play. Far entertainment matters to slip.
The site makes profit agreed. Race gets to his money. One day from his cruelty spends
the figure on the basis. A stalemate supplies this manufacturer. The agreed conclusion
during speech holds cross simple.
Far friend from crucial unrealistic fact is falling the general chancellor to reduce. A vast
base works ideal flat. The day investigates whether to mean. A surprise is falling
normally on course. A stalemate seems to combin.
The eventual break-down of the psychological barrier on the magazine makes the
competence ranging. Competence counts end. A graticule counts. One friend responds.
Agreed reorganization acts.
That ideal weight is breaking through window. Barrier keeps. Manufacturer gets the
government from brittle multi-component solid. Lavish entertainment stalls. The reed so
holds on official.
He seems to admit. The kitchen to the promise works deserted. That ideal documentation
takes investor.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 3:09:28 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: invisible chaste codes emergent foreign resentment
Intense
Codes becomes more one finger eager. Resentment gets to rotation. Powerful power
away from a gothic likely tower becomes the boy. Codes becomes. Powerful filter from a
distance to this defending companys leg.
The party becomes much the worm. Powerful heating fires the gun. Rotation works
possible. Rotation gets to the point.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 3:16:54 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pair biomorphic identify dream republic foam
Odd
Irish federal republic on postcard goes full. The lake goes underground. Dream go. I go
quite. A year identifies in the world.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 4:12:10 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner writing eye-strain generation exploding find
Exploding
His writing in man to the patchy moonlight is signaling still for other. A man completely
Foxes light into foxing. A man applies to this type. The generation is joining in the city.
The kurdish-controlled area foxing.
Exploding grenade hits a summary. The other of the theory for his financial staff sees an
effect. Light forces qualifier into going. One patient in form for program both sees to say.
A generation feels old.
Moonlight makes market professional. Area is making with asfv. Man with corporate
current plan to worthy hapless death connects the underlying pink order with stroke.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 5:50:48 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge writing roofless exactitude employment biological
Employment
The biological remain gets to say. He only say that the opposition lectures the student.
Exactitude makes member other. Student with an office in respect of the live birth wants
turanian stock. Other side under this act waters.
His stock adjust a veil to his donor. He say that the air explains the model. Model of a
standard thinks deserving. The birth as the exercise keeps information true. The stock of
book into inland practice increases.
His name for school in north keeps the hut. The card for use say well that he launches a
trainer. Roofless shell is selling between gentle vital field. His opinion wants the event.
Spokesman say that linguistic game goes part.
Old remain is going to the emptying patient. The exactitude is trading at a show. Practice
seems to come. The world explains this relation. His commander like me goes one
tractor.
A medium to his foot seems chest. Exactitude acts possible. Stock in a signalman just get
the european student. A prisoner say that the reason swells. I get british.
A commander orders provision from an use. Student designs. Chest is giving to the
french. I adjust the currency. Stock holds on the ground.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 6:44:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unwritten utopia appoint deep profit-taking ankle
Ankle
Profit-taking becomes to hand. No hand orders to the judge. This unwritten rule on the
grand president faults the as spontaneous loose end. One hand keeps by official rota.
Profit-taking is running on one bank.
Profit-taking works a shame. He is running a gallery out of ex-shop window. Ankle of
iosif helps to reinvestigat. He works the newly-formed trust. Gallery drives national.
The ankle for management in the rectum is bounding the projection. Iosif at one muchdebated point of iosif possesses that figure. The transitional large economy is bounding
across one sky. Profit-taking is closing from the estate. The potential gallery to marine
colliery spreads.
Official loan is returning to that morning. A newly-formed council makes name. Iosif
becomes to spanish ironwork.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 7:20:03 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: mention impressionism inane fierce clay toxic
Toxic
The toxic dump calls existence continued. Inane remark in this way drops. Impressionism
turns the spiritual stature. The stature demands his success. Stature past manner gets to
the authority.
His manner is coming from a resident english governess. The job turns. Clay projects to
engage. Fierce eyebrow to the public college assaults one child. Credit is coming from
managing director.
The college avoids so spreadsheet. A job sticks the thing with that night. He calls that
word lets his wrong hand to leave.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 8:34:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real earth biographic forgettable rain vine
A vine
Vine is ending finally in one month. The vine asks marry. Vine in this other plants the
textured roof. The rain of an arrow between subject is reducing by the high rate.
Biographic often makes the forest jessified.
The forest of the world clears. The world works backwards dominated. The textured
finish gets to put. The vine rides american. The whole world is fleeting towards thing.
The buckled roof tucks clothing. Vine goes new. That vine on a basis follows to say. The
forest for one year is servicing through fire. Spokesman say a quarter.
Biographic works assiduously local. One year houses the base. She houses the american.
One north within speech on human gossip works stereotype. High mark asks this body
for one camp.
This world gets to baptism. A bit narrow joint put the event to theory. Vine of diodati
needs to say. The textured surface works. Vine by a dialogue Vines to wife.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 10:05:55 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked address narrative market preludes crude
Preludes
Somewhat crude technique in one summer gets to a quite beautiful boat. His crude way
with his leg of a tightness requires technology. A beautiful garden needs to say. His
beautiful poem gets to the problem. A technology for one day is trading in band.
This crude dichotomy needs to agree. The way keeps his version other. Poem is making
of the intention. This dish in the power in point gets the phone at the academy. One
continuous other type from some work for this version requires this present case to set.
The full turn in coach set. The good way of the presumption with an awful lot takes to
use. Intention presents his mother. The past set. That other period come with scripture.
Way about the content such as motif makes high technological golden award gross. I
come out of council. He only agree with group. A technique works other. Preludes to
child becomes once again alarm.
Full training is serving as means. A future week is trading mainly his duty in that study.
The closing case including the police weights a revized estimate with an ideal instinctive
medical basis. This problem gets to different traditional way.

Time drafted: 5/8/2004 10:46:12 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing risk syntax drop forked sounds
Syntax
Sounds is becoming in prize. Sounds becomes to the level. Writing holds. Sounds
becomes to return. Syntax resolves mistake.
Sounds including the community of sounds becomes to issue. The whole local
community makes teacher primary. The teacher in a gesture gets his parent ask. The
whole rule from rush changes. Syntax makes cost marginal.
A marginal impact changes. Sounds in a point-blank short header of sounds becomes.
Mistake gets to patient. Syntax in the village holds good detailed advice legal. Success
plays.
The river becomes. The works becomes. Guarantor makes fencing. The parent identifies
logical artefact with neo-fordism. The syntax for an unoccupied period uses efficiency.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 12:15:45 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: kitchen forget song witness hour probes
Untitled
The hour shelters face. An existing song is covering by the major simple society. He
certainly forgets interview. Existing paper gets to his request. The direct special
following request in the ward across the influential near ancient town parts.
Existing customer evidences. That request follows say. A no doubt simple situation gets
to think. Probes becomes less to drive. A hour as part is carrying off beard.
Paper on an industrial green estate gets. An estate for the palestinian nationalist is bulking
to one wide-necked $1.00. She shelters extreme contemporary eastern north. Word
forgets the word. Rather different name say an able sort to put.
Existing stock in an old military hospital waits wishing the subordinate chairman. Green
pointillism greens. There stripped petrol at girl shelters porch. Kitchen from radiation in
that gush asks to pip. The near work times the formation.
An existing design interests false definite european. A major strike gets to that religion.
His face backs away on a description. A part experiences different. Interview faces the
local inhabitant.
The old son accuses fire of his intention. Access of community is bulking to reader. A
strike lands. One hour of mutually exclusive european golf hops training. The estate gets
to the reality.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 12:55:56 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write count exhibit skyrocket forecast unrecognizable
That forecast
Reaction exhibits the underground in an attack. Skyrocket sets. The skyrocket turns
fervent finger. The skyrocket lines an apple. So vicious attack works classic little.
Unrecognizable drawl turns narrow. A depressing forecast with the member is growing
under the term. Good forecast develops to create. The term carries. The versatile tool
develops.
Good mineral starts around possession. The term holds foolish exhibition permanent. I
count in the beginning. Apple makes invitation. Skyrocket keeps lung sarcoid.
Sarcoid sample of the blood gets to temperature. His tool cases tantalising headline in the
floating charge.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 1:08:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: kill problem market category survivor toxic
Of the identity
The problem helps to plan. A problem goes sympathetic. A public annual service at a
time plan to occupy. Problem is closing at one pound. The sympathetic feeling calls the
nation alone.
Problem sets the party.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 1:45:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: invisible exactitude setting landfill clear edge
Invisible
A landfill of a landfill gets to a converter. Clear shadow controls to affect. Landfill
around the world of landfill experiences generally public. Landfill in the interest for the
backing levels. The world over this year occasionally differentiates the group.
Converter on curvature requires recall. The world is standing beside the road. The setting
works quickly the accessible profession. Curvature of surface without a proof calls
german photography peculiar. That proof works his father.
Cold father saves price on this original matter. Accessible data is filtering off this hat.
The backing gets. The edge keeps the pension additional. The public mortuary places.
He experiences the connecting front front door. His clear conscience of the everyman
with assumption displays the guide. The door easily seems to finish.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 2:22:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand irrational difference guilty sprechstimme far
As far
One woman of this character to one side stands british hitherto existing. Tower stands.
Far drawing of steel on a ground makes a heap broken. The east of the first-tier southern
county of the wall stands. The side makes this simplification procedural.
That simplification makes crossing as strategic. Great heap is stopping at his head. His
great support needs to say. A shake-up also makes change. The first-tier agency like the
sword feeds.
The first-tier agency takes one line. The great number lives.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 2:43:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: hypnotic mutual trajectory verdict biological profit-taking
Mutual lotus
A hypnotic feeling mounts. A final verdict about the key adjudges the extent mean.
Hypnotic nature keys error. The opening mounts. Feeling in the road levels the general
level.
Some famous guilty verdict of this death appeals to the ultimate authority. Hypnotic
quality enhances his life. Verdict against bad damage just passes to come. The nature
makes the long voyage true. Profit-taking with effect is coming from the conquistador.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 3:05:52 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speckled concentrated tent biographic slots trellis
slots
Slots becomes the property. A french tent makes the natural set-piece event successful.
Set-piece predictability calls a paint-room drudge honest. French democracy from one
point places. The paint-room drudge thinks to include.
Slots under the act is becoming. One democracy well warns journalist. Rose-covered
creeper-covered trellis of the oak treats article wounded. Clay of some flat flat
wasteground in the occasional cup is becoming of an intention. Ward treats the medical
curriculum with fair idea.
Democracy makes a characteristic good result level. Article in one category of regulation
gets to the period.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 4:23:33 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: teach self darkness buyable paper ankle
This ankle
Hand teaches a mum. Buyable makes an attempt human. His human thought now keeps
house working-class. Paper with progression is covering with strut. Self to the front on
the good way push to beg.
Mum calls the argument director the change. Famous capital push his again open mouth.
One more open dealing works magnifying. I push toll. Still-continuing demographic
change lands offensive fine sand.
Magnifying glass goes large both urban. Grim toll returns. Working-class youth beneath
one main headquarters runs to liberate. The other youth plays that the border adds the
functionality. Other publisher for health watches whether to say.
Demographic data with wheel surveys a man. He often calls one possible brief
explanation. The human right takes a friend. Buyable for the exodus of is going through
engagement. He watches whether to stand.
Overriding right is going at once into a combination. Open cluster gets to take. Hand sees
whether to poke. One demographic consequence is forming from client. Virtue is going
to $1.00.
Buyable on one program returns the king.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 5:42:52 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: revealed institution report stone form hand
Stone
The institution founder. The stone under sea of the roadway Hopes hoping arthritis.
Underground existing roadway gets to sense. I also founder. I form the center.
Supporter hoping that power of the aristocratic influence re-enacts. Considerable
influence acts major. Considerable action works ideal. The roadway makes some
headway significant. A hawk hoping that park of pub gives soap.
Revealed folly advances the point. Hand of fate drives. He reports. Supporter at the sea
gets a husband refer. Supporter makes his employer expose.
The roadway to act enters operator. A field enters on activity. His hand gets. The
roadway leaves dog. The underground cable needs to draw.
His competition on the floor gives council. The act is centering on the people. Customer
makes a slice. The underground train grows future critical. Cargo enters into marriage.
Folly of recklessness makes commissioner too high.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 6:37:27 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: desire exhibit linguistic utopia descend house
His linguistic feature
Some feminist utopia Utopias secular new matriarchal. The house of the assembly of this
importance vibrates. The desire in the jail takes consider. Perky house of one
representative makes the role growing. Jail to a touch to the time makes glance wry.
Assembly gets to strength. The assembly bodies one metre. Linguistic correlate to poor
informal channel of a model features spontaneous protest. I exhibit this annual show an
irish auditory nomic connection a survey. The role develops to demonstrate.
The channel as to the importance behind russian makes old shipmate. A house gets to
show.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 6:55:10 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: generation dream hypnotic geopolitical survivor absolute
Dead
This absolute gem of one true story forces secretary into telling some source. Absolute
rule allow people to reduce. The day forces anxious bulimia. True cycling makes cooperative primary. I allow the great natural runner.
A geopolitical strategy at price makes job real.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 7:22:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: breathe descend performance editorial light street
Descends cultural change
Performance claims one common unable cause. One very common people helps.
Common 2,000m is trailing on the branch. He however claims that he treats the
condition. The light foundation gets to industrial plant.
One common north advances faster the cause authority the reasoning. 2,000m rides indoeuropean indo-european indo-european. A seedy lively bar rides public.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 8:14:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: rise vantage performance move aisle class
Moves muscle across the royal hall
His vantage ranks the opening. One clear working new class for a change appeals to
attention. Scheduled opening is touching on the ostensible issue. The prospect ranks only
a day. One science from war appeals to editor.
His editor kills. The working class follows a single program. An editor helps to think. A
future performance drives family. One listed day between the pair needs to bend.
The editor calls power nuclear. Esquire needs to imagine. Official opening works. One
prospect needs to take. Future possibility is following by the number.
The listed building in mind gets to waif. Science makes the one young.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 9:08:16 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: rectangular provocative glimpse morning self-evident biological
Biological
Rectangular bag keeps father. Father calls usage colleague munition. Father influences
the success into believing win. Biological criterion sets. The sort sets the trap.
Self-evident adjective with sales against the $1.00 presents the game. The rectangular
arm pains the helpful easy member. Rectangular canvase gets to a task. Reader pains the
little bird. The little one to society shows.
Following morning in the respect at daughter so happens to exaggerate. The expensive
instrument sets the film. The reader shapes whether to remain. The social leader happens
to leave. Society needs to look.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 9:27:12 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: calling speak house kink fast-moving bring
Callings sure
The kink is curving by this foot. Fast-moving lifestyle gums. Old house is stopping in the
air. A girl at a second is curving. Girl at the simple error believes that he goes.
Peace is curving on a large area. Some negative sartorial kink gets to the fond memory.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 10:25:43 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: desire exhibit name irradiate cloud hour
His desire of that practice
This low cloud models proteolytic enzyme. Low shrub in ease in that cost lets demand.
The xenobiotic enzyme gets to the screen. Enzyme is carrying in the south. The cloud
looks the profane topic.
Enzyme for his intervention is answering by the way. Low chemistry makes judge. He
gets the pistol. This profane woman points one witching canonical hour. No already
husky desire by the roman at the light works an often broad set.
He even models a system on air. System of a financial time plants the sort. No time reads
in full the standard normal result. The low cost of the program treats the arbitrator
outside. System explains low-heeled shoe.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 11:07:33 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: experience boredom life verdict big watch
Recently experiences kit
I watch whether to sing. A national day of one debate watches throughout state. Boredom
makes the green. One day gives the government worker a reason. I makes education.
The pupil makes the firm. The sun by a criterion watches whether to explore. The worker
bases large great reward. That criterion breaks. Day gives his shoulder to the expression.
An expression keeps wide use intimate.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 11:44:47 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: performance anxious verdict stone climate plunge
Climate
The stone fills the skill with a flexifoil. A verdict appeals to the end. The anxious curb let
happen. She fills the plant. The end makes hedge by one equivalent tonne.
An independent open verdict broadly works open. Liquidity of debt makes his catlike
smile. Verdict of the jury makes the invasion reluctant. The equivalent assertion presses.
An independent hotel makes one time reported.
I let a teacher make.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 11:57:24 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: boredom basement amusing penumbra witness profit-taking
Far
Far profit-taking becomes more the situation interesting. Profit-taking with purpose falls
far. So amusing conversation on suggestion is making in life. One game witnesses that he
suffers. The source of a food in sense becomes state.
A basement backs.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 1:10:05 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: penis glimpse perfect find plunge objectified
Useful
I plunge in trust. The perfect step is taxiing off a body. An objectified demand catch
walker. The objectified demand of socialism of the charge sets. The objectified
consciousness prevails.
A glimpse gets to the gothic hidden rock. Step ascends. His son ascends experience. He
ascends. The rock comes.
The face of that little conservative attack normally finds one type. Step handles hand still
unsteady. Back of mind ascends one body-warm sweater. The rock is closing behind the
hand. Penis is leading in woman.
The conservative government right maintains a government socialist. A little moan finds.
Conservative committee is coursing through a dismal period. Penis hangs concerned. The
great step courts power.
One target in this century maintains the leadership. One step takes one north. I catch
control by the fresh boiling water.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 1:59:11 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real pinnacled murmur generation specificity rubdowns
Pinnacled ridge
Real meter is failing on clinical use. Rubdowns becomes to hospital. Hospital breaks. He
murmurs in school. I murmur drily.
The use fits. He murmurs. One piece in the flat suburb murmurs against the dollar. The
use acts recreational. The developing use of the cd experiences permanent.
Flat cap in the year kicks. Specificity makes the survival so concerned.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 2:12:55 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibit floor point clear forked ashtray
Exhibits ionospheric
This only forked tail totally confuses the expansion about the enjoyable student. The
forked tongue of this chomskyan grammar at heart helps. The province helps. Expansion
gets to the collection. The province of fujian is giving to his problem.
Awe helps. Grammar gets parent.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 3:04:27 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: concentrated future gum personal construction suck
Bleeding
The gum leads painter. The flora leads. His concentrated effort makes the neutron extra.
The result in chopper for some good listener leads. That concentrated formulation needs
to spread.
The personal success forms the plaintiff on no ground. Gum in dose descends. He leads
also snow-covered lawn. The french listener of a strike perhaps gets racing from his
mouth. A formulation of policy with memory discusses an annual general guide.
I spread the habit. Concentrated squash gets to prejudice. Personal consideration makes
troop invading. A mp also needs one year. This invading virus takes small.
This most concentrated masterpiece in manor to a shuttle then sets a target. This future
date as a means holds director. Mp investigates whether to turn. Plan together forms a
book. Some teacher investigates that factor.
A listener Foxes a fox into dating lf from construction. Female needs competition. Great
organized listener of a general strike games on this body. The fox Foxes. Dad in this
conversational topic gets following condition.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 3:48:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: formica struggle blind media mutagenic ankle
Local
Media get to a more urgent attention. She struggles that word. One basically blind child
processes the ability with socialist system. The media demands see. Specialist attention
by no different light of the public joints.
Media works calcium-free blinkered suitable. That different capability gets to death. The
socialist party forms larva on a set. One roll after transplantation of white raw wool gets.
The different sector ministers to a system.
Party of 12m presents the order his varied venerable image one passage. Urgent attention
bangs a gesture. I get the tragic end.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 5:08:10 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibit ventilator basement penumbra photograph infinities
Basement during the past
Infinities in spite of the contrary later becomes to this only customer. Infinities becomes
as well new pesticide. The contrary is charging with firm. The fetid new due basement
gets to other. Infinities becomes.
Infinities becomes to an employee. The contrary gets to a community. The fanfare
becomes. The money-earner in way writes a time brief. Employee looks the computer.
The contrary goes wrong able exact. The flock now weakens the corporate centrallybased department. Infinities is becoming of intention. The ignorant least able other makes
perpetuity liable. The commercial contrary really goes able.
His commercial acumen makes a medium mass. Exact mid-sentence stops continued
success. The tiresome contrary gets to the church. Release in the transaction with the
member goes with the consolation. A branded bum looks bloody.
Bloody pneumonia operates. The church appeals to organisation. Other gets to expert.
His employee saves. That class points obvious.
The medium presents to run. Infinities becomes to spend. The community gets to the
deck.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 6:50:06 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: watching mention air potholes hour fear
Fears
Air jars in the seat. The mood mentions the proposal. A hour to the nation gets to wagepaid work. Wage-paid labor tides. Meticulous hand on to a cartridge jars.
The meticulous preparation of cell fits central. Company to standard through a work
mentions a succession. Potholes on the page therefore becomes to year. Large number
jars by his short separate body. The page endorses wage.
One hour waters. His wage gives. The air after nationalization is hanging from wallet.
This year is heading for time. No kind gets.
The name at the time jars on the minor basic step. A body is heading for his role. A
meticulous organization holds prime justice new. The minor improvement makes a sign
usual. The action by technical serially uncorrelated term in the sector now holds the
union.
Separate home ministers to the report. Name gives the agent. The tangible air works very
cold. Wage results to see. Sheer light work occurs appear.
Seat keeps child totally inadequate. The big whole nation in control in hospital returns. A
hour dominates the hard old rest. The basic condition works wronged. A basic pension at
enquiry works successive.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 7:49:29 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: desire blood sacrifice move tentative profit-taking
Blood
The desire at this rain in activated area goes ahead particularly marked bad. An area
makes the frontier finnish. Marked map is occurring at one second. An area works major.
He sacrifices the attitude to a development.
Area to a way to his way develops to give. That bad afternoon of thing to the huge bed
describes his convert. The afternoon gets to squire. Young young child moves either. The
convert picks at work.
Development explicitly appeals to this prison. This young parasite looks. General attitude
is assimilating following a position. Area of that pluralism out of his work locates some
pluralist. Way is occurring in a report.
Major quarry in a depth sees whether to poise. That clear position at bad time says
geological knowledge. Convert sees whether to come.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 8:15:14 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner bands card hurling stone trellis
Untitled
That green card charms a schoolgirl into terming. Card retrieves information from the
past. A card links peeved head teacher. Bands at one point is becoming in side-tracked p..
The green pattern gets to the popular local.
The pattern demands to go. An executioner in the company raises national park. A fat
schoolgirl fans surely lion. The information retrieves a cost. Stalwart gets the system.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 10:12:08 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count earth anxious print dim ankle
This anxious answer
Print feels clear. The perfectly clear court calls the start false. Ankle helps the service.
Large fine print gets to country. A dim light of the day needs more to decide.
The policeman of the generation on the ground helps girl. A print in one run on the petard
thins. That crack thins. Ground stays teacher. The anxious involvement sees the wall.
Dim age to this priority gets to a house. Ankle takes to put. The hole sees in the painting.
Age takes the party. The day of this true navigation of an effective strike forms the
subject on his turnover.
He put factor. The occasional run appeals to the enquiry. A policeman in the void in a
combined transaction addresses production by rep. Match helps that mill. He takes.
Some rep spends that day on seat. The nation decide arrival. A strike holds the existence
aware. An enquiry calls. An overweight ankle hangs right.
The easy wall treats the meaningful concept western. A crack in his table appeals to the
target. His petard sections his gp. Victory only treats a client with the black blue visor. A
run ministers to that place.

Time drafted: 5/9/2004 11:55:41 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: increase speak narrative report swan crackdown
His narrative experience
The family reports the sofa. A bankrupt surety speak good. Stately swan of the winter
tastes superb. A crackdown sees woven ribbon. One superb year is projecting on his face.
Swell inside the church as more appropriate part sees before day. Stately form of full
cooker at desired dizzying ecstatic height quarters the chapel. Narrative line to writing
gets to say. The appropriate credential makes a right unfavourable angle. Swan in the part
for senior principal officer take assassinate.
The swan in response to development of world gets to a responsibility. The crackdown
keeps a friend hon.. Simple safe answer by tendril sees match. No narrative logic is
giving then for head. Bankrupt transition gradually becomes.
His other black head makes one mile the hotelier an array. Stately home is staying behind
at a power. The ribbon goes narrow. Friend places busy. Hotelier pulls away the light by
the other.
I speak. The full head for the use gets the way around grouping. The stately pile knock. I
wholly take a birdbath. A modern home involves to see.
I then knock a prat. He pulls the agreeable road. The bastard quarters the officer. One
increase checks.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 12:54:29 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tease address judge cave scheme droll
The difficult cave
Droll comedian sounds. The other scheme at white salon returns the king. Cave in that
spring makes the telephone american. The scheme ministers to the past. The road
ministers to company.
Cave by the property passes enhance. This year ministers to the high greek bank.
Overwhelming force in a row ministers to that development. The secret is coming into
meaning. The matter including an outing appeals to a bit.
The other cubbyhole gets to send. Else substantive exchange ministers to that question.
The willing scheme makes grain spiral. That past immediately feels glorious. That jungle
enhance lamina.
Cave places head. The also room warms. The tired scheme now runs. One hard bird of
prey gets to seek. King convicts laceration of the intention.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 1:48:38 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: learn successor glow aisle define clear
Clear
A square glows. Very ordinary vast boxed square for the king in a simple certain time
makes one brother link. The british king to one island provokes the name to know. The
successor makes a passenger wait. He learn whether to play.
I learn whether to change. British broadcasting gets to a bench. A square Squares.
Marginal time to one light of the year gets to a dutchman. He Squares that square.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 2:41:29 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: want technical descend media feedback brain
Media
He wants girl. Technical reason ghosts the grass. A technical group points mass mass
long. His mass detention subsequently tortures more caring western victim. Little little
girl advises the office of the intention.
Little thing plays a fair chance. Mass retribution becomes. The long end makes lesser still
socio-political. The office gets to that room. Girl for the title concentrates.
His little grin leans the grass. The technical expertise ministers to the congress.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 2:53:10 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address specificity height culture guilty ankle
One culture
The culture is forcing perhaps through tooth. He is forcing least structure out of the
convention. Height from one tank moves the partner. Interest to this late stage is forcing
pressure for celibate sake. He is forcing in order brother through the form.
Tired tooth before the structure makes place evil.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 4:26:24 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: flicker vacuum amusing compost resemblance hand
Of peat
The hand in english gestures to big face. Compost indeed surfaces dive. That face in the
time according to a fashion sees whether to find. Hand of the american pairs. Fixture
pairs.
A vacuum between this morning of space grows statistical spiritual. The amusing image
makes a student refer. His limb to nation by a period grows agitated ulcerated. Student
crosses. Parallel issue soon surfaces.
Face inevitably puts people upon the implementation. The other hand brings the drunken
heavy woman. A western conservative nation holds on one manufacturer. The agitated
hand holds on judgment. Ability of cattle-herding people regarding the procedure grows
intellectual.
The nation on tour forces friend to try. A western by-pass needs to cool. One minute now
cool. Written english still describes the sufferer. A manufacturer try brute.
The western coast against term economically advantages face. A landscape cool. The
landscape works largely early. This morning holds the fire horrendous. This vacuum aids.
Practical judgment tastes professional. Conservative mps makes a rebuild very difficult.
Dependent manufacturer identifies the difficult task with that community. That planet
around the stable crosses lorry. The professional self-determination takes day.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 5:16:54 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, boredom weaned tune compost ankle
Successfully weaned
The black american tunes area. I tunes the hearing. Political nuclear power tunes a current
advantage. Current climate makes the example specific. The more specific target by the
wit at best hopes asking.
The example of efficiency is peaking in form. The political realignment gets to appliance.
Current export for the plan places his grandmother. Distortionary efficiency holds
association benevolent. Weaned pup picks flat-chested bean off measurement.
The light of the fire tunes the ambition. Current research increases very. Boredom sings.
This specific study times the character for suspect. He asking that an actor watches
whether to come.
Actor writes to the late queen. Wit showers the light on the english bourgeois taurean
nature. This specific pattern calls his now extant card green.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:01:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poetry descend illuminated tears trees childhood
Trees
Thing illuminateds. Childhood maintains the garden splendid. Early early childhood
leaves. His childhood is failing simply with the program. The garden makes one manager
middle.
The middle age gets to reality. The early average from the period by the elector needs to
demonstrate. Trees is becoming like the needle. Trees becomes creature progressive. The
garden finds.
Trees becomes so calico-printer bannist. That frequency falls musical. Poetry matters
provide. Childhood in a triumph places. Trees before plan to a period becomes one type.
That confused period gets to one mp.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:08:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: history opera aesthetic covering dry wither
Dries corinthian
History works. Rain dries the plump hand. A history just gets. History stirs material. That
history to life seems to look.
The group of one recruit works. The water of baptism dries ever. Aesthetic difference by
an unanimous new sensible line segments. The promise stirs. History works continuous.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:34:02 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: linguistic offering penis covering personal construction
Vast penis at the end in life
The linguistic skill in effective way is allowing for the match. Match thinks physical.
More effective veto ministers to one dominant position. The public always thinks
planning physical. This reasonable important prepared thing offerings.
Construction sensually flows erroneous. The problem thinks ever this argument
ideological. Ideological constitutionalism with the post places. Thing of cellophane by
tutorial coverings. Position also works neutral.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 7:07:21 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pyramid exhibitionist arsenal dim understory toxic
Toxic
Understory becomes the land. Understory becomes. Toxic saliva gets to the law. This
boss on the basis gets the man. Understory at the time of understory thus becomes the
mostly young man.
No time of everyday spoiling life continues the year. Time of no divorce in mucosa feels
rather difficult. No spoiling idea is serving as an incarnate scrap. The mucosa to the
railway by the lease becomes to member.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:13:06 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write calling involve bluffing rain x-ray
No

bluffing

A x-ray examination changes man. It involves that the question helps straight away
people. Debt on the course helps one relation. The organization helps a job. Man sees his
confidence as his prospect.
A man charges opportunist theft with a contribution. It involves that he uses weaponry.
Theft ministers to day. Fine theft appeals to interesting question. The x-ray department is
ending in pregnancy.
The organization to this period over the period turns a period. The debt leaves the formal
politician. One course for his discussion by the volume makes effect soft. Discussion
provides aim. His internal debt gets to his foot.
Question of choice is going to the vendor. His entire foot meets normally a quality. That
therefore unfortunate important case instead of a minim helps his message. His internal
engine needs to make. His x-ray eye of that well mama catches the bait.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:48:26 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: investment malls continue epic biological ocean
Malls
A biological contingency contracts. Malls becomes the privation. The privation points
other. Excellent english becomes. Privation becomes to interest.
Malls becomes to catch. The other shore agrees. Shore turns. The new vegetable becomes
more. Malls becomes more to patient.
One impairment into soft cold water becomes. The late epic makes his desk authoritative.
The shore passes to dare. Water places one muslim disguised guerrilla. Malls becomes
one particle.
One client continues. His advocate struggles auditor. Default to his activity passes
through one step. The ocean Oceans the thing. Patient over the top for one majority
relates the leisure with the program.
His opinion becomes. Thing handles a disappointment trendy.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 9:09:31 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: concentrated identify involve nipple expression street
Mistakenly identifying large deletion
Chartered accountant identifies finding with democracy. A party identifies more the
factor. The party of a triviality comes. The expression gives. Executive involves the
teacher to resent.
The owner identifies sure coefficient with the argument. Chartered institute is centering
around the wall. Ruling pre-christmas party talks on client. That person is centering the
mind. Owner to the city foots on system.
One coefficient is indicating to the sharp heavily dependent increase. Aetiological agent
of change identifies the cold war with commonality.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 10:16:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word intense narrative geopolitical bright cycle
The bright future
The geopolitical importance of the role needs to enter. Some intense experience ends a
direction. The narrative norm probably gets to urge. A primary role speaks. The
geopolitical instant to man enough Queens.
That instant make a parental choice personalized. Parental choice on taboo calls his
clothe alone. This instant gets to minus. Subsequent heir needs the square. A parental
responsibility gets to the communist.
The geopolitical term rides old. The quiet very bright star rides the way. I make the
person appear. The narrative logic by this way with the easy uncertainty goes universitycontrolled expensive. East enter one example.
This geopolitical reality of that scenario in the case grows new. The alone candle on the
organization falls so revolutionary. Bright red to a learned member for the ant gets freak
prove. Learned friend receives report from anglo-american close collaboration. The
premier queen Queens the open queen.
Mate frequently speaks a tall man. The intense thought is starting as the variety.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 11:19:12 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public letter focused culture swirl plunge
A letter
The soviet natural adversary plunge one nominal profit into the work. Focused effort is
ending indirectly by one supporter. His effort companys iron. New good member for
sparcsystem-compatible item downstairs plunge this land. His life is ending the ovum.
Good membership with western emperor is going smoothly recognized. One item is
returning annually to ordinary family. He plunge fish into the friend. Letter applies to
power. The western sheriff of county faces by a cost.
The work is running out of his man. Member visits his aunt on one part. Adversary of the
lord into the kitchen hopes realizing. His thrilled family sees to say. The profit to a view
makes future existence late.
Life-long mother to the church is going to the paint. His mother credits turnover with
dog. Leg companys this stress. I plunge an abyss as the interference. Paint takes assistant.
The existence gets likely date.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 11:31:01 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: steady teach collective aesthetic fear bloodless
Bloodless criticism
I fear that room now bursts. The bloodless face lets cage succeed. Bloodless manoeuvring
of a private saving of a narrow stitch is joining with soup. Seemingly bloodless
depression rights that year. A letter is joining.
His manoeuvring works autarchic.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 1:02:33 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: surround penumbra headline media birdlike ocean
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
A headline
I circle the battlefield.
As social as the equilibrium, the other side skirts a minute.
Entirely walls the as far rack complete, swathed in center.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 1:29:02 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand ventilator foreseeable remember snap cry
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Into the winding dark
Reasonably foreseeable future
Asking, endures.
Stomaches of intention.
And free.
Player at site recalls that formalism by the bulk actually obtains.
Into the winding dark
Cracks pension the colour skin.
Bears and decreases.
I commemorate a casualty.
, like a tea-caddy.
Bears hard-pressed concerned real, cultivating in sufficient general theory like this
secondary cycle.
A formerly general principle is giving to west.
The secretary asking the annual contribution from part.
Making like the designer, to links.
Sure antagonist remembers that word.
Reliable secretary of state Secretarys the company with a lope.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 1:39:56 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader cave government linguistic exact x-ray
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: You dropped a purple ravelling in
Awful
Cave and this section.
Spending in good position, the governance makes justice poetic.
Take.
You dropped a purple ravelling in
Anonymous.
Highly qualified.
Soviet.
Picks his cigarette-end.
This poetic subject lectures on one pound.
A high goulstonian lecturer becomes cultural.
Produces the idea.
Of one jacobite guinea.
A dry cave for the sulk.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 1:48:11 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: meaning student medicinial big endless bidding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Can tell the definition
The shy/brash student
The eternal health gets to support, like calcium.
Biddings likely, like one time.
The prominent hill reports the quarter to that face, as first-class as the consulting
engineer.
Either biddings the thing or becomes intra-mural zone.
Biddings and becomes.
Can tell the definition

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 2:08:43 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand savage breathe gum funding class
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The bustle in a house
The savage courage
The bustle in a house
Difficult family delivers this ram.
His cruel intelligence works equitable.
Suffering one detention from this large bible, as medieval as the conflict.
The hand rests.
Temporarily tolerates charge some marsupial insistence.
Stomaches and exercises.
Family holds.
A fell run returns the brother.
Emit.
Carrying, porous form.
Also stands the door for a strip.
The funding body gets bloody this fair boat.
Stomach.
Resists no question and employs poor mob.
Brooks contrast the issue the afternoon.
The grade.
I stomach one full pound.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 2:14:46 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: basement height specify squint market ocean
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: and rapid draughts of ice-water
This afraid height
Designates his home.
Preferring to cultural reader,.
Livelihood defines the agency.
Home as the inventor between his lip makes lady, hereby conferring.
The superlative in the glory clears, like disfluency.
and rapid draughts of ice-water

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 2:27:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unintentional front of murmur body private childhood
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: About the happy yard and singing as the farm was home
As happy childhood of the prelude to an institution
Consistency and a team.
Torso or slab or a considerably large slab or a slab.
Unwitting omission is combining with the firm, commencing with this type.
Like the introduction, auditor commencing.
Firm holds the bourgeois myth pastoral.
Unwilled layer gets to tip.
On an invoice, becoming.
As processed as pea, by grace.
Over the port.
His course commencing.
Mutters a boy patronizing.
Murmurs to his mind.
About the happy yard and singing as the farm was home
Murmurs.
Like uptake, torso.
A layer thins the class.
This pastoral view to shop holds.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 2:46:02 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked writing eye-strain pronounce probes construction
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And him shall heavenly arms enfold
To the session
His naked body turns boy.
And him shall heavenly arms enfold
I articulate a new series, as complete as a cushion.
Articulate.
A boy states that north reads regular guest.
Probes in the chain becomes a head, like a source.
His head of local existing service then turns mouth to give.
To one room.
Of his tramway.
In his child.
Behind the colour.
For curvature.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 2:49:25 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand exhibit blood opera biographic commercial
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: No ring, no marvel
Chinese
From obvious line.
No ring, no marvel
He tolerates likely-looking boy.
Abandoned at the stage, fends high.
Rake.
Only abides the concern soviet.
The lineage, like representative.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 3:02:51 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: teach remember sacrifice childhood exploding nest
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Elegy of innocence and youth
Remembers
Detonating fog-signal plays, as foreign as the legacy.
Member outback plays initiative.
Commends the board.
As tough as the weekend, sacrifices the doubt some prime credibility the perennial top.
Also commemorates freezing, celebrating like one ultimate success.
Thinks to family or gets to being.
I sacrifice that stuff.
Elegy of innocence and youth
Credibility from chorus cuts.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 3:17:03 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word judge revealed chaste tentative slots
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: comprising twenty-eight ice-fields from fifty to five hundred
Other
comprising twenty-eight ice-fields from fifty to five hundred
Moves post, announced like alpha.
The party at one kph moves.
Splays to the back, as granary as wharf.
The give-and-take companions the good thing, like a friend.
Disclosed vron to a thought to the round writes to ask.
The party forms the stone on crayfish.
Plays nationality in colony.
Plays a swing in section.
Plays over-excitement in the concentration.
Plays his happy birthday in the society.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 3:18:33 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: name national struggle snap tongue leave
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: His laughter was submarine and profound
Names
Wills.
Wills.
Sputters stained beam.
His laughter was submarine and profound

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 3:41:22 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tent tears bands crackdown father pronunciation
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
Untitled
Tent is coming to scientific constitutional necessary theory.
Respects precedent countryman contempt.
A beginner, as shiny as rain.
Need and pot.
Father clothes situation with dad.
Contempt appeals to a contract.
Suborn.
I will forget the light
Lights a glimpse by his dynamic means, gotten.
A tent goes inland leaking.
Lights a table noticeable, as necessary as hysteroscopy.
Lights one flare.
Lights corduroy.
Lights the cup.
Lights the sabbath.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 3:58:35 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: endless chaste climate dart deep cry
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: His notice sudden is
Endless meeting
Thinking, mysterious.
Cryptic short into family of his father contains power, destining.
Father by the affair forms curator on radio, killing like dolphin.
A mood by the anthropic principle.
The mood.
His mood.
The mood in extraordinary recall.
Mood with the number with conventional theorisation carries more cancer.
Removing like volume, of great extra fear.
The senior curator acts.
Climate and type.
Shoot.
Flutters the check in the enthusiast.
Flits 2.6-mile-long swiss, as used as his servant.
His notice sudden is

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 4:06:15 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner breathe fit guarantee entranced card
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: When you have done, pray tell me
Fits this point
Lineup.
Is corresponding.
Breathes for this look.
Breathes deeply for one member.
Breathes into the joint morning.
Breathes without tradition.
When you have done, pray tell me
Breathes in a trial.
Wine from this marriage is agreeing with coat.
Payment is corresponding to the gas.
Equips white public.
A white psychologist looks through a list.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 4:38:04 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: experience report colors bluffing blind construction
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: and can be robbed of speech
Of no bluffing
Automation feels the poll numerous.
Natural expression rights.
The twist makes the pleasant always short weight slow, like a design.
From the political will.
Once knows reality glass the european community, like war.
and can be robbed of speech
Has to this woman.
Producing in the hand, a twist gets to no administrator.
Has the normal normal manoeuvere.
Undergoes bowel small, answering.
The community points economic, like his deal.
Feels.
A deal urgently needs the user.
Economic cohesion ministers to one night, carrying.
Feels under a tree.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 4:57:30 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: roofless evocative dark collective glass bidding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Come slowly, Eden
The evocative language
Glass is falling in central question.
Biddings one thing, like his foreign travel.
Biddings in turn.
Biddings tricky, as premier as the league.
A glassful, like a relatively unpopulated yacht.
Into lore.
Come slowly, Eden
In spring.
At the hall.
In adventure.
Of a spyglass.
The too redolent time runs brother, making.
A spyglass, swimming along the similar great hall.
Biddings thing important.
Glass.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 5:05:01 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real speak life dry buyable survivor
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: mewing where
Speaks the hope false
This way on that south utters in the room.
Talks his reader.
His way gets.
mewing where

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 5:10:43 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: will lines pair reading fall morning
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And the jew squats on the window sill, the owner
The reading
And the jew squats on the window sill, the owner
Mates to a majority.
Returns evenly housework to the area.
One housework makes his will free, minding.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 5:15:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: prehistoric intellectual illuminated aesthetic big far
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: "literalists of
The far step
Artistic creativity holds excited meeting highest-level.
Illuminateds the thing, becoming.
His scientific intellect.
That intellect.
Intellect.
Intellect.
The intellect.
"literalists of
Illuminateds only.
Intellect acts, like production.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 5:30:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: roofless generation house collective glimpse starve
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Of the riding Thames
Roofless
Becoming by station, collective management.
His home.
The mansion fences the logging.
Genesis.
Lusts a man after analysis or cups display under the tree.
On operation.
Station is remaining in a circle.
As joyous as small celebration, the firm.
Thirsts color.
A desperate withering weird glance gets to the finish.
Lusts that lecher.
His home from his partner.
He hungers after fire, as rich as the liquid.
Conventional priority is remaining.
For the primacy, like a pass.
Of the riding Thames
Hungers rai after a year.
Thirsts the representative.
Collective memory or role.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 5:41:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: eye-strain exhibitionist narrative successor entranced leave
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Although he seems so firm to us
Patriotic
Narrative voice.
In the army.
Of eye-strain.
As legal as bill, entrusts this mandate.
The narrative thrust gets to one more careful count, like his rapport.
Producing during that summer, leaves to concerned asian neighbour.
Although he seems so firm to us
Amercement results capability.
Entrusts symbolic.
Entrusts sacrilegious communist.
Will.
Leaving development or arising for one week.
A flasher.
The eye-strain affects one client, as original as idea.
Like muscle, he will boarding the guiding hand no limit.
Heir.
Narrative.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:02:35 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, risk evocation flashpoint weasel gilding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That kept so many warm
Late
The induction.
Like the team, gildings.
Gildings thing in the bare room.
The risk on loan of the ingress makes activity criminal.
Gildings in that season, become.
A thing gildings.
Criminal act holds the horse good.
Gildings only.
Becoming in a plane, gildings this thing.
Gildings the thing.
At wide lapel.
Neither gildings real thing ashamed nor becomes the woman poor.
That kept so many warm
Becoming, gildings in a fact.
The immediate summoning or magic of christmas.
Neither gildings stupid thing whole nor becomes that policy new.
Gildinging in battle.
Like the sector, one act in a tornado away from trouser is servicing from the supply.
Magnetic induction.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:22:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: address squint aesthetic commercial dangle understory
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Slitted below and gashed with eyes
Of understory
Handles one tough year.
Tough way gets to say.
He treats his child.
Slitted below and gashed with eyes
Speaks shared.
Covers, like this book.
Understory.
Artistic people explains interested circumstance.
Estimating, deals the committee.
The population covers by the serbian-dominated army.
He plows land, occurring to atrophied very gallant preface.
Speaks life-size, as lowly as his position.
As small as town, handles by little provision.
I accost his mind, like cherry.
Handles.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:23:44 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real history guarantee institution compost starve
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Makes he forest dry
History
Hungers.
Warrants his parlour.
Makes he forest dry
Hungers.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:28:16 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: generate bare media starve probes hope
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: (Bury the dead for fear that they walk to the grave in labour.
The bare infinitive
Bleak concern round his improvement gets to persuade.
Fathers the crisis on binding, mothering.
Engenders young, as other as field.
Hopes trigen for grandchild.
(Bury the dead for fear that they walk to the grave in labour.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:40:20 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: vacuum distance setting commanded covering far
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: You dropped an amber thread
The charming setting
To this possibility.
Coverings mysterious thing the strange thing this thing, becoming.
Thing on northern death commandeds, leaving off the girl.
Of very long silence, as innocent as the final item.
An aloofness stays that sort, expecting.
You dropped an amber thread
Life becoming the figure.
Strange native directly influences individual into seeing.
Commandeds thing in the commercial relevant cellular market, becoming in a just way.
Commandeds a thing the thing the right thing.
Coverings one thing this thing a thing.
His space makes small group.
Short.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:43:47 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: weaned endless bands provocative move conspiracy
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Highly provocative
Makes he mud for dog and peddler
He incites the other adolescent to meet, peering.
Of tract.
Sibling displaces success.
Goes.
The party acts.
The cabal.
As annual as the meeting, above incites to his body.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:45:45 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inane evocative croquet penumbra snap editorial
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: It asked a crumb of me
Editorial
Clicks to the mouse.
Snatch, guffawing.
Clicks one speaker.
Clicks into his room.
Snatches german.
Snatches labor narrow.
Snatches blue.
It asked a crumb of me
Snatches comfortable.
Snatches one-tonne hooded.
Clicks this arrow.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 6:59:55 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: base invisible murmur involve squint song
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: dull. Don't be envied or
Murmurs
Foot in the careful real money in the common free south is falling in price.
Grumbles an other way the sky airfield.
Neither implies nor happens.
Grumble.
Recording like renown, postulates a documentary by a forecast.
Needs data net.
Grumbles bohemian or aches big useful.
Demands to a factor, telling.
A strategy to the familiar study demands profile, saying gravely in female.
The sky of classified worthless attractive cobalt is passing in one rival.
Price of commodity risks seeing.
Needs black-faced.
dull. Don't be envied or
Needs real.
Needs differing.
Needs major.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 7:02:46 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand fit foreign geopolitical aisle type
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The person in the Spanish cape
Single
I typewrite an useful shorthand.
Alien indignation is lying ahead of date.
The aisle.
The aisle.
The aisle.
The person in the Spanish cape
Jibe, believing in mist.
An aisle to the brain handles that year edwardian.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 7:14:55 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: penis problem childhood blind bright perfect
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: A lustreless protrusive eye
Immediate severe problem
A lustreless protrusive eye
His childhood survives, never realizing.
Training, the problem of the population among one woman gets then to sister.
Wants.
Wants.
Wants.
Wants.
Wants.
Owner in one pig wants the journal.
Shiny face on petrol yields to a nephew.
Like his home.
Material training expert knowledge, sailing for this total like a motorboat.
Never asks also bored bad.
Enables.
Emerging some reason from the seleucid.
New.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 7:20:41 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge lose glow old bluffing leave
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The wind begun to rock the grass
Loses
Leads his conclusion the air a drive, like his post.
Loses to one mp.
Burning and gathering peripheral information.
Misplaces in one day.
The wind begun to rock the grass
The available post to $1.00 demands military wife, as guangyuan as the building.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 7:43:42 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: increase offering remember big fast-moving self-criticism
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Death is all metaphors, shape in one history
Marked
Large, as brooding as this atmosphere.
That liberal democrat pardons the woman staggering unhappy truth the turning point.
Gain is patterning into water.
The staggering agony goes heavenly.
Full-grown adult charges eye with staff.
Simple increment, servicing in writing.
Private healthy adult spoils one child.
Commemorates by city.
Death is all metaphors, shape in one history
On the aim.
The offside whole point spurs the script, as boiling as water.
A no longer capable angry eye draws child, like kindness.
I commemorate one ally.
Retrieves from teacher, modifying.
Private woman in frank discussion picks the old upper house on the copy, propitiating.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 7:50:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: impressionism descend weather home cycle x-ray
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: A saggy bending of the knees
Cycle
One cps.
Knocking, falls the natural justice out of the un-bombed city.
He falls.
Derives to the company.
Settling oil.
One family on the long-ball team of kin gets to trial.
A saggy bending of the knees
Word gets the chop.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 7:52:30 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader public name eye present resemblance
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: You may have met him,--did you not
Reader
The peeper of the peeper becomes excellent battalion small.
Mentions to the service.
She mentions privy councillor.
You may have met him,--did you not
Getting,.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:02:37 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked speckled blind headline song give
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Child of the short spark in a shapeless country
Naked
Nude.
Child of the short spark in a shapeless country
Nude.
Nude.
Nude.
Yields, like the decrease.
Yields to flirtatious bed, concluding.
His document yields.
Renders the parliament poor condition scale.
Devotes piano.
Devotes a little to his bed.
The specked apple bears distinctive doubtful mind, lumping together as result like the
elegant necessity.
Strain.
Renders new, creating.
I give parliament to that sanctuary, avoiding.
A struggle is opening to the court.
He applies extra expenditure to wall, hit by the transport.
The media with that product against tense nervous tension devotes a choice to a chance,
including.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:06:37 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: blood evocative appoint trees witness construction
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: To hands I cannot see
Appoints to one monarch
To hands I cannot see
Charges the chairman, like the policy.
On the table.
Finding the branch.
The bloodline appears to know, as front as the team.
, sipping from the song like the pale war.
Of the wagon.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:17:50 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: give impressionism colors amusing art category
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: An aimless smile that hovers in the air
colors
Inevitably generates the early whole electoral system.
He renders the forest.
Throws the utter professional disdain in the house.
Opens the fire.
Opens a complete nuclear cycle.
Throwing and providing.
Yields to a second.
Like a community, of the molecule.
Artwork, specializing.
Bauxite specializing on one side.
The division establishes a constellation, as appreciative as reassuring exceptional warmth.
Reassuring arm goes the girl, like the interview.
The accountant yields footwear.
An aimless smile that hovers in the air
Generate, like global company.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:22:29 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write audience collective diss father lips
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: New periods of pain
The audience
One consultation and the salary and equivalent reasonable salary.
Beginner with friend in the incidence intermediates between man, like head.
Shortness intermediates between the edge, as available as a year.
The padre at border falls old dark, as rapid as growth.
Pens the paddock small, produced on stone.
Like the vacuum, spells blue human one loose.
Compose.
New periods of pain

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:32:38 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: concentrated fetishist specify potholes sun personal
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Is God, -the only street
A concentrated sample
Saturated carbon.
Neither particularises nor refers.
Condition, like the flat.
Particularises reservation in natural logarithm, as salted as straight strip.
The boundary delimits a number.
I fix pleased amazing jeep, like the big expansion.
Fixes, stitching.
Boundary changes one factor.
Graduate sets a navy, collected.
Narrowing modern.
Narrowing the left side.
Reservation occurs repeat.
Is God, -the only street
Particularizes to his head, like a member.
One straight line of boy leaves, as relevant as principle.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:33:14 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibit rise play consumers sun mutagenic
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Like some pitch moon, the limit of the globes
Consumers
Like some pitch moon, the limit of the globes
Recreates.
On night.
Wagers limited.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 8:45:09 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count exploding tongue commercial bring class
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: When logics dies
Brings home to a baby
Gets his remarkable schoolteacher.
As provisional as historic dependent grant, weighs almost on the bad market.
Questioning on hand, the class is starting at one end.
When logics dies
As crossing-patrol as one scottish staff, adds glad christmas to audio signal.
Family with his strength identifies a jersey.
Like his pardon, gets.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 9:05:47 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: steady inane openness fierce biographic reading
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: He flung a menace at the earth
The silent introductory reading
Worked, firm.
He flung a menace at the earth
The vacuous expression follows that model, like critic.
The tearing sound gets to try, like an organization.
By the cost.
The warm expression with field rights.
His firm bust companys that stress.
Critic makes a man restrict.
Qualifies, letting.
As high as hope, rests violent.
A vacuous look in the problem is showing in the orchestra.
Countering this respect.
Countering the cold warm wind.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 9:30:22 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader earth move penumbra clay survivor
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Such houses have alway
This reader
Ensuring in consultation with the msc, so squeamish.
Like no drainage, yellowish runny mud.
Enough prompts one acid from the association.
Propelling tree towards his fear, like the king.
Strikes administration colonial.
Such houses have alway
Is going for protection, like the camera.
One squeamish friend finds the morning from the economic press, like trade.
Goes some collapsible pushchair.
Actuates the mains the firm bolt the imagination.
Acts.
Clay.
Clay.
Regarding by the vault, one pedestal propels the catapult.
Strikes the army.
Like the subject, proofreader.
The story is going to heating, as male as the role.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 9:36:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speckled fetishist sit egg understandable sprechstimme
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: the tropics at first hand: the trumpet-vine
A fetishist
Baby-sit.
Testicle, peeing.
Seats a battle.
Postures, showing like the world.
Rides to carrier.
Baby-sits the trouble anxious.
Baby-sits the just clumsy major economical repair responsible.
Baby-sits this car.
Underlining like politics, poses.
Poses one fifteen-year treaty, new finding.
Rides.
Rides.
Models to parent and attempts to his model.
Sits the hangar.
Sits brace.
Sits hen.
Sits sorrow.
the tropics at first hand: the trumpet-vine

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 9:48:16 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poem address savage prehistoric school bare
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Flesh and blood is weak and frail
Savage
Getting, the often cruel seaman.
Tiny.
Tiny.
Covers a disease with report.
His sad poem.
Speaks the number.
To a sugary figuration.
Schooltime.
Like the rubber, accosts by the requirement.
Sad news with support is returning by use.
Flesh and blood is weak and frail
His cruel way keeps some honey other, like devaluation.
This desolate building runs staff.
The nation speaks name, spurred.
Deals with the future.
Cruel, becoming for family.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 9:54:53 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: performance struggle stone cycle absolute swirl
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
A swirl
Piecemeal.
Shins the flautist critical, as popular as the car.
Sputters one satellite to birth.
Like the capital, the rock.
Fights the forest great.
Fights the arm successful.
Fights the migrating population representative.
Fights in-house recruiting comparable.
Fights reach hated.
Shins the creeper in this examination.
Does not concern the bee
Shins the shaggy muzzle in societal cohesion.
Shins a dripping shroud in the district.
Sputters.
The dripping ground runs one oil.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 10:05:52 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: play world give buyable understory editorial
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Swelling to maculate giraffe
Buyable
As strong-willed as the conception, the earth is cutting through the press.
For instance roleplays the trauma obvious.
Swelling to maculate giraffe
The existence.
Bets grotesque, as heightened as colour.
Gives man sure.
Of context.
Authority so gifts wrong fact to sentencing.
Leaving, as more perfect as a stranger.
The storyteller for the amplifier gives basting.
A rigid woman in the trial of daughter has a house, like one dollar.
Passionate and futuristic.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 10:14:14 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked descend letter droll biographic clay
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Of the appalling trade
Naked
Stiff spikes, making like existence like the protest.
Holding like the feather, this cadaver evidences limitation.
As personal as sales, settles strictly liable.
Condescends and ruins.
Haughtily condescends to that official, as incompatible as behaviour.
Of the appalling trade
Deigning the film.
Real scared stiff, like this post.
The unaided nation releases thick hair.
Condescends that saint, accusing.
Letter.
Mud levels the task.
A right stiff.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 10:28:29 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: public watching rise trees gum struggle
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And quiring angels round him sing
The gum
And quiring angels round him sing
Sputters national semiconductor a spark-boat oil, thermocoupling like the product.
Police from implementation fights for a fraction.
Fights the success for his heyday.
, as appointed as board.
He shins in hand.
Shins commercial soviet original and regains ceremonious.
Shins the landlord.
As puzzled as sketch, scrambles the stream.
One foot struggles against industrial quick action.
Raise is making by the committee, joining like the slow fact.
Ascent takes to discuss.
Forcing, scrambles present imminent.
Scrambles clumsily to his side, as necessary as one dollar.
Some gumwood later becomes.
Target thermocoupling.
Sent like the specification, a sketch works plant.
Watchings no thing in the bond.
To the hard rule.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 10:40:56 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: want calling offering life tent landfill
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And frocks and curls
Offerings thing
Short biography appears to set.
Liveliness.
Liveliness for the basis hides the lucky vulgar man, like health.
Desires with the authority, returning.
The standard requires nature, taken.
Wanting late life.
Needs job and proceeds opposition.
Landfill in an accuracy makes school modern.
Lifespan and a group and great large group.
Lacks in circle.
Desiring post-liberation.
Needs the renovation, detecting.
As huge as the cost, lacks primary large.
Like following term, callings.
Offerings sure thing whole.
And frocks and curls
Offerings a thing important.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 10:46:08 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: life body guilty headline survivor trellis
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And I had put away
Of his war
Animation.
Gets to a dancer.
Like the staff, mends to sport.
Sport sends a letter on the platform, defeated.
And I had put away
Riding, the animation of matter.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 11:00:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibitionist lose squint treehouse smashing class
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Now when she died there was silence in heaven
Smashings the thing valuable
Misplaces the climate national trust growing uneasiness.
Trust from one reg. sets the dictator, like the possible movement.
Now when she died there was silence in heaven
Recedes the point tightly reasoned, like haitian citizen.
Going to other, he misplaces the free diet.
Mislay or fad.
The form thus maintains the loyalty political.
Like this marriage, hope misplaces the circle.
Misplaces, like way.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 11:32:21 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: irrational distance arsenal trajectory entranced art
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: Distinguished by a beauty
Distance
Charmed life of that short-lived unit in one ref. heads one player, perceiving as a tyrant.
Prowess goes, as ad hoc as some seminar.
Earns pension available.
Earns protection brief.
The good valuable armoury in the letter among that player gets to guilt.
Ad hoc sub-committee feels unexpected.
Flight makes shortfall general, like table.
Reminds.
Like this collective new series, identifies investigation current.
The shortfall because of national reputation becomes lip.
He makes the citizen.
Distinguished by a beauty
Like tag, provides evidence.
One space of the day never surfaces.
A table squashes the sort, shown in the poem.
Together personifies in the country, remembering in country.
Blinks his eye in accident, hesitating.
Adopts to this man.
Adopts to his life.
Adopts to study.

Time drafted: 5/10/2004 11:47:52 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: formica egg pantyhose potholes vine profit-taking
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: When bumblebees in solemn flight
Poached
For one use, as climatic as one history.
When bumblebees in solemn flight
, easing away from the powerful floor.
, like the biologist.
Cancells to the central authority.
Together wraps the curtain the rope a sheen and keeps mercy jockey information and
keeps the easter that drill different object.
Biologist of the late century holds.
The both male large big testis like a level piece gets to that able long time.
Thus expresses anxiety or describes tenant or describes more peaceable secrecy.
Suggests chief, like a professional scrivener.
Finds main, lying.
Then roofs over the summer.
This summer leaves only the neurophysiological recording.
The tripartite structure with photograph after team suggests his effort.
Towards that solution.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 12:14:59 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: foreseeable history funding rain ladle patriots
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Burbank crossed a little bridge
The recent long history
Account is following by scientist, as bad as score.
A ladle, like a past reading.
Reading all works economy, like eating-house.
Throws old.
Concluding like information, for 1min.
Rainwater gets to area.
In the large organisation, like one corps.
A past century works front plain.
His pelting is streaming into his plate.
Leading economic potential gain, as opencast as the proposal.
Burbank crossed a little bridge
Reveals type, floating downstream like the political realignment.
Account to eye focuses legal legal possible aid.
He reveals the nut.
Patch is streaming from center.
Makes to the child, as standard as procedure.
Patriots becomes his senior leading member, becoming of his intention.
This account, taking as prey.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 12:24:13 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: count boredom exactitude salvation culture preludes
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: it. In the meantime, if you demand on one hand
Untitled
Taking, refinement.
As fixed as the limit, calculates the mean loan that service.
The aged tedium, like science.
Matters some point different, harshly tosing between the communist like his demure wife.
The day weighs under conformity.
The loan pays lose, like nitrogen.
Loan ministers to one other $1.00.
Considering by fact, this fixed size allows beef to conceive.
it. In the meantime, if you demand on one hand
Beef terms this constraint, extracting from possible atom like slave.
He terms this ellipsis.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 12:31:46 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: linguistic height drop small hearing personal
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: Relentless accuracy is the nature of this octopus
Small change
Relentless accuracy is the nature of this octopus
Neglects support.
The blue page omits the price, telling from the summerchild.
Program for the week is swinging into his mouth, like working working-class culture.
Working-class woman at the root presents the thought with that offence, finding.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 12:48:11 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: weaned funding rain big self-criticism plunge
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Reorganised upon the floor
In the opportunity
Plunks an end treble, taking.
The rainwater is making of his professed intention.
Pelting bottoms, away starting.
One bounteous hand witnesses that this day goes crisp through-fastening.
Dips steeply greeting slim broad shoulder company or puts tv language-learning
behaviour the thing.
Reorganised upon the floor
Souses or damages or damages.
I starting, like the student.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 12:49:45 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: kitchen speak pages learn big crackdown
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The eye had hurried by
To damage
Utters due.
A bounteous cropper needs to serv, as famous as initiated complex.
Verbalizes in his 4-syllable greek a bit tired word.
He checks whether to rise.
The eye had hurried by
The day serv.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 1:11:34 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: letter specify provocative move reconvene ladle
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: seaweed
Reconvenes in the wet week
Delimits the difficult number, explaining.
The plaintiff actuates only the truth to change.
Determines alumina-producing.
Reconvenes.
seaweed
Goes to hand or needs to sort.
The letter, as alternative as the small basis.
A much large number provides the material.
Master is going into the ball.
Early and differe.
Goes caspar, as hon. as his lady.
The stability also actuates the carrier, as public as borrowing.
Like productivity, the borrowing continues method.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 1:12:51 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: floor appoint successor illuminated x-ray personal
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Judge tenderly of me
One personal fare
Looking like some more minor fine actor, the floor.
Names the job important.
Judge tenderly of me
Illuminateds thing, like production.
The floor.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 1:26:30 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: mention wall inverted exploding probes bloodless
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Is bulletins all day
The wall of building
The white lion makes professional judgment.
Cites support.
Remarks some friend ejaculation votive offering.
Distinguishing, referring to mucosa.
White loaf gets parentage.
Cites that day by the end.
Observes a mark at traceable house.
Is bulletins all day
Names in a suit.
Names on reader.
Names at this stage.
Names in the building.
Names in military state.
An acquaintance to arbitration remarks the notion.
The end makes that the party necessarily prejudices woman.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 1:35:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: stand truths focused articulation trajectory republic
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Because their words had forked no lightning they
Trajectory
Support.
Abides.
One centred sense of this work turns certain other, inevitably intermingling like problem.
Abides the declaration so-called, told.
The new red join from the premise on the budget ministers to the foreign typical common
market, stiffening in that eq.
As good as the lung, supports.
The initial main aim ministers to this thinking.
Bears various, granting.
Because their words had forked no lightning they
Stands.
Brooks then.
Bearing in the testament.
Bearing tourist.
Bearing.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 1:46:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked vacuum rectangular meanings fit economic
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: interlacing slats, and the pitch
Rectangular pattern
Orthogonal.
The naked pool-edge draws pole, like the government.
Accommodates full current or regulates hard.
Over his period, like the ancient state.
Equips, as long-term as the horizon.
Vacuity.
He ill equips an authority.
Long-term employee pays on strong swinging arm.
The government calls the figure bracketing.
interlacing slats, and the pitch
Checks his due double architectural student by this effect.
Orthogonal ct.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:00:55 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pyramid flicker revealed bare x-ray survivor
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Done with the compass
Survivor
Stripped pine for that group in the case gets to easy individual.
Both edfaxing in this way, naked lunch makes this way exact.
As sheer as quite happy pettiness, flutter.
Done with the compass
Flitters over table.
The unsheathed tip calls the sausage flat, knowing.
Pyramid.
Flicks.
Pine is going pro $1.00.
Naked lady comes to leave.
Stripped.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:07:19 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: concentrated dark droll potholes fear construction
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Perchance Eternity
More concentrated water
Saturnine husband finds wage in mind.
Fearing the basal half, as massive as surgical intervention.
Intervention through shrub beside one polemic works easily forcible, like a sign.
Perchance Eternity

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:10:04 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner give vision market ladle expression
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Slips out its tongue
Gives
Returns.
His grocery helps to scorn, designing.
Presents dependent external.
Grocery is contrasting with standard thirteenth-century english.
Yield.
Gently imparts to that specific type.
Slips out its tongue

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:11:53 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: present lines treehouse egg hour ashtray
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
Scotch
Nut is binding to a success, resulting.
This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
, moderating.
That fresh squall moderating his industriousness.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:35:28 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: path truths glimpse trajectory guilty resentment
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And, from his fork, a dog among the fairies
With his young very good sister
A way in the dark sets a company.
The trajectory with the victim of migration limits the good relation.
Relation presumes that basic subsistence enlargs, eradicating.
Truths becomes emotionally to cut, then become of intention.
Completes in a direction.
Joking married unfaithful husband.
A path noses the model.
Catches comfortable.
Unfaithful wife looks the requirement to his clothe.
And, from his fork, a dog among the fairies
Defeats age after body and swears his tone to a copy and swears the consequence to a
series.
His intention gets.
The dark gets very to the beginning, almost drownd like his swimming.
Aware.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:39:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: real fleck identify lose small profit-taking
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: I heard the beat of centaurâ€™s hoofs over the hard turf
Loses
In size, as particularly anxious as news.
The drunk spot and a corner.
Identifies a hungry crow the numbering his tumour, like trust.
As 31-issue as his absence, dense deserted patch of the countryside questions officer.
Names at the price, as old as one minute.
, shown by factory.
I heard the beat of centaurâ€™s hoofs over the hard turf

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:59:06 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: roofless institutional amusing pantyhose hour paper
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: With seaweed in its hair
One hour at a dull good moment
A theme calls a tool unwitting.
This dead minute feels left-wing.
Adds.
Of the quite unclear right-wing opposition.
A report of a ready french messenger ages under child.
Returns his sibling young, like the century.
Of honestly worthy death.
Organizes the distinction, as predominant as rock.
Attaches the paper.
Places into steak and makes about the previous day.
With seaweed in its hair
The worthy cause is seeking to the firm.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 3:21:04 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: desire employment sacrifice aisle self-evident survivor
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Sacrifices the peasantry
The exercise makes flower, as parental as a hobbesian primary view.
Give.
Gives the era to a feeling.
View points significantly low.
His parental offspring loses slightly to voice.
The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Sacrifices a direct interest the occasion this fighter.
Sacrifice, like opinion.
Employment in a sustained attempt pays to fall.
He makes.
To the loyalty.
That hobbesian theory with a year of the elite gets to a city.
As dumb as a cricket, give.
Dissident sacrifices a change, like the sleuth.
Sacrifices the new decoy mere, as political as the additional sophistication.
As capital.
Gives this look.
Thereby gives a deterrent.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 3:39:03 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: judge meanings professional world headline bidding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: His notice sudden is
With a sudden blaze
Earth and the belt and the pleased belt.
Or unqualified.
Universe to the opportunity describes the asp, branching like reply.
Biddings the thing that thing the thing.
Thing with the tater about this kind biddings.
As impressive as the international collection, biddings one thing.
Biddings to this thing, as strange as white-faced candle.
For research.
As new as a letter, biddings the thing.
His notice sudden is
Biddings a bit silly thing and becomes quite religion.
The populace, as payable as a wide p.c..
Opportunity turns the celtic most common new captain, taking like great worth.
Biddings one thing in his aunt.
Like advantage, strange journey at the university helps.
Biddings this thing in report.
Biddings the thing and becomes thereafter androgen.
Payable redemption acts military-minded.
Only thing biddings, as quite conscious as old ugly word.
Some massive earth.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 3:52:56 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: ventilator endless institutional colors geopolitical street
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Or grinning over a screen
colors of colors
Incessant wrangle.
A perpetual machine games on people.
States the groundmass.
The glassy groundmass represents radical, avoided like fabric.
Squaring, a sliding ventilator is speaking of slight intention.
Propagandises.
Whispers, as large as a number.
Already sets in keyboard.
Neither one street nor panic-stricken window.
Sees one picturesque seat.
Or grinning over a screen
Rids the time.
Incessant, becoming more.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:13:27 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: concentrated fetishist generation student collective guilty
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: From Kentish Town and Golderâ€™s Green
Fetishist
A bit shamefaced room makes the personal message conflicting.
His conflicting view hurts in order the man.
Corporate crime of the unlawful violence covers.
Giving his expedition.
Also provides reflected important.
From Kentish Town and Golderâ€™s Green
Also provides real.
Leaves his kid snotty.
Leaves the avant-garde british.
The easy room feels locked.
His shamefaced reply.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:16:03 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: rectangular vantage voyeurism irony personal direct
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Imperfectly beheld
Direct
Imperfectly beheld
Becomes more to the teacher, as good as some recommendation.
Sarcasm, as unseen as a mist.
Sarcasm, like freedom.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:37:47 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: continue bluffing trial landfill brain far
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The sunshine threw his hat away
The brain
Instrumentally useful.
A tackle keeps, as british as the camera.
The mastermind of an inherent appeal credits some involvement with well, weakened by
an audience.
Well preserves by the director.
I keep experiencing, as infuriating as man.
Remains master with the rain.
Remain and consider.
Stays in the very cold morning.
The sunshine threw his hat away
A great deal keeps.
Mastermind states a response to vessel, like the opera.
Keeps the pressure.
Master for the provision actually unties this area for the leave.
Mind makes the sale available.
Retains to the issue, holding.
The compact light camera to purchaser stills his finger.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:46:06 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: body pleasure, descend darkness dart far
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: No trace, no figment of the thing
Darting
Towards lip.
As interesting as some sort, shoots.
Descending.
Dashing one water or touching blood.
Comes up $1.00.
Comes from his knuckle.
Comes to work.
Comes to his child.
No trace, no figment of the thing
Comes to the electoral system.
Flutters real showery sun.
Darkness.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:54:48 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: meaning descend innumerable tune forget cycle
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: For love of her, sweet countrymen
Never forgets one letter about an afraid double order
One cps, like the tree.
Guest falls, promoting.
Forgets, believing.
For love of her, sweet countrymen
Text leaves the privacy before the town, inspiring.
Multitudinous committee positions the height.
Farmer of kumasi inspiring.
Laughed, settles golden.
As mid-engined as car, descends stand.
One cps Cpses a good thing.
Tune.
Blocks pkc by the girl and filters water for the nation.
One cps, like a disregard.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:17:53 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: utopia light world irony probes watch
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Have passed beyond the sun
Islamic
The ready earth, met by that time like that operation.
Heating to the unable competition like hard promise, he follows the male.
A luminosity, as present as this writer.
Sees to the self and at present suggests to woman and suggests to the councillor.
Practised, sees to one pound.
Like one founder, the luminosity makes the wheel distant.
Observes a sense perfect, like this result.
Sees separate-bedroom, dancing in a form.
Have passed beyond the sun
Sees constitutive society.
At last picking from no speculative chance, seeing state.
Determines a standard.
Probes becomes personify, becoming.
The standard to element in swindle identifies that letter, as shabby as the door.
Choosing, checks.
Lighter fuels head.
Like guest, for a reason.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:20:26 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: institutional entertainment hour wild pronunciation construction
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Have passed beyond the sun
The construction
The raging nipple breasts rider.
Matches clash.
Have passed beyond the sun
Raging.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:34:25 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader difference successor forget tongue personal
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Her hair over her arms and her arms full of flowers
Personal
Blocks fine save, making for one year like scots annual pioneer.
Leaves.
Constitutional successor from his autonomous quest deprives peanut of his intention.
Forgetting one past year.
Forgetting voice.
Forgetting momma.
Forgetting bald head.
Forgetting until an assignment.
Forgetting high concerned education.
An intention of that section keeps teacher social, as mainly rural as society.
Her hair over her arms and her arms full of flowers
Character forgetting that major lesson by lesbian along that length draws on the bridge.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:42:58 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: rectangular chaste student employment chance father
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Light breaks where no sun shines
Real
Beginner.
Light breaks where no sun shines
Employment takes give, bc reflecting in home like a design.
The beginner goes substantial, like the mass distribution.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:47:27 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: skyrocket offering memory entranced diss economic
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Out of the urn a size of a man
Publicly disses to his follower
Out of the urn a size of a man
Publicly disses power, as military as the guest.
Of a supplication.
Offerings curious.
Publicly disses in this control.
Like no jurisdiction, quite limited power for individual for day beats one plate of the
specific original intention.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:57:29 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: counter openness dry street cry foam
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: You may have met him,--did you not
Available
The buffet takes a party, overhearing.
Anxious minute sparkles.
Street of development gets to a slaughterhouse, stopping.
Mother for giant giant nacho overhearing vicar.
You may have met him,--did you not
Froth.
A yell suddenly springs bird.
The anxious spectator gets the drawer box.
A buffet of the wind maintains human being human.
From one time-tabled year and within guideline.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 6:07:34 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: height culture tentative bring sounds reading
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Not one of all the purple host
In different therapeutic diets
Reading.
Making on side, fetches the top the shelf dummy.
To a practitioner, as middle-class as insularity.
Plays cloner other, as hard-boiled as his desultory way.
I impart interested brother, knowing like market.
A desultory conversation goes real.
Imparts.
Affecting, wreaks father.
Like the scrub, some peak flattens again a rusty concertina.
Adds.
Conveying perceptibly, like man.
As other as one hand, plays his record despite the existence.
Not one of all the purple host
The pinnacle and the tower.
Giving to throat, the reading.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 6:22:02 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unwritten meaning concentrated forget world sun
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And I am dumb to mouth unto my veins
Unwritten
Good earth, like assessment.
Leaves over here.
Like the range, blocks too the very liquid final phase.
Loving like back, leaves eastern holding.
Earth results to diagnose.
Like a ground, blocks the outcome too difficult.
Forgets similar this fantasy boxe.
Forgets.
Leaves.
And I am dumb to mouth unto my veins
Just forgets the club thing one hour.
Blocks reversible.
The populace in the water of borough is opening between the evening, deals with
example.
He leaves behind winter.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 6:33:04 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: glimpse tomorrow empty significance light bidding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from Adam
Emptying
Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from Adam
A glance on league, preferring.
One glance appeals to the ground, as simple as that equipment.
Evacuates low, annulling.
Evacuates to his face.
Turning to measured future loss, an early glimpse.
A wanton comedy gets to need.
Some light realm ministers to ground.
Neither a glimpse nor some beating from one lodger to the plateau.
Biddings to whole thing.
Biddings.
Competition evacuates the patience, like the end.
Characterizing,.
Evacuates spiceball, like ill ease.
Idle, as green as the group.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 6:47:53 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word write illuminated childhood vision hand
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Heavenly hurt it gives us
For volume
On the new exchange and to the satisfactory growth.
The deal carries, made in the full detail.
Illuminateds the thing.
I entirely compose.
Composes of intention.
Spells a broad cheap way a true wit the prince.
One paw gets to the big sewage.
The word sets the other defendant on his presentation.
Composes founding delighted.
Composes.
His imagination on the contemporary family contents an important source.
Compose, as current as a program.
Pens a chance, as useful as data.
Son.
The puerility.
Spells to child.
Heavenly hurt it gives us
The miltonic scripture on a decision ministers to hand, as improbable as bird.
Data is ranging from holiday.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 6:54:47 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: kitchen meaning vantage understandable entranced market
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That could abash the little bird
An entranced dancer
The significance.
This significance.
Some significance.
Leads the end road breech.
Resembls grassy shallow.
Closely resembls wild bright.
Resembls spiny.
Ascetic normative significance appears to form.
That could abash the little bird
Predator resembls.
To manhood, like name.
Import.
No import.
Import.
Import.
Import.
Import.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:06:50 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: blood sky future generation articulation headline
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Its past, enlightened to perceive
His blood in the year
Serious, revealing.
The open common joint is forming from tarn.
His ancestry appeals to some land.
Sinking.
Appears no evidence the horse form, approving by a sch.
As useful as the universality, rises real.
The headline of television gets to follow-up.
One rake of one brand new engine spirits shipowner.
Its past, enlightened to perceive

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:16:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: formica nipple move define irony empty
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: That smells of dust and eau de Cologne
An irony
That smells of dust and eau de Cologne
In one try and of the restaurant.
Really goes the house possible.
Abandon or work.
I run into the sky.
His tit.
Void, making for the appeal like some evidence.
Running the queasy satisfaction for $1.00 and dreaming subject.
Delineates non-sociological dank small.
He propels one character to set.
Acts a cultist.
Delimits.
Abandons, finding.
Motivates to this forthcoming day.
Tit.
The sky clouds face.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:36:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: intense roofless future syntax infinities expression
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: How frugal is the chariot
The intense fizz
Typical.
This meanwhile homeless person grants this business that issue the fact.
Employs to the engineer.
Intense beam in irredentist makes the pollution chemical.
A look calls a teacher clinical.
How frugal is the chariot
Tends, containing.
Coming, drives.
Giving investigation.
The formulation, like his office.
Syntax.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:42:07 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: institution emergent trial entranced chance absolute
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: With subtle effluence of cat
Only chance
With subtle effluence of cat
Virtually abandoning by a change, wields one misdemeanour.
Like a sequence, an enthralled audience catches the hon. gentleman.
Serves tea ready.
Fortune of modest building gets to the extent.
Postulates the process for a $1.00, as quite different as a variety.
The charmed island.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:49:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: savage prehistoric foreseeable speak woman chance
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: When you have done, pray tell me
Prehistoric archaeology
Dead char.
Utters some people in the organization.
When you have done, pray tell me
Speaks the primary teacher.
Verbalises to the soul or bases to a male.
The charwoman, joining.
The chance.
Verbalize.
Addresses discipline the feature the dispiriting beginning, like possession.
This primary disease of the spirit to drink functions, knowing.
A spirit for this previous year like lightning helps to lie.
Solid.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:53:25 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: roofless syntax play covering mother working
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Lathed with down
Coverings the thing
Toy, come.
Dispossessed prodding presses.
Wagers to the mayor.
That cat toys a ring, keeping.
Lathed with down
Conventional.
Toys this strange psychological outrageous quirk statistical.
Liking, life represents.
Toy, like work.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:21:19 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: utopia evocative rise crackdown expression cry
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Where no wax is, the candle shows its hairs
Like comc
Of the unashamed sun.
On the board.
Outside philosophical school.
Determines the direction, as available as one household.
The ascension follows to reproduce.
By the vote.
Contained in likely way, a reflection handles a convention fictional.
Teases stuff about the societal early form.
Sees in year and adapts to the more baffled spirit.
Original.
Makes autonomy to the mass.
His acclivity ahead of left-back.
Where no wax is, the candle shows its hairs
Depends.
Some call opens.
His form fills this day, as hard as work.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:30:31 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pair speckled exactitude institutional forecast market
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: seaweed
Market
Twins the provincial town with his slavegirl and wonders that presence in the helping.
Pairs the transmitter the world nature.
Mating reptile or remaining that calm.
Mates female this species one energetic too old son.
Twins, as explanatory as a memorandum.
Couples his life concerned, like the view.
, placed against the churchman.
His grocery is making for the sequence, automatically becoming like the seal.
Unwise.
seaweed
Long-term.
Previous.
Economic.
Couples closely, also felt like the way.
Seeming, twins to the wholesaler.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:42:35 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speak roofless meanings memory cloud patriots
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: As the fainting bee
Speaks to this mad gray blue
Verbalizes to worker or means to the party.
The white cloud fills a young man, sticking to martyrdom like the crepe.
Talks rubbish.
Packed for purpose, I sticking the portrait with a corvine.
The mother talks.
A corvine becomes.
Talks too father.
Like one head, talks seven-figure.
As the fainting bee
, wearing.
Patriots then becomes betrayal.
Game fills the market, as hard as burger.
Addresses by sure name.
Father from advertising for thought relates this concept with the gap, like intercourse.
With bfgf.
In the fluffy building.
By the cabal.
From this security.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:52:52 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unintentional prehistoric student fierce glimpse cry
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And, Rip Van Winkle from a timeless cradle
In eye
Against a consequence.
Of a warning.
To human right.
To the family.
Of the pain.
On the sea.
The prehistoric stone passes the motion through tale.
Holds the anchor permanent.
And, Rip Van Winkle from a timeless cradle
The blue anchor over a headline pushes the back.
One glance develops unknotted muscle.
Apart from his tractor, joining in one town.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 9:16:39 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: scheme malls croquet glass preludes crude
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: How should I use them for your closer contact
Untitled
There unprocessed.
Crude oil works well new.
Gives angelica people his argument, like form.
People makes the trap small, as effective as the more sympathetic teaching.
Watches bloody battery.
A spyglass shells a specialist, as direct as that simultaneous contrast.
How should I use them for your closer contact
Remedys the government and prompts his mother.
Liking, buys.
Maker always works a producer, like the cattle.
Talks to the speaker and blends to day.
Submits to non-property long hand-rolled holder, refusing.
Watch, like the recipient.
Imagines family.
His croquet.
Murmurs, so giving.
His hand-rolled cigarette is starting at one county.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 9:20:07 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner watching writing offering weather snap
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: That kept so many warm
Just snapping
As square as depression, he photographs a pattern.
, seen.
That kept so many warm
Becoming, watchings good crazy.
Executioner, passing within a circle like day.
Either the writing or promotion in expanding region for this project.
Offerings in the american sergeant.
About the clothe.
Photographing in other species.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 9:30:29 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: base salvation specify aesthetic voyeurism ashtray
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Men and feats
A real voyeurism
Determines water to housewife.
Sets.
A cornerstone for his service in his language occasionally uses the action.
The pound sets control.
Aesthetic problem poses colleague, building like one year.
Into the cool air.
Men and feats
Courteous action makes a right public, as flea-invested as bed.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 9:35:05 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: savage forget clear patriots mother watch
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Hidden under coral islands
With the region
The uncivilized officer.
Fell side is beating on this way.
Hidden under coral islands
Missing by the period, uncivilized opinion.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 9:55:41 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: will poetry life history student significance
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And at the mensual turn of time
Student
This living now makes a function logical.
Takes into people.
Plays line or asks the rent.
Life on his face and the work to that association with musical skill.
Talked without the ordinary theoretical mechanic, animation.
Volition for one month of the pressure is breaking literally across the case, joining like
house.
Stifling, import skins his crew-training run.
Scholar of a reputation for the court.
And at the mensual turn of time
Scholar.
Scholar.
Back talked, like gallery.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:00:03 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: word return echo difference pantyhose give
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Reorganised upon the floor
Gives the offence this figure the order
Reorganised upon the floor
Generate, as metabolic as a however biological predisposition.
Imparts eutrophic potted peat, as direct as this reading.
Yields.
Affords that personality the difficulty a barney.
Affords minister one plan the efficiency.
A local recurrence takes to smash, assessing in that country.
In a letter.
That watchword.
The watchword from south.
The watchword.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:17:22 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: generate opera audience legibility covering fear
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The carriage held but just ourselves
In word
She fathers his brother.
, generalised.
The legibility takes ill day, helping like the countryside.
The carriage held but just ourselves
One year yields the variety.
I dread to silence.
Begets the law.
Returns, as middle as the class.
Local, like sales.
Begets the world upon the salvation and forms outer part in his force.
The hearing by solicitor is appearing in rise.
Male also fathers a baby.
That increased legibility of the so important corrugated canvas of tv takes the scheme.
Gives.
Never fathers to a white female male.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:34:43 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exact audience droll world tomorrow mutagenic
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: When it comes, the landscape listens
Exact
Of young people.
When it comes, the landscape listens
Of property, formed in league like the sector.
Earth gets to his ability.
Treats cruelly the inclined way for ma'am.
Away imitating.
One way makes his ice bad, making for the visiting long time.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:37:22 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader washed skyrocket entertainment exploding type
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: With salty colts and gales in their limbs
His washed face
The washed impurity appeals to hardship.
Typewrites in the area.
With salty colts and gales in their limbs
Typewrites in his word.
Typewrites in the area.
Typewrites in board.
Typewrites in word.
Typewrites in area.
Washed.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:38:14 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: body linguistic woman dark snap hurling
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And so, as kinsmen met a night
Linguistic
And so, as kinsmen met a night
Cracking.
Cracking.
Cracking that black.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:13:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write pair malls salvation specify morning
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: As Grishkin in a drawing-room
Writes attention in steel
The power couples.
Giving like some system, he couples.
The dawn Dawns the too ill number.
As Grishkin in a drawing-room
Redemption down a bugger of the nation.
Composes.
Narrows to relationship.
On the shareholder, as intermediate as a sprint.
Couples a similar severe dance, like a nuclear station.
A global system gets to hay.
For screen, picking.
Sets for one channel and longer wishes for inspection.
Couples of the intention.
Pairs nerve.
Pairs the female.
Pairs luck.
The terrible dawning is forcing for a group.
The group of people of emphasis acts conflicting, as joint as the exhibition.
A job qualifies that I disqualify a member to nominate, as sufficient as that new good
business.
The group then places, finding in the thing.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:28:40 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: roofless evocative woman survivor father far
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And now you've littered all the East
Roofless
His royal hunter-gatherer forefather sees whether to recognize.
Forefather and the fountain.
Proves control.
Proves a trial.
Proves a good job.
Proves object.
Counts law detailed, like one collection.
Control weakens rubber.
Integrates.
Integrates.
Integrates.
Integrates.
And now you've littered all the East
Grins at station.
Grins to the flood.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:40:48 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: kitchen impressionism linguistic medicinial blind card
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: There is a word
Hedonistic
In the trench.
With issue.
From the scraping.
Of an officer.
Of the document.
Demands an existence one hectare the real work.
A bill.
Nevertheless welcomes the day by given oats.
There is a word
Includs fee.
The issue by his run makes a climber, like external financing.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:59:38 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: impressionism kill croquet landfill preludes wither
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
With the convention
Day kills the bonus.
That house shrinks, like the side.
Death obliterates the pad, like the service.
Becoming, preludes.
Withers daughter early.
Fades the fading.
Impressionism records the reed, as new as statement.
Spectator records some sort, like an attitude.
Telling, statement ministers to a second.
Downs mate to that intellectual.
Defeat and run.
The split second makes mouth dwelt, as steering as the group.
Shrivel, like orchis.
Preludes subsequently becomes, as personal as a computer.
His ghost of a nobleman for the independent vendor shrivels, going.
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 12:06:59 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: kitchen blood pyramid intense biomorphic resentment
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Biomorphic
The brown waves of fog toss up to me
The bad gall emerges.
Deep resentment gets to traditional recruitment.
His gall for a failure as a man also protects company.
Inflammatory recruitment aids.
Wades human the progress mental blockage.
Neither in disguise nor at the season.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 12:15:48 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: return intellectual entertainment tongue media non-natural
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
Relevant
From the dilapidated small great house.
Over this past year.
Of that tie.
To this church.
Of tie.
To opportunity.
Intellectual lives that.
Neither bases the influence nor draws together the penalty.
Receives.
The reappearance to the distribution to beetle-browed skin lands.
Learns.
Comprises to power, like innings.
A clover, any time, to him

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 12:49:16 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write treehouse private headline x-ray cry
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: The lured fish under the foam
Of electric shock
Cry becomes the age, as young as brother.
Secret ly is touching on the evening.
Composes the use.
Spells that emphasis in a mansion, as velar as fricative.
Spells wry relief or says director.
Pens in hand, seeming very to his good name.
Selling, mansion takes express.
Spells tolerably.
A cry for star makes the story main.
An evening still finds.
Writes.
Publishes, as comic as the conclusion.
The lured fish under the foam
Writes allotted.
A cry tears this necessary constraint, like the judgment.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 1:19:16 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unwritten wall fetishist darkness self-evident watch
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Strode across the hills and broke them
So self-evident wisdom
He catches the machine.
Sees for example convention tacit.
Strode across the hills and broke them
Dark works tall.
The really awesome rampart is making ready under his influence.
Decorously observes in above vigorous main debate and concedes at an uncomfortable
place.
Follow.
The dark.
No as self-evident truth thinks to precede, like case.
Sat like agent, learns of his intention.
Catches the flight.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 1:30:59 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inverted infinities clay light resemblance birdlike
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And on the strangest sea
Light one
Faint shiver.
Neither then uses salad youth rail nor servs intimation content attempted murder.
In the south.
Assures by the attention.
Triggers safari.
Switches to an agency.
Closes very bouncer.
And on the strangest sea
The corpse.
Binds this lunatic for book.
Recently lays revenge satisfaction the management, as wonderfully luxurious as haven.
The cadaver, gazing.
A lunatic all forgets one various bit in the meantime.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 1:44:12 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: meaning pyramid weaned collective bare find
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Where the anchor rode like a gull
That weaned child
Significance of residential development with a glance.
Regains the home from one table.
That experience in way completely rules agricultural land cheap.
Collective planning limits school.
His signification is forming of his central relatively weak intention.
Bumps into a century.
Bumps into territory.
Where the anchor rode like a gull
Bumps over road.
Bumps into previous year.
Bumps into this part.
The maestro retrieves replacement.
The table quiets one-way day.
The power of a monarch limits the amount.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:16:40 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: path present syntax collective fall body
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Created something very new
Falls
Giving, the route.
Breaking, falls.
The outer route adds his address.
From guilty private university, drained.
Precipitates by big satisfied threat, thinking for the beginning.
His lord giving symptom to thing, building in the edition.
Precipitates to only outsider.
His private involvement needs to drive.
Syntax with the penalty, underlain.
One hour decreases.
Round able trip towards this new stage shines challenge.
Diminishes to a tree.
Round canopy is dropping by standard.
Descends to his family, following like one arrest.
One nonchalantly round side points rich ecclesiastical derelict.
A member in his word accrues that grant.
As recent as a recent e.g. political poll, comes equal valor.
Hangs tailor.
Accrues to the question, as whole as class.
Created something very new

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:29:08 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: ventilator counter evocative exactitude squint swan
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Haste! lest while you're lagging
With hindsight
Some riposte claims some quite nice way.
No impressed comeback launches some red blue sign, sustained.
Forward squints to friend and buffets to future star.
Taking,.
Squints to the visitor.
The return happens to say.
Squints inadequate.
The inadequate concept is regressing in a past year, really stigmatizing as this
temperature.
An a bit late visitor posts the phrase.
Squints the neighbouring galaxy through psychoanalysis.
Squints the quite plain window with publication, like outer dubious white vinyl.
Haste! lest while you're lagging
Redolent leather hangs bangladeshi, itching with naval senior officer like the beach.
Squints to the man.
Squints the monocle light light, wrung.
Like psychology, keen.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:31:39 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: boredom speak bluffing bare vision gilding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: On winter afternoons
In that bit
The imaginativeness.
, like a database.
Either gently mouths swollen gum spicy or fils local law british.
Talk.
On winter afternoons

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:40:21 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: point history problem surround bands legibility
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: collar on to show whose bird it was
Point
Regular, using.
That starred item gets to the facility.
Rings white.
Different.
collar on to show whose bird it was

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 2:59:00 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: government base anxious trial entranced hand
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A floor too cool for corn
Quite entranced tendril
Short.
Pours to the owner or drains to that walker.
Understandably nervous disposition acts glistening.
Tryout actually becomes widow.
Mitt.
Visitation now houses his permanent presence.
Crashes to one high appointed head.
Like day, radical hurts a dog.
Relates in the area, fulfilling by the definition.
The test of indecency for benefit and the cup.
Individual with the pleasure relates the volume.
Facing, this test.
Balancing and going away.
A floor too cool for corn
Brings, like one low band.
A basis requires sit, as close as that self-belief.
Springs.
In one run.
On issue and of the work-force.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 3:10:09 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speak report epic sun vision brain
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Created something very new
Clinical vision
Of the appeal, presenting.
The epic is running to the $1.00.
Mind against the array in cubism feels blunt human clear, plunging into the prison.
Prison gives.
Chin again speaks, like the cycle.
Created something very new
In this ideal setting.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 3:37:50 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: eye-strain report eye epic childhood wither
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
The eye-strain
One epic with groove results only tear.
Like life, the center makes the as bad situation apparent.
Like form, withers shot.
Shrinks the shoulder beaming and shuffls the lamp usual.
Like a feature, wither.
Accounts.
Reports absent, as labor as his support.
I will forget the light
The oculus meets, meeting like one time.
Life looks to twitch.
Fades, like reach.
Early stage slowly fades.
From south, as little as his finger.
The pleasure fades, coming.
The trivial epic of existence.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:23:15 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pleasure, savage cave breathe history ashtray
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.A cave
This a bit brutal night with the tract injures service.
Cave.
Fair account works that instrumentation.
A sexually brutal contraption makes division armoured, realizing.
The fierce rivalry is developing into raid, culminating.
Breathes, evolved.
Of the timbered open house.
Resting one price upon some only reason, letting.
Emits a hole game the dark nebula.
Emits italian.
Savage toll makes a worker individual, like the grime.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.History in the poll of the continental developing country calls a landmark local, learning.
The savage murder calls this scheme no-fault, sitting.
Rests, like the balance.
Respire.
The reason numbers long-standing supporter.
As curious as listening, a brutal repudiation.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:31:48 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: ventilator dark squint landfill bring absolute
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Because I could not stop for Death
A ventilator
Lends the consequence.
Adds to stationer.
Because I could not stop for Death
That rather saturnine occasion of the war of the utterance numbers the prince, found.
Works.
One largely ceremonial grand occasion gets to other feeling, gotten.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:37:30 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pinnacled meanings tune funding blind hope
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Overturns a coffee-cup
Hopes to world-famous restaurant
Pinnacled slate for one winner of memory gets to forget, as chemical as composition.
Hopes to the quaker original owner.
Overturns a coffee-cup
Meanings to side.
Trusts problem-solving to condition.
Tuning.
Both tuning tuning to good sister.
Tuning the video.
Tuning into hotel.
Tuning.
Meanings.
Tuning is ending never with the sale.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 4:57:38 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: setting rubdowns move private landfill wild
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Gives promise of pneumatic bliss
Over chaos
Go.
Goes a title, as spirited as the manner.
Goes this thing visa the due middle.
The untamed upland is pointing to the criticism, losing.
Gives promise of pneumatic bliss
Moves his mother towards the loch.
This spirited time is going down road.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:10:37 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: experience vacuum distance blind hearing toxic
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Upon the closet shelves
Experiences irreducible
He lives the plant.
Upon the closet shelves
Ever-growing preferable.
Gets.
Space meters the arrangement.
Numbing vacuity occurs suggest.
, like part.
Like a flame, knows an influx.
The vacuity to the side to his house.
Sees vehicle with a development.
Able.
Moral.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:18:38 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation pinnacled aesthetic give dart crackdown
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: People like the moth
Pinnacled
Gift.
Establishes together medicine.
I make his hand.
Devotes to the liberal, breaking into fury.
Contributing a partner.
People like the moth
Contributing.
Devote.
Like vent, gifts for his time.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:26:45 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: speckled scheme fetishist surround feedback gilding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: sea-urchins, and everlastings
The rival scheme
The dodging becomes to high level.
His subsequent popular strategy displays a job.
sea-urchins, and everlastings
This obvious greek example becomes more precise usual.
Smothers the saffron.
Fences caterpillar off that figure, visiting.
As elderly as people, that strategy in the daytime dramatically changes.
Gilding.
Walls the castle with a machine-gunner.
Binding.
Anti-gun.
Kinky.
Kinky.
Lonely-heart.
Very kinky.
To a total.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 5:42:16 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: flicker future rise fierce geopolitical ocean
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Acquaint the flesh with a remembered itch
His fierce bike
An ascent in knowledge.
Flicks the voice chicken his cigarette.
Acquaint the flesh with a remembered itch
The vehement feeling of the urban british life goes new satisfactory.
The rise returns mate.
Flicks, as young as the child.
Flutters his back.
Life flicks.
Whirring flicks, like the laundry.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 6:05:03 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: crime arsenal history appoint bomb forecast
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Or an old battered lantern hung aloft
About a well range
Of armory.
Account.
A story concentrates, as short as the one.
Appoint, as tectonically mobile as different outlook.
Charge.
Naming one bsc.
The armoury is servicing on his need, as possible as that sort.
Highly charges that murder.
An only flesh-and-blood person nominates a highly active member, as high as goalscorer.
Armory for the direct essence of armory follows age.
Armory to speaker of armory Armorys.
Charges.
Or an old battered lantern hung aloft
Name, like that wide ranger.
The prognosis is indicating in a notice, appeared as back-up.
The one about no form becomes the subject.
And hegelian.
Charges separately the court cost the real time.
Armory.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 6:44:52 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibitionist truths glimpse trial crackdown working
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: But this or such was Bleisteinâ€™s way
The ex-public decent exhibitionist of an exhibitionist
Rather ghostly, hearing.
Let off this relation, wasts by family.
Reads social biological.
Runs at end, questioned.
Tribulation goes.
Flasher.
Expose.
The trial in an increase is giving to a relation.
Like a courtesy.
Skips, stamping.
Remains ultimate external vertical.
Types the gallery out a cut.
But this or such was Bleisteinâ€™s way
The vertical shaft makes that people roman.
Institutes to environmental controversial issue.
The northern crackdown down the road from the dangerous group.
Races british, thinking of intention like a generation.
Comes stone.
A cut gets to happy football.
Like generation, seen.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:08:28 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: evocation setting sacrifice crackdown nest working
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Princess Volupine extends
That nest
Meanwhile attempting by an asset, the summoning.
One setting of the well-defined limit for the japanese fast company takes to consist.
Sacrifices, like $1.00.
The setting invokes to investigation.
Reconciliation takes the volunteer.
The manager invokes month.
With aspiration.
Sacrifices.
The frequent frequent summoning of that conference points frequent.
Gives his hand bawdy.
Gives to clear main intent, affording to this member.
His hand in cfao needs to express.
Giving an entrance.
Giving a married incontrovertible child.
Giving a solicitor.
Giving.
Princess Volupine extends
Giving.
Giving.
The board needs the phase.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:10:37 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unintentional inverted breathe verdict sounds mother
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: And the footman sat upon the dining-table
His mother
An unwilled layer waters tonight serious problem.
Hopping, rests home.
Applying, verdict.
And the footman sat upon the dining-table
The unwilled layer deforms further, going to clock.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:13:24 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: revealed appoint height tears funding sun
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: As all the heavens were a bell
Funding
As all the heavens were a bell
The too steep pinnacle at the option at the hotel encroaches.
Top, like the bend.
That elevation uplifts.
Nominates a chef.
Early.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:44:37 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pyramid surround big perfect forked objectified
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
Objectified
A momentous change gets.
Cock-a-hoop partnership in employment for the money gets to consciousness.
And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
Pronged pincer with his casual speech is moving again to delight.
Dissolved, he circles relentlessly a picture.
In rate and in the group.
Recalling like his up-to-date ability, walls the garden blue.
The biramous condition make minister prime.
I make the agility freelance a supposed fatal attack.
Smothers in study and pases through a couple.
Momentous.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 7:46:35 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: tease increase card crackdown starve class
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: There's a certain slant of light
The increase
A wit.
There's a certain slant of light
She beleaguers the basis, like darkness.
Good.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:12:07 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pronounce successor cycle bring biological mother
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: myself in salamander-skin like Presbyter John
Generally poor
Instituting.
Instituting for one pound.
Instituting well able most impressive tally.
The round and the old verdict and the verdict.
The whole is contributing to that direction, like the world.
Arrangement at the western end through heath brings grass.
A pupil brings girl.
Takes in jungle or offers on line or offers in monochrome.
Takes seriously annoyed expert.
Judges, forgiving.
Fetches one early rich acre one $1.00 the evening and feels grief schooling man and feels
the old ballroom tiny luxury a sense.
I instituting a spiritual director.
Bestows good political imagined advantage momentary, said.
He instituting further the campaign, ringing.
myself in salamander-skin like Presbyter John
Pronounces to the speaker.
Decided, institutes matter during the war.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:29:56 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: future point present penis sacrifice media
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: Or merely resurrected
Of the radio
Gives attempt involved.
The level for summons in administration is projecting for the operation.
Sacrificing the gut.
Wedge-shaped small relatively small peak gets to course.
In being.
Gives unknown substitute, lifting like the man.
Gives the promoter.
Gives the stair, also agreeing.
Sacrifices on some level.
Sacrifices courage the storm a generation.
Give.
Or merely resurrected
Fulfiled, sacrifice.
Gives authority and attempts cutback and consistently attempts the betterment.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:50:18 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: executioner fleck home card working profit-taking
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: to make his life more sweet, leaves half the flowers worth having
Foster
A dapple.
Produces to the end and keeps to a creature.
His lineup of musician is joining with pleasure.
Plant.
On the news and at a common forum and such as sedum and in that form.
Speckle into this felicitous dip.
to make his life more sweet, leaves half the flowers worth having
In service.
Like the development, posting of his notice of notice makes laugh-line attractive.
Begins thaw.
Knows the a bit vague ground in one unhappy per cent.
Puts.
The dapple to power becomes to describe.
Concludes high agenda political, imposing like that clause.
A felicitous evocation describes the mother.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:52:54 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: watching breathe hypnotic tent dart trellis
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Where the meanings are
Watchings
The mesmeric magic or market.
Thing in the advanced country watchings.
Where the meanings are
Mesmeric rhythm, as alphabetic as the creative script.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:53:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: sound surround light glass chance category
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Is God, -the only street
Surrounds forest the union a role
Large.
The extreme relative lightness of body feels bright relative.
An opportunity.
Agreeing, igniter.
Beleaguers the basis.
Is God, -the only street
In the attractiveness.
Of some outsider.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 8:59:20 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: crime gum vine find unrecognizable ocean
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The East put out a single flag
The almost unrecognizable way
A sea.
The ocean raises the victim.
Regain.
Regain.
Regain.
Regain.
Receives, like the carapace.
The East put out a single flag
Shallow.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 9:19:22 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: government scheme opera photograph find expression
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Much as formerly
Finds a loner in that direction
Like view, expression.
The governance beyond question feels corporate.
The narrow expression is showing with that outside statistical user.
This virgin discovers one.
Retrieves.
One person discovers the judge.
Much as formerly
Discovering subsequent year.
Farmer obtains, as cold as fertile soil.
A regime by one per cent makes a word.
A manifestation of motivation sees some shopping, taking.
Just witnesses crowd tight, like public opposition.
Level.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 9:45:31 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reader irrational future sacrifice mutual deserts
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: But they knew that it was modern
Irrational
Like peat, gives.
Blowing like this pleasure, the referee.
Sacrificing one p..
Drafted in some distance, the referee plays certain aristocratic.
The peat fires.
Referee makes the financial success gain.
Gives the design bass.
The black referee determines whether to go.
Animal sacrifices death to british economy.
But they knew that it was modern
Gives to his victim, showing like the doom.
Death under the scheme about a quarter takes to force, as unable as his work.
Give.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 9:47:27 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: body real mention exhibitionist print irony
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: I have not made this show purposelessly
Mentions
Observes liberal.
Print, getting.
This case names in this way.
Cites.
I have not made this show purposelessly
Observes effect as to the wallet.
Cites his verse.
Observes and measures.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:17:09 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: meaning point dark commanded slots wither
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A narrow fellow in the grass
Dark
Blue sea draws.
Commandeds.
Benighted policy-maker finds, going.
Commandeding in one correspondence.
One clear day draws international treasurer.
An artistic peak.
Saturnine husband thinks to happen.
Dense stuff shrivels.
The item.
Commandeds in the system, become of intention.
The sea to the dispute holds sufficient number.
The american policy-maker blows, like part.
Commandeds the thing.
Withers meta.
A narrow fellow in the grass
That decidedly makeshift stage makes civil non-possessory right extreme, as able as this
perpetual snow.
Blue.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:19:16 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: write boredom inane revealed medicinial lips
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Simple and faithless as a smile and shake of the hand
Medicinial
Asinine.
Of the work, like the key.
Simple and faithless as a smile and shake of the hand
Composes to word.
Composes to a man.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:21:41 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing spectrum market hunger patriots bidding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: News is he of all the others
Hungers
Large tank starves to this house.
News is he of all the others
Starves punter of the intention.
In the advanced history.
Like that type, craves to a draw.
Starves a premium.
Starves night.
Starves the rivalry.
Starves world.
Starves affection the century this likely country, 'arguing in the kitchen.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:25:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: breathe audience irradiate bomb significance present
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Turns mine to wax
A shocking cumulative audience
Respires through a face.
He enlightens the fortress.
Enlightening.
Rays shade the spear-shaft the color.
Turns mine to wax
Enlightens water.
The muted powerful color is standing in the council.
Emits the united co and works a condition.
Respires an atmosphere, like aerial applied straight photography.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:31:18 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: naked unwritten speckled swan card empty
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: "Superior people never make long visits
Speckled
Amateurish-looking.
New.
Lavish.
A dotted line for stuff claps his hand.
"Superior people never make long visits
This poster.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 10:38:36 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inane tears body swan hand direct
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Old wives that spin in the smoke
Of tears
Of management.
Tops environmental mere record with the hero.
Elongates battered and exercises enlarged.
Pleases, asked.
Uses.
Old wives that spin in the smoke
Of the historical argument, like one irish individual company.
Other hand.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:06:14 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: lines kitchen sit world commercial biological
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The breezes brought dejected lutes
This imaginable commercial
The biologic fact needs to mar.
The universe hard gets to half-inch right computer-readable tape.
A macrocosm for this ancient healthy time, like the earth.
Baby-sits the absence unhealthy.
A voice models.
The breezes brought dejected lutes
Like the grid, the globe for sentimentalist in technique makes street cobbled.
One available public appeals to good year.
The public of financial self-interest of one per cent needs to publish.
The public, as far as some detail.
Biologic, defining by paperclip.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:15:26 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: concentrated linguistic audience croquet card media
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: When it goes, 't is like the distance
That card
The media.
Like his hand,.
Completes one previous day new.
One notice by coach gets to operator.
Sends.
When it goes, 't is like the distance
Please sends.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:26:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poem vacuum fit professional provocative street
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Slides like a sea
Tranquil
Slides like a sea
Life goes.
A thoroughbred on the earth suits reader, as unnecessary as suffering.
Reader understands that he discounts scientific society.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:35:41 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: untoward pinnacled provocative penumbra blind profit-taking
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: It hurls its barbed syllables, Behind a clean shocked start
Inauspicious, becoming like one month.
The inauspicious beginning lets take.
Confesses matter disciplinary.
Goes ahead the union.
It hurls its barbed syllables, In some frequency, said.
Sought, for sincerity.
Getting.
Getting the manifesto on to order.
Getting.
Getting.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:46:17 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: prehistoric government poetry base invisible entertainment
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: A drop fell on the apple tree
The base
Outraged fundament, lamented like a large builder.
The building-by-building basis goes daily, living.
The fundament of a civilization makes embarrassment close.
Distinguishes, going.
Remains the time of the intention and types his weasel by letter.
Emollient.
Stocky.
As yet unexplored.
Amusement in the area glints appreciatively.
A drop fell on the apple tree
Strengthens sure.
Fundament.

Time drafted: 5/11/2004 11:58:58 PM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: watching ventilator reading untoward flicker base
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: striped grass, lichens, sunflowers, asters, daisies
Flicker
Smarting.
The ventilator works there one girlfriend.
The philosophical groundwork.
Flicks through power, as nasty as one right mind.
The groundwork makes an overview reliable.
Flutters aimlessly abuse.
Flutters ass.
Flutters the plate.
Flutters stone.
The floor gets to a daughter.
striped grass, lichens, sunflowers, asters, daisies
Early.
Neither his fundament nor one written stroke.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 12:15:06 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: will vacuum flashpoint bright landfill pronunciation
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The lightning showed a yellow beak
The bright existence
Bright.
The will.
Admits republic to a pair.
The concerned person admits his letter.
This pronunciation.
Promising unionist sits customer.
Shakes, like one avenue.
Shining misery gets to know.
Wanting aluminium, leaving in the desirable term.
The lightning showed a yellow beak
Disturbing like peace, clos.
Bright, as functionless as the chrome.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 12:21:44 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: wall learn specificity ladle hour dangle
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Warms youth and seed and burns the seeds of age
Learning 8-to
Ascertains for one day.
Warms youth and seed and burns the seeds of age
Ascertains from a positive effect.
Ascertains by class.
Ascertains from a tree.
Ascertains from the unfair sustained treatment.
Drops or riots.
As marvellous as fishing, dangles to peel.
Memorizes the time a cabbie his name, as political as culture.
I watch whether to refus.
Drops 20-year low.
Drops the speaker in the paper.
Ascertains health public.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 12:48:54 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: floor successor childhood forked conspiracy edge
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Because I could not stop for Death
From the retina
Of some product, like the thesis.
Drops by the term, as constant as his companion.
One product by the specimen make pulp splenic, like globe.
Terrorized story.
Terrorized feminism makes thank dual.
Biramous condition gets to the input, rejecting.
I make a raging scene, turned like a good scare.
Because I could not stop for Death
An individual anecdote for a system drops this ship.
A base.
Losing the fig..
Losing commercial gain.
Losing girl.
Oak-block, as cloying as a manner.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 12:50:46 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: institution tent print covering hand bidding
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: But for the common wages
This print
Like normal lifespan, innovation.
A manus.
Thing biddings.
But for the common wages

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 12:56:22 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: meaning scheme school colors light pronunciation
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: it after all, a place for the genuine
Meaning
Becoming for that owl, in this day.
it after all, a place for the genuine
Uses one kinase one unnoticed past week way.
Uses the need the name the world.
Uses maturity the actual only undiluted measurement a remortgage.
Uses the afforesayde back an international attempt.
Uses the progress a police-recorded burglary a pulpit.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 1:15:18 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: concentrated future weather self spectrum tentative
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And throw away the road
Concentrated
The self influences available large study into decreasing.
As distant as the booming surf, of section.
Like the assassination, posseses attribute a hydro a politically-led conspiracy.
Of his personality.
The weather, as gas-phase as clinical chemistry.
Previously obscures the window-pane broken, like a large operator.
Tentative, becoming.
As new as the channel, for reimbursement.
And throw away the road
Available scientist treats the restricted way with work.
That woman decreasing the age.
The self for his deductible purpose continues in a quarter, as rugged as this hill.
Distant planet gets one second out of water.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 1:54:37 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: ventilator front of exact employment clay mother
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The dust replaced in hoisted roads
Clay of cliff
An accurate diagnosis from this year is developing into residence.
Leaves to end, like pine.
The drive in the commentary leaves white paper.
Gathers stabat.
Utilization treats performance worsening, like a bed.
Facing, operate.
Creates, still existing like lighting.
The maximum use fouls.
The dust replaced in hoisted roads
Name facing a word.
Drive gets to the archivist.
As following as selection, acts.
Involvs abrupt or leads foreign.
Destine.
Mean, as industrial as financial affair.
As long-case as the clock, claims unionist.
Targets the loss realized, negotiating with the curl.
And controversial.
As accurate.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 2:03:36 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: reading identify spectrum omnipotence entertainment direct
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: thus ingenious roof-supports, have slaved to confuse
Direct interference
Distinguishes to life, performing like that time.
Slight amusement feels more masculine.
Places the low risk.
Places a man.
Places scheme.
thus ingenious roof-supports, have slaved to confuse
Places demand.
Places the provincial deep division.
A recital ministers to land, as new as telecommunication.
Often distinguishes to the ever-watchful old buzzard, made from a sale like the injury.
Distinguishes feature.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 2:30:17 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: calling wall inverted chance wild deep
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: it is human nature to stand in the middle of a thing
The deep loyalty
One rich people in his ship by public post use this finding.
Calling, becoming.
Callings a thing that thing the thing.
Callings one thing creative.
, built.
I use the arch mode.
Callings in the stove.
An upside-down dagger still hold privileged occasion whole.
Callings the right thing and soon becomes a timetable.
it is human nature to stand in the middle of a thing
Bass flat from his job turns quickly british anglian, trying.
I else hold hive at the crown.
No chance, thought perhaps.
As local as western democracy, callings the thing.
Rich.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 2:42:25 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: risk future weather report tomorrow direct
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Though wise men at their end know dark is right
Reports success
Describes bleedin' idiot reputed, as either widowed as his mother.
A verbatim record with promise works land, holding.
Though wise men at their end know dark is right
Reporting, finding in the area.
His peril.
Accounts and sells.
Accounts as potential far likely saving.
Accounts professional preparation.
Accounts the community.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 2:47:48 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inverted fetishist teach revealed salvation sounds
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Yet, never, in extremity
Inverted
Revealed insecurity.
Yet, never, in extremity
Teaching.
Salvation.
The upside-down pot appeals to customer.
A customer projects only considering the intention.
One revealed signing.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 3:04:56 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poetry intense fetishist vantage significance category
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Obliterate the etchings
Round his house
Binding.
Obliterate the etchings
Intense pressure lessens.
Continues the media the world the benchmark, going.
Like the fine one, the family.
Adaptive pressure involves transition.
This category falls separate, like investment.
Some binding sequence repeats.
Unites.
Fetishist from rival group of some fetishist, carrying away.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 3:22:46 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: pinnacled syntax funding patriots ashtray foam
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: How at my sheet goes the same crooked worm
Pinnacled
Becoming during the period, his funding body.
The ashtray is rising from the condition.
Cotton becoming of an intention.
He becoming k-type.
How at my sheet goes the same crooked worm
The funding body draws.
The big fine ashtray from a very moment of the ashtray physically beats a shot.
His body is crossing to a room.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 3:29:09 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: biomorphic innumerable provocative tentative define hope
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: So clear, of victory
A biomorphic form
Trusts one supporter one per cent the ground and comes his father a refuge ti.
Specifies file of that intention.
Access in citizen specifies a module, like this nose-pulling gently unwrapped present.
Trusts his address(es) national industrial purpose.
Trusts the time his faith thought.
So clear, of victory
Trusts woman health the horse.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 3:50:37 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: mention echo institution emergent rain deserts
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: We like March, his shoes are purple
Mentions only to conservative
As british as this modern classical english music, founding acts.
Adverts to dominical letter, like one keen enthusiast.
We like March, his shoes are purple
A much keen flyer still reels from the movement.
Replication needs to put.
On the day, like welfare.
Mentions random sexual and releases white local.
Mentions that other week mind bandage, belonging.
Only refers the latin prayer final.
That keen image of a standard of the piece seeks port from $1.00, as central as the
division.
Cites to pi.
He sometimes refers grace.
Replication fits head, adapting.
Names plain bamboo.
Names plane.
His founding, going away from the forehead.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 4:14:29 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: exhibitionist history penis student illuminated culture
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: As birds' far navigation
Illuminateds thing in mid-extreme pocket
Become, illuminateds thing in no case.
The white post-acting external civilization and the century.
A thing needs to try.
Illuminateds in a referendum.
Illuminateds in the essence.
Illuminateds in a bright strip.
Illuminateds in the interaction.
Illuminateds in role.
Illuminateds in a pit.
The nominal essence gets to the ground, facing with one character.
Illuminateds in run-down flat, as interesting as essay.
Cultivation.
As birds' far navigation
Illuminateding some unitary thing in that affair.
Illuminateding in his right area.
Other whole serious essay needs the failure, playing.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 4:43:44 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: prehistoric earth flashpoint illuminated irradiate direct
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: My mind was going numb
The flashpoint
Prehistoric.
This ground on the traditional left, as open as small fire.
Neither illuminated nor become.
Verbatim scoring is going for the malai.
The land.
A waste is going then.
The globe in a briefcase goes countless.
As red as meat, open platelayer for sake writes trade.
My mind was going numb
Prehistoric trade holds the right real, joined.
His black briefcase makes this biological apparent difference essential, putting like one
friendly far hour.
A small proportion works animal.
A level ground backs.
Irradiates gappy.
A ground.
Illuminateds.
The sake in respect of the extent as one skier compares.
He trade in the market.
Becoming, prehistoric.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 4:50:04 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: future poetry night provocative reconvene watch
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: At the full dew
Watches
The girl follows notice.
Observes repression, like the claim.
I determine whether to leave, as swedish as house.
Enough ascertains question.
And all-night.
He sees whether to state.
At the full dew

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 4:58:54 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: future earth institutional bomb bare irony
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: I advance as long as forever is
After new seed
The bleak picture, then become.
Serves with one, refreshed.
The hereafter.
Fear.
I advance as long as forever is
Naked examination by the chairman depends.
This naked romp kicks.
About countless other.
Emerging, determining.
Seems particularly to criticism.
Bleak.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 5:22:00 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: want syntax air dry sprechstimme trellis
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Cared for by servants to the number of four
Dries to the hill
Desires custody.
The sporting airwave for a division calls the matching rate increased, bringing.
I desire that mum rings the corner, as binocular as viewing.
Cared for by servants to the number of four
Early avoiding, drying over spirit.
, developing.
Neither needs one complete picture nor loses friend.
Character calls.
Requires characteristic technical.
The aura gets a little to immediate access.
That access helps to induce.
This leg gets a mistitled restless old idea out of his library.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 5:41:54 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: utopia continue self egg world brain
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: All night my fortune slumbers in its sheet
Behavioural
With the list, largely reflecting.
Proceeds some event fund-raising.
Proceed.
Stays an increase steady.
Stays unspecified, pulsed backwards in the hall.
Old powerless true humankind by anomaly becomes, as industrial as year.
Precinct neatly preserves one deity.
All night my fortune slumbers in its sheet
And average.
The local precinct plays at all.
Proceeds failure moral.
Leasing like a request, retains government.
, controlling like color.
Proceeds.
Upholds.
Humanity in that respect to one hooliganism ever finds that happy note, arranging for the
profit.
That money leasing.
The macrocosm.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 5:55:58 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: base omnipotence headline dry lips plunge
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: In memory only, reconsidered passion. Gives too soon
Dries other much great place on child
The groundwork times the chick, given about his empty new national theater like a lad.
As young as one year, plunks pleased.
Of his size.
Douses.
Engulfs average actual, making.
A chick visits comedian on the other night.
Some pedestal.
Immerses, enjoying in a campaign.
Almost absorbs the street high.
As carefully pre-coded as a list, immerses flat.
Seeing in terms of people, bass plunks.
Douses.
Launching on statutory instrument, supporting.
The house launching into the presence.
Plunges the concertina-like fold american.
In memory only, reconsidered passion. Gives too soon
Plunges the darkness this close.
Plunges one pp. anatolian.
Here plunges one other side young.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 6:22:07 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: roofless glow play world snap landfill
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
Before the vastness
A patient acts manager.
Tears asunder liable injury.
Tears new campaign.
Tears clothe.
That found them hastening through it
Tears ambition.
Tears one sister.
The den snaps.
Beams a performance with the protection, as divergent as text.
Radiates the remnant control the sun, like the announcement.
The roofless church makes mill extensive.
Tears to day.
As uninitiated as this chapter, wagers.
Mankind never needs to insert, orbiting like a liaison.
A new face of a call sees whether to go.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 6:38:32 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: mutual provocative biographic memory morning hour
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: obliterating the shadows of the fir-trees, the wind makes lanes
Equal
obliterating the shadows of the fir-trees, the wind makes lanes
Cockcrow is coming.
For work.
Memory makes ash still.
Carries.
Carries.
Carries.
Carries.
One minute of the foot.
Ash of the committee takes recover.
As randy as the jerk, store segments.
As entire as a galaxy, hero is coming in this harbour.
The aurora.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:00:23 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: teach small commercial understory fear suck
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: As lately as today
The small boat
The pocket-size requirement as for an example at the ornate clock courts his maverick.
As lately as today
Understory.
Home draws a close splash.
Little boy needs to require, as convinced as the em-power sexuality.
Draws, wanting in his quite useful future.
Microscopical examination allows the largely untutored mind to chang.
A commercial.
Suckles.
Mind stirs, spending like the time.
Nurses, structurally mishandling like the co-operation.
He learns that he enjoys by one directive.
A edge keeps type specific, wrapping in the debate.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:11:24 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: linguistic descend height republic survivor sounds
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: So huge, so hopeless to conceive
sounds
After the accident, sinking into competition like the large reservoir.
So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Of authority.
In fulfilment.
Derives series.
Height makes the legal fee unnatural.
Falls the side and depends institution.
The summit focuses the sound, following.
Derives the theory.
Small stature.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:20:59 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: kitchen linguistic sit meanings opera light
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: Whose pencil, here and there
Red
Brightness works the man, as possible as one per cent.
Baby-sits to chinchilla.
Whose pencil, here and there
He poses.
Igniter in a store becomes a bit to school.
Igniter specifies service.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:44:06 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing irrational washed meanings chaste unrecognizable
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: The word within a word, unable to speak a word
The chaste chain
Even meanings becomes to the parliament, becoming in terms of the price.
This symbol is following by a partnership, as original as new main user.
The word within a word, unable to speak a word
Unrecognisable mask in capacity of the easy kind wears the afraid better.
Easy blue orders a likely result.
With piece.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 8:16:20 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: impressionism remember geopolitical photograph tomorrow brain
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Fear not the waking world, my mortal
Remembers to unrestricted little boy
Increasing, recalls.
Thinks and wishes.
Recollects rain the product the poor soul.
Recollects the record no. the recognition.
Recollects sip the negative so stunned feeling time.
Neither rewards nor sees.
Exposure is varying with one per cent, as dynamic as new synthesis.
Thinks piece of the main intention, like one masterpiece.
Thinks, concluding on that substance.
The brainpower, like the home.
Accountant is varying star.
As taxed as national saving, his home separates.
A record is returning evenly to the pub, as declining as expectation.
Fear not the waking world, my mortal
Commends as site art hon. old friend.
Involving including the vdu like a chance, a record makes the rateable partial value
biblical.
Genius of a stately home and the achievement.
Incorporating, rewarding by the bishop.
Recalls.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 8:44:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: will school sacrifice eye glimpse type
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Know now the flesh's lock and vice
Horrifying
Know now the flesh's lock and vice
Getting, this peeper more times a break.
Gives.
Gives to some interested sort.
Typecasts a classic the prospect scene.
Typecasts as head, as immediate as effect.
, serving in the social department.
Sacrificing.
Typecasting as his service.
That other study serving sentence, long indicating.
Will says inflation.
This fish gives that divergent set, as good as the teapot.
Schooltime.
Schooltime.
Schooltime.
This set until catalogue invokes to industry.
As moving as this picture, gives the answer nationalism his near-restriction.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 8:54:16 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: poem card compost snap blind diss
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Marriane Moore: with swart blind look askance
The poem
His wit out way, like the fox.
A carte in the finish after the grounding Cartes.
with swart blind look askance
Stalking like fine gravel, snarling one fist.
Missionary shoots sheer verbosity.
As scriptural as authority, fine view reaches future.
Bitter.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 9:18:18 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: unwritten untoward learn lines pronunciation edge
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: He was blind to the eyes of candles
Unwritten
He memorizes a society.
Cons.
Cons a sucker the room week.
Discovers to the primary german model and wraps to this very dangerous type.
Instructs the pole, building.
Following, sees research.
He was blind to the eyes of candles
He watches whether to play.
Industrial commercial linear relation building the likely able technology.
Determining level or relaxing the air.
Checks to industrialist bad father.
The boundary.
, altering.
His border fruits.
Bound turns upper.
Memorizes to fit wife.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 9:44:27 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: path front of treehouse private brain paper
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: We passed the school where children played
Front of
Paper of number of the youth give.
Using a cost.
As composite as his motion, that genius.
Genius gifts one minute to his dividend.
I give this money.
Neither proposing nor saying.
The developing psyche absorbs.
Chases after the administration, standing.
Path slits the face.
, as private as the capacity.
Worries to his elderly parent.
Lifts continued practical.
Lights british, smiling to the large family like his seatbelt.
His inclusive itinerary and the clause.
Front of.
Becomes.
We passed the school where children played
Internal, as general as desperate attention.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 9:55:21 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: inane tent specify hurling category toxic
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: Circumambulate her charm
Toxic
Inane.
The noble family, like one high rate.
Particularises.
Delineates.
Multiple key assigns the frightening growing great precision to the surface.
Circumambulate her charm
The rate allows door.
Changed, inane.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 10:06:57 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: life glimpse snap bright self-criticism edge
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: Flashing into the dark
At a while
Snarls at a meeting and fums at this time.
Flashing into the dark
Sprightliness is skipping up step.
Photographs.
Cracks a third-round.
His simple living to the generality here gets to a machine.
That most difficult solemn-faced glance holds gen. sec. muoi, as collective as the
taxation.
Shoots or withdraws or withdraws.
Snarls, as sooty as a definitive swallow.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 10:36:52 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: cave air amusing patriots personal glare
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: And bathed them in the glee
In a video
Comic, too forecasted.
Quite funny thing then goes more forceful indulgent even powerful.
Dries this writer, as new as the direction.
A glare gets.
Like paste, seems social equality economic.
Looks to the voice.
And bathed them in the glee
A melody for partner is showing always on killing.
Picking.
The atmosphere is airing systematically in the efficient way.
Patriots.
One comic event and humor.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 10:51:23 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: concentrated teach school rubdowns amusing morning
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: It's easy as a sign,
A very concentrated program
The forenoon troubles supporter, as other as one day.
Teaching a brush at the meeting or grouping broadly that similarity under law.
As new as linguistic political three-year life, instructs immediately this marxist
interpretation radical.
Teaching.
Learning, like an alien post-1800 bright idea.
Teaches, like a physical universe.
It's easy as a sign,
By the exciting prospect.
Instructs the local establishment, echoing.
Instructs county and steadily withdraws local authority.
Registering on his willingness, even.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 10:58:48 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: murmur illuminated articulation glass exploding watch
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Dylan Thomas: City of spring, the governed flower
From a system
The exploding volcano.
City of spring, the governed flower
He determines whether to expose, like the ground.
Ascertains.
Determines by old daughter, tracking.
An exploding bullet and noise.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 11:07:03 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: point earth bands memory hope lips
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
T.S. Eliot: To body forth our own vacuity.
Detached
To body forth our own vacuity.
Hope.
Dried earth jump to hurdle.
Trusts increased growth in the warm welcome.
I jump dish, like the gill.
Hoping his medau.
Hopes minister, suggested by a degree.
Trusts a player.
The bernese emotive peak of success is shifting for example to term.
Desires the chic parlour second-best.
As late as his approaching death, desires fixed.
Individual.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 11:08:52 AM
Seed source author: Bob Perelman
Seed source text: Virtual Reality
Seed words: writing narrative trajectory card x-ray light
Abstraction index: 65
Lyric index: 35
Emily Dickinson: The lady dare not lift her veil
Trajectory
Lightsome.
The lady dare not lift her veil
Stufing, watches.
The lightsome air, as gorgeous as the blue eye.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 12:42:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe barn proud origin clean plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I heard the beat of centaurâ€™s hoofs over the hard turf
Untitled
Root goes, knakkring in business.
Rests an infringement, seeing.
As low as the satisfied ability, breathes previous.
Respires that excess excess mucus green.
Mythic root for one patient breaks, helping in the law.
Respires.
Sportsmanlike behaviour of the sector for a success reduces.
I heard the beat of centaurâ€™s hoofs over the hard turf
Rests father young, as underlying as cure.
His witty mother breaks sort, dying.
Time of the book knakkring.
Rest.
Rests production on a way.
To his organized fierce opposition, like financial compensation.
The underlying share calls a building sooty.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 12:48:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health beating bough feed clear familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Beating
Subject to provision.
As wooden as the special pole, fertilizes.
Bough sways the woman.
Feasts an eye a dream a conference.
Feasts sight the church body.
Feasts relation so warm spilt blood goody.
Feasts the cricket that blood the street.
Eats his toy like picture.
Like the committee, mental health.
With tender majesty
The percipient norseman restores the cheap circulation to a bungalow.
The sight is ballooning suddenly due to bad debt.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 1:11:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank vex satisfied tripper ward fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: But fruits of pomegranate and peach
Fratricidal strife
Poor rubberneck with the ripe erm Rubbernecks the driver of that intention.
That day baffles his cytogenetic study.
One cant pays to grow, coming.
A vergil bewilders man, as rotten as 2-fold mortality.
Puzzles.
The rotten scum agrees.
Baffles the diggory in the increasingly aware possible west.
Mortality of plague falls the hall.
Back including the driver on a cup grow.
Worries.
Extremely agitates to a maned other person.
Dumbfounds to the marquis and receives to the end and receives to the letter and receives
to the educationalist.
But fruits of pomegranate and peach
Mystifies the symbolism.
The old diggory Diggorys become, recognized in scientific supply.
West links a foothold with kingdom, headed by the suppression.
Baffles a person, like his advertising.
The diggory Diggorys.
A trip, most manifesting like an open suspicion.
Towards this capsule, gripped like this at least legendary occasion.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 1:30:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded song practice night value exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And commas are the worst of crimes
Practices conflict
Night.
As good as outreach, appraises well certain regulation the office.
The unaware strain works no longer compulsory.
Compulsory relocation is covering with fury, as basic as the available work-force.
A draw prises loose mind.
As crowded, using like production.
Light bright birdsong of birdsong and the britch.
I practise.
Practising the distressed nature or improving.
Transport.
Computer prises the theorist.
Dictating to division, esteems a component.
Strangely uncertain religious, acting in french.
And commas are the worst of crimes
French of his class after the day passes specific funeral to the bitch, occupying by
colonial under-secretary.
The night.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 1:59:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school suffice good houses youth or admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You may forget the warmth he gave
Suffices right pretension
That shoal gets to a famous manager.
You may forget the warmth he gave
Goodness comes to one tonne.
His right into town comes home of intention, offering.
Town of senneh of coalfield ages about a player.
Manager helps requiring able limiting fraction.
Submitting to the parliament, crown calls spaceport well-lit.
Admiring the khedive, as most degrading as the whispered thing.
Of bream.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 2:31:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bough poem advance late exaltation compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: skulled, quilled or salamander-wooled, more ironshod
Compassionate
Advancement.
skulled, quilled or salamander-wooled, more ironshod
The apotheosis sees bronchitis, as indifferent as performance.
Telling thing.
Bronchitis is leading by this individual, like some people.
An exaltation for only thing, as high-performance as a car.
That sleep-drugged russian advance still ministers to prison.
Leads health emotional, swerving.
An indifferent world through jungle in a study makes a barbecue highly portable,
communicated like vibration.
A portable table gets to customer.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 2:43:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth light bed hell dimness dance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Fly like the stars' blood
Warm
Fly like the stars' blood
The inferno Infernos to breakdown.
This idle girl catches the hand preach.
The netherworld records the summer.
An unaccented statement acts genetically altered, like this asian.
A breakdown of salt calls fact particularly notable, expecting.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 3:14:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease naked whisper few dead fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it goes, 't is like the distance
A whisper
This relative informality and trademark and particular trademark.
Pose.
Uses.
When it goes, 't is like the distance
A bare bone makes the cane flimsy, like one bit.
As small as this incident, ease in the church in the place makes good ready-made.
Dances, like coppice.
The easiness.
The church surrounds his woman.
Concentrates the trouble grand.
Informality in absence blacks the face, as ideal as bridge.
A rustling goes secretive.
A reverse face watches whether to activate, distorting by statement like atom.
Villager of the north-west dances, like a limit.
The franciscan church ministers to the crisis.
The naked corpse is winding upon door.
Bit sees his symptom.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 3:30:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year retire distillation echoe eddy compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose
Dark
Echoe on the brink becomes patron, becoming all in heavy dependence.
Withdraw, cancelling.
Threatened, the deputy for the year in one per cent becoming his still common ancestor.
Seeing, recently retires in relation.
Presumed patron on the edge in the possibility relates one mortality with state.
As dark as lense, the end recedes.
Recedes leave other, going from his frame like chapter.
And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 3:36:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses crotch reach shade laugh doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Or merely resurrected
Shade
Incapable busy topological subtlety to imprisonment gets to that psychoanalysis.
A slight tint impacts the soldier, as metallic as sheen.
Soldier approaches smiling at his tone, like sign.
Serialization reaches management.
Hits one old minute an expensive car a concert.
Hits 25% a throw the club.
Or merely resurrected
Hits principle bike the wreckage.
Hits the tile the bill an used cup.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 3:57:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite death respiration passing filter compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And I must enter again the round
Passings the naturally funny thing quite true
Permeates a level into a retinue.
Percolates right into world, putting like that time.
Dribbling from a slow 11%, as calculated as a gamble.
Mass destruction in preparation via a deep-freeze.
Percolates tetchy.
That law percolates as.
One snake is trickling into the center, eating.
Breathing and a supply.
The east of pleasant town by the level percolates.
Angling, always unintentional death.
A gamble consequently subordinates self, also failing.
As vietnamese as the refugee, trickles over head.
The relaxed world charges.
And I must enter again the round
Bid.
Operator of the aircraft of copier trickles.
Permeates into a view and extends to lunch and extends to right.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 4:21:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue bad belch book affectionate horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Occasionally rides
Untitled
The bible makes the build-up big, also easing beneath his foot.
Occasionally rides
The ledger is making in the great part, like one year.
He makes the school.
Neither extravasates monocyte in record nor macrophages often the cytokine in task.
A woman of the bad jury burps.
Belches dejectedly water.
Belches water.
Belches component.
Belches stomach.
Belches merchant.
Belches the dark.
That water confronts life.
He burps.
Thought, that word changes mind.
As only as information, the sick often possible bad sure gets dog.
Only mill cares to redface, flouting for recent decision like the motorbike.
Belches.
Burping, like horror.
A bible and the relationship.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 4:40:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume proud distinction particle loving swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Allayed the fever of the bone
The proud holder
The preeminence.
Swellinging in the general narrative lapillus p., later becoming.
The distinction of practice gets to the high number.
Majestic language fills, planning for the duchy.
The preeminence becomes sufficient sufficient sufficient, like political education.
On occasion, following like the smoke.
That particle.
His talent becoming guilty.
The duchy is Duchying in the time, like the store.
Swellings the thing in that feature.
Allayed the fever of the bone
Atom as that honest feeling.
Neither swellings one thing good nor becomes 786g-h.
Swellings correct.
His sufficient preeminence sustains account, following.
Like the european government, swellings that thing the sad thing thing.
One majestic peak waters hand.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 4:58:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born energy age urge clear war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But internal difference
The energy
Borns some thing thing thing, like this history.
Borns thing the thing thing.
An impulse under society interests subject.
Vim is turning on the other hand.
One vim.
And practical.
History gets away to process, as following as the extract.
Inexplicable urge with a workforce of people portrays the job.
But internal difference
Borns, again become.
Vim needs a lot, designing.
The subject wakes.
Borning in one single candle, as high as his school.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 5:26:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded naked feed book sex familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The mango on the mango-tree
Feeds
Letting like a society, familiar orchestration.
I well feed the stage.
The sex for the cooking acts broad.
From the pay-booth.
Familiar bedrock ministers to the community, policing like major innovation.
She feasts insect, as available as commodore.
Hearing like his lover, the stage makes this factor economic.
Neither fertilizes nor undergoes.
The stage instantly appeals to the evolution, like the minute.
The scripture, as very as idea.
Feeds.
The pay-booth becomes to close home.
Feast, like the coffee.
The mango on the mango-tree

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 5:30:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer bough heaven procreant dinner associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: dream -- as in a fight with nature or with cats -- we all know it.
Profound sleep is
In the fact
Warm.
dream -- as in a fight with nature or with cats -- we all know it. Profound sleep is
Comrade from that total equity in address tells the new roof to a risk, like a spokesman.
This summer.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 6:14:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent bed beam covered cent event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: There is not even silence in the mountains
From the van
One cent require seem, putting.
The upshot of action of a word absorbs the bloodstream, like minister.
Reaches, as other as document.
Towards door.
Observes to the mutant.
Finds in the street, like problem.
There is not even silence in the mountains
Other material questions whether to wonder.
The shaft ends the dark.
The other member into form of the crowd influences an employer into meeting one
excellent visitor, as good as a policy.
Agrees with edge, as splendid as a spade.
Oldershaws this low layer sediment the mid-oceanic fig., documenting statistically.
Sediment on term represents his new committee, as blank as the area.
The upshot gets to bedded room.
I require character to develop.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 6:36:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room heart beginning show depression battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is bulletins all day
Room
Like one poet, reads emu.
Battles to the face becomes member.
Shews by a family and finds in a garden.
Like other faith, the fondness.
Is bulletins all day
Proves to tune.
As equally significant as the feoffee, reads in the situation.
Tenderness works natural strange, disclosing in able phase.
The upper centre often holds property industrial.
He shews that he takes war.
Widely reads to word.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:08:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf dry street rise equal lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Nor any coursers like a page
Lacks the character
The street is Streeting in the country, like purpose.
Loiters to a prisoner and says to the company.
Cancer of the ovary lurks in an as synonymous common part.
This street.
Deriving, I linger.
He lingers on sure ground, using.
Manager rivals one supplier.
His non-finance manager quotes coral, like one ureter.
Manager in that place influences leader into serving the parade.
Originates to chief patron.
The ovary ensues to frustrate, as acute as the hospital.
The acute hedt becomes interesting fan.
His street.
Crowded busy street.
The street.
Nor any coursers like a page
The street.
Street.
Inimical coral saves chancery job the pump.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:19:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer parent delight side opposite value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and gondoliering legs, so fine
This little prone summer
On tablet and to official.
and gondoliering legs, so fine
Prises away child off a possible weight.
Like a large company, rating trap.
I assess his encopresis.
Growing, in the lutheran secondary school.
The possible kingdom in copious quantity Kingdoms become.
Prizes mid-.
One position counts catch, devising.
Measures means fair.
Fulfilling with life, assesses list.
Shot measures the competition, like a throw-in.
Over the period.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:26:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire crowded age mystery familiar ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Clasp your flowers to you with a pained surprise
Retires point rural
He adjourns.
His age is beginning with the policy, as young as incomplete crucial internal
understanding.
The internal rivalry just goes.
That real mystery.
Clasp your flowers to you with a pained surprise
A mystery.
The mystery.
Retires from the council.
Adjourns the night for the job.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:29:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf perfect word trill stop side
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And we shall play a game of chess
Loaf
Breaks.
Ceases the succession.
And we shall play a game of chess
Finishes his parole sanguine.
I break track.
Finishes, committing.
The jingo in turn committing a view to company.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 7:40:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe summer hay sex covered asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Untitled
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Hard questioner upon the dispute thinks playing.
Mentions above in a far cut.
The muscle-bound seller in mechanical department notes comedy.
Detects model the treasury correction and degrads a radio whole host a dog.
As darlington-based as this band, follows a holiday.
Rooting in one case, notes to the male.
Honours specific unable most important, like no new room.
I note that he holds the inquiry.
Like guitar, this summer.
He honours analysis.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 8:11:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite origin spectre certain loving lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So huge, so hopeless to conceive
In his future
Obviously blaming for this likely sort, a serious deficiency needs to keep.
Serious politics calls that woman depressed.
Invites order full.
His steep descent gets to this period, reckoning.
Descent makes suicide.
So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Like a desperate crisis, that sure conclusion on phone appeals to the college.
Receive.
Like true other, the source sounds.
As gradual as familiarization, bids animal.
The want, like the dose.
The other of this generation of that way works misrepresent.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 8:52:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom light read perfection welcome war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Push in their tides
Fairly high perfection
That clear kind grows somewhat.
Shows the group.
A lightsome air to the house is coming to the use, like the zone.
Learns in that case and seems like this farmer.
Head interprets driving effect, as other as time.
Push in their tides
The time of study in the biota interests this child, like patronage.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 9:35:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance suffice room shore loving withdraws
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With duds of emerald
The so loving hug
The protagonist answers.
Abeyance including the resumption holds the elderly person sick, like the request.
The suspension from the implementation later looses large man, as bathymetric as one
range.
Date holds the bulky guest, like one tournament.
Does to his hand.
Withdrawses in an antiquated heap, as long-term as unemployment.
Other stiff hand in a series walks, felt.
It does that I damn the king.
With duds of emerald
After the year, as following as his hospital.
Doing, damning like game.
A large plot to a lack about one exploration is returning to this british guild.
His following day charges hour with the great classic, like forest.
It does that less gregarious mother goes, as high as heel.
Serves the game opinion campaign and operates his aid the experiment level.
Serves security by people, fighting in conflict like the sadducee.
He is returning, as receptive as electricity.
Answers.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 9:47:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance street feed plenty, scream city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Of putrefying angels who
High
Plenty, becomes to walk.
Of putrefying angels who
Plenty, becomes one employable graduate.
Fragrance makes lint thin.
Lay possible graduate with the provision reminds the cost of suspicious intention.
The metropolis ends the name.
Shouting a pair and hitting and hitting.
Scent.
Scent.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 10:29:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original bed origin fitness towel mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the harebell loose her girdle
Bed
Line towards child calls, like no car.
Coming from the city, establishes earth under the plan.
Descent for annual inspection follows maintain.
Centralize, as too late as idea.
The paternal nietzschean lineage neatly barbers, building with word like collector.
Founds late, like the imposition.
Did the harebell loose her girdle
Changed, idea feels mathematical.
Late equipment of one hospital to the talk ensures the program.
Causes one downtown hour.
Touches.
The characteristic seam invokes to a sticky end, as other as real owner.
Comes intended continuing.
The end backs on expression.
Avoiding warmth.
A line.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 11:06:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air forgotten contact tree poem mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Loves reflection of the mushroom features
Mockings
That link needs to pick, like guilty drunk driving.
Aviation in order raises the end.
Says to hope and narrows to the person.
Loves reflection of the mushroom features
The mere impinging gives his refusal.
The end still finds ci from purchaser.
Reaching, tree passes his aplomb on that morning.
The other day reaching the british director.
Gets to letter.
The mere impinging of the free will seems to show, as very different as a case.
Guessing, wanting.
Lasts an electronic system.
Aviation is coursing through his mind.
Ornaments that image.
The link, establishing.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 11:17:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death energy shore brace scream fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And the cage for the scythe-eyed raver
Shore
Voice yells.
Vim beneath acts well-lubricated interesting.
The fundamental need of his attention cries.
One interesting thing calls spring following, as literary as one way.
And the cage for the scythe-eyed raver
Literary worth chances other bike, as net as the profit.

Time drafted: 5/12/2004 11:26:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad passing perfection advance electrical prove
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I that was near your heart was removed therefrom
Proves the quite high equally low after-tax rate perinatal
I that was near your heart was removed therefrom
Shows to wallaby.
Progression, as outboard as motor.
A progression hold an impulse electrical, as lovable as character.
I hold stem.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:02:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease reckon talker affectionate mystery fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
On par
This very affectionate call addresses the interested constitutional question.
I opine that the world refuses a plea.
Either views his free finger or looks the sky.
A speaker gives the representation to grip, as broken as one spade.
candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
He addresses this critical collusion to the information.
Fond music form in afternoon.
The traditional whodunit in the anaesthetized reality.
I form from the spirit, as despairing as a thump.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:12:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: kiss feeling unseen hearty event game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Of one week
The issue to his contribution gets to a bus-stop.
So huge, so hopeless to conceive
The upshot of thing gets to 30-day trial.
That issue from the cupboard, as brief as that note.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:36:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green meaning inception increase road late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Supported on the mantelpiece
With soldier
The jealous body wills take.
Playing with the rest, as popular as the party.
Supported on the mantelpiece
A natural increase in the world-view with the sweep backs the tip, like the rank.
The origination becomes to a cynical physician, seeing.
An increment in the district goes certainly large.
Rises promptly start cracking.
The reply rises.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:51:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised few kiss welcome clean dance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And all we need of hell
Clean
His a bit clear mother draws, as future as this program.
Few goes main, becoming.
And all we need of hell
Dancing from this outcaste, like the party.
Dances.
Clear equal.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:20:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: inspiration song heaven electrical stand towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But where it fell
Other
Standard suffers from company.
Supporting that place by the success.
Stomaching.
Containing, supports to the cuckoo.
Bears conscious similar common and suggests technical verbose likely.
For democracy, readily equating.
The stirring with his eye takes to deserve.
I stand next to one portion.
But where it fell
Resists to an aristocratic merchant.
Feeling, electric eye sets the condition.
Enclosing as like northern border, the portion goes non-metallic equal.
Electric supply goes claim, purchasing like spectator.
Freezing.
Job feeling the century.
Suffers, as short-lived as a series.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:40:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rush distinction certain show woman game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud
A most beautiful woman
Present.
Evidences one fold black.
Evidences the quality textural.
His rushing of the air is carrying down a drain, heard.
The rushing becomes to this rapid tropical growth, like a wall.
Depicts one plan in system.
Registers as trade european, as now total as income.
That thing at a sea demos thing to the stern-cabin, like some mention.
Womanhood.
To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud
The rush gets to people, reminding.
Pictures to the high sheriff.
Like official.
He depicts the invasion.
This certain line influences an architect.
Demonstrating.
Presents the host doctrinaire.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:46:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite love urge horse bedfellow surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
Invite
That shit with the casualty keep his toe bare, adding to the small sitting-room.
The husband tempts land.
I keep the environment.
Horse thickly stars love, ridden like early day.
Circles one delighted line long, as black as the bar.
Circles beach.
Honey.
Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:50:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eddy feeling elaborate unseen fitness dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That very instant passed
Eddy with processing after one month
An impression turns pine, like the dog.
Dubious seaworthiness waters.
That very instant passed
Dilates a girl with agency.
Completely distinct.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 2:03:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight rise certain show equanimity organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Much as formerly
Rises
Reveals the belief, like part.
Indicating the figure.
Heightens by one family.
Evinces an universe, like a work.
Wax, as financial as one year.
I testify a persuasion.
The pavement mounts, creating.
Exhibits response, like the french church.
Originating as the gardener, teaching.
From cross.
A sealed capsule sends the government.
New master ushers word, like comment.
Much as formerly

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 2:08:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original breathe fragrance trill talk silent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The dust did scoop itself like hands
Talks resolution
Babbles indignation of an intention.
The dust did scoop itself like hands
Babbles the field of primary metaphysical intention.
Mouths to this angler.
True aroma to one mentality to the surgery gets to cricket, allowing.
Like agreement, verbalises collected.
He babbles.
Babbles.
Tattling.
Babbles this brook the truth this prayer, endeavouring.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 2:35:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: embrace poem breed hearty battles curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: collar on to show whose bird it was
A hearty meal
Rummy.
The strain.
The strain.
The strain.
Resisting, begins.
collar on to show whose bird it was
Talks of intention, as english as the army.
Lights only one lamp and goes no tin.
Posterdesigns, as furious as the irish league.
Programming.
This basic intention gives an order, as late as a date.
Lusty singer on a bus takes communist sheep.
Maintains by the house, wanted in the cabin.
I programming the software, like product.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 3:10:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: horse mystery bathe vile covered game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sewing a shroud for a journey
Secret
Biz takes friend, like the involvement.
As local as authority, bathes contemporary.
She takes a player.
Bathe one particular bottle.
Like serviceman, baths midsummer.
Offensive manager takes corky.
Bathes direct power in a more criminal particular case.
Bathes early, used.
Bathes.
I bathe.
I bathe, growing.
The great case in store under the close scrutiny functions partially, getting.
Baths to his mother, finding.
Sickening crash then drives fox.
Mother around store looks this bundle to newspaper, as unaware as sleeping.
Offensive resource acts pre-contract disabled aged, as limited as the term.
Bathing the addition.
Disabled entrant fills a reserve cardboard nest with the thing.
Sewing a shroud for a journey
Mother substitutes for one month, moving.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 3:25:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope light street rise beginning electrical
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With my red veins full of money
Hopes
Easy, as disabled as old people.
The promiscuous woman gets a discussion to work.
The light-headed pleasure gives the reason.
Arises.
Arises.
With my red veins full of money
Arises.
Arises.
Arises.
Arises.
A resistant particular individual in the vessel arises.
Rear.
Of his display and on sill.
The flimsy barrier forces dissenter.
Like one metre, waxes balsam in great grandfather.
The either very due commencement.
A branch climbs.
Like address, easy reliance.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 3:52:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple rock arms learn dead clear
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: No man drew
Of dead
Contemporary.
No man drew
As current as the laserjet, ascertain.
Rock'n'roll, committing only.
Ultimately modifying, on the hirsutum.
Teaching man, supported by one per cent.
Sees green at the hall.
Wavelet of wavelet is cresting to breast.
As concerned as recording,.
Rock-and-roll.
Ended, rock'n'roll calls an expert confounded.
Takes the 1110st.
One woman cons cinema.
Across the window.
As semantic as an individual reading, watches a pretender.
A good stone in the incidence with sadness invades his hand.
Sees desk from bread.
As major as monastery, loose-limbed rock'n'roll.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:10:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed houses distillation read postpone fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That I my thoughts may dim
By prison
Postpones to a pre-chelsea day, elected by the van.
Reads white.
The set records section.
Word translates witness.
His fictitious country gets to his skill, bringing.
He reads the mullah.
He reads charity.
I well understand his soul.
That I my thoughts may dim
Translates his project and takes that pub and takes the diary.
The exquisite distillation to headquarters, as serious as a relationship.
A political creed.
Creed.
Creed into the envelope.
That creed.
Scans into the funereal light.
Scans at the bottom.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:22:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad passing arms rush battles idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then I come away
Battles
Wholly unfounded.
Passings to a thing.
Giving like his game, to an idea.
Liable charge.
Living separately, unrestrained land routes a pledge to the party.
Passings patient, becoming.
The rush crowds the shelf.
Passinging in that tubular form.
And then I come away
Passinging in the other country.
Passinging a good thing in future.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:40:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shore reach affectionate hug cipher surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Affectionate insult
One yr skirts the settee.
He strives for client, beginning.
As developmental as concern, shoring.
Starting, one available computer codes this time.
The shore, like densa.
As english as snare, relation gains one angle.
He hits the aircraft, as occasional as one chocolate.
So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Reckons specified, receiving further like the long-gingering bill.
Fences foot on the world, as as valencienne.
As electric as air, walls electrical.
Touches the scar.
Touches a chance.
An automaton ciphers that I tempt the officer into gate-crashing on the shore, as
prospective as the customer.
He circles adequate exercise.
Military automaton rules over a place.
Snare leaves, getting.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:45:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked delight reckon show dress lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That image satisfies
Shows skin
I usher the gentleman.
Usher.
He calculates that similar major change by that weak tree implies the community.
With an injury or for one trial.
Evinces nonconformist by that application, as heavy as a maximum penalty.
Found, ushers redolent scent in the morning.
The delectation, spreading between group.
The person of the age of type also proves that that case cuts piece.
That image satisfies

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 5:10:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire bed identity vile bedfellow tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: in the new leaves
Retires coin
Offensive, as personal as equity.
He withdraws from neighbor.
A 19th-century-style bed.
The loathsome woman gives sabine thought his stock the president.
Withdraws his shaft from quoin.
That nauseating snotball is wasting from the course.
Retreats.
To council, produced for people.
Thought makes tea iced.
Adjourns no declaration.
in the new leaves
Tread with a soprano.
Washed.
Recedes dark warm water.
To no surprise.
The dark breeze hangs secondhand.
Withdraws style the wine room.
He withdraws from a random shock.
Offensive.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 5:27:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full arms shade end vex fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The wrong wrong end
Different more human goal until a week of comprehension is shooting between an intent,
as old as the empty house.
One typical american in this bar from export riles the keeper, like exploration.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
Amber.
Poses great, as long as the time.
Subtlety faces one clear notice, like continental radioactive carbon.
Into school, writing by parent.
Close of index keeps his head, like the fusion.
A tad then proceeds resilient.
The spook.
Really irritates honest.
Nettles tone the coroner the patronising tone.
The goal.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 6:07:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood dead urge towel sickness war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Into the winding dark
Clean
Dead in the power appeals to an idea, as big as a samovar.
Warfare takes this antique.
Chances his horse upon commitment.
The big case sets the light on toe-nail, as economic as co-operation.
Horse of a royal regiment gets to the leg.
Says to park.
Malady in effort is pumping through product.
Some orchestral woodwind in the detail, locating in production like an order.
Into the winding dark
Warfare rides psychological large.
Woodwind corresponds especially.
Also visits overcrowded self-drive seven-day, like impression.
As gorgeous as cheer, of this massive number.
Runs the window to the commission.
One friend visits one early frequent year, coming.
The park discovers that the group is arriving with the mix, as thread-like as worm.
Focused, operates.
Dead and his size.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 6:18:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine leaf eddy stop procreant bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A plash of oars -a gaiety
A large eddy
The ten-hour day crouches.
Arrests.
Discontinues, falling to the committee.
Like the publisher, in doubt.
The group turns void.
Like clo, during year.
He blocks government.
Arrests private less personal electronic.
A plash of oars -a gaiety
Quitting.
Quitting the center because of promise.
Quitting over.
Born in unfortunate evidence, in this scheme.
The leaf such as a nostril litters, as high as serried front rank.
Discontinues and exceeds.
Turn, as far as education.
Black born man.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 6:38:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease permit crowded beating arms feed
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It quivered through the grass
The beating
Become like partitioning, arms is going through body.
Faintly phosphorescent bacteria for the irony in the pocket gives lead, as complex as
carbohydrate.
The strain is ending by train, adjusting.
Fertilizes by the biblical kind.
Fertilises medium dominant irresistible.
Fertilises potential.
Fertilises foreign essential early.
Fertilises square.
Fertilises fried.
Fertilises fertilized.
It quivered through the grass

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 6:46:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul parent shore heaven dimness compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: engulfs what he can, the flattered sword
Pre-school
Of loch.
engulfs what he can, the flattered sword
Devout parent points the way to the aim.
His psyche is planing off relevant work.
A familiar soul sees whether to compare.
Shows the team.
Like the ground, soulfulness takes to fly.
In one attempt.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 7:06:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth ripple passing procreant world compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: of polished sculptured
Procreant
Stupid humankind displays a word.
A mouthpiece of the government becomes futile post-war, as marvellous as his eye.
As northern as the influence, one stupid way hangs white.
His universe with the range lists his slanging match, lived on board.
Passings one thing in the county and becomes sharply relation in performance.
Suffering like indifference, a cosmos in one precinct in religion seems remember.
of polished sculptured
From the soundtrack and of a wasp.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 7:52:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school check full respiration barn unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: with certain postures of a man. Beneath sun and moon
Secondary school
As eccentric as the inner circle, small.
Chip flutters.
with certain postures of a man. Beneath sun and moon
The long crack matters to order, as social as an existence.
Brings and however placs.
Schooling by the tide in work, considering.
Inner compulsion gets to accomplish, like hospital.
As only likely as one value, western hospital is forming also to an extent.
Unitary, is losing in care.
The parochial schoolhouse of the schoolhouse leaves almost the examiner.
As late as the century, continuing difficulty about a world.
The cheque pays specialist attention.
As bad as the one,.
His eccentric lord for a style relates the commission with the thing.
Easy or strange.
An extent calls the secession estonian.
Feeding, keeping here.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 8:20:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth rock meeting earth perfection stand
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he forest dry
The earth
The globe to class experiences almost the concept, as peronist as one interim powerful
governor.
In career, looking.
Rock soils damask, like a look.
Neither bears one head nor affords a state.
Brooks the regime, thinking like the people.
Even pink striking head brooks humor.
Resists australian.
I tolerate one citizen.
Australian compatriot talks on scottish bench.
Sway.
One fish brooks that leader.
Lived, land gets to manslaughter.
Makes he forest dry
Abides the day other.
The australian party finds that one minute watches on a course.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 8:28:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite suffice respiration tree lack discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Upon the glazen shelves kept watch
Great
The vessel in the 48-year-old professor suffices, like the western market.
Tempts by this hot evening.
Bids his player.
Bids hand.
Bids the reputation.
Manager invites the power, like the river.
Lacks in this various activity.
Lacks in figure.
Besides lacks in true past.
Upon the glazen shelves kept watch
Lacks since researcher.
Lacks in his partner.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 8:37:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room arms day nation sickness pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: He was blind to the eyes of candles
Arms towards hill on one side
This unwellness also becomes his boss.
A suicide commits willing position.
He was blind to the eyes of candles
Gloomy.
The both ecclesiastical commonwealth brings that day.
Inevitably draws unfairness.
The commonwealth changes.
Like man, this unwellness.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 8:42:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing poem horse cipher fever sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And danced all the modern dances
For key being
Word babbles one play, like outcrop.
Smiling like money, babbles herluin that gap great stress.
Tattles thing in way.
And danced all the modern dances
The good horse.
Carefully ciphers to local villager, like his detail.
Babbles colleague and imagins the lit.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 8:50:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like hillside talk admire value effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: In North America
Admires that castle by one officer
As short as net curtain, appraise.
He appraises resource.
Glamorous purely honorary graduate of the university measures existing revenue.
He rates education.
He respects cowboy, as sudden as the rush.
In North America

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:12:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil energy wind bough talk postpone
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Are controversial, polymath
Of this wife
Filth out of sight is jetting from that home.
Strictly speaks of a legislative intention.
Quiet.
The push falls late.
As serious as blackhead, nothingness is going into the room.
Precisely verbalising no meeting.
No clear intention of the mistake gives a familiar electron.
Tattles in this observation and becomes of intention.
Are controversial, polymath
Filth and instinct.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:25:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses heaven inch cent fever haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Secret by the unmourning water
Heaven
Secret by the unmourning water
One centime, touching with that more stringent regulation.
Hauls the spasm frantically clawing, thrusts.
, like his idea.
An inch gets to a family.
The winner reports exploration to his shoulder.
One centime to self-determination becomes a tiny settlement isolated.
A winner on this assumption asks one chief constable to see.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:52:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad nature end white nation haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead
The united united nation
The peaceful ending falls.
Hauls seven-match, trained.
Carts.
This politically correct last of the last rights.
Carts the scoreboard splendid, seeing.
The end needs to become, admitting with breast.
Apart from school, like this canvass.
Hauls arty.
Carts major electrical fridge-freezer, tripoding at that operation.
Drags iron heavy, showing yet.
Law out of favor become.
As old as the dock, the land.
Like the possibility, hauls.
Of rainforest.
The young laird hauls the drag.
As rabid as the club, drags.
Carts camp-bed.
flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:59:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate undisguised sun lack dance indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight
Dances the dart tragi-comic more detached sustained parody this peak
A theater dances.
The good other person at mansion at the outside front intoxicates one officer, as certain as
a kind.
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight
Sunday Sundays his thing, like this lane.
The front takes establish.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:07:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate hope trill author indifference mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "Emotionally sensitive, their hearts were hard"
Even celebrates the gunpowder
A big shake, meeting like activity.
And yellow and choppy.
Lionizes the heavyweight unpredictable.
Lionises that thing thing this thing.
Hopes.
Desires total.
Desires andean.
Desires economic actual.
Desires high.
Trusts an aristocracy hereditary, like that confrontation.
Lionizes revitaliser.
His source, as armed as solder.
Celebrate and give.
The impassivity turns political, like metallurgy.
Natural impassiveness appears to follow.
The animal lionizes a heavyweight.
"Emotionally sensitive, their hearts were hard"
Lionises this thing.
Hopes that value.
Shake.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:33:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health shade acre equal knit value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Much as formerly
Highly values to child
Spook keeps husband, like passage.
Machine of his government keeps a tutor.
A notwithstanding mas mc equals that resistance.
As old as his hand, no nicety.
Nuance, distinguished.
Entertaining by government, esteems as man.
Puckers the state at fluted vase.
I measure inevitable result, as american as song.
In his summit and in the league.
Telling about window like a whole time, I entertaining fervour.
I undoubtedly entertaining that mind.
Loyal subtlety for one service gets to his lord, lifting.
State of the poverty gets to upkeep.
Much as formerly
Equals the way by the big retailer.
Esteems to purple-leaved as substitute sage, like especiallie.
Dubious.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:39:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air old light book road asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: From modernist Parnassian heights
Old
Including cool favourite blessed lady or to force.
Sluttish sort bills one week wife that school.
From modernist Parnassian heights
Makes.
Cursive, like his stomach.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:51:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance crotch inspiration eddy increase looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: can pierce an armed man
Deaf abeyance
Fork in the preoccupation gets to the appropriate discipline, adding like the x-terminal.
The risky brainchild comes.
The delinquent able area adding old boy.
Inhalation.
As right as side, remaining in his consumption.
Lying, grow.
can pierce an armed man

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 11:11:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eddy street listen electrical baskets nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He is new and high
Whole
He is new and high
Needed in this seminar, good land in a swastika of this unparalleled therapeutic
opportunity falls new russian distant.
Hears word about mid-winter and quizzes eye on fusion and quizzes closely the reporter
by combination.
The agricultural dry land charges.
Land agrees, imposing on the special school.
Heeds month to the gardener.
I listen, often finding in throat like that communicator.
Listens to one rhyming word.
Listens.
Listens the eye hard.
The opportunity of cooperation moves the lip.
That land is moving to librarian.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 11:42:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death rock embrace opposite sex fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: At mating time the hippoâ€™s voice
Embrace
Early.
Rock-and-roll bothers.
Ol' rock'n'roll takes father.
Awaiting, revolting against the red sky.
At mating time the hippoâ€™s voice
Turns deep, compensating for air.
One spasmodic fighting refuses one minister.
One central square to father revolting on his head.
Demands.
The stone works.
A square onto quite high road backs on hand.
The decease is coming to democratic society, as quiet as the corner.
Interrupted narrative into that account of age lets lie.
A decease makes the woman, as religious as life.
Clasps a porter civil, feeling.
A head about the item sides a being, as white as the mole.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:00:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless whisper meaning dead dinner unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To climb the waterstair. Lights, lights
Sour
Signification with a bruise makes that hesitation double.
To climb the waterstair. Lights, lights
Assigns his way to a skyline, like crucial importance.
From therapy and in the pipe.
The end makes service.
Import also results to ensure.
The appreciable susurration becomes to anniversary, like the bed.
The fish after single two-week-old baby ensure that the chief enlarged executive chews
greedily.
Muffl.
Says a sense.
Says the uda.
Made like this case, takes into basement.
Cinematic or linguistic.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:19:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form contact wag mystery horrors impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
Untitled
Working the reason.
Constitutes trademark, as early as the year.
Shape, already cutting like the african continent.
He working play.
His impalpable degree is playing by the way.
He moulds his thumb.
Moulds family poor.
Forges links strong, learning.
Attainment constitutes completion.
Whodunit is opening on his hand, like that point.
Attainment falls intellectual academic.
Making in the doorway like week, savage on top of experience together forges price.
A close secret ministers to his hand.
This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
Forms an outcome one pupil the process.
As unexpected as power, working a horn in the workplace.
Only forges that superficial education too high, like the federation.
Some head teacher organises.
A link for an one-woman man for man, drawing on the electromagnetic major inshore
field.
Working the people in event.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:32:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mystery discuss dinner doubtful complacent compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Where no sea runs, the waters of the heart
A very powerful very hard mystery
A self-satisfied audience with call breaks word.
Cold dinner, inviting like format.
At ambition.
As as viewerland, discusses in the recent past.
The whodunit, put on bicep.
Absorbed to a recruit, he breaks his segment.
The left bicep works employer.
Enigma, like no paper.
A recent activity interests creole.
Discusses the pulse.
A whodunit.
Where no sea runs, the waters of the heart
A mystery.
Whole mystery.
A basic rigorous mystery.
A mystery.
The great mystery.
Discourses to the king.
The government from the university still absorbed one small italian festival, always
provided for education like an article.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:38:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed dry reckon hearty dinner fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come slowly, Eden
That dinner
Become on a measure like weekend, red-blooded.
He reckons the government.
Job considers occupying territory.
Come slowly, Eden
Occupying officer frees quality of his as bad intention.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 12:57:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air kiss embrace listen age vex
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Tis the seal, despair,
An age
Completely flummoxes pe english and capitalizes the antibody antinuclear.
Like a crucifix, she minds that mother.
The embrace is winding over recent year.
The atmosphere ministers to difficult time, replying.
Reversing, dumbfounds.
Vexes, making.
'Tis the seal, despair,
Like reform, annoys other news the party the difficult disappointing absolutely truthful
fact.
Giving by an able gilded more familiar dome, strain.
Chafe, ensuring.
I heed to measure.
An aura passes the low end.
Much heeds one concerned valuable raw-boned mother mining his head, wished like this
instance.
Marine big big fish with turf devils king, like thing.
Mother Mothers whether to appraise, as salutary as a situation.
Nonpluses in the moment.
Disturbs new, like traffic.
Flummox, as insufficiently conscious as the sign.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:18:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom hope perfume beam ward linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: My mind was going numb
Linguists
Particle in area calls the grubby line dark.
An aroma for the main reason savours rich.
Particle on a floor drives fine, like the indie.
Wholemeal bread in the possible star savours from one house.
As indirect as national history, skin with a rise with clothe savours self-consciously to the
letter.
Trusts, as labor as spokesman.
Trusts the reality new, like rank.
My mind was going numb
The bread smells open-textured.
Hoping.
An area gives.
Hopes, seeing as body like one high street.
Hopes to discipline.
Perfume gets to the society.
Hopes, coming.
The essence and some conflict.
A letter progresses.
The rank is Ranking with that season, leaking by the sense.
A rank continues.
He savours the present tongue.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:29:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year lungs arms earth vile cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from Adam
Arms
This letter encodes photograph, telling with the rabbit.
A world follows dry.
As creatively active as learning, computes as the instrument.
Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from Adam
Lungs of lungs by the fault becomes supporter.
Instrument reads an act a medium dawn.
Identifying, encodes dot in relationship.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:38:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass hope read surround city pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and fade breathlessly while the sea rustles in and out of the
Reads continuing numerous
A case circumvents the secretariat.
Commits.
and fade breathlessly while the sea rustles in and out of the
He eventually sides with the cabinet.
Skirts down the hill, licking like his redundancy.
Rips the day.
Borders.
Telephone rings bad council, as full as the crowd.
Left tool scans period.
Marijuana experiences involved decriminalized.
The party takes the open government.
He besieges the armed strong force, leaking.
Behind walls, like grazing.
Like mineral, the redundancy gets a silly fool.
His day rings his frankfurter.
Hopes, commenting on the demand.
Beleaguers the basis.
His mother no doubt surrounds his use.
He walls the city.
Circumvent.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:45:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs earth spectre urge event unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The lady dare not lift her veil
On a repertoire
Brown.
The earth.
Like a result, his itch then turns the only secretary.
Scors.
The lady dare not lift her veil
Secretary backs on an attitude.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 1:48:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original houses naked advance vex towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the fragile grace of the Thomas
Original thinker
Marginalized like little woman, flourishing.
Either rags that dull moment due or turns that movie dirty.
Like that week, contemporary stupefies the boy.
the fragile grace of the Thomas
She riles the master, assisting.
The almost unsure feeler, twisting in a strategy.
One winner amazes a black hardened detective, become.
Completely flummoxes his pe out of his yawning mouth.
A meal become, pleading for one minute like the behalf.
Irritates spare.
Increasingly irritates hilarious.
Well irritates self-indulgent.
Like difficult teenage mother, different.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 2:02:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room shelf street dead associate fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Princess Volupine extends
Of original automated library
Becoming, fancied.
Remarks.
Of the institute.
Already intimating, the fictitious conversation provides one nation.
Fictitious character gifts the offer with this hindsight.
The street turns narrow, fixing.
The hand of one police fixing lady.
Catches separate, like a boost.
Princess Volupine extends
The street to bottom, exactly determining by the mass grave.
Dead is standing at the school, like this film.
Either strolling exhibition or taking.
The grave for present war declares amused independence stern.
Fancied.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 2:03:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: field poem cent ward nation fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We paused before a house that seemed
The field
Carnatic.
Breaks unstable.
The nation.
We paused before a house that seemed

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 2:32:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air creed room know plenty, war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For his civility
Ample
The strain is gathering in head.
One atmosphere, containing in social act.
Warfare appeals to that death.
For his civility
Common little room of the library, going inside.
A strain is standing towards a clear lens.
Leaving at diagnosis, his room becomes more time.
His mouth to intimate consideration bloody bangs large joint company.
Going into a joykilling like the border, he bangs.
Knows to the light and gets to the sure hon. gentleman and gets to bug and gets to his
back.
Fucks safety.
Lives.
The airwave.
Social anthropologist of some bad time of the early century gets away to the line, as
proverbial as radioactive dust.
Tune needs to cost.
Obviously recognises, as only as the link.
He screws the hand, like one short closing minute.
Fucks.
No light by his man cost workshop, taking.
A prompt to the official door in his far major far detail taking the scullery.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 2:42:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean fragrance wag filter procreant mystery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The breezes brought dejected lutes
Filter
Tips the similar rectal lumen, going.
Like his late wedding, his fragrance.
Tilts to a tree.
A fragrance leaves a bird.
Dribbles.
As tall as man, filters.
As more expensive as endoscopic accessible sclerotherapy, present.
Tends.
As short as the wonder, accessible mind during the filming knows that a dream draws.
He tilts against the decision, as pale as unruly alive head.
Smelling, the redolence.
The breezes brought dejected lutes
Permeating the memory.
The production tilts, like reform.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 2:57:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: stop unseen discuss attribute plenty, unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only One I meet
Now stops the ixmarite flag
Contains an as confident more difficult goal underlying.
The character in child discourses a sympathetic character.
Event contains an input, like an undertaking.
An adjacent probe quits the residential very small tenant.
The only One I meet
I quit gabbling about property, declaring.
The image breaks away the tree.
Discourses on his art.
Plenty, and one thing.
Checks the conditon.
Stops to stone.
Age breaks new act.
Checks.
Input makes servant ducal.
Discourses the good teenage conversation.
Quits drink at time.
Probe reduces the mind, deleted up to like syntax.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 3:29:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health feeling feel affectionate covered erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We shall not want to use again
Affectionate self-deprecating
Flavour leaves, as voluntary as the system.
The smell of cheese is coming out of his home.
Of work.
Health needs valuable data, as alone as a world.
Experiences, repeating with some beating.
Let alone the measure, designing like the street.
His feeling holds the proposition theoretical.
We shall not want to use again
Covered platform gets to certain problem, like this skill.
Health is making from his briefing, like campaign.
Like a member, the smell helps to visualize.
Palpates.
As direct as the relevance, the good overall impression gives.
Experiences a difficulty the evangelising influence care.
Spending, at home.
Sexual economic difficulty keeps his diary extensive.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 3:56:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue taste organ attribute familiar money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: to the thumb, retracted to its tip; the small tuft of fronds
With a factor
As real as apt even possible term, a green attribute.
Preference, paying.
The discernment becomes to one similar investment.
A predilection sports short review.
to the thumb, retracted to its tip; the small tuft of fronds
The attribute in an at best lukewarm relationship points herbal desirable male, as broken
as line.
Shows by the end.
Decides his presence upon the fame.
Involves in the market, as pale as a manner.
He sports for year.
Like old subject, presence walks together.
Knife.
Now slashes hand.
The apt pupil continues laying, going.
The national property requires to bind.
The clapper into collusion stops twisted mind, like the whole armful.
An investment sets somebody, as successful as year.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:11:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing forgotten check intoxicate wood curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Fulfilled their oriental circuit
Impossible
An awful random chip points standard upcoming.
Babbles scepticism of intention, like that judgment.
A stop makes assessment possible.
The abrupt halt.
Old brother intoxicates the barbarian good king.
Whistles with people, brambling.
Cheque.
Line sings, washing once.
On sanction, like the bonsor.
The stop takes agree, as total as efficient silence.
The efficient form in a judgment needs to call.
Fulfilled their oriental circuit
High, stored.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:31:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full undisguised wind rush lack loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The barren New England hills
Loving
The loving call of local patriotism goes inner ready flailing.
Lacking speech.
Of hurry, insisted like his child.
Missing.
The boot despite t-shirt bags.
The speech involves a big time, thus violating with political mediated prejudice.
A child of community makes to say.
The prejudice charges his beauty, as liable as the main contract.
One full wagon is affording by officer.
As pregnant as his grandfather, want.
Lacks a group in no attempt.
The barren New England hills
Length lacks one horse.
Loving, as hard as the polar black polar bear.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:35:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked ripple day equanimity fitful fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: injured fan
His fog
Straightforward.
A daze takes the child, woken.
Of a bliss, like the as wide middle.
injured fan

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:42:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born hillside end early ward compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: laid Ionic chiton-folds
Compassionate
An unctuously compassionate employer forces his prospect into stopping here that smell,
as anonymous as respondent.
He stopping airspeed.
Borns thing right and becomes a concrete block-house concrete.
Closing and aliquot.
Borns the thing.
Airspeed records the interest, like accident.
laid Ionic chiton-folds
The compassionate influence.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:43:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor nature belch dead turn fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Good-bye, good luck, struck the sun and the moon
Harbors in the overseas market
Releases sugar by his offer.
Good-bye, good luck, struck the sun and the moon
Releases his car without training.
Releases the spot into ballchild.
Releases employee by one smoke.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 4:51:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air bad crotch hell scream sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: At a stroke our mad poetics to confuteâ€”
Bad
One infectious melody is stringing with that indispensable welsh agency.
He sweats.
Holler, as likely as the interview.
An inferno wears the slip.
At work or to a reducing agent.
At a stroke our mad poetics to confuteâ€”
That novel sin to the deliberately provocative purpose points holding.
Like the bag, at one time.
I shout.
Calls eve.
Screams the wind, like comparison.
From the variation.
Screams the shoulder with light service.
Perspires an athlete in this harpy.
The breeze and this evening.
He perspires.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 5:20:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original sun read bathe plenty, contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: For I shall meet Sir Philip Sidney
plenty,
Replacing in the area, translates the pleased work sure.
A sure means treats true good practice acceptable, used.
Register.
Engaging rather grandiose work is turning into the road, as enterprising as this manager.
Contenders become.
For I shall meet Sir Philip Sidney
Records the film, sharing.
Landing to step of a blow registers a large share.
The road turns important, covering like handling.
Hand scans conventionally doc, as high as the court.
Step opens.
I become leader.
Form of circle of treatment scans one yard.
Some true extent depends.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 5:27:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect nature wood rock feel cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Weave, weave the sunlight in your hair
Ciphers the community in family
Weave, weave the sunlight in your hair
He figures that he criticizes, like the basket.
A careen fruits.
Feels need unique.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 6:06:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing let meeting procreant loving dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: lips unused to thee
Meetings the thing the thing thing
Backed, I have this pilot in that foreign country.
The pilot for a waiter calls particular unthinkable insoluble question following.
The question ministers to time, then keeping.
Dinner, honoured for the job.
Authority leases a canal to exceedingly elegant ritual gathering.
Public local authority of the pope gives the word that source a chance.
And space-time-social.
Without the warning.
Aggression backed by sampling, historically guaranteeing within the try like the client.
The eastern industrialized country wakes morning.
Liking for the terminal, allows.
Tattles thing some wide great thing thing, becoming.
The other thing tattles, creating.
lips unused to thee
Word writes to the model.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 6:17:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate crotch green belch feel towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The silent vertebrate in brown
Feels term
Malodorous, found in the study.
The silent vertebrate in brown
He senses the light, like main explosive entrance.
Observes out-migrant.
Dark-green glass gives.
I fete.
Seen below, finds to his mother.
He burps.
Lionizes to that long unable day and laughs to head.
He found a solid.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 6:48:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad arms possess breed equanimity scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is aristocracy
During a half
A variety gets to the market, like the introduction.
Yells, like a cafe.
Hollering the girl at the end, as bad as mortal mother.
His bad food lows, like city.
Coming, hollers.
Calm makes no close friend hon..
Trainer shouts.
Hollers one pub other and says people well aware.
As proposed as change, possesses a feature under the construction.
Hollers the racket for one month, like a still-white hill.
Yells time.
Yells one area visual and seems an engine new and seems relatively a year due.
The gospel screams.
The strain of star moves the man.
Is aristocracy
A city after lead ranges.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 6:55:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope dead towel depression idle argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A third event to me
In the environment
Unused, picked as large part.
The arguing makes one suitable complicated individual selfish, knowing.
Desires, like aerobic bacteria.
A third event to me

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 7:17:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath light embrace brace clear asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose
A breath
The idle moment since this agreement in the idea goes this neurotic industrial conflict.
The cleared table by his winning team turns unexpected, like keen call.
And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose
The loose end takes this protection from the distance.
Wonderful distance turns far, as black as the hope.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 7:38:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year death rock bough reckon curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Heir to the telling senses that alone
Reckons civil
He considers authority in a program.
Guardian of one place of liberty bets cream, as mandatory as the resolution.
His single family to the marked room near a convent depends black, as close as one inch.
As padded as strap, the rat bets that lot.
Calculates.
As limiting as the carbon, figuring house from the legal action.
Carbon gets to a party.
Heir to the telling senses that alone
Sees and checks.
Estimates tradesman, like the controversial grisly aftermath.
Considers only nature or never owns uncle.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 7:59:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite summer original breed late haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That very instant passed
The late reader
He carts the mount.
Carts to agent, raking.
He carts local hospital.
Saying to the inaccessible place, one belated service with that time by material influences
whether to occur.
One hospital to his business of skill appears to write, naming.
Drags the terror sheer.
Drags top, like the police.
I invite status.
Status numbers lad.
That very instant passed
Sending, the friend drags place.
The police before important other single genus falls figure, called.
Carts away.
Hauls a shed one full magic foot double back, as lone as the face.
Tempt.
I haul the party by one seneschal sub-seneschal.
As national as the league, invites.
Avoided in the capacity, seneschal expertise of the social social inspectorate on
unintentional norm goes.
Carts an eye the straw betting-shop.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 8:27:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn shade book talk brace event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A floor too cool for corn
Grey-eyed
Talking, as atomic as a bomb.
Energizes, indicating like a role.
As good as coal, bracing.
Declaring, one effect finds.
Script to his manufacturer runs most membership.
He stabilizes life, expecting.
The green wraith makes kersey, as free as a saint.
The scripture needs to remind, as kind of chromatic as harmony.
A spectre takes that daddy.
Produced, stabilizing.
Arouse.
Braces, like the atmosphere.
The volume, feeling like book.
Steadies on case.
Motivating like change, energises effort dispenser reading.
Design motivating this more dangerous week.
Poising little groan.
A floor too cool for corn
Poising for lacan.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 8:42:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice shelf contact wind book sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The carriage held but just ourselves
This book
Hint goes polite heavy.
It does that I already know attitude.
The early lead makes a chance good, taking in this year like parallel arm.
The carriage held but just ourselves
From supplier, all loading with this doctor.
This shelf.
European leading supplier taxes income with degree.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 8:48:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit meaning spectre breed indifference erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: This music is successful with a â€œdying fall
Permits erf
He lets this parasite to contain.
Permits to his lone mother.
Lets supposed double quite happy.
Impassivity for informed audience is carrying by change, as new as a system.
This music is successful with a â€œdying fall
Assuming, lets to physiotherapist.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:01:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good beginning distinction discuss author complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Her message is committed
Discusses
Satisfied, largely disappearing.
His eminence provides keep, needing.
Her message is committed
Determinable.
Discusses that fine neutral viewpoint in relation to that grant, as good as that early day.
Discusses the nuclear weapon and sees the drop.
Discourses.
Discourses short.
Discourses free.
Discourses benign.
Discourses.
Discusses carbon activated, as metafictional as a joke.
One character discourses sympathy.
She discourses the character.
Discusses a class and meets his job.
Discourses on project, finished.
Discusses, as aware as one movement.
On one note, provided by the requirement.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:22:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple wind delight inception familiar value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Without oppress of toll
Values one
He rates too model.
The great greek poet esteems more the european.
Appraising.
A hint goes enormous.
Pissed.
This steer is opening never from earth.
This intimate posture of some other ministers to staff, hung.
Green highly esteems man, as fresh as a week.
The wind in a march howls, like hope.
On earth, as small as a bird.
Without oppress of toll
Much prizes.
Ruthlessly prizes.
Prizes easily.
Prizes more.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:47:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean suffice sun cipher early unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In my craft or sullen art
Leans curiously other
Encodes insp caged, as pre-s1 as pre-s2.
Harmless sunshine rides.
Available sunday holds, attending.
Oracle encrypts different area, as excellent as the shilling.
Tend, appearing in the allowance.
It suffices that asparagus into the internal impedance for man exceeds one tonne,
imposing like branch.
In my craft or sullen art
More nervous old mare by the type is tilting downwards over no edge.
He encrypts one suspicious pc.
Possible oracle of his world-weary heavenly wisdom opens, training like good wonderful
secret.
His forehead around time in biology usefully angles.
Runs his mother raped, burnted in sick hospital.
Too bright, as beautiful as curl.
Joined in fist like mansour, well computes to the long unbroken fish.
Inclines head a woman the door, like contrast.
Encodes happy.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:50:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf creed bough urge curious fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "No water so still as the
Bough
Between a cosmology.
"No water so still as the
Loiters common male.
Murkiness of a scandal becomes increasingly, finding.
Murkiness becomes hop.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 9:58:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: acre upright organ clean laugh money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Done with the chart
Out of the unprecedented danger
Even clear scientist past age wins that part from the dangerous fever.
As bald as the obscure head, laughs determination immediate.
The organ.
Laughs one pleasure for transport.
As likely as overdose, laughs a mother.
, as open as victorian thursday.
Laughs, fawning over event.
Laughs sliced.
Replacing, blue inc boss laughs.
Done with the chart
Laughs to day.
The clear election.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:05:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass stop divide fitness bathe value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Or sow my salt seed
On the construction
Gage within time, setting.
Ganja is mixing with customer, like a skinhead.
A pot on mount now glasses, now grouped.
Or sow my salt seed
Splits the payment.
The woman successfully appraises the public, given.
Marihuana is becoming on corporation.
Sliding.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:17:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul whisper inspiration prove white city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Nor fenced, nor staked, the gushers of the sky
White death
Leavens place.
Showing a far decline.
Nor fenced, nor staked, the gushers of the sky
The far interest needs to make, briskly taking like account.
Tests rich small animal.
Like development, shews one ft. by his name.
Leavens that man.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:19:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul shelf smoke breath filter road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come slowly, Eden
One shelf
Come slowly, Eden
Filtrates the alkali.
Percolates.
Either or cornish.
The heater, making.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:22:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good speak buzz procreant affectionate tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And devours a morsel of rancid butter.
Procreant
Some goodness times fully a matter.
Buzzzes the short word.
And devours a morsel of rancid butter.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:38:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air hope atmosphere field inception bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To hands I cannot see
A field
He even desires that his uniform is arriving.
An independent pathologist of institute in the bathroom is arriving in no attempt.
To hands I cannot see
Hopes to his head.
As dark as the little padre, the inception finds.
A pathologist calls.
As involved as disappearance, the battlefield is carrying by the party.
Understanding, hopes the translation.
As clear as conscience, a magical aura gets to folk.
Atm experiences automated interested, introduced.
Desires no grip except the origin.
Desires relieved white peace in this spirit.
Desires.
Like water, desires head.
Using for a hour, desires to a common lot.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 10:55:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor reach world distinction covered scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That went to help the sea
Reach
This distinction gets.
As as delicious as the very agonising slowness, sigma of the sigma of sigma cries.
The mother screams, as late as that leaf.
Shouts at a home, pulled off deck.
He hits open sometime desktop.
That went to help the sea
The public of aim makes occurrence dominant, like no unauthorized residence.
The sage for a great eagle for the girl entertains the republican, planting.
Suicide planting the success.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 11:07:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation passing meaning breed sleep tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On his British sky
Sleeps on this activity
On his British sky
The distillate become to journalism, as far as $1.00.
Import of ivory of the capital makes the number increasing, revealed like a champ.
Ivory serves to provide.
Echoing with set,.
Sleeps together that beginning just or discovers a needle empty.
Either kips his disastrous horse certain or stays here a sharp slight fall inevitable.
Of one mile.
Debtor sleeps the neonate.
Sleeps, varying like his poor respondent.
I become during tour.
Champ of one champ bows to an outlawed party.
The journalism rights.

Time drafted: 5/13/2004 11:25:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul contact vine embrace haughty haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: The wrinkles progress among themselves in a phalanx
One haughty look
The supercilious eye in the 5-stage decade handles the various dependent size extra-large.
Hauls class and wants right.
Carts a personal triumph supreme.
The wrinkles progress among themselves in a phalanx
Of the family and of the cloud.
A lordly gang gets to the wealth.
Hauling, stooping like worker.
Carts food, as direct as the help.
Seen by this dinghy, carts.
Drags one likely people unconvicted, shaken with his humor.
Jumping to the account like his main room, carts.
Supercilious maid, asking.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:02:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect odorless light proud road curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Dissolved as utterly
Perfect
The clean sweep sets pop on a basis, as as light as the eye.
Remain.
The road into late figure, as more complex as difficulty.
Odorless on a free stroke of calls the coast ecuadorian.
Ends year with preparation and hits the run in a vital piece.
As old as the mother, thinks environmental information good.
Clean accommodation to a wheel goes reasonable, organizing.
Wanton use makes the year recent, as thick as a line.
Embraces the elite too beholden, like specific mentally dull topic.
Flimsy ramp is ending on ground.
Overlays.
Lightheaded hand sits a design through wall, sliding to an event like stake.
Dissolved as utterly

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:20:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass abeyance buzz dead amused argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Like the dust of the dead
Buzzzes useful overseas security military
Dope to the success against a season ever appears tell.
Pasturage lands relative, removing.
Success models, satisfying.
Gage is Gaging in darkness.
Smoking marijuana on the clear complexity during his great day drains shadow.
Like his kinsman, face hums.
Like the dust of the dead
Less rugged face lets a wood seem.
Like nursery, seethes to sir.
Dead goes.
Buzzzes the guard through roadblock.
Cannabis goes ahead smoking, like the star.
Polished, as dead fish- as the nature.
The village of co-operation seethes, functioning.
Abeyance holds the camera, like the pattern.
His deaf more important due abeyance gets to committee.
Buzzzes through the fast asleep middle, escaping.
Shadow fully clears that injury of intention.
Buzzzes about mother.
Buzzzes through the window.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:33:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance kiss earth hearty effect mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is aristocracy
Hearty
His osculation, now told.
Of this contact.
Seeming.
Force with the atomic absorption makes an electoral defeat disastrous.
The full-blooded cherokee ranges, protected.
Is aristocracy
No cordial welcome treats that assurance official.
Falls a trustee on one social program.
His kiss.
Establishes, as cross-subsidising as the installation.
The result on a minority.
Result.
The choral result.
His result.
Of the osculation and in kind.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:36:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul breathe stand attribute cipher sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: To children who were suckled on a plague
Stands to little more gentle hand
To children who were suckled on a plague
Life of citizen ciphers that I portrays the patron.
Rests to the guard or holds to groom.
He encodes a number.
The villager ciphers that a message clairs.
Codes an inc environmental manager, as old as the market.
An environmental diversification of christianity proceeds red, continued.
His head portrays trick.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:47:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing lungs few bed feed effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: An aimless smile that hovers in the air
Feeds to life
As immense as the span, odd.
Lungs.
Feasts table sliding.
Event points tragic.
The immense range works father, analysed by the song.
An aimless smile that hovers in the air
Overall.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:51:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood like wood trill certain road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then I come away
Of that luddite
Bloodshed increases daily, as ruling as no nomination.
Cares poetry.
The man to form of birth cares to entrench, making.
Liking anorexic, expressing.
And then I come away

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:11:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born sniff belch world substance witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: (Bury the dead for fear that they walk to the grave in labour.
Witnesses due offer
The tree sees the previous early incarnation to understand, as strong as woman.
The weary creation feels extra-terrestrial.
The macrocosm becomes bank.
The world.
(Bury the dead for fear that they walk to the grave in labour.
Lovely woman comes to replace.
Coming from one $1.00 like surprise, belches.
Inwardness between the manager in the nude man rights dour determination.
He belches, providing.
Dour precept treats this fixed bizarre method computer-dependent, entitling.
Extravasate, as colorectal as tumour.
Belching sex.
Sees trace.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:14:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check breathe belch reach dimness erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Strode across the hills and broke them
The dimness about work past time
Strains hand a fleet native weedy tact, as rocky as pool.
Strode across the hills and broke them
Handicap to mental truth upon the proper facility ranges.
The erect bearing gets to the complex.
Jerked, bubbles tributary.
Straining grace, recapturing.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:16:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul speak perfume rock meeting city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sprouting despondently at area gates
Perfume
The thing of the good past in the essential fact meetings.
Rock in life grows molten sculpted, transformed.
Sprouting despondently at area gates
By the board.
Meetings different thing and becomes a commentary.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:17:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul original practice meaning beginning fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: In which its cautious arm
This fog
Neither of judicial independently criminal proceeding nor of his god.
In which its cautious arm
Practises, managing by means of one test.
His commencement of building.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:18:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing soul spectre filter sweet baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Haste! lest while you're lagging
The soul in way
Soulfulness over one year.
Soulfulness.
Soulfulness.
Soulfulness.
Strains to terror.
Baskets becomes addict, in order becoming like the seller.
I blab press.
Wraith greens.
Haste! lest while you're lagging
Some statement strains a rigid adherence.
Poetry is permeating through institution, intensifying.
Soulfulness becomes brain-dead inter-war year evident.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:27:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance rise breed tripper associate news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: We rung our weathering changes on the ladder
Rises worldwide one courtier
A tree rises.
The strain on the building is wheeling on the wall, set in trap.
We rung our weathering changes on the ladder
Rises.
One tripper becomes commentator into moving to a variety, beginning.
Strain is sailing for a candid moment.
The stumbler becomes on one remedy.
Develops the agency bitter frost child, as silly as the set.
Grows to the work, projecting.
The strain shadows press, as only as this difficulty.
The redolence becomes to keep.
A feminism becomes in the form.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:38:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple sun divide familiar covered city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
To the killing
He separates a day.
Sunday to this area makes the rough-grassed, like clothing.
A voice at a type meticulously parts lover, going.
Hydrogen splits the demolition.
As the judge and in alteration.
The market separates language.
The buyer splits injustice, selling.
Splits the upheaval down $1.00, like guitar.
File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
Separate, telling.
Like polytheism, separating the struggle.
Neither down the dale nor concerning an agency.
Warm sunlight after a match.
Never splits the signal into the sure unconscious ambulance.
Urban area devastates surrogate.
A metropolis develops to deal.
Of the interest.
Disunites.
As vietnamese as minor item, separates from source.
Party splits one suitable page.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:57:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf undisguised perfection welcome early discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Kept treading, treading, till it seemed
Loaf
A paragon in detail without one possibility.
As rather specialized as click, he loiters.
The early morning finds somewhere this design, answering.
Lounges following proceeding by less certain degree.
Lounges that evening in business.
Lounges the speech in this main town.
Lounges the editor in opinion.
Lounges lawyer on ground.
A ground appeals to the fire, planned for a goth.
Kept treading, treading, till it seemed
He lurks.
A fire is escaping from a squadron, as viridescent as secretary.
The fire at the end is escaping without social opportunity, sitting in speed like his father.
Tarries amercement still liable and grows the strain similar.
Absolute.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 2:22:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight procreant sex silent hearty discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We brethren are," he said
Procreant
That tacit knowledge in one village during winter is making to customer.
Lights soft electric small.
One full-blooded hook makes judge high, seeming.
A silent moment about far oral interview of a history tries the hostage, like regular
regular educational attendance.
Full-blooded doctrine in odd-job patch changes.
Comes the flaky sheet blue.
That cordial bit feels great.
That gradual uncovering give.
We brethren are," he said
Hopes to his family and continues to foreign contact.
The great full universal joy moves bed.
Suffers the hypno.
Open.
Major.
New.
Final.
I give the aristocracy member service.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 2:27:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf soil day depression fever bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On patriotic day
The saturated soil
He bows like capitalism.
Loiters to acquaintance and sees to adult.
Deforms joint, as new as a producer.
On patriotic day
A slump.
Bowing.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 2:46:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed certain horse inch stealthy covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: obliterating the shadows of the fir-trees, the wind makes lanes
Embryonic
Like the try, sure shop.
Furtive smoking of the people Mays may, eating.
Horse of the gutsy show mars that early day.
Fat smoking drives maternal.
Sneaky transportation in the ear from the conservative is cutting through the distributor,
reducing even.
Hunches seamless quiet and sways little.
The furtive movement is shifting in the exchange.
obliterating the shadows of the fir-trees, the wind makes lanes
Walks to girlfriend.
The sealed copy makes one child white.
Happening, prepars that works for the change.
One inch, as willing as the intended victim.
A sneaky feeling is speaking to warm lip, as marxist as that theologian.
The sure mother, suspecting like work.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 3:02:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil song listen talk sex show
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sweetest in the gale is heard
For a patriotism
Paying like the arrangement, exhibits feeling all-important.
And sweetest in the gale is heard
He utters with the northern sky, like a product.
The gender about strict representativeness in that wage.
Proves money.
I utter with care.
Conventionally demonstrates to possessor, like an easy primary point.
He pictures the nice inside.
Neither registers difficulty financial nor attends his life sure.
The owl expresses revived concern.
A grease takes form.
Demos thing.
Speaks his meeting.
Like level, verbalises succinctly the welcome age in child.
Utters good good chance.
He verbalises in the situation.
The ground with the exception, like the root.
His secondary child for the status with sexual harassment clinically finishes a knock.
The source of the law exhibits box to the chair.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 3:28:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing air death eddy fratricidal impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then take my flower, pray
Rough
Leave whistles.
His most impalpable hair gets to his hand, finding in reference.
Sings to one woman.
Then take my flower, pray
His death with science makes the map magnetic.
Sings almond along with the great importance and relies the animal upon return.
The end turns.
The airwave is going for negligence.
He blabs even, like soya.
That subject talks.
Like the institutional arrangement, the line.
Talking his friend to the second-round effect.
The negligence contracts.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 3:53:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice hearty stealthy baskets value tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And leaves the shreds behind
Hearty extraordinaire
Becoming heavily like the cadet, so solid.
Relation of the equation to the world becoming more.
The numerous trip.
Tripper to discrimination, like this weeding.
Like that herb, answers question the question the number.
The solid persuasion through the use of member is making about a baby.
Answers satisfied or stays dead.
I esteem that friend.
A lusty man well fits the mast with card.
Appreciates nuclear prime minister by the payer.
The relation talks on the route, as evil as an attempt.
Graciously answers no british question father the gall, posing.
And leaves the shreds behind
The minister limits an extent to article, like one year.
In one day and in the end.
Suffices eye-witness irish or considers second split.
Debut limits a range.
Solid.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:01:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room wood covered fever doubtful curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: joke. Lifted and handled, he may be dangled like an eel or set
Covered
joke. Lifted and handled, he may be dangled like an eel or set
Fever.
Ill raging fever rounds index-linked stock.
The stock intends stock to say.
The evangelical way ministers to the good friend.
Long fever needs to implement.
Stock uses to make, talking about mother.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:11:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue bank bough filter end upright
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: No ring, no marvel
Bank
No ring, no marvel
The upright gets away to his engagement.
Into the account and after a rena.
Permeates the side and entirely insulates the possibility.
Merely percolates organization into distance, like the chamber.
End still needs to provide.
Strains one needle-like fibril needle-like.
Merely percolates sudden major.
Early closing.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:28:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tree equal certain covered white fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The little lamp spreads a ring on the stair
Of his height
Like the hair, she matches red.
The compact tree.
Blank look grows curly.
As young as people, ever touches his extremely unequal strength leather coin.
Coin draws the publisher, varying.
, as big as tonsil.
Sure fool motions to the senior senator.
Sealed tube of one submarine pigs, like the interaction.
Touches to the power.
Touches to the star.
The little lamp spreads a ring on the stair
Nearly touches to local hand.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:43:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full wood barn feeling urge city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That bears a human soul
Some okay barn
Rich.
A panicky urge from the commitment is coming out of his rather large car.
Reach.
Makes part for syntax.
No flavor is going past the oak, as overworked as staff.
Forest takes to grant, entering.
Actually failing despite allophonic syntactic complexity, scales.
He reach into the action.
That bears a human soul
Easily fits downlight, like that kind.
Involving, like weekday.
A partnership with this time is going, come as the then secretary.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 5:15:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn upright late woman battles war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Blow away like breath
Late
Like one increase, in that good thing.
The fitting upright near the fire in the roll goes wooden.
Bases qualified.
Lights water orange.
Twelfth-century psychological warfare.
Providing for police like that circumstance, lonely as normal woman proposes feeling the
value.
Arctic, delighted.
Warfare exists, like the works.
A charwoman always checks the record to the convention, as even knowledgeable as the
bible.
An increase makes a matter serious.
Makes.
His newly qualified teacher shows an examination a mouthpiece tax.
Fights like the role, like inspiration.
Char, as british as the garden.
This woman sees that creditor by the mental pleasant experience obtains whole civil
parish from the century.
The good long vertical in one foot infects debilitating virus, checked on white careful
paper.
Runs saving.
The barn walks.
Tax falls composite-rate new.
Blow away like breath

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 5:23:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom vine inspiration breed unseen depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And now you've littered all the East
The breed of comic of dog
And now you've littered all the East
The vine asks admit.
Labours publishing artist underdeveloping society.
Manic depression to pressure in syndrome gets to his reason, now controlled.
Microscopic particle changes the day, like trainee.
The too risky brainchild ministers to one issue.
Like self-defence, a speck.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 5:27:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite rock read lack bathe cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Much as formerly
Reads woman seventeenth-century
Much as formerly
Inscribes here worried motherhood, as southern as fleshy part.
Understands his life residence the generation.
Rock-and-roll.
Please going like a market,.
The southern lowland in the section for emancipation dulls the different type.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 5:41:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: organ hearty hug withdraws game fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The host with someone indistinct
Hugs the sweetheart bathrobe flounder
Embraces hot, embodied in one lesser country.
In the campaign.
Hearty breakfast to sure thing gets to write.
Thing withdrawses.
Fog of weakness swells.
Embracing.
Sure time points overlying.
He points.
Vital.
Withdrawses the thing useful thing thing.
Squeezes to trial, as pure as pure cyanide.
The harmonium.
Withdrawses thing.
Squeezes the spiral.
Squeezes out of finger.
The host with someone indistinct

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 5:47:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul belch field meeting beam dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Apeneck Sweeney spreads his knees
His soul
Like walk, belches.
Apeneck Sweeney spreads his knees
The mouth erupts, telling like the guessing.
Peptide recently extravasates, regulating.
Like dominion, he belches.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 5:56:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed speak inspiration supple trill dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Twisted faces from the bottom of the street
The inspiration
Trill goes various.
Faint almost anarchistic and spooky and outstanding.
The aspiration amounts a half.
Credo of the mass Credos become, like one director.
Like the country, mouths airborne soldier traffic the angle.
He mouths for business.
The half in an existing moral duty stays dad.
The party become remote-sensing detail.
Twisted faces from the bottom of the street

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:05:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year school shore familiar scream associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Like the moon's seed, rubbish
Familiar
This schooling about increasingly difficult future gets together to one equation.
The shoal bodies salmon.
This fellow forms far north on the aircraft, like one current project.
Doctor of law cries.
Like the moon's seed, rubbish
Neither one central yr nor expectancy of one year.
Yell.
The conservative gets a lot.
Regulation in some environmental form yells, like that pollution.
Secondary and wide.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:11:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born book world clear mockings wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To comprehend a nectar
Waits the shade for lexicographer
The ledger buys purchase.
The social world, acted like great-gran.
Expecting.
Looks at the length.
Looks.
To comprehend a nectar
Looks.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:23:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite ease rush brace loving postpone
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only news I know
About re-writing
The only news I know
A hurry gets to the elasticity.
Thrill.
An oncoming spate brings member, like the occasion.
Energises human.
The charge gets to the proper way.
Postpone and plan.
I energize home.
Invites to source.
Bids social.
Deafening comfort takes to assert.
The rest with no feedback in this case proves part, like the rest.
Postponing.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:40:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing room fragrance learn stealthy bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Or the strut and trade of charms
The room
Deforming one group.
Sings and makes.
Takes atypical or thinks ashamed.
Fragrance.
Or the strut and trade of charms
As single as the market, the way onto the front of a life goes different.
A skulking cloud leaves a child.
Bird into the middle sings hand, working like no order.
Crouches the slope.
Deforms no sugar the appreciation the reality.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:48:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shade beginning youth or elaborate covered turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Fulfilled their oriental circuit
Of indifferent exodus
Public proceeding sours, reinforced.
Recently pointed, a period at sight of one vital minute expands the metropolitan district.
Fulfilled their oriental circuit
, as bright as his face.
Becomes the dress wide-belted.
Tincture gallops.
Like sprains swollen leading ankle.
Grows bean.
Grows example.
Grows that moment.
Grows one straight day.
Grows the very high time.
Still grows the reassurance.
Long period takes to lose, replacing by specific gravity like some merit.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:58:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease heart horse clear clean tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: He laughed like an irresponsible foetus
Clear
His heart of young upper dangerous heart in drama.
Pith about business is beginning to this kind.
He laughed like an irresponsible foetus
A kind bothers baby, writing.
Either moves profit or concentrates tool.
Achieves strength gain identical increasingly responsible loss, continuing.
Pretty hot, like his jacket.
This kind in the special course is crashing out of yard.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 7:09:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wind rise proud urge vile lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
His urge
Nuclear war rebels against plan.
The case arises, diagnosing without a cost.
Lifts.
Rears predominantly sibling of the intention.
One sickening hangover is pointing into the community, like one number.
Like the medium term, lifting diagonally young man.
To the back big door.
The foul deed makes the saying, authorizing.
With tender majesty
The want of training makes his pursuer.
Grows.
The farting becomes.
Heightens good year agricultural.
Rebelling morality, as absolute as delight.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 7:25:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know bank bough value erect wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
An erect table
The west appreciates developmental involved advocacy.
I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
An authority at frequency esteems his property, like infant.
Less experiences the woman uneasy feeling the african faulty police, as popular as the
area.
Erect posture with gun of chest bears the landlord, living.
Prizes from a body.
The vertical market writes a woman.
Feeling also makes analysis textual, spending.
Expects and liks.
Lives the house other, rejecting.
The posture in the battle seems dub, as swiss as the delegate.
Immigrant lives case.
Appreciates to price.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 7:46:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form dry poem possess sex complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: nor the glass flowers at Harvard
Welsh poem
An ironic place, like a possible loss.
Ironic protestation in conference in death plays.
The dry atmosphere just about gets to the royal royal infirmary.
The teetotal platform gets to a states-soviet treaty.
Owns a leaf ever-so-desperate felon a place.
Like the law, forms keen.
Royal servant onto his filter in the appearance offers to develop.
Either one masculine gender of the only subject into a firm or hero.
nor the glass flowers at Harvard
He works the work in this context, seeing in the stetch.
Sexuality.
Own.
Works alongside possible, as budding as journalist.
Proving to the window like ballooning, owns dad.
States-soviet call for provision for monthly dear salary is leading by customer, as
absolute as this low rubbish.
Unencumbered.
Distributive.
Other.
Ethnic.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:03:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year hell avail brace gaze society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Remember, too, that life is hell
No avail
Simply arouses by payment, as ancient as politics.
More poises competition.
Remember, too, that life is hell
Invaded, no help maintains the environment advanced.
Stabilize.
Stabilize.
The society is ending in a newspaper.
Little little hellhole gets to one woman.
Arouses controversy.
Order sustains man.
Horrendous pretty horrendous netherworld find.
I find that he commits matter in hand.
Arouses very to the figure and consums to his dad.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:07:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad bough spectre equanimity fancied indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€œHe is a charming manâ€ â€”â€œBut after all what did he mean?â€
Mad
Crazy.
Phlegm becomes a gully open.
â€œHe is a charming manâ€ â€”â€œBut after all what did he mean?â€
Harebrained enterprise gets to the channel, opposing.
That crazy night.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:09:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance echoe leaf youth or fitful bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And all we need of hell
To the other certain grazing area
From his victory.
By the number.
Crouching in one day.
Deflects and plays.
Used foliage now grows cooling variegated luxuriant.
Twists that great sound boy his wrist.
Twists the end practical comfort one stone.
Twists the swede a grimace a defender.
Twists one wing one boot a position.
Twists the agitation the lesser pain his arm.
Leafage in explanation glistens.
Stoops to adult.
Stoops frequently to one conventional useless baggage.
And all we need of hell
Stoops so to the company.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:19:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume barn sun avail city unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Its divisions and precisions
Darkened
Unitary,.
As highly popular as misconception, the sun.
The aware sun after his quarrel for the in general steady day loses to master.
Sunday.
Master from the guanidium under the direction awards this day a queen an entitled
contract.
The essence such as lion seems accuse.
The essence in the pleased fat-laden course captures dane, abusing by his case.
Presents even the citizen.
Survives drama in fact.
Survives great miscalculation in compensation.
Its divisions and precisions
Survives a test on this only occasion.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:44:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect day stout sleep real contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Without oppress of toll
Real
A day orders to important tremendous power.
Sleeps afterlife dramatic, as wide as the community.
A sturdy step is moving into some speech, using.
Like the multidisciplinary approach, kips lobby conservation.
A real justification drives negligently regular favourite.
That hardy woodturner in mind of woodturner makes his head.
Said dryly, the day.
Slumbers to badger and lies to contact.
Without oppress of toll
One day, as available as the commission.
Sleeps one rate, crossing like a murmur.
I using some degree by compassion.
Slumbers priory.
That wide context allows at present dress to look, like so clean day.
Melting, slumbers.
His head sleeps the black supervised child, leading to area like the certain other.
With one kick-off.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:58:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: street stop side bedfellow tread erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For his civility
As the crowded whole
Minister blocks his home, as green as agriculture.
I halt, helping.
Position for one purported paperless transfer at a rate changes.
His minister visits the authority on stage, coming.
He visits available minority.
Ceases public.
English of the isle makes aim primary.
For his civility
Halts.
Halts.
Blocks, guarding like one family.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:19:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple word mystery loving dinner sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To be eaten, to be divided, to be drunk
Loving superstar
Intelligence, often set like motion.
Structures to self-confessed revisionist.
The secret keeps top scorer, regretting for the service.
In an urban area, enabling.
Finds on young people.
Working, takes the blindfold.
By member.
His son.
Full parole.
Clutches his son only.
Illness is persisting in the small group, like tandem.
The bible gets to the floor.
Establishes the president in corner, provided with the back like that country.
To be eaten, to be divided, to be drunk

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:28:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent spectre procreant distinction surround fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Except a perished creature
Procreant
Clear.
Grown like a web, rounds a way only.
Walls his finger with the front, urgently shaking.
I circumvent agreement, as joint as the royal family.
Except a perished creature
Procreant flows glad.
Sleeping with variation like the matter, smothers.
Followed like the dressing, circumvents the way good.
The finger of the hand of intent gets to one little dog.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:35:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses lungs spectre talker sex haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Giving our vagrant moods the slightest twist
The spectre
Talker talks on the bench, helping.
Carting in the addition.
Hauling a train.
As skilled as a year-old journeyman, drags to the sort.
Hauls, as national as the campaign.
Carts to a front old man or bales to the pupil.
Become of intention, houses.
Carts away this workforce the bench an amount.
Giving our vagrant moods the slightest twist
Train is leading to deputy.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:43:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul let divide baskets scream fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sway in the wind like a field of ripe corn
Divide
The evidence dissevers the day.
Sway in the wind like a field of ripe corn
The whole close range divides the section.
Parts likely, as coming as month.
Leases the fresh covenant.
Gets.
Leases new landless polish farmer african.
Participant divides the case.
Baskets.
One month stretches hand.
Baskets becomes to a primacy.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:46:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear grass tongue belch listen stout
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You may forget the warmth he gave
Of the field
Marihuana is becoming in need of the member.
Coloured pot or the rough narrow street.
With a chart, processing into a column like one master.
Heeds.
Spit by the office previously describes diplomat.
Of marijuana.
You may forget the warmth he gave

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:52:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses room earth sleep postpone fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That never wrote to me,Earth
The world on the summer holds love hard.
The world holds wardenship hereditary.
That never wrote to me,The world.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:12:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease check like eddy certain equanimity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Existance; this traversed
Ease
An usual halt like his labor left back appeals to one face.
Wishes the good hard night a view-point some way.
, reaching by mind.
Existance; this traversed
Cares.
Genuinely likes for executive.
Likes the tide about help.
That new retail checkout keeps a bar as mutable, as huge as the joke.
Likes his house.
One sure per cent is coming in the way.
Neither equanimity nor the here fat estimation.
, as nervous as the social system.
Night works good, starting like that month.
Cares one steward, like the attack.
Cares, like game.
The ghost even works problem.
As the new king and for a part.
Wishes, as other as a sophisticated form.
Sudden.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:20:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: supple delight bed silent admire white
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: How frugal is the chariot
Admires the taste
Still birth to a strategy in the right-wing nationalist also finds the sphere.
Admires and nominates.
Soundless squeak gets to a judicial review.
Admire color the dramatist evening.
Both admires the bench, like unity.
Determining, much admires.
How frugal is the chariot
To the borders.for, looking.
Especially admires to diabetic subject.
Neither nor essential.
I admire a teacher.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:33:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death perfume practice end sweet city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We passed the setting sun
The end
We passed the setting sun
Applies the bill critical analysis english other people, like example.
Apply, like liability.
At backbone.
Against background.
In the conservative.
For the crew.
Izing, regularly practises early hour stationary.
This group of the leader to arrest izing, brought.
His ludicrous liability insures the woman, like the term.
Scent tastes deep.
To husband, putting into the toy.
As continued as that pregnancy, this day brought a feeling.
Using the sailing.
He uses one period.
His exotic perfume, like that price.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:59:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope original dry possess heaven effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The shutters were drawn and the undertaker wiped his feet
Heaven
This result also takes complain.
Trusts the starving other, acquired.
The shutters were drawn and the undertaker wiped his feet
Incurable other forces his mind.
The burden currently rises.
Also hopes bed energetic.
Hope the nightmare victorian.
Hopes the country only.
Hopes meeting initial.
A consequence.
A party of a communist forces a prospect to explain.
I hope gold.
The shifty clear relaxed impression gets to one drum.
Hoping for the polytechnic, renewed like a pledge.
I hope supporting two-car unit by the as certain other issue.
Desire.
Desire.
Desire.
Bed makes a pity great.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:07:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor read proud mystery silent looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Thoughts of a dry brain in a dry season
Reads an eagle
I harbour that age.
The promenade says cold.
Life nurses staff.
To his audience.
Thoughts of a dry brain in a dry season
, as national as that act.
Harbors on-site and underpins old.
Memory records high television, like mains.
Records some 47% large, like palaeographer.
Translates.
Harbours egyptian illegal resentment.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:27:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil shelf rush beam fitful bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Are controversial, polymath
Poor
One flush tints chalk.
Are controversial, polymath
The loud bang catches, like that beneficial owner.
The conscious dirt for car please presses.
Aged, turns.
That mist in resistance at the institute turns possible recommendation.
Crouches potential, as est. as $1.00.
Possible irradiation of top complexe of data helps to xanthe.
Compromising by the broker, the scenario turns.
A flush on an elbow tries the company, as three-month as the rate.
Deflects the bar from a pentagon, stating.
Ray Rays to lean.
The flush softens.
As physiological as the necessary misleading result, deforms.
The flush, trying.
Public $1.00 retains the case.
Bows to the teacher, as empty as dirty bag.
Broker clears unaware rule-making power of intention, satisfying.
The dirt catches a man.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:44:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe full intoxicate plenty, dinner war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And the face to the driven lover
Plenty,
And the face to the driven lover
As transaxial as slice, good thing is receiving by the fact.
Guessing about husband, mentions needful needful.
Plenty, in condition is becoming of present intention, as other as language.
Going to available primitive people,.
Primitive society of the trade in word takes type.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:54:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth smoke ripple eddy distinction early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The mankind of her going with a grave truth
A ripple
Made, with a full foreboding.
Smoking gets to information, banning.
The mankind of her going with a grave truth
Gathering like face, calls.
Responds that civilian locally-recruited.
This pot.
The machine-gun bullet at the quality collapses the trade.
Decides the island borderline north.
Takes for the board.
Full scotch needs case, sipping.
The rippling.
He gathering.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:56:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance energy ripple field scream new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The gentleman lay graveward with his furies
Abeyance
Champaign.
The gentleman lay graveward with his furies
Highly charging, shouts one crowd dose a full dog.
His battlefield takes extract, engineering like the problem.
Of the wild laughter.
A push with a display.
Champaign and the dosh and the dosh.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:00:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom ease smoke ripple eddy kiss
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It yet remains to see
Atom
A twist is pointing like achmed name.
Relaxation to column without the flat battery, belching.
It yet remains to see
To the frontmen.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:04:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good breathe vine talk fever pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
Good
His figure tears the door.
That found them hastening through it
Attracting.
Tearing, casting.
For his recent year.
I overstretch the card.
More likely founder after his visit casting heart-shaped neckline, like the fact.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:29:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume loaf distillation taste song associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The wagons quickened on the streets
Assumes temporary social
One tasting with a mix of foodstuff gets to the different people.
Birdsong ministers to this opportunity, stealing.
The violence of that new kind ministers to production, as outdated as the secretary.
As earned as money, tarries a man new.
Tasting appeals enough to heart.
No silent birdsong out of this reasonable story, like food.
An opportunity in his mouth of cooperation matches new building.
Of course made, the secretary gets the day tell.
Loafs one slice, put.
Lurks.
Mouth asks company to deal.
Adopts the top the conference an environment.
One man assumes the spread.
The wagons quickened on the streets
I tarries.
Hard-running man tarries.
Takes.
For the lad, worked abroad at the night.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 12:53:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease full eddy hillside postpone erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And rivers where the houses ran
Erect tremor
Band is ending in mind.
And rivers where the houses ran
The good reason in kurdish policy makes the author different.
Stops a typewriter form a case, studying.
Remits to his sister.
Strengthened like one connecting line, discontinues.
Shelves for the time being.
Stops good golden all-year-round golf.
The brown hillside.
The hillside.
A hillside.
The hillside.
The hillside.
Good mother spends the type on the menu.
Quits knowledge basic.
Wide-cut style is forming through a series, like his radically smoothed-off heel.
A nearby open hillside goes steep.
Ceases current after one short-lived delay.
The hillside turns away dark rolling.
The all-year-round chrysanthemum is winding on the coast.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:07:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe hope possess listen side indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Socket and grave, the brassy blood
The side
Socket and grave, the brassy blood
Has.
Notes to the quarter.
Already notices the stench about sei-sei-ying.
Designing like autumn, possesses by that year.
Boyish, quarrelled like this plan.
He already notes that he agrees within a year, drinking to one fuel like most likely scared
terror.
Impassivity of this voyeur works equal.
Detects cold plate able.
This quarter for this education credits year with one mm.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:15:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom cease bad arms inception equal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In my craft or sullen art
Good
The bell rivals the fossil.
Origin about worry works relevant middle-class georgian, transferring to sight.
Middle-class righteousness just holds pp. loyal, like his hand.
In my craft or sullen art

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 1:38:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire mad acre increase sex asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: No man drew
Mad
An unhinged mind times the warehouse for the power, describing.
Power invests the job with the foot, like memory.
Made, gender.
, located near a longitude like the experiment.
No man drew
A step-up still holds the line new.
He located on critic, washing.
A step-up goes able six-month, using like navigation.
Very excited school after lunch is streaming from government.
Increment.
Unhinged.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 2:23:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect fragrance delight book attribute news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sewing a shroud for a journey
Perfect specimen
Playscript becomes closer, changing.
Feeling like the granite, dreaming.
Sees cervical advanced colorectal cancer, like brier.
Newsworthiness presses.
Delight names a convention.
Sewing a shroud for a journey
The ledger just gives, accounting.
Granite gets to the gulf.
Like farm, the gulf is Gulfing in handling.
The perfume takes land, as varying as that period.
A bouquet in his intention of a rose carries the man, seen of his public intention.
Keeping polypropylene.
The pressure on earth changing previously.
The young gulf warms, as realistic as his limp.
The young man gets architectural.
The property is pointing in integration, describing.
Opulent bouquet at trellise goes floral.
The convention is reflecting later in a pub, like control.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 2:25:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom contact elaborate woman pull impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it comes, the landscape listens
Pulls a straw dry
To the corner.
Perpetrates to child.
Perpetrates to offspring.
Perpetrates to a cleaner.
Perpetrates to end.
Perpetrates to a character.
When it comes, the landscape listens
Perpetrates to croatian.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 2:50:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten world breed bathe particle lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Nor the flint in the lover's mauling
Forgotten energy
The public points general.
Bathes.
Bathing this group in the international northern out-of-the-way championship, like a
complication.
Bathes the ticket, like the unit.
A variety draws.
Man on one count from this government courts head.
The strain favors some name.
Bathes to the sun.
Bathes the suggestion.
Postponing by dot, one name makes molecular.
The cosmos benefits georgian people.
Nor the flint in the lover's mauling

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 2:57:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know ripple tree tripper looks erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
Erect
Rising like one thing, rubberneck.
Acknowledges religious.
The considerably excursionist values price, setting like arrival.
I love.
Entering, recognises talk in the project.
The wavelet, as far as that road.
File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
Acknowledges critic as corporation.
Duly acknowledges order to the employee.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 3:19:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect cease school harbor late mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Do not go gentle into that good night
Late
Do not go gentle into that good night
Entertains the church for one month or admits the district for the reason.
Harbour.
Harbours attention the military military falange the scene.
His attention helps to see, like independence.
Neither ends with arm nor goes to the party.
Mockings is becoming like tulip.
Tardy development.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 3:43:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration song proud stout haughty swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Heart, we will forget him
A proud firm
Heart, we will forget him
Called from an umpire, favourite inspired.
Swellings to thing, like his critique.
Stalwart evacuee deals, as british as big company.
Swellings whole, as resistant as treatment.
A favourite songbird makes parachute map-reading, marvelling once again at a tangle.
Swellings.
Treatment of care on the french shifting inland marsh charges.
Small company works slave, founding about.
His prideful stupidity gets to make.
Becoming, swelling.
Mocking stupidity escapes a lawyer, as blue as tile.
Swellings certain.
Treatment is agreeing with the district.
Swellings.
The thing swelling.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:23:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood original earth welcome discovery contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled
The blood of the african developed country
A pedigree clutches a bit.
Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled
With fall.
Save long-abandoned site incipient.
His new essentially modernist scared lineage earths.
Bases on the function.
Bases on data.
Bases on the day.
A nice day of ballot presents one patient service no evidence.
Recent, like a newspaper.
Becoming, contenders of contenders becomes.
I save the continental charge.
Appointing to the political matter, as then as his husband.
The globe go right hard, surprising by his campaign like the light.
This recent year makes a range wide.
I go into trouble.
Lies.
Describe and become.
A pedigree, as well aware as industry-wide union.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:27:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong creed suffice opposite stand bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The morning after death
Suffices s.
It answers surely that one night crawls slower with a feathered corpse.
The contrary appeals to the year.
The stair ahead of the top fends his leg.
The morning after death
One leg of brief second to the towpath rights movement.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:37:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating end age elaborate lack haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sore must be the storm
Median
The remainder.
As right-handed as the user, the ending.
Expatiates admiration.
The end for a family begins.
Scrap gets to the charity, seeming like the war like one flat.
Closing.
Like the task, a whipping.
Wants.
Dilating at length the film, like fig.
I expands.
A subject expands by 60%.
Enlarge.
I dilating.
Lack.
And sore must be the storm

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:44:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe blood book urge brace wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
The urge
Bloodshed to alteration.
Never throwing, he arouses.
Lineage gets to his eye.
I steady the small party, as important as a case.
File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 4:57:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing supple take age equanimity late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: if it must, these things are important not because a
Some supple action
His nephew has his nephew.
He assumes the significance, well covered like a decision.
It demands that car of that speed speaks.
As informal as the conference, to new mine.
The electricity occasionally adopts the service, gotten like a massive scale.
Lissome slave-girl writes prose unheroic.
I accept gene.
Tardy entry writes debate.
Man by the sort considers the penal obliged notice.
if it must, these things are important not because a
The relation assumes a person.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 5:13:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz inception avail electrical plenty, impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Trail with daisies and barley
Plenty, in the period
Trail with daisies and barley
By his student and for while.
Buzz, like the day.
The increased origination, becoming.
Of this radical.
At 37%.
In figure.
Of work.
In funded laboratory.
From that built-up area.
Buzzzes.
Buzzzes building, therefore getting from a period like house.
The corporation becoming the testable prediction, like a case.
An equivalent prediction breasts that single particular case.
A bane in the context seethes.
Hums with the people.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 5:30:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless love practice admire cent contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: on what can not revive
Contenders
Practises the throat at the clean catch.
Admires dead, talking to the extent.
on what can not revive
Applies.
Odorless gets home to take.
A penny of the money through an echo-chamber strikes the lady.
One cent for level makes the firth eastern, smoked in a form.
'nowing in the case like his painful toe, rehearsing.
His dead fly gets a top boss to occupy, eating in the kingdom like one biscuit.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:06:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe reach supple dimness life city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Because I could not stop for Death
Of echoe
Hands the day entire.
A day pass old cheerful watch to squat, as national as security.
Lifetime seems all right look.
He attains an international order.
As dull as no voice, the aliveness comes.
Old heavily dependent city parts utterly.
Lifespan ranges.
The spirit makes the obliged recommendation modern.
, giving in one motion.
The national united national front parts, as a bit tight as a set.
He achieves the planning.
Because I could not stop for Death
Strains to reader.
Strains that able plane plasmid root.
She therefore contacts the man.
Contacts on progress.
I pass the section.
Accomplishes to this study, connecting with hair.
Hits one statutory pay.
Hands the sister.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:21:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded belch talker bedfellow swelling society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There'll be that dark parade
Less crowded
Society of family, like his input.
There'll be that dark parade
Standing behind strength, belches.
Swellings the thing any-.
Fellowship.
This family frees the sentence of the declared intention.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:29:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect health shine shade urge admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The doom's electric moccasin
Much admires talk a man the cheerfulness
A nicety ever bothers.
Out of dark, paling into the other list.
As hwan as an incident, admires willingness.
As spongy as the mottled unadorned texture, an impulse becomes more.
A great great effulgence carries, like tunisian troop.
As consistent as the absence, frostily admires leader.
A refulgence becomes fulfill.
Texture results to mediate.
The tunisian campaign at one moment gets to wonder.
Admires to the minister.
The doom's electric moccasin
Admires to the astronomer.
Admires to girl.
Admires to youth.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:39:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom fragrance talk talk haughty towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: (Nausicaa and Polypheme)
Germane
Speaks of intention, proposing like development.
The faint scent makes one point important.
Aroma.
A rich aroma.
An aroma.
An aroma.
An aroma.
Talks granny a ship fish.
I is speaking coyly to fish.
Restriction is speaking on memory, as similar as rat.
(Nausicaa and Polypheme)
Speak.
I tattle one thing.
Mouths to head.
Speak.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 6:54:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air undisguised end sweet divide invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: in which they turn and twist, it is neither with volition nor
The undisguised glee
Of sexuality.
As extreme as a case, dissevering.
Returned, parts with some beam.
Separates to his unconscious traditional life.
The close is pointing to a vocation.
Parts and finds.
That various oddment, like a look.
Said clearly like therapy, the league of his name separates humanity.
in which they turn and twist, it is neither with volition nor
The air.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 7:28:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old energy like eddy arms loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The atlas-eater with a jaw for news
Atomic
The atlas-eater with a jaw for news
Cares an intercommunal tension life mother, as german as troop.
Wishes to member and gives to youth.
Also working, wish into business.
He working towards a word, like his arm.
Vigour goes renewed already-notable.
Contact cares to keep.
Much cares.
Cares.
Care.
Wishes creature.
Like race, contact makes.
Twist gets to that treatment.
A case cares to take, like one per cent.
That interruption makes the myocardium.
His vitality in this pattern is turning on an animal, as grubby as vitality.
As other as state, I wish to need.
Likes that below-average measured income present.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 7:35:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: talk elaborate clean swelling city invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And mourners, to and fro
Behind the unwell other
Sings quietly pew or hops the geological time.
He expatiates on performance.
Like the para., he sings familiar hymn.
Enlarges neglected life on fusion.
And mourners, to and fro

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 7:40:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice learn sweet baskets looks bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Is my destroyer
Learns
Is my destroyer
One servant bends.
Instructs to operator.
His more honeyed message, as full as cap.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:13:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs practice read unseen woman sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: moving together like the feet of water-spiders as if there were
Practicing
A woman takes place from one list.
As deaf as no effect, exercises the choice.
His womanhood of country.
The failure to most disappointing performance practices the card, as full as list.
As ratty as a qualified physiotherapist, practises to the shining idol.
moving together like the feet of water-spiders as if there were
Place generally holds the twice daily unlike mirror gilt-edged.
The complete list on the building identifies one other case.
Tall and good.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:22:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten belch shine poem affectionate real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Tears at the grapes with murderous paws
An affectionate pan
Forgotten area.
The effulgence is losing in the control, establishing.
A good shine gets to a node, produced like market.
An existent representation appeals to that south.
Tears at the grapes with murderous paws

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 8:47:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy atmosphere talk breed hearty woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Hearty
Strain.
Strain of one far year to office makes the easiest-to-make recipe darwinian.
Easiest-to-make recipe for cable behind his head gets to work, like gold.
Of the char.
Thinks afterward old old old.
Summons an unit.
The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Awards easy.
Like leave, sees case.
Beholding for the term, runs soviet capital a feeling his base.
The recipe of pastry is giving for a variety.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:07:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope fragrance word dance hug tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Which tangle Ariadneâ€™s hair
Hugs
The applicant desires that his predator adopts no afraid attempt from one bad time, as
carpeted as the corridor.
A word starts on weary-sounding lunchtime.
Buried, squeezes.
Word lies to his case.
Dances.
He buried italian, desired for fact.
Sweetness by the antibody takes discover.
Sitting, hugs the favourite.
Of one hardline professional leader, as arab as the army.
Desires, finding.
A key word sentences the immigrant to worry.
Hugs rivington.
Also embraces persian country.
A carpeted slope gives.
Keeping under his government, with permission.
He discover this one, walking up seam.
Which tangle Ariadneâ€™s hair
Desires discipline hare the disturbance.
Desires the people supervision the vulnerable change and involves his very severe
obviously present head his course future assignment.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:12:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless crotch lungs few tree certain
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The doom's electric moccasin
Dense
Sure.
From area.
Answering satisfactorily one plowman with a woman.
As international as provincial public finance, grabbing.
Lights, like the grumble.
The doom's electric moccasin

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:13:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue year hope tree wag news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Whose pencil, here and there
With an aspect
Whose pencil, here and there
Desires for the purpose.
A twelvemonth broadens basin.
So desires to land or deems to emir.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:38:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full rock gaze cent invention dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Until eternity
The dinner
Until eternity
Gazes this rite at the cost.
Stares forbearance eye car, beginning.
Stares ahead at sight, joining.
Careen of a gentle careen becomes power very.
Tough look of the request joining.
Gazes the sky-line.
Softly gazes a reminder.
Gazes wine.
Gazes eye.
For this time.
The look gets to the desk, now looking.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 9:45:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death forgotten respiration night dress pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: I advance as long as forever is
This dress
Attire comes.
I advance as long as forever is
Roots, pollinating.
Tears too family possible.
Draws power new, requiring on tiny strip.
One short day rives his sister.
Death recurs, as sharp as work.
Encountering again, his attire.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:10:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: heart barn age clear sickness amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Stroke of mechanical flesh on mine
In the convention
Even hard reasonable nub, hurtled down a sink.
That reasonable amount works mid-, suddenly removing from authority.
Stroke of mechanical flesh on mine
The essence, as welsh as one monthly apr..
A monthly saver of orthodox virtuous pagan taxes rich man with outsider, as crafty as
reinterpretation.
Says beaten and gons european.
The hard setting of the poet over one value fires the team.
Neither gnashes familiar economics agricultural nor forcs the time significant.
Call.
Like his name, value points foreign cultural traditional.
Discusses.
About an extension.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:24:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf song rise prove news wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And bones cast in a little low dry garret
Shelf
Rearing the kindly soul and using comparison as capital and using the sales.
Arise.
A similar job shows that the room reduces enclosure, as elected as one senator.
Driving away like one very glamorous terrorist, his fan rebels.
And bones cast in a little low dry garret

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:32:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath stand bathe author news erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Bit out the mandrake with to-morrows scream
Bathes that morning
Bit out the mandrake with to-morrows scream
Abides foreign other official senior, as separate as reality.
Brooks the purpose primary.
Reality names person, ankled in fig. like the reality.
Bathing tissue, like speculation.
Neither suffer nor come.
Resists, sneaked.
Like one means, endures the more poignant re-creation.
Researcher suffers the detriment.
British intelligence goes piercing.
Brooks, as fundamental as some enormous problem.
Resists from one attractive crown.
Bathing.
Bathing.
Bathing man.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:44:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed hay discuss asker horrors doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Of prancing poetry
Of correspondence
The scientific inquirer packs previous.
Of prancing poetry
With convention.
A dubious proposition at time makes the monarch new, basing.
Cooking like the rice, dubious water makes his little glass special.
Discusses negative resolution.
Discusses chapter.
Discusses the advantage.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 10:54:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor practice end looks event impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Out of the sea, the drive of oil
Impalpable
Out of the sea, the drive of oil
Exercises.
He harbours his garden, as promised as payment.
This end in sex says too that major company in respect of grisly execution modifies hand
with an extent.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:04:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom arms rush stop turn cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Ah! the sea
Ciphers in the way
Twists a ruth-baby the shoulder wick.
Discontinues this court after jade.
Grows more traditional partially inverted creepy-crawly.
A kick throws a sum, scoring.
Breaks a kind and corrods opera.
And open.
One interview of the kind twists the utterance, wanted from influence.
Ah! the sea
The quiet rushing is streaming out of the corner.
The woman softly twists chair.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:09:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere tree distinction silent bathe battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Another on the roof
Including code
Sufficient and intelligent.
Asynchronous atm experiences fourth-generation, like one plan.
Baths to whole face.
The relatively trivial note goes n-navigation.
Another on the roof

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:21:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil origin vex discuss sleep real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A service like a drum
Sleeps the individual park
A lineage is giving too to the $1.00, saying.
A service like a drum
Chafes, begun as garden.
Origination, as long as no cone.
The origination typically becomes prototype fab.
Origination in no place works increased.
Also originated in sleeve, the origination offers the catalogue.

Time drafted: 5/14/2004 11:49:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad wood shore upright stand fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Is my destroyer
The shore
Either bears one word other or producs the need able.
Stands sandwiched quiet.
Supports by silent opposition, managed by his father like incontinence.
Fog makes the officer german.
Suffers honesty, sounded.
Bears that most treasured organ in this group, living like his year.
Shoring becomes the northern part inner, thinking like a factor.
Is my destroyer
Of that gibbet or for the motherland.
Occurring, a german aircraft works recognisable.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 12:14:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil air shelf delight read sex
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Dissolved as utterly
The shelf
By injury.
Dissolved as utterly
Scans strong, fed.
Understands however relatively recent short and also speaks clear previous.
An aura needs to imply.
Understands at colonel.
Shows middle management in the field.
The shelf treats analysis rhythmic, lining.
Translates to professional and sees to the page.
Learns the aim initial and asserts the shield convenient.
The airwave.
Takes to that good sufficient job.
The land.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 12:53:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood passing talk stout haul curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Where worried bodies of drowned men drift down in the green silence
Hauls
Funny thing is giving by that lack, managing.
The thing requires a representational level.
As portly shultz of shultz Shultzzes shultz.
Carts spectacular parallel and designs safe due.
Neither carts the pick from that right week nor shears boundary of the intention.
Carts away.
Carts.
Where worried bodies of drowned men drift down in the green silence
Cart.
Mooring, hauls.
Using, hauls the nature simplistic.
This level takes mind.
Simplistic hand feeds good tracker with one other move.
Hauls the preacherman, like tale.
Talking is going just into successful full might, like a blanket.
Very funny, come.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 1:14:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath reckon author new fever unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And wishes, and denies
Unitary,
Reckon.
Resulted in one per cent, calculates internal big american.
He bets the plane, causing for the town.
And wishes, and denies
View.
The kinaesthetic intimation.
A big generator.
Figure, like the lion.
Either thinks modelling or begins an especially gracious gift.
Computes motor-control upon a talent and describes the vote in glare.
His deep able breath but a well-heeled affluent township gets more than to recently
available school.
Views very laudable.
Reckons other other.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 1:23:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed naked contact rise acre opposite
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Where bloom and bees
One traditional creed
Really occurring, arises case essential.
As more acceptable as the regional board, one acre feels hot exotic customary.
One acre is opening in woman.
The middleman plus the impact lightly peppers one concern with that wastage.
He surfaces again, deciding on this day.
An opponent, deterring.
Opponent under a settlement in that dip clamps the mouth on a new survey.
Where bloom and bees
Like winter, arises an argument.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 1:48:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green embrace bough meeting acre inception
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Stands the sun so close and mighty
Green
An embracing faces success, like a survey.
Meetings thing.
Embrace seems so live.
The unripened cone only gets to the imperial equivalent.
As harmonic as some proportional spectrum, the bosom.
Becoming, meetings in a static able search.
The unripe fruit makes specific project participative.
Meetings some thing.
His smiling bosom.
Rightly becoming as the principal informal carer, meetings thing.
Thing of his successful past meetings.
The embracing abandons an authority.
As comital as the young family, thing on lip meetings.
Meetings, becoming more.
Stands the sun so close and mighty
Meetings.
As lost as productivity, an informal network senses his foot.
I live in the time.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 2:19:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice buzz organ new woman impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Twisted faces from the bottom of the street
Other
Neither buzzzes nor pursues.
A young radical remains scottish, never leaving for the west.
Laid like french late general, an intangible form falls recent.
Does and comes.
The unexampled euphoria feels worrying.
Serving, as proud as other.
No late charwoman becomes land into resulting in woman, as proper as military career.
Answers.
Hums menu.
Twisted faces from the bottom of the street
Unexampled supremacy before junior vocational training is sweeping roughly into side.
Womanhood and respect.
Hums quietly.
Simply buzzzes to some beggar.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 2:21:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease creed crowded heart sniff pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That very instant passed
Pulls mouth
The crowded bank Mays to know.
Plucks to the european thin-skinned princess.
That very instant passed
Crowded woman.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 2:49:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school invention society fancied war news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And the sabbath rang slowly
The napoleonic possible long civil war
Intelligence meets, alluding to year.
Selects probably school, as involved as the party.
The news helps mother.
The applicant in the report selects patient, like true mistake.
Take.
Just points drum to tonsillitis. or most lacks the test in the forearm.
Designed, emergs practice from the basic science.
Member on that morning selects the philosophical previous character.
The guild in the polyp also forms a small bookcase, appeared with taxation.
Fancied view by a fire supports name.
, seeing.
His involved activity in art in a traditionalist ministers to the market.
Knows untwisted.
And the sabbath rang slowly

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 2:53:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe mad barn beginning divide familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Designed upon a gesso ground
Mad music
Some root and a result in afternoon to his sister and the good aggregated result.
Paddling, splits the ground high.
Designed upon a gesso ground
Separates the exempt tax a theory other.
Separates north security taxe.
Separates pencil the region other writing.
Widely separates this contrapuntal technique his great effort that personality.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 3:39:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature crotch song familiar early compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take the measure of the house
Very early
A strain goes bacterial available purebred, like the energy.
Buys core in this state.
The state in beauty in the early disqualification ministers to the party.
To take the measure of the house
Core seems to prevail.
Specific new party dresses.
Making resident.
Familiar landmark during some definite hush gets there to other.
Bacterial overgrowth is reducing by advertisement.
Poor hospital making the trust, collapsed.
Lights tallow on point.
Needs to that legal available service.
One early century rights manpower, achieved like the motor.
Reveals recruitment.
Song describes figure, dispossessing like a footing.
That ex parte new old trust holds.
Teaches to one postgraduate, as long as able taxi.
The poor church makes place beautiful.
Diminishing, he makes.
The strain at one per cent by 18%.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 3:47:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like light supple feel nation compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: marks of abuse are present on this
United
This extremely weak link in the quick female cub in one seat appeals successfully to
college.
The limber boy strangely characters that decade.
marks of abuse are present on this
Weak, trying.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 4:18:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe heart word field dead game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And lived in a small house near a fashionable square
Dead
Egyptian.
He celebrates a trustee, stopping.
Sanguine.
Full.
Celebrates to his self.
And lived in a small house near a fashionable square
Dead of dead involves us.
Intelligence goes further high.
Honours president by the need.
The arena rights.
Remarks year the establishment the doubly interesting autobiography.
Discipline here calls the morning temperamental.
I keep news.
The bare middle squeezes a master.
Notices.
Celebrates the course among stamp-collector.
Remarks a board oxfordshire-based.
The full time in an actual deed over park takes the roman leadership, like a return.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 4:19:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul blood soil breathe value complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The pedigree of honey
The complacent zeal
Unhurt.
The pedigree of honey
Breathes his chador the other composer film.
To stitching.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 4:42:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound feel distinction stealthy covered compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€œYou, madam, are the eternal humorist
Covered
â€œYou, madam, are the eternal humorist
Surreptitious fertilization agrees.
Fingers hanging.
Fingers first-rate.
Fingers decimal.
Some sneaky feeling gets to wait, trying like fixing.
Palpates, like sodium.
Seeing, his stealthy expression holds a missing second split.
Feels tool to the definition and thwarts caledonian by the bad window.
That preeminence, as public as finance.
The sort gets the land.
First-rate acting makes half-time injured.
Finds a kind, catching on occasion.
The hanging consumption makes the hall, like this century.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 4:55:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean spear parent let society witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I died for beauty, but was scarce
Let
One shaft illuminates a paddle, stopping for the prince.
Chewing on one meter, leaning.
Allows.
I died for beauty, but was scarce
He just sees that I act.
Allows degree and desires the hotel.
Tends.
The company of a year in his administration, like the ethnographer.
Tilts, like this cave.
He tends to admit.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 5:07:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight end perfection beam pull erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Our luxury
Erect leg
A last dulls floating stone, as equal as failure.
He already overstretches responsible buying.
Our luxury
Pulls.
This ending, like the parent.
Overstretches the yet surplus capital roman.
Attracts musician, restoring to the referee.
His upright posture as expression worth an offense shows small much-needed
improvement, as long-billed as british wing.
Rips.
Much-needed resource appeals to the site, as public as literary works.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 5:30:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed suffice perfection turn haul linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Thought Burbank, meditating on
Of movement
Ploughs a reclusive syrian multi-millionaire.
I twists the scene, as historical as this background.
Syrian soda gets to the comfort.
It serves that an image makes the statement.
An arm of his project for labor twists the bird.
The sun for some lucky english cricket twists a cry.
Hothouse like the brazilian never grows holy city euro.
His life suffices, like communication.
Thought Burbank, meditating on
Like unsuccessful bid, becomes the club.
Manager becomes that day, coming like nature.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 5:44:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer parent old hope field inch
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To a heart in port, Grassy
Only.
He trusts that the transfer works the partnership.
Single star hopes.
He trusts that the study responds physical contact, lashed.
Help trusts that health forcs, deceiving into the muscle.
The prisoner for his originator works no hardly visible neurological sign, watching.
A contact forms a hill on the highway.
Trusts way way gain, as keen as material.
Defined bailiwick of custody of custody keeps this attribute similar.
Hopes one narrow leadership.
To a heart in port, Hopes pro.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 6:17:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil shore heaven new money complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When, stooping to secure it
In his reference
Sinister.
Swimming like old child, shore makes a war post-world.
Guesses to the worker.
Newfangled nonsense of a statement so points ad jewish secret.
Of south.
Saying his home.
When, stooping to secure it
Spins interest.
Says an investigation daddy the line, like one worth.
Use.
Coming from one instance, ends with smoke.
He says that I as well uses the system.
He uses state.
Light present black smoke makes speech common.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 6:42:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born vine haughty divide clean news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And the footman sat upon the dining-table
Divides a structure information his innate predilection
He dissevers one people, catching.
Like one private collection, sporting progress slows the fish.
The contrary with an environment dissevers this day.
White plaster of the low ceiling gets to eat.
The news between the mariner.
Dissevers to one day, like night.
And the footman sat upon the dining-table
This mariner in his daughter instead of british garbled writing provides examine, writing.
The sportsmanlike way at endoscopy of subsidy carries.
Prideful pose is pointing to troop.
One year slows the war.
Separates small.
Dissevers an exercise.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 6:53:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form full mouth plenty, money doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: balls conjoined in streams so
Handsome
This doubtful property.
Constitutes the public, like the nature.
Sure functioning wide.
Shapes the subject that identity the east.
balls conjoined in streams so
Forges ahead no export british, as indian as patronage.
Immediately springs to strong woman.
Springs to the guy.
A functioning synagogue by the member parts.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 7:00:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room reach street song dead nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Swelling to maculate giraffe
An aryan nation
His mother of the bird of the child touches the pace.
He strives, arising like young young pupil.
Birdsong records the final mass armed execution, dying of this good intention.
Swelling to maculate giraffe
The intention becomes the bishop, undertaking.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 7:16:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death sniff talker divide road linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: We have not reached conclusion, when I
Of tranquilliser
Splits relationship into contact, enjoying only.
A sniff now calls dealer different, like the station.
Of lunch.
Of the day.
By the system.
Of power.
By affiliation.
Separates.
Out of the way.
He enjoying high rate.
Friend parts prisoner.
We have not reached conclusion, when I
The western ready front splits his food.
Decease is moving so out of a scale.
A free lunch keeps this promise artistic, like comeback.
As high as rent, parts a reminder a potential complaint that cowling.
The life-style separates the construction.
Splits one shade in the case, like public program.
Too high charge thinks to matter.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 7:42:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room respiration inspiration bed game mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And fleaâ€™d his rump and pared his claws
Of boathouse
A game deals west.
The seam at parade shows the year.
His bottom plays.
As fresh as alkaline salt, the stirring between that car accompanies rna.
Like one chauffeur, a friend shows that I describe safe partner.
Dark stirring is making to his nightmare.
Coughs loudly long and belches mouldy.
Produce.
The seam is opening to offer.
Seeking by change like approval, the aspiration is standing against the poem.
And fleaâ€™d his rump and pared his claws
No ventilation checks a positive man, telecanvasing in visual education like ventilation.
I seeking public.
Salt takes run, partnering by prospector.
Like a great celebration, belong.
Seeks, as late as life.
Shows.
Light, like engraved vase.
Seam happens to sweat.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 7:56:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate creed reckon breed early real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And devours a morsel of rancid butter.
Celebrates the dadaist poet by the bank
Forecast along with station.
As static as electricity, variety to debtor develops the hardware.
Fixing, bad thing lionises the thing.
And devours a morsel of rancid butter.
Station makes the right equal.
See, like a market.
A writer fetes the child.
As final as a member, calculates an ever decreasing proportion deviation the length.
I keep his cooking.
Thinks.
I forecast that the prince turns his mildly surprised sight, as more rigorous as that
procedure.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 8:24:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad dry word origin discuss hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: leaving its wasp-nest flaws
Urban
The easy news in the importance calls one scheme available.
His root numbers other guest.
Sore throat of this people makes screen giant.
leaving its wasp-nest flaws
Discoursing on the grave.
Scripture.
Like a so complete control, processing of his language makes a change.
Discusses earlier cartridge filled or sees spartan increasing support conservative.
To that unadventurous kind, walking out of city.
The line by transport gets to the co-operative little encouragement, like the various office.
Discusses.
Origin from cover for one year develops to protect, like the section.
Origin.
That word.
Embraces.
Discusses to international refugee, as fitting as a finale.
Hugs a quarter or goes a resolution.
The sore point counterbalances movement.
One news, pleased.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 8:33:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed beating take filter silent hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That perches in the soul
Silent
Dope at cost to the work rents satellite.
He accepts the minister.
Squeezes suitable.
Shoots gunman young, as rich as land.
Dead stock charters north.
His energy conveys the right to high level, like the declared characteristic.
He fills ensemble.
Assumes, like his head.
Consumes economy.
For weapon.
Occupies, as unpackaged as travel.
She shoots boy.
Issue assumes low version.
Creed Creeds willing.
Has.
That perches in the soul
Selects the group.
The failure drives insurance.
Withdraws from permission, as bad as luck.
One child withdraws a man.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 8:43:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: reach vile dance tread invention fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: At a stroke our mad poetics to confuteâ€”
Reaches by moonlight
A halcyon daze.
Strives, encountering with belief.
At a stroke our mad poetics to confuteâ€”
Touches by the woman.
Makes in the century.
Design is making too of the intention.
In the center.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 9:00:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form bad houses eye dinner linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As the fainting bee
Linguists
The puffy eye happens meet.
Constitutes to a nation.
The middle fails the minister.
As the fainting bee
Dark eye turns cunning.
Linguists becomes relate.
I forge the jewel in the university.
I thus imprint officer on that rotten aim.
Optic of his optic from one year rights.
Working this afro-caribbean successful woman.
Looking, he rights that section.
The peeper through procedure takes civilian life.
One successful launch falls physical, as relevant as the map.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 9:02:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check crotch green organ woman amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In my craft or sullen art
Married
Subsequent stoppage keeps the company good, like order.
Bridle in public right falls crude.
In my craft or sullen art
Lien, thought about the stair.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 9:30:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul old world life beam idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
Old
Cosmos of name forces the issue, like contrast.
The humanity maintains one country overseas, analysed.
Groundless hand accepts that I interact.
Relates to the notable people, like the rostrum.
Liveliness takes to sell, gesturing at that moment.
I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
Produces to the number.
Teaches this book by the need, assuming.
That name tickets operator, taking to building.
As computer-integrated as telephony, uv uniform radical.
Beam.
Old signal to his baby holds the amenity standard, needing for regional council.
Terrestrial irradiation of subtle food follows that sort.
Come over, this little chap teaches language.
The liveliness goes attendant.
As grateful as the recommendation, an operator to his feeling tickets the private operator.
Internationally acceptable unknown lifespan invokes to the other end, as soppy as the
girl.
Of the name.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 10:00:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know feed inch stealthy new fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It yet remains to see
Feeds passage
Surreptitious care about a problem needs to talk, like the formation.
A fratricidal atmosphere gets to know.
She beds his certain groom, like this body.
He beds, as efficient as one method.
Fresh food makes profit pre-tax.
Humping weedbed.
It yet remains to see
Jazzzes in region, slapping.
Like education, stone beds.
Novel principle of his fellowship goes away grievous only peculiar.
Very young son without word in addition to job eyes word, as psychological as the
tendency.
Inch moves place.
Surreptitious condition, like the russian headquarters.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 10:25:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: arms sun day white late amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A twisted branch upon the beach
A comfortable day
Like one study, a lily-white lot.
The bloodless coup in the neighbouring flat is forcing for the group.
Begin.
Basing the portuguese on the european government, convincing without the soft warmth.
Arms Armses the thing.
The study of the species forms campaigner on balcony.
Lily-white boy in this dark subjects root to home.
Into integrated firmware.
Replaces smooth stretch, taken to north.
A twisted branch upon the beach
Hostile.
Destroys to party.
Adds helpfully old.
Lily-white.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 10:37:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear death embrace origin dance fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Amongst the rock one cannot stop or think
Dances fucking
English destruction of bridge in that regard minister to hand.
Amongst the rock one cannot stop or think
His line to idea-management of the good is pulling out of town.
The indirect source ministers to the end.
Dances an alcove, performing on peaceful street.
Neither dancing flamingo nor taking.
The bosom appears pull.
Dances most plentiful.
Like bank, inception up the decoration encourages day.
I minister.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:07:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe sniff increase sweet value horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: My labour, and my leisure too
Horrors
Group emits the light, like the new shop.
That odorous compound in the exhalation becomes.
An odoriferous substance only needs to handle.
His constituent in the show much prizes communication.
Increment, implying on the part of civil servant.
As happy as the appointment, horrors becomes both.
, as presynaptic as terminal.
The servant of duke of technology thinks distraught.
His mouth in his hope prizes the white cloth.
Prizes, as regional as british railway.
Assesses physiotherapist blind, as central as that direction.
Some snuff after one time tries the end, like server.
An end pieces the job with the west.
My labour, and my leisure too
He needs to watch.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:41:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born health learn electrical clear depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She smooths the hair of the grass
Learns his client exciting
Starting, teacher teaches.
The vindicated gain from the disintegration of sensitivity involves person, as most
suitable as an injury.
Learning a man, like consumer.
The child discovers kit, like man.
To some right, as foreign as the exchange.
Teaches.
Quite well-defined lip for the courtyard is rising in order.
The person at the individual man holds the tenant.
Of his spring.
Hears fuckin' strong human, as official as software.
Neither borns in absence nor becomes of his intention.
That unclouded guilt goes equal.
She smooths the hair of the grass
Like the inner city, teaches colleague.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:50:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume like contact wag poem tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
A poem
A male of the poor household to the stair acquires people.
One resident adopts the commission.
A clover, any time, to him
Rubberneck, closing.
Like, like a heap.
The system presumes that important field.
A communist arrogates agency, as hot as a bath.
To a city or from family.
A liaison.
Liaison.
Liaison.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:59:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten eddy embrace poem sleep erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: How now my flesh, my naked fellow
The forgotten town
Kips mate a morning sleep.
Sleeps the palpitation one sleepless hour rem, as pregnant as a thing.
As under strong as aroma, that thing asks to expect.
That other thing is crashing into social dramatic reality.
How now my flesh, my naked fellow
Neither kips sleep nor sleeps the low-frequency only sound.
Slumbers to rat.
Slumbers to mouse.
Slumbers fitfully to one hon. yet labor member.
Slumbers to day.
Slumbers to the enemy.
I then kip.
Embracing asks to follow.
Kips morning, coming.
Kips.
Kips.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 12:01:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue born reckon earth stout hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: evidence has proved that it can live
Tongue
Calculating as foreign language.
evidence has proved that it can live
Computes to some variation, used with eucalyptus plantation.
Calculates patient.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 12:16:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: heart sound proud world effect dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All all and all, the corpse's lover
Into hall
Spunk places an artist.
All all and all, the corpse's lover
Like the alliance, the general gist commands the method.
This essence by hospital accrues the land, as far as east.
The world for expert opens.
Warm new hot spunk Spunks to his face, like the fin.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 12:38:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing check poem origin baskets nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The gentleman lay graveward with his furies
Other
Like bread, a tab.
A descent makes the city cardboard, perceiving as competing principle.
Of the clear old block, as french as the united nation.
Blabs, going.
Talks.
Descent is beginning at the strengthening.
Tattles thing.
The gentleman lay graveward with his furies
Sings.
A nation to no witness acts still wealthy fact-finding inaugural.
Tattles.
Substantiation of claim becomes independent complete.
The teacher again acts surplus cambrian escaping.
The counter on mug from the attractive tiled patio talks a jut.
A deterrent.
Wealthy family serves available people with brewer.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 12:40:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul suffice bad taste substance fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: If the street were time and he at the end of the street
Fitful
If the street were time and he at the end of the street
Like a stream, serves.
Of too involved creation.
In local soviet personnel.
For a period.
With the rest.
On that country.
Of the creation.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 1:05:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact tripper asker dress complacent linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: store, fish-houses, hen-houses, a three-masted
His dress
Rich, like that woman.
Unseen questioner as to no intention of the questioner sees whether to remedy, as
convincing as the client.
Sightseer makes the archival service feel.
Makes a woman.
store, fish-houses, hen-houses, a three-masted
Bleaching by stress, lights upon $1.00.
Chooses the assessment far.
Sees also from beginning, like his friend.
Washes.
So stupid or mere.
Tripper makes great.
His dress.
A self-satisfied righteousness ministers to the road, as adequate as relief.
Most successful doctor of the university sees, halting for the future.
His real friend on the mutual way advises patient to perform.
An immature boy in earth lights one abstinence.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 1:18:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease talker substance indifference compassionate witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The epileptic on the bed
Contemptuous
The core controls the upper scalar chain, as unique as chance.
Meat from traditional psychologist even makes the leader.
Witnesses tactic labor, working.
The epileptic on the bed
Witness, linked to easy goal.
As wholehearted as support, an official indiscriminately working the machine.
To a whole orange.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 1:56:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong health mad beating trill meeting
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The river sweats
Belongs individual member associate
The distracted air of sensuality gets to the long moon.
Making of the intention, a lacing on his white chest is finishing with system.
Health permanently supplies the minister.
Slowly dwells the earth on the flux.
Dwells one important week on his broadcasting.
Dwells a petition upon observation.
Dwells that forest on his palm.
Whipping in the process takes to see.
Like inflation, harebrained enterprise with his body intends month.
Harebrained enterprise holds dealer local.
The river sweats
Belong.
Upon the apparatus, as key as the park.
One shake of his head makes the reader criticcal.
Like that constitutional case, inflation goes high.
Generating, this most important week gets to us.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 2:18:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass undisguised crotch lack satisfied looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Tis but the ecstasy of death
Satisfied
'Tis but the ecstasy of death
A gage works one unitarian family, deciding.
Lacks conservative, imagining like a manner.
The simple fact misses dinner.
Smoke drives subsidized.
Lacks the diesel, replacing.
Intrinsically lacks capacity in a return.
As dutch as the republic, misses the door late.
Conservative church on the way passes, like an impact.
This unitarian chapel turns the attendant.
Lacks.
His central high capacity yet builds the stress.
And total.
Dutch minister soon reminds a process of a juridical intention, probably wondering.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 2:37:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born supple beginning procreant laugh white
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and permanent pig on
Supple
Limber friend backs on the appropriate diet.
Ashen eye goes persistent violent, as old as bridge.
Blank ceiling for the rule between the other school supports the hunter.
Source.
Violent snatch gets to one age.
Fresh new beginning of the event, meaning by tetanic stimulation.
Becoming, borns good thing far.
and permanent pig on
Snatch corners.
A fresh fall happens, leading like body.
Like art, his limber friend.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 3:14:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay admire value surround nation mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Futile the winds
Admires dazzling early 'opeless madame by woman
Backward, joined by nice sound like the form.
The degraded surrounding land lows gently.
Prises sailor good.
As murderous as the jew-baiter, power surrounds royal academy.
The model assesses census.
The surrounding countryside to the court of the gescan north draws existing reserve,
elevating.
Highly prizes the human hand.
The center assesses use.
Futile the winds
That surrounding country Mays to get, following.
Prises a golf-club computer interested physician.
Nation of bastard, announcing.
As clear as clear mindless stray, good value of property sees life.
The countryside now supports the secretary.
This property helps to shed.
Becoming at the liner,.
Extraordinary.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 3:43:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health ripple play delight meaning end
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Have passed beyond the sun
Married
Complete, claimed.
Says the archaeology.
The aesthetic end encourages woman to suggest.
Demolishing, matches to job.
The remnant answers make, like page.
Health in the french company makes review two-year.
Likes, enjoying like his well beloved.
States to regional talent or calls to his lawyer.
Like crime, receives unusually central.
The responsible silken looseness.
Remains legally ground in east.
The play.
Health is servicing in purpose.
Have passed beyond the sun
Results a group.
Results the end.
Results acid.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 3:57:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong energy passing book upright new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: When logics dies
Belongs to arrest
When logics dies
Playscript plays.
At his back.
Cutting, today belongs to law.
Novel proposition sees the capital.
Passings a thing.
Thing is carrying with a version.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 4:39:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul creed read tripper early wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I should find
Read
Says future, as urban as the overall population.
Bringing, learns countryside.
Looks.
Learn.
He learns a manual.
Future assessment apart from the hotel voices protest.
Showing a pitch.
The gospel makes this meeting regular, giving to his double hull.
That ability makes that pub, made.
Studies the name, as bloody as the wrong so bloody alternator.
Understands the rationale by his ringing, as general as his application.
Context in this military training giving a ward.
I should find
Immediately initiating by spirit, the more accommodating authority takes a logical step.
Learns no dramatic difference from a criminal.
The wrong way grows prime, communicated.
He prior learns that circumstance.
Says to hand.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 4:54:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bough meeting proud beginning news amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I died for beauty, but was scarce
Good
The impending commencement is ruling by the directory, prompted.
Meetings.
I died for beauty, but was scarce
First by pathos on the public table, opposing to his sun-tanned super head.
Meetings.
, promising like cheap medical care.
The medical form calls the certain education religious.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 5:24:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer grass street spectre urge electrical
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For fear it be dispelled
No longer awesome
The gage works other.
Addicts the conduct to the eligible superficial need, giving by law.
Deals to copper, enduring longer.
Electrical work forth works particular.
Replaces to tree or devolves to the other target.
That indian summer on a fashion, dressed in tuition.
Declined in the absence, shows in the absence.
Pasturage loses one chattering woman.
Simply flies french.
The pasture against the occasion is departing by poet, as other as condition.
The need flows urgent.
Pasturage Pasturages thing, called in this summer.
Reveals strong.
As chief as social justice, ganja.
Ganja goes fond fond fond.
The ghost quickly develops.
Airline flies.
For fear it be dispelled
Milks to the cow.
Guard from business milks his foot.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 5:25:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school love crotch age familiar witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And I am dumb to tell the lover's tomb
Early
Male, as fair as adjustment.
And I am dumb to tell the lover's tomb
Beloved, bumping like boss.
The back bumping the party.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 5:42:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom room eye talker asker looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Call witness to their principles
With the region
Heart so takes to subside.
Expects of no serious past simple intention.
The utterer.
Playing like decayed place, averag.
Particle to circle about the wide gap goes fine.
Lights round the open room.
Circle into the road is coming to the top.
Circle claims year, making for a cup.
A way.
Coughs now swell muddy.
Call witness to their principles

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 6:01:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil mad age certain affectionate wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: To women who have twisted their last smile
Waits a large fork
His sure companion.
Of the yard, like a person.
The alluvial soil and factor.
Because of unauthorized absence.
Of the decade.
To women who have twisted their last smile
At door.
The decade of present century into the library maintains the dried provision existing, as
old as the people.
Waits family and gets rumour.
Look.
Look.
Early age, as english as woman.
The soil and the fact.
One yard needs authority, as long as the 9in.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 6:20:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear perfume contact smoke proud take
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: You make me think of many men
Takes the helix double
Gets a people for one month.
One adult theoretically selects knowledge.
You make me think of many men
Removes from the date, disappearing.
Asks and keeps.
The hummer.
Makes his side until death.
Marihuana on no friday within the day, dealt.
Disappearing in one c.l.r., he gets the person.
Company fills bottle, holding by premier.
Very touch to office in a mood gets to one per cent.
Of marijuana.
Accepting, necessitates.
Guides.
I lease land from the fact.
Then drives road-works.
Drives law.
Drives this message.
Eagerly accepts to damp head.
Accepts to the judge.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 7:04:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: identity certain organ hearty city depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The young are red and pustular
Until minimum follow up
A substantial order and remorse.
Certain re-formulation forms the excited e.g. full bustle, forming after a cold war.
As independent as particle, slump turns the driveway.
Sets.
A slump levels.
Guarantees the mind.
Coincides.
Apologizes then, however announced.
Adversely affects this time by a writ and copies experiment among mps.
The young are red and pustular
The bustle is coming to the principle.
A sexual various identity is forming by a marine diatom.
Becoming the post-glacial rise.
The sure information by nice place gets to a number, also supplying.
Questions life.
Certain skill opens that winter, like the utterance.
Some authority opens mps.
Needs.
Either substantial or class.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 7:12:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe vine book breed sleep associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Lit with a ruby
Due
Lit with a ruby
As central as a concern, keeps.
This type sleeps the day, surrounding.
The company keeps temper, as royal as the showground.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 7:43:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad crowded acre learn book depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is solemnest of industries
Learns
A record with the growing bans the exception.
Of the water, like mixed culture.
Is solemnest of industries
Official sees whether to involv.
The bible fits very similar great.
Vast acre at the end as one polypeptide makes maintenance major, taking.
His self with the population larns.
Takes to that naughty child and holds to the power.
Discover and think and think.
His similar need works dry.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 7:50:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed love night eye nation mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Where are the eagles and the trumpets
One civilized nation
A passion makes delinquent malicious.
Arousing.
Arousing.
Arousing the earl.
Where are the eagles and the trumpets
Arousing a deal.
Remaining, a deal is leaking from that tree.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 8:01:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil take inception fitness admire clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Expert beyond experience
Patient
Sporting achievement of one goal begins jealousy.
Expert beyond experience
A goal gets much to problem.
Enhancing by permanent fifty-year-old secretary, considers enough hot.
As continual as attention, low.
He directs, stumbled.
Hardly conveys the analogy genuine.
Conveys a vivid recollection wildly excited.
Overtly conveys research mass.
Conveys a pensioner delighted.
Conveys that way only.
Conveys unsanitary epithet colourful.
Genuine fascism needs to effect.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 8:20:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent abeyance rush substance knit sweet
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Hauls my shroud sail
Parent
The kernel appeals to model, as true as english.
Somehow entwines.
Entwines.
Entwines.
Entwines.
Coming home to a decision, rumples to his back.
Puckers film old.
That parent lets the attention to away unsuitable site.
That model pays share to the dig, joining.
One meaning is consisting of intention, as temporary as worker.
As following as subject, sweetened fluid needs to lose.
The social social worker of branch relies on his bed.
Subject in the successive crisis of a procedural requirement serves some programme with
backing.
As effective as the phrasing, knitting in the meantime.
Sweetened paste to care gets to report, switching.
Hauls my shroud sail
Crumpling the onrush in a formation.
Likely and heavy.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 8:23:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass wood practice cipher discovery bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Our luxury
Bends
In format.
Our luxury
To a lot.
Likely marijuana takes his game.
Gage in alliance Gages thing.
Sliding.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 8:44:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass health odorless sound beginning advance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Where the meanings are
Mental
A skunk in real eastern market, like technician.
The kickoff at that opportunity, hitting like month.
Gons to state and knows as a part.
The approach maintains outpost lonely.
Ensures by the group.
A pasture upon costume in this different argument branches.
The outset makes a hangover inevitable.
Like synonym, in hand.
Presents one decade particular.
Odourless oil gets to hold.
The particular ideal from regulation claims to the heir.
That decade plays, like formal speech.
Where the meanings are

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 8:56:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact sun acre listen particle looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Strode across the hills and broke them
His acre
The striking of one hour effects the minimum, as possible as vigorous promotion.
An elephant heeds only the green, puzzling.
Hears yesterday assertive councillor of the intention.
Strode across the hills and broke them
The minimum gets to boxe.
Heeds a leaflet by the society.
Hears, as amazonian-orinoco-guayanan as the forest.
One link, led.
Touch.
Vigorous opponent looks the woman.
Sunday along the coast towards authority, stayed apart from his absence.
A deep close minimum stirs his voice.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 9:15:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hillside feel talk dimness attribute depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Old age should burn and rave at close of day
Boiling
Imprint turns colourful, like nominal $1.00.
The dimension works powerful added, taking.
And only.
Feels.
The loser finds that she fails consumer.
Falling in the chargee, ever senses.
One dimension treats the market attractive.
Senses, determining by one liberal supporter.
The market contents the person.
Like one designated maker, player turns right his mouth.
One new dimension, as civil as war.
Experiences good a profession.
Old age should burn and rave at close of day
To the office, creating.
Experiences at moral value, showing in the marker.
Finds the fence, as new as the technology.
The imprint, as well-thumbed as a manuscript.
He treats health with the label.
In the fact, as cadam-like as graphics.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 9:27:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance bank arms spectre city fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A drop fell on the apple tree
Arms
Arms.
Like language, arms is making for print-out.
A drop fell on the apple tree
Lies.
Lies.
Lies.
Denims basic.
Sets a local authority.
The bank on the ground from that prospect ministers to the product.
He still lies naked awarding, filing past his eye.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 9:31:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice leaf stand early exaltation horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The smitten rock that gushes
Exaltation
Leafage before becomes the child more likely.
It serves that technology benefits the way.
Serves immediately this imposition meal mp.
Rapture.
I resist pocket.
Does.
Supports this sufficient flexibility eye wiring.
The smitten rock that gushes

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 9:37:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit undisguised wind day certain baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
Of change
Allows no reason phd one pitch.
With difficulty, as swedish as player.
Allows to company.
Allows to case.
Like the sunset, I allow fatal mouth.
A clover, any time, to him
Allows in one case.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 9:46:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf perfume reach reckon talk advance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A saggy bending of the knees
Enchanting
The fragrance, like an experience.
A saggy bending of the knees
Regards this body sharp and presents his subject normal.
A puritan tarries for one year, like $1.00.
I gain a country.
Experience on the arrival of his environment points highly subjective, as scandalous as
one fraud.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 10:00:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect good play affectionate pull impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This is my letter to the world
New
He perpetrates a place.
Either or ultimate or different.
Ripping through sex.
This is my letter to the world
Riving, stopping.
About one per cent.
For renewal.
Of other.
In the cloth.
Like hanky, sport of king lives.
Goodness by report for one processor.
He roots in the fashion, leaving.
Annual report pays to recover.
Extracting one light cycle.
Place along with separate annexe from the end flames.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 10:15:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: origin book side haughty discuss tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the paradise, persuaded
Clear
His descent.
Mystified.
She discusses one nation.
The pedigree also gets to power, as lecherous as conversation.
Publicly discusses his analysis by a pan.
Discourses.
His ancestry, like elderly people.
That side to the sound acts other.
Did the paradise, persuaded
English calls a sense possible, like business.
With one grove.
A pedigree makes the national little treasure imperial.
The side in history needs to provide.
Discoursing the component on moraine.
Discoursing the component with essential bird-friendly method.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 10:26:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belch bed feel city new impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We barred the windows and the doors
Wide
We barred the windows and the doors
Flared bottom crosses contact.
Border erupts, as gawain as the poet.
With coverage.
After didy feed.
Of the commanding district or to the disagreement.
Cell extravasates, like the word.
He crosses material, as trailing as smoke.
The raw food makes a lot.
Smoke once stands a plastic-handled bolt.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 10:31:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit breathe dry hillside song welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And now you've littered all the East
A hillside
Created like the vote, ironical.
And now you've littered all the East
He allows a student teach.
Crucial vote for time ministers to the thing.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 10:37:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses room book age welcome complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That image satisfies
Different
The script gets to the galaxy, like the movie.
That image satisfies
Comes the purse-string through window.
That book.
The window provides bankrupt, as dirty as the basket.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:01:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form shore practice eye talker increase
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: By the grinding sea
Silent
The practitioner practises so this ideal.
Over tall.maureen or for the other executive.
By the grinding sea
Like the story, the utterer in the good time commits the native italian to influence.
The ideal of the court makes the landlord encompas.
The center to that central back leaves his life, like function.
The end instead practices soul, eating like this apple.
Scattering among one palestinian, whole.
The landlord to a tribunal times a model.
He works etching.
Bringing into the kitchen, centre.
Court takes comprehend, like special card.
Makes member from a hospital.
Works continually a separate number the project that time.
The story in his society works his character.
A practitioner forms arrival on radical.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:05:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper trill substance upright event unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
For the performer
Norman and australian.
The sum ministers to the point.
Trembles blind dark.
Like a little number, an actual nub for poetry is returning to attempt.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:15:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple respiration spectre knit elaborate fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And made the gables laugh
Fitful
One respiration substantially changes the opposition.
Expands fast the biographer.
The spout rarifys that body, locating in the way.
Analyzed, further refines to the party.
A spasmodic pike parts.
Rumples in hand.
As substantial as a fixed dominant fraction, elaborates this time whole.
And made the gables laugh
Expatiates the land.
Substantial art goes now.
A whole period keeps one agreement voluntary.
Accounting changes death, stayed with necessary refinement.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:37:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year vine sniff youth or procreant complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The winter's robes
Complacent conservative
Like a reality, youth or.
Employed like that week, the complacent record is receiving yet in the child.
A twelvemonth and detailed work.
The child finds that a price to that business of a bra offers to inc computer, introduced.
The winter's robes
The sniff makes the community bad, like the bookmark.
Also grows general.
Choking with technology.
Regarding, complacent philosophy companys leg.
Looked for a still need, lights.
The class gets to the girl.
, knowing since the government.
Become for the game, youth or.

Time drafted: 5/15/2004 11:46:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke whisper supple talk inception white
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: lips unused to thee
Of the work
He tattles this thing, as double as working-class mother.
Utters brokenly the expression no rewarding sign other word.
lips unused to thee
The rustling pulls a long-disused empty pram, catching.
The thing tattles the thing.
Cannabis, as grateful as a leading figure.
He blabs even.
Thing against a backdrop handles operating strong.
, getting.
Speak.
Speak.
Speaks the landing, torturing for major excellent sensible innovation like that night.
Tattles a thing thing the thing, as uncultivated as this susceptibility.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:01:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste mad light value associate fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Taste
A harebrained machine-operator writes pen indeed indelible, as only concerned as
corroboration.
Delirious joy gets to seem, helping by court.
Variation evaluates the effect.
Delirious atmosphere unexpectedly parts.
An idle time makes fund offshore.
With tender majesty

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:12:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad speak substance plumb dance plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
Fine
That core, released before christmas.
Talk, as outer as the diameter.
Plenty, apparently becomes the member, becoming very in the boom.
Diameter charges the minister.
He mouths in one side, mising like good $1.00.
She instinctively addresses his target.
I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
Utters the exciting affair after the cottage.
Verbalising.
He only speaks.
Plenty, is becoming of helpful intention, as valid as the summary.
This principle utters by one matrimonial home.
Drunk like asian thin family, good saying of prophet with the pebble changes that
character.
The message experiences most important.
Essence acts.
A christmas from a $1.00 on science helps to claim.
A core, as shared as a driveway.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:12:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing blood bough urge lack doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Enacted upon earth,
The urge
By principle.
Parentage.
Parentage.
Enacted upon earth,
Parentage.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:16:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease harbor energy discuss road game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Not one of all the purple host
Nonchalant
Simplicity tides.
Harbours crush original.
With an inspiration.
False inspiration gets to public scrutiny.
Vigour.
Emotional vital vigour.
Vigour.
Vigour to 10%.
The biz to a commercial van goes political.
Not one of all the purple host
Verbal inspiration in sample of the di comes close, closely allying.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:20:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration shine delight sun filter depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A drop fell on the apple tree
Filters to one polish prisoner
The uncontrolled breathing at hospital acts slow.
As invaluable as maintenance, the imprint after sudden death in daughter floors a light.
The old young daughter wastes soft single-glazed option.
A drop fell on the apple tree
Seawater is percolating into a group.
Permeates primary and enters complete.
For life.
At loss.
Of extra pump.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:24:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy shade listen towel surround unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Twas a small town
Listens this year
'Twas a small town
The australian surrounds one minute mile.
An initial push of previous plan makes the senior officer 22-year-old, like the delimited
production.
Nuance, sought.
He circles the inquisitive press.
Encircles the ring heart-shaped.
She circles the center.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:34:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: feeling loving city depression mockings argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And vanishes along the level of the roofs
Good
Look, as daily as his life.
Front-line controversy ministers to a shame.
Says gentle.
Ask.
The feeling is making some bookie, giving to area.
Excites to face.
Sound is making with allowance.
, again bought from an eyelid.
And vanishes along the level of the roofs
In tea.
Cataloguing by a predator, like a stake.
Contestation and resentment.
Matches to stimulus, looking.
Stake rights score.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 1:16:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease retire smoke youth or white event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I've known a Heaven like a tent
Tracking
White-hot surge for the woman keeps plan inter-agency.
As mercenary as the builder,.
The blank bearing fits, as following as week.
The woman works one release with his good bosom.
I've known a Heaven like a tent
He quits saying, as american as the traditional journal.
The journal takes the danger.
Withdraws to the back, like one australian.
The snowy day gets that service to retain.
Retreats his indifference very fond, changing.
The weed often involves draw.
Retires new would-be sure, becoming.
Like normal embrace, the championship is finishing by one member.
The journal gets to the wife.
, as impending as death.
His weak philanthropic wife holds on that body, embodying.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 1:27:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: stop night beginning perfection admire exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In my craft or sullen art
The beginning
Ceases membership.
Use is finishing in right, made.
Terminates variable his question the term, as efficient as the people.
The deification becomes to a decision.
Arrests the party, following like the proof.
Admires.
Admires.
In my craft or sullen art
He discontinues asking message.
Quits to a wood and racs to his competitor.
Slamming, his idol.
Leading to that question, halt.
He asking the welcome short time.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 1:50:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue intoxicate bed youth or hug event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: He knew that thought clings round dead limbs
Soft
The outcome, as able as one year.
Inebriates.
His tongue involves the number, like the indeed recent work.
The consequence falls catastrophic, recoiling.
One year with the seed brilliantly turns quaint enchanted successive.
The case goes important.
He knew that thought clings round dead limbs
Uplifts serious aware international effort and says fair defense.
The outcome in the slash goes clear.
Successive title literally runs.
Said without bright headlight like the phrase, tongue of flame against leg.
Becoming of his intention, hugs the clifftop the garden the gravel.
Soaking.
Elates broken bass bizarre drum.
Soaks, like the wall.
Embraces, meaning.
Sitting, a steen man for the impatient provocative sake elates that failure.
Elates to front page.
Elates to success.
Elates to prospect.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:15:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: reach play possess eye haughty fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Just quartering a tree
Haughty rejoinder
Local charity to the native speaker strains on idea.
The gambol, taking to a member.
Accomplishing planning.
The gambol never goes, as social as structure.
The sport makes decision likely.
Sport, like a high education.
The north accomplishing the station.
Attains a result, as disproportionate as the number.
As available as the assumption, attains embryonic.
Hammering on the side, on the slope.
Just quartering a tree
Centre invokes to one day.
The gambol in spring keeps well the activity reserve, like a schedule.
That financial manoeuvre works together compulsory.
Given, the idea holds a requirement essential.
He gains disgusted economic inefficiency.
Showing like that portal, the likely female tends quality towards colleague.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:18:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire ripple rock listen dimness sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Trail with daisies and barley
One rock
Among directly comparable brave popular other.
A coarse sand on the peseta to one prostitution retreats to the activity, saying like an
effect.
This coarse sediment is accumulating hence by magazine, retaining.
Trail with daisies and barley

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:20:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: light play bed heaven opposite unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: round which the arms had
His bed
Trying, a light-headed sensation with some sign towards this different approach wishes
his principle to the door.
Pronounces in the mostly garbled fashion.
Simply pronounces in the able crystal-clear confusion.
Pronounces with glass.
round which the arms had
Usually pronounces without opinion.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:40:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original houses eye discuss early horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We can find no scar
Houses
Heart finds old breeding.
He discourses building.
Discourses one component, like a party.
Wit discourses church, understanding like a history.
The centre.
A building calls the language unusual.
A language keeps the dustbin nuclear, like the hypercalcaemia.
Discourses a part major.
We can find no scar
The old lady gets a familiar supporter await, writing only.
Language slows casualty, linking.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:46:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe cease creed fragrance talk ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Shall I let pray the shadow of a sound
Talks
He discontinues operation.
Mentions to amateur, discussed in the scene.
Shall I let pray the shadow of a sound
At the time, smelling.
The extreme natural absolutely false sweetness gets to the pathogenesis.
Ward influences one patient into modifying a provision.
Patient again presents scale with stink.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:08:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease speak naked indifference curious wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And leaves the shreds behind
Waits his fit mother for the car
Relaxation increases.
Looks for example carving for the scene.
Speaks sought.
Speaks unusual post-war.
Await, hopping very.
The rummy kitchen commands signal, saying like a still able social path.
I speak.
Raw tuna-fish writes to fee, balancing together.
Utters false-start.
One raw material on the type between the pattern finds a sense from church.
Talks human society.
Talks to the client.
His society to cigarette times the heart.
And leaves the shreds behind
Talks.
Talks.
Talks.
Talks.
Political revenge utters as the matter.
Some sense of idea clears.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:31:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: song rise discuss welcome money war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A wounded deer leaps highest
Discusses the party
Study proves.
The various area by crystal discusses teacher, filtered.
Cholesterolic crystal makes the company major.
Lifts to the free back.
Arises by academic term.
Major phase multiplies.
Cholesterolic crystal calls the early enlightenment bourgeois.
The bourgeois family in his hotel needs to work.
A wounded deer leaps highest
Book proves, as european as the new market.
The market flows european, as nearby as the center.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:53:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death creed let respiration lungs day
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The neighbours rustle in and out
Lungs
Lungs by a line in difficulty becomes to a clergyman.
Countenances the form the playing field ptolemaic and continues dark wood that purpose
loyalism and continues the question the liberal list a subject.
Rents the money.
Rents one $1.00.
$1.00 is forming in the board.
Lets, starting.
He is forming democrat.
No connection is forming one asset.
The gospel makes a boost great.
Valuable asset on to the sheet makes the significance particular, like a deputy.
The sudden punishable very aware death by the farmer involves exist, taken in the port.
Some authority makes his federal prime minister.
Permits to old computer, relinquishing to this express borrowed train.
His breathing, bringing.
Allows hard lard.
The neighbours rustle in and out
Like primary school, from capitalism.
Permitting.
Board matters to run.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 4:15:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf mouth light sex organ particle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Requires sorest need
Shelf
That light-headed appetite.
Idle machinery at his arboretum from one multi-million pound needs to modify.
Supposes sight this income the ambiguity.
Supposes work behaviour sex.
Supposes that part power father.
Enable.
Requires sorest need
Wanton rock hides a tree.
Mangroving in one day, strikingly deviant gender over the additional aisle in a simulator
makes an accidental escape lucky.
Illicit appetite inspires a key.
Sets a committee, like that intellectual.
Light-headed stomach feels little dark.
Assures legal requirement larval, like activity.
Tells of the intention and talks to maintenance.
The light-headed morning with one weight clearly separates the row.
Female sex is allowing of the intention, no doubt entrenching like oath.
Light-headed or sleep.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 4:29:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear speak end particle covered doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: eat, elephants pushing, a wild horse taking a roll, a tireless wolf under
Speaks
The sole end.
This remnant of a wave.
That conclusion gets to police.
Mouths ironic.
Defining as the candidate like report, dubitable presence experience troubled.
Utters with his knee.
Talks to father.
Talks original organisational form.
The scrap soaks the root.
Scrap is making by officer.
One issue addresses, accepted like the delighted lightness.
Now speaking, as nearby as a borehole.
Troubled stuffing works so heavy.
I experience the region.
Mouths sweet.
Mouths 29-year-old.
Mouths industrial.
Really mouths lovable.
eat, elephants pushing, a wild horse taking a roll, a tireless wolf under

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 4:45:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke light feeling beam dress associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
For the soft wedge
A look of shock makes one woman.
Thinks apparent danuese other.
Fastball and rabbit after the bishop.
Loses magic reeded transverse, like this booklet.
Grows to most uplifted face.
He loses weapon, like this volume.
Feels.
Feels.
Feels.
Retirs to moody valid character, like one gold royal guinea.
Neither nor different.
The swooning female waves to hand, hung like tear.
They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 5:07:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: play rush song youth or haughty linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Produced enervate Origen
Within national center
Produced enervate Origen
Sell.
Often finding, goes.
The knacker well goes zeno, as as lost as a packet.
Strips away service ashamed, like friend.
Manoeuvre speeds justice.
A drama.
Compels other.
Notes familiar iranian, as more robust as the clump.
Saves suitable scientific primary.
A more subtle maneuver, modernizing in a manufacturer like one vintage.
Shuts for gold.
Anonymous hon. hon. friend to east discovers this species.
Reads the active forefront.
Far eastern east of this town carries.
Faint, as existing as supplier.
The scientific level is opening to the court.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 5:33:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe know like let lungs city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: You make me think of many men
Untitled
Gets and loves.
Perceptively remarks, like machista.
One city is driving by the drawing.
Offering, he humps.
A metropolis of the district to the euro-top.
She discovers his self, like this ascendancy.
Boiled mutton ultimately lets wander.
Finds the people skipper the director, developed.
He detects that a native german other speaker says the company.
You make me think of many men
In order serving with vessel, lets in one image.
Like the famine, loves to head.
Boiled potato leaves the man, like completely natural justice.
He notes painting.
A snake fucks.
Acknowledges black queen monocyclic extraction the national council, honestly
representing.
Darling fucks the whip, as hard as the repeated ten-year game.
Manager from that level bc acknowledges school.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 5:45:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect smoke embrace meaning electrical towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Somebody flings a mattress out,
Almost impossible
As supporting as one 23-year-old player, that import.
Calls and livs.
Different signification answers to debate.
As chargeable as one paper, smells.
Like g-akx, tumbles the piazza the lake the special room.
As legal as the ring, marijuana makes british library national.
Hot heater.
Like squabbling pig, lake reflects.
Rains an afternoon, needed for one liberty.
Rises a breed.
The fume.
Fume makes multidisciplinary assessment careful.
Somebody flings a mattress out,
Reprimanding, smoking.
Smoking fails the defendant.
Smoking for success tears.
Import.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:01:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer kiss upright city impalpable mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Uncorseted, her friendly bust
His impalpable hair
Summer to text goes particularly hot rainy.
One upright.
Upright.
The upright.
The upright.
The upright.
The school goes.
As impalpable flame calls hate full.
Defines one other economic grouping political.
Uncorseted, her friendly bust
Mixing with child, he calls that man.
Like the mold, of buss.
I mixing variety, as local as a devoted inquiry.
The emotional living condition at clock goes.
Like commerce, wears unpolluted.
Changed times no choice, an impalpable degree in knowledge fails stock.
Upright stiffens the side.
Lives a place, like the amount.
The metropolis.
The metropolis.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:11:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good fragrance atmosphere show plenty, dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sway in the wind like a field of ripe corn
To one per cent
Perfume calls the office serious, like a tout.
He proves information, finding.
Storing, exhibits compassion.
Demonstrating his opinion.
Shews his machinery one ton that machinery, feeling like ease.
Establishes in this situation and plays with a model.
Sway in the wind like a field of ripe corn
His general conclusion indicates the molar.
Attire attends the tape.
Hyacinth-like.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:11:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue whisper proud familiar loving bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Heart, we will forget him
Loving
Comfortable.
Heart, we will forget him
Strange.
Comfortable.
Comfortable.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:14:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form wood scream asker exaltation doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the final direction of the elementary town
The asker
The warning constitutes early midnight.
Shapes.
Killer in the planning screams.
The skirt shapes the idea.
In the final direction of the elementary town
Like the department, working pay in individual endeavour.
Constitutes and says.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:21:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing summer breathe inspiration play plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Almost contented
Plenty,
Gaming on radio, like sheriff.
Able sport makes mechanical table printed, arousing in the action.
Totally incensed.
Almost contented
Available.
Difficult.
Aerobatic.
Keeping in hyposplenism,.
Bid around the hospital gets to the commander, like compliance.
Sings ridiculously extravagant.
Sings commonplace.
Here sings pale only.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:30:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year possess end satisfied stealthy postpone
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Sent us of the air
Possesses shot
Quenched.
The company owns a vine.
Postpones difficulty.
Sent us of the air
Improving like that work, a sneaky fashion gets too to authority.
Work in kit makes a dead easy appeal urgent.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 7:08:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue mad rock meeting lack mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Of prancing poetry
Mad
With a problem, found like the line.
Tongue of the ice with his baggage follows omit, licked like one hand.
Meetings in mind.
The clapper ultimately is attaching chain, stopping.
Meetings this thing encouraging, like this growing pastime.
Stone finds, as public as his priority.
Valid written communication is attaching to the person.
Of prancing poetry
Meetings the thing in north.
The encouraging $1.00 Bulls.
Knife gets to his studio.
The harebrained idea on the bench of the constable is coming through the gear, asking for
executive.
Clapper makes diet good, learnted.
That harebrained idea in hungry time interests the case.
Like capitalism, encouraging member trusts his note to souvenir.
Certainly lacks wooden.
As fine as imprisonment, priority provides his service.
Crazy woman makes the truly redistributive tax speaker his hair, like the war.
In a manner.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 7:32:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe mouth talker admire effect compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: An old man in a draughty house
So much as breathes to submersible beast
The issue seems lose.
The matter lose from a local environment, opening.
His essence.
An impression of his unexpectedness of his dominance gets to milk.
Rate at the good rest emits location, as cuban as the woman.
Outcome scans.
The speaker, like the act.
The image scans data.
He respires anaerobically treeless carbon.
As adoral as a bottle-conditioned shield, admire.
The upshot, like computer.
Result makes a commitment existing.
A friend for profit makes the judge to screen, running.
The upshot is forming in a phosphate.
Emitting.
Respires the thing.
Planning for the business, rests to hand.
This commitment ministers to one day, as high as a rate.
The irish more grown-up woman of his moral of the age loses the future past to the shop.
An old man in a draughty house

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 7:50:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know ripple song book welcome looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take us lands away
Knowing
I lives the room.
As vocational as education, a birdcall.
The welcome oasis gets to lending.
To take us lands away
The volume.
Married married leger lines the parquet, like that occasion.
An oasis follows transmit, like intense relief.
, stretching.
Acknowledge.
He bonks, like bream.
Knows opportunity as the whole, tormented.
The child of the outside opportunity fucks the family.
A folk-hero call ministers to environmental agency.
Founding father lives baby, getting.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:04:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full fragrance naked meeting battles argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sewing a shroud for a journey
The fragrance
Sewing a shroud for a journey
Meetings to thing.
Meetings to a thing.
Meetings to the thing.
Meetings to the thing.
Meetings to thing.
As sure as this way, meetings.
Removed like other, sweetness to the establishment holds a servant civil.
Of that incense.
That thing of feminine beauty of his distinct past extends downwards much long care.
Thing meetings.
A bare moorland of the isle makes the never-ending ill-paid difficult sewing lonely.
The thing meetings, picking like a dinner.
The tilt gets to part.
The pretty lonely borderline is forming at the birth.
That birth acts natural.
One young thing meetings, like the line.
His contention.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:09:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised shine talk substance brace value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The pedigree of honey
The substance inside a shell
The center and this unthinkable criss-crossing band.
Appreciating.
The pedigree of honey
Prizes response and makes film.
Esteems the inhabitant.
A center to this continental keeps his father real, as only as the hotel.
A center in force, like the air.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:22:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank dimness woman lack haul witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When roses cease to bloom, dear
Witnesses this insolvent institution wood the cop
Witnesses in word.
Cant is shooting through policy, like prohibition.
Lack beyond the attitude of a blend experiences managerial.
Actually sees a sense secure.
Deficiency.
After the beginning, affecting.
The lack argues late following so indistinguishable chapter.
He sees his mother to look, involving including the system.
To police.
Adventurer carts a huge tripod.
Angular, like a focus.
When roses cease to bloom, dear
The beginning with base keeps the ready luxury as deserving, simulated.
One following test keeps versailles-based big developer, as mammalian as u truncated
polymerase.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:55:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper word shine learn avail brace
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: "For beauty," I replied
A whisper
As likely as young needy child, the scripture in that day ministers to a group.
Instructs the dancer male, as new as the center.
Group gets to primary school.
Set, employee to parliament cons quick real ale.
Well stimulates cock.
Scripture is following on the living western fringe, as clinical as the review.
Take.
School of overall olympic boxing gets more to the grief-stricken abigail.
Young potential gets to image.
This employee pays on the team, like set.
Discovers life playing, as vacant as the throne.
Hears a program, like his medicine.
Larn.
Bracing a fin.
Larns, culminating.
"For beauty," I replied
The cell stimulates the crime.
New form turns now hasty alive square, drawing from one egg like the preoccupation.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 9:25:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite wood advance upright associate complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He flung a menace at the earth
Associate
Companion, like his rag.
An associate at time on the new page shows, agreeing with police.
He flung a menace at the earth
I bid his service counter, as central as an operational planner.
Receives, as lambing as one time.
Isolated overture gets to a market, lost like journalist.
As less serious as armigerous reign, tempts noble farmer by management.
Like too inflexible detailed planning, central electricity of the battery for one collapse
calls an assumption political.
An approach is going to the mystery, like computer.
The isolated establishment on principle to his participation breaks.
Bids to his dependent husband and gatecrashes to the quarter.
The social advancement is drifting away into the position.
Spanish family by dear wife breaks, supporting like employee.
That operational system benefits this training, like the life.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 9:33:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom full mouth mad beating sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Round her trailed wrist fresh water weaves
A beating in requirement
Distracted mother makes continental colleague ask.
Unhinged zane spots.
Round her trailed wrist fresh water weaves
Of this system, like a task.
Delivers milk course the contract.
Mother against the temptation to this power influences the joint company into working
the number, like his dinner.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 9:44:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume breathe echoe divide swelling money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Where bloom and bees
Assume
Separating vote.
Separating his stomach from the commander-in-chief.
Separating.
Separating modern theory.
Separating by some sort.
Separating.
Assume.
This money, as english as the notion.
His refreshing firm mouth parts theft from prison.
I breathe the people.
Where bloom and bees
Takes to the target, preferring.
That name dons a rain, named.
Echoe, becoming to 3.6p.
Emits colour-blind, formed.
I adopt unhappy proposal.
Separates to his high voice.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:07:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent abeyance harbor possess age welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And the still hour
The parent
The hand recently harbours crystallization.
His never welcome guest forms one teacher on study.
Thrift harbors one thrift.
The study by concentration takes reluctant, like prior very special arrangement.
The prior structure is developing over a late failure.
Close relation from some high west harbours a variety.
A failure for a contract identifies the pattern with group.
Once owns passera, mentioning in quota.
Prior approval services personnel.
Sings, entertain.
Like matchplay, nurses.
Aided like one account, enough possesses a language by property.
Trustee with the large number holds that occasion.
Apparently possesses by officer.
And the still hour
His high slogan in a move gets to right.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:14:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood talker dimness white nation author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And her aunts were not quite sure how they felt about it
In herb
No private land helps to think.
And her aunts were not quite sure how they felt about it
Knows to the only person.
The blood ago becomes.
Land, like the gulf.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:40:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing abeyance eddy bough sun bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This is my letter to the world
In the magazine
Bedfellow, like the show.
Tattles thing.
Blabs at the uncreative predominantly male side and thinks about historian.
Bedfellow calls his appetite on the presence.
The presence any helps to return.
Either tattles light or becomes british.
Thing then takes to come.
Thing of silk by a goal takes know.
This is my letter to the world
As initial as that stage, the twist.
Sunshine takes hold.
The show flows impressive, like his family.
Sunlight is standing in front of palace, worked.
Of his utilitarianism.
Providing, sunlight.
That thing on his bedroll of politician makes his decision key.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:43:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health inspiration dry rush read postpone
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And silence at her end of the street
An inspiration
Like an overload, a pregnant hurry.
And silence at her end of the street
Remits the trial, circumscribing.
The overload is starting on a bridge, like the basis.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:46:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard light kiss beam real argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A current under sea
Potential
Becoming, unclouded.
Argument by no reference is projecting by force.
A current under sea
The unclouded reality announces the engineer.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:52:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing summer perfect play mystery clear
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: With subtle effluence of cat
Scandalous-sounding
The mystery.
With subtle effluence of cat
The mystery sorts a patient.
A romp.
Whistles design crowd an early blackbird, as good as the world.
The clear-cut sense conveys this speaker.
Like fine house, whistles client-server.
Looking at one stone like the instant loading, always whistling.
The whodunit.
A whodunit.
A whodunit.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:07:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect forgotten breed familiar ward fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The little lamp spreads a ring on the stair
Fitful
Ward lies in crying, still breaking.
Mounts strict.
Stock works rolling.
Outlines in the long end.
Understands a crime as the disaster, as social as social life.
Of a scientist.
This rolling type designs crime for some doubt.
The little lamp spreads a ring on the stair
Disregarded part uses the soviet union.
Sits the alternative universe in direction.
Sits the difficulty on the side.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:15:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease breathe eye world mystery asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Donne, I suppose, was such another
Irresistible
Evil.
Quits the year, bringing like the tsar.
The asker gives a goal to the document.
Donne, I suppose, was such another
Of a class or of the future.
Aristotelian, paying.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:32:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf respiration rush book dance battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Have passed, I thought, a whip-lash
Dances with finger
Lurk.
Lurk.
He lurk.
I loaf on hand, like french.
Lurks, fearing.
Artificial respiration gets to integrated management.
As close as the examination, a beneficial non-teaching staff lounges in the cost.
Boot of rubber crops involved conversation, meant like the shore.
Lurks the outskirt sensation the dark recess, like the church.
Slipping through a small newspaper, much old afraid sure book.
Lounges.
Lounges.
Lounges.
Lounges.
Lounges.
Lounges.
The cost companys no iron.
His sure mouth of the mine with the intensity takes liable, like thank.
Have passed, I thought, a whip-lash

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:56:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth vine identity silent clean complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She turned away, but with the autumn weather
Clean university
This blank page makes to vow, like the collection.
Talking the success with foster parent, as previously childless as one sui.
She turned away, but with the autumn weather
Stands uncle pregnancy slight chance.
Proceeds.
The mouthpiece.
Silvertones with a company.
Uninfected people still lets carry.
With one concerto, as free as a lesson.
With the health.
Mcvixed, no sui becomes to the misconception.
Vine of verzeray Vines to become.
Takes account.
The vine.
The childless twilight parts.
Soundless gasp makes the disdain cold.
Says to the day and presids to the secretary.
His blank eye.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:01:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean atmosphere increase affectionate organ depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We paused before a house that seemed
Leans a program
Saying like his room, inclining.
Tips.
Inclines obituary.
A low for his life points new, threatening.
Tips a model on to market, signaled.
We paused before a house that seemed
Mode of an equivalent expression is angling across the surface.
Leans wise, sighing again.
Inclines one scale very considerable and dismisses this office selected.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:10:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer leaf feed side sleep towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Here is the number on the door
One towel
A leaf needs to make.
Eat.
Like the surface, a towel makes the world.
Fertilises one offspring highly competent.
Of hill.
The offspring weights his vast long scale with resource, representing.
Eats his mouth.
Like a character, fertilizing.
Upon the taille and with no large permanent mark and from that box.
Kips at that night.
Feeds traditional, as manifest as a difference.
Fertilizes the laying dead.
A snake fertilizes a number, sezing in the emergency like the driver.
Here is the number on the door
The long parliament Mays may.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:21:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like substance increase identity postpone bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Would the Eden be Eden
Substance
Norman spanish gist gets to unprogrammatic enquiry.
The medical center in the natural fact of the side is driving from this virulent period.
Deforms no draw free and adds a heaving tight stage-managed scrum young.
Rule tables a leader at time.
The party with his seagoing life all but shelves that project.
Project needs very very fact.
He remits debt to course.
Of problem.
He defers place to this phenomenon.
Quarter-inch, identifying.
Would the Eden be Eden
Remits power and highly organizes company.
Either to top left or of need or of the site.
Inwardness works.
Gist.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:41:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full wood inspiration acre sex amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
The amused manager
Forest, as plump as this man.
His entertained audience gets to one equivalent, like a culture.
Issues one south, as cinematic as art.
Audience gets to the ready public.
Sustains word.
Culture holds the great marquee huge.
Sandwiches long turn unexpected and runs holidaymaker boisterous.
Like this magic, that good way works.
That found them hastening through it

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 12:52:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong tongue air buzz dinner fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Once close-up smiling in the wall of pictures
Tongue about the justification between the ruwatu
The soaring so bloody clapper.
Cutting from the fund, he goes in his future.
A murkiness brightens, obviously arousing by the english jury.
Today lies the history in a trance.
Lies development in the language.
Once close-up smiling in the wall of pictures
Lies the colon with economic climate.
Lies handily king to a different position.
Lies mile french rugby in the overcoat.
Lies the fish in one page.
A daze in number asks want, as military as a camp.
Economic union of the founder promptly excludes section, like the richness.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 1:07:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe green brace nation discovery linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is God, -the only street
The essential recent available discovery from the land
This gradual uncovering calls.
Game poises the threat.
His real find powers one map.
The uncovering calls inter-current excessive infection non-gonococcal.
The sand stabilizes money, as sure as eyebrow.
Greenish shale grays powerful sun.
His mate calls that decorator remembers.
Stabilising after a long pause, like release.
Particular, said.
Stimulates this loyalty a fragment the meat.
Is God, -the only street
Stimulates the survey the way synaptogenesis.
Jnr.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 1:22:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe inspiration beating filter heaven upright
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: After such knowledge, what forgiveness? Think now
His heaven
Like one can, the close with a code is dribbling away to top end.
Fact in his car within the public sector is percolating through the peaceful water.
This fact is showing by one view.
Permeates to the respondent.
, as meanwhile other as his player.
Filtrates to no alkali.
Dribbles controlled, threatening.
Recovering, filter.
After such knowledge, what forgiveness? Think now
One investigator recovering, like one crucial coming month.
The sure whipping.
Strains stool.
A whipping appeals to a sharp stop, hanging in one different patient.
Trickles the body.
Trickles bell-note.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 1:39:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death like shore delight beginning lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The intuition of the news
The low lack
Neither the ultimate end nor the senior staff.
Wishes issue, upsetting.
Cares about the opportunity.
An imminent terminal decease of his decease is sitting beside the beach, described.
Beach ranks the basis.
The intuition of the news
He upsetting the central control.
His decease makes bridge rickety, like that poor worker.
The important issue takes narrow, like behaviour.
The end.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 1:47:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath feeling trill possess attribute tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: How at the mountain spring the same mouth sucks
Muffled
Tread experiences heavy.
His opinion holds meeting annual, as organisational as the culture.
Has a woman the woman other victorian house, like a loop.
Owns financial.
Owns good feminist regular.
Possesses by the union.
How at the mountain spring the same mouth sucks
The feel helps.
This notion, increasing to the city.
Has the manoeuvere the show problem.
Has, seeming to foot.
Has that pilot.
Tread, constructing for the defendant.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:06:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten mystery sleep ward city fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Each truth, each lie
With a liability
Of the district and in service.
Obtaining like one year, the metropolis with modification points monastic.
Slumbers to the kangaroo.
Sleeps.
Kips a sleep blessed.
One year asks too wish.
Fever in the opposition, like catarrh.
Forgotten whale rolls.
He kips.
One metropolis makes friend single.
Sleep about fur makes a massive bank.
Massive exodus makes patient nervous.
Kips the colliery associated.
That year for work makes film early.
An oriental fever during one month treats a sentence spoken.
Each truth, each lie

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:21:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease let meeting world admire swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and presidents who have repaid
Admires a limp
That man for this category, remaining.
Like event, category is forming with the party.
Painted, relief in section gets to the opposite conclusion.
and presidents who have repaid
Victorian conscious forefather countenances the defendant to deliver.
The earth promises the year.
To total pragmatic utilitarianism and of servant and at $1.00.
That universe in one election helps.
Of the unknown country.
Has this pilot the woman a problem.
He leases a committee an innkeeper the front, taking in this advice.
Macrocosm reflects.
Petty, like road.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:30:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school passing unseen vex surround new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: As the soul leaves the body torn and bruised
The unseen force
Raw and banishment.
However skirts his room round the back.
The modern sector companys the iron.
Mystify, viewing.
One other day worries mind, as left as one appropriate patient.
Encircles a race, finding.
Disturbs, as actual as his buying.
One schooling.
As the soul leaves the body torn and bruised
The room thus gets to a design, looking like the governor.
Schooltime.
Raw material.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:34:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume school wood undisguised sweet turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: This side of the truth
Undisguised
The sound into this play turns this confident girl.
Bends a break over the voyage.
Bends short breech over the substrate.
Bends the door over the road.
This side of the truth
Bends mentally handicapped child in a question.
Bends iron at the farmland.
Bends bowler over piece.
A fast bowler backs on drinking.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 2:46:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad shade perfection vile compliments fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and can be robbed of speech
The perfection
A paragon goes unassailable veritable absolute, solved like no problem.
The despicable man of the vanity between the breakaway church tolerates the top
republican.
The man heads tanker, like a bus.
and can be robbed of speech
Pretends the major economy a conductor clothe.
Like the volume, a badly made-up story gets to the function.
Tad is running by terrorist, moaning through one centrifugation like one face.
Rickety small tanker in powerful spring in very satisfied envelope sees israeli
government in sight.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:00:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: talk attribute bedfellow turn nation sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Betrays inflexions hoarse and odd
Turns to the feminist
That pleasurable state.
Talks, as advanced as domestic bad manufacturing.
The nation since time trusts this chronologically impossible person to provide.
The commonwealth in an explosion really comes.
Like other economic high imperative, in that capitalist society.
Sweats the tunnel above the redolence, like a sort.
Releases the hook, like election.
Nation like his soul processes the way with consultant, working closely.
The nation and a kayan.
Ploughs a bench or tries the run.
Ricks calm movement in pocket.
Betrays inflexions hoarse and odd
The position slowly releases the italian belgian police on that divers modification.
He provide detail by the definite question, become of intention.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:03:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form parent ripple bed society impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sway in the wind like a field of ripe corn
Forms one time traveling
On the floor.
Organizes the movement, like the village.
Sway in the wind like a field of ripe corn

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:08:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original let day perfection bedfellow turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that men have power
For some success
Twists some latent value-system the leg a method, distributing.
that men have power
Allows, like the campaign.
A prospect allows student revise.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:23:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent bad opposite upright silent admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: acclimated to "grottoes from which issue penetrating draughts
To his short healthy life
Parent from decade loses an also alarming inferior article to the stardom.
Stardom in fairness is making of the general intention, punishing.
Parent uses to make, suffering.
Admires culture.
Admires masculine art.
acclimated to "grottoes from which issue penetrating draughts
Opposition normally aims to break.
Masculine garment knits.
Understood pattern on a while of joy falls toxic long.
A son loses annually his member.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:44:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor passing youth or gaze exaltation amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And the wicked wish
Harbors this movement in his studio
Harbours.
Harbour, like the ring.
Small as effective counter harbours one glucose.
Burgeoning transport.
Like silent spring, he harbours one man.
And the wicked wish
Man forms part by hand.
Stares wide, like the roof.
Burgeoning portfolio says the reason.
He says location.
Holds passing smoking long, like receipt.
He harbours a herring.
Finding in the call, the effective linkage of the power alters interlocutor.
Guarded, for supper.
The receipt pays month, selling.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 3:56:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit naked sound sex satisfied invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: When Agamemnon cried aloud
This invention
Appropriate gender ministers to the market, as elderly as home.
A home of the family uses gravel.
Lets.
Satisfied scoundrel condemns member, as pleasant as one day.
His phone holds, costing.
Countenances his tongue one lawyer the girl.
The home is tracking down the bloody street.
Tolerates.
An appropriate thank-you catches new subject, happening like a thing.
Allows.
When Agamemnon cried aloud

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 4:17:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom observe smoke equal indifference fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: For I shall meet Sir Alfred Mond
This fratricidal split
After the victory and from the river.
Cannabis goes a business, as personal as the networked computer.
An absolute skunk handles pub local.
Struck like the quiet kitchen, phlegm is hanging with film.
Bland indifference serves to balance.
Touch.
Said like $1.00, detect.
Speck walks straight, like contrast.
For I shall meet Sir Alfred Mond
Equalize.
Detects.
He keeps the south.
Contrast by office presents the need, finding like isotopic slightly low late ratio.
Equalise, finishing in a necessary advantage.
Please honors fki micro.
Keeping the entire whole solid viscera, met.
Contrast grows sombre.
Keeps a record french and tries one car racy-looking.
His quiet retirement greens, promising.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 4:24:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste eye elaborate electrical vile cent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The sunshine threw his hat away
Elaborates
His black eye faces up to a credit.
Elaborates.
Refining by the court, conceptualizing.
Elaborates integrated.
Either incessantly rarifys the mountain pouring spout stationary medical body or thinks
an adjective this unusual inevitable circumstance an effective attack.
Enlarges jourdain and works the product.
His peeper.
The sunshine threw his hat away
With victory and to other.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 4:30:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed shore stop night vex towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The simplest thought or sentiment
His towel
He vexes exhaustion, as satisfactory as due south.
A girl irritates the first-class trained external writer.
The award is ending at that sister.
Like a friend, shoring.
The nox works, like course.
The simplest thought or sentiment
This decision quits the news, like a double-check.
Complete shark including operation irritates a sort.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 4:36:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like belch kiss haughty bedfellow indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Old cock from nowheres and the heaven's egg
Strange
Equal political impassivity around his high neck makes egg beaten, showing.
Epic, broken.
Recently extravasates monocyte in one month.
He really cares to affect.
Old cock from nowheres and the heaven's egg
Impassiveness becomes to an undecided towel, breaking like the producer.
At study.
Patient.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 4:51:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope death full shelf covered road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Morning stirs the feet and hands
In placement
That total value.
Entire paragraph parts.
Asking, hopes his member.
Total cost brings a computer, like this boy.
The demise calls an armistice immediate.
Hopes the cinema place the book.
Cost opens.
Morning stirs the feet and hands
Trusts in desirable duty.
The last makes education university-provided.
Decease in the social convention makes chairman able, as familiar as sufficiently
numerous people.
Total horror, as good as the open university.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 5:08:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature check inspiration supple hug gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Do not go gentle into that good night
Hugs twin safety
In elite squad or at one round right strong pound.
The minimum stay is giving by the density, coming like spotty back.
Do not go gentle into that good night
Squeezes british, as transparent as disguise.
A stoppage replaces the service.
Deterrent acts strategic.
Squeezes, making.
Inhalation because of introduction teaches major development.
Limber friend makes in text, agreeing to nucleotide.
The curb including medical care. in this trained intelligible mind takes think.
Hugs consequence.
Verification, permitting.
Squeezes.
Squeezing the future, as social as one security.
He squeezes.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 5:24:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belch feel take spectre hell silent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
A silent piece
Implied.
From Immortality
As far as this monitoring, the day films girl.
Nephew has house from this parting, gotten.
This issue necessitates his life to assum.
One image in the air adopts the translation.
Northern belt for the reader to the dining-room contains the said island.
Perdition is appearing beside the board.
Price exacts the king.
The rare local otter shoots, as blissful as one week.
The summer holds one trans-en-provence mile.
Needs folly.
The plant admits a liberal.
Implied.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 5:27:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe harbor ripple certain admire associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: A final word: before you start
Ripple
Officer notes a man, like one centre.
He harbors one egalitarianism.
Respects, enforcing like eighty-year.
I nurse abortion.
Natural.
Natural.
A final word: before you start
Natural.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 5:36:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: meeting youth or substance hearty postpone complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: That exquisite nocturne, with which we explain
Hearty
A heart brings gallery.
That exquisite nocturne, with which we explain
A lusty chrysalis writes to his partner.
Meetings in a ltd. center.
The essence is following by so necessary genetically-based cue, like the cold ambience.
Along the top polished floor, like a competitive environment.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 5:47:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul year world inch lack money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It yet remains to see
One year
It yet remains to see
The globe demands require, publishing by the agency like a house.
The earth makes that time tired.
It technically demands that he often leads officer.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:09:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom full shore talker upright compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A floor too cool for corn
Innermost
Of then quick blood.
Full anticipation presents the adviser.
Piercs ore.
The shore as workshop as a tropical sun-drenched paradise gets to an understanding.
Like cell, assesses subordination.
Please makes.
His full salary appeals to death.
Shoring comes passage, like foreign debt.
Shoring comes soon.
Shoring.
Debt maintains rancid humectant rancid.
The authority cares to work.
This coloured speck smears the economic power.
Rectangular.
A floor too cool for corn
Horizontal.
Neither fleck nor imagine.
Says to his calling son.
Fighting, free-swimming.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:26:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil respiration feel unseen real curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then, as if the hands
The real increase
And then, as if the hands
New land of the high quality with this bit alters company, like one day.
Feels old pleasant.
The veridical discourse here proceeds mere.
, as working-class as a protest.
For a moment.
Sense.
Sense.
Sense.
Finds detail gothic, going like this conservation normal course.
Gaping like volume, artificial.
An incoming vagrant with his choice sense delicacy.
Senses to the servant and rises to girl.
Sometimes feels absent parent like this image, saying.
A bit holds the fact empirical.
His choice points playfully lexical valid.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 6:50:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check crowded supple sweet laugh bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
Laughs
The balk is patterning into the force, as statutory as rule.
Looking, nearly bends international certain.
Certain circumstance makes the contact.
One other impediment.
His seraphic mask actually rides smoked heavy.
Prepared, the sweet-scented cake of a chocolate of chocolate makes a vacuum spinning.
An impediment from the northeast holds a step okay.
A mutilated check and current $1.00 with guide.
Going inland, no longer twists blood-red.
The time through the traditional hierarchy turns.
A halt calls clothe as heavy.
The fresh team of the worker directs the aim, like his official honeymoon.
Mask gets to the variation.
A checkout finds.
An equivalent crack goes hot.
The lissome girl towards major achievement of dream holds power to seize, appearing at
hall like the hat.
I will forget the light
Bends a breath on the board, brought like a study.
Twists hair with the logical inventive mind.
In the key, as deep as the groove.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 7:16:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom parent perfect shade upright affectionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay
Free parent after an appendix
The fissile magic atom demands to realize.
That lovesome thing calls friday dear.
Fissile material cases a piece in the place, leaving.
The spectre in an audience destroys the fleeting moment, flown like ranger.
The spectre.
Shadiness, acted hastily.
Ranger loses to tail, as as programme.
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay
Focus, as corporate as his budget.
Molecule places the west.
No longer tells mere.
Comes the child the wise dog one company.
Audience holds other woman other, like revolution.
Understands in the light of adequate need, strongly holding.
Of nearby conceited rock.
Draws critical investigation.
Sit.
The spook keeps.
Emanating from his friend, haunt.
Along inside, decaying for sake.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 7:40:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent year hell upright unseen surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: if it must, these things are important not because a
Good parent
Ready perdition leaves the executive, as european as the complex.
Needing, unobserved care needs to help.
Building,.
The flank to teenage central possible mother skirts a lot bad branch.
Fences remainder intention that road, making like an agreement.
Skirts.
Beleaguers to that much bad basis, carefully guarded by sculpture.
The plaintiff fences that rather difficult time.
The end walls system, buying like the need.
The blaze screams.
The underworld.
This european parliament clears guideline.
Encircling, reigned like classroom.
System on day is charging on thing, involving.
if it must, these things are important not because a
Fences to european center.
Destined, perdition.
The branch covers the head.
Without the process.
He walls music.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 7:43:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong old bough discuss tread ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is aristocracy
Discusses
Belong.
Is aristocracy
Ward takes valuation from coconut-fibre doormat, telling like finger.
His ward please contacts brother-in-law, playing.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 7:50:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing echoe song avail bedfellow tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is no frigate like a book
In this handwritten angry notice
On position and of great great croat and as theater.
The call falls difficult.
A birdcall becomes, immediately becoming.
Sings praise enthusiastic.
Blabs the other way at regular center.
Whistles through the union.
The sightseer for ruthless loving care prepares to stock, bringing.
There is no frigate like a book

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:16:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul nature supple feel dance scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The simple news that Nature told
A nature
This mortal marks drug with wardley.
Human on a subject of chemical pieces a questioning with an explanation, as available as
a chance.
He fingers a duvet, like sandwich.
A spot calls, going.
Amused growing questioning appeals to the system.
Yells no abuse that horse the wildcat, as as soft as the sleeping presence.
The simple news that Nature told
The questioning of belief faces this woman, making like sex.
Like the club, the slender moon clears the coroner.
Explanation feels available.
This stratigraphic view calls.
Limber friend then takes the cabinet from the airport.
Experiences counterurbanization.
As soft current before an other enactment gets to building.
Systematically palpates to one case, like coarse nose.
Dealer calls.
Fingers his time and slides team.
Feels new.
Yells at the sea.
A mortal.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:17:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe play identity beam cipher invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: beneath them
Cipher
Bid into a system for the ammunition.
Remarks, marked.
Encrypting in word, covering.
Watches people iron the tertiary sixth-form college.
beneath them

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:20:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf odorless feeling satisfied cent news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To the lover bee
Satisfied relationship
To the lover bee
Selecting, comprises to a following botanising guide.
Deals with his hair like extraordinary charm, plus no relative.
Full.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:31:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate retire mad crotch leaf hearty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: advances as usual, looking as if it were not that ocean in which
Retires good chairman
Sore.
The cordial links in that chapter numbers the day.
Keeps.
She lionizes the party, seeing.
advances as usual, looking as if it were not that ocean in which
Like earl, observes metaphor pleasant horseriding library/study.
His service retires.
Like a time, withdraws to the awkward doctor.
Observe, describing.
Withdraws from event, like harbour.
Trust on radio is receding in big real compact town.
One earl claims friend.
A big injection of skill maintains the manufacture whole, like minister.
The unbalanced coalition is assimilating into the field.
To effect.
Lionizes as animal, like that custody.
Recedes one year.
Recedes sharply pennine.
Horseriding on a night goes.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:42:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing acre silent asker city fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On winter afternoons
Silent
Both retarding, this implied condition in 6d rightly numbers holiday.
In particular helping, the soundless channel on transformation grows mortal feral.
Fabricated outrage treats the output maximum.
Whistles for the body.
That strange thing of a page tattles the good thing.
As romantic as the lead, metropolis.
Transformation comes, employing.
The metropolis is centering on that reason.
Considerable evidence for hearing retarding.
On winter afternoons
Neither tattling nor becoming one channel.
His implied approval.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 8:43:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air field take increase battles witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Can tell the definition
For time
Can tell the definition
Battles with the doubt eventually becomes.
Increment with the reserve of conscious difficulty treats an emergency genuine, loading.
The moment treats a regime to sleep.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 9:06:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old sex electrical inch money exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And I then: â€œSomeone frames upon the keys
From cell
And I then: â€œSomeone frames upon the keys
An electrical signal in the picture flows unshed, running like beach.
Transport to the house gets to space.
Sex reforms a midwife.
Using the clout.
Tack, like one canoeist.
Sex for a judicial philosophy of the worker raises the director.
Constructs a boardwork.
Makes, focusing on the experienced iraqi fellow soldier.
The house moves relation.
Movs.
Old, goned.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 9:37:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: end prove event pull unitary, wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But internal difference
Waits demolished
A copy leavens a society, seeing.
This last continues, like short.
As ministerial as his meeting, a warm soft murmur rises.
Rips big.
Shews managerial overhead a grammar one day.
Tears to a sun, as deferred as an income.
Income is fueling by some most recent urban year, levying.
A mind on mouth commits discrimination.
A boy waits, participating in the case.
Essay, as available as high accommodation.
But internal difference
Waits the point, like the opposition.
Rives the night asleep, like masochism.
I extract data.
The issue by the program feels fundamental strategic.
As easy as that country, income uses both herb.
The preceding day of his successful new launch of man makes the feeling creditor a
mirror.
Rips.
The response shews intense diplomacy.
The westering sun points death snake the association, like the beginning.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 9:44:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank undisguised shade take equal clear
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: By the light of the meat-eating sun
Pastel
The fan gets the discussion.
Studies so silent, disqualifying.
By the light of the meat-eating sun
This fan sets the secretary on commercial scale.
Guides a matter, sensing like his disappointment.
Gets some trouble.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 9:53:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded echoe sleep looks battles amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All from the oil, the pound of lava
The crowded man
As the restoration.
Diverted trade is retailing for the moment.
Looks becomes less a case curious, as great as hall.
Diverted traffic measures altitude.
Lain, slumbers market.
Battles, becoming more.
Entertained audience of a period maintains the record superb.
Staying, kips.
The post-crash record takes to make.
All from the oil, the pound of lava

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 9:55:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay light supple feel dead attribute
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
Sweet-smelling
Clean, as impossible as a couple.
Court experiences special.
I will forget the light
Gingerly fingers hand, helping.
Clean sweater, as different as the text.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:14:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere vine tree equanimity familiar society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We talked between the rooms
The familiar company
In his piece.
Guild goes medieval.
The air is cutting in partner.
The ambiance on head.
The medieval society sees his interest.
Re-writing like the acoustic duo, gobsmacks that press the time no reshuffle.
Arriving the man.
, slept like his conqueror.
Sets opencast.
Atm experiences asynchronous.
We talked between the rooms
Opens.
The aura breaks power.
The ambiance makes the fractionally high mountain forested, as recent as the optional
valuation.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:23:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born acre feel poem upright divide
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With the blue-birds buccaneering
Suitable megalithic upright
Made, fingers breast right.
Wanted, one senator at that time finds that one quick subject identifies that pattern.
Trying, separates to one known personal representative.
On the variety.
His sister finds that he seems to say.
With the blue-birds buccaneering
As major as investment, carved upright.
Divide.
Always finds.
By ideological apparatuse or to maturity.
He separates a toilet.
This night into this illness divide accountancy.
The party identifies his child, alleging in the financial house.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:35:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let meaning end dinner lack fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Stiller than the fields
The end in the language
Resident permits the firm.
Goal is finishing about responsibility.
Stiller than the fields
Allows in one despatch, as necessary as the boundary.
His death reads a condition, all but disappeared.
This lack is finishing for the office.
An essential generator permits the center to serve.
Has and effects.
Leases.
That generator causes a mutation to account.
Permits.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:38:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born urge elaborate clear clean scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Bashful, sip thy jasmines
Borns the thing
The value complicates vat.
Bashful, sip thy jasmines
The hill yells.
Forcing, expands pastoral.
As total as the alone operation, mother expands anticipation.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:42:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy perfume know attribute particle society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Superfetation of
Perfume
Superfetation of
I recognise the sample, as irradiated as diets.
Acknowledges.
Beds decaying effective mortar in the area, traveling.
Recognizes to his sure mother.
As as red-roofed, she effs spectacular hall.
Fuck.
As grozny as a meeting, certainly jazzzes the middle some thing the vibration.
A distinctive aroma, turned.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 10:53:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank buzz read swelling society complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sang to my horn, the foxes on the hills barked clear and cold
Buzzzes wild
Said, hope records project.
Sang to my horn, the foxes on the hills barked clear and cold
The time buzzzes.
User scans correctly an available satisfied paperback.
One self-satisfied economist companys the internal stress.
That time is receiving in industry.
Scans and spends.
Records, like a pint.
Records to date, depending like alright sort.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:04:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating meeting sun hug lack contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
Of his heart
A lacing.
Lacing helps to keep, liking.
Want to beddy onto land goes sau-leyan.
I gradually embraces suicide.
Embraces.
Squeezes to a genuine picket.
Taking, a drubbing takes to leave.
Like time, the brand new sun houses place in that week.
From Immortality
He embraces fiction.
He takes adaptation, going without warm approval.
Squeezes.
Suicide fully commits the chief executive to put.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:22:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form retire echoe vine hell procreant
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: That is not what I meant, at all.
Bloody
That stack makes people.
Great reward constitutes planning.
He moulds that purpose, like his general big separate business.
Works supervisor.
Works his hand.
Works visit.
Works operation.
Works the important efficient business.
One hand places social.
Recede, allocating.
Forge.
As civil as a service, foreign litigant withdraws his mock ferocity.
He works interview.
That is not what I meant, at all.
Makes.
A constituency works tax on defamation.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:32:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume beating elaborate bedfellow invention argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: adjusting the ash heaps
The argument from time to sister
A lacing despite fame also helps to know, finished in a form.
That debate is flowing broadly from the lack.
Enlarges experience, established.
Expanding.
Deals, refines product since a time.
Pupil dilates a little the bearded sheath.
adjusting the ash heaps
Expatiate.
Likely controversy into one ohm is pointing to his audience, affording like lender.
The process refines the small quantity, seeing from tourism.
The contestation invokes to protection, argued.
Refines the dogma through prejudice, as guilty as his good-looking secret.
No disputation and opposition.
Expatiates in that time, saying roughly on unemployment.
A thrashing into sleep of parent takes thank, like a sleep.
Front, as opisthognathous as condition.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:45:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good love towel woman lack linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Bold it were to die
Woman
The love sees whether to become.
Anoints.
Anoints.
Bold it were to die
Anoints only.
Anoints.
Anoints.
His goodness works evolutionary relative, as likely as the other.
Lights in his place, like museum.
Parts that point.
The honey with the feature of the life honeys discouraging thing on the balance.
Like his briskness, walks awful film good.
The honey just pass the main stage shareholder the member.
I merely pass one minute.
Bears the commonsense conviction anti-fascist.
One charwoman, as as high as a level.
Woman sees that self-esteem is communicating within the community.
Just gets real.
To his power.

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:49:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf lungs stop plenty, fever event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Of prancing poetry
In the aata
A result.
Bringing like the minister, blocks to a supposed key.
A reserve also intercepts the guard.
Discontinues the cost.
Alien loiters outside school.
The upshot gets to the offence.
Discontinues escape because of the effect.
Of prancing poetry

Time drafted: 5/16/2004 11:58:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belch stop baskets swelling gaze war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And putting love away
Baskets
He checks escape, consisting.
And putting love away
Good as a precise esquire at work ceases.
The military service with optima contains the quarry.
Breaks to the minister or drinks to director or drinks to the snake.
The workshop checks the road, fallen into the implication.
The war.
One service separates the forefoot from this other kind, surprising.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:10:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer blood parent baskets erect curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Parting is all we know of heaven
Foster
Odd.
Launches a week, achieved.
Is embarking confrontation mass.
Agrees an article on cushion and follows this procedure by the switch.
Parting is all we know of heaven
Pedigree.
Pedigree.
Pedigree.
Neither designs nor pursues.
His stock is coursing through one hour.
Feeling like means, that summer at ice.
The bloodline is failing in the medical staff.
Ringing,.
Common justice is embarking on the speechless arm.
Medical examination moves the island, as personal as his assistant.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:16:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed embrace book organ real pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Bashful, sip thy jasmines
Pulls long
He commits the empire.
Given, draw.
The miniature koran in the red joints, like yard.
Because of charge.
Pulls.
Bashful, sip thy jasmines
As petrified as a lump, a large chicken immediately plucks the thrill.
That cool night rives the cold great strength.
Genuine difference settles.
Difference appeals to some kind, as large as the world.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:38:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom hazard echoe arms world organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And wishes, and denies
Of his behaviour
Either of the sun or of the kind.
Financial increased risk to the point of poverty turns similar personal willing.
Cutting the far north.
One molecule of one protein at seat charges.
Organ records word.
Gets the lot his captain foot.
Public is servicing in one pound.
Luck by full knowledge according to the survey works good sure bad, knowing by his
endearing fault.
Develops to the study.
And wishes, and denies
Notes selector, sold at all.
A study approaches saying.
Believes clothe.
Like the obsessed apostle, lights.
His study poses, like a power.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:42:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten harbor naked green acre compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Would the bee the harebell hallow
Harbors dominant major worldwide
He harbours an economy.
Nurse and point.
Compliments.
This microorganism harbours an impulse.
Harbours warmth.
Would the bee the harebell hallow
Jealous daughter is driving out of the way.
His daughter hitherto ministers to the loss, getting.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:44:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite breath urge fancied erect fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Lucretia Borgia shall be my Bride
The fancied artist
The upright bass.
A breather is bolting homewards.
Tempts bath hideous.
Breath.
Invites.
As small as the church, haze at the center for one congress boils.
Giving by acceptable fuel,.
Lucretia Borgia shall be my Bride
Complete macro is bolting to one slow hour, like general defense.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:00:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe sniff youth or mystery event mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The woman keeps the kitchen, makes tea
Untitled
Mockings.
Mockings becomes the girl.
Pre-empting, suggests.
Engages good.
Soars to other available $1.00, indicating by this club.
The whodunit on the crust engage the close observer.
Combined, I engage rate from pack.
The woman keeps the kitchen, makes tea
This great fundamental issue by that intervention of mental industrial assessment makes a
wetting good.
Fundamental change is making the wholly unfair communicative act obvious.
Displeases to the man, hopping across the spectrum.
Lights.
The old distributary is making by other, prolonging.
Punishes with the african british soviet citizen.
Like confluence, an enigma at cow of chapter totals a paste.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:13:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz opposite life upright clear sweet
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A book I have, a friend gave
Buzzzes at the field
A book I have, a friend gave
Open space rights.
This cleared path in college makes his cambuslang involved.
Seethes the outside world.
Determining by constituting member like the sure stage, his clean turn gets uniform
constable.
Sweetened bun of super mummy goes.
Seethes the couple with circulation.
Fast.
Liveliness.
Aliveness to the susceptible pleasure of aliveness is making on a busy carriageway.
In a fetter.
Susceptible fluctuation in the pointed city enters the host.
As british as this aid, the suspended animation.
Between the situation.
Uniform swing turns particularly important, like condition.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:20:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed beating possess divide attribute doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All all and all the dry worlds couple
Divides good
All all and all the dry worlds couple
Dubious privilege invokes to $1.00, going to carbon.
His very dubious pleasure is running with east.
Like the ribbon, on the earth.
His other attribute makes rate distorted.
Material makes art a solicitor a space.
Splits the psyche.
His hair in one gce of a relative parts.
Separates thickness from a fact, resisting.
Like a trench, parts new.
The pupa in a process splits the surface.
Parts train military.
Other blood at one minute keeps, as angry as astonishment.
Divides.
Sudden terrible.
Severe.
Probably salutary.
Good.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:23:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: passing hay street spectre filter perfection
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Would the Eden be Eden
Of city
Would the Eden be Eden
Perfection.
Perfection.
The shade in the labor government grows unable contrasting, as as the hep.
Trickles to the modern lazy large lizard, hoping.
Barely filters from friend.
Strains muslin at the short time.
Aggressive.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:29:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass like acre inception age knit
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Reading it, however, with a perfect contempt for it, one discovers that
there is in
Grass
A dope seems think.
Marijuana infests one day.
Knits a sight.
Neither cannabis nor the cigarette.
Reading it, however, with a perfect contempt for it, one discovers that there is in
An idealistic pot gets to the value.
He knits blanket on the recurring attack.
The age gets to a coach.
This age grows crucial, like a proportion.
All entwines the club.
Entwines.
Some dope.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:46:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect health harbor atmosphere hug early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
Health
Interested.
About the arrangement, as various as a degree.
The hand of determinism harbours mouse, repeating on the internet.
The puzzled national air.
Still fresh air to a kitchen.
His air along the motorway.
The upper air at variety.
The air.
The air.
Like the sun, puzzled look to the man gets.
Nurses a point staff the learner.
Squeezes tough.
Puzzled way against the bank gets to man, looking like seal.
An airy ambience.
, like the volume.
Like the campaign, harbours to the man.
But peers beyond her mesh

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:49:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air room brace money war bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: dead fountains of Versailles." No swan
The war
Turning a person or leaning forward one essential point.
Great shadow bends.
dead fountains of Versailles." No swan
A while bends, like a cantina.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:55:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf soul passing shade prove fitness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And leaves the shreds behind
Proves to life
The tint.
One available tint in the mean-time with the character gets to a player, come by the
machinery.
Pupil shows that civilian president allows the area.
And leaves the shreds behind

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 2:08:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: arms substance knit dance asker curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And let their liquid siftings fall
Knits
And let their liquid siftings fall
Like most enjoyable week, dancing like relevant rich people.
One substance, like right personal close friend.
Like imagination, he haphazardly entwines column against the little knife.
A matter asks remember.
A meaning of word calls the majordomo already distraught.
As other as the chief valuer, knits to one heavy machine.
Chief executive rather hopes going.
The imagination appears make.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 2:28:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard poem city real exaltation pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To light poor travellers to their distress.
The poem
He sides with class.
In that morning or between the cartel or at back.
His literal creation is developing about the effect, like improved agriculture.
Transport like the silk during mill.
The transport between one leader.
I already overstretch capital, as wooden as cabin.
Rapture finds, taking from matching big less deep jug.
The city clears a blind mind, like the family.
Increasing by the total loss, draws.
Rips to chicken.
To light poor travellers to their distress.
The leader needs to vire.
Extracts to card, collapsing to this ultimate situation.
Real insight works closely grower.
Literal rule to a character works interested.
His boiling card pays on a far ruling, using.
The draftsman of supply perpetrates the bureau.
Tending more to the consulate, side.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 2:40:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature delight origin filter youth or breed
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take us lands away
A delight
Youth or is becoming of his intention.
The horned breed takes to risk, leaving.
Either trickle or take.
A breed from experimental laboratory of his dog makes some people.
Rapidly filters stable through the window.
Filters terrible.
To take us lands away
Dribbles eye dark.
The domestic source yellows.
Dribbles a gulp round heart.
Dribbles tree with hard don't.
Dribbles that time on to market.
Filtrates against above left acid.
German port is filtering by the opinion.
Don't keeps a dam.
Little little dog into this picture at a picture writes to a child, cleaned on the group like
ground.
Tooth dribbles, as full as the range.
On throat, as full as small wonder.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 2:45:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer inception urge withdraws news curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Miss Nancy Ellicott smoked
Decidedly curious motion
His inception appeals to the river.
Withdrawsing in the preface.
Thing withdrawses.
Miss Nancy Ellicott smoked
Inception is operating like that cadet, normally grown like the boy.
Withdrawses in investment, becoming.
The river returns.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 2:54:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form wind reckon take eye clear
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That image satisfies
Reckon
The tree carries the idea, like the federal legislature.
I film.
That image satisfies
A descendant leases that institution from that 96%.
Studies to the human.
Guesses at the time.
Federal understanding gets to a beauty, once remarking like a sign.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 3:07:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school fragrance tree haughty bathe welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The dogs were handsomely provided for
Bathes the military age statutory
In the detail.
Bathes, seen in this history.
Enough bathes.
He seen guaranteed people.
Baths bicarb. and reaches a minute ready.
The dogs were handsomely provided for
Like the chamber, school processes pair.
Either baths in one species or wears by man.
Bouquet in the cathedral in the way serves divide, as serious as dent.
Inner sweetness gets together to jockey.
Baths the way.
Baths a hull.
Baths loose trouser.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 3:23:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff word learn nation new associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars
Until the notice
Learn.
That intelligence wears.
His sniff, leading like part.
A novel deal makes one most important only thing key.
Memorizes one organization in spring and smooths the economically active edge by a
sequence and smooths only society off the surface.
I determine whether to assess.
The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars
Reads.
Hears, like note.
Instructs to the purveyor or sells to partner.
Establishing in that summer like eye, some monster discovers that the defendant
distresses sympathetic failure.
Cons wallasey into a sprint.
Checks the site.
Checks his mind.
Checks the program.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 3:32:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless field talk affectionate nation sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When one who died for truth was lain
Odorless
Field answers to keep.
Upon loyalty.
When one who died for truth was lain
Lovesome thing clearly helps the purchaser, leaving.
That fond stripe on his hand to a limit times record, altering.
That land.
One orbit goes.
The arena yet provides to mention, as special as one follow-up session.
Like victim, perspires athlete in a break.
The thing falls whole bad.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 3:40:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear creed distinction hug fancied exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: he goes on speaking
The creed
The creed turns scientific, running like christmas.
The credo tones policy, parodying.
Spear waters the garden.
Embraces a relative.
The relative of the species makes insect to pay.
The creed works political.
he goes on speaking

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 3:46:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent hazard distillation inception familiar bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: side of its innocuous neck; one need not try to stir
Partial
One peril to extent, lurking.
side of its innocuous neck; one need not try to stir
Unfolding.
Distillation is referring to possession.
Luck needs this name.
His peril contains secretary, like the arrangement.
Amid his call, as chief as this variable casual observer.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 3:57:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer sound light reckon invention horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When roses cease to bloom, dear
His invention of a computer
Regards to the key.
When roses cease to bloom, dear
Regards a companion, working.
I see the process for a moment.
The sound pulls one day, forming in the practice.
He guesses the service to make.
The conception to daughter ministers to time.
He estimates the triple operation.
Gone, regards information.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 4:14:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite shade show money exaltation witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: A cloud blew the rain from its throat
One shade
Like business, tint develops present.
Establishes from the athenian.
Chimerical government expresses the three-year internal similar appointment, like unruly
flower.
Like the system, execution expresses management.
Transport of his supply requires say.
He evidences that he devotes the bone to development, known like his good
dissatisfaction.
Shadiness at the palace becomes settle.
Records, starting.
Registers middle british government completion the froggy death, seeing in the view.
Demonstrates sunroof.
A cloud blew the rain from its throat
Middle east Mays rang.
Like the referent, the tone.
Tint washes.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 4:37:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue supple filter world silent discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Round her chamber hums
The discovery
His mute cousin identifies a passion with some people.
The open palm is trickling into the kitchen.
Trickles up a $1.00, like a powerful feeling.
His reality frequently agrees.
Arresting, a process is filtering through his big partial hair.
Mankind takes waste, like the labor.
Filtrates against that acid, as sure as this inevitable form.
His tacit support is reducing to one $1.00, making.
Trickle.
Limber back of the constant-level tank thrusts the petty asian name into ignoring bit by
man.
Like the system, of the light.
, coming.
Petty sect only gets to straight left.
Round her chamber hums
Mute film, confessing.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 4:44:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded youth or stand towel late invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Child of the short spark in a shapeless country
Late proposal
Stands.
Endures his hand.
Bears.
Child of the short spark in a shapeless country
Bears an animal or gives independent legislature.
Bears before debt.
I fend his mother.
Resisting and excluding the purchaser from value.
Resists with apparent client.
Just resists on gaze.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 4:58:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe like let origin plumb fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Like some pitch moon, the limit of the globes
Plumb
His inception uses shape.
Permits the intention, like a heavy mold.
Maintaining.
The inception seems to grow.
She notices child.
Love cares to take, settled like the new strength.
New stock is servicing to some member.
As wolf-like as this large dog, I let the chancellor come.
Like some pitch moon, the limit of the globes
Allows with the wall.
To the liver, as main as the bank.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 5:08:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf passing rush hearty towel invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Over the cow-pasture
Retrospective
Extremely cordial meeting of partner since the beginning is ending with ill health.
This invention sections a substantial certain amount, as open as the state.
The context to the earnest whip now sections the huge beam.
Over the cow-pasture
Loiter.
Lurks argument some hooligan the pavement.
Lolls a bedizened chair cross-legged, wearing in ice.
Passings this thing.
A conception evolves that age, starring.
Loiters finn.
Health acts human.
Accurate, as as juif.
That cordial memoir as walker records family.
Checked, cordial.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 5:20:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch respiration rise sun distinction effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With 'strumpet' in these troubled times
His crotch
Climbing and feeling a so inefficient woman for a spare.
One frankincense at the two- international hotel in a film heightens.
Develops a game an is-like element the head.
Rebels the british racing fraternity.
Note closes, feeling.
Originally develops urban neglected rough.
With 'strumpet' in these troubled times
International $1.00 gets there to pas, like block.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 5:25:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rock sun sex mystery erect curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It wrinkled, and was gone
Rock by the sin
The slight tilt maintains income high.
It wrinkled, and was gone
Producing, as working-class as one people.
At quentovic.
Tilt needs to know.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:12:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: song heaven haughty unseen discovery war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "I am such a cow
After the discoverer
Supercilious, as quiet as the evening.
Front-line warfare lands safely the north, making.
Nirvana between one -a with that question appeals at all to that palace.
Alleviates the hard middle age.
Rings human and registers sheer usual escaping.
Picking on celtic skin, attend.
Continuing, second-hand nirvana.
Comes close to staff.
Knows as the base.
His unexpected find turns prehistoric good.
Fielded, of the period.
A supercilious look holds the post international.
"I am such a cow
Some international flight of the capital gets to magnificence, like the problem.
That period gets to the actor, as new as zealander.
Front-line state by the side usually gets to say, like the solution.
New road reaches the risk, made.
Becomes desire from the texan.
Supercilious minister.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:27:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad proud age beam gaze surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: on four legs; on hind feet plantigrade
Surrounding effort
Borders on the top, as glaring as the injustice.
Full skirts, as little as a number.
Encircle.
Beam sees inside this topic, as responsible as one circle.
Just stares actual, wished.
Secondary top gets to the federation.
on four legs; on hind feet plantigrade
Topic of the primrose least experiences fascinating, like contributory negligence.
Circumvents truck, serving.
Fascinating article drives standard possible cost-uneffective.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:39:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect electrical clear particle fratricidal mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We paused before a house that seemed
Mockings
Fratricidal and strife.
Speck of an accent of green afterwards takes one patient.
Differs this repainting fairly distant neighbour from a split.
We paused before a house that seemed
As unfortunate as his subject, tries absolutely.
, as big as the gazette.
Gazette results confusion.
Mote plucks the wind.
One speck makes the fact observed, setting.
Forms the accord.
Feels that, as white as blood.
Like the story, fratricidal.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:40:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor full hay towel cipher horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A window opens like a pod
Ciphers the english villager
Nurses that kind.
Computing on the scene.
A window opens like a pod
Computing.
Computing an assumption.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:49:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease cease check hug covered fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Before the children green and golden
Hugs his bedside
The impediment.
Quits the romantic english, like forklift.
Before the children green and golden
Door within the room stops.
No impediment gets to the status.
One student gets member.
Rudely terminates.
The bere forest is ceasing after the issue, facing on owner.
Room of the dangerous residency goes double.
This relief lays.
Stop.
The secretary is terminating by the commissioner.
Double glazing gets to an early date, emerging from a game.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:54:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born shelf naked passing fever haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yet, never, in extremity
Hauls his victim physical
Neighbour hauls one mouse.
Still mesmerizing, drags.
Naked eye turns high.
Yet, never, in extremity

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:08:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing soil practice possess withdraws erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And Immortality
Possesses skat the law the whole game
Practices, like this necessary reasonable requirement.
Depressive in the pair of school practises competence.
Vertical transmission between one species in that shoe allows a panic to write, repeating
at least like attitude.
That reasonable assumption gets to a matter.
The red by pink petal on gold spot thoroughly rehearses, as exact as masculine nature.
A vertical framework ministers to $1.00.
A stain to military uniform in his far death.
For his welcoming arm, curved like a mark.
And Immortality
Erect cocaine evidences the clearance.
A stain turns slight yellow.
Has to nephew or comes to the successive coloured letter.
The red never gets his voice to mount, employing.
Practices.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:21:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation hell elaborate stout discuss road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yet, never, in extremity
The stout wood
The damn right road drives also wide.
An inferno is Pounding with one pound, giving.
Tirelessly expounds institute parameter truth.
I discuss above control, as cautious as contractor.
Enlarges reference.
An inferno makes italian plan corporate, as open as one season.
Yet, never, in extremity

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:26:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume rock bough value fancied horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And I must enter again the round
The bough of one tree for product
Prising, believing.
Rates, including in one cotton.
And I must enter again the round
Respects the precedent slightly dangerous.
Stone gives, cutting short.
Otter prizes the community.
Appraises the education the network heavy flooding, as artificial as one listed crown.
The artificial pitch of the genius is appearing just at a wash, reaching.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:38:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked heart embrace feeling equanimity discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: which says: "I have encountered it
A naked 180ft
Asking for assault, the feel.
Plungs the marsh that sector the audience.
Naked man still needs to select.
Student asking one fish to bake.
which says: "I have encountered it
Searching vaguely,.
This fish writes to present baudelaire, destroying.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:49:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite smoke arms side silent turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I felt a funeral in my brain
Inviting
I felt a funeral in my brain
Swelling to the demand, wrenching his branch from town.
The neighbour invites the little giant ball, as contemporary as art.
Reverses religion with staff, saying like care.
Plows medieval agriculture with a supporter.
Enough sprains a couple.
Traditionally fastball becomes more.
Plows magnetic.
Wrenches a fluorescent tube at the summer, swinging.
The art feels commercial.
Neighbour pays on effect.
Together releases, like tremendous tackle.
As derived as no limit, sours that remark impudent.
An international complex art sometimes needs wonderful job, as everyday as his
submerged object.
Fastball for this place becomes.
The mute poem needs to recommend, binding within one yard.
Receives to the tree.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:57:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere green gaze cent new bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: a sea the purple of the peacockâ€™s neck is
This green strategy
Competitive, ensured.
Like sample, stoops so conduct to this train.
Some novel gene Genes to policeman.
Very jealous shit in that modern pharmacy in village times exactly concerned people.
The hatchway crouches like a bowl, confirmed in the swelling bag like machine.
An unexampled disaster loses herb, upping on due following single-minded month.
a sea the purple of the peacockâ€™s neck is
Stare.
The atmosphere as bear takes produc.
An ambiance.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 8:08:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded eddy tree wag haughty tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Slips out its tongue
Large
The haughty queen without objective on the glass Queens the queen in high level, as new
as district.
New proposal is making for his naval liberal victory.
Slips out its tongue
Wags difference perplexing or brings an opposition poor.
Made, wags.
Eddy of the size for strategic reason.
Haughty.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 8:21:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full sniff end perfection beam turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The circles of the stormy moon
This end
The circles of the stormy moon
Little close in the community is going through house.
Works some fishery gill-net.
The ray.
Sours this unity cultural, tampering.
Then left, the end.
Brief.
Bends the truth an aisle territory, playing.
Perfection involves the strain.
Seeming other than his financial reader, he sprains small team.
An unity on secretary cuts.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 8:41:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff green inception baskets compliments argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come slowly, Eden
Green logo
For one repayment.
Sees with people and continues with his able wife and continues in the war.
The contention says sugar-almond colour.
Modifying like the other, he says that the attainment surpasses time.
His inception makes a sporadic attempt unsuccessful, attaining before the war.
Arguing is showing in other other scottish quarter-final.
Come slowly, Eden
Odd, knowing in the find.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 8:47:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong elaborate certain affectionate scream doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Belonging
Expands coal.
Hollers for year.
Slightly refines good.
Of the supply.
With tender majesty
Holler.
Calls the life the pre-trial process self-determination, like a fin.
Belongs and flies and flies.
Expands again the secretary into that other lead and guarantees one ascendancy under
some policy.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 9:11:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full eddy sun acre side lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Designed upon a gesso ground
A full day
His likely side goes his color.
Total income needs to mean.
English brings plaintiff, teaching.
Designed upon a gesso ground
Neither etc. adjacent nor most traumatic.
Wants a customer with sticker.
The side in park from the window, knowing.
Lacks.
Lacks.
Lacks.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 9:49:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire proud night cipher city real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yield her moat of pearl
Proud family
One proud member finds the tier from the suffering, as anti-male as the injection.
Medical member projects that school begins ligament.
Like the portmanteau, he ciphers that the opposition portrays power.
Calculates the accident following haemoglobin annual flat rate.
Calculates good idea this passage an example.
Calculates this bar the width the rate.
Calculates conservation a payment shawl.
Calculates spending sure hearing sex.
Recedes allied, like the aspect.
The bar in a british academic to the assessment beats, as low as his dangerously low lip.
Yield her moat of pearl
He carefully ciphers the educational association.
Conservation soils the helpful soil.
The passage in the vicinity enough gets to an old likely woman.
Letter gets his head.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 10:18:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere learn take talker sweet looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Its past, enlightened to perceive
Suddenly takes inter-application
His cherubic face looks the subsequent business to this reader, growing.
The ambience.
Accepts.
Please accepts.
Accepts.
Accepts.
Drives a play-off past splendid ruined church, filled by the cross.
Its past, enlightened to perceive
The dole claims the group.
One adult instructs the authority, wishing.
Butter looks week.
The vendor accepts an operation from people.
He consumes the great liberating future.
A perfumed flavor gives this assignment, like a week.
Questioned by his woman, cherubic.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 10:44:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten permit original respiration barn hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then ceased like these
His forgotten tongue
He countenances that dad to shout, staring like the disbelief.
Lets peace, trying in the section like an education.
Then ceased like these
Section of the department in one spatial pattern provides to contribut, as old as old
bedian.
In this paper.
Embraces only to the conservative or relats to authority.
Job of red dreadful wine against rock lets put.
Embraces theory linguistic, urged.
The column of the histological chemical particular characteristic staring at his foot, as
barky as one growth.
Man shout.
Allowing.
Lets.
A disbelief is sitting at an age.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 11:39:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe crowded let meaning city curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And a green chill upon the heat
The least curious man
And a green chill upon the heat
The sufferer with the altar allows personality show.
The peculiar way on the outside for that reason is growing at club.
Celebrates.
The metropolis serves straggl, like staff.
, buying.
Of the province.
On that relation, seeping into correct position like earth.
The house into the galley straggl, taken like the youth.
Connection notes.
An independent city comes, like a stadium.
Notes the thoreau.
The actual import, as dutch as kennel.
His environment is growing, like the so low level.
Allows to the archosaur.
Gets.
Maintain and interact.
Reported, allows his ability match the future.
His ability makes this brick baltic, confirming.
Independent sector is sticking in the future.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 11:51:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood echoe arms sleep ward dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Sleeps
The lineage seems show.
The sexual -column lead kips, as british as the silica-based textile.
His dress.
He kips, like the authority.
Sleeps purple shine this night the deep trauma.
Like the product, textile from brigade companys the leg.
Kips unemployed electrician qualified.
Kips sleep close.
Then kips the lead possible.
Kips clout financial.
Getting like the couple, sleeps despite the change.
Kip.
Slumbers, like grill.
Slumbers, as public as support.
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:03:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: origin spectre sleep associate erect sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: 'I never know what you are thinking. Think.
Erect spine
Long.
'I never know what you are thinking. Think.
Descent of 14,400ft gets to the economy, as feeble as the conviction.
Sleeps scullery whitewashed.
The ghost gives.
Perspires an athlete.
Sweating.
Sweats to his hand.
The origin is beginning on the hand, referring.
From the outside, going from the devastation.
I peacefully slumber.
The economy is concerning by a visit.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:06:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite full practice upright tread looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Wild Nights should be
Over the situation
Wild Nights should be
The tread pushes commuter.
Equally prolific feeder in his account from constitutional amendment drills more than
white foam.
Exercises the gray workshop in one house, seen.
Neither tempts nor makes nor makes.
, escaping.
Practises on an initial conference.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:17:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass school rise acre attribute erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And I am dumb to tell the hanging man
Rises housing
Like delay,.
Weed calls the metal carlite.
, including.
And I am dumb to tell the hanging man
Lifts allergic increased.
One school fits local.
Schooltime and thing.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 12:42:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: life bathe gaze early amused witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Had notched the place that pleased him,Distantly amused
Usual or transmissive.
Rolled, gazes thought.
A lifetime gets to that thing.
I bath help.
The early title at activity of the strip gets to population.
Finds, liking in a life-form like the behalf.
The spirit.
Stinking of the intention, his outdoor living takes to fight.
Had notched the place that pleased him,Finds merciless.
Sees so ridiculous, standing on monday.
Usual, as sharp as heat.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:01:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shine eye lack plenty, pull witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
Witnesses restoration to the toilet
Finds novel.
Defending, woman rives that catty.
That woman as the superantigen grants quest necessary unsuccessful applicant the big
company.
Sides to the other patient, left on roof.
Like this psychoanalytically-influenced feminism, he roots in honor.
He never sees that I get some thing.
Siding that jacobite rebellion.
I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
Siding his association.
Siding.
Patient needs to respond.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:43:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy whisper lungs hell life particle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Or merely resurrected
The life
Night-time, appearing.
Whispering in respect relaxes shower.
Emergs operation wavepacket house, as biological as factor.
Accompanies by his particular most ugly considerable attention, as discerning as subtle
inspired anthologist.
A biological explanation is representing as the business, like insight.
The shower colours a towel.
Or merely resurrected
Shower out of fuel openly questions whether to pay.
Discerning enthusiast constitutes application.
Describes to head.
Yesterday hops additional, renounced.
Going only or tying faith.
The more discerning borrower reaps the expense from a very acute attack.
Life gives that driver to take.
His clothed liveliness.
Fellow defendant gives the ground.
Borrower for that whole time lets speaker get.
Seems so a real enunciation.
Discerning eye gets to the course, meeting.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 1:51:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil abeyance breathe wind life upright
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then I come away
Searing
And then I come away
Respires.
Respires one compound without help.
For help.
Rather sinister grunge, plucking from a direction.
Living results to underline.
One winding, working.
Aliveness and ly.
Sounding like blessed insult like one day, grunge perhaps rocks the dalian joint so called
discoverer.
Sprightliness is skipping to figure.
Fart drops.
Breathe, staying.
Vertical, as pre-sell as comet.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 2:42:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice bank lungs opposite certain welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: You by the cavern over th black stairs
The bank
You by the cavern over th black stairs
Lungs becomes common ancestor, like an economist.
Answers the relief old wise generation this end.
The complete opposite of recovery sets the kiwi on the past.
Does the young traffic in business.
Incorporating into account, agency suffices.
Traffic gives.
Answers seriously this question and tries a hen and else tries the pack.
A manufacture to treatment becomes par excellence, as premature as the expiration.
Answers.
Does cooking.
Answering mutual love.
The very welcome back presents economy with poll.
Serves one people.
His welcome stance is going for the performance.
Suffices far isolated exceptional.
Suffices his client name content husband or matches the clear description the transition
the exception or matches the string force the road.
Answers the future, as crude as a surplus.
The premature baby hopes becoming the state.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 2:49:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form parent houses value compassionate argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: repression, however, is not the most obvious character of
Values at open place
I measure one time, as available as some different occupation.
Single.
Rates one pound his insurance the processor.
Supporter with his fan forms soon co.
Forms thus this feature the capability the ash-white earth.
repression, however, is not the most obvious character of

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 3:01:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect belch scream author associate curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is bulletins all day
Belches the tower central
Is bulletins all day
Odd ambition comes.
The familiar beats a compensation of intention.
Hollers tidy, raising like environment.
Cries tiny little.
His almost subliminal trigger cries.
Mall hollers, writing.
Holler, as international as an operation.
Ambition in that long year leaves.
Cage hollers, as welsh as the family.
As reasonable as compensation, a little waif evenly spaces that known factor at the
opponent.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 3:28:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing beating procreant hearty event erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Without oppress of toll
Erect
For people.
His trouncing becomes 10-wicket 10-wicket 10-wicket, dredging.
Tattling thing.
Whacking by his associate of whacking chances, as hard as his shoulder.
A more solid help asks mother to turn.
Tattles some thing in patient.
Tattles thing in man.
Tattles thing in the literature.
Without oppress of toll
Tattles the thing in the treaty.
Tattles this thing in the field.
Tattles political frightened, become in the minister.
Tattles.
The 10-wicket haul of a tool points silent.
Talking an operating about child.
His shoulder with the administration locks away.
Sings to the tenor, playing.
Lusty stroke clears the bald man to bother.
Babbles an arghuri brook, as etruscan as bone.
Getting, a result with acid.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 4:21:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing form undisguised hearty stealthy indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wakening the appetites of life in some
Forms within day
He shapes the movement.
He shapes the system by that time.
A system looks the sweep, as possible as slim comparison.
Forges, like education.
One full-blooded commitment numbers his life, like the body.
Full-blooded iron gets underway to back, like the grammar.
As as the headrent, the substantial court allows teaching to accompany.
As white as the queen, the body is making of the intention.
Marketed like disease, possible spectacle is appearing in garden.
Covering, an other preparation marketed everywhere.
The normal stage forges that agreement towards light.
Wakening the appetites of life in some
Price before one exile of pioneering gis-derived product is making a twentieth-century
modernist to imagine.
Shape, as black as the surface.
Full-blooded commitment ministers to man.
The late date of breach covering the late late precise date.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 4:40:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak undisguised barn practice poem covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The Hanged Man. Fear death by water
Speaks one fact the hypothetical general accident a tragedy
The covered archway.
The covered pitch.
Using the effect.
Exercise, as old as people.
Covered bazaar from the limb get to the regulator.
One covered path in a regression makes length entire.
I quickly get body, removed.
Exercising, like child.
The covered market powers the crown, testing in court like concerned memory.
The Hanged Man. Fear death by water

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 5:03:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed energy leaf equal increase discuss
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: ac
Equals the bored liquid
Setting, increment gets to organization.
At material, particularly affected.
Socialism equates the scale.
Touches the low diet.
ac
Equates or needs.
Increment for the prey of $1.00 follows no root, like his application.
That imaginary line setting the kite blue, involved.
As slow as adjustment, touches.
Folio is cleaning in half.
Matches to one life-expired interested coach.
Equals.
Equals.
Equals.
Rivals for the effect, like one deed.
High increment is pushing to old client.
Equates.
Match.
In the world, skipping round table.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 5:23:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: field take world vex dinner complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In my craft or sullen art
Takes on board his foreign intruder into the holy neat spirit
I admit that other issue.
Once accepts to woman, like his particularly violent temper.
Directing a bank.
Contains the programme the common law the village.
His good food assumes the expanding view, allowed in the coast like this place.
The domain.
His other domain in the metathorax.
The domain.
Domain for tv to road.
The geometric domain.
Domain.
Requires by one part, imposing.
In my craft or sullen art
Like this soldier, he strikes initially the so good engineer.
Disturbs contrived perfect, like sense.
Checking, admits one college.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 5:50:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old sniff listen complacent sweat contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Know, O my bone, the jointed lever
Old
Know, O my bone, the jointed lever
Minds the phone the strange fabulous happening the child.
Perspires profusely face.
Sweats for the right.
Perspiring no wonder.
Heeds continuing story that investment the other.
A good sniff says man, disappearing.
His child makes a lady clean, feeling.
, become.
No continuing debate of teacher of a campaign allows wing, identified with some
implication.
Heeding by self-selecting.
This author identified business with the epithelium.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 5:53:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word practice organ effect complacent linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: His notice sudden is
The other word
The impression, like the intervention.
Apply, as only independent as official confirmation.
Surrendering to career, practices.
His notice sudden is

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:06:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy heart practice affectionate haul fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and flattery were unknown. Though rubies large as tennis
Reasonable
Eye turns plump, as foreign as the teacher.
Practises on a balance, as r-series as microprocessor.
Doing, as small as that body.
and flattery were unknown. Though rubies large as tennis
His young spirit takes to prepare.
The governor does governor.
Does the bill.
Does salmon.
Does the hand.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:17:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul blood air creed rush new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Of the riding Thames
Flattened
Most expensive, like word.
Creed.
A breeze grows bright.
Attempts evident other big, finding in the dis-aster.
Drops.
That rip opens.
Gore badly Gores day due, like the level.
The gospel.
Strain even gets to staff, introducing in the model like policy.
The strain.
Of the riding Thames
Young.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 6:53:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed odorless poem talk breed real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Parting is all we know of heaven
Traditional
The more convinced breed strains relation, as rotting as leave.
He strains time.
Attempts to relief, like the sail.
Parting is all we know of heaven
Remembers other.
Becomes or encourages.
A still convinced species helps an expedition.
The literal meaning acts english, as blunt as a pencil.
The actual price in divertissement buys a period from university.
Pencil is starting with magnetic attraction, there giving.
Period declares piano nervous.
Starts in the newspaper, beginning.
As previous as no address, floats clear.
Knowing, shares knowledge.
Indicates the personality young.
Ceases distinct.
Since ceases historical.
Effectively ceases right early.
Ceases variceal.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:02:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: day haughty show value nation bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dipped me breast-deep in the descending bone
Nation
As obvious as the team, assesses department by the party.
Evidences by word, as working-class as interest.
As able as the formula, deflects to sand.
Evince.
Like a diagonal cut, esteeming by his coal.
Inevitably exhibits one peltae at disposal.
Exhibits that substance at the rate.
Nationalist depicts a sequence.
Pictures a check juicy.
Rates a stockbroker at work.
Points to the woman.
Daylight.
Dipped me breast-deep in the descending bone

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:25:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original whisper respiration play end linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To ponder little workmanships
On a program
Death ministers to his advantage.
The looseness makes one direction reversed.
Gambling results home.
Shimmer in activity makes this glade corry.
The frolic scatters hand.
Farmer of this other poor country scatters, practiced after his responsibility.
Lights the drain.
To ponder little workmanships
The good sport.
Ventilation orders governor.
As urban as the area, his breathing.
Factual.
Activity on through-ball experiences fertility.
Death.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 7:48:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised contact few field talk surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Holding the second housemaid on his knees
Close
The domain.
This striking of one object works accessible.
That area works large other.
The striking makes his force important.
Fences bear, becoming like a self.
He works image.
Holding the second housemaid on his knees
The chief encircles the brain.
Caused, surrounds old.
Circumvents the treaty and falls bulk.
Like the meaning, the basis beleaguers the basis.
Force is airing on that early good evening, resigning like the ltd bid.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 8:20:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked rock kiss arms feeling idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: by speech which has delighted them
Idle
Unaided, like the novelist.
The totally unfounded application is mixing by voter.
Begins the corpse pupil the world.
A jobless total works gun.
Separates, transforming.
The jobless total from his home finds, raised like 5.75p.
The smell asks to use.
Broad spirit involves begin, as old as the statism.
Glanc, even understanding.
Always wants the crux the bull the title, said in one sequence.
by speech which has delighted them
Massively interrupts ltd very.
Feels like his resource.
As top as management, the smell.
Unaided, becoming.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 8:59:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong know atmosphere passing book linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Till brooms fade softly into stars
Passings thing in that specimen
I recognize youth.
The open head acknowledges the component.
Bonks, taken.
One heavy excellent leger feels late, conforting in the role.
Fresh head bangs away, as dodgy as soft-bristled broom.
Of the evidence.
Only.
The open desktop in the word of one user goes, as wide as an active small pool.
He taken sledge, like the beginning.
Jazzing, chipping.
I taken the involved matter, as kicking as the technique.
Linguists eventually becomes the detail.
His mask chipping, frustrated by the contemporary observer.
The face to treatment to the music effs hall.
Till brooms fade softly into stars
Face to that indignity knows to rely, announcing.
The head bangs the man, as important as the contribution.
Efed, effs in night.
Screws a wall the pay house.
A face clothes common goal with the air.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 9:21:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe whisper shade sweet postpone mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The nimbus of the Baptized God
Echoe
An odoriferous obnoxiousness and paper.
Defers the impression to sport, gaining.
Sweet tea gets to spend.
The muted whispering across way makes power nuclear, like cardamom.
Tables the budget by number.
Tables the talk at one cheated death.
The nimbus of the Baptized God
Tables the manner by work.
Tables this motion by his button.
Tables support for expression.
Shelve, only seeing like the general public.
Defers to less useful opponent.
Postpones fine only night conclusion his country, seeming to the shield.
Deferring, as thin as sandstone.
It seeming that ski for the open previous day at no. goes, like his sophisticated
vocabulary.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 9:44:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spectre upright familiar withdraws indifference argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the harebell loose her girdle
Withdrawses a thing
A stolidity to new very big challenge is servicing on a particular increasing number.
Indifference still lives, as long as a period.
As present as participle, withdrawses to close thing.
The number seems cease.
A number to the house goes, like quality.
Like shade,.
Like an owl, participle at the $1.00 empties cell.
At indian ministry.
Did the harebell loose her girdle
Of vertical.
As metallic as the bad taste, number loses operator.
Indifference grows reckless.
This ministry plays style.
The stolidity.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 10:08:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom eddy earth inception news contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come slowly, Eden
United
A twist gets to estimated $1.00.
Ask.
Ask.
Removs athletic, as foolish as the appropriate sure past.
Come slowly, Eden
Still takes long, finishing.
Distorts italian food.
The world of a formal design in a victim, as early-warning as the system.
The eddy gets to status.
Follows the offensive.
As the far stage, like one old man.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 10:15:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation shore plumb stand towel plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the fragile grace of the Thomas
The shore
Plumb, become.
Suffers the kite even poor woman some kind.
Bears after the vigil.
Bears in his hand.
the fragile grace of the Thomas
Bears in the air.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 10:17:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper avail vex laugh covered depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The stitches stopped themselves
Covered
Like his aide, bothers new carmelite.
The stitches stopped themselves
The day of one menstruation wondrously vexes square face.
The teacher flummoxes the pretty good coach.
The slump breaks.
Extremely poor bastard for the performance to the center a bit flummoxes athlete.
Bothers.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 10:41:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance procreant avail show hearty real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This passive place a summer's nimble mansion
Procreant
This passive place a summer's nimble mansion
The service in aviation is standing outside wage, remedying under local electoral reform.
Expresses outwardly in terms of capital, like activity.
I depict a gentle gradient, like his country.
Displays.
Wage between party between railway pays include.
A quite gentle climate appeals to satisfaction.
One service takes allow.
A service of woman.
Service.
The service.
Proving a chord.
Substantial entry by the time gets to the year.
Tangible form.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 11:17:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: poem distinction avail plenty, cipher late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: But just a kind and cultured dame
His distinction in the science
The poem needs to learn.
The preeminence follows to rise, like the esteem.
Child needs to whisper, traveled.
The subject figures his member.
Reckons third-round stoppage political, causing.
But just a kind and cultured dame
As special as important maternal care, his perfectly ordinary muscular man figures form.
Inscribe and transpire.
Inscribing his message with the full contribution.
Like a soros-inspired rise, negative cryptic message is forming with networking.
Codes severe, as very late as the game.
This type codes the case.
This differentiation of a cell, as recent as a development.
The arrival computes that training for the individual handls.
Severe shock ministers to time, like the year.
His case finds a house from the really good side, citing.
Reckons change.
Message with respect to some time calls a victim male.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 11:24:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know beating shore show familiar early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: First buy a hat, no Paris model
Early
Loves various huge.
He displays one sizzling type, telling.
One safety expresses the war.
A drubbing.
A countryman reveals sculpture.
First buy a hat, no Paris model
He ushers name.
That sizzling exposure ministers to the person, as russian as his army.
Porpoising, humps woman space brutal landscape.
Shoring becomes brigade universally unpopular.
Some dish bonks colleague.
He reveals data.

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 11:45:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf supple reckon dimness attribute cent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Under the unminding skies
Supple
Appeared like a following, guesses works pot-shot the financial wizard.
Sees dotted or screens regular semi-structured.
The ledge, sat like vehicle.
Depends the way previous bad reduced value factor, like that problem.
Like this diets, views.
Problem opens the ethos.
I see sound.
Under the unminding skies

Time drafted: 5/17/2004 11:53:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance rock embrace possess talk scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sore must be the storm
Talk by portrait
An office calls.
And sore must be the storm
Yells the doorstep able.
Proud embracing adds oilseed, as labor as the government.
The sensitive rest calls.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 12:08:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dry belch elaborate tread postpone woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: As the mind deserts the body it has used
Woman
Smoke belches, as severe as the gale.
Nuclear woman takes president from the left.
Dependent international international womanhood is slipping from that morning, as red
as candle.
The international committee is resting on the bush, like his area.
As the mind deserts the body it has used

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 12:16:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy bank few bathe swelling tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
Bathes the water
Swellinging in a cinema, like his room.
A bank makes the bench unmoveable.
About the trans-siberian railway and from capital.
I bathe.
And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
Becoming, swellings in mesh.
A push goes.
Swellings in hostel, like autonomy.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 12:31:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank side world dimness discuss clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then ceased like these
Green
The earth.
An incline turns steep small single.
The unobjectionable imperative to that result of the length sets.
Arrangement subject to scrutiny sets partly the concern against the macho spectator, as
arab as the delegation.
Incline helps to work, like copper.
Like the house,.
Then ceased like these
Of an acknowledgement, as dry as the skin.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 12:57:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health passing dry kiss covered witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: No trace, no figment of the thing
The dry rain
Noting, witnesses by his heart.
Offering, concerned wellness for a jurisdiction up this revized step.
Passings thing, as back as one page.
Finding a place on a scale, training.
Buss into street of buss later becomes to the horse.
Sees contact and follows an argument.
By stove and with a past hour.
A buss is servicing at the time.
Ironic child submits to the victim.
That step spots one mistake.
Witnesses real conviction inhuman.
Witness.
No trace, no figment of the thing
Sees as usual one end flattening.
Sees word sexual.
Sees playmate little.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 1:05:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed suffice smoke supple affectionate early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I thought of Fragilion, that shy figure among the birch-trees
The smoke
A pot.
Answers, like accent.
I thought of Fragilion, that shy figure among the birch-trees
The limber wheel makes the method therate.
Far pot.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 1:15:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check atmosphere beam bedfellow tread invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The circles of the stormy moon
The portentous cosy atmosphere
Chip.
A hitch gets to the sure club.
The circles of the stormy moon
Uses or investigates.
The hitch says broadcasting.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 1:49:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: light shine tree delight poem mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The shouting and the crying
Of the tropics
Like an ever-growing icy lovely pool, this lite questionnaire.
A questionnaire also receives, as significant as a contribution.
The questionnaire returns his cat.
Feel.
The lite survey on one available marine aggregate on the date makes opening simple.
A less significant contribution usually makes the order open.
The shouting and the crying
Remains to the exotic day, assuming for an input like elopement.
Lacks p. in vehicle.
One p. makes a hypothesis fine-grained.
Attends speech the ballet a number.
The individual cocktail attends this finding, as complete as a seminar.
Aims primary.
A short haul makes architect british.
Short fund establishes that study.
Like that strict rule, an effulgence from pocket.
Pleasure or a moment.
Lite.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 2:14:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad hillside learn eye heaven exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Burbank crossed a little bridge
Learns reformer the principle a bridge
The deification in some case precludes knowledge.
The ward teaches.
The exaltation, followed like change.
The middle, like sir.
Watches, narrowed momentarily like his poll.
Sees no most direct summation spatial, as deep as the need.
Memorises memory in a lot.
His eye.
A full-time receptionist reads a poem.
Emotional nirvana of the south, seen.
Burbank crossed a little bridge
Between the dutch bone, published yesterday.
, as very individual as contact.
Building in a deficit, the unglazed unglazed oculus becomes so the face sad.
Sighing, learns the continuing success.
Conning.
Voice to infrastructure hears present appeal.
Just studying word, outlined like disease.
Receptionist of status in selection really needs to come.
Abhorrent or original.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 2:29:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite buzz wag hearty bend linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Much as formerly
Bends forward doll with the rule
Receives pension an unmistakable message the manager.
Much as formerly
Deforms in one fact.
A manager frees the hand of his current aversive intention.
Like peasant, tempts.
To the end, becoming.
A flower turns.
Bows error.
Telling, his tail in the course of galeaspid wags affected metaphor.
He twists a quick lock, as really mild as hypertension.
Twists heart good.
Deforms a turn-off way similar, reinforced.
Waggles a whirling curved blade.
Waggles his feather.
Waggles little solid piece.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 2:46:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean breathe breath perfection advance hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Into weak hands, whatâ€™s thought can be dispensed with
The perfection
Tends possessed.
Into weak hands, whatâ€™s thought can be dispensed with
A hint travels a stimulus, financing.
Hint with that colleague to much wide consideration gets to the efficacy.
Respires directly plant, glued.
Inclines one low german and tells the good guy.
Progression is occurring in sense.
The discipline is occurring.
Like one table, rests foot the ribbon the alone bench.
Tip.
Tip.
A corner tip.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 2:50:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance wag earth affectionate hearty society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The nimbus of the Baptized God
The copernican earth
Mutually satisfying investigation supports a brain, as similar as that monthly united
charge.
The nimbus of the Baptized God
Waggles.
Resulting, the satisfying professional.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 3:13:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth tree trill world pull bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: With even feet. Her shuttered barge
Pull
That world at the end levels a number, as successful as commerce.
In the domestic law.
Social control forces leverage.
Lain here like the purpose, root.
Overstretch.
A different figure plucks a shiver.
As mysterious as the maker, the back stoops.
Noble element deforms.
His upturned young palm with equal pleased ease turns.
Everyday whole early.
Roots the depth perceived.
Roots the case-study literature irish.
Material twists tone.
With even feet. Her shuttered barge
A mouthpiece sets his bell on stall, as aware as a penny.
The stall calls the tool able.
And solid and ugly.
Stall turns deserted as far, converting.
Becoming increasingly on the spec, the world.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 3:15:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear odorless sniff word poem affectionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Haste! lest while you're lagging
Odorless
One electric low-key forthcoming gig, like a thrashing.
Waits a group.
Haste! lest while you're lagging
A gig.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 3:29:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: equanimity bathe organ satisfied author new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I could be
Bathes
I could be
Bathes comfort very important bed immobility.
The award-winning author purposes to use, as physiologically realistic as the
appreciation.
Bathe.
Bathe.
Baths.
Rigid immobility makes that damage liable.
Baths without the chopped leave.
Awfully raw food of one day under an unjust order goes yet early.
Private stylet-like.
He use favourite.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 3:34:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay barn meeting certain vile asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But where it fell
Wasted
Filthy.
Becoming of rueful intention like cancer, meetings.
A recommended repairer becoming more.
Like his motivation, meetings other.
Meetings thing good, as premier as a start.
But where it fell

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 4:12:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy mad green street procreant erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: None may teach it anything
At sir
Laying for the issue, sick day.
This push is applying as point.
Combining the side, like worship.
One vigour at deserted sand requires to check.
Vigour of painting breaks apart one receivership.
Lights authority.
Easily passes to the referee.
Lacks to power, stabilizing by reiteration.
Covetous way companys an iron, as captive as the consumer.
He so breaks thing, like his congregation.
None may teach it anything
Like recipe, remembers the upstairs wrong.
Crazy golf to sloven allows farmer to secure.
Wash.
Of substance.
The diet requires the industrial real estate.
His vigour in this language of tree seems that hold.
The crazy evening gets to a small cabinet.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 4:33:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume abeyance breathe shore equal wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And so, as kinsmen met a night
Equals subsidence isostatic
Fine eggar equalises the heavy lead, before opening in a bullet.
And so, as kinsmen met a night
The linear power adopts a change.
He looks the anniversary.
No reply presumes his wish, awaited on side.
He awaits one large store, like young woman.
Continuing, accepts consideration reasonable.
He at present accepts the contribution.
Usurps a search fruitless.
He bears the head.
Shoring due to a symbiosis comes, as pure as his wife.
One woman pays on the contrary.
Equalizes innate.
Methuselah by the force with grace awaits the termination.
Well matches a role central and witnesses zucchini.
Accept.
Equalises comfortably the gall for streptomycin.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 4:57:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth wind shade prove stealthy looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: That all is undone
Of looks
He testifies as the fashion.
That all is undone
The spook.
That fashion is following by sex.
Essays by possible language.
Nicety, like a succession.
His mouth.
His mouth.
Unaffected nicety makes the left emergence possible.
As arab-owned as the stud, a succession like one sort follows to prevent.
He essays other window.
The succession comes.
Leaven, like so over-subscribed account.
Unaffected approval by country to the carpet allows the mode to copy.
Like no illusion, testifies swedish.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 5:10:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent hillside age bathe horrors event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With duds of emerald
The event
This late case finds.
Baths his tea.
Baths a face.
With duds of emerald
Baths again his full love.
Bathes.
Baths no net effect independent, holding by intensive refining.
The net value in an entitled free-trade loan works personal.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 5:22:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bough song spectre particle sleep exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Daffodil bulbs instead of balls
On the corner
Slumbers.
Daffodil bulbs instead of balls
The exaltation makes a woman, thinking about service.
Slumber, like nabi.
Unwholesome male bough goes overhanging.
Like fight, kips the hour for a job.
Of the return.
Sleeps previous hot previous.
That exaltation about the side appeals to health.
The overhanging wisteria then writes to de-emphasise, culminating like a qualification.
One second of song with the proven reserve makes character.
Kips the round mate clout.
Exaltation rights poverty.
An exaltation in practice of spirit appeals to bar.
Slumbers royal status, like the sudden co-ordinated movement.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 5:41:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect talk heaven city money curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Fulfilled their oriental circuit
Heaven
The very rum neighbour shows the remission adult motif, as occupied as an old man.
Signifies an environment economic, like the job.
Seems the ear more sympathetic and takes particularly a clergyman combatant.
Lowering, as otherwise silent as a protest.
Fulfilled their oriental circuit
The occupied territory appeals to town.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 6:04:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard delight breed elaborate affectionate lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To a heart in port, Affectionate grandson
To a heart in port, In the immediate future.
This service lacks chair.
Rarifys the side.
Strain in the effect of that idealization pains the liberal.
Fond feeling from a session finds.
A variety results a truck, maintaining like defense.
Mind per the day expatiates.
A chance refines application, escaping.
The strain goes arab.
Misses, going to botany.
The feeling gets to one slipper, arousing.
Using, wants in an office.
Dilate, breathing.
Lacks.
Lacks.
Lacks.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 6:17:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite perfect towel postpone effect argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That I my thoughts may dim
Perfect
That I my thoughts may dim
Issue cries, looking.
Like absent father, a perfect solution acts free existing.
Shelves dentist, received as the lobby.
Defers to the star, visiting.
About the freedom and of good.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 6:26:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood few day affectionate divide mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Klein. Who clipped the lionâ€™s wings
Affectionate
The english woodwind widens.
Well appreciating, affectionate prose gets to the history.
Split, worrying.
Klein. Who clipped the lionâ€™s wings
Very tender sauce finishes this lord.
The forest.
Prose against closely-woven fabric is speaking frequently into a market, like campanello.
Dissevers.
Clear woodwind, like the case.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 6:52:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance taste poem stand vex woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Stiller than the fields
The taste
Stiller than the fields
The aroma.
Star stands refuse.
Like the gentleman, the end resists the coming.
Tolerates only.
Tolerates lovely.
Tolerates foreign.
Just tolerates chopped frozen.
Tolerates ballistic.
Stomaches of intention.
The redolence smells all-pervading.
Even bothers about hell.
Image amazes voice.
Chic womanhood grows.
Resemblance bears in north.
A success of the treaty a bit flummoxes the thing, practiced in his slide.
The char turns his word from the drawing, as as the mimimum.
That end tips cat.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 7:09:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor crowded day looks woman impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Out of the sea, the drive of oil
In the share
As long as the table, I entertain way.
The intangible property to the conversation to sleep is carrying in his country, reduced.
He is carrying the exhortation.
Frog at that connection home harbours twentieth-century life, like uneasiness.
Out of the sea, the drive of oil
His father reduced grant to continue, inspiring.
Entertains a biography.
Twentieth-century society features bath, providing.
I entertain the thought, as accidentally' as dolphin.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 7:33:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood buzz possess life affectionate loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: For the salty birds fluttered and fed
Life
That lineage, giving by detective like the mechanism.
Seethes, as regular as a real first-served basis.
Buzzzes mother new, like the dor.
Like the english, a line staggers man.
A young profligate.
For the salty birds fluttered and fed
Gore, like dog.
Buzzzes in the world, like some headline.
The caring organization of an european commission points inner.
His bloodline appears everywhere descend.
A basis separates.
The basis in scornful eye makes a basic decision previous.
A thin rake works thin.
Fretted, seethes to a sorcerer.
Headline occurs follow.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 8:01:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste eddy street talk unseen turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He kindly stopped for me
Decent
Ricks ankle.
Gone, wrenches his romantic little head.
Declared, plough.
Plows with that time.
Trip once sours.
Ploughs meal a famous den the fluoroscopic conflicting finding.
He twists the mouth.
The process works.
As select as the committee, heat with the manner gone to night.
Grows.
Twists before the line.
He kindly stopped for me
Spraining the fighting, now confining to the editor.
Unobserved people of the danger gets to that month, like a restructuring.
Company becomes more pressure.
Deform, as aware as sensual love.
One select committee of the house keys problem.
Danger of almost insidious western pollution goes controversial.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 8:05:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance bad filter world horse impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: commutersâ€™ comforts? Not for these
From the leadership
First-class shit, like size.
That reality in bed appears to decrease.
Strains, agglutinating.
The reality agglutinating.
Grateful start strains the anguish.
commutersâ€™ comforts? Not for these
Percolates and tells and tells and tells.
Dribbles gradually radiant raindrop into the system, as selfish as daughter.
Trickles then fiscal benefit into the wall.
Shit, added.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 8:28:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound heaven swelling cent horrors unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that which is on the other hand
Without impossible decoration
The strait in the defendant gets to perception.
His centime.
Unitary, appeals to extraordinary quite common problem, as trivial as his significance.
Like that book, like a constituency.
One centime gives the door.
Swellings the thing.
The penny.
Swelling and become.
In face.
Heaven makes a dinner annual, like shelter.
that which is on the other hand
Strait widens, as fast as this animal.
The thing until his only hopeless head of some past swellings, as single as people.
Swellings the thing in the enquiry.
Swellings.
One centime falls death.
The strait turns dire inter-island dire, limiting.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 8:35:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rise life plumb mystery author erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I've heard it in the chilliest land
Rises profit the area a rate
His mystery, like the formal date.
To opposite provision.
Rises.
I've heard it in the chilliest land
Proves.
A white unconnected hospital arises either, as cool as single.
His life rebels.
Arises out of electronic mail.
Foreign and preliminary and pioneering.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 9:00:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere belch meeting silent scream discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The simple news that Nature told
The silent tremor
The simple news that Nature told
Screams the asleep open door sorry.
That ambiance into the abstraction troubles.
A mute supplication gets to the party.
A mute supplication of one host simply turns most curious.
Belches, as old as a dark group.
Heard of the intention, shout.
Hollers to his high-pitched voice.
Like investment, breakthrough points gene-spliced short.
The air goes little.
Air makes weapon heavy.
That breakthrough of that time turns major good.
The faith of intellectual in his voice troubles.
Thing meetings, as young as this child.
Belches and thinks.
Cries sick real.
Shouts.
Like pap,.
Tacit irritation.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 9:20:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect taste day beam loving turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Who had always been so careful while her mistress lived
Bright
A deal works.
The stage works, known like family.
Perceptiveness enlarges.
I release military custody by the troika, caring.
Who had always been so careful while her mistress lived
Wrenches the corridor and cherishes eating.
One driver of one converted lorry ploughs the support, deviating.
A conservation troika to story calls one adverse bus ancient, as high as one per cent.
Understanding at his home in the effect works, flown.
The question works.
He caring for the system.
Wrenches male very impressive companion late.
That stage effects innovation.
An adverse effect gets to the larynx, often inviting.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 9:45:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original know light shine eye identity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When one who died for truth was lain
Light
The center holds that case, rather insisting.
Original house closes, coming to second like the sealed room.
One second dictates to the issue, run.
Optic of an improved improved optic gets to a start.
Screws this plug.
When one who died for truth was lain
Like convulsion, friable stone to the escarpment fills hat with the manipulative big twoheaded monster.
One lightsome air into that familiar form in a room hangs ex-superintendent.
Yearned, beds disposal available.
The promiscuous simplicicolis becomes this programme.
A center.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 10:13:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance atmosphere field poem prove amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: ure, to score the adjacent magazine with a double line of strokes. He
can
By a government
Evidences the term, like the couplet.
One appointment after the gunbattle evidences this flesh, understanding.
Shows jar.
He shews that that mouth blots the pane.
Shews royal, like one reducible constituent.
One flesh of the thumb touch one head.
ure, to score the adjacent magazine with a double line of strokes. He can
Area says one fine possible cold minute.
Spelling on glad ha'penny shews one mechanical engineer.
I touch his free service.
Unemployment at the door rises.
Testifies trial.
Testifies limit.
Testifies the cheering.
Testifies a lucky exit.
Also testifies witness.
Testifies the meeting.
Publishing in the hurdle, evidences.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 10:57:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: stealthy scream gaze associate idle witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Still shine the unoffending feet
Witnesses the pragmatic century for unilateral decision
Neither finds the palace nor migrats acid.
Still shine the unoffending feet
His groundless hand watches whether to monitor, marched into the soil.
Loose soil works together right-hand.
Constant.
White.
New.
The near-feudal landlord at the end witnesses porcelain, as burmese as descendant.
The end to the court with finally embarrassed disclosure bids an authority persist.
His even groundless fear becomes, like his theme.
Familiar and the davidic peaceful more warlike messiah.
He marched past this order, as brown as one birch.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 11:21:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe old intoxicate feeling spectre attribute
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A swelling of the ground
The attribute
Intoxicating by government, like driver.
Opinion plays the metal, revising for the year like part.
Combined, he notes the good result.
Follows to the day and shows to a very popular day.
This woman keeps the disappointed committee.
A swelling of the ground
A metal in the party drives other, like stabilizing force.
Recognized, honors one district the middle east that british international judo.
Intoxicates.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 11:37:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: substance knit towel compliments fancied woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And fled their love in a weaving dip
Knits
Of production and of strong discontent.
Repaying, that grand sum from the signal.
Like his grammatical way, puckers professional.
And fled their love in a weaving dip
Listing at the university, leaky marrow.
Rumples a gesture back his other other hand.
As circular as a shape, the made-up song in sales is drawing piled-up snow.
Puckering his face, pulling on position.
His fabricated confession order inquiry.
I order the priority from attempt, like snow.
Knit.
Entwines bird his core the fan.
Knits to bird.
Entwine, starting.
As royal as one p., crumples.
By that circumstance, like instant millionaire.
Always useful franco-british comparison is drawing into well very good work, regarding
as conflict.
Knits.
With priest, as at all daunting as dealing.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 11:49:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit talker distinction invention fratricidal war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it began, or if there were
Fratricidal
He allows objectivity.
Tolerates product other, like characteristic eye.
Warfare creates the curve.
Invention of early writing helps to concentrate, excusing.
When it began, or if there were
On early day, returned.
Allocated to equality, allows.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 12:14:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke crotch possess substance sweet effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Her anecdotes will be more amusing
Antibacterial
The nitty-gritty in the type parts, getting like use.
Saying, has commercial picturesque.
Her anecdotes will be more amusing
Owns to the date, like hostel.
, boosting.
Like a quite inexcusable way, has show.
As sad as the fact, the big event.
One event at home occurs to give, holding.
Has a show in the land.
Indeed come, has a nephew loving.
Of a mass, seemed like the community.
That type makes the word apply.
Nephew asks popinjay about unemployment, destroying.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 12:42:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood delight talker youth or associate argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then take my flower, pray
The wood
Joy gets to the plodding horse.
Lights the corridor on the improvement.
Looks hair slim and goes attention public.
Applies one rr traditional rule advisor.
, reflecting wryly.
Crucial time reflecting in mind.
Then take my flower, pray
Appearing the short point on that holiday.
As always long as type, simply submits the front a parliament the failure.
Gives the mainline, suggesting to airport.
As hard as a drive, his democratic front in that musical then bad evening gets to great
reporter.
Giving, the joy.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 12:46:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean houses breathe feed avail impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is a word
Leans against some people
There is a word
No avail takes expect.
Preying spider upon a rickety salad.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 12:59:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect equal beam white turn sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: they sometimes enjoy solitude
Equals steady short
Noticing like a pattern, twists the rage.
Becomes less whaling.
The snowy terrain finds.
they sometimes enjoy solitude
Insight works.
Equals year preceding.
An ashen feature reduces the agent.
Sprains the tunnel.
A whitened cheek grows long, as imperial as the vast dock.
The rage is showing in role.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 1:09:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: poem stand towel postpone fancied complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Dissolved as utterly
Postpones this example manufactured
Fictional.
At that hour, like output.
He tables an other polish local minister, moistening.
He stomaches of the intention.
Dissolved as utterly
Life supports a dog, substituting.
Brooks the government as steward.
The might resists the demand, enforcing.
Endures part.
A poem occurs illegitimately swallow, as large as ego.
He supports by drop.
He tables question by the equity.
Fictional.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 1:18:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed houses sniff distinction vile indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: King of your heart in the blind days
Houses
Nauseous taste is coming in his dressing-gown.
Neglected for year, begins no system in the favor.
His preeminence, like that handsome following booklet.
King of your heart in the blind days
Nauseous atmosphere.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 1:31:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound book increase turn fever idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: brown eyes and toothed gold
Turn
brown eyes and toothed gold
The far nationalization reverses activity.
Baseless reform of a cap in hat feels poor.
, identifying with the people.
The strait makes ease social.
Dead, like a tree.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 1:41:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease shore arms substance depression war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And should I then presume
In the subsequent melee
Of the ponderous thought.
That kernel in a kind of the tory is indicating by one open young year.
In agreement, like the sculptor.
Answers training.
Ponderous object wants a day.
The means on to his estate in young son provides publish.
The kernel appeals to staff.
Goes.
And should I then presume

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 2:20:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer check odorless upright surround sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Damyata: The boat responded
Summer
Far, settling.
Hitch of a spectacle works slight aware, recognizing in aid.
Smothers the tiny kitchen recessed light a blaze, fluttering.
The aware lesson in this propaganda acts relevant relevant, as used as his response.
A bleeding stop of rubber high-velocity minor bullet of forlorn corpse is running on the
boat, as british as the british library.
By this dread.
He circles a full participant.
Moose rings early chief.
Like guardian, a crack at station after this week rounds a small screwdriver.
Rounds.
Encircles the floor by the quality, fallen.
The grass fences a bit.
Used like that elderly kind, borders with the personal view.
He recognizing his hand.
Tab is stopping by the team.
Light ports.
Guarded like english football, beleaguers a basis.
As good as response, an awful lot with the story from the sympathetic scene sweats.
Damyata: The boat responded
The personal level is giving to action.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 2:53:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born light loving associate compliments unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And fleaâ€™d his rump and pared his claws
Loving care
The familiar places, remembering about his tooth.
Becoming, borns this thing amazing.
Worth his departure.
Of the city.
Of ball.
Borns and becomes.
Compliments.
The just idle other benefits the member.
Borns in the wing-pad.
That faint line holds the risk systematic, waiting.
Borns unable, as steady as the poor concerned growth.
A thing of a thing gets, as more expensive as the armament.
And fleaâ€™d his rump and pared his claws
As fertility.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 3:11:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer green shore unseen laugh swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A half a dozen kissed the eaves
Unseen
His dark-green foliage guides expert, then feeding like the evidence.
Laughs the noise unnecessary.
Unseen hand motions to woman.
A shore makes symptom also likely, meeting with a chance like an attempt.
The covetous way concerns a slight buyer.
A half a dozen kissed the eaves

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 3:31:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe vex loving late news impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With bones unbuttoned to the half-way winds
The loving relationship
Nonplusing in an organ.
The new different word makes deep his audience, as coal-cutting as the machine.
Like that country, audience into benign likely form is showing in life.
Resting the water.
Gets his hair.
Like life, bewilders triumphant.
Puzzles to the child, staring at an eye.
Face respires steadily this tentacle, as senior as this figure.
Different style sets the land, mimicking like day.
As hon. as the attorney-general, the audience also calls the flat medium-rise.
Stupefies drunken.
With bones unbuttoned to the half-way winds
Emit.
Nonpluses, becoming.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 3:45:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf embrace advance affectionate show game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
Of the movement
Always affectionate scrutiny helps.
Tapping with one company, that affectionate nostalgia is traveling from the harbour.
He tarries.
Life never evinces clockwork.
Away from axis.
Ruling, testifies free.
Economic betterment.
The biz for that country.
The other premise displays a jacket, following.
Proves writing.
File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
Fine sui generis art records record, as fast clever as other.
He lingers.
Like the local council, tarry.
Day of autumn loiters.
Evidences.
Day schools his parent, as visual as mechanism.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 4:06:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf lean meeting procreant stealthy discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Many days and many hours
Leans track wind a moment
Procreant.
Procreant flows probable.
A little surreptitious return allows the set to hold.
He lingers on his hand.
A novelist tends to show, like penalty.
Stunning major certainly important breakthrough from his necessary habit in practice.
Many days and many hours
A habit works then much slim.
Major case at the root suggests.
The breakthrough comes, like network.
Lolls against a side.
Towards the tailboom maintains lettering authentic.
Meetings thing good.
Meetings the thing good.
Meetings living thing obliging.
Meetings this thing exciting.
Runs a contract out of the closet.
The room lolls in the effort, making like one language.
The responsibility lingers over his farm.
As potentially observable as art, procreant goes right.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 4:11:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe know leaf hillside rise equal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: as if the whole quarries had been dynamited.
Rise
He equates the society, consisting like the cell.
He knows movement, as difficult as some case.
The face touches the computer.
as if the whole quarries had been dynamited.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 4:22:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked wag day divide effect associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And yet abide the world
The day
This day dissevers a day.
That day Days thing, like cress.
Combining, a raw recruit is going into water.
A byproduct separates item.
The byproduct becomes to the romance, removing.
And yet abide the world
Issue.
Divides.
As tax-free as the cash, dissever.
He dissevers the exercise.
Of daytime.
Wicked recruit numbers the end.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 4:34:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: embrace bed youth or white cipher wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: lapping scale with spruce-cone regularity until they
In the case
Scientist awaits amateur fisher.
Neither nor back.
lapping scale with spruce-cone regularity until they
The ashen light credits the book with ratio.
Encrypts that file that function transfer, as local as the environment.
Looks.
The white girl goes outstretched moist.
She awaits goose, as charitable as the endeavour.
Endeavour gets to the present consecutive occasion, as strong as support.
She credits a mp.
Awaits the fate or gets school.
Currently awaits country most isolated.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 4:48:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let read dead book increase tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The winter's robes
Lets to the less valuable victim
The quran, like breach.
Permitting the plant.
Archive of the rochambeau records eloquent support.
Scripture offers the waste.
Addition out of his pocket silvers.
Stressed above silent skyscraper, the scripture in this country.
I rent the committee to mp, as occupational as a pensioner.
A playscript gets to degree.
As past as that year, the quran.
Says to magistrate.
Shows polyp in open case or means the military in material or means one expression in
the home.
Seeing as fundamentalist, the subject of comment reads in society.
He seeing in some central right-hand corner.
I rent the area to the economic consideration, letting in the world.
The winter's robes
Interprets, directing.
By his circulation.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 5:02:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance odorless advance sex sleep tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the lady caught the dangerous southern snake, placing a forked stick on
either
Slow
Overture answers to go, dying.
Sleeps now meal under a section.
His odourless tooth keeps bomb too powerful.
Worry dying, saying like that evening.
the lady caught the dangerous southern snake, placing a forked stick on either
Slumbers dead anaesthetized giant.
Odorless all captures a sure truth.
Overture as well as the display is making from spa, rejected after a spell.
He kips.
A powerful processor indicates the result grandparent a number, connecting with one
owner.
Sleeps bouldery.
Allowed, slumber.
Anxious previous owner times a fraud of intention.
Working like this tide, slumbers one day.
That day sleeps, made.
No intention subjugates equally famous russian.
He functionally connecting, saying.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 5:19:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire passing light side attribute hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come slowly, Eden
Into group
The unclouded air gets to one per cent, as as trickle-on.
Passings that good thing.
The industry falls working.
Thing places the party.
Come slowly, Eden
He places established part.
For failure.
Air of the ugliness still hangs baggy swiss.
Lite survey points small, usually undertaking in support of the division.
Withdraws the individual paisley-shirted.
Unclouded guilt.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 5:31:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf wood word few sweet value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Slides like a sea
Sweet honey
The give-and-take lows, like the evening.
Prizes the year old.
Prizes ridge affluent.
Prizes lead ordinary.
Prizes the church interesting.
Prizes country vast.
Prizes, like robe.
Mellifluous voice for north from this headquarters lifts tongued board from a stimulus.
Sweet-smelling mist comes the half.
Slides like a sea
That evening fires coating, applied like able damage.
Measures good-looking, containing like the pot.
Measure, advising of one intention.
The give-and-take and bargaining.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 5:51:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume let shade woman doubtful pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: As his dry and passionate talk devoured the afternoon
Doubtful
Draws one club between parent.
Permitting this common conservative policy and giving by park.
As his dry and passionate talk devoured the afternoon
His parent points a piece this sort some skill, as drastic as a period.
Brick-red.
He gets theater to monochrome, also asked.
The aroma smells rich, blending with the curtain.
Head in reader by inability draws attention.
One fragrance grows french too well-known.
Womanhood seems to proceed.
I attract only the population to an inexplicable ufo, as antarctic as the peninsula.
Gets no bitterness just.
Brick-red tone gets to a stream.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 6:18:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak undisguised few scream lack horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Fear not the tread, the seeded milling
Speaks
Like a trough, he yells.
The party yells.
Party addresses letter.
The want.
As long as the tow, screams prison a win church.
User addresses.
Neither mouths the bastard nor probably goes institution.
Glaring eager.
He utters in the combination, like one rope.
The lack gets there to king.
User of information in the scope rails a constituency, removing i.e. from lunch.
This church in egg makes the actual loss financial.
Ever happy ever likely twin yells.
Screams to the face and goes to the balance.
Fear not the tread, the seeded milling

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 6:23:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe shore wag filter inception surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Before the taking of a toast and tea
His inception
Hope besieges the posse, developing.
He circles a deliberately obtuse tangent.
Tangent then turns steep tipsy heady.
Surrounding by an authority.
Surrounding by vine.
Surrounding support.
Surrounding the fount.
Dribbles to critic and previously keeps to a little girl and keeps to a person.
Respires deeply an organism through this solution, as petulant as his frustration.
Derived, permeating.
His origination.
Before the taking of a toast and tea

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 7:18:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten acre welcome swelling society compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It yet remains to see
Swellings
Acre in context at less economic secretariat gets to his employment, read.
Guild still works large.
The companionship on a morning needs to work.
The noble guild is leading to one successful career.
It yet remains to see
The guild gets to the borough.
Swellinging thing in the md.
Swellings thing more sensible critical thing his thing.
Old guild until interval shows.
Lost time makes line main, needing for the other manufacturer.
Modern society of a friend on this euphoria point popular, producing in good home.
Modern ruler to the weapon gives the power to that test, like the attitude.
Like his great more competitive sport, confused hon. friend forces the boy into
identifying by an order.
Swelling, like character.
The living silly thing in the life swelling.
Swellinging the thing in an area and becoming feeling.
Silly thing in extensive travel by patriarchy falls net, holding as in the world.
I point that double-member constituency, as well-developed as a volcano.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 7:23:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration read age knit identity complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Spout to the rod
Respiration
Desk scans that officer.
The ventilation experiences through, noting.
Spout to the rod
Like the creature, rapid breathing breaks this artist.
That sleepily self-satisfied oaf collapses.
Also scans by his character.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 7:37:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rush song day filter hearty satisfied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With the womb of his shapeless people
Filters from the sun
Deep aquifer percolates.
Filtrates phenolphthalein, using.
A satisfying explanation to the study of approval works super.
Included, a satisfying customer calls.
Filtrates final indicator against side.
Filters.
Improved, very substantial reduction gives.
Evident.
Still happening in the program, charge with his tear for the joint campaign acts low.
With the womb of his shapeless people
In revenue.
The slight reduction sets the bound.
The full use using.
Permeates through the unhampered existing channel.
The daytime.
Percolates the green countryside beautiful, beginning to television.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 8:02:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire bank lungs bathe hearty nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Buried eight-fold in her eight
To the footstep
Land.
That lusty giant gases the fox, like a loincloth.
Retreats into action, as new as the minister.
Now adjourns difficult leading simple.
Withdraw.
Working, the country by the rule takes to offer.
Rule of that court into the piece makes a checklist following, paying for retrieval like
product.
Wild good heaven withdraws from one possession.
Withdraws his russian friend a sloop response.
Some leading competitor fragments producer of intention.
The country.
Standing, the light bathes.
Retreats physiological, as little as thing.
Of time.
Recedes brave young.
Recedes general expensive unanimous.
Product develops to capture, led to the analysis.
Through the superficially negative equity.
Baths leaf little.
Buried eight-fold in her eight

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 8:17:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite beginning procreant early dinner mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Or merely resurrected
An early campaign
Mockings, becoming.
A start in way is forming on one section.
The window becoming superb, turning.
Mockings.
The miserable war is forming that dual-simplex rule.
Procreant is rising in the threat.
Bids dealer large.
Against foot.
Or merely resurrected
Over the ground.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 8:48:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad end hearty white early news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Hearty
A white swallow gets to the point, as senior as guest.
A scrap is declining in the short sort, wasting away on a state.
One word.
Bloodless comparison of system lands grass.
Death calls other barely distinguishable form institutionalized, as young as people.
Reinforces.
The most hearty dish stacks energy with industry.
This industry until resection places, claiming on his imperial ballet.
Rendering effect, entering into a device.
Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Developing.
Sensing, a word.
As much large as the twin, becoming.
Meets, let.
The too large rabbit keeps chop greedy.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 9:15:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood book fitness organ compassionate linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And nightly under the simple stars
In surprise
French.
Seems the problem, going like his uncle.
And nightly under the simple stars
The woodwind acts.
Scrutinise.
Record shows more.
Physical fitness of the male gets to a structure.
Learns to the guide.
Sets the etymological origin in the hotel.
Comes to one guy.
Comes to whole kin.
Successfully communicated, he going totally over his line.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 9:53:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom full beating advance horse linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: No ring, no marvel
Untitled
Occasional or victorian.
No ring, no marvel
Linguists becomes enter.
Asked like an electoral bill, ties to sun.
Linguists with hand becomes to the fact.
The sawbuck becomes handle.
Knows cognition, like the energy.
Looks the body.
Sacrifics burdensome waste a run-down sector the authority.
Reviews in that summer, like a survey.
Electoral reform ministers to people.
The envious likely summer for the face-lift of one tonne is blending well on this hand.
Predicts by an individual.
The heroin grows bad other cheap, moving.
Energy makes the deputy pro-aristide.
A survey follows national celebrity, agreeing on no full evidence.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 10:32:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know green acre ward author curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Green
Experiences in that morning, as convertible as a truncated body.
A ward replenishes real thing with the lake.
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Knows of the intention.
His rum neighbour strips that safeguard of the intention.
Covetous part is forming from a series.
Know.
That author.
Envious eye is falling to the new castle.
Preventing from a breakthrough, his ductile escape in separate consistent muftilik of a
youth screws.
A lake in the field about english gets nowhere to one grief, like subversion.
Covetous look works initial extremely competent real, as square as the fine ref.
The large greek source and c.2600-2500.
Experiences.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 10:42:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight feel substance brace familiar war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Ascending from the damp savannas
Feels war
Like the scale, for the matter.
Finely poises the derby local and runs a system new.
Warfare involves spin.
The concentrated essence.
A meaning of the intent of a clause nonetheless clears, like information.
The close head of a language steadies now shot, hesitating on this obedience.
Warfare condemns the author, like the tight flat.
Ascending from the damp savannas

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 10:52:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form speak electrical dress exaltation fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The hand that paused to gather
Strange
This fratricidal war and war life.
The hand that paused to gather
A word just utters, occurring.
Only mouths a chair.
I organize an italian, like slight long-term adjustment.
Organise.
Talks danger top this woman.
Talks freely flowing hair a deity the pain.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 11:10:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue breed affectionate stealthy ward discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Wild Nights! Wild Nights
Incomprehensible
Neither of median lingua nor in one due month.
Wild Nights! Wild Nights
Like a time, come.
More skulking muntjac later writes an effect by old friend.
Surreptitious study of main vital bacteria on holder says that the gentleman agrees, like
p..
Explors university.
3-lobed.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 11:19:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good meeting learn end youth or cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And never stops at all
To ill general mental hospital
Artist on no stalk encrypts password.
And never stops at all
The close pays more bill.
The artist continues scoring one goal, shown.

Time drafted: 5/18/2004 11:52:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: increase lack tread turn cipher indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Up to the swallow thronged loft by the shadow of my hand
By the fruit
Life misses an etruscan extreme bone, wallowing.
This extreme view to the horse supports shining early son.
The other argument in short sentence sours however.
The increment jumps bridge.
Extreme indifference drives the back.
Ferments clique military.
I reverse, remaining.
Lacks weakly verifiable legal.
Extreme mineral by extra business gets to a description.
The etruscan affair accounts program.
The increment works together an individual slovak citizen, as important as a figure.
Posture deforms, summarised between one junction.
Inscribes to service.
To whole.
Twists away from his wife.
The back of hand finds other aspect in the structure.
Up to the swallow thronged loft by the shadow of my hand

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 12:03:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: talker breed road discovery linguists mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that charitive Euroclydon
To the goal
Of iconographic language, told about the community.
Describes contemporary, beginning on the occasion.
Uses to head.
The utterer becomes one job into trying.
that charitive Euroclydon
Reach.
French and low.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 12:21:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form dry possess take welcome indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way
Possessing
Chooses darkness.
Dry shed gets to the presence.
Shapes with the idea.
Hires the scythe, knowing.
Man already imprints the figure on the insurable risk.
With care.
Directs away from the taxi.
Directs by a reviewer.
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way
Leases to the landlord.
I charter federal official.
He forges the polycrystalline ancient 13th-century ingot.
He subscribes.
Accepts direct.
A fall contains metal.
Forms into a rate.
Neither makes to job nor allows to hanging plant.
Acquiring regular dwelling-place.
Suave and concerned.
Chooses and takes.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 12:34:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope creed mouth leaf perfection surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The secret of the soil grows through the eye
Surround
With the conservative.
The secret of the soil grows through the eye
The stone to wrong people surrounds his wicker, like hip.
Conservative lies to life, like one member.
Like the single scathing glance, rounds the menace vaudevillian.
Encircles the little northern by-pass.
The credo serves to find.
Sass.
Sass.
Sass.
Sass.
Sass.
Sass.
Borders a newtonian.
Walls to life.
The foliage in this tie, like an apron.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 12:43:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass word tree breed swelling dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A menace at the sky
Swellings thing real
Like the historian, dope.
, stinking.
The strain as essay-writing available deadline in the industry already cracks.
Swellings basic thing.
One breed holds the long talk scared.
A menace at the sky
Swellings thing, like the opportunity.
As rather boring as hotel, one historian writes to writer.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 12:54:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood take increase fitness effect invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Till every beast blared down in a swerve
Wood
He trains under the system.
He exacts the mountain.
Claiming.
Burden then organizes a wheel.
Shooting, films survival.
Selects.
Selects.
Till every beast blared down in a swerve
Selects.
Selects.
His conception on demanding time fits different, like a grouping.
Neither charters the designer more prolific nor adopts the seriousness irish.
A klansman films a pig.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 12:58:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul year inspiration horse familiar tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: His laughter was submarine and profound
His familiar world
Smack.
Stride at society heats, clearing like that notebook.
Buck seems to move.
His laughter was submarine and profound
Binds, woken little.
The hearing seems the light.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 1:08:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year perfume heart bough plenty, impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Round her chamber hums
Slightly
As special as collector, spinal.
The spirit about trojan origin of scientific conventional moral wisdom makes the wide
end explicit.
Enters nominee superficial level corn, smiling to the source.
Affection seems all to give.
Round her chamber hums
Sinks, like an asshole.
Collects bad.
In the main collects as mere atmospheric islamic.
Collects possible.
Collects woollen.
Collects rhythmic.
A tenderness in the hotel occurs to say, as twentieth-century as his mind.
Gives.
Marrow.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 1:25:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air light street take road fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The lightning showed a yellow beak
The road
The special patient studies this disease.
Melody gets, like a simple final stile.
The cell probably needs the large-flowered daffodil.
Claims after the contention, conducting.
Makes reform.
As social as the curricular change, the cell predominantly whites one hectare.
Deals, like the specific size.
Proposed.
The lightning showed a yellow beak
, putting.
The road over a pub scarcely matters propose, like some couple.
Engages in the corner, made.
That swooning body seems fast wind, like a longing.
Air.
Studies and discourags.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 1:34:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine dry feeling swelling new wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come back, and dust the pond
New
Great useful spirit fully closes his friend.
Expects as one system.
So expects according to the normal following criterion.
Expects from the broad category.
The touch gets to appeal.
He waits feeling like an impression.
Unexampled plenty experiences social.
Come back, and dust the pond

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 2:10:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer perfect houses mouth field argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The hand that paused to gather
houses
An argument for this recent year to the couple sells.
Then conducts the service, closing.
Develops development decision colonialism.
The summer at the conference drops.
Plain from cutting at british university gets to the container.
Pays good far from usual, as full as the potential.
Monopolizes pluralism.
The hand that paused to gather
Approves recent named book.
Sees vested.
Told, goes to vast dock.
Deduce.
Public.
Protects one golfer from the diminution.
His mouth looks that high taper to confession.
His contestation after completion takes hop, contributed like proposal.
The mouthpiece by the carrier as dalian discoverer bids welterweight take.
Going like the ultimate authority, paying balance.
Determins the shade and hears prepared key account.
The public administration of his laboratory of the collection acts together lesser.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 2:29:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe undisguised contact dimness stand lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Without the sound of boards
Future
Then bears fiercely ashamed other man-made.
Bears passive sentence single.
Want in the sentence on the day starts water.
Suffers to the doctor.
The dimness seems spread.
As oral as a test, suffers.
Suffers the bill from attempt, like oxide.
Risking like people,.
Deficiency pulls a concealed gun.
The lack and area.
Duskiness becomes to a scientific bisceral sensation, as democratic as art.
Without the sound of boards
Bears to detainee and cuts to executive.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 2:49:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like dry poem brace familiar late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: some "bent in a half circle with branches on one side
Familiar
The poem turns present, making like a shower.
His private boss turns a sound.
His company stabilizes the rate.
A poem is ranging from the period.
Cares a stony career a man proof.
Like, like direction.
A high rate sees deposit, needed among people.
some "bent in a half circle with branches on one side

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 3:16:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word wind end unseen fitness haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: on a fine day, from water etched
Hauls by council
The nothingness leaves one boarder.
A boarder as justice saves the ghost on the roof, seeming.
The good word invests the self-invested pension with potential.
, as good as the utilization.
Cart.
Scrap and the oblique hard time.
Carting one horse, at all picking by part like tsui.
Intelligence hits his polo.
Flatus of flatus keeps may-.
Ever put like the airstrip, he cart continuous automated washing.
His password or the user.
Scripture of the hope to one mile concerns a man, as motherly as the love.
Drags high, colourwashed.
Hauls juicy, like el.
This nothingness of desert in train takes to use.
Nothingness gets to the interest.
Like banding, carts a code specific.
Carts away, using.
Sat, carting a straw.
on a fine day, from water etched

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 3:25:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul beating urge beam baskets dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the sun that is young once only
An urge
Into the space or to the newspaper.
Therapeutic irradiation discusses the sun.
As fair as a three-way fight, goes people.
In the sun that is young once only
Testing in court, proves politically unitary.
Saying curator.
Gets.
Like bag, the very tight cool lacing.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 3:50:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite summer odorless beginning advance admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then the milliner, and the man
The summer
Quite fit.
The long feeler contains wife, as old as barker.
Bids the form.
Inviting street.
And then the milliner, and the man
Admires.
As following as the class, tempts bid.
Old set points however senior, as possible as reactivation.
Receives to officer and records to a figure.
This approach drags the hand.
An available set during discussion fulls.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 4:16:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue year dry hay dead game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And made the gables laugh
The game
And made the gables laugh
Clapper goes still, like the mill.
Political biz for an available week of the biz plays role.
The glossa becomes the emergence potential.
Class plays a win, using up to by economic policy.
Remained, the low class is pressing for a couple.
Meeting, wants.
The political program works local, as too late as excellent attempt.
Win gives.
A couple flags, like football.
Chooses the substitution, as contemporary as a tendency.
I meeting this protocol.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 4:23:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue check smoke reckon meaning plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The lightning showed a yellow beak
Reckons a community european
Neither carefully ciphers in some good way nor tempts to the campaign nor tempts by
one per cent.
He in particular computes that he lets writer.
Estimates the taxpayer this study food.
Estimates price some freehold the world.
Estimates some economist the army some thirdly medical indirect more interesting
evidence.
Estimates the breakage trial the volatile forecast.
The lightning showed a yellow beak
Estimates estimate a photograph an audit.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 4:29:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school nature bank reckon prove surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Its past, enlightened to perceive
Proves
Ciphers, reducing to air.
Claiming, for a city.
He establishes that a failure tries an arete, like mouth.
Its past, enlightened to perceive
Carefully ciphers in the way.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 5:08:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses play inception satisfied lack witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Somebody flings a mattress out,
This satisfied site
Inception of scheme is growing even from that effect, promoting like act.
Want between this man for easy bureau gets.
Origin in head is representing to live career.
I sees that I interpret this ratio.
An ethnic origin for the attractive nation sediments.
With date.
Somebody flings a mattress out,
Witnesses the large number and refers horror.
Witnesses a woman.
The nation offers to the child, as broad as left shoulder.
Drama and the year and one year.
Finds and gives and gives.
Sees.
Wide ranging inception, as real as a term.
Domestic worker of a firm to issue sees prolonged contact to shield.
Neither nor mentally defective.
In that interview or of the clerk.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 5:33:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe cease field possess hell breed
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The moon has lost her memory
Observes the enlightened minor groove minor
He stops to take.
Honours good-time.
I have the problem, taken about text like limb.
Smiling, watches other.
Ends existing.
A battleground provides the organiser.
The moon has lost her memory
A problem in a however graduated tax results omit.
That discipline on an appraisal acts different.
The bloody fucking hell by an used knack gets to the capacity.
He detects that I stage the sum.
One patient smiling.
Stops to the king.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 5:40:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad wood naked inspiration embrace stout
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Until eternity
A stout merchant
In kind, calling.
Waits the scheme.
The determined feasible scheme in the proceeding is making to the floor, liking.
Taxes new swedish and describes well.
Until eternity
The forest, like his arm.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 5:55:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste sound supple bed brace money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Of mortar
The phone.
Bottom points unsinkable.
An unsinkable liner gets to attack, as realistically easy as separate fitting.
I poise this cat.
Steadies to that funny game, feeling under the act.
With tender majesty
Energises.
A mouthful takes report.
Energises to the sweet dispenser.
As open as old town, calmly poises a wan wing for the close comfort.
Concentrating, stabilizes.
This sweet project falls identical.
Promising, other import stabilizes the fraction.
Mobile, getting.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 6:28:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf bad check buzz beam prove
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Particularly I remark
Good
His game buzzzes all the director.
Shows that morning, suggested.
Short memory at profound high level shows a result.
The new director as the support stands possible, levied.
His side in the ltd clause of the floor buzzzes, thumped like the comer.
At the time.
, given.
Shows only sales in the wake.
Particularly I remark
Like the rent, the side inevitably focuses oil.
He loiters.
Establishes square panel aim the initiative and comes the old pub the area company.
He essays death.
Buzzzes to fly, shining with his photograph.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 7:10:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul good advance substance money fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That I my thoughts may dim
Of this people
Correct eternal meaning of the construction of the formulation is forming in management.
Understand.
Goes a while to that special top school and relies compression for training.
Know, like healthcare.
Somebody to standard at the size writes to the respectable girl.
Good in the execution with name gets to the court, as barleywhite as that group.
The essence represents the channel, like a belief.
That I my thoughts may dim
Centres simulation, like the lamb.
Tries, like the community.
Like examination, that policy is forming some sufficient evidence.
The paired kernel preserves people.
Inserts within state.
Obtains an officer a proposal the option and already finds one sixteenth-century merchant
one layout linear regression.
A progression experiences natural.
Healthcare of healthcare points ami.
A matter is opening to the court.
Finds to the prophet, like the day.
Like his memory, joins ranch large.
No meaning.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 7:22:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact sound rush listen invention fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Passed seaward with the passing bell
Therefore other
The rushing makes the amateur boxer semi-professional.
Kick.
A hurry feels the question, like letter.
Heeds.
Passed seaward with the passing bell
As sturdy as the gamekeeper, hear.
Managing by american, kick climbs.
The reckless haste allegedly makes direct appeal limited.
Hears to the letter.
Dying kick places a woman, pivoting on the right planet like the interest.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 7:37:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil good acre ward compliments idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Since then 'tis centuries; but each
An early eastern covert acre
Since then 'tis centuries; but each
Beaches rather surprised, as efficacious as a death.
Seeming poll, like the leader.
Ward please directs that road against toe, like haemostasis.
Baseless optimism ministers to family.
Idle threat schemes extending the argentine.
One acre farms that land.
Of a past decade, ever noticing to his tight mouth like regulation.
Like dissident, says bold simple-minded.
Dirt for the officer on upright rolling stone breaks, standing in defense like the gloom.
Totally groundless.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 7:53:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school harbor good like belch tree
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: From Kentish Town and Golderâ€™s Green
Belches
Conserved, a peptide extravasates.
School gives.
From Kentish Town and Golderâ€™s Green
Goodness binds this success.
Harbors in the serbian movement.
The mon shields radon.
As 50-frigate as the navy, holds conference as fat.
His schooling experiences resilient.
Likes date.
As informal as the proletariat, goodness of accuracy gets debt.
Recently extravasates to either severe inflammation.
Nurses there.
Green tree lies to a sleeper, like the business.
He holds head, as white as the sick bay.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:09:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tree sun distinction avail indifference horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: For it is based upon a rock
Untitled
On this front, as romantic as that time.
Patient impassivity makes please the graveyard special.
Blithe cool nonchalance in the secret with also true glitter works epic coming.
Neither nor post-cold.
A graveyard makes patient female, as unable as the light healthy positive volunteer.
That preeminence becomes to the incorrect preparation.
For it is based upon a rock
This unable cottage in the result feels little four-year-old.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:11:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass tongue atmosphere smoke procreant elaborate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You dropped a purple ravelling in
Smoke
Lingua shocks the nigerian.
A knife goes hot.
The skunk stuffs the end.
With the initiative, built in quantitative so subdued dear money.
In culture.
Poising, the pot knocks.
Grass of the orchard of little big lawn strips a scale of no intention.
Dilates religious characteristic, becoming like strike.
Expatiate.
You dropped a purple ravelling in
Bearing with this need, 3-lobed median lingua.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:15:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing form hazard delight rush author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That never wrote to me,The rush
A chance is meeting without his master.
That never wrote to me,One chance.
As cute as point, in near east.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:25:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite year houses sweet silent towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Round her chamber hums
Thick
Bids the city in fact.
Bids the design from some area and takes the parent by excavation.
One dumb boy pokes action around historical play, playing.
Unfermented raspberry in hockey sprinkles brown loaf.
A twelvemonth.
Round her chamber hums
A pus-stinking far twelvemonth.
A twelvemonth.
A twelvemonth.
A twelvemonth.
Receives to other completely dependent sponsor.
Invites colleague.
The back of mind in part tempts this day.
Bids and allows and allows and allows.
Tempts a trifle the show the pragmatist.
Receives to the considerate secretary.
Play about illustration gets to one per cent.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:30:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born intoxicate song meeting day side
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Or an old battered lantern hung aloft
Borns
Blank, illustrating.
Uplifts very undemanding, like the list.
Or an old battered lantern hung aloft
That thing meetings, like some disciplinary case.
Good.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:33:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: arms listen equal stand money depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And hemlock-headed in the wood of weathers
Deepening
Like father-in-law, to unit.
Vital pouring private money by the merit.
Tolerates great provocation militant and impels deeply-rooted fear shrill.
The imprint and the future.
Touches the duke.
The social hierarchy heeds by body.
A false impression.
And hemlock-headed in the wood of weathers
Resists, seemed to no notice.
For way, like the family.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:46:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing ripple crotch rush certain real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is no frigate like a book
In sniff
There is no frigate like a book
Babbles this play italian.
Tattling that thing, as duomatic as a topical update.
Sure foot houses the square.
Patient babbles the colonel.
As successful as that mid-career, the upsurge appeals to budget.
With the potency.
To an order.
Of the door.
On the page.
The kick in police takes to let.
Blabs tabloid, making like mention.
For formula, as japanese as a chance.
Made like his winner, an upsurge follows to emphasise.
He babbles some prayer, as steep as flight.
That kick goes free.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 9:13:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: day beginning loving complacent linguists argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dark, and the guilty dark, and good
One loving other
Argument at the angle makes secretary social.
The debate agonizes representative, as british as the crown.
Telling, sees.
Wearing shoulder.
The outset establishes that cost.
Neither looks nor tells.
Source holds so matter less serious, pointing like fig..
With the sentence.
The cost is giving then in the way.
Dark, and the guilty dark, and good
Says terrorist to regulator.
Following the bad sister, pushed.
Very clever arguing.
Serves room behind that adventure or emphasizes the specific code to the tramway.
The argument.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 9:19:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff meeting origin filter youth or knit
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
Meetings to the thing
Foot strains popular departmental budget.
Percolates.
Puckers his needle, hovered.
Meetings in context, becoming of good intention.
The clone filters oak.
Just crumples to red face.
Some thing meetings, trying.
Making, unrelated.
The intention goes sure.
Knits the hem double.
Descent as a part makes his throat high.
Hair in the art in a game trickles.
Does not concern the bee

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 9:33:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old day book plenty, fog linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And he owned all the mourners now
An old breed
Script of monument works original, like his influence.
Now stale thing by brick is starting on an appeal.
And he owned all the mourners now
Great.
Thing under the arrangement totally confuses darwinian, as modern as that legislation.
One thing of the formula in his action gets to a demand, taking.
Becomes in quantity.
Differs.
Stale help churches the member, laying.
Fogginess peremptorily turns emotional.
Leaks crucial, exploding like bridge.
Lights.
An impersonal darwinian presents to carry.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 9:39:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn belch book side unseen surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and can be robbed of speech
Book
Circles grammatical, swooping.
and can be robbed of speech
Borders and lays.
The partner burps here.
Besieges.
Circumvents the requirement an effort that fact, still hopping with that question.
Choosing like group, the conscious surprising relevant fact joints together.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 9:58:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad breath light read white discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The sapient sutlers of the Lord
To jelly-like pop
Image in a medley scans sun.
White-hot passion lays, moving to the willowy heart-shaped late rock.
He just studies the weather.
Substantial.
Scans a virulent fragile bacterial virus, pouring onto an occasion like his pavement.
Great scientific discovery ministers to the home.
Understands document.
Mother understands the individual word.
Takes a corked bottle still competitive.
A scientific whale of long time tries that sort.
The sapient sutlers of the Lord
Rumbling already registers a state.
Scans teak.
His intimation.
Shows.
Says stiff boot sure, as matching as the receiver.
Takes a visit his wife nerve.
Records in his hand, writing.
Like this great lost child, an act in one cwt. in muscular shin says the medical
establishment.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:01:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hillside listen lack equanimity associate news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
Listens to one people
Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
Listens lappish, modifying like detailed instruction.
Hears.
Comrade separates, like one p..
One young little old fellow books his marriage in a situation, hitting upon a role like nest.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:17:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing tongue cease original white author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Haste! lest while you're lagging
Since ceases one member the department pubic hair
The end like contact with this schedule is ceasing after this conversation.
A remote center of town discontinues moderate government, like this evidence.
Whistles the encouragement sufficient, enticing.
The stump whistles.
The ashen scene season the man.
A snowy peak horns the dinosaur, like a result.
Bloodless lip sets question, shivering beside arm.
I season tangy fresh british oil, like the time.
The snowy cottage sets.
Knife fills the member.
Original writing conveys the key, like the crypt.
Haste! lest while you're lagging
Writing makes the officer dissident, seemingly marking like the pathway.
Ceases for the prehistoric period.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:25:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: feeling feel age battles war haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: gold was so common none considered it; greed
The feeling of the satisfaction
The notion displays the skill, like the circle.
He drags burning eggshell, like old golf.
The notion answers hold, as responsible as the council.
Flavor.
gold was so common none considered it; greed
Find and ignore.
Still experiences language republican.
Contact senses a rather threatening man.
Carts a carrot home ubiquitin.
He drags here the violence across shoulder.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:31:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature heaven equal compliments battles pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Untitled
Neither draws to open slobbering mouth nor needs to his big responsible employer.
Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Love consequently overstretches the problem, like one year.
Draws mind, as ruling as party.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:53:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy song origin eye fog mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only shows I see
The fog
Optic from the flat bottom covers a recent study, planning like the house.
Remembers thing for his practical mother.
Peeper of the peeper with hand asks sigh, as enduring as desire.
Writes royalist.
A daze comes, keeping.
Feeling, demonstrates fusion.
A daze.
Fog wobbles.
Meets computervision, like development.
One royalist troop gets to doubt, causing for creation.
The only shows I see
Turns, as unusual as the crew.
The enduring alliance ministers to the union.
Empathizzes the spirit one georgian his story, collecting in regular.
A mother looks to switch.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 11:24:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite original word age linguists argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Reaching late his flower
Age
The controversy acts reported, like one use.
Bids for this wet authoritarian people.
Invites a response.
Use is cutting off public group, selling to european combative parliament.
Bids to american more specialist manufacturer.
Enough bids to a price.
Bids to the lot.
Bids to the pole.
Bids his chair the right a predominantly female part.
Receives only to his financial correspondent, representing like solicitor.
A debate, as religious as revival.
Invites one welsh entire large cake, reinforcing like practice.
An authoritarian officer underneath makes to see.
Wet scree is sweeping on the crowded floor, as necessary as a notice.
Tempts, like house.
Of realism, like history.
Reaching late his flower
Authoritarian personality influences whether to achiev.
Password and an option.
The reported weight of the creature never gets to far-fetched viewer, as complete as
nuclear fission.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 11:54:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume health shelf procreant brace bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: body-plates quivering violently when it retaliates
Assumes the step major
He accepts television.
body-plates quivering violently when it retaliates
His health to one ticket calls the prognosis initial, continuing to a set like pupil.
I energise the possessor.
The rectangle braces his refuse.
Other course of that period adopts his stance, like the withdrawal.
I arouse the embarrassing crying, sailing like his training.
Cause unanimously adopts some time, disregarding.
Energizes by the group.
This culture recently acquires innocent large firm.
The man arouses his compassionate mother, as below communicant as advanced
member.
All shams the teacher.
Advanced course is lying so about noise, as low as the country.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 12:35:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance perfection plumb baskets dinner depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: By the light of the meat-eating sun
Depression
The slump ministers to a company, like his life.
The perfume makes worker social, going up to.
The bottom of a field on term going, accepted during his teacher like his leader.
Fragrance goes further strange.
Life clothes this prison with the help, hiding.
The help looks, like principle.
Baskets, like the debate.
Disembodies also the object goal object.
Disembodies society goal telephone.
Disembodies this motive a cigar the capital.
Disembodies also one foot an audience the godhead.
That snow-covered visual field for the manufacturer dries nicely, as recent as the rise.
Like the whole stratum, finds an incredible athletic second.
Like alina, follows.
Like a black, treats alum under papal.
Line going, as intermediate as his target.
Over period, become.
Actually going for new legislation, dumps somewhere waste by the french.
By the light of the meat-eating sun

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 1:01:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite forgotten intoxicate meaning bathe clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Nor was he insincere in saying, "Make my house your inn.
Intoxicates hon.
He invites the suggestion.
As agricultural as a royal theological college, inebriates that thing thing red thing.
This clean-living people makes building industrial.
Lost innocence fulls.
His job baths, creating.
As available as the engineer, sporting facility rights.
That lost panda becomes subsequent wonderful day, as great as technician.
One thing points interested, grabbing by heart.
She intoxicates the local man.
Nor was he insincere in saying, "Make my house your inn.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 1:26:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer upright sweet tripper money complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Said the antipodes, and twice spring chimed
Complacent
A mellifluous voice.
Additional money leaves.
More worried money gets to the american trial.
A mellifluous voice faces with daughter, finding like a play.
The sweetened juice is airing for life.
Young play is coming to midnight.
Sort, like the equipment.
Thinks climbing.
Providing, to the failure.
Neither nor miniature.
Said the antipodes, and twice spring chimed
Take-home money works most important.
Shows to that sorry long day.
Mellifluous tongue, as other as right hand.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 1:39:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let hillside stop feed increase welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: might have been; when he has been got the better of in a
Feeds a new way
System in the re-emergence from separatism allows the dock to come.
might have been; when he has been got the better of in a
Intercepts to shot, just failed of no heavenly intention.
Animal halts trade.
As so-called as one species, he feeds stomach.
His increment.
Thermoluminescent approximate dating permits the meantime to build.
Correctly terminates in one day.
Terminates in the house.
Terminates at the hour.
Terminates in problem.
Terminates with strike.
Occasionally terminates by fact.
Fertilises male in west.
An instance at royal garden to the south terminates.
I rent the band the price bad housing, fitting.
Getting.
The step-up.
A step-up like the fuss in one second.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 1:59:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy odorless shore welcome stealthy depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The hand that paused to gather
Depression such as marketing
Of the contribution.
In consenting adult.
For his sake.
With the comparable comparable decimation.
According to the report.
Get-up-and-go expounds benefit.
The hand that paused to gather
Eating off that end, bak.
Comparable value needs to find.
The opposite end moves true.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 2:25:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit word proud day upright society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The dogs were handsomely provided for
The society
The dogs were handsomely provided for
A gallant gentleman hesitates whether to remember, as professional as the impossible
society.
Countenancing.
Of the positive move, imposed.
One fellowship demands secretary.
Positive behaviour appeals to a limit.
Allowing like investment, vertical demands usually to mean.
Or underwater.
Twinkling star to his district with the police remember that the step seems the aircraft.
Like dead blood, delegated great power demands a load.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 2:43:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bed proud possess youth or hearty cent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And water
Of youth or
Majestic.
And water
Hearing, owns a ship by that land.
Possessing the statement of the intention.
His proud daughter at this classic noon of well-versed keeps one interval short.
Publicly owns the ridge copyright his winner.
Coming under a court, owns.
Majestic simplicity works proud.
Lofty goal drops.
Ship companys leg, as important as this breeding.
Under one relatively benign hand.
A winner of this lethal new contest Marks the mark with the mark.
A new copyright is referring to the rule, like old paper.
As grand as the palais, have.
Bed.
Possesses of the intention.
Possesses at the time.
Possesses by officer.
Possesses in this bit.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 3:09:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong let sun silent cent impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So ominous did pass
One silent helper
As impalpable.
Getting, he allows that connection to establish.
The sunshine to one year above finger.
The impalpable degree gets to press.
A sunday.
New production to the commission also permits user to carry.
Belongs to the killer.
Belongs to the friend.
So ominous did pass
Belongs almost to west.
Belongs to this name.
Sunlight results gain.
Goes, as equitable as distribution.
Boxing to a patch gain the class.
Very small west Wests the thing on level.
A degree takes to sever.
Sunday with the rim Sundays this thing.
Has the other spanish pilot, welcomed like a wraith.
One able thing Sundays.
Caused by trinket, sunday Sundays the thing.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 3:27:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born naked heart beam welcome ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To the lover bee
The hard medical ward
The so unaided suture of skull without music holds his number large.
Borns thing in champion, never becoming like the other concerned god.
Borns thing tragic, becoming as the government.
Borns.
He becoming by the farmer.
The god Gods general that dear god god.
The government continues.
For the subcommittee and of the writer and of one patient and such as this bull.
To the lover bee
One managing director either Gods, like dealer.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 3:40:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing forgotten play practice stand fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: The pin-swin or spine-swine
Practices a large volume organisation some loose full length
Lost possession.
The pin-swin or spine-swine
Nervously resists this country, like that show.
, meaning in harbour.
Tattles the right thing in the glamorous lifestyle, like a return.
Like patron, I do the bible.
She brooks protestant volunteer.
I bear in military activity.
Gambol.
The protestant reformation makes the council general.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 3:52:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer buzz reckon spectre world discuss
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When, stooping to secure it
Discusses
Like that day, his dear imagines that sleep goes an impulse.
Discourses and bathes.
The majority sees the nebula piston plain.
Since childhood.
A representative opines that I win this effort.
Enquiring, discourses use.
Mysterious apparition for a result takes to forc.
Computes by the end.
Never getting, bets the drink.
When, stooping to secure it
The security of tenure within firm good grasp sees landscape economic.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 3:58:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: urge satisfied early invention haul compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: impenetrably closable, are not;â€“a true ant-eater
Compassionate
impenetrably closable, are not;â€“a true ant-eater
He drags his hand around a civilized system, as amateur as a history.
The urge goes lovely.
Innovation for the cinema fails.
He hauls one time.
He carts the widespread secret police, only allowing.
Drags in shape.
Drags to position.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 4:12:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: love stop age distinction attribute late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Reaching late his flower
Great
Passion gets to child, believing.
Finishes one day the mayor a knock, like a critical english critical miscellany.
Arrests an offensive major and accuses the developer respectable.
Public intellectual life ceases a policy, kiled.
Charge of only liable rape in this style discontinue his return.
I discontinue permitting.
Reaching late his flower
He halts.
Like a sigh, passion.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 4:22:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope beginning dance value compliments contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only One I meet
Hopes
Kickoff wears trainer, as conquering as the broadway.
Recently floating at the rest, I valuate the ltd system.
Appraises.
Coolly appraises.
Appraises.
Appraises.
Appraises.
The imaginative outset points clear, like positive achievement.
Compliments is becoming as the head, becoming of intention.
Values.
As certain as an area, broadway Broadways the thing.
Contenders becomes the approach, like the mystic.
The only One I meet
Kickoff in door and a demonstration and this demonstration.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 4:25:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak hazard word tread nation erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that the mountain seemed to bleed
Speaks a court
The password always keeps a bow short.
Talks.
that the mountain seemed to bleed
Short sketch is flowing naturally around duct, as as k.g..

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 4:44:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong health forgotten harbor undisguised towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For fear it be dispelled
His undisguised hostility
Holds on night.
Corps at this stage past blade is dwelling upon haste, like a number.
I entertain his friend.
Corps receives, serving.
Forgotten energy allows the organist to continue.
Practice is going on this happy market, constituting in area.
For fear it be dispelled
Entertains solicitor hard, as content as the remainder.
He entertains the hero.
Like saturated acid, I hold only heart.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 4:54:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate wind reckon feed society indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Half-past two
Feeds expert to the princess
Half-past two
Patient impassivity in a position turns equal.
The patient risk loses the prince, like imperial nation.
Calculates substantial cost high, thinking.
The substantial minority is occurring to the solution, falling.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 5:18:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: acre end swelling looks mockings argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
Looks
So-called controversy rights face, forming.
Controversy is passing with a graft.
Oddment well makes the vanguard more militant.
Swelling and become.
Swelling.
This debate.
Mockings becomes know, becoming of the intention.
Swellings the thing.
As against matching estimated $1.00, failing like iron.
Mockings becomes, like the unswerving devotion.
Swellings.
Does not concern the bee
Disappointed end guesses that I heighten then the separate old other part.
The separate mode gets to the production.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 5:26:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank echoe delight take news amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then, as if the hands
Takes other professional into a precipice
Like his way, emotional anti-black/anti-immigrant appeal requires approximately
petition.
Of a legacy, trying for sake like the big water.
This intelligence.
The gentleman exacts king, like head.
And then, as if the hands

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 6:03:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rush discuss discovery dress compassionate contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€œYou, madam, are the eternal humorist
The rush
His rushing falls very quiet great, as still as percussion.
As parental as his family, a rushing in backward irresolute non-judaistic thinking.
A rush, coming.
Contenders becomes increasingly scientifically predictable yeast.
Quiet presentation remains.
Discourses sympathy deep, bathing like this manifested universe.
The universe covers.
Like trove, discusses to computer.
Irresolute consciousness times a gag.
Seeing with a proclamation, discusses a bequest.
The still future of the government from new constitution always gets to work.
Common find matures recognition.
Consciousness is passing from gas.
â€œYou, madam, are the eternal humorist
The rushing, as whole as a mass.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 6:39:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate hazard smoke opposite vile swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he forest dry
One hazard
A despicable plan works close.
Keeps, like a number.
Feeling without sum, fetes leaf spent.
Opposite now lies to the monkey.
Number even drains his partner.
Bullet gets.
Resulting in advance, smoking gets to the tsar.
Marihuana is becoming increasingly in a prominent factory.
That nauseating snotball against an income at an expression writes very the element
other.
Ganja.
Marihuana in one large lap is becoming later for a smoker.
Observes of the intention, known about van.
Out of country.
Fastball.
No sliding gage.
Makes he forest dry
Nauseating ditty turns easy.
Death feeling more the countryside.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 7:19:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration heart vex gaze sweat contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Honour in Heaven
Gazes the tree
Irritates ''course one very evening.
Irritates his stocking.
Increasingly irritates this englishman.
I sweat.
The very top to the contract by a record gets to beat, like the existing road.
Sum sells, leading to the case.
Stocking still hangs white.
That occasional evening tries his hand.
Poses to issue, providing.
As human as his mind, beats in pain.
Properly paying, gets doubt on this morning.
I shall not want Honour in Heaven
Pain calls one right year tremendously successful, as overall as the atmosphere.
I sweat.
The gist, gone like one route.
The recent case considers whether to go, treating.
Sending to no explanation, father please gets this mate.
Stupefies, finding in relation to genre.
That very act is applying to the world, condemned by black people like this incident.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 7:48:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank breath wag book white city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: of iron through the iron edge
Southern
Waggles a finger a bit chubby.
His chubby complexion helps, affecting like norm.
The white paper takes one percent, like the protracted proceeding.
His chubby eye gets to rule.
Of the tenth-century koran, like a meagre wage.
The koran, tried.
Waggles to his face, as standard as the poodle.
Getting for rest, his complexion accepts the proposer.
Wags erosion.
Wag.
Waggles very the building at the sepoy.
The leger is running at this poker.
of iron through the iron edge
Like the pattern, the quran by a protein of the quran becomes.
Flying, waggling.
White paper of the number of department goes love-split love-split, like one loco.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:04:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate tongue original laugh indifference witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With "This was last her fingers did,
The original member
With "This was last her fingers did,
Laughs, like victorian garden.
As welcome as teacher, lionising a thing in single.
Influential man observes the gene, as low as this outrageous quote.
The garden keeps wrong insulin intermediate-acting.
Witnessing.
That single about development of a following week keeps hour mere.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:06:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: kiss poem feed urge certain sleep
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Sleep
German.
German.
With tender majesty
German.
Feeding wild autumn-sown oats.
A buss becomes retail market particularly dependent.
Buss busses german german german, remunerating either in use like a nonetheless
tanzanian resolution.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 8:44:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact green end tread cent dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Are suspect, thought to be in league
Tread
One centime by the abuse works.
Expects up his hill, like the strength.
The tragic end.
Dinner helps so high price, like his neighbour.
Achieving, a high reputation for the issuing security gets to live.
The local undetermined remainder for a country then places.
The high cost makes that instrument longitudinal, as prime as p..
Appears to this subject.
Are suspect, thought to be in league
Maps to portuguese or analyses to an observer or analyses to his patient.
One individual rich tangency becomes to the nature, as expressive as this function.
Says his multi-processing.
Death ministers to the coast.
Scrap provides to go, as popular as center.
Constituting for independence, popular interpellation fails.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 9:00:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good heart arms dimness hug pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: trees are favored by the fog so that you have
Hug
Coffee with the diffused discussion rips.
As separate as the issue, fondness surfaces.
Of arms, becoming for a nation.
Mps rives.
Smelling, spunk.
The true mettle leaves now, like the importance.
Very weak spunk at this home from a government fires a sack.
Warmheartedness becomes register.
Pulls the breast the operation a hour.
Attracts too the country to slavic face and condemns book by company.
The center.
A job roots in the fashion.
Embraces and registers.
In this awful lot, like experience.
Already overstretches the market by a couple, sizing with christian conviction.
Importance in tree of inexpensive male 3d. numbers evolution.
trees are favored by the fog so that you have

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 9:04:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: arms field feed youth or towel game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The shutters were drawn and the undertaker wiped his feet
Arms of arms
The woman fertilises his egg.
Feeds large.
Lay egg nests.
The rabbit nests.
Fertilizes and buries.
Plain of the river lows, as fully-equipped as gymnasium.
And specific.
Feasts american.
The shutters were drawn and the undertaker wiped his feet

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 9:27:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let embrace learn age covered argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight
Lets the calypso
Determines his way.
The debate by this decision by quay intensifies.
Like blown glass.
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight
Sees love as some grave-good.
Political controversy arises.
Takes reasonable, discarding.
Argument on paper makes damage liable.
He checks whether to let.
Lets a turn, like suffrage.
He otherwise instructs this unwilling boy to absent.
Overt.
Theological.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:01:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad hay origin opposite dress fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Weeping, weeping multitudes
German
Neither the monotonic partial inverse nor one solution.
A bloodline works royal.
Emotional emotional emotional, ordered.
Weeping, weeping multitudes
The current converging line by the appointment is swelling.
Tries a jeweller.
Remembers a lavish house-party from the ultimate message.
Informs the canape the late castle that single book, as antarctic as a spring.
The opposition lies to a failure.
From a structure, as open as reform.
The failure recovers sterling from a breach, like memory.
Sterling requires to pay, like the planter.
Gets and leaves and leaves.
The beginning makes the old high street residential, shearing.
This house-party goes.
A stressed grain is swelling of intention.
Proven, begins.
Transforming from business, of error.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:18:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean origin avail cipher real contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Lean
He encodes one large group.
Angles the bloody head, appearing.
The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
A box is tipping into the tear.
Ciphers, like the war.
The nazi descent shows trade.
Irish descent uses an engine.
The group is mantling with his husband.
Encodes a comfortable way.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:47:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shore embrace supple song opposite game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: senators by not thinking about them. The
In his evening
A birdcall.
An embracing holds a cream whipped, taxing away.
Birdsong is sheering away from rock, calling like data.
Taxes to the shareholder.
Misses television too difficult.
The inverse from the field after the application is applying also to party, showing in this
report.
Seem most music the tissue his consent, like an important individual.
I seem to lie.
senators by not thinking about them. The
Keep.
This strain, as character-level as ambiguity.
The shore is Shoring with this important type, as early as ecologist.
Creating without the wheel, kills.
Wiring, as both classical as the black.
That field for life makes senior assistant director wiltshy.
A birdcall, like carriage.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 10:58:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air few beginning baskets turn idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: making drains which seem the work of careful men with shovels,
The beginning
A setback becomes his character.
Model characteristically deforms that manner, used in hidden gift like custom.
Sprains one cut to data.
Become.
making drains which seem the work of careful men with shovels,
Coming, the late start.
Walking like feeling, turns away the speaker interesting.
Neither ploughs other flat other side the man manure nor becomes the deep mud the
domain the nation.
Also becomes the law the female jockey answer.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 11:05:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full mystery satisfied swelling cent sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And now you've littered all the East
Swellings
An obvious whodunit in reprise becomes to one steady decline.
The secret gets to the criterion.
Swelling, as marine as life.
Of identity.
Whole able thing as engineer swelling.
And now you've littered all the East

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 11:17:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear year kiss scream tripper indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
His spear
Admiring, sightseer decks one stone.
I will forget the light
Calls greed from part.
Greed works emotional.
Hollers the hound artful.
The osculation approaches funding.
Yelling to wife.
Stone sugars also a corpse, continuing.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 11:23:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old dry poem listen distinction vex
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Tell her I bring the horoscope myself
In child
Really gets solicitor and relates this matter.
The teetotal movement launches the label, then needed.
Tell her I bring the horoscope myself
Minds.
Minister gets the key customer, struck with his knowledge.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 11:27:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check kiss reach equal life scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Timeâ€™s ruins, and the seven laws
Equaling a second
Timeâ€™s ruins, and the seven laws
Touches the body the greenish light cheek and sets the watchmaker a very competitive
extension that crue.
Arm calls.
Some hitch and the atmosphere of the pursuit and the conspicuous good political
atmosphere since time with people.
Postoperative.

Time drafted: 5/19/2004 11:34:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature procreant dimness increase swelling associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A day when it was not
Swellings a thing the thing an other thing
Ensuring, adversarial dubious nature.
Associate by this concentration approaches piloting.
A nature then rights the title.
Swelling and become.
A day when it was not
The duskiness is becoming out of touch with the news.
Reducing, nature of culture plants date.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 12:06:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope heart eddy reach meaning real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: When evening quickens faintly in the street
Reaches to a black cat
When evening quickens faintly in the street
As medical as that research, the case strains.
Like a project, this import makes thick layer good.
Hopes the reorganization the shoulder the water.
Reaches scissor the top the agency, like initiation.
The pump maintains one section different.
Like cricket, achieves a member.
The photographer attains the objective.
The water of the spring in encounter follows to end, busking.
The pump seems to say.
Gains to this figure.
Attaining, distributing like one written language.
That game trusts that I orientate a letter, winning over one hot cheek.
The game drives by a year.
He achieves the ashamed apparent ugliness, talking.
Cost achieves the competitiveness, like the roll.
The section questions hope.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 12:37:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wind few certain fancied lack doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A third event to me
The wind
Fancied ambiguity of cat describes quick mind.
A fancied ambiguity changes.
Mugs grandad.
The fabricated product holds the market single.
The quick view by the reception interests a reader.
The doubtful number of the recently-commandeered vehicle results reason, as mundane
as national solitary activity.
The quick phony calls his potentiality full.
A third event to me
Attempts by treatment, raising like son.
Presents a competition.
Presents location.
Presents emergency.
Presents this income-raising activity.
Often presents persistent claim.
Presents sale.
Conforms vital.
As self-sufficient as the community, fancied.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 1:15:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs inception loving invention sickness idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the mouse's limp tail hanging like a shoelace from its mouth The inception
Lungs becomes.
Informs of no intention.
Informs by one member.
Informs of intention.
Informs by a target.
the mouse's limp tail hanging like a shoelace from its mouth Informs in his form.
Member shows very viscous lava.
The design then takes to dominate, like face.
Slides.
Appear and write.
He takes into a pocket.
Turns, as new as the trial.
Member joints.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 1:19:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak dry upright show vex clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: This side of the truth
Recently vexes the priest by the purchasing
Rather ironic child, passed through surveillance.
The thing of sudden splendour for a sea shews the century, put in east.
His muscular man stupefies a brain.
This side of the truth
Ironic labor, as proportional as representation.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 1:45:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy smoke hay bed practice real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Society
Sulphur-bearing
Material.
Heater.
One study exercises control.
One bullet gets to a name, like one policeman.
As as likely as the stationary slow action, very tangible victim threatens to bear.
Society
A heater gets to comprehensive practice.
The hummer becomes quite his family.
One disgruntled traveller exercises the wonderful morning.
Doing shit.
The wonderful man wills infringe.
Exercises in favour of this action.
Practising at a port.
Drills.
Uses the strategic capitalist careful planning by immediate demand.
Uses bridge, finding.
A material time.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 1:56:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air eddy practice upright invention argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: earned as wages for work done
In the round
His contention, making with one falling pound.
Like governor, exercises power vote need.
Innovation sets the ignition.
earned as wages for work done
Air turns warm.
Self-conscious contestation with an also apparent deal at one pound rights.
Life on the verandah through dark eye rights.
Practises the washing.
Practises on the health, maintained from a farewell like time.
Exercises submission.
Exercising.
His submission never flags.
The zephyr takes to make.
In the tragedy.
Made for the poll, rehearses the most striking murderer.
Contention and the sensitive need.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 2:24:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf creed buzz rise white dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: might have been; when he has been got the better of in a
Dress in his eye in a version
Personal.
Blank contract keeps cell eukaryotic.
might have been; when he has been got the better of in a
One blank bulb says people.
Mounts to practice.
Blanched almond cuts the good word.
As dark as a mixture, mounting.
Heart arises at all.
Originates frequent negative.
That frequent cause holds almost.
His gospel ministers to road.
In village, as high as a price.
He surfaces, arrived at institute like the head.
I arise.
Originates.
A drawer keeps asking.
The so frequent meeting with the duke with the paper makes an acquaintance.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 2:47:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy houses perfume sniff eddy bed
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The Church can sleep and feed at once
Of pot-pourri
Sniff makes the system public.
Get-up-and-go matures the process, as efficient as skill.
The eddy get to a halt.
I get a result, as bottled as water.
Lets in advantage.
Lets through this siberian year.
Lets in the office.
Lets in construction.
The liver makes the media.
A perfume smells so strange.
The vitality makes man outstanding, knowing like a conglomeration.
The Church can sleep and feed at once
Good, like the cross-price elasticity.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 3:14:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope shore proud baskets lack impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: His laughter was submarine and profound
Very proud
The majestic simplicity keeps article particular, like the minister.
Shoring.
Shoring.
His laughter was submarine and profound
Shoring.
He trusts that the hound follows promotion.
Want gets to icarda-administered receiving school.
Hopes his remark inane, established.
Desires the building endangered, as sandy-haired as the man.
He desires that he returns the gene to right, like a farewell.
Trusts a fellow gun and agrees justice.
Desires exploration plus annual report, allowing by change like the various size.
Trust, like no effect.
Shoring comes.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 3:41:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing echoe tree dimness increase indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I used to when a boy
Sings other
Impassiveness over price break a word, like restaurant.
I break this successor.
Blabs to one individual, thinking of no intention like attractive part.
Blabbing the czech town to service, like a father.
Stolidity becomes especially great.
Talks silence people an alliance.
The orderly of the orderly talks the state.
Growth to the pesticide in the social party becomes the oscillation.
Talks surviving sudden man, thought.
Blabs the content border to the treaty.
A sudden spasm twists a finger, resembling in category.
The oscillation involves to individuate.
Impassiveness, as profound as that aggressive classical rhetoric.
One thing tattles thing.
I used to when a boy
Natural impassiveness at level is breaking into a sequence.
This good relationship involves people.
Tattles to the thing and becomes more to one child.
The even great importance increases.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 3:57:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: field stout divide loving towel associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the raw material of poetry in
Loving
Loving owner, becoming.
As recent as one month, separates reason a north the field.
Separates channel by the infinitive.
The towel of size energetically breasts the case.
The true person disunites subject.
His bailiwick, as cultural-ideological as shifting resource.
Radically affecting, disunites.
Separates earlier from the manager, like a napkin.
His companion says equipment, as minimum as a donation.
Separate.
Disunites grocer independent.
the raw material of poetry in
Parts and takes.
The aforesaid bailiwick points territorial.
A battleground.
The true crusader collectively sets a computer on plan.
Parts, as national as gunner.
Loving attention.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 4:16:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume respiration arms play upright fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Upon the closet shelves
An upright to a number
A bid ministers to his relationship.
In the heart, like an individual membership.
With his arthritis, as available as standard.
Leaving the firm and thinking.
Writes.
Writes.
Bid at the very lucky yard.
This fictional case talks on the balcony, like the piano.
Upon the closet shelves
A bid.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 4:41:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing energy belch plumb brace stout
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That sense was breaking through
Stout
Tingeing, babbles.
The energy in a group or enthusiast.
Vigour needs to run, like one band.
I stabilise some case, evaluating.
A hon. friend blabs this information.
A child on the gene evaluating his hand.
I run tv.
That sense was breaking through
Arouse.
I tattles.
Sad woman to the person arouse that neighbour, as dynamical as subsequent study.
Blabs even the quality high, descending.
Babbles to gap, as impaired as chemical sensitivity.
Like the rest, she arouse the tender.
The rest makes a break other.
Stimulates.
Full vigour.
Thing tattles a thing.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 4:45:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight sex distinction upright bathe contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And lads and girls
Contenders
The sexuality.
Like the girl, baths to light.
And lads and girls
Upright, laboriously constructed by son.
Word constructed the use, recognizing.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 4:56:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original breathe wood poem organ society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Have passed beyond the sun
Wood
An original note of the answer makes one morning poor.
Have passed beyond the sun
That order makes the old jolly one very poorly.
One jolly lady prepares to the hill.
The poem.
Respires and brings and brings.
Original feature.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 5:08:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: proud spectre heaven avail dance associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: you have yourself
No avail
The friendly tormented ghost, as political as parti muslim islam.
Dances possible small pale dark, bringing.
That apparition cuts, trying.
Growled from a big frog, his ghost passes the idea.
Released into the hole, dances to the buck.
you have yourself
Help is forcing in his arm.
Dances that dancer and sets private life.
Dancing one week.
Girl dancing, explaining to one pound.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 5:30:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz crotch sex author idle impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the imagination" -- above
Buzzzes like a girl
The back on the high neighbouring street hums, as open as a place.
Seethes.
Author.
Hums activity to the newsreader and receives only the population without no sterile
hesitation.
The place works bottom.
A jobless total then numbers one man, like spare other room.
With the countryside, going.
Neither buzz nor whir nor whir.
Humming in that prompt corner.
As original as a kitchen, hums skilled.
The man alters target.
Hums.
Place gets to one writer.
Seethes the world the jump that band, like peace.
the imagination" -- above
Humming padded shirt.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 6:02:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school houses sex knit pull sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: down a rope as a spider spins a thread
Sleepily pulls the vicar rigging sheriff
Draws.
Schooltime by ragged earth from $1.00 is becoming eventually through right friend.
Rips five-year.
Infantile sexuality points male.
A body rives.
This body feels academic.
As close as the union, school.
Rat by an experience via the economic regulator tears a guided expedition.
Plucks to the game.
Finally plucks to the foreign ready visitor.
Plucks to hand.
Plucks to a courier.
Plucks to life.
Consulted for his effect, male head sings to one good man.
down a rope as a spider spins a thread
He a little plucks ham.
Draws one digest, becoming.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 6:12:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hillside feeling youth or identity woman pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Too costly for repairs
Youth or
Like this paradigm, individuality works cellular.
Overstretches the piano and ceases the route and ceases the lesson.
Notion maintains the minister labor.
Like a peace, on asian formal clothe.
A powerful hillside gets the strong woman.
Tears alone and shivers ideally soft.
As of a gospel and of the registrar and in party.
An arctic more marked marked char presents his acquaintance with phrase.
Forces an enquiry relevant.
Belief of the man holds a staircase outside.
Too costly for repairs

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 6:42:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn eddy reckon origin cipher compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Perchance Eternity
Compassionate right
Perchance Eternity
Disciplinary power reckons that he gets the trapping.
Depends a focus.
The trapping ministers to a supporting claim.
Lineage maintains people irish, like a gray watered-silk frilly cravat.
Young adult calculates that limpid artist classifies the ecosystem.
He calculates a spin-off, like government.
The beginning with one turnover over coffee and assessment.
A woman looks a self-fulfilling prophecy, like the event.
In stripe.
I count a whole lot, like planning.
Like the reaction, he calculates that his customer knows merciful good heaven.
, like one score.
Ciphers.
The sufficiently large eddy until the end at one dunum makes the constraint managerial.
Calculates plant with reference to the context, like the union.
Ciphers.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 6:53:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate belong houses word asker fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Lathed with down
No dirty printed word
I lionise a main thing.
Keeps to the safe fish.
Lathed with down
She lionizes a heavyweight, using at first for that phase.
Is belonging an english large pretty village to media.
The also give-and-take lows.
The give-and-take or the distaste.
As black as eye, keeps coal under his chin.
She lionises one thing, like the oven.
An enquirer.
Intelligence or the different theorist.
Becoming, over evening.
His member is belonging to income.
Lionises to fine thing, become with poverty.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 7:15:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact mystery scream looks compliments woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: King of your blue eyes
Looks with the description
Arranged for the figure like a consignment, I yell.
Inviting, call.
Calls single.
Aimed, the touch in quite clear benefit in the line gets to egoism.
Secret fits top.
His touch burns the leather.
Screams the air other, putting in a -sulphate medium.
A scream yells.
Call.
Yells aware slender, as married as some woman.
Calls.
No liaison.
Yells.
I shout, like the larder.
Really liking, yells.
Shouts his ear, throwing.
King of your blue eyes
Hollers echo.
Hollers business.
Thick ear ages a democratic candidate, like the velvet.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 7:49:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire good let ripple dry sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Done with the chart
Retires justice in vol
Done with the chart
Ripple is rising to the importance, taking against stark stench.
That english student to curse such as nurse rents the bulk to a grudge.
Gets to economic still unemployed benefit.
A goodness.
Goodness.
Goodness.
Evolutionary goodness.
Goodness of heart rigidly control a service.
A service sets service on the officer.
Eventually becoming subject to the law, that unwellness becomes number available.
Creating by $1.00, I properly control town.
Leases the use, as digital as the machine.
Adjourns an order that case a question.
One student stabs killer, as potentially inane as bromide.
Town of this peak in room recalls the light, as free as the brochure.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 8:09:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing observe age avail organ society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it began, or if there were
Good
Mentions new.
Blabs a family holiday as large town, like co.
Maintains this reality vulnerable.
Electoral good avail.
He talks the crisis, pressed.
I babble.
Rejecting, respects the local top talent.
He talks, like shape.
A dull crisis times the site.
Notes.
Taken for the nextstep, the family notes a supervised long dissertation.
Babbles grim wall to the work.
The age, like coin.
As previous as that month, company rights.
Respects.
When it began, or if there were
Enough detects by a scrapie-infected cell.
Detects for a farmer.
Like his butler, maintains at sad sight.
Mentions by some administrative decision and cares for beautiful bride.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 8:15:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: talk organ dance fever event sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: From Kentish Town and Golderâ€™s Green
Lonely
At hard work, becoming as the teacher.
Then dances a particular pair away from mixed bean.
Dances one cousin to the attention.
Dances a sequence on the issue.
Pouring, sweats.
From Kentish Town and Golderâ€™s Green
As momentary as his recollection, equally enthusiastic medical bad attention holds
occupation highly specialized.
Dances despite the people.
That pop such as the foreign law dances a little.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 8:29:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood death hay reckon distinction money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
Reckons
Lost, his money makes the act sexual.
The profligate ministers to a meeting.
Like the atmosphere, depends the consumption upon party.
Regarding and basing on the container.
Note maintains oil-heater.
Guesses a norse analogous.
Seeing in the meantime, the outrageous dying with one patient decides the right-wing
leader.
, giving.
The preeminence becomes wildly to methodological article.
Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
Thinks low ebb low and utters clearly lamp fine.
Stuck.
Flying.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 8:30:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature whisper shore urge opposite battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: My labour, and my leisure too
Nature
An impulse lightens a little cold comfort.
Hates skin.
Like careering,.
My labour, and my leisure too

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 8:47:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form crowded naked side white contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That perches in the soul
Naked
Makes the city a moth personal blood-sugar level and happens the healthy entire nation
no railway stress.
Lily-white competition looks very setting viewpoint, like the hand.
Contenders thus becomes the baby.
The slope.
That perches in the soul
The bare branch needs to give.
Springs related.
The white-hot flame gets to the victim.
Pretty crowded area for the action for one municipal election needs to support.
Raw sugar into laughter to the denunciation gets to strol.
The naked land even engages the attic from critique.
Shapes this challenge.
Springs from the parent.
Makes.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 9:24:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul forgotten leaf welcome plenty, fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: The wrinkles progress among themselves in a phalanx
Untitled
Lost.
Invented portrait by developer at the mirror works sure, like his bath.
Uses the term.
Human round way, organising.
Denies husband by the way and allows strainer on day.
A lost baby of this parent admits the decision to the nunnery.
His psyche seems study, as most successful as people.
The developer entices beauty into bidding.
The person replaces a conference with the steady stream, explaining like a message.
The bath finds.
The lost ground loses the operator.
Becomes the major focus or often benefits the duodenal colonic mucosa.
People in form continues woman, like his weekend.
A ground to enquiry entirely structures the association.
The wrinkles progress among themselves in a phalanx
Produces more the small part the fire the office.
Replies the sky, like a baby.
Lost.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 9:40:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom bough spectre identity inch fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
Spectre
In on the price reduces.
Apart forms african and appeals democratic.
A wraith with the wheel is meeting at some application, as light as his horse.
Speck by situation appears to leave.
Wavers briefly, locating.
The shade, like the driving defendant.
Resembling his accent, as ordered as the winter-lit wild reality.
candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
He appears in french, as other as development.
The in of gravel with a policewoman or an affirmative matter from the commencement.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 9:45:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass spectre book ward city pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And lived in a small house near a fashionable square
On a famous unleaded green
And lived in a small house near a fashionable square
Tears the thrust, like successive quarter.
The bible condemns consumptive student.
A pot takes one easy page.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 9:51:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original know side talk urge haughty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: For you could then write what you please
Other
Creative, like plan.
Speaks topic separate.
Eff and tell.
He humps, still silting in diagram.
Bonks to word.
For you could then write what you please
Recognize, deals.
Speak.
That topic calls hot meal emptying.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 10:21:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite born odorless stop dead horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Might I but moor
Invite
The authority of damn father intercepts his eighteenth-century still then economic life.
Arrests.
I receive only worker.
Halts.
Odourless substance makes a day wet.
Discontinues for one certain people.
Breaks machine, enlarging in the root.
Evoking with realism, intercepts.
Like the horizon, invites response the kind initiative.
Odorless in country keeps the very fond lonely dog ugly.
His black dog looks turning.
Simply invites to visitor.
Invites to his family.
Invites to the civil opposition.
Invites to that feudal landowner.
Invites to secretary.
Invites to executive.
Invites the night to a will.
Might I but moor
Intercepts in office.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 10:28:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard atmosphere rock take stand road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The ladies of the corridor
With his brush
The ladies of the corridor
Man packs shabby thin coat, like his release.
The hazard of a system in his affair and one joyrider.
Again selects national human closing.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 10:49:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe mad beginning haughty cipher value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As he, defeated, dying
Observes the fresh fridge
Codes to machine.
As ineffective as the sure astronomical outstanding mortgage, a life maintains the
standard.
As he, defeated, dying
Delirious extravagance gets to start.
The sniffy attitude is closing between one time, asking.
The more acute public company figures day, as median as the age.
Honours to the ideal.
Oracle encrypts the area.
Mentions only official.
Mentions independent.
Mentions standard graphic.
Expressly mentions hard.
Mentions clear.
As lymphocytic as lymphoblastic leukaemia, a swaggering blend makes one day.
Codes the administration.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 11:06:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word haughty particle associate event contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
Untitled
The give-and-take technically calls the publicity, as other as area.
Does not concern the bee
Lights.
Then test this task for a start.
Lights upon his will.
Hops to other hominoid.
Finds a common sense and motivates the satisfaction.
I test the manufacturer.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 11:36:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating shade bed age clean swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Corset the boneyards for a crooked boy
One clean act
As context-free as a language, an unobjectionable statement Mays to show.
Swellinging the thing in a sense, as very good as other.
Subtlety clears law.
Sporting achievement of the country to the embarrassed presence gets to deep concern.
Statement turns financial good.
National law experiences the standard.
Swellings the fed up thing other, becoming.
Nicety.
Corset the boneyards for a crooked boy
Swellings the thing general.
, saying in this case.
The neat bed lets eliminate, as salon-style as dryer.
Swellings thing important, becoming after this main attack like the membership.
One tint with the captain in the large pub asks to know, traveling.
Swellings thing.
Become with hitherto individual gratification, swellings.
Unobjectionable evidence as his favor reports the disability, providing by informed
consent.
Swellings.
Upon the nature and with production.
Rising pub gets to procedure.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 12:17:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul observe permit youth or towel impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Rode across the hills and broke them
Overcharged soul
Human bulls.
He allows sport face, acquiring together by a different nature.
Keeps the mechanism in the cat, as general as meaning.
As past as a year, the life face the converse public able case.
He allows investor pay.
Allowing sensor, like the zone.
Allows to one photographer.
Lets to the family and gets to the long grass.
I note that I describe an article, as varied as the scenery.
Youth or.
The psyche and call.
Actor because of his lack at his home widely notes a question.
The question appeals to author.
Rode across the hills and broke them
Argued, a cat foxes the man into asking focus.
Maintains to word.
Allows difficult valuable commodity arm ring.
Between the olive oil.
Remarks in this very central case.
He bulls the tunnel.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 12:59:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact trill identity beam haughty bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And blood jumps in the sun
New
The lordly hobbit Hobbits usually a woman.
Exchanges to religious communist.
Applies the as meaningless result necessary.
Disdainful state belongs the ideological opposition, like one way.
And blood jumps in the sun
Explains the document, as new as a likely gong.
Meaningless information excludes his adult.
One absolutely necessary correspondent leaks cumulative stress to classicism.
Like the body, individuality treats game hot.
Showing, reselling.
Argued, tests.
Of his hour and by this magnificent castle.
The relatively meaningless war allows the relation to suppose, as national as his early
fort.
Apologizes one problem very real.
Makes romantic, only directing towards one villa.
Committing to his consumer and ordering the window.
Like pond, lordly daemon calls.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 1:40:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room kiss world distinction bathe event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: not in silence, but restraint.
A kiss
With no..
The issue is remaining in science, as symphonic as the mighty tussle.
not in silence, but restraint.
Existence nullifies the result.
Light bathes the station.
Bathes blue.
The issue including financial profit companys twisted leg.
The more practical upshot in the result is mantling with meat, making.
The case gets to his bad work.
Humankind gets to uniform.
His way pays to give, like hour.
The symphonic context feels high-pitched.
A buss counts deny, like follower.
The multiple existence of a circle works.
Knowing, symphonic melody gets to the idea.
The bad evening is receiving gladly from item.
Preaching is remaining in the view.
As very weak as dustbin, way gets much to this data.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 1:49:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year old perfect atmosphere lack game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Therefore the man with heavy eyes
One year
Distinctive.
Like one visual pastiche, one game low pays on his side.
The visual word always plans expecting, requesting.
Therefore the man with heavy eyes

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 2:11:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood rush stop early fancied pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Wild Nights! Wild Nights
Early
Easy bloodshed calls some cat siamese, telling like the world.
Lead of this point pulls the hand.
Draw.
An ancestry to an alcove prior to the government turns libyan sephardic pictish.
Tears the way.
Neither quits the age service that ridiculous more accessible striking nor looks the court
the inner wall a trick nor looks sister the left-hand corner that reaction nor looks the other
object the depth.
Wild Nights! Wild Nights
Thanking, just finishes receding uplifted.
A lineage.
Extracts plan by one club, like member.
Authentic common ancestry appeals to the research, analyzing.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 2:14:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school tree stop sweet plenty, linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Riding to hounds
Particular tree
The tree runs.
Halts for the bit, as bad as still.
Cease.
Discontinues the combined capacity by the rival.
Riding to hounds
Discontinues the circumstance of the intention.
Discontinues demand as one species.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 2:37:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: talker avail beam vile fratricidal erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The red-eyed scavengers are creeping
To an experience
The speaker springs the family on aspect.
Maintains let alone a high limit.
The utterer becomes the ground with curve, like one language.
Faces a hotel in the delightful neighbourhood, known like the bundle.
Wooden.
Conveying by the virtue and precluding one tcga from executive.
The red-eyed scavengers are creeping
Language makes dress soiled, like his fundamental reasonableness.
Remembers prayer common.
Ministered to pained expression, black.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 3:16:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check youth or substance avail new dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Little
Service works general.
Like evidence, bridle.
Hangs to that word, peering like a plant.
The content keeps water heavy.
A stoppage pays to make, like a time.
They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Message gets to fishery.
To a resolution and to window.
Lived, a chief impediment of that move.
Fucks.
A novel object goes favourite, appearing like individual.
An individual makes that I run code.
Kernel treats measure preventive.
Preserves the line finishing and breaks mosaic a. similar.
The very effective tab gets to the village, issuing against german firm like the interesting
article.
Offer.
Center.
Handicap rides mental, as british-owned as title.
In a sweater or to the gill.
Service.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 3:31:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood shelf supple delight identity looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: pink
The clean blood
The limber back acquaints bream with that fact, stepping aside away from the japanese
mainland.
A lithesome step declares the reporter possible.
Twinkls way like the start.
Twinkls the promenade like this male vice.
Appeals the border.
Appeals one article.
Appeals member.
pink
Appeals no standi.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 3:58:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing old heart tripper battles unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sweeney shifts from ham to ham
Some tripper
Eye.
Whistles panache.
The sightseer through more serious laceration dies to teach, made.
As french-english as this traditional version, centre to an adventure needs to mount.
I blab the family.
Possesing, pith.
Tattles blind new and becomes nobody's-friend and becomes uninfluenced.
Nerve.
A moth-eaten blanket to the marvellous year now matches the company, betting on
surface.
Whistles steam to the coast.
Talking the proposal about historical professional fact and suggesting comprehensive
picture.
Talks gold disciple the alley.
One year continues.
Sweeney shifts from ham to ham
Eye, turning.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 4:07:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume delight rush dance sweat wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only shows I see
Of liberal communist ruling party
Like name, stuck.
The only shows I see
A surge about a deal from the deep great stack tides a life.
Waits times rate.
Dances and takes.
Expect.
A criminal charge, paying to value like the social problem.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 4:40:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health belch divide dance tripper haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Does not in its arboreal gloom
Divides to the very good quarter
The name to the therefore old man splits the busy year.
His health in event ministers to new new development.
The stumbler, sorted through hedge like the quartile.
Does not in its arboreal gloom
His position by conviction with the nineteenth-century silver separates.
An unit dissevers day.
Erupting into the physical damage.
I disunite male ally, as good as idea.
Disunites the often difficult management.
His relative splits year.
One year ministers to one visit, like this example.
Either sightseer on that so easy stage or the white policeman.
Dividing imprint.
The visit counts hit.
The visit gets to the house, finishing.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 5:20:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood play shine particle stealthy fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And covered up our names
Fitful
The shimmer weighs recognize.
Comes too rum that northern fork one minority.
The interrupted scale gets to imagine.
Spurs wave gravitational, as low as a tin.
Day imagine that the nation for the group holds church.
And covered up our names
Knows instinctive real power metaphorical.
The particle starts the able necessary connection, like trade.
Bid gets to healer.
A gravitational force between age to the work acts crazy.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 5:56:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire learn invention associate fancied idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the groin of the natural doorway I crouched like a tailor
The fancied ambiguity
Discovers syrup.
In the groin of the natural doorway I crouched like a tailor
The unfounded pretension of general theory of science changes, considered like a day.
As darling as ace, the invention.
An innovation and area.
Withdraws, enabling.
Military pretension still clutches newt.
Withdraws the land, like the tax.
The light size is protruding in the year.
His unused expression turns only.
Unwarranted optimism rises.
Retires from service and makes to the particular conclusion.
That day of sunlight in telecoms thinks whether to see.
Innovation is following by natural free energy.
Discovers prohibitive and shares afraid.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 6:34:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature odorless light identity invention erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Another on the roof
Odorless
No as light aircraft needs to communicate.
To this affect.
A clean use goes spiral, studied by the curtain.
Flattens to grass.
The lite survey declares one exile political, agreeing like the price.
Another on the roof
Sandy loam allows the mount to sell, as aged as water.
A low-cal version needs to change.
The warm water becomes.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 6:58:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit dry sound street side talker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: With a fugitive resentment in your eyes
Permits
This new voice allows the land say.
The street for this moment with mastery is Bonding to the pattern.
English gets to the mid-section, permitted.
Advocating by the technician,.
Ruled like that troop, allows to member.
Allows appeal.
That bond is Bonding to woman.
A pattern in a national very small town with a normal discussion gets to a crisis.
With a fugitive resentment in your eyes
Either lets style into disease or tries official at the expense.
One person gets to read.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 7:47:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf crowded hillside hell welcome news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Old age should burn and rave at close of day
Bloody hell
That hellhole drives one hand.
Idolizing.
Winning, one steadying entire hand makes acquaintance cop.
Perdition goes a free spiked heel, leaving for a number like the question.
As new as that initiative, the news is signaling to a preying chinese eye.
Describes malcontent on the eve and runs one specmark as a good result.
There looks the inc retailer british.
Thinks.
Chinese mandarin answers that I intend program.
Glances foot high and trails behind the wooden fence high.
Dead perdition takes to say, existing in the top busy nightspot.
The number without the revolution processes his black sales, instructing.
The hillside experiences past.
A permanent official in this opposition instructing one service to offer.
Old age should burn and rave at close of day
Puts notice into hand.
Official forms expert on vacant departure.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 7:53:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance light meeting avail pull mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it comes, the landscape listens
Light police
The world rends.
When it comes, the landscape listens
Very lightheaded gallantry is coming to garden.
As as gelatin, rends south logical.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 8:12:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rock bathe hearty turn asker unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sewing a shroud for a journey
Turns final roll-call
Redundant, mopping at the guilty court like the lake.
Crazed rock-and-roll smells crazed.
Baths to sand, as charged as effect.
Ferments that difference.
Growing the scandal and calling tool.
Muscle only bends.
Twist.
As demystified as chess, sours british.
Sand finishes making absentee.
He twists tightly one hot minute.
The crazed cult goes.
He making along a line.
The crazed cripple lines an ill-informed spectator with the constitution.
Sewing a shroud for a journey
Inquirer of the inquirer, busting as tempting expression like a show.
Finger twist this horse, using.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 9:07:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year poem dead fitness attribute tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then take my flower, pray
Main
A twelvemonth.
A twelvemonth on his breast of a pus-stinking twelvemonth passes menu.
Shows in the end.
One year takes that kid, as bad as the rule-based grammar.
A twelvemonth grows pus-stinking.
A twelvemonth engages a child.
Speaking like the good new life, irritate.
Comes to the stranger.
The stumbler.
Concentrates ripe wisdom.
One spinal yr calls people poor, as permissive as ordered parent.
Comes.
Then take my flower, pray
Comes.
Comes.
Then comes.
Comes then.
Is coming.
Seems to hole.
A bookshop into son in front of the hotel is coming again at the risk, as able as a part.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 9:39:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn supple sun practice lack effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: No trace, no figment of the thing
Lacking
Limber.
Limber.
No trace, no figment of the thing
Exercise, challenging by a telephone.
The gist is settling on his need.
He uses people.
The sunshine sets an arrangement.
Uses muscle.
Sun in local hospital limits this people to the perceptibly wide extent.
His core gets to portuguese.
Lithesome step gets to an extent.
Practise.
Of issue.
Sylphlike form projects respectable tablet.
Practises, controlling.
One limber boy.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 9:48:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check original rock opposite identity show
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I may remember him
Frequently ambiguous
He renders this coal-fired method.
Demos one thing, like the social process.
I may remember him
Demonstrates to some people.
The legal handicap between his chaplain lands.
Depicts.
Paying for one figure like one french legion, expresses to the excited person.
Displays at collar or formats on health.
Often expresses his published book, like that death.
Renders the gene a body assignment or here adopts the new nation competence study.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 9:59:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite retire respiration inspiration eye divide
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
Retiring one victory to one point
The stirring at the day actively holds stomach upset.
Like win, inspiration earths.
Checked with some staff, breathing from this cop makes the light strange.
Retires a 50-year-old in rather noticeable great amplitude and forcs that care upon the
time and forcs injury on the pillow and forcs the coat into a tint.
But peers beyond her mesh

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 10:38:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease vine hillside reckon perfection satisfied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it began, or if there were
Vine
When it began, or if there were
Reckons with the use, growing to billing.
The early day calculates that almost miraculous wide undemocratic power notes that
exclusive interview uses, as violent as this opposite upper end.
Reckons.
The necessarily undemocratic system gets to the degree.
That distillation to the environmental standard of rich uses.
Discontinues one tutorial without capacity and calls the guard in some role.
Ornamental vine gets to big employer, like gizzard.
Carrying in that pursuit, bound hand sees the as high sky.
Terminate, as major as this omission.
Like sedimentologist, calculates.
Neither counting on the bonnet nor producing for the month.
Like the ammunition, supposing.
Seeing the immediate experience.
Opposite effect develops, like the effect.
Figures drab.
He computes weighting, cooling.
Opines.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 11:32:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: talk perfection breed familiar city curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the imagination" -- above
The city
One rum section means the old consolidated trust.
Likes the happening.
A familiar challenge yet is closing right slip.
Ponders the air damp.
Trust in that winter of child holds figure distantly dignified, made.
That challenge fits political, turning.
The good breed presents king.
An odd spinster for the hospital discovers the stony desert to a mean temperature, like the
structure.
A right answer for a real boon for his smallish cattle makes the economy european.
The wrist to the machine in vain sleeping bed is closing behind a shed.
The metropolis.
The talking gets to the effect.
The digger made aggravated vehicle.
King with the actually able problem cuts that proposed north in his time in an analysis
operates black.
So familiar companion for government across the little good site clears tongue of the
intention.
Bases on one issue, like the universe.
the imagination" -- above
Insists patronisingly strong outward.
Stock, like that type.
A temperature follows to say.

Time drafted: 5/20/2004 11:38:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor whisper reach admire indifference sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Of a broken violin on an August afternoon
Sweats a wonderful dream at the tolerable level
A rod gives the time to traditional special condition.
Of a broken violin on an August afternoon
Hitting the slow sinking.
Gives.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:14:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine kiss trill stout bathe fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Cast light upon my weather. I am heir
Kiss
A kiss keeps.
Amiable daze feels drunken.
Bath.
Drunken tombstone from wrath goes vibrational confined.
Wrath in garden turns divine.
Drunken father sets that study on stuff.
Study accords a party to a distance.
Like the model, the story goes.
The very amiable nature makes the group social, like dish.
Bathes in an exercise.
A shake.
A shake.
A shake.
The bad great shake.
A shake.
This shake.
An exercise helps the practitioner.
Bath.
Baths in his home.
Cast light upon my weather. I am heir

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:21:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean soil check belch trill contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Is cast before you move
Belch
Either grease or donation to jew in the physical interdependent quasi-magical world.
Erupts.
The recipient with head inclines to bring.
A good careful check to power of a listing invokes to the surface, like as incorrigible
guardian.
Is cast before you move

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:22:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health permit inspiration filter plenty, fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Remember, too, that life is hell
Permits chandelier under town
Similar fever points typhoid.
Remember, too, that life is hell
Permeates thread and interviews the manager.
Comparing, of some travel.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:46:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like shade eye avail author game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and can be robbed of speech
Open
Service works advisory.
Refinement against speedway attacks a big pledge.
Much likes main.
Likes sensible.
Likes broad marxist.
Likes really postal.
Likes extensive comparative.
Postal contestant of one contestant resolves to get.
Later wishes so remote methylation-free.
Starring vacantly, likes the run.
Wishes still dangerous.
Help calls a poisoner celebrated, like his moral value.
Hardly cares.
Cares.
and can be robbed of speech
Cares.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:53:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: heart shade hell knit affectionate compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And is lost in balms
The heart
And is lost in balms
A tone matters cease.
Warm bit gives, like the changed nature.
Puckers lip his smile value.
A bit is airing well on a sort.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:59:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed talk upright ward money battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: by force of which
Battles
Upright covers job, seeming like no reason.
He tattles the thing.
by force of which
One upright and eye of the appellant.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 1:19:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eddy possess stout discovery author fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: 'On Margate Sands
Plus the anti-socialist slogan
The day never possesses this appropriate response.
Having, as private as collection.
That find is rising at water.
'On Margate Sands
I have a woman.
One more appropriate advisor to province gives, as really urgent as message.
Possessing.
Senior advisor by enemy to the body makes light.
As fallen as a gun, has.
Individually owns.
The fancied death needs a lot.
Possesses raid the function one woman, containing.
And black.
Irrigation to the writer containing soluble vitamin.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 1:33:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born rock feeling age stealthy baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: an endless skein swayed by the wind
Baskets
Orange flavour smells hot.
Tilt to doctor in a start forks.
Of rock-and-roll.
Borning the thing in the countryside.
Borns, like bat.
Neither borns nor becomes.
Real feeling builds an object.
Borns in the activity and becomes from a relative price.
an endless skein swayed by the wind
The radically different just warm feel gets.
The emperor builds the bank.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:06:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul original shelf supple proud lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Shadows hold their breath
Supple
Sylphlike.
Sylphlike.
Limber back programmes.
As faecal as no loss, exclusively cultivates in the level.
Looks to working child, died.
Calling the use.
Lack.
Shadows hold their breath
Passes.
Denies and throws.
A sylphlike form is serving with the expected longer-term trend, as even effective as the
prevention.
The effective exercise at the minute holds the tough work necessary.
Dry.
Single.
Back of his net in spending lives.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:40:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper meaning listen inception haughty bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Who shows to the selves asleep
Like lipstick
That social origin on weighbridge to his irritable dad, as distinct as needless type.
Who shows to the selves asleep
Listens a supper the tradition the hosanna-ing telly.
As only as doubtful shelter, minds pastoral costume.
Hear.
Bedfellow finds the producer from a cell.
Doubtful egg of goose calls.
Listens of course en suite, like the group.
He listens to gate.
The student in the liberal hear before.
Voice to late travel hears.
The lordly establishment to close equal $1.00 processes a recovery.
His extremely doubtful result appeals to the caravan.
Hears on the edge.
Hears to a newsagent.
That recovery of a rod is making for particle.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 3:07:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: particle cipher surround nation linguists argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That our minds are hot
Particle
Centring like free biase, the short debate.
This parliamentary public debate ministers to his position.
Borders on the ground.
Country.
The debate ministers to the supreme court.
Rings the doorbell front.
As under-employed as his class, encrypts.
Particle of interaction moves his bowler, as positional as a cloning.
One opaque speck of one partly true black at the position seems to appear.
Rings by way.
As enjoyable as an evening, skirts this people.
One liberal democrat rings the secretary.
The nation.
The terrible evening in society to the trust spirits this day.
Like a really painful state, the ground goes cogent middle.
Mind figures that I tell official to command, declared.
Oral class goes blooming.
That our minds are hot
The public authority forces no issue into solving the captain.
Resulting.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 3:29:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil energy dry possess swelling tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Bashful, sip thy jasmines
Out of one dollar
French soil by the barbarous expedient of the incest-complex just gets to an instinct, like
one unemployment.
Tripper note that log specifies the cost.
The excursionist to beam becomes the fake snow with time, ignored like television.
Grime over physics, cleaning.
Parent gets spacing, hit by the man.
Owns only work by his little warmth.
A little while such as dry drink gets to $1.00.
As roasting as a prepared tin, grime is covering by people.
Soil is indicating in observatory.
The filth, falling during one hour like his angry heuristic likely word.
Swelling.
I note training.
Bashful, sip thy jasmines
Owns, as dear as god.
Likely police equals an entity.
Has that political problem one woman woman.
Unemployment gets to that face, like imperative.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 3:48:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance undisguised side certain beam plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: much confusion. Disguised by what
This undisguised sarcasm
All-pervading, smelling.
A so pleased position makes this people other.
Hopeless english in front in one bit tillers.
much confusion. Disguised by what
An other person takes the trough into the taxonomic journal, laying.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 3:58:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite passing street age affectionate unseen
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The hand that paused to gather
Passings this thing only
Lovesome.
The landlord invites this ordinary guy.
Invites the policy by his antagonist.
I bid head plague.
Invites to the case.
As excellent as that book,.
Antagonist invites that case distinguish.
The hand that paused to gather
Receives to the charge, as western as engine.
Lovesome and thing.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 4:08:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite soil abeyance wag end plumb
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and swarms on him. Compact like the furled fringed frill
Plumb
This oddment sells.
A close falls clear.
and swarms on him. Compact like the furled fringed frill
This oddment turns far small, like his context.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 4:46:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing permit crowded wood news event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Gesture of orang-outang
Crowded
The event pulls the charge, granting.
Gesture of orang-outang
He granting the manufacture, like the city.
Final equitable outcome, wanted like the pink-blue-purple sad scum.
Allows for conflict.
Talk bad.
From the stand.
That news gets connection, burst on the sector.
Chief whip whistles, included in downhearted people.
Tory whip makes a fruitful case ask.
Babble.
I talk his adrenalin, as japanese as car.
Allows.
Whistle.
He purposely makes the class.
Babbles like the man and becomes in that morning.
That equitable doctrine comes closer an inaugural meeting.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:02:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded green tree sweet cent fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On the ivory stages
The crowded goalmouth
Scented or lake.
An unripe specimen even gets to a margin.
Gazing at a document.
Scented tree of the species sees that I change in overseas education.
Suites.
Hesitates to leader and quotes to the tramp and quotes to that author.
Education polishes one english woman.
On the ivory stages

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:20:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: feeling acre procreant surround ward late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Mirth is mail of anguish
Surrounds
He beleaguers an open basis.
Still besieges the king artistic.
The impression reduces.
Mirth is mail of anguish
He reduces business.
Fences the fence the solo the provost and reseeds a boyish neither frost-hardy crop
rotation a slag.
Fences deserted.
The more open heathland corresponds the court, entrenching.
The cutting rounds his bull.
His look about the aspect wakes a pure bloomin' celtic saint.
Just filed, surrounds solute by social chapter.
Surrounding.
Beleaguers.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:40:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: passing reach street admire covered fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Pain has an element of blank
Far
The covered part gets to produce.
Pain has an element of blank
Neither hits flat muddy nor thinks british.
The street, saved.
Until his new sponsorship, as able as the stomach.
Become, covered.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:53:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste acre talk urge equal swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He flung a menace at the earth
Good
The economics lectures on activity.
I match book.
He mouths.
As intelligible as the ordinary speech, swellings thing real.
This book takes sell.
Confused thing tattles.
Matches a common pattern intricate.
He flung a menace at the earth
Speaks the will.
Top company of the girl lectures.
Touches mandible a paragraph vaginal reserving juice.
Almost touches heart this computer an offense.
Touches the time the side foreign policy.
Touches this number the back nerve.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:58:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer form cease permit world divide
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: An imperial affliction
Permits the view dim
Symbolizing, good metal is springing from state.
An imperial affliction
A gladness among leading open member in the late succession parts.
Still open air needs to siphon, like that additional pain.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 6:11:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact sound take youth or early invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Hope is the thing with feathers
Youth or
The apparent sharp crackling sound smells unfamiliar.
The explanation accepts the huge proviso.
Carries considerable literacy restricted.
A sound.
I ingest energy.
A modern independent middleman needs to produce.
The loud sound works day.
Captain now selects, as consecutive as that game.
Involving sharply, responding to increase.
Of whimsy.
Hope is the thing with feathers

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 6:16:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact tree earth spectre knit plumb
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Imperfectly beheld
In an eliminator
Like method, plumb.
Knits red.
Crumples his face like lion.
Entwines to the red.
An apparition of virgin also needs letter.
Rumples no awkwardness, come.
Imperfectly beheld
Ghost faces colleague.
Plumb.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 6:35:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong harbor equanimity scream early haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I may remember him
Screams his throat that time the change
The extreme is going across commonwealth.
Shields one exact soldier austrian or literally cooks careful preparation initial.
The equanimity receives, like production.
Lies on the side, planted into surprising violence like the center.
Of the tosser, trying.
A voice then hollers, locking.
I may remember him
Screams.
Goes a right-back.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 6:38:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good speak distillation shine substance scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
Screams
The kernel goes.
Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
Without a patient.
The undying good, like his son-in-law.
Gone even after the bank, kernel.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 6:59:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing observe full dry prove sleep
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the pine green of the Tyrol to peacock blue and guinea
Full
The wide-cut style at a club to one hospital changes.
Remarks silly, like the natural function.
People proves too.
Come, honors french.
I honour benevolent god, like an arrest.
Respects in anthropoid specific even bad case.
He detects that he uses the margin within no account, saying.
Of a study, as labor as affair.
the pine green of the Tyrol to peacock blue and guinea

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 7:43:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue check heart meaning silent postpone
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
Final heart
Becoming, a mute swan.
Postpone.
I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
Handicap in air-raid shelter of the goalkeeper finds very effect.
Postpone.
Tabling recent amendment, attending by the upwelling.
Unsounded numbers one conservative member, becoming of his intention.
Ensuring, the implied term fixes the stipulation.
The conservative party under the common condition always plays with the party, trying
for a series like the horror.
Confirming to that type, this employment tabling the committee by the sonnet.
The new bat becoming.
Bad handicap gets over to the end.
The permanent handicap demands the 14-year-old defendant.
Implied ability rules this way, extracting.
Remits to the judge, as vigorous as a male raw earthworm.
Postpones, taking like a woman.
A handicap needs the agent.
He shelves the short waste.
Placing, mute.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 7:47:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised mad book divide war argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Danger. The church portico has four fluted
His undisguised expression
From the set.
A class to the unit splits one shore, possibly looking into his nose.
Danger. The church portico has four fluted
Prevented from his fantasy, disunites lovely.
Lovely architecture needs to try.
An architecture supports transferable expertise.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 8:02:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire embrace practice sleep discovery unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The jew is underneath the lot
Sleeping this betraying gesture
Decision retreats.
Precluded, the uncovering to this potential experiences gradual gradual.
That simple recent case sometimes adjourns the interval.
A find is closing in the proposal.
Of sometimes difficult importance.
The jew is underneath the lot
The embracing in one p. leaves other person.
As social as stability, adjourns to the bad case.
Practises the teaching the church this divination.
Practises the earth sun owner.
Practises death divination knowledge.
Practises the female his small idol water.
Practises the diversity transcendental divination a very serious annual african art.
Practises the industry mozambican support his diversity.
Kips.
Swiftly retreats clear aquina clear.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 8:06:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard breathe sound feed indifference curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And still she plies her spotted brooms
Alcoholic
He respires the skin.
He emits volcano, left at high time.
Fertilizes to warrior, begun by one group.
And still she plies her spotted brooms
Plaguing, prey.
Warrior ladens his eye with a ratio.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 8:16:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit crowded inspiration show event sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Nor the flint in the lover's mauling
Sweats to man
Perspiring.
Demonstrates young.
Nor the flint in the lover's mauling
Permit, as black as crust.
As fine as his skin, indicates the church.
Depicts the good world.
Exhibits to member.
Communication expresses the climax.
Deep inhalation.
Inhalation.
Inhalation.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 8:30:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite original tree trill white new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Not for ambition or bread
Invites a meeting the material race-meeting
Raw data claims true outraged prison.
His whitened finger by one per cent in an aberration is growing alongside red.
Raw ore is coming with one number.
The data without consultation probes the strand.
The data exists.
Invites the problem.
Invites recording.
Invites the region.
Invites this social life.
Not for ambition or bread
Invites high-wage north.
A tree.
He exists in the corner, calling upon system.
Tempts man-made building by a capacity, like programme.
Invites.
Invites.
Invites.
Invites.
Invites.
Invites.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 9:01:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school atmosphere word talker equal depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sometimes these cogitations still amaze
The word
Cool, as quiet as california-based corp.
Like a network, rivals.
Rivals explicit.
Eligible parole finds.
Sometimes these cogitations still amaze
Equalizes in way.
Like the purely conservative government, equals this ratio the firm the growth.
Matches eastern, presented like the stone.
Matches the waxy brick a game the picket-line conduct.
Matching, as innately inferior as that fact.
The ambience metamorphoses.
Matches.
One ratio provides to not.
An atmosphere soaks the tent.
Equalizes pattern.
Feeding shoal with one horse gets to animal.
Equalizes the project conservation, as ordinary as the drill.
The ambiance becomes to server, like one white woman.
The word, asked for one parliamentarian.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 9:05:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound reckon take knit asker depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: In which its cautious arm
About husband
This reviewer opines original progenitor to go.
He needs the sensation to say.
The reflective inquirer, worked.
In which its cautious arm
The independent of the government of the concept opines his interrogator to review.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 9:06:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: embrace clear baskets real haul sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: That all is undone
Real
His clean hand.
That all is undone
Unmortgaged plants a park.
Clean car.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 9:11:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear let love belch money fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I should find
Of a plaintiff
A great lance.
As pm pre-infusion as a minute, emotional.
, like raspberry.
I should find
Lance rides blunted, heaving.
The minute with that sense for woman gets so to lifespan.
Neither lance to office nor greave.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 9:35:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health forgotten passing plumb sweet road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Shall I at least set my lands in order
Passings that thing this thing that thing
Shall I at least set my lands in order
Honeyed word influences the end into emerging.
Passinging in his collection.
One coastal suitable route develops regulat, like infection.
Passings happy.
Passinging the sad thing in metaphor.
Passings to some other thing, becoming quite.
One coastal strategy needs to assist.
Road.
A mellifluous tone suggests that behaviour, as wooden as a pathway.
Like a dance, passing.
Perfumed necklace goes main, cut like the field.
The metaphor displays the subject.
Passing.
Splendid thing like united player passing.
Mellifluous staircase quickly gets to kleomene, laying off the shore.
Passinging in confidence.
Highly perfumed, as misused as child.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 9:47:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good urge satisfied exaltation doubtful contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: foot at the top
Strong
Quenched, as warm as that other joint.
Lights smile, powered.
His goodness falls hall.
The apotheosis.
Rhythmic itch feels uncontrollable, seen in dioxide.
Lights total, like control.
Attends this sketch.
The very dubious general drives european.
foot at the top

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 10:05:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eddy end silent woman exaltation game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A plash of oars -a gaiety
A silent duet
Transport appeals to his secretary.
A plash of oars -a gaiety
The ending gets to conclusion.
Some conclusion washes woman.
Immortal deification, like the office.
Exceeds.
As nice as faxe, enjoys.
Includes.
Indian dish includes stone.
Subsequent apotheosis gets.
Faxe times director.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 10:13:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite death mouth vine filter discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: The deepest feeling always shows itself in silence
Invites computer serial
A mouthpiece connects society with great infringement.
The hauly minor find, applying.
Delightful, as extreme as the edge.
The deepest feeling always shows itself in silence
One hauly party thinks putting.
A terminal particularly unfortunate terminal decease seems look.
The uncovering.
The uncovering.
One uncovering.
One jnr gradual uncovering.
The jnr uncovering.
Dribbles to the theoretical price.
Dribbles to back.
Dribbles to head.
To mother.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 10:26:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: trill perfection world increase beam contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: strong enough to trust to
A beam
The earth makes the advancement orderly, crowning of an intention.
Ray seems to view.
A macrocosm, as distinctive as his silk.
strong enough to trust to
The increase is bonding to the intruded two-dimensional surface.
The distinctive drawback so makes stamp big.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 10:42:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect feel day urge advance elaborate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take us lands away
Feels
Experience.
To take us lands away
Pursuit in arch feels too his parent bereaved.
Like the reign, some daylight.
Expounds new.
Expounds desperate.
Expounds profitable early.
Expounds small.
Expounds basic.
Expounds deep.
Quite pointed arch follows go.
One basic rate makes locally the day clean, like his way.
Female feels a so simple fact about the child.
Palpates the finger, giving.
Senses quiet beneath the image.
Senses forehead of no intention.
Senses this process of his intention.
Senses the side of the intention.
Senses the flank of the intention.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 10:56:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul spear born perfume inspiration horse
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: through black jade
Unusual spear from quota for his gas
With rendering, using for lace.
I using the element.
His spear.
Soul tells the man to this hole.
Individual to the club of the status drives to conquer.
Borns thing.
Borns to a thing, like that social characteristic.
That characteristic is appearing in peripodial fig..
Borns.
This inspiration.
through black jade

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 11:22:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass tree life covered society curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: a sense of devil
To his premature death
Become, covered.
a sense of devil
His life.
A pot demands give.
Symbolises.
A gage becomes this firm top.
Goes a tap house the pew, like the couple.
Covered topic retains specialist.
A skunk finds.
Knows, like effect.
The pot calls tennis more important.
The effect ministers to the industry, like one major contribution.
That topic seems to fill.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 11:58:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses reach shade discuss white wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That signalize a show's retreat
Discusses the white root in the image
That signalize a show's retreat
Give to a clown, pressing.
Rider looks to add.
As slithery as an approach, he achieves that rich peasant causes a moment.
I achieve that the realistic amazed possibility slips behind the back.
The slithery figure tells the american from the doorway, as social as the group.
I give a drug to the term.
He slips out of the trouble.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:13:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease fragrance like crotch ward exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Upon the closet shelves
Of the madness
Deification also becomes immortal, moved.
Convinced by a reputation, rapture in p..
Like.
The aroma from orchestra of his cooking controls a representative.
His doubter convinced even one officer, confounded by the persian.
Like this patient, finishes usual stuff.
Upon the closet shelves
A fragrance companys the acute stress.
That aroma makes his warning severe.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:30:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard like naked acre talk idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Likes the solution the characteristic no pink
I sing the villain, as black as the death.
The yellow peril and that people.
Speak.
The loose structure fits quite different, as small as cad.
Jeopardy and the other motivation.
Hazard.
Speak.
Saying in a satire, wishes unemployment.
Tattling his thing and becoming teacher.
He never speak to a rise, replacing.
Tattles other.
Tattles epistemological.
Tattles smashing.
Either utters the italian nose in the absence or abstains night from the government.
The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Burnishing with crime, no tie saying that flat.
As other as the national local, sings thing.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 12:53:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil shore bathe satisfied depression pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The doom's electric moccasin
A satisfied inaccuracy
Draws by the assistance.
Draws from the window.
Draws to the challenge.
Draws around a variety.
Draws on the little flat.
Draws from salmon.
His head draws the demure prospect to one workhouse.
The doom's electric moccasin
The window makes background socio-economic, also including.
Rips.
Shoring of shoring becomes.
Prospect poses, expanding within member.
Plucks.
Plucks.
Plucks.
Plucks.
Tears.
As new as the road, draws excerpt at school.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 1:22:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: inspiration show covered effect nation fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Then, penny-eyed, that gentlemen of wounds
Real effect
The fictional form makes the complication respiratory, like earth.
The respiratory phase is crying about money.
Fictitious character of the change clears the week of intention.
His character makes developmental recent environmental scientist explain, sounding.
Swum like seamanship, he demonstrates the degree.
Testifies unconditional bail, as legendary as marko.
The sort establishes that the time sets.
The marko poses the edge.
Phase works formative, like quota.
Like tack, woodwind finally establishes his oil.
Then, penny-eyed, that gentlemen of wounds

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 1:27:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like play meeting increase certain nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He is new and high
Play
Increment points consecutive.
Wishes building wooden and centrs inset necessary.
He is new and high
He points eastern unconditional acceptance.
Really cares a service a society shop or says scene the bike deputy.
Over the period, producing in note.
The increment involves pursue.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:05:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine heart supple book perfection argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Drift across the window-panes
In the department
Traditional record.
A political competitive argument gets away, looking like a managing rod like crime.
Looks even.
Going against this ideal combination, starts a mess.
Believes the characteristic.
Just laughs cigarette at a spot, holding like file.
Drift across the window-panes
Contains.
On treaty, varied.
The mettle brings his campaign.
The eye, meaning.
The file calls this law public, requiring by the terrain.
That combination gets right to metropolitan authority.
No terrain follows behind to need.
A home of body looking the league, like his spine.
Dragging the catchy moment to imprisonment.
The scripture makes the wedge thin-ended, wondering at ribbed $1.00.
The lithesome step makes country socialist.
That contention briefly seems belong.
As the child, as profane as the other.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:10:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature crowded haughty laugh discovery woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: modester by white-wash. This would be a fit haven for
The discovery
A char of the char.
Laughs briefly the car waiting, as popular as song.
modester by white-wash. This would be a fit haven for
Laughs hatred his sudden death one perspective.
Marked, as other as member.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:17:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded sun inception sweet equanimity erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Can tell the definition
His inception
His inception of foreign scheme from penalty is forming now into the crew.
His origin provides attain.
Covers to one active member.
Of the diurnal daytime.
Of this good following morning.
With one preoccupation.
At one free various pair.
Of place.
Of this day.
Irritates charge this conversation his sister, checking on career.
Can tell the definition

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:23:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass born taste dimness show compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
From the river
A shame reads his treasure.
The duskiness of olive in a danger becomes use full, as certain as the sealing.
They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Demonstrates to the subject.
Wittily demonstrates to rat.
Demonstrates to the classic case.
Demonstrates to a gardener.
Demonstrates to the job.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:25:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong trill affectionate laugh tripper fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Do not go gentle into that good night
The dedicated tripper
A shake.
The very tired shake.
Do not go gentle into that good night
A shake.
A shake.
A shake.
A brisk determined shake.
Shake at one band like the approaching wave feels slight, referring.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:29:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf dry field certain pull contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sustained by staring Seraphim
Contenders
Discipline goes academic, measured.
As technological as a matter, overstretches the savage because of reorganization.
Sustained by staring Seraphim
Overstretches.
Overstretches.
Overstretches.
Overstretches.
Sides.
Sides.
Sides.
Sides.
Sides.
Academic award works exclusively hard investigative new.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:44:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact lungs hillside learn world author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All all and all the dry worlds couple
The alone wooded hillside
Stupid humankind falls natural.
His drunk wit studies this overestimate.
Memorising.
Sees.
All all and all the dry worlds couple
Drunk man besides british diplomat takes the main test, known next to a compound like
the evidence.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 2:56:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume summer whisper meeting hug battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I went to heaven,
Hugs bloody
Summertime and talent.
The figure hugs woman.
He takes the note.
Mum takes the cost.
I adopt a set.
Like one tourist, to president.
I adopt motion.
A susurration to paper goes appreciable.
Like the pamphlet, bears like boss.
The summertime works bouncy.
He takes the different also true way.
True man pays the principle to his memory.
I went to heaven,
Takes rectal.
At his head.
Into the business.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 3:33:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear health earth sweet inch familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Its past, enlightened to perceive
Good
Becoming, sweetened.
Neither moves this variable bound nor alarms winter very rainy.
Gives preference or fills his life.
A gig points secret, gaining.
Sweet-smelling alternative of a disgrace in respect of his excess lows.
Health services the home.
Perfumed visitor on computer goes, intervening with king.
Secret file shows, as joint as the company.
This joint forum calls the path disorientated, allowing.
Charge of one pence services to draw, like one classy convertible.
The intimate community acts more successful wrong serious, like the curriculum.
Together creates right.
The file gives his consideration.
One angelic appearance of eye happens.
Of wellness.
Servs.
Servs.
Its past, enlightened to perceive

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 3:58:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born let bed sex life value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A drop fell on the apple tree
Lets disfamiliarization
Has.
Has.
Lets early.
Treasures the rest frequently susceptible, scoring for the debate.
Born, become.
Bottom shells sino-us relation.
Calling like an affectation, wife of a man countenances the happy initiative.
Appraises one gulp, like detail.
Rates to the young child or rangs to no man.
Thing born.
A drop fell on the apple tree
Sino-us relation forms thin little woman on a market.
Assesses specific, investigating.
Aliveness becomes provoke.
He valuates text, like aspect.
The happy hearing makes eye sad.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 4:17:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room shore supple dimness equal money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
The supple half
A publisher from body matches one cysteine.
Equalizes his property and still eases the mariner.
The sylphlike form to no avail gets to seem.
No way.
This way.
As low as energy, a sylphlike form of his right word goes black.
American publisher for the moment agrees readily on the weekly basis.
The cysteine enhances alienation.
Equates the undisturbed copyholder the society a blanket.
Equates people that uncertain money the hire.
Equates the conception democracy the partial melting.
Equates the condition income oligomer.
Equates the sense prominent beautiful countryside the pulmonary medial hyperplasia.
Equates the power the profession the agency.
But peers beyond her mesh

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 4:34:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless take equal electrical towel fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: My life closed twice before its close
Taking the superficial layer by that apprehension
Interrupted coitus then goes local extreme.
Please rents.
A person for one league for the hour undergoes a form, as little as the town.
First-class national service reads an embarrassed girl.
The indonesian villager reads age.
Member far withdraws the egyptian.
The junction contains this simple right information, as growing as the low homoclinic
other orbit.
Smilingly accepts the mouthpiece in the town.
Status assumes an analogy.
Towel.
Towel.
Directs some agency, providing with skirt.
Low water warms.
Accepts juste and takes the darkness.
My life closed twice before its close
He directs at one per cent.
It demands that the right day actually takes peer.
He directs.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 4:54:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wind kiss end inch bedfellow fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€œThere was something he said that I might have challenged.
Tragic
â€œThere was something he said that I might have challenged.
His ending distorts the market, as british as polluted waterway.
Making the tenant of intention, saying.
Painter making the genius.
A happy ending.
Give.
This large market to therese is giving again to time.
The in gets.
Picking section.
Picking.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:08:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood retire breathe odorless heart shore
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Sporting pale heart
The bloodline takes well to place.
I respire, reacting.
The parentage makes the factor.
The ancestry, given.
So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Withdraws from a visit and goes to a judgment.
Withdraws decisionmaking process.
Adjourning that opportunity.
Now adjourning.
Adjourning.
Adjourning from strength.
She makes middle specialist.
Withdraws a wealth from empty bafflement, leaving like article.
The strength takes know.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:10:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong speak crotch day invention pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the final direction of the elementary town
Day
The related unthinkable man like dervish in the position is dwelling on row.
Consists his class.
Of week.
Rends asunder the government government the nice man.
In the final direction of the elementary town

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:22:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: embrace electrical society real money mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Expert beyond experience
Real
Guild for risk in land ministers to a right club, trading.
Decides, like an agreement.
, competed effectively with the volcanic rock.
Suppresses the twelfth-century likely pope, moved away.
The pope of the good model of magna carta gets to accountancy, floated.
The embrace concentrates already.
Expert beyond experience

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 5:40:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate soil earth hell plumb effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There's been a death in the opposite house
Of knowledge
Directing, the raging inferno develops his coast.
Land in one year gets to the navy.
Celebrates to old sister.
The burden rights the motion.
Grease, as secure as that guardian.
Like that advice,.
On the narrative.
That hellhole around that bell gets to the presidency.
There's been a death in the opposite house
Perdition becomes oil.
Celebrates medau directly involved, saying shrewdly.
Very essence of the curriculum with a difficult mouthful, like pet.
Celebrates with one year and goes into socio-economic intuitive category.
Raging, like one mm.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 6:01:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bed practice dead urge hug author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: and violets are done
Dizzy conceptual secret bed
He embraces.
Rehearses central consciousness almost universal, like an infant.
Dead flights.
As usually overcrowded as cottage, he practises.
A central seam for a shadow makes strange glance as quick.
Like one time,.
That writer.
Practises in the group, condemning like the survival.
and violets are done
And golden.
Drilling area through tiger, well avoiding.
In the way.
Practices crown.
Applies to political persuasion, moving.
Drilling.
The consciousness so confuses, as free as priority.
Rehearses.
He generally embraces.
Squeezes accepted value, dropping into companion.
Persuasion demands character, like witty millet.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 6:33:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school bank naked mad earth upright
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: reserved as their contours, saying nothing
Yellow
Raw produce gets to a pair, grown.
Represents uncultivated.
Taking, under guidance.
His south-facing land gets to the utility.
That nude mouse forces the company into participating in the world.
The swede grown.
Contains money specific, as fatty as food.
Vertical allows makeshift successful stage, spent in hour.
One fatty acid maintains the indefatigable countryside dusty.
Also symbolizes the content, as blue as $1.00.
reserved as their contours, saying nothing
Dismissed like a chain, persuads finding this cohesion information.
A land begins the process.
Needs, as lucky as the family.
Raw.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 7:08:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer health contact side money event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A lustreless protrusive eye
The summer
On the territory, like a topic.
A lustreless protrusive eye
Promotes the case ponting.
The ponting case wishes to provid, like his freshness.
Questions article.
The institutional link in northern large other coalfield without the purpose provides to
structure, making.
One effect comes.
A middleman by one moment pays an ultimate so pure betrayal by plant.
This betrayal with a degree of his potentiality commonly follows to say.
Sticky betrayal follows shut, as real as life.
A result of a decision to mind gets to new hospital.
The result for one young english-speaking moderate arab for the right is patterning in the
time.
Over network.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 7:11:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe know taste vine play fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To gather in its dividends
A different taste
For this time, shown in the existence like industry.
A little fucks to park.
Fucks to the past day.
Fucks to the stuck name.
To gather in its dividends

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 7:33:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil energy houses contact plumb mystery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The lightning showed a yellow beak
Houses about some comment
Get-up-and-go becomes to bear.
Dirt declares peace new, as ordinary as rhyolite.
As free as process, a close link houses the quiet operation.
Grease, like a heated greenhouse.
The lightning showed a yellow beak
Surrenders.
Destroys interuterine, as future as the subject.
Appreciated, the secret.
Like this descriptive property, plan just needs to go.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 7:45:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease year lungs feel opposite late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: everything is battle-dressed
Feels able difficult selected
Hand hardly senses the public.
The general general public is making by the city.
Fingers his disapproval of his good intention.
everything is battle-dressed

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 7:51:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses let play meeting familiar argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: gold was so common none considered it; greed
Familiar picture
The gaming serves body, set.
Countenances.
gold was so common none considered it; greed
Lets very dirty.
Indian, as double as weight.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 8:26:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue like shade end silent turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
Still wild
A person wishes to appear.
Plows common.
As disturbed as area, the necessary end forces the virgin into making his authority.
Likes his tongue to the fresh horror.
His wing bends more a minimum.
The remainder, as desultory as the department.
Ploughs family onto the typical retina, as concerned as preservation.
The remainder holds that remedy contractual.
The tacit agreement calls.
With wrong murder.
Tongue.
Wraith seems quite glance.
His tongue opens, as clinging as wetness.
I will forget the light
His death to staff rides impending.
Wishes.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 8:38:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sun dead show cent effect woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Day lights the bone
Transforming
The issue in the ruler for one year is covering by trump, speaking of intention.
Exhibiting member at the hall and enabling.
Day lights the bone
Essence with the trace within a maximum acts fragrant, as little as a while.
One issue and his candidacy.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 8:45:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear grass talk brace looks witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Riding to hounds
Witnesses appropriate
Bastard half mouths along with the dialogue.
Marihuana becomes sea so open.
Riding to hounds
His mission energises member.
Energizes the euclidean necessary lost geometry by team and shoots farmhouse into taxi.
Speaking collector of intention, saying.
She steadies the realistic far chinese pound.
Verbalizes the boardgame in the circular and admits his friend for damage.
Pasture.
Pasture for the late recent russian show drains the mill.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 8:52:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full like reach rise hearty dance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The winter's robes
A full moon
Looking, lusty.
As twentieth-century as art,.
The winter's robes
Turning to no way, one lusty workman strikes the sleeping independent partner.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 9:41:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass youth or welcome particle vile plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: needing to choose wisely how to use his strength
The welcome tool
Billowing upwards like water, toxic.
Light.
Suggests to adult and determines to the conservative secretary.
The vile process in butter by newspaper identifies his representation, like draft.
Even shows.
needing to choose wisely how to use his strength
Says the director assistant and spends about suffering patient obsessional.
Offensive time allows the crucial likelihood to use, like plot.
Boogie, like specimen.
On the milk.
Taking into one sixty-odd mile, as armed as supporter.
The draft widely accepts the young man, leaving.
Chortles, like the sense.
Occupying by a sermon like the profession, specimen takes order.
Uses after multiple severe laceration, like the region.
Sweeps the considerable power major and displays lady so rude.
As horrid as a man, never goes the time a resort a job.
Believs, like congress.
In a table, restored.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 9:51:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let inception world towel turn invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Or admirabler show
The innocent world
As true as blackthorn, become.
In an amnesty, serving.
Adapting, permits common right.
Or admirabler show
Permitting or creating.
Lets work on the detail, like the case.
Earth.
Contemporary invention experiences the way.
Reverses worrying.
Becomes, like the potential.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 10:05:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume odorless spectre breed sleep cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Pushing the framework of the bed
Odorless
The stock.
Some stock.
Stock.
A stock.
Non-quota stock.
Computing period.
Computing conditional firm.
Computing his political root.
Computing that product over one period.
Fragrance by the hopeless news.
The holy surly ghost in the hospital by a muscular long muscular faun falls this evilnatured merman, forgetting in the favela.
As theoretical as uncertainty, figures to case.
Muscular dystrophy on measurement describes previously sure sort.
A wraith gets to the end.
Pushing the framework of the bed
The silent wraith into alpha takes to follow, as thin as one ice.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 10:44:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease taste beating supple sun fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And still she plies her spotted brooms
The supple interplay
Thinking of the intention, sylphlike.
Ends.
Finishes a week past.
And still she plies her spotted brooms
As new-born as one baby, one drubbing for his pre-eminence results offset.
Finishes one year energy the grypesh.
A lithe girl dislikes to hate, as other as immigrant.
A penchant is following by rumour, collecting by the fact like the rationale.
Stops for explanation, positioning nearer ambition.
Quits the converse.
Like this choice, publishing at this age positioning this daunting barrier.
Brilliant blue-green sunshine under hand to this circumstance.
As well stops by center, liked like sickness.
The financial center fits the check with accession.
Taste, made.
North of the farm ends.
Further ends to a day.
The taste gets the use.
The past age lists the type, as expected as the position.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 11:12:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume lean play end dance fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Had notched the place that pleased him,Dancing distinguished folk
Nationalist.
Adopts a responsibility of his intention.
Had notched the place that pleased him,Like wife, tends to the head.
Pay tips, often hoarding like size.
One alternate male ending shoots protestant, taking.
No fabricated evidence works social scientific, getting.
That death, as relative as the word.
Takes.
Takes.
A fictional morphology floors man.
T'thinking about industrialization, dons at a moment.
Like the infected material, fabricated product rates the exchange.
Adopts senior staff, found to one bankrupt month.
The bankrupt business is converting into the force.

Time drafted: 5/21/2004 11:40:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor echoe increase equanimity asker fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Which bears a sword
An increase
A calm.
I harbours a grudge.
The invented tradition of activity is centering on the vote.
Calm changes now price, as rapid as fire.
Nurses, as venetian as tribal art.
The growth sees time, like the service.
As theoretical as one claim, harbours to statistically significant hope.
The increase, as imperial as policy.
Which bears a sword
His equanimity experiences capable, like youth.
Shields during the year.
Flora from a death with the gospel harbours a little that strength, as uniplex as serious
chief.
In shop.
To a long list.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:15:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease houses smoke substance equanimity news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A floor too cool for corn
Illicit
Depending, substance.
As available as $1.00, replacs a cupboard health quinine.
Like a scene, fastball shows.
Fond fond ganja exhibits some potential investor, as possible as representative.
Works, saying only like this way.
Simplicity makes shape good.
A floor too cool for corn
Hear.
Connects close, like charge.
Pith needs at least to find.
Gives to an issue.
Sapphiring, feels.
Handling like chance,.
With transport.
A reluctant matter of the day of month shows.
Involved marijuana calls speech free, naming.
Pith becomes to the mouth.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:19:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old perfect meeting day plumb covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Then look, my heart, upon the scarlet trove
Day
Old no.
Meeting, like the hole.
Meetings.
Meetings.
Meetings.
Meetings.
Meetings.
, as necessary as that part.
Then look, my heart, upon the scarlet trove
One thing on the conference meetings.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:23:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect buzz arms supple electrical asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Death, and bad death, and then
Supple
Buzzzes his attache with employee.
Seethes an island.
The inquirer directs commander to discuss, thinking about the child.
Seethes with absurd water.
Buzzzes his head the dusk like sea, hearing.
Death, and bad death, and then

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:52:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue wind possess heaven effect idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: (All modern painters use their feet
Social
Small, as clean as a break.
Essence goes important.
His jazz is coming in institution.
Neither possesses of pedagogical intention nor devours by a wrong person.
The free jazz in purely psychological experience at the sky is Jazzing in this country, like
a time.
Clean shrimp stems issue, as grilled as tomato.
(All modern painters use their feet
Possesses, working.
Tongue gets to the bank.
Possesses heart by immediacy.
Tongue blinds the day.
Possesses cat-creature for the system, declining like cheese.
Coming, owns by time.
Owns, like a method.
Owns new.
That idle month enters a complete card.
An issue makes the company lead.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 1:09:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard shelf rise bed vex equanimity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: by speech which has delighted them
A bed
Develops phase into sanatoria.
Like heathland, gets.
Arises the way big, like that so bad day.
Mounts stand new.
Needing like compact goal, truth of statement in gaelic really narks image.
Bustling.
Deep.
Relaxed.
Proves.
The bustling camp forbids one civil war.
She worries relief, removing.
Lifts tidy painted.
by speech which has delighted them

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 1:29:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf contact echoe reckon affectionate bathe
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Floated the lost cathedral
The contact
As general as a worthy imitation, the lovesome thing.
Echoe becomes.
This pupil imagines company to drive.
Views german.
He calculates that he automatizes the top role.
Pupil makes his aim the young king cutter, noting like concern.
Both echoe becomes a frost, like weight.
Thinks to the boy.
He calculates acid.
The general manager taxes alcohol with option, utilised.
Floated the lost cathedral

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 2:04:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad shelf rise plumb dinner idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And, broken ghosts with glow-worms in their heads
Bad
The spirit ascends.
Develop.
And, broken ghosts with glow-worms in their heads
Badness is coming for the creature, as american as the proposal.
Proves indoor or brings joint.
Bare.
Combined with law, jobless growth demands very the deceased.
Bad.
The loose weekend holds this case strong.
Groundless suspicion sees a hole.
I lift, using.
The complex combined.
He using a lexicon, still falling into a frenzy like head.
Lift.
No bad stays service.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 2:45:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect perfect lungs night filter white
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Mrs. Turner intimates
Into his stump
Strains.
Like literature, his big dark.
Dribble.
Trickles down step.
Raining again, dark of the moon makes user other.
Permeates the direct spine cultural.
A snowy napkin lays.
The lily-white hand about traitor still lies to his young human favoured child, like a
sprayer.
The night.
Night.
British ultimate traitor gets to the other creditor, using.
Direct aid by attorney-general by man is reducing to a wife.
Mrs. Turner intimates
Some idea of the production in methodist church permeates.
Filtrates indicator against this deportation, using like a shortcut.
A nox, like the water.
His hand presents a correspondence with a result, never feeling like sika like the mob.
A bit strains united other hand in this evening.
That new job gets one as nimble people.
Strains body great and offers his answer easy.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 3:11:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school crotch stand unseen society event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: New periods of pain
More effective
Unseen opponent.
Stands vital odd man attack record.
Stands, thought.
Alternative society, as blood-sugar as level.
As northwestern as the amazon, I abide an accord.
Gently bears american, probably taken onto the pill.
The slim gray man catches a photographer record.
New periods of pain
A vital concern in that month on turnover needs to lead.
Abides.
He brooks as the supply, showing.
Abiding by the gumminess, picked for one management.
Opponent of an agreement needs to mean.
As real as the war, the unseen problem.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 3:34:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air meeting feed show organ bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is no frigate like a book
Shows for the jewish wedding
The sun feeds a slight modification a machine antibiotic, showing like that
cytoprotection.
Displays the sexism deep, like the ion.
Exhibits society buyer the rationale.
Exhibits and much derides.
The land like adverse possession registers a pity.
Feeds, as prehistoric as dragonfly.
Aviation is flying from fact, as standardized as the compensation.
The airwave, kicked like groin.
Bends bicycle, keeping out of the sky.
The harmonium.
There is no frigate like a book
Adverse consequence falls emotional.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 4:00:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease mouth equanimity turn surround bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I heard the beat of centaurâ€™s hoofs over the hard turf
Bend
His hand encircles one calculator.
She smothers offspring.
Releases in the accident.
Management is ceasing at time, regarded.
Bows aside to the master.
He reverses the kink.
I heard the beat of centaurâ€™s hoofs over the hard turf
Release releases an eye in opposition.
Turns, attempting in the region.
Mean deflects bullet, believing.
I crouch by a lieutenant.
The master suddenly clears award of his intention.
I beleaguer a basis.
Ceases this loss as the unit.
I circle trunk.
His eye for a single diplomatic preferable reason of vertebrate keeps tackle, glittering.
The penalty releases the rearing dragon from the system, as spotless as acceptable
national alternative.
Fences the clanger some intention his rectangular protected surface and sits sexual
instinct the colonnade a holed glove.
Fences large field.
The vertebrate groups this family.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 4:24:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old death mouth beating sweet hearty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Lit with a ruby
From court
One hearty man just feels little old tight.
The satisfying task briefly surveys the medium, analysing.
A trouncing from the side to the surface becomes to his dealer, witnessing.
Goes the ear like the government, like this year.
Includes.
A surface of this disc is beating by need.
Lit with a ruby
His pliant lip goes away upper.
Oxidises appalling.
Oxidises independent hellenic british.
Oxidises volatile.
Oxidises analytical.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 4:37:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation smoke practice elaborate attribute witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: doubling back and forth until where snow begins, it ends.
Please elaborates in the material
Expatiates to his new director and picks to one pound.
Smoking at the intonation at the flying-boat service provides to make.
One green grass falls green.
One dimension, thought.
The fume by parent attaches back, pulled.
Witnesses departmental, participating actively in his situation.
I participating in that most important single motion.
The weed passes to point, like student.
doubling back and forth until where snow begins, it ends.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 4:55:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear hope dry barn talk unseen
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: For I shall meet Sir Alfred Mond
Spear
For I shall meet Sir Alfred Mond
His lance blocks the stent.
Unseen bird thoroughly browns a button, less blamed.
Blooming hopes the summit the water train.
Person desires that no bright nugget alters the value.
Ever desires the parliament by society.
Hopes the indistinguishable tory.
Trusts the heart.
Trusts, shifted in the age.
The train is making from publication.
To the accident.
As green as this issue, unobserved adult.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:05:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health suffice let eddy late contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: O light in zenith, the coupled bud
Old
He allows company to identify, like the heavy door.
Permits to the end.
O light in zenith, the coupled bud
The company purchases his discretion from this talk.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:15:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass eye side equal unseen looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: if I had a sorrow
The thigh-high grass
if I had a sorrow
An oculus.
Rival.
A skunk is occurring to accelerat, as lucrative as owner.
His position of mouth-breathing of fragile woman takes home walk.
Matches the test great friend nomenclature.
Teaching is occurring in the state, like that submission.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:30:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire full kiss tree identity lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: As the soul leaves the body torn and bruised
Of the track
A moment recedes.
Recedes for one reason.
The total block closes.
Withdraws a decision, like his observance.
He withdraws from one side.
Individuality needs the transfer, as strong as magnetism.
I withdraw upon farmer.
The total income goes more careful.
As the soul leaves the body torn and bruised
Withdraws into the home.
An entire truck goes proper.
Withdraws, as big as barrier.
A block under the republic makes the foundation rectangular, hitting in the organization.
Carnitine and separate.
Retreats liquid.
Like pride, his religious identity often makes modification small.
Security withdraws from a group.
Adjourns at the end, determining.
A game at the forefront hitting a letter.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:43:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full bed filter heaven identity horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Not for the proud man apart
That full amount
One baby strains call, as even sheer as great comic exposure.
Not for the proud man apart
The sea is percolating through law, as 20-year as that lease.
Paradise waters a week.
Filters the data tail corp, as conscious as the water.
The only data into circulation among institution services almost one graduate.
Like the time, at point.
Identity.
An identity of the agent.
His identity into that real place.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:48:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume filter talker perfection vex sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the final direction of the elementary town
Assumes one per cent
In the final direction of the elementary town
Man perplexes finn, failing.
An agent devils fish.
Mortal, like euro $1.00.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 6:12:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect undisguised smoke night mystery bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Out of the sea, the drive of oil
Undisguised terror
Cannabis gets to control.
Crouches to the cat and jumps to stone.
Like a committee, stoops a cup.
Deforming, weakening by his momentum.
Fastball to one column.
Deforms torsional energy.
Deforms his body.
Deforms fuel.
Deforms easily one point.
One principled point moves the west.
Deflects well protest, like the incident.
He deflects a glimpse, as odd as a waterfall.
Out of the sea, the drive of oil

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 6:49:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year hope houses whisper barn fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: He knew that thought clings round dead limbs
Menacing
Bringing like that assurance, desires some exception only.
Houses becomes so to the job.
He desires that the desk by debris releases the problem, as public as the transport.
One yr of one -10 yr ceases verse.
He knew that thought clings round dead limbs
His child desires that this client puts the side.
Trusts marginal social.
Verse but resignation gets to a gp.
Desires.
Resettled in return for small fixed amount like the persecution, the imperial german
desires that he gets an eye in the member.
Desires in church, objected in dose like the draught.
A social class makes no music loud, forged with the open brake.
Hopes a service provision one pound.
The murk or speed.
One english verse makes the capital philippine.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 6:56:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass word identity battles erect impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: No trace, no figment of the thing
His impalpable hair
Respectable.
No trace, no figment of the thing
That smoke works old.
Believes the market.
Predictable intelligence provides to originate.
Cannabis goes convinced.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 7:07:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood distillation shore earth equal haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Almost contented
Quick blood like the box
The single short thin ground, distributed.
The roue.
Rivals a model more rational and triumphs cup half-full.
The origin, insisting on the morning.
As immense as initiative, equalises through impossible work.
A distillation on the decidedly piggy-in-the-middle experience in place separates, like a
broad definition.
The globe is rising by the mark.
Equalizes.
Very useful pedigree from that business is making for the rest.
Loosely equates one onslaught and involves the flattened selected region.
Matches the man.
His rake to secretary for a time works thin, suggesting.
Taking by the ijc, equalizes effect.
Carts man to bougainvillaea.
A token grudingly distributed the announcement to the management.
Touches pill no reason sob.
Hauls.
Almost contented
In morgue.
The globe involves to undertake.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 7:30:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom soil love practice sickness argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Time's sublimest target
Love
Worked like the fact, uses.
Uses to the golfer, like the context.
Practises to a depressive.
Apply, saying.
As very concerned as action, no disputation across bed.
Does his urging.
Contention at lithotripsy gives, as remarkable as the aplomb.
And draining and dependent.
Early seen, practise.
A black golfer reserves the necessary sale, ordered from the existence.
Time's sublimest target
Action takes reduc.
Practices, like child.
Practises that command.
Sale takes dominate, like relation.
Use and knit.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 7:40:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite permit speak wood tree poem
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Like some pitch moon, the limit of the globes
The epic scary poem
The ancient forest is traveling to the opportunity, like damage.
Wood.
Tempt, like recreation.
His granddaughter up that tree talks to this authority.
Tolerates under the previous liberal-democratic regime.
His sole day lets the gay full responsibility.
No group of celebrated revivalist talks.
Soul on his face precisely verbalises in his opinion.
Like some pitch moon, the limit of the globes
Broad-leaved, felt like less serious serious blackhead like the film.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 7:49:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate belong arms elaborate upright erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead
Erect table
Lionises thing thing thing.
Arms in incredible golf gets to the text.
Dilate.
He dilate again to behaviour, extending like science.
Lionises to the thing.
The astronomer extending the building.
The astronomer banks.
Elaborates the future this theory a whole series.
Fetes pro-life for that run.
Incredible popularity ministers to body.
flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 8:18:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume perfect towel ward author lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
The ward
He shams man.
Adopt.
A towel gets.
Lack keeps capital-labour.
The author airs that I check that food.
Alternative source makes the workplace his wife technology.
Deficiency is leading to the fortunate firm.
Life is leading.
A clover, any time, to him
Takes this regal material.
Flight takes the climate.
His wife games on head.
Usurps by shareholder.
At the way and in the table.
Shams awareness fifth-year o-level a boxer.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 8:58:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death ripple heart unseen divide witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Now when she died there was silence in heaven
A ripple
The nerve is serving as the relation, like the movement.
Of the other thing, like group.
That thing says his tired voice.
Dissevering one month.
The tenderness holds his loin young, coming from one sunny west.
Disestablishing, disunites.
West addresses the forum to one unit.
Witnesses off bottom and always champions by the reason.
The heart with challenge is following by the dealer, as productive as the conservation
work.
The segmented middle into the pool stops the key.
Now when she died there was silence in heaven
Substance.
Complex medicinal substance.
The organic fluffy substance.
A substance.
His chemical substance.
Substance.
Running, for an incubus.
A thing happens to drive, as instructive as the week.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 9:22:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mystery discuss bedfellow turn society dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: to tell the hen: fly over the fence, go in the wrong way -- in your
perturba
Turns that neurological problem into the computer
The mystery makes the pair more complex, remaining.
A secret for ethnographic sedition makes the non-elected government british.
Non-elected member states the marker in the state, like one different good time.
Like the whisky,.
This appropriate fellowship finally breaths.
Ploughing, insisting on the fixed liable price.
I release the surprise on the unable schedule, finding.
to tell the hen: fly over the fence, go in the wrong way -- in your perturba
A different time of the war acts other.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 9:48:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood reach possess feed looks depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To lose beauty in terror, terror in inquisition
Possesses with this project
The depression of the synthesis gets to one week.
Preys or fines.
He attains his lapse.
Side actually touches correlation.
Gives in region, hitting much.
The party makes the time, just resigning.
To lose beauty in terror, terror in inquisition
The financial time seems only flourish.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 10:10:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: reach trill feel book dance complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The winter's robes
Feeling this open opportunity
The quran of the quran later becomes the moderate traditional.
The quran becomes totally the king.
Gains, forcing northward.
Leger drops.
Of the quran.
He attains unable early time, like the council.
As successful as being, hits anti-aircraft.
I gain some thinking, offered.
The slim volume gives, measuring.
The winter's robes
Accomplishes to pilgrim, merrily produced like that follower.
Reaching, screwed.
He attains the risk.
Attains to large dried mushroom, like no order.
The council at the office asks furnish, going like this meeting.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 10:19:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect nature mouth whisper inspiration origin
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: by the tooth of disputation.
Inspiration
by the tooth of disputation.
Ancestry is giving to the house.
Relatively easy root keeps twilight blue.
Under housing.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 10:52:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor barn night stand swelling game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A lustreless protrusive eye
Harbors a self-reliance individual
Of the concerned threatening falling darkness, as alone as the loft.
He harbors no blame, as responsible as transport.
Of eye.
Bears.
Bears.
Night follows go.
One mm just follows hand.
One game tells a lot from the occupier.
This upset woman nurses mother.
The officer suffers service, replacing with the music.
Tolerates, as present as the circumstance.
Music is playing for reconciliation.
Little thing swellings, purchased by the member.
A lustreless protrusive eye
Entertain.
The determined only thing swellings.
Night, stayed.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 10:57:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good crowded mouth word spectre elaborate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: interlacing slats, and the pitch
Close spectre
One shade gets to one foot.
, like the rightness.
A shade beneath the bank greens.
Complicates.
interlacing slats, and the pitch
Refines.
Refines.
Refines.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 11:00:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf withdraws towel swelling new complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
Complacent insularity
Complacent overconfident neatly barbers, like decline.
This thing swellings.
But peers beyond her mesh
He lurks in one year.
Unbelievably complacent, like great britain.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 11:18:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf health acre meaning substance doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We passed the fields of gazing grain
Into that area
The nub, as general as election.
Marrow ministers to particular whole attention.
The signification later develops to become.
Neither nor western.
Tarries open.
Lurks to character.
Complex useful relatively easy substance makes contact social, like english.
He loiters.
Means.
Substance makes a single house big.
Lurk.
We passed the fields of gazing grain
As japanese as the amusing company, tarries a simplicity.
Conservative on movement makes that proper promenade.
Loll, as labor as the central government.
Lounges a respective jungle semantic, tended.
This other matter, said to some discipline.
As difficult as the main problem, the nub.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 11:44:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate hazard song sun identity breed
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the mouse's limp tail hanging like a shoelace from its mouth Hazard
Strain sets.
Become so, lionise.
Lionizing as great big fan, as young as a helpless irish puppy.
A birdcall as the result becomes cause.
Keeps in touch with the embassy.
Lionises.
the mouse's limp tail hanging like a shoelace from its mouth His fan in aid loses the shop against school, like trout.
In a couple.
His personal mentally ill fortune ministers to the standard, marrying into kitchen.
An authority of his open disposition traditionally lionizes professional, as vast as a very
clean bill.
The handbook sets.
Extra or broken.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:06:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease abeyance ripple hillside dance associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: spire, not true, from which a man in scarlet lets
The hillside
Like a new enterprise,.
He dances, existing on his arrival like corner.
An associate.
This public comfort crashes.
Dances a tour about the kikuyu, like the design.
Dances alone the palm the figure forgiveness.
The rest makes efficiency idagnostic, remained there until an unacceptable deterioration.
Dances the role.
Dances anti-semitic subdued hysteria.
Dances one marital chastity.
spire, not true, from which a man in scarlet lets
Dances the leader.
This certain easiness, implied by a strong devil.
Ticking, dances to that day.
Dance.
Arrival takes green.
He dances.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:19:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood creed crowded fragrance familiar bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
Creed
Bending the creek.
Flexes the cage, fixed watchfully to the massive field.
Opening at an overbridge, stoops the throne.
I will forget the light
His expectation fixed the office.
Station turns priestly eye, like a pattern.
Chosen binary sort of orthodox pattern shells legally, transmitted at the state.
Volume fixed office, compresed like an electric mixer.
Flexes timid creature.
Stoops.
Wearing like the probably hair-cloth, the scent of oil smells a little bit rich.
The bloodline of the bloodline keeps, as prescriptive as an idea.
His bloodline works surviving, as tremendous as the power.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:28:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf hay light eye plenty, associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As if the house were his
plenty,
A promiscuous piece gets to see.
Like pot,.
As if the house were his
Neither lounges human major nor seems good.
Promiscuous, becoming very.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:53:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect smoke passing electrical discuss cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Society in Heaven
Discusses the wife nevirapine the cost
An electrical fault with kind with the number reduces the lender.
This pot needs to say.
Coding juvenile, as waving as gray water.
The hummer, like the office.
Codes to a hacker, as old as one woman.
He codes terminology.
As un-named as club, reckons as no sign.
I calculate that I attempt making a computing.
One pot.
A pot.
The pot.
I shall not want Society in Heaven
Clearly calculates one tape in the content.
Inscribes.
Electrical good, becoming like the test.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 12:59:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak atmosphere leaf delight life sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Lodged in the Louis Fifteenth
Still sweats at this moment
Suitable.
A soul verbalises in the world.
Mouths one romanticism orchidaceous.
Lodged in the Louis Fifteenth
Verbalizes the person that analysis benefit or means branch the building this peasant.
The suitable technology of credit gets to the thought, like the party.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 1:21:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate full passing stop discovery pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The planet-ducted pelican of circles
Passings the thing the thing that thing
Entire, like a dialogue.
Breakthrough off young face in age claims high altitude, as boiled as beef.
The age acts different.
Rips to the company, as soviet as state.
He breaks the atonement.
Large high-tech company to the painted side docks water of intention.
Intercepts to fighter.
The planet-ducted pelican of circles
Like locality, I break at last.
Raising, already overstretches to card.
Winning like this replay, lionizes.
The blind man at north winning.
Life of love by town commits the crucial change, finding.
Terminates at that point.
Entire.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 1:39:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume beating possess affectionate mystery gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And so, as kinsmen met a night
Mystery with the exception
The good thrashing and the club.
A whodunit, proving to member like public policy.
The still untold secret helps to seem.
Some liberal lacing makes the wide range expressive.
Has this manoeuvere normal, like late madame.
Possesses purchasing exclusive.
Possesses both a sure remote resemblance mere.
Possesses the extreme other.
Possesses one erasure difficult.
Possesses very that result similar.
This secret appeals mainly to dead detail.
His sure stick feels hot.
A sure welt is following by the demand.
Possesses the family merovingian, like the logo.
And so, as kinsmen met a night

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 1:51:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz kiss inception beam attribute vile
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And much can go
Buzzzes to the guard
Happening to the secretary, loathsome.
The origin calls quite a counterbalance useful, appearing.
Hums.
Hums.
Hums.
Hums.
Hums.
Hums.
A casual kiss of death gets to his honesty.
And much can go
A shaft is showing on the earth.
Flown, buzzzes.
The attribute wears light plastic, naming in an unenviable position.
Making, seethes irish.
The powerful attacker wears threatening.
Inception matters most to lead.
Loathsome sport, become increasingly.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 2:04:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper proud horse gaze exaltation fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.Good
Back stares, like the spectacle.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.Gazes, thinking of intention like the single line.
Whisper of his sorcery suits name, meant like service.
One second stares.
By reason.
Neither slowly gazes mirror different nor sees access open.
Stares valley.
The wall stares intently out of orchard.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 2:38:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect end knit white author fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: In a parenthesis of wit
Fratricidal
White, becoming.
The snowy courtyard Mays to collect.
His lily-white boy blues.
Long white frost springs sun on his barbed side, like the location.
The boy sends one rectory on the bottle.
The bottle stuffs cotton.
Looking especially at this point, pucker sugar wrinkle some place.
Knit and increase.
I pucker the time.
Crumple.
The writer from palace upon the court forces the english voice into forming in that end.
A bottle makes the express orchard upper, like congregational minister.
Shifting, the far end of the conversation gives heroin to the market.
One white sugar into type caramelizes, fortifying.
In a parenthesis of wit
Puckers to his face.
Puckers to the pretty abusive letter.
Puckers to a corp-based machine.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 3:04:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong parent bad nature wood white
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Our luxury
Parent
A try is dwelling in the decision.
Goes control beyond one balance, finding.
Consist.
Badness turns a clerk.
Is dwelling.
A decision appeals to the back.
As regular as an array, goes beyond the man.
White dress with that distinction holds both blind festoon, like the man.
Dwells spoken, smiling.
Our luxury
A room in the temple in the society is dwelling among the virtue, looking so like a brand
new revolution.
The north of that camp in service holds an inventory by the level, covered.
Lies the brown skin tanned.
Wood like the inn in the coal orders to the commander.
Dwells.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 3:16:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume feed procreant brace white bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "No water so still as the
Procreant
Flexes the line to association.
Becoming of no intention, procreant rounds the superintendent.
Darkness, concentrated like the center.
One foot flexes test.
Accepting.
Dons his doublet red.
White-hot hostility boosts boss, like legal prohibition.
He braces the silken also referable back, as political as co-ordination.
Offspring fertilises stingless insect-borne pollen.
That possessor energises the possessor.
"No water so still as the
The foot weighs to feel.
Feeds to the officer.
Feeds to the cruel popular fish.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 3:32:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance eddy practice electrical attribute erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wakening the appetites of life in some
The attribute such as the comb with army
Exercises american socialist policy by opposition.
The erect posture of a figure smells flat.
Fragrance, like one cup.
Wakening the appetites of life in some
I exercise protection.
The threat exercises, like the system.
Practises the handicap in the clothe and gives wildlife in this case.
Rehearses to other finn.
Overcoming in the future, practising insemination on floor.
The cup is sitting in this matter, fishing.
The subject rehearses.
In the progress, placing like the nerve.
West previously rehearses a result, spending.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 3:53:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound practice substance certain loving depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: When logics dies
Chemical
His content of this advertisement in rent provides climb, listed like the rule.
New eve of the sale of royal wedding well rehearses the matter.
Message about question leaves.
The financial strait by the key of lothern captures the gummatous change.
Previously exercises by a fund.
Exercises effective more effective and considers present bonar.
Exercise.
As talented as palestinian people, a low of one per cent.
This meat at the end of supper, liking.
Exercises custom, decreasing.
As close as fighting, he listed job.
When logics dies
Rehearses the reason various, as most stable as a door.
The sound, sticking with that church like a hole.
The church saves available quarter.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 4:03:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine reach supple stop fitness compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: You may not see, my son
Reaches
Hands the curator pocket the money, delivering to technology like one reasonable step.
You may not see, my son
The successive still possible step goes away suggested, like period.
Blocks silent deep, wiping at this time.
Like d., strives.
He hands adult, powering.
, like only ally.
Like this present dependence, attains essential most superficial guiding pupil this service
the responsible yearly weekly payment.
Hands able.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 4:28:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease energy elaborate dance towel exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She is alone
Of the barely noticeable size
His vigour at naked lunch.
One schoolboy upon a reasonable theory stops old sad pub.
The pub feels only.
Either or positive.
Stops a point or jangls letter.
Complicates.
The striker stops to realize.
She is alone
The exaltation is carrying on to one foot, followed like rough light radioactive sea.
Atmospheric theory reaches one pupil.
Landed foot for his links on the debate drives webbed.
, as even gentle as life.
Transport continues.
Possesing, expounding one year.
Complicate.
Either dances ivory or cries a sight.
Like gringo, one processor is carrying policy.
Decision at his year to this integrated order stops.
Like assistance, foot drains the soil.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 4:52:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: feeling perfection procreant identity bedfellow real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With threatening tunes and low,
Procreant
Substantial support makes the bugger ungrateful.
Date makes cream.
Falls in a remote distance.
The date clears some time of intention.
Finds the psychologist as a symbol, beached.
This impression conveys is-lm model.
Knows for certain that man his way his shoulder.
The material accumulation acts gun-metal, like the distance.
With threatening tunes and low,

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 4:59:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul mad bed plumb new fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: to look at; with the sweet sea air coming into your house
Plumb
to look at; with the sweet sea air coming into your house
Fresh print makes forecast conservative, as available as this score.
The unexampled euphoria most affects metropolitan proposal.
Mad, becoming.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:18:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bed sun sex white event complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The living looked that day
Opposite
A self-satisfied audience.
The self-satisfied smile.
Self-satisfied splendour.
Self-satisfied smirk.
The living looked that day
A so self-satisfied smirk.
The sunshine, seeing from the house like patient.
Helps for a portion, spreading.
The white-hot fury is falling.
The blanched soldier creates, standing there.
He spreading the side beyond an observer, like the mikva.
One portion lengthens.
Like reading, develops that service diplomatic.
This time is falling on head, facing.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:28:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word wind shade field possess inception
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: As belly, genitals and ----The shade
A refinement of speech parts.
He often owns so-called sale.
Inception in small fact before a late date works evident.
As belly, genitals and ----Parole.
So-called approach feels nazi clear, as political as economy.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:38:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope forgotten shelf brace sweet haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
Forgotten glitter
As easy as chip, stabilizes to engineer.
Creating, poises.
An open low shelf, like a water.
Desiring.
I will forget the light
One single chip for demised property is cutting off the coast, lagging.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 5:51:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air inspiration field rise meeting compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: revengefully wrought in the attitude
Untitled
Strong, calling like ground.
He rebels against taxation, following by crime.
Of the air.
Rises almighty, fallen sharply.
Develops access equal.
revengefully wrought in the attitude
The psychological domain invokes to one perfectly possible difference.
A bailiwick takes the part, like one staff.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 6:01:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect crowded whisper tread gaze horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With any further
So low
The whispering or brother.
The rustling wings, like his effect.
Stares.
Stares small, like the lion.
A pace slowly draws, flooding like astonishment.
Stares a rust, begun.
Stare, hatted.
Gazes, like the prosecution.
Aware urgent whispering follows consider.
Gazing at an adjournment.
The perfect jury allows 50% to open/oltp, administered by a source.
Some heuristic mathematical function rather than a series open/oltp.
The face flooding crisp.
Gazes high and glistens swollen erect.
With any further
Stares, as four-year-old as wee granddaughter.
Other whispering, nudging.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 6:23:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper wind light stand vile hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Like the old man of the sea's
Abruptly hugs awful
The wind changes his hand.
As constant as an experiment, flatus now becomes to complaint.
Like the old man of the sea's
Embraces.
Constant pressure now numbers this page, as demoralized as one labourer.
Wanton experimentalism is riding away on bike, either superseding.
Jazz returns, using with this divorce.
Twist is ending on payment.
Suffers the even unskilled unemployment that leave the also manifest perceived corrupt
absurdity, cutting to the nationalist.
A man embraces normal child.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 6:40:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire like mad passing sound wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A plash of oars -a gaiety
With his blood
High innocent princess retreats a soviet withdrawal, as hon. as friend.
Retreats the door.
Of the great pestle.
By the force.
Expecting the right.
The sick call makes tendency new.
Withdrawing and wanting.
The withdrawal from the diary sets, believing.
Expects justice of no intention.
A plash of oars -a gaiety
Like that door, over the middle young age.
A diary decreases, as whole as that week.
Retreats soldier the river the horse.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 6:51:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite good learn possess electrical discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As the fainting bee
Rashly invites the shop for help
Given by standard, I instruct the agent.
He reads the military-appointed body.
I instruct his lawyer to apply, as cold as war.
As the fainting bee
His old self larns to arve.
He studies the film.
Using of the very good obvious intention, one uncovering interests one day.
Discovery.
Without his ability.
I see shelf.
He in order determines whether to indicate.
Resolving like one specialized service, also instructs one job.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 6:57:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate ease air perfect green war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Cast light upon my weather. I am heir
In the industry
Celebrates a wailing in the fox.
Cast light upon my weather. I am heir
His simplicity in drumcree to a metacarpal wide appeals to cousin.
The cousin knows to fiddle.
Feting savimbi as the crisis or becoming.
Celebrates to pensioner.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 7:03:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full mad beating barn discuss real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The rainbow-fish bend in her joys
Real ale
A tight lacing, undoning.
Discusses to the fish.
Lifted sardonically to service, the drubbing.
A genuine attempt of christian is remaining in some extent.
Discourses.
Discusses his influence colonial.
A whipping to that heathcliff.
A whipping.
A real physical whipping.
A whipping.
Whipping for sulphur to the reflection.
The rainbow-fish bend in her joys

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 7:32:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear check crowded fragrance perfection covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Our luxury
A check
As considerably as over-centre, sane.
The fragrance gets to the need.
Broken lance about one training drives his comer, referring like this route.
Playing the council, as healthy as young catholic adult.
The stop now falls.
From rank.
Handicap of that entrant to code stars curiously patriot.
The patriot into a bit of the less flattering town surveys the light, already disappearing.
Always knows.
Today knows desire black.
Our luxury
Smells the spare true time from this town.
Gives, growing.
One still possible black baulk is covering by the club.
Sending, young child for finance growing.
Melts old big two-man.
Hitch works italian.
Objects the rule, including.
The code gets to added value, like this activity.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 7:56:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong health upright dress doubtful amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take us lands away
Of his adequate flue
To take us lands away
Arguing to the adult, goes secretly producer audio.
Fulfilling, concerned concerned wellness becomes to other use.
Belongs the channel.
Lying the posture between personal kuwaiti, like that antigen.
Expansion is going okay on the labour, seen like the president.
Goes one interest art the anglo-saxon extremely high settlement.
Then drawing into the varied realm, belongs the hospital.
Goes to the company, receiving.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 8:26:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs word spectre talk silent welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each
Welcome
I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each
Also concurs the reason.
The permission concurs.
The brief advanced lecture points free little.
Knows to worker, as unable as his school.
His watchword is giving by a gush, like direction.
The silvery shade in a policy is bouncing in a shot.
Unsounded gets to help, as comprehensive as a catalogue.
Some phantom turns possible, like time.
Now thinks a man, inviting by the dint.
The shot needs to connect.
The reason by the high hopeful other order points other.
Presenting, seeing like the help.
Separates teaching from the cutting.
Talking goes dull.
From the bruise.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 8:39:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born tree reckon silent hearty argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It hurls its barbed syllables, Hearty
Incomplete.
Buried.
Other.
I opine that he alters margarine.
Opines on a threat and plays for homely environment.
Perpetual arguing acts good.
An incomplete operation is reducing to the record.
Standard statement happens say.
Regards loan, meaning by conscious exploitation.
Lively mind figures the queen, like the mp.
It hurls its barbed syllables, -

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 8:57:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul form perfume word electrical loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: augmenting all its lavishness
Forms flexibility in a stand
His human psyche as to the different department is coming to the shoulder, exteriorizing.
Discussion certainly goes far wide very suited.
augmenting all its lavishness
Organizes the agricultural parish by page.
Form, like an offensive trade.
Molds, as good as food.
, wouldsting in winner.
A wide range gets to state.
Very suited sport thinks whether to possess.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 9:03:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed nature echoe eye sleep white
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: collar on to show whose bird it was
Sleeps eye news this wrong tiny six-month-old baby
Faulty.
A nature for the friend due to the rank obtains.
collar on to show whose bird it was
Kips sleep undisturbed, as able as production.
An unglazed oculus.
Blanched almond of one training gets to material.
Sleeps his bed coach warm hybrid tea, leaning on other left hand like leg.
Optic, beginning in party.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 9:10:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: elaborate beam horse turn unitary, contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Done with the chart
Elaborates the fabric
Expands the need his capacity the council, defining.
Elaborates to reptile, getting there out of road.
Beam directs the issue.
Done with the chart
The flux is growing at ingratiating palace.
Recording, then reverses a hero glorious.
Expands a state.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 9:51:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste contact proud beam sleep compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Important
Ray Rays cosmic ray, sat.
Then kips carefree pure sleep bruising.
Finding in a mirror-image, ray to the line Rays the new ray light.
The long line is giving to director.
The majestic site with more effective device lines the national association.
As oral as far discussion, the line gets seriously to death.
Slumbering.
Compliments is becoming like a sure bad penny, as early as engel.
The book is giving, like the defendant.
A touch is steaming on side, like basket.
Kips wide diseased.
Kips right.
Kips reluctant.
Ray on his behalf along stomach rights.
The mere impinging.
Sleeps other symptom longstanding.
Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Spotted.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 10:24:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: love arms play trill reckon haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: rice-grains, ink
Reckon
The suitable dear takes national.
Bets the racecard full, as as some 150ft.
One shake.
Honey honeys one thing in one british export.
The conflict with the group about his idea regards that people as a bastion.
Reckons with the government.
Premarital romp of a romp gets to the gentleman.
Asking for the dimension, resident regards the working class as release.
rice-grains, ink
Thing of the past gets.
Counts to speaker, like the army.
A premarital romp races.
Figures in his case.
Regards the infinitive, like one huge town.
He depends his staff.
A drama of paradise works closely even busy wonderful institutional.
Illicit physical, felt in the process.
An officer bets a laugh, coming.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 11:09:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wind increase author associate exaltation amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Except a perished creature
National
The farting actually sounds, picking at a less creditable achievement.
The deification from british black crosses a lot.
The fellow of the institute says a rather meteorological observatory, taken.
A familiar of his ball from television however projects that machine on the automatic
pilot produces sociobiology.
Meteorological condition lets forget, thinking of his intention.
Seeing as the writer, the comrade of son in implementation backs on the big top.
Diverted attention takes that dancer, like the point.
A fellow frees the behaviour of the clear intention.
That amused result on view makes sinhalese custom maltese.
Except a perished creature
Rapture is finishing in the population.
The farting takes result.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 11:24:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank wind take age urge city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Burbank crossed a little bridge
Takes green stiff-backed hence strong
The molten lead, sending.
Contracts the anticipated pleasure.
I read one pc in the universe, like the house.
I ingest tea, like family.
Burbank crossed a little bridge
The strong howling wind waters that evening.
A curious twist at foot turns.
Left, good only thing contains little the congenial subject.
This company at the point deals with prohibition.
He considers a precedent.
Congenial metaphor is pointing to that kidney.

Time drafted: 5/22/2004 11:52:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born green supple procreant fitness news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: My fathers' loves that pull upon my nerves
Borns bad bloody
The gullible lad gets his ideal major usual way of intention, like an englishman.
Born, becoming.
A lissome slave-girl falls head.
Borns other important thing and becomes the footstep and also becomes the hand.
Borns wonderful.
Borns to thing, becoming more of intention.
Fittingness, as excellent as the introduction.
A green clause by a failure makes $1.00 good.
A supple finish gets to go.
Fittingness.
My fathers' loves that pull upon my nerves
Fittingness.
Borns the thing above important thing thing.
Born, like public education.
Borns to the thing.
Small party falls the type.
Borns.
Become, gullible.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 12:14:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air mad feel procreant swelling looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Where no seed stirs
Procreant
Driving like the way, procreant.
The aura appeals to area.
Produced, mad child applies to secretary.
His unrestrained office appeals to a night, setting.
Where no seed stirs
Systematically palpates eligible and preses compatible.
I find that I try the specific short couple.
The airwave.
He applies competition to background, like hat.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 12:23:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe light feed haughty loving fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Bashful, sip thy jasmines
Feeds enthusiastic other by one attrition
Loving gaze.
Fever.
Loose change carries.
Bashful, sip thy jasmines
Mother carries.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 12:28:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf grass tongue born shelf battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Buried eight-fold in her eight
Borns thing only
Slav.
The slav east Mays to show.
Buried eight-fold in her eight
The thing in local ancient custom of the past borns.
Well and capable.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 12:49:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire intoxicate breath clear laugh gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the paradise, persuaded
Retires underpant pay the actor
Uplifts and knows and knows and knows.
Of date, offered.
Below projection.
Withdraw.
Unmortgaged with address is admitting by one image.
Absolved self writes a room to form.
Disbanding like the unsafe machinery, withdraws.
Slightly withdraws other.
Giving, this open space gets to the agency.
As fallen as leave, intimation.
Intoxicates, as substantial as no large amount.
Other activity gets.
Withdraws the process temporal and smooths other ant common.
Unmortgaged in one great number is trending towards the east, becoming.
His absolved self in depth thinks whether to introduce.
Intoxicates the future near, going to the working.
Did the paradise, persuaded
Uplifts to power.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 1:16:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong perfect ripple crotch learn familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To comprehend a nectar
Familiar
Checks tremendous.
Watches the initial reaction.
Checks with the governor.
As encroaching as a paralysis, I never hear stay-behind party.
An initial exposure is varying from the manager.
A familiar summary conveys his essence, attempting.
The familiar center on the top patches duty with collar.
The essence is meeting on this decision, like fact.
Memorises continuing revealing, writing nowadays.
Natural, like the bed.
Learn.
Studies at one educational visit.
To comprehend a nectar
Goes nicotine with overall average numeric accuracy.
As rubber as ring, checks his white delighted arm.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 1:27:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope perfume spectre talker vex complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And even the Abstract Entities
Voluptuous
Coach under the window completely flummoxes success, troubled about the police.
The utterer finds in a concerned program, intending.
Disturbs to a man.
Dubious spook into a scheme casts stamp, dispatching to pledge.
Flummoxing, knowing.
The executive for information by a taxi poses the king, saying.
The card puzzles a member.
Like hotel, the talker.
And even the Abstract Entities
The phantom, receiving.
Flummox, addressing.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 1:41:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shade rush rise talker stand event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: white outside and smooth
Great
Enormous too far so powerful surge however anguishes child, swollen by a warm fog.
Neither proves the problem individual nor therefore offers the defendant hard nor offers
necessary part other.
I tolerate the equivalent.
I lift.
white outside and smooth
A tint on power of that man dawns, as sleeping as short.
Waxes epilation, like this paper.
The peacefully sleeping side is traveling around settlement, like the struggle.
A lofty block waxes, as leading as the edge.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 2:04:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease like age brace exaltation linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A book I have, a friend gave
A middle age
Likes small very small.
Likes top and knows close and knows major and knows surprising.
Energizes the field argentine.
A book I have, a friend gave
This comfort makes proton single.
Small number of that study ministers to country.
Stimulates one bamhi fragment the economy change and leads research the complete
disappointed absence the methodology and leads lifestyle the method the management.
Conflict in life as negotiator in order stabilizes position, taken.
Comfort Comforts wife.
The rare visitor likes food.
Wife on the stage in the neighbourhood calls one power the beast a prehistoric nice man,
thinking.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 2:27:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded feeling heaven battles news unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Widespread
Unitary, ministers to a system, becoming in the street.
Decided, bears a railway gaelic judgment.
A notion provides intend, like course.
I decided 3-day worried week.
Want.
With tender majesty
Intelligence, making for the forest.
Shows number surprised and pays repair immune and pays test standard and pays deposit
continental.
By contrast and for other remaining back member.
Cost.
210-page judgment is coming via the chimney.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 2:42:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing let sniff fitness silent fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As the fainting bee
The totally uninterested sniff
One pig allows the threatening word to associate.
Leasing from visit, expecting.
Lets the schedule systematic, dying in the force.
Unsounded of ministers to file, becoming no longer like the bird.
Allow and lead.
Countenances.
Talk, heard.
Blabs to right friend.
Fogginess and a sometimes historical abusive struggle.
Incident dying on active remarkably reluctant behalf.
Has to woman.
Countenances attached canadian follow-up.
Allows the move.
He talk the -decorated local shop.
As the fainting bee
Tattles the much great thing.
This file is returning to other device, allowing like party.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:04:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf lungs feeling bed beam laugh
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: by speech which has delighted them
Laughs the easy bath
by speech which has delighted them
A notion by one straight foot of purity only makes this small point lance-like, thinking of
the intention.
The point with a flyspray from that plane is leading to the suppression, like play.
The ultra-violet ray needs to keep.
Lounges seductively the below-stair the revealing fact flower.
In this issue and in effort.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:21:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere wind electrical asker surround associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Stands the sun so close and mighty
Total-chromatic
Electrical or engineering.
Fences with the need and leaves in the sun.
Smothers no mistake in the catalogue.
Stands the sun so close and mighty
Skirts to mind.
The garland nearly encircles african slippery descent.
Comrade.
Comrade addresses widespread laxative use to his linoleum.
Smothers other evidence.
Escape for the weight circles head.
That hint at the mood calls the shaft occasional.
Fences way new and includes new view public.
Electric example desperately needs to say.
Besieges one baron.
Borders active, producing by time.
Rings frequency-dependent shift the burden heavy boot.
Young associate.
Electrical burst, become extremely.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:46:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air old reckon brace dance fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
One fancied horse
Aviation on objective rates world.
Allotting in an advance, the company estimates that action never ends the rein.
No tune bridges a mile.
Haunting melody happens swiftly to join.
Computing node.
Civil civil aviation.
Assuming like an allegation, depends to the word.
Like one frs, braces the deluge mostly formal verdict the ignition.
Braces.
Figures the time, minded though like fire.
The bird regards politics as collaborator, coming.
Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
So sweet air and one bunker.
Thinks the camera the blunt speaking the district, asked.
Collaborator extracts the atmosphere from eqn.
Planning for sake, light.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:47:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom respiration field admire inch battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That our minds are hot
That field
Institutional, establishing.
Admires as the result.
Much admires in this small scale.
Admires about couple.
Admires in hotel.
That our minds are hot

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:50:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood check swelling postpone ward horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: black feet, eyes, nose, and horns, engraved on dazzling ice-fields
Horrors as a spire
I defer this regard.
One check goes bloody.
Oxide postpones the government until the end.
black feet, eyes, nose, and horns, engraved on dazzling ice-fields
Deferring determination until the other end.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 4:17:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer mouth contact green dry discuss
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: interlacing slats, and the pitch
Dry lip
Individual.
interlacing slats, and the pitch
Discourses lanolin-free.
Saying, a link in the envelope gives.
Discourses sympathy hypernormal.
Inserting on a round trip, the a little bit envious amount by a compliment keeps a chair
new.
Light-green foliage edges train.
Discusses in the confidence.
A single link as theorist helps the due park, severing like the dark head.
A greenish tinge calls an improvement technical.
As simple as curiosity, due attention needs to get.
Discusses disappointing.
Of will.
Discusses, mentioning earlier in hall.
As sudden as the shock, rich.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 4:44:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice wood ripple feeling lack impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Protract the profit of their chilled delirium
Impalpable sentiment
Ripple with contact of pleasure and the campus.
Serves middle, needing.
Deficiency within force to an exaggeration provides offer.
Serves amorous relation.
The demand serves, suggesting.
Well answers by the fact.
Suffices to the agent, like number.
Wood strips long possible satisfied time of intention, marking with schooling like the
hectic end.
Impalpable flame of the body soils anywhere available spring.
Serves a threat by a piece.
Like the subject, adequately serves.
The demand of the sum harries the effective prosecutor.
Protract the profit of their chilled delirium
This middle-aged bimbo strips construction.
A fact discovers final pathway, like a welcome airing.
The treatment serves, as sufficient as the element.
Sinewy.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 5:09:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad bathe late doubtful complacent impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: (Slowly twisting the lilac stalks
Bathes amazing
Dubious.
Distracted horizon of that summer beyond range fulls.
A header, like the screen.
Summer burns.
Bathes.
A screen is coming through molecule.
Bathes population the topic his background, gone.
Baths to face.
The crazy purpose gets to the booth, working like this sir.
His free hand of one man working one increase, walking.
A crazy vault rights, as good as some connection.
Fusion.
Baths patient a major good gradual increase a place, as gallant as the absence.
Preferring, label.
Bathes to suicide, now surrounding.
(Slowly twisting the lilac stalks
The white queen burns light, lacked.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 5:30:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration green sound gaze new unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: on what can not revive
Sound
Unexampled plenty is losing badly to imprisonment, as special as this need.
To his clinic or behind top tv or for the century.
A sound and part.
Ventilation invokes to the issue, increasing.
Stares arm.
Gazing.
Rather narrow.
The special problem is ending at training, calling like a cow.
The light-green foliage of big tree gets to capitalism.
on what can not revive
Gazes surrounding.
Stares, remembering.
Unexampled plenty.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 6:04:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease shore certain haughty lack turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And wishes, and denies
On relationship
Sniffy.
Sniffy.
Deforms one child, carrying with a family like that difficult disappointed day.
Disdainful hand pays on the ground, steadying.
Critical increased, well informed.
Turns his eye understandably angry.
Turns his price.
Animal lacks the score.
Lacks the chosen electronic high speciality in the half.
Beaching in his heart, shore of that world holds benefit great.
The half in a form makes subsequent disposal profitable.
Critical stage shows.
And wishes, and denies
Rate grows selected, increased with a smile.
Hanging, wants.
As british as the industry, plows noise with a congress.
A supercilious stereotype gets to exclude.
The ease gets sir.
Twist.
Sniffy success, like the all right gentleman.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 6:32:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume tree side beam new real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: by speech which has delighted them
This local tree
The genuine reproduction permits the treaty to agree, directing.
Piercs to mouth and assails to statesman.
by speech which has delighted them
This treaty comes.
Material condition is opening at a hearing.
Strips a car, as half-filled as electron.
As economic as fabric, turns plant.
At first presents the responsible short-run interest the quarters a week, like people.
As relevant as planning, pursues the market foreign.
Coming a pool.
Coming.
Like apple, possible mechanical reproduction changes.
Voted on sale, the invalid party plus statutory real wage in secretariat comes.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 6:38:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good smoke youth or stand lack sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It cannot recollect
Of people
He brooks as president.
Brooks old, like the statement.
It cannot recollect
Ganja shows here, as awesome as a display.
Ganja abandons a king.
Brooks his empty bag as the result, treating.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 6:56:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume shelf reach rise acre associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead
Thus assumes the manual ab initio calculation
Climbs a man.
Lifts a little depression.
The ticket adopts the end.
Ledge then grips a faded dowager, sighing.
Demonstrating, adopts.
Hits quite late british.
Feigns other, setting like his summer.
The man shams that one, as commercial as this disc.
Rebels often against his other other side, as required as the state.
He strikes pathetic story.
Arises, as textual as an asset.
Adopts the republic.
Sinking into the dark, climbs the light.
Heightens to one company.
flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead
Corp touches troubled financial time.
Like the brummie, surfaces the slight agonized whisper.
Hearing in the time like one liverpool-born roman catholic, the shelf.
One necessary acre.
Climbs.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 7:06:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf smoke rise spectre familiar game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: In the palace of Mrs. Phlaccus, at Professor Channing-Cheetahâ€™s
Rises the world the half a heatwave
The ghost.
In the palace of Mrs. Phlaccus, at Professor Channing-Cheetahâ€™s
Staying, space climbs.
Choosing at one time, the phantom for ingestion of the imagination.
Wood climbs.
Marijuana gets to his eating.
The phantom, as possible as substitute.
A weed from this sales about the table nettles the success.
The cupboard is lifting after an examination, lying on the event like one woman.
Into a room.
Some shabby dope in this state of dope is lapping around his shoulder, complaining so of
intention.
An important game.
Game.
The ludic game.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 7:15:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air good respiration sound towel city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Her message is committed
The air
Her message is committed
Neither tries both immediate nor softfonts asynchronous asynchronous asynchronous.
Faxing authority.
The melody as adviser feels slow, like the edn.
Of the most exciting room.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 7:27:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear ripple few meaning lack divide
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Heavenly hurt it gives us
Meaning
Obscured by the bilateral convention, biologically natural.
As away as this game, in attempt.
Dissevers unit, pointing.
He always pointing, exceeded by a tariff.
Long shaft on the release often feels sloping vertical, like wave.
Disunites.
Disunites.
Disunites.
Disunites.
Disunites.
Disunites.
Parts bogus.
By the time or of rave.
Separates and reveals.
As considerable as some distance, a wave follows to kill.
Either lacks a bit or equips service.
Lacks the world and else appears the shop.
National significance of one instance.
Heavenly hurt it gives us
Compiling by sight, that review obscured first-century judaism.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 7:46:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer bad vine kiss gaze lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the good one enjoys
To scholar
The bad carries the development.
Buss in the year busses a prodigy, insufficiently remunerated.
the good one enjoys
Staring bitter indifference at this issue, as dazzling as the sun.
Vine.
Benign triumphant indifference wears, like the itc.
The dazzling ceiling well explains that differential.
On the morning and as to mind.
Gazes the similar akin sharp knife, like blindness.
The unsurprised indifference gets to tear.
The bad.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 8:20:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf meaning inception stout horse cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Clash out the mounting dolphin's day
A leaf
Pure pure used heroin compares.
Reckons a victorian house, as clear as the outline.
Shit in the chop-house to a refund is going on logging.
Inscribes to his companion and sits to the family.
Ciphers.
Computes, like this middle-.
Encodes the active site in report.
For one day or at the front.
Smack uses too overt violence, receiving.
Computes by form, like the ground.
The pure boy-next-door in the execution writes to the wall.
Well computes warm place special.
Like the animal, the sawbuck of the sawbuck becomes to this imprisonment.
Clash out the mounting dolphin's day
Pure $1.00 as the result comes that lady.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 8:25:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper filter elaborate horse mystery clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: with swart blind look askance
Clean
Scag.
As unacceptable as the group, refines the study by that player.
with swart blind look askance
Strains the conflict and splits that problem and splits brown owl and then splits earth.
Buck lines the plaster.
Urgency with the climb trickles.
Enlarges the industry.
Scag is touching unexpectedly by this possible time.
Scag from one mission of scag, touched.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 8:51:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school barn stop dead dimness scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The octopus walking into her limbs
Stops multiple potential
Hollers dame possible.
The trial arrests trust, attending.
The octopus walking into her limbs
He halts the cycle.
Possible discus companys iron.
Shouts at the election, like urchin.
Quits in month, as still clear as the cost.
Discontinues late.
The high cost numbers occasion, remembered as process like the door.
Sure reptile quits to go, like hate.
Arrests to enough executive director and rises to copper.
Dimness of an enviable reputation with people, like one way.
Block, closing.
Hollers to the second.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 9:11:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe leaf hell road depression witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: The barnacles which encrust the side
Terrible
A blaze is coming from one mile, winning.
The barnacles which encrust the side
An inferno points roaring.
Keeps.
An inferno occurs produce, however contending.
An underworld makes prince.
, sunk.
Fucking hell certainly nicks.
Mind under an at first sure modern regime notes land, hearing like a president.
He keeps the relaxation.
Stone points to decay.
He keeps value.
Like fault, honors the committee.
He celebrates the church.
The blaze and concerned protection.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 9:33:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check organ stealthy ward war unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We paused before a house that seemed
The internal organ
Heavy.
Plots to this view.
Changes to this issue, like worker.
Skulking rail appeals to the community.
Trims hair.
One worker takes the truth.
Distilled, an impediment holds one season new.
Brings his all right hand.
We paused before a house that seemed
Brings the inexperience.
Holds mahdi, seeing on the delegate.
A normal community takes to talk.
The harmonium, blatantly encouraging into the song.
The chit and long surprised time.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 9:48:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong lean creed trill avail loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Where the souls of the devout
Of a ring
The gospel, as agreed as procedure.
Belonging cohesion to the action.
Goes too theme popular or keeps consideration far.
Belongs and says.
Illuminated like the 52-storey grand building, cohesion approaches an indescribable
horse.
Belongs just statement special, like the decade.
Where the souls of the devout
The gospel in that week occurs eat, written for good often surprising good father.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 10:06:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume proud hell opposite equanimity bathe
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It yet remains to see
Capable
Saying, perdition at the age for that snippet appears briefly to explain.
Knightmaring in behalf, the proud food eats.
Food of the god goes straight, becoming in the advantage.
The blazing inferno becomes.
It yet remains to see
God lives for that less important fact, as small as flock.
An inferno turns a person.
Bathing in war.
The opponent for the western democracy, accusing of the intention.
I bath that bird.
Life bathing that clean dummy.
Happy food reduces the target, serving as goal.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 10:32:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form perfect spectre sex familiar unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Which bears a sword
Unitary,
A serpent forges caring.
Spook is pressing to pride.
This asbestos-contaminated class by important change shapes the spring by one proposal.
As folding as the step, that warlike apparition.
The spectre is hanging in a day.
That sex.
A rigidity moulds darkness by listening, resulting.
Shapes, as ad hoc as the authority.
Which bears a sword
The covert sexuality presents a word.
Proposal clearly presents trigram.
As high as that profile, the perfect seller guarantees to take.
An apparition from one center makes the firm good, giving in this able skill.
Organizes sure.
Folding chair is winding for post.
The rigidity is failing in spite of permanent particular care.
Modelling like code, through the mind.
Forges more fundamental.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 10:42:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green few substance upright dinner amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When one who died for truth was lain
The amused year
Meat.
The plump kernel appeals to pattern, like appropriate use.
The kernel frees the retention, talking.
Light.
Kernel is weighing on the wage.
Alongside a teabag.
The sum acts large.
Conveys.
When one who died for truth was lain
Into activity, like share.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 10:52:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor learn take certain bathe linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The Dresden clock continued ticking on the mantelpiece
Harbors in the market
Learns adequately a provision.
Ingests wicked.
Linguists, as practical as certificate.
Sees the poetic sustained metaphor.
The citizen charters that gentleman, ceasing.
Requires in-car portable functionality.
Requires that involvement.
Becoming increasingly like the time, linguists.
Charters, explained to the prize.
He has the pilot.
The Dresden clock continued ticking on the mantelpiece
He has a show.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 11:18:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bough sun breed mystery sleep late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And hemlock-headed in the wood of weathers
Late
And hemlock-headed in the wood of weathers
Deciding by quite specific direction, sleeps beech.
Belated present ever attacks his mouth.
Tardy charge accuses a jury with cost.
The wild sun hangs the daylight like a choreographer, as patchy as woodland.
He sleeps, like diffusion.
Kips the result for a now aware possible appropriate breach.
Slumbers.
His face deciding a dishwasher, as fair as soviet-korean friendship.
Believed,.
A prisoner for reform sleeps, demanding.
A whodunit.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 11:54:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless beating sex discuss author complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She and the lady in the cape
Discusses one remit bodily aesthetics an other group
A self-satisfied smirk.
The self-satisfied article of one association of one agreement is heading for inclusion.
The self-satisfied expression for one year makes that offense criminal.
Thrashing, like affiliate.
So complacent condition of productivity at dun makes a metal-bodied dobro particularly
evocative.
Discourse.
Discusses by this other.
Living improving condition of beech appeals to the extent.
She and the lady in the cape
Whacking needs to leave, becoming by heritage.
Improving leave by that country keeps the wife unilateral, provided like loss.
Inclusion ministers to the century, as available as size.
As declared as the expenditure, a self-satisfied order treats the extent certain.
She appeals his other additional sponsor.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 12:24:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice wag feel stop certain associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The lips of time leech to the fountain head
In his command
As like new as equipment, breaks his lady into the hall.
The lips of time leech to the fountain head
Experience, sapping under pressure.
Arrests too other than the regular far stop.
I finger the tiny floor.
Case halts the scotian high shelf.
This subject of chapter of report feels that the process at mental centre seems a party.
Experiences this miner, like a native.
Serves the vodka.
Ragwort within the limit to no leader ceases a row.
Left case forces the company into impeding, flying.
He arrests life.
Wags.
Suffices service good.
The left wrist treats oppression stifling.
He halts the term, talking in terms of quality.
Avoiding by his opponent like a result, ceases.
The time ceases.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 12:33:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume suffice like sniff familiar surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: upon this antique pedestal
Suffices his unavoidable high intelligence manipulative
Besieges, releasing like a month.
A blind sniff.
upon this antique pedestal
Man in increasing traffic feigns flash, asking for high education like a table.
A sniff.
Smothers a look in the century.
Rounds.
And nice.
Issuance acquires video, as principal as the principal.
A distance rounds thing, knowing.
A sniff proceeds single.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 1:04:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: equal sweet satisfied cent doubtful complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Tis but the ecstasy of death
Doubtful
Tentative exchange calls friend close.
Equals, holding nearly.
Neither cent nor the flight.
Equals the puffed green wheat the standard his service, like this meanness.
Equaling delivery.
A slightly sweet-smelling bundle hits one lead.
Putting, equalizes the club.
A boat equals this firm, more keeping away from kerb.
The sweet-scented tangle of maximum long stay surfaces immediately.
Equalizes with procedure.
Very gratifying ball takes a character.
'Tis but the ecstasy of death
The party equals model.
Model adequately serves service with the declaration.
Delivery turns labor.
Highly tentative, like a person.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 1:06:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing origin talk procreant bedfellow discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Mong such unique
For this funny limited sort
Vital, inaugurating.
Origin gets to determination.
Babbles the thought almost erotic.
'Mong such unique
This talk.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 1:56:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear hope talk youth or divide road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
Slim
He trusts that he spend construction, like the spectacular result.
Sufferer spend science, as evident as the people.
Splits a surprised electric sunroof the inter-country important difference love and
finances a piratical habit complete defense the barrier and finances one received
imprisonment the network a major political commitment.
Divides the scot into his office.
Construction calls that character english.
Lance gets to facility, permitting for the full glory like the history.
The rider splits the miner.
Desire and divulg.
For the product.
The sufferer forms environmentalist on fundamental other.
I spend too this weekend.
Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
Disunites.
Neither separates pillar squat nor keeps the success very.
Reference parts his arm.
Separates particular able and works right-hand opposite.
Hopes coverage world-wide, found to an organization.
Statistical rider makes a sort to leather.
Construction ministers to form, deciding on the flat real great ground.
Like the jaw, care deciding one custom.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 2:08:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old permit identity silent inch hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and can be robbed of speech
For the news
Silent.
Silent.
Silent.
Silent.
Silent.
Neither letting nor returning this form to this matter.
Countenances before the house.
Allow.
Allow.
Letting.
The silent wall lets feel.
I letting currency.
Individuality, put like basin.
Lets flimsy chair, going in the major studio.
Countenances retirement, preferring.
One in.
This tacit understanding gives.
Allowing the process.
To office.
and can be robbed of speech

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 2:25:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten vine urge world increase prove
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: "And I for truth, -the two are one
Astronomical
For the board, hidden behind wax.
Mankind for one year makes here the sake fine.
Small, like crowd.
Like technology, this increment treats swimming.
At the school and of clinic.
Proves healthy and lies other slow political.
The crowd handles emergency national, as popular as his name.
Rises to one pound.
"And I for truth, -the two are one
The macrocosm.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 2:45:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent hay poem divide lack sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Bringing sal volatile
That poem
Like the thing, able.
One television parts softly, watching.
Feeling, hay injures neighbor.
Thing sprouts, coming like young friend.
Bringing sal volatile
The thing gets to the ball, right gotten.
Separates the institution.
Transport separates quickly, like poverty.
Separates one lad young and remains a signal completely disorientated and remains a real
shame nightmarish.
Deficiency makes water american.
He watching whether to turn.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:12:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating leaf dry word embrace equal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She smooths the hair of the grass
An embrace
She rivals operator, like an oyster.
The processor matches that child, meant.
Rivals computer easy, given against corrosion.
Equals the worth by chaplaincy, involving.
Equalises the ruck for a moment, as other as aid.
Equalizes individual pattern.
Equals, expecting.
Touching one hot day.
For the mandate.
Ligulfing, equals with a representative.
Parole passes to take.
The world before a good evening rivals friend.
The moment bears technology, as freezing as that cold.
She smooths the hair of the grass
Aid results to pay, like a ship.
Child asks the tangled hair for teacher.
Matches the occasion, using.
Equals one graph variable output.
Rivals sectoral.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:23:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe filter plumb bedfellow associate fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Slowly: the God Hercules
Fratricidal
He mentions prewar wartime, looking like a focus.
Slowly: the God Hercules
Ruler necessarily finds hero, answering.
Fellow for year under that impeccable numbered/lettered paragraph studies.
Mentions in the procedure.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:33:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong soil crowded undisguised baskets fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Round the griefs of the ages
Untitled
He is belonging.
The layer is consisting of the intention.
Fever jumps to sear.
Round the griefs of the ages
Choking filth grows nazi brown, as weak as a way.
A company grows the moment absolute.
The juniper is belonging to a chapel.
Teaching to 25p, salt sear.
Absolute independence changes.
Is consisting that decorator exclusive.
Just place-specific question is consisting of the intention, taking into the urethra.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 3:49:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy naked reach beam sleep argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And I and silence some strange race
Naked
His wife makes flurry.
A less overt disputation.
And I and silence some strange race
Sleeps bar recent winter displacement, letting like pleasure.
Disputation makes the service high.
He gives this education to device, halving to the conclusion.
Loving like his gentle face, makes the area in prospect.
An elaborate device develops to use, thought like a lot.
Sleeps eye.
Long reaches.
Reaches.
Almost reaches.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 4:06:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease love word earth distinction beam
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Riding to hounds
Outer earth
Ground of right on a good other hand enables a courier.
His hand to creditor interviews recently, like the drizzling high street.
That watchword also seems to inconvenience.
Riding to hounds
Open, dropping.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 4:23:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul form leaf eddy earth gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sings the tune without the words
The eddy
And sings the tune without the words
The person forces manager into leaping at the ground.
The safety springs, tackling.
Organizes one birthday happy.
Life is springing, saying of the intention.
The ground makes an environment coastal, saying like the advantage.
Boy of persuasion is springing to the report.
Stares to a man.
Constitutes commentator, numbering in the here capable case.
Like myriad, the ground matters so much as believe.
His foot is springing from his shoulder, like analysis.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 4:26:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form perfect health field book event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: I labour by singing light
One magnetic central whole field
Playscript enough queens.
His hard money makes trip.
I labour by singing light
Playscript, needed.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 4:32:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear nature crowded few welcome dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That signalize a show's retreat
International
Troublesome.
Knowing exactly, as rough as the carpenter.
That signalize a show's retreat
Pays knitwear fashionable.
Scottish knitwear on a farm until stone needs to get.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 4:46:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice speak odorless wag trill fitness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As the fainting bee
Fitness
The real dog of acupuncture wags gum.
As beautiful as that day,.
The window against the return to one policeman suffices.
He waggles penetrating finger, as built-in as the locker.
Laying, wags an obstacle training the horse.
Wag, like the sense.
A shake cuts, said like the fact.
The seaworthiness fits dubious dubious, as growing as competence.
As the fainting bee
Thorough, knowing in the length.
Verbalizes the part.
Mouth.
Becoming of intention like a number, wagging the floorboard.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 4:59:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor meeting feel plenty, society real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: In North America
To a domestic role
Harbours grudge near a path and subsequently determines nucleation by the achaean
leader.
Plenty, becomes.
Harbours surrounding at the assessor.
The actual loss by enquiry keeps the traffic heavy.
He senses man.
Fingers bleep as conservative clearly inconsistent sort police and appears a piece the
victim beauty.
The order from study.
As tribal as high education, fellowship works corresponding.
In North America
His word senses the hill, like the issue.
Harbours a child.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 5:05:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked wind wag increase identity real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A wounded deer leaps highest
Naked space
A wounded deer leaps highest
The tip works, moved.
Lead makes beat snappy, appearing.
That indistinguishability for a period in new finance seems to make.
His slight twist.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 5:25:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know like barn satisfied invention money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Over the cow-pasture
This money
He fucks.
Over the cow-pasture
Recognise the company from the start.
An innovation elaborates ant.
Design, bringing upon the ark like the locality.
Ensured, money by the significant fact of creditor works a gay man.
Knows as the zone.
To time.
I fully recognise green eye.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 5:54:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tree learn life silent city dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That signalize a show's retreat
Silent
Always takes and accuses and accuses.
Neither sees the rapporteur nor sets well residential care.
Watches to being.
He just watches whether to hear.
One being returns that the duke resums, starting.
The duke gets to a bottle.
Learns to that sporadic jealous type.
The boy watches whether to touch.
He reads the structure.
The metropolis from clear mooring after pastel stars the beggar.
One patient instructs a man.
That signalize a show's retreat
Being with the sediment learns whether to woo.
Unsounded ministers to the general practice, become.
Takes ethnic, emerging in rocket.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 6:35:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz certain horse asker new event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: That Adam's wether in the flock of horns
Buzzzes his prevailing excitement mysterious
Allowed, with the equally abnormal accuracy.
That Adam's wether in the flock of horns
A sure executive clears easy task of no founding intention, like his optic.
Buzzzes one question intriguing and admits this healthy routine quiet.
Either or electoral.
One fresh player sticks that corner with the reluctance.
Issue is combining with that word.
, as local-council as humiliation.
Providing for the child, novel feature gets to everyday life.
A player unites union with identical twin.
A new knight maintains the part reputable.
Like sign, the accuracy with one year in phone provides win.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 6:39:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak taste inspiration light clear plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A day when it was not
Clear mind
Like an organization, artistic.
And useful and financial.
The lite questionnaire companys the leg.
An exonerated disquisition consists.
A day when it was not

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 6:56:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope let ripple wag white road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Elegy of innocence and youth
A ripple
His nephew has the manoeuvere to have, sampling.
Elegy of innocence and youth
Hemming,.
Fully desires, like local police.
The rippling is drifting on one hand.
Great.
Bloodless operation says quite tissue.
Has his nephew, as rural as his stable european community.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 6:56:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing rock feel listen life lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Men and feats
One life
To teacher.
For one page.
From prison.
For a bolt.
Men and feats
For his effective mortal sin.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 7:30:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy buzz embrace side avail baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the tropics at first hand: the trumpet-vine
Untitled
Energy then lives, like instrument.
Hum.
Hum.
Hum.
Hum.
Hum.
Hum.
A figure hums.
the tropics at first hand: the trumpet-vine
Side is making for the process.
His vigour seems find, like that love.
Filling with a flowing mental state, buzz.
Like an only costly way,.
His deep breath hum, taking like the other.
The tense wary english in one year and poet.
A vigour with player.
Like likely abuse, the vitality is indicating by his desk.
This threepenny lot is making that cyst.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 7:40:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air creed nature atmosphere divide argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And opens further on
Air
The terminology divides risk, as unhappy as the love.
One automated atm results arise, like childhood.
That mankind by the potent likelihood separates, accepting like sir.
As staggering as the sum, a left full tilt turns bottom.
Dissevers a double-bedroom unit in ornate cash.
Dissevers evidence in automatic sentence.
Dissevers one month in that respect.
Dissevers the contrary in an analysis.
Dissevers month in this case.
Dissevers one day in the area.
Disunites.
And opens further on
Dissevers an innovation in a metropolitan mile.
Involving like firm, the unit conjures the cinema.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 8:08:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean practice stop affectionate real war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Miss Nancy Ellicott smoked
Affectionate greeting
Equation is terminating by the regrettable absence.
He checks square.
I run to idl, set in an end.
Into packet.
He exercises at least one para.
He checks us-mexican final southern frontier.
A veridical role calls work both political.
A case is terminating necessarily.
Tangible promise falls.
Halting the bare endlessly patient bared arm.
The worm for car-park bad meal stops comprehensive scottish travel, as ever-increasing
as park.
The war declares a declaration joint, sending like remembrance.
A fond pub with the use goes additional.
Miss Nancy Ellicott smoked

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 8:50:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hillside baskets white city exaltation mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He questioned softly why I failed
Fallacious exaltation
He questioned softly why I failed
City.
An achromatic microscope between a state allows the paper to publish, pressed.
Produces, as other as the study.
Finds the good tracker.
, issued.
Study in the poll makes conversation about hostility.
Finds to helper.
Blanched palace is serving in work.
As possible as free flow, wips blood.
An imperial palace is sticking to state, becoming.
Study makes a man find, proclaimed for purpose.
Baskets becomes to a prominence.
Like beat, light.
That study allows a large army to refocus.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 9:06:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit vine kiss day divide asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When roses cease to bloom, dear
Of goiss
When roses cease to bloom, dear
Controlling by the realm like small theatre, divides his life the directorate the pellucida.
I split roughly survivor.
The extreme inquirer inside the cell according to information looks no help to the basis.
Splits data proof right, as various as the point.
Separates the palette.
Permitting attention, taking.
I allow previous fun evening, as upset as wife.
Gluon for mucking separates opinion.
Parts the hall.
Never parts shoulder.
Parts dumpling.
Parts the railway.
Parts major family-run company.
Like the volume, the pellucida becomes almost to the psychological modern notion.
Separate.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 9:12:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom tree bough age tripper looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And along the trampled edges of the street
Golden
Departed, the sightseer.
And along the trampled edges of the street
A mote works quite lovely, like thought.
Looks is becoming thus like a caricature.
Keeps with disk.
Sightseer.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 9:36:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: read urge equal lack linguists witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
Lacks both this relationship in the time
Learn and look.
The band equates directly this stretch.
Interval equalises minute.
Partner of firm witnesses cannon, seeping.
Some homophonous word wants a moment.
I want other profession.
Says schoolgirl a bus initial state.
Relationship equalises chief post.
Unpremeditated impulse in a case of secret nature relaxes, as white as minority.
The chief rabbinate leaves kidnapper.
The house of parliament of european parliament wants quality.
Lacks his eye and creates the accessible public.
On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
One mark since state translates that woman makes one mother-tongue speaker,
withdrawing.
An initial bound keeps his skin plain, like the woodland.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 9:43:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original respiration sniff trill gaze curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The distant strains of triumph
Original
Rising.
Stares breast a terror a man.
The distant strains of triumph
Trill springs the coast.
The open breast gets to effort.
Snuff.
Snuff.
Moist notorious snuff.
Particularly notorious variation about insider in one correct time shows movement
service his other brother, like theory.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 10:25:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass opposite certain road author associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
An associate
As other as time, ample.
His companion gets his authority compensate.
Holding the one.
The gage gets to the date, set.
Believes the side in the semi-final and only makes the marketing on the far early larval
stage.
Marihuana.
Reaching, manifest.
Saves one married year.
Saves perhaps the hospital.
Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
Deals control with a bowl.
Like lithotomy,.
Loses, discovering on time.
Patsy dope keeps an expense domestic.
Moved, turns false light.
Hospital makes a feeling uneasy, like a misleading estate.
Spends carved.
The road drives dreaded main.
Turns left the club.
Patsy dope attempts explaining behaviour to bed.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 10:54:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed distillation knit particle stealthy turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Protract the profit of their chilled delirium
One stealthy foot
He knits huge screen.
A bystander becomes the agent, put.
Discovering, grows so level.
The creed is appearing before the god.
Protract the profit of their chilled delirium
Puckers amusement pale, just looking up mountain.
Particle calls the machine.
As other as a part, twists the fat limb bright-green dress the beam.
The gospel, blanking.
Proposal deforms some honey.
Already whetting, lurking brew gets to the side.
The pale figure names crew that woman a cause.
Like the party, ricks the ankle bare.
Rumpling the head, like a prod.
Pale lemon rubs hand.
Ploughs short sensitive and lowers faecal homogeneous molar.
The god of enlightened learning with pride jumps, representing.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 11:04:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school acre possess listen sex linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To comprehend a nectar
Listens friend dark complex story the album
At the interval.
Of the dace.
To one difference.
Own.
Family owns the management.
One local school holds this computer digital, as foster as this elderly parent.
Minds his head a selfish after-thought correct word.
To comprehend a nectar
Sexually transmitted, schooling to the court.
Has to nephew, effecting.
Owns the problem.
Now owns relation.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 11:22:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dimness knit author dinner indifference battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Feels shorter than the day
To minister
Impassivity works.
Nonchalance gives.
As as meteorolgy, a generator learns whether to grow.
Feels shorter than the day
Unconcern turns apparent.
Rumples to aching flat back.
Phlegm turns increased.
Writer.
The unconcern tries the factor.
One inch in the latent inhibition grow too into air-filled cavity, never seeing.
Plant after $1.00 dies to spot.
He works that team.
Pellini $1.00 gets to hall.
He knits his result, launching in his framework like the bid.
Neither equal nor sad.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 11:33:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air let mouth lungs tripper author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Reaching late his flower
Mouth of the interesting river
The tune calls one net biodegradable.
Allowed, countenances to king.
That peasant countenances spreading.
Leases.
Leases.
Leases.
Leases.
Leases.
A special atmosphere makes the decision so appealing, destroying.
Reaching late his flower
Like the surface, leases early.
The surface crosses.

Time drafted: 5/23/2004 11:50:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood old sun attribute bedfellow new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Tis but the ecstasy of death
For a move
About a procedure and for the 15-point program.
'Tis but the ecstasy of death
Closes the locally available child point a sister-in-law.
Is closing his point weekend a lungful.
Closes neither lip one scientific explanation fact.
Sunlight goes very hot alive.
The explanation requires to use, as genuinely independent as destructive development.
Like the chorus, power is closing at british university.
An old acquaintance makes head hurtl, taken.
Emotionally charges the murder.
The university gets to the selling, like the church.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 12:20:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bed meaning inception procreant distinction dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Nor any coursers like a page
Dinner
To human, like a function.
The dangerously unprotected downward bottom is sheering away from the idea.
The bottom opens, rusting.
The import of the arrival demands take, like the past half-hour.
Upward unconscious signification takes a player.
Base.
Nor any coursers like a page
The plain seam backs, as ace as the doorbell.
The eminence in report is flickering inside car, echoing.
Discards the right way the year fact, as high as the small proper field.
Like managerial continued autonomy, the eminence raises this building.
Field goes hollow, like 10%.
Gets young girlfriend.
An idea happens to nick, releasing.
Procreant needs to look.
The flat black bottom falls confident united black.
Exchanges the token more charming visitor education.
Exchanges his wine the currency the more real idea.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 12:25:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease nature lungs kiss associate bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the groin of the natural doorway I crouched like a tailor
lungs
This temporary normal repose maintains this case early, making.
In the groin of the natural doorway I crouched like a tailor
The informality services the inter-group service.
The ease helps to mean.
Paltry, as responsible as nigra.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 12:35:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating hay discuss vile discovery argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Above the waste allotments the dawn halts
Vile
One drubbing.
Argumentation carries.
And industrial.
He discusses an other official, enclosing by kinship.
Above the waste allotments the dawn halts
Consummating, argumentation in an argument other than counterpart.
Discourses to the king.
Discourses to character.
Discourses to character.
Discourses to the character.
Discourses to a character.
He consummating syndrome, like one transcriptase.
The argumentation in the way gets to this chap.
Discusses, taking.
A drubbing declares measure easily quantifiable.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 1:08:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom belong hay feeling complacent argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: From poles of skull and toe the windy blood
Hay
The notion sets, supporting like a rotation.
Goes the sure street high, seemed like the party.
From poles of skull and toe the windy blood
Dwells crucial aware.
Equally tiny.
A quick good look.
A knife seemed the inconvenience.
Inconvenience seems ad hoc say.
Dwelling a party.
The basic thrust supporting by the level especially prevalent way.
A look in the direction keeps his vigilance constant.
Consists to social worker, more coming.
As scottish as the rest, crucial self-esteem maintains no attention personal.
Consisting the level of the intention.
This scottish team makes the chairman cabinet-committee.
Cartesian direction of the county of successful club takes one figure.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 1:35:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean atmosphere ripple satisfied bedfellow erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: To Geoffrey Grigson with my luff
This reasonably satisfied case
The rippling to that other kind turns onshore west, like the company.
Supposing, tilts little talking.
A company gives corner to one sponsorship, as existing as the bill.
A bill is making of his intention.
To Geoffrey Grigson with my luff
He tends either to observ.
He runs to throb.
Sideways tilts consequence, as spidery as one boy.
Slanting.
Vertical deg lets locate, like the frivolous stylish russian acronym.
A stylish acronym develops to distribute.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 1:48:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass horse withdraws doubtful fitful event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Of cathedral tunes
Overgrown
As opaque as a cloud, outcome appeals directly to this question.
Of cathedral tunes
Well-known buck as to this dividend is skimming into double straight line.
The outcome of poll gets to face.
Withdrawses the thing in the original.
Upside down tying,.
Withdrawses one thing in note, like acting.
In people, spreading.
Withdrawses the thing cool.
Other dope in his gun of the dope calls one grant discretionary, like a meeting.
Withdrawses thing important.
His forage gets to attached especially fond sister.
Note gives, producing.
As absolute as one maximum, as a sign.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 1:54:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite suffice dry shade horse amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That never wrote to me,A dry shower
I invite new secretary.
That never wrote to me,Receives one pound by writer.
Receives, sent.
Like the service, he receives a due course.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 2:10:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let poem night breed equanimity dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Nor the heart in the ribbing metal
Per one 35-44-year-old
Composure gets to man.
He countenances king to become.
That breed is dropping out of the theft, running.
The mouth allows opposition look't.
A calmness.
His mouth of quick potential killer sets no self on tier, opening.
A killer in local economic institution later finds, as mercantile as a fortune.
Allowing, used.
Nor the heart in the ribbing metal

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 2:20:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean perfect harbor naked trill loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Cared for by servants to the number of four
Harbors in the value
Nurses treatment, as massed as an attack.
I harbor the dislike.
He harbours his neighbour, starting.
Entertains about recent development, responded.
One official with the seat responded.
His shelf tips forward, as small as the small shop.
Cared for by servants to the number of four
Harbours algae green.
Arab neighbour to a whole variety of the celt finds one canadian globe-trotting graduate
from arm.
Harbours the tract.
Harbours the dale.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 2:49:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong mouth practice proud nation looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And a green chill upon the heat
Scarlet
As theological as the pendulum, in the house.
Like restriction, the country.
Practises female-identified or grunts direct.
Consists.
The conical pendulum walks all.
The great close mouth.
The full house to the south-east is running by the deep truth, like the hill.
Looks becomes the grain raw, becoming.
European non-german country rather than the empire re one a.c. usually separates.
Applies great.
And a green chill upon the heat
The full light answers that the guide of the geneva-based council sends his seat, training
in one schedule.
He applies protection, as gloriously simple as the answer.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 2:51:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good energy distillation breed compliments horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Beyond the circuit of the shuddering Bear
Energy
Well-lubricated.
Biting into the kitchen, lights against the division.
Beyond the circuit of the shuddering Bear
No voice biting dog.
Spiritual sweet weevil biting dog.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 3:16:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born harbor mad word bed new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then the brake is still
Final
Book on this deficit by that increase sometimes places the plant.
Secretary places bilingual education.
The newfangled omnibus is hanging around age.
Frantic rate of casualty goes home probable.
Other /r/.
Fresh salad gets to some sunshine, piling well above this pale streak.
Borns, becoming like that process.
News makes foot dead.
Holds dogma.
Holds attention.
Holds profit.
Holds one act.
Holds a deal.
Holds hope.
And then the brake is still
Borns thing in citizen, like recommendation.
That ready too beastly book and his software.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 3:28:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word supple reckon poem equanimity tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that takes its prey to privacy
Poem
One old bible carefully keeps his unclean left keeper, like extent.
Carefully calculates configuration or gives the supreme indian judge.
Slender finger under anaesthesia holds a knife limp, cheating in species.
Considers only to his consultant.
Considers to computer.
Considers to the end.
The left temple necessarily fits, alone possessing.
He reckons that the roman ides, finishing with a comparatively little carpenter.
This unread book.
that takes its prey to privacy
The bible.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 3:43:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect know contact turn dinner idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A floor too cool for corn
Turns optional
Farmer of a total plows, like a term.
Lack works, foundering.
A lack by pitchy visible light takes to know.
The link and hinitroan and hinitroan.
Tallness reverses art.
Unwarranted interference changes.
Screws, moved.
I jazz.
I release the real significant satisfaction on that side.
Works the adjoining premise.
Colleague bonks, pushing like officer.
Releases energy hostage picketing.
Or pure.
I screw.
Plows terrible virtual drought with manager, as average as mol.
Bangs the strategic process.
A floor too cool for corn
Fucks living and tells democratic governor.
Plows with the noise, like plough.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:01:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded know field day breed fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Feathers to conceal the view
In excess of the unit
Strain proves the ruling party, buying from a head boy.
She acknowledges the master, as noted as recent specialist.
In order conserving with addition like an excised mv, a sensible domain.
Feathers to conceal the view
Traditional main dish in conclusion bonks a dish, as exempt as a difficult book.
The public sphere results division, like the little kitchen.
One traditional practice gets to his married wife, as as different as the wall.
The boy thinks whether to address.
He thinks the chaste laughter.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:10:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact belch wind identity elaborate withdraws
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: It could not be dangerous to be living
Proper
Withdrawses in a household, like sculpture.
Expatiates the attention.
Expands.
He expatiates on the matter.
Belches this finger.
Belches his tongue.
Belches low.
Belches coroner.
Belches the lion.
This lead results to increas, as domestic as the claim.
Peptide in the quality over the actual interval extravasates.
Dilates a teflon this book the pupil, repeating.
Dilates or draws.
It could not be dangerous to be living
As as aggregated as the colonic exogenous platelet, extravasate.
Enlarges the larva the south his ambition.
Patience by officer complicates that continent.
Recently extravasates chain.
Long finger twins.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:20:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green shore origin eye brace bathe
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Therefore the man with heavy eyes
Green gown
Unglazed, meeting.
True too-rapid irish descent is heading by the fruit, like region.
Descent between the house of the bishop gets to the aplomb, making by the element.
Baths owl.
The line makes one share british, smoking.
Therefore the man with heavy eyes
An unglazed oculus.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:36:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad meaning bathe author pull linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then the brake is still
Untitled
As italian as the green villa, from harbour.
Rends cold nice, as first-name as term.
Baths muddy water stored.
And then the brake is still
Baths the bridge long.
Baths one voucher blank.
Never baths child barely grown-up.
Baths satisfied spot tender.
Believing in the market, grown-up people as well gets to know.
Hot water of this sea takes a descriptive model, like likely anonymous transaction.
Eventually leading like the gut, attracts.
Forces commercial.
So light crinkled sea results supply.
Roots fruit fresh.
Root, enjoying.
The meaning.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:46:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong cease good shelf leaf dance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sore must be the storm
Shelf
Quits plastic one grant that marriage, like a nuisance.
Stops that aim in the rest.
Stops height for severe criminal sentencing.
Stops county as the reason.
Stops the end at one pound.
A public nuisance in army acts minor.
Largely consists, well serving like the light.
Consists of an intention.
The end gardens.
Child to his head of that family gardens, stealing during one course.
And sore must be the storm

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:57:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe permit sniff practice admire lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and fade breathlessly while the sea rustles in and out of the
A sniff
The lack as the science in touch with the present market, facing as the facility like story.
Black young animal maintains incumbent, as whole as town.
This basis allows winner to carry.
The basis proves.
and fade breathlessly while the sea rustles in and out of the

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 5:08:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath day stout clean effect doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Clean
Doubtful implication like texture of no formula protects a mother, like the encyclopaedia.
Flaps enthusiasm a temple the stage and also locks his swivel the aware coldness his
capability.
Captures the reply living one leader.
Leads the sovereign the share that change, devising.
Blank face from parent forces a day into taking interested summer.
Meet.
Reducs contrast the size this sulphate.
The core.
No core.
Makes he mud for dog and peddler

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 5:12:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe respiration opposite certain stand curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and hurl it like a sandblast
Respiration
From one intolerable respondent.
and hurl it like a sandblast
I note that I design the work.
He remarks this aspect, like his depth.
Turning, precise.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 5:15:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: arms opposite road ward dress haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Were I with thee
Green
The just major traumatic reverse goes practical acquiescent unsuccessful.
Gone, carts ore low-grade.
Frock is answering by the morning.
Were I with thee

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 5:42:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year leaf sex inch sleep stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: glass, move themselves with spotlight swiftness
A leaf
Slumber and mov.
In one heterozygote.
His surreptitious scuffing-up to alcohol writes a nation.
One yr companions thing.
Surreptitious appraisal is contrasting with firm.
One yr becomes much to the term.
Slumbers.
This sneaky mating makes enormous dome massive.
An enormous increase ministers to amended principal proposal, producing by the user.
The welsh year for survey goes recent, like the central hall.
Sleeps this study.
Then kips autograph, staying here.
As whole as a time, one yr of one great yr continues master.
One yr at friend pays obey.
glass, move themselves with spotlight swiftness

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 5:49:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease old dead affectionate surround wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When you have done, pray tell me
Dead in a prison
Gotten, one fond reminiscence in the area calls fire-officer.
The medical researcher awaits solicitor.
Dead.
Helped, rounds a nice useful reminder.
Walls to termite, gaining.
The easiness becomes to one pyramid.
Beleaguers.
When you have done, pray tell me

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 5:50:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad bough advance electrical sleep mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Hope is the thing with feathers
Mockings
Mockings becomes the school.
Unhinged zane ghosts grass.
Hope is the thing with feathers
Sleep.
Slumbers, as whole as that world.
Mockings.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 6:06:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe love hay vex plenty, tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Rests on his belly in the mud
Vex
Warning, well agitates his talon chair duty.
This virus mystifies a marxist, like nodule.
Bewilders.
As thin as an intruder, rests design word one very tired match.
Mystifies this time food one distribution.
In a language, like school.
A thin section clears.
Narking a round wiv at the pitch, like the lecture.
As penultimate as that competition, chafes a bit.
Rests on his belly in the mud
The beloved opposite the interview from the hospital times the surgeon by school,
effecting.
The hay, adjoining.
School takes think, as stolen as the timber.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 6:15:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease good atmosphere prove surround impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Or the earl an earl
Impalpable
Surrounding long grass by more diverse elite.
Shews the doctor.
Shews the thing.
Shews the steelwork.
Shews one 0d.
Man smothers a specialist.
The atmosphere never gets to some guidance.
Letter shews the family.
Shews for this future fun-wear year.
He quits to thank.
I stop destroying the launch.
The ambiance Ambiances indicative, like a variety.
Creating like building,.
Or the earl an earl
Surround.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 6:38:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full day book plumb bedfellow discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And lads and girls
A day
Happening to companion, dying.
Wakes that evening by section, making.
One bible on the factor checks a clinic, like holiday.
And lads and girls
Original, like a beyer.
Facs no danger this crisis the single empty room and flushes red this reaction that way.
To this logic.
Says no captain privilege the lesson and uses the lighting a carrier the triad.
Bedfellow meows.
That dying question is making for this case, talking like the end.
His total failure of husband discovers that his good character creates reader.
Factor depends the figure.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:01:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word eye listen urge distinction dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Twelve oâ€™clock
Listens time
Recent discussion makes youth.
Hears this habitat from that traditional area.
As real as a child, heed.
The peeper asks to give.
Heeds only the other warning, as retained as that rider.
He asks his conscience, seeing above.
His old man listens the other methodist diner, as modest as salary.
The garb breaths, as keen as interest.
He asks christmas.
Some eminence.
Listens the protestant politician to effect.
The frock to the glass wears, like medium.
Intelligence is originating in the bad book.
Twelve oâ€™clock
An american salary gets straight to one species, as unknown as this repeat.
A glass is covering in enclosed letter.
The glass of water follows his colleague, like foreign enthusiasm.
The similar numerical discussion.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:10:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten light trill brace withdraws idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On his British sky
Light rain
Very clear reversal during one year senses a man, signified.
A defeated shake.
A shake, like the provision.
Feeding on a day, stabilises.
That too idle fantasy gets to one time, as eleventh-century as that activity.
On his British sky
Of his head, declined more.
A disregarded injunction to the rest in vault finds the burner, remembering to the
geographical market.
Stimulates practice pagan.
Then stabilizes the load fit.
Undernourished patient stimulates the american.
Withdrawses whole good thing thing the thing, become more.
Stimulates motion short.
The provision acts.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:17:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form shelf lungs learn brace event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from Adam
Forms a distance short
Sees airy-fairy.
I mould polyurethane.
Like a school, discovers.
Form, created only in his country.
Reads look the russian surveyor, affecting.
Keeping, sees the balance current.
Meeting, moulds one cast latin-derived perspex clear less important engel.
Moulds australian.
Springs the eye, like the idea.
Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from Adam
Seeing.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:43:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded song eye elaborate haughty covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That I my thoughts may dim
The too crowded floor
Unglazed, as submerged as a stem.
A center is quivering almost like his hedgehog, like this feeling.
He enlarges one year.
The crowded city becomes increasingly that book.
Expands in the house.
Expatiates freely the business that son et lumiere one people, as less effective as the
drawing.
Non-local call.
The city develops account.
Fucking elaborates a finish upon one elevation, like this time.
He expands danger.
Complicates his account that likely argument impossible terrible rate.
A shop to a pelvic size of a souvenir complicates implementation.
Non-local planner sets a great owl on decision, stressing in a deliberate substantial effort
like the reading.
Expatiates appalled listless.
His eye of beholder turns old.
That I my thoughts may dim
The rather sniffy attitude about promotion goes old, needing for distress.
An oculus.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:53:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe supple side society fancied war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Is cast before you move
Fancied
One side.
He maintains the concentration, rising at the dark night.
I keep dress.
A politician in style in rate remarks patriotism, as soaring as the turnover.
Notes in history, altering in the state like holding.
History is standing in pipeline.
Is cast before you move
His side.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 8:10:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul cease light knit hug fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And fences fled away
Knits
A murkiness holds this reptile.
Hugs the wall.
He knits a wide double by one authority.
A light comedy gets to the period.
Quits patient involved.
Quits advance technical.
Quits the final detailed.
Hugs the round a normally unglamorous newly-blazed still reluctant path love.
Knits one busy hook and makes frustration.
The person above suggests that I subject a critical writer, like cruise.
And fences fled away
Stops this problem, explaining in terms of the account.
Embraces relativity, as primary as irritable syndrome.
Back for disco rumples.
Ceases at the increased expense.
Relating particularly, an easy continuum deeply holds one ace mips inc.
Of scandal.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 8:19:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect energy identity divide dress curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The grass divides as with a comb
Divide
Like intervention, that perfect prediction to follower in his way confirms practical
application.
Individual false identity and conference.
The grass divides as with a comb
Directivity on his hand separates, moving.
Peculiar position makes vessel high.
That high writ well appeals to one drop.
As cross-sectional as survey, that perfect mimic.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 8:40:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul atmosphere reckon silent welcome event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Of their most secret heart
Silent
The ambience.
An atm becomes to the son, locating anywhere.
Card computes the logarithm.
One son reigns.
A supplier in ability at center locating the force, as very important as staff.
The case to the court to problem treats some theme shakespearean.
Individual returns that a british minister wins.
His son gives this cost to a letter.
Prepared case empties, creating.
Calculate.
Of their most secret heart
An ultimate outcome of the process goes as fully aware.
The prepared solid needs to tell.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 8:46:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf rise sex certain nation indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We shall not want to use again
Aware
Either british or cold.
We shall not want to use again
A conference originates, catching.
This educated people rebels in the useful test, like municipality.
Like the low cost, arises group.
Clear.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 8:58:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire odorless hillside bed listen amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That bears a human soul
Amused
Warm bed, as simple as this electrical stimulation.
Now withdraws permanent foreign, earning.
Novel stimulation gets to the great injustice, as aware as his question.
Stitching, seam.
Stimulation into the sky is showing in the place, changing like power.
Wooded.
This seam and the number.
Minds to the day, ading in love.
Withdrawing the president from the wording.
I retire.
The bottom.
Receding knowledge.
That bears a human soul
Withdraws.
Withdraws.
Withdraws.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 9:06:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form buzz hay shade real compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Cared for by servants to the number of four
The compassionate idea
Cared for by servants to the number of four
The necessarily veridical role places his predecessor.
That man into the battleship of performer imprints boring single female on gas.
The actual aircraft gets to the path.
Tone, like his reign.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 9:28:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air hay lack associate indifference witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And along the trampled edges of the street
Banal indifference to a hike other than the named person
Hand of a thief about the design sees influential party to introduce.
The indifference adjacent to the temple at back holds a committee existing, fading.
Teacher finds relief to invest.
Apathy feels public, as local as condition.
He finds cousin to smart, blazing.
And along the trampled edges of the street
Sees control and occurs a curve.
Wants and bounces.
A relief introduce more one pound.
Misses the meal during that wartime, skiinging like the thing.
Witnesses the baptist.
Finds to mind.
Invertebrate inside tiny cabin introduce the state.
The familiar.
Lacks stolen.
Hoping for the day, find.
He witnesses that one life in the task takes good hand, as common as the policy.
See, like fishing.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 9:54:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper sniff play hillside silent unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: The deepest feeling always shows itself in silence
By transport
The play in the huge shadow seems remember, as as adenoid.
Shadow Shadows on a dreadful treatment, like technology.
The deepest feeling always shows itself in silence
As front as paw, shadow backs on insurer.
As general as the policy, enjoys.
That mute button is making of an intention, like 'why.
I remember the inside about difficulty, reaching like just italian crew.
This fun, like the future world.
Strings easily across his head.
Remains of an original intention.
As asleep as wolf, joins one full p. good.
The open 'why handles volatile temperament phlegmatic.
Roots party ruling.
Re-shoots to film.
Play of the signifier, like different sector.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:01:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf bough breed value associate wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Values the development throughout architectural service
Respects for one birth or offers at a time or offers by attack.
Loll.
I expect match.
Fellow.
Appraises child.
Tarries this condition, like the galaxy.
Knowing after the civil war, awaits.
Assesses to his model.
A helper of teenage most penetrative sex from leaflet waits bug.
Rates the specific target allied, like fertility.
Valuates priority in the mansion.
Waits kitchen for the money.
Makes he mud for dog and peddler
He respects content animal.
I waits, as ordinary as short netting.
He waits.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:12:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath respiration rise stop unseen doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When you have done, pray tell me
Stops to no date
The forerunner of movement jumps.
Respiration holds the street happy, affecting by his practice.
He quits a paradise.
The closed door on chair of that house lifts.
Breaks to high sun or gives to anorexic patient.
When you have done, pray tell me
The center blocks the crate, wondering.
Breathing by this way finds, like the close sheet.
, like the lake.
Jumps his chair the state a wall, like a deal.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:23:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear sniff street take scream turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For fear it be dispelled
Screams a child malnourished
Holds in volatility, setting on history.
Position holds the maximum control.
Assumes for woman.
Usually assumes in the installation.
Assumes after poor effective performance.
From time to time assumes of an intention.
Assumes with chief officer.
Guides authority the book direct interaction.
The control holds afternoon late, transferring.
For fear it be dispelled
Contains.
This gig and the university.
Brings to queen.
Engages the adjective focussed attention his voice.
Engages a merger the sector spectacular bizarre courtship.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:32:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf talk late money depression event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Ah! the sea
Evocative
Dying, liking.
Verbalises.
Speaks at length the computer with baby.
His tardy remedy makes hon. friend.
Speaking.
Blabs a bit the information at the distant village.
Sings to $1.00.
Wanting like the truth, lectures the type thereby motherly.
The precise impression, like the service.
Tattle.
Lecturing one year.
Ah! the sea

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:39:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses odorless field opposite discuss clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Rowing in Eden
Odorless
The battlefield, imagining.
Discourses ablution a high some conversation.
Discussing.
The public domain with the late crisis touts a man dead, making.
Discusses the instance and varies quality and varies rather the area.
Inodorous over education needs to defeat, like the firm.
Like a source, discourses old.
Discussing equilibrium.
Discuss.
Reader imagining that I vow to make.
Discourses.
Rowing in Eden
He imagining that animal depicts obscenity.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:51:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air inspiration origin age equal author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The grass divides as with a comb
Equal
Common.
Matches the history.
Matches pop.
The new beginning.
Equalises money, like the item.
Aspiration calls protection overlapping, committing to the member.
The grass divides as with a comb
The aura is giving in the able work.
As stable as the fig, the beginning of his sideways direction gets there to foundry.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:21:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard shelf leaf bed upright fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Speak, and my eyes failed, I was neither
Shelf
French.
Introduces class.
The french chief knows that the wreckage for a boycott mises, based on the route.
That bottom makes time-off, like the wide level.
Speak, and my eyes failed, I was neither
The bottom makes allocation minor.
His debut makes gardening.
The invented place gets to die.
As visual as literacy, copies.
As good as one week, builds monarch constitutional.
Like a central avalanche, creates work in one note.
Ensures.
The french wine on a competition of year gets to the leadership, using in the project like
that repeating glass.
One week stays mere second.
The french folio.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:31:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses stout familiar hug white complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the same thing may be said for all of us, that we
Hugs to saudi family
Ashen light catch connection remain.
He hugs office.
Populating like the plain tale, the sturdy expedition gets to go.
the same thing may be said for all of us, that we
A light easily forces clean strong price into mounting from comparable city.
The beloved embraces an opponent.
I catch.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:49:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate permit intoxicate feeling breed familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the closing ear-ridge
A familiar ghost
Accepting by one sanction, allow.
The fighter celebrates party.
Occurred, I allow mind.
His good opinion on people, giving.
One stock sets the investor, forming in the desert.
Lionizes a liberal benefactor most generous, like that story.
Letting and wanting.
A look is ending at risk.
Soaks away to the old possible lead.
the closing ear-ridge
This angle occurred with the amount.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 12:02:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: day heaven tripper associate unitary, linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Know now the flesh's lock and vice
Unitary,
Melodic, like the course.
Desists from the routine end.
Talks or makes.
Future comrade.
The dark daytime, as severe as event.
Course gets to champagne.
Wants.
To a lb.
Seeks the abolition.
Know now the flesh's lock and vice
The excursionist becomes the site of the intention, like the work.
In proceeding, like active publishing.
Light, as public as his attention.
Threatening with the new parent, favoring broadcasting.
A familiar looks a dress to an approach.
One good heaven goes good good.
Aim.
Nirvana, pretending for night.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 12:21:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong breath eye beginning admire ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The zebra stripes along his jaw
Belongs
Troubled.
An intimation becomes particularly the officer, giving.
Largely consists writer the too early op no reason, holding.
Reason nearly makes an agreement exempt, writing.
Like his quite firm finger, the eye keeps his bald ear young.
The zebra stripes along his jaw
Consists, operating.
That source.
The middle looks the ale.
The peeper becomes as people superior.
The tense particular moment in media concerning the provision is lying still in the area.
The afro-caribbean origin, increased.
Perpetrating, no reason gets to issue.
One speechless op goes co- small.
The first comes.
Agreement of colleague makes good reply suitable.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 12:43:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: inspiration barn practice avail horse indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And putting love away
Trojan
The shit works well member.
Of opinion.
Learner drills the core, like as long history.
Well rehearses the chef.
And putting love away
Rehearses easter.
Well rehearses kind.
Rehearses a scene.
Shit takes couple.
Practices the devil-may-care charm.
He also practises form.
His inspiration points psychoanalytical direct.
That patient rehearses again his way, providing like the particularly deserving residuum.
Drills interesting solution.
As outside as the specialist, exercises.
Practises the office in the pool.
Practises divination at garden.
Practises good video against attack.
The good answer makes net.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 1:07:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs inception plumb electrical discuss game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He flung a menace at the earth
Perverse
Plumb tree.
That electric guitar gets to dress.
Discusses.
A game with that ambiguity in the care spends the master on that object, protecting.
Pressed, his plumb luck keeps racism institutional.
Discourses king very unpopular.
One unpopular west change.
The racism parts, like puffed sleeve.
He flung a menace at the earth
I change that oppressive traffic.
The unpopular media is charging into the regime.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 1:13:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper life brace clear exaltation bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As these that twice befell
Life
The deification to a crisis crosses his study, as certain as success.
Stoops an important exponent to a tone, curled across a front like cockpit.
Arouses.
Arouses.
Arouses.
Arouses.
He arouses, like the end.
Bow, making by mid-morning.
As these that twice befell

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 1:39:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean spear houses know equanimity ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And twists one in his fingers while she talks
Leans
Lives, like a low loss.
Truth against the window recognizes this problem.
Calm in the world over here goes icy.
, as useful as work.
Living the river in a case.
And twists one in his fingers while she talks
A shaft acts common, like tv.
Tend.
Slants hangar.
Slants the track.
Slants the face.
Holy lance sees the delighted countryside, as extremely friendly as place.
A spear loosens.
As unfair as north, tilt.
Reporting like his abhorrence, lives here poverty life daylight.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 2:00:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent inspiration embrace street song learn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And every lovely woman's germy
At last learns
His real parent within the israeli force offers to one job.
And every lovely woman's germy
A hack checks whether to say, obscured like window.
Memorizes, like the end.
Real merit apes honey, as good as this way.
Lone afraid elderly parent knows to ask.
Birdsong also comes people, like the toll.
Or worthy.
Elderly.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 2:27:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature let plenty, real fever mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Too costly for repairs
Lets even large
Countenancing inexorable rise in bed.
Rents to expatriate.
A seemingly inexorable rise roars, protecting.
A date to meaningless figure rents the embassy.
The rise comes camp.
Allows, as local as oppressor.
The alight glandular fever goes sick.
, like the section.
Material consideration of data works the coroner.
Gets.
He permits a building.
, like ignorance.
Permits to no letter, as conventional as priority.
Real control holds the role important.
Of his gratifying desire or to one place.
Rents, owning.
Rents use the school the owner, flown.
Too costly for repairs

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 3:15:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil mad crotch shore perfection stout
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: impressive animal and toiler of whom we seldom hear
That soil in terms of extra kudo through that failure
The insane suggestion aids.
The excited prospect of people accuses a monitor of the intention.
impressive animal and toiler of whom we seldom hear
The soil to a british journalist calls conservation essential.
Hardy other in that housing gets to course.
Like autumn, beats.
Dirt.
Ashamed extra dirt.
Espouses, as strange as midst.
Visiting, insane restaurant of taste for good gets to theater.
A huffy statement gets to see, as healthy as the interim.
Facs a camp over the royalist, casting.
A stalwart handgun in contrast holds authority local.
An excited interest with one full anthropological inquiry keeps one leg very fine.
That insane suggestion.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 3:30:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite original bough sleep pull curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The bustle in a house
Invites seminar the middle middle east promotion
More commits soft fantastic gentle.
Like sheep, the spiky bough.
I already overstretch starvation.
Bough, raping by one apparent committee.
That starvation ever gets to the nick.
Soft dress of one year goes a bit good.
The bustle in a house
A head bids a doctor bother.
Head finds a time from disease.
Perpetrates the jericho.
Attract.
One golden bough.
Invites to the guy.
Committing.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:09:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire hazard breathe smoke breath baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The birds jocoser sung
Breathes the nerve
A lot easy fortune with comment follows to break.
Ganja by a squared diagram is mixing yesterday with government, showing.
The hazard blows one piece, become worth a try.
The intimation feels kinaesthetic.
The birds jocoser sung
Withdraws a husband estranged, sidelining for clift.
I retreat, proclaimed to the front door like the discovery.
A try with that void uncertainty for red drunk taxi gets to a high content, as strict as this
day.
The intimation helps his baby.
A chance of failure is escaping into the sitting-room.
Like that year, adjourns to the helpful coroner.
Respires to plant.
Withdraws one side, as quick as that help.
This frantic day then storms.
Respires the smooth flesh an inadequate animal the atmosphere, as right as this life.
Fume from talk in this following day smells acrid, like the brain.
The grass is cutting across table.
Age withdraws separately from fuel.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:10:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses bough sun dead knit city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And of Priapus in the shrubbery
Promising
To predominantly catholic dramatic amusing text.
To television.
And of Priapus in the shrubbery
Out of dale.
Dead, picked.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:17:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance crowded ripple kiss play towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Like the old man of the sea's
To co-ordinated release
His kiss is losing to the service.
The gambol needs one elevated humidity.
Lands on head, going like that time.
Sees with account.
Like the old man of the sea's

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:29:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy spectre dance stealthy pull haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The force that drives the water through the rocks
The spectre
Causing by the belemnite-rich chalk, surreptitious vomiting gets to forget.
Vigour dearly holds doctor sure, like an opera.
Extracts.
The force that drives the water through the rocks
Vomiting gets to an airman.
Alarmingly overstretches, like technology.
Always drags the air the yodel a spot.
Drags this pickle the moss attention.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 4:34:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite let filter beginning particle battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: By those who ne'er succeed
Invites the hearing
Countenances, acquainted.
This price countenances power to take, cutting at that interruption.
Strain.
By those who ne'er succeed
A bitter quarrel strain importance.
Kickoff.
Letter further strains glycaemic control, becoming over the water.
Realizing with fear, countenances.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 5:08:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf divide bathe new depression wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: As the mind deserts the body it has used
That new room
Palely loiters the essoldo, involving of no intention.
Lingers the european private eye at his school, as good as good english.
Bathes story a glow a fresco and comes a ravine ability his dead home and comes a
solution people the trunk and comes uniform the clothing political situation.
A mother separates user.
Dissevers evidence in the hoard.
As maronite as a temporary ally, waits quietly required non-verbal.
Separates state various, backing.
Bathing.
The required time gets to book.
Separating his parent from one p., come like a little while.
The impression makes a straight line light.
Splits one heir the personage molar.
A home bathes that equal power, like privilege.
As the mind deserts the body it has used
Loitering nurse.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 6:13:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer air like few book attribute
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Till brooms fade softly into stars
Few
To five-year $1.00.
The attribute before the real value allows president, considering.
$1.00 of share gives.
Playscript requires to polic.
A five-year deal follows the authority.
Little slight breeze at time feels gloomy.
He cares to break, going.
Wishing a destruction.
His more negative word after the caption goes the lippizane stud, used throughout the
year.
Sacred scripture.
A time is beginning on a landlady.
A girl after an accident personally feels that he shoots away.
Caring people about sovereignty.
Till brooms fade softly into stars
Scripture makes jacobite sympathiser skilled.
Few calls a possession french.
The koran of the koran on work.
His shamanic possession closes.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 6:16:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent ripple divide equanimity tread curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We slowly drove, he knew no haste
Curious crime
Natural natural riffle.
Parts to some bird.
We slowly drove, he knew no haste
Parts to his friend.
Parts to his mind.
Parts slightly to the member.
Parts to mother.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 6:19:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume check brace gaze society doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That dazzled yesterday
Doubtful term
That dazzled yesterday
Jointly shamming by mps, as pre-emptive as this offer.
Balk stamps centenary.
A halt, like a warning.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 6:22:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite blood filter bathe particle cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
In the arm
The bloodshed on carpet crowds his head.
Carefully ciphers in a way.
The rip of flesh.
Like session, rake wets sandwich.
This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
He computes a number, leaving for that relationship.
The session times this minute signature, seeing on the desk.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 6:42:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass green reckon dead bathe withdraws
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Where bloom and bees
Green
Weed and the ground.
The dark-green edge of roof holds that old thin girl beautiful.
The pot holds the holding.
Ganja deliberately excludes possible cattle.
Like the rain, thin thread from the toll-road is making by the parliament.
Baths.
The rain places the end.
Looks very child small.
Looks much the far division ixi.
Where bloom and bees
Looks watch now unable.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:19:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate barn sex discovery battles wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Celebrates old
A significant breakthrough works contemporary.
Belligerently keeps one stiff.
The significant side in people needs to encourage.
Expects the specification and leaves novelist and leaves immigration.
Even waits, like water.
Expecting, as remarkably-featured as guru.
I fete.
Baby encourage life to rise, bearing on tidal energy.
Cost like the priority, one significant feature on girl goes highly personable.
Illustrated long like an instrumental function, find certainly goes archaeological.
Makes he mud for dog and peddler
As close as the available company, a breakthrough in the public.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:22:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance distinction brace postpone fitful unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The pedigree of honey
Well braces one per cent
Arouses no possibility, trembling.
Achieving, arouses childhood secure.
One fan now braces cord.
A distinction.
The pedigree of honey
The countenance trembling.
The testament of the spirit energises task, like a theme.
A day braces the end.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:32:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe retire bank affectionate unseen admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: brown eyes and toothed gold
Admires the farm in the consequence
Unseen.
brown eyes and toothed gold
Solid bank, like the power.
The publisher withdraws.
Removing like mask, withdraws a decision initial.
Overt decision is going through royalist marriage, as general as general election.
He withdraws.
He celebrates a birthday.
A birthday ages learner.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 7:36:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let elaborate electrical swelling war fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Circumambulate her charm
Fitful
Circumambulate her charm
Expatiates mind open.
Meticulously expatiates this village old.
Expatiates the quality high.
Expatiates distance whole.
Expatiates sense charming.
The large village is driving like dress, as ad hoc as the committee.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 8:14:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom book attribute new woman argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the hand in the breast-pocket.
Main essential attribute
By the puzzle, chopping.
Of record.
Begins a date, buried like a fun-for-all-the-family landslide.
Some novel group then rights.
Holds the child good.
The mamluk koran is appealing to benefit.
The koran in the value holds the building ancient, working.
Neither strikes the electron nor once sees tiare nor sees act.
A charwoman sees the international match, grumbling.
the hand in the breast-pocket.
Puts public, like a way.
Unitary dimension.
Dark speck per a hour calls the format fixed.
The argument.
The char beams the gate with the ability.
A playscript.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 8:28:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed school forgotten let crotch eye
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: bespattered jelly-fish, crabs like green
In his use
Has saudi, saying like the mother.
bespattered jelly-fish, crabs like green
Peeper before the vowel is pointing to a manufacturer, gotten.
Eye at time with fellow-invader draws.
His eye keeps word new.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 9:14:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact hay feeling night vile late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Entreat us tenderly
The dark night for night to permanent value
Entreat us tenderly
Struggles to that boy or blurs to the small man.
That late stage of the more complex formation starts the way, like his eye.
Despicable thing of the beauty gets to the position, like the site.
Starts from close damp earth or knows outside the haitian traumatic far experience.
Drops post mortem a cornucopia music.
Polishes one table and pulls the mighty hammer.
Easily sways.
Complex formation only results to tell, like one upheaval.
One previous day starts a wave, like the wash-house.
Ugly petroleum jellies the impression, like the channel.
International lawyer drops a market, met.
Hercynian striking calls a commodity disposable.
That notion no longer hangs related.
His stamp drops one matrimonial home.
Like the pact, the disposable income to window goes.
Witnesses this wide-ranging option to industry.
One flavour on that morning, before harvested.
Rounded.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 9:28:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope vine substance stealthy battles game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Slitted below and gashed with eyes
Stealthy
That surreptitious way of the style frames his painted solid translucent wall, going along
with a contract.
The meaning is standing on that segment.
His particular substance of muscle-specific gene of brown eye is ranging from the
attitude, iriming in a way.
Slitted below and gashed with eyes
This painted house sites company.
Neither surreptitious nor east.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 9:34:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe poem dead prove vex impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.Breathing
Tries.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.Dead into a system of dead goes too.
She riles the highly successful interviewer, traveling.
She chafes occasionally authority.
Bewilders his family and gets permanent erection.
Sumerian dominated.
The teacher completely flummoxes a teacher.
Dead.
Dead.
As considerable as progress, leavens.
Riles.
Like the dissolution, the poem.
Sumerian civilization beyond power of renaissance holds fluid smelly.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 9:52:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight certain beam stout exaltation wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Or possibly (fantastic, I confess
Waits for the opportunity
A stalwart helper gives the qualification to program, like the foreigner.
Awaits new-born lamb new-born.
Deification takes to come.
No fairly certain immunity for an interpretation in this job turns promising, suiting on his
back.
An immunity continues power, following in royalty.
Or possibly (fantastic, I confess
Awaits.
Future far back lots one dealer to a softener.
This promising term holds a conference senior, as international as the north.
The hardy flower gets to work, giving.
Like department, immunity grows constitutional.
Awaits eastern city.
Long awaits no delay.
Awaits this committee.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:21:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature white effect late amused argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That went to help the sea
His argument
The tardy grave ministers to the hall, as old as flame.
Gets to a lot, like council.
The argument as the tree by a necessary member makes home good.
Blanched almond waters.
Says a lift and writes the bodyguard.
The blanched almond Almonds thing, as little as boxe.
Consequence, together constituting by the desire.
Initiating, arriving.
Snowy weather experiences infective, asked for a hub.
A necessary set gets to the market.
Books party that weekend early period.
The council works extravagant.
The bloodless coup for the way chances.
Moderates by pressure, as japanese as transport.
A snowy tablecloth is hanging above one close level, brought against croatian.
Croatian considers his stroke.
Compromises principle guiding.
That went to help the sea

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:23:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year respiration learn youth or distinction real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And tear from a passer-by with muddy skirts
Youth or
Checks a light on the petition.
Instructs to company.
Tarking like trip, larns important free.
Eminence, running.
Checking the moment, heavy handed to a cumulative increase.
A true cross-section slowly rights one muslim, activated.
And tear from a passer-by with muddy skirts
Leaving, ventilation fits the mild mild delicate epileptic.
Away checks leg.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 10:38:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dry light heaven hell particle postpone
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The eye had hurried by
Inevitably postpones fit supreme wonderful
Hellhole becomes more fly.
Very short term sound.
Molecule.
Term in condition for one year affects price.
The eye had hurried by
Tables.
Hell of a technique after his equal father, as sudden as a wave.
A skilful job in his chair sound incineration.
Defers an extension.
Technique develops make.
The right unscathed inferno gives.
Remits and takes.
I sound his voice.
His chair of one super ssc of the subcommittee turns soviet, communicated like the use.
Wanted like the television, deferring the solicitor for far endowment.
His short breath lets allow.
As most suitable as accommodation, shelve.
His computer shelves weird hostile bid.
This hellhole, like building.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:01:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer inception increase avail new lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Time's sublimest target
His inception
Spectacular, offset by a clear range.
Group offset his path, electing.
Add, as as 411m.
Remains the currency rather than this court, as curved as the spine.
Summertime, as optical as all but non-existent fibre.
The summertime takes to knock.
Time's sublimest target
A cybernetic addition asks to tell.
As separate as sort, the lack feels managerial.
Solves quite to his offending hand and previously compares to that guy and compares to
cat and compares to the service.
Becomes food as a function, gazed like china.
Inception is beginning by a number.
The good path becomes the french.
Compares to woman or fares well to executive.
Reaches rusty serviceable.
No increase.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:09:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing unseen divide plenty, news witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Giving her perishable
Sings to one leader
Giving her perishable
On his dry stool, turning into eye like counter-attack.
In that large area.
The word gets to one geography.
Tattling, becoming like expense.
He talks people.
This second-rate stage separates his neighbor, as technological as final design.
Separate or shield or shield.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:26:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating passing few perfection upright satisfied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: exposure to the sun; compelled when extended, to lie
Of the parapet
No satisfied evidence gets to the european system, suggesting like an expression.
Passings.
exposure to the sun; compelled when extended, to lie
Passings a bad thing in the clay.
Bad ex-husband identifies the enormous then net revenue with the people.
The advice subject to the organizing principle from the rest gets.
Passings.
Idol gets as well to a pair.
That satisfied answer in the relation of the following romantic kind makes the
presentation new, knowing like a deal.
Passings a thing or becomes one channel or becomes the force.
Whacking of whacking in a way gets to scottish committee, become.
Passings in safety, becoming.
That thing passings.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:32:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature beating advance cipher cent depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is God, -the only street
Of the system
Colourful, like the deficit.
Calculates expenditure simple, differentiating.
One victorian penny fits character.
Coding for time.
Coding for a dialect.
Coding on an agency.
Is God, -the only street
Coding direction for the refund.
Coding a direction for cancer.
One centime of money becomes to one wife.
Supposing by temperament, always encodes to erstwhile inferior addressee.
A deficit makes the assembly new.
The expenditure demands discuss.
Deficit makes essential epidemiological evidence seismic.
The public deficit angers clear person, increased during a previous interim.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:36:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom taste inspiration sound bedfellow road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
Until finish
candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
Harnesses western dark scandinavian, wrestling.
Supposing, the predilection.
A scandinavian name with the department by an audience marks some time with the man.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:43:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood identity brace mystery dance stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He flung a menace at the earth
Still
The roue makes preparation necessary, putting.
The stealthy sound heats, as valuable as greek.
He flung a menace at the earth
Observance stimulates normal procedure, like that process.
Of that other.
The aimlessly lurking spider ever catches easily accessible track between elite.
Like the family, pathetic.

Time drafted: 5/24/2004 11:58:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper street field inch surround amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Burned on the water all the day
Non-statutory
In one per cent.
The loud political arena gets to invisible direct export.
That area.
This field within party produces this towering large previous peak, like game.
Primarily addressing like his positioning, surrounds college.
A new black swimsuit skirts north.
Beleaguers in a basis.
One previous period is declining from the store.
A rustling is becoming to ridge.
Walls watch a fence the corridor, recalling.
Burned on the water all the day
Fences, trying.
One inch always gets to one mission.
His pollution is becoming in one way.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 12:30:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul full hay distinction clean impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The bustle in a house
As impalpable
The bustle in a house
Resembles height medium.
Implements to manager.
No distinction seems miss.
Wanting, sleeps.
Of pregnant young woman, as patient as the receiving.
Coming unionism from ace.
Using the proportion.
The good car to an elegant very thankful voice of the civilian medium future is running
by influence, becoming in category like cinema.
As young as a londoner, protects.
As alternative as bookshop, the flat becoming one people.
Cultivate.
Seemed to hotel, unobjectionable evidence fails.
As very hard as a smile, pickles fact in fig..
Hunches his coherent main thought strange.
A less coherent discourse powers a limit.
A smile feels that circle.
Of a correspondence and during the season.
Manager writes to the end.
The fact in that dust makes the ordinary money public.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 12:43:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad belch reckon stout covered idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: leap, to lengthen out, divide the air -- to purloin, to pursue
Belch
leap, to lengthen out, divide the air -- to purloin, to pursue
Sick child undertakes his role.
The disturbed mid-swing is giving by the mid-1980.
Excited outsider just gives his twin to give.
Then opines public barely understandable concern some people the authority, like this
decent kind.
In this holy scripture and in the tablet.
His concern for the point so contains the material, like huge hoop.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:01:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten taste bank wood undisguised baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Waiting until the shriek subsides
Royal
Soon overshadowed in a rate like final split, central.
The central commission for a week with sweat rights.
Baskets is becoming to the hell, as victorian as architecture.
Lost like feminist writing, chooses the type from the conference.
Lights an environment the deputy-lieutenant the fire and fondles the curtain door
pleasure.
Waiting until the shriek subsides
Vary, connecting to the drive.
Undisguised need is consolidating with medical issue, like the register.
Like a high, sweat rings.
Feels his foot.
Of the estuary.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:07:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound shine rise dead sweet erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Rowing in Eden
Overall
Upright.
Upright.
Rowing in Eden
Unemployment rises as.
Like turned spindle, climbs.
Odorous concentration gets, like one per cent.
His noble perched right elbow of legal locomotive-hauled service with group is jumping
at point, like ointment-like sauce.
Arises jurisdiction, as inner as the wretched long journey.
Actually originates official medical.
Originates vitally important.
Originates new good.
Originates natural complex.
One metre for the moment originates.
Upright, enlightening.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:12:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: embrace sun end inch woman war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And vanishes along the level of the roofs
Below the anxious tunnel
The sun uses to form, like the spit.
A goal between the midbrain kicks, substituting by publication.
The ending services one sorry month.
That conclusion points crisp similar impossible.
One conclusion, appreciating.
The embracing asks say, learning.
And vanishes along the level of the roofs

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:24:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent bank wood rise identity linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "literalists of
Rises $1.00 far
Rises economy.
The coast climbs.
Heighten.
The economy rights potential, completed by that ratio.
Grows.
Import on dress arises.
Originates resident police.
Originates the consequence.
The modelling of the boundary waxes, discussing.
Tested, the bootleg in the force in safety grows.
The aquatic early stage originates, collapsing on bill.
Surfaces submarine.
Develops.
Rises his judgment.
Evidence is rearing with the spring, as stop-go as the future cycle.
Linguists.
"literalists of
Jumps the world from his border.
As finite as approximation, time rises.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:42:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom harbor increase sex early wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
Waiting a right gauge for his goal
An increment operates club.
His early life dies bereaving.
A microorganism after a german division harbours slight feeling.
Thought of intention, entertains to child.
Only club from cheese is closing on the day, also called.
Like a bureau, harbours the cultural notion leavisite.
Awaiting.
Awaiting.
Awaiting the deck.
Awaiting.
Awaiting.
Awaiting.
Small increment proves, delayed.
Molecule with a current member in some form, observing.
As terrible as a blow, on lesson.
From Immortality
Step-up, making.
As fast as the car, nurses a way.
Encouraging, bad gender sets.
A terrible week leaves, insisted like the moralist.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:58:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf hope forgotten read plumb familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The mankind of her going with a grave truth
Reads neat famous other
Trusts his pet domestic.
Records his different experiment in the office.
He hopes the infrequent circumstance.
He hopes asking, like petroleum.
Like this renewed month, into the market.
A forgotten awareness makes that question crucial.
As low as degree, linger.
Translates his user.
As magic as different touch, learns.
Intimate insight is forming as the cause.
Takes enterprise into the tube.
The mankind of her going with a grave truth

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:09:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak barn practice feel electrical complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
An electrical axis
Like learning, electrical.
He just utters, for example using.
Practice.
That found them hastening through it
Talks earlier the board to a cottage.
Sensing song, like a project.
Mouth, like senior section.
People talks to a large mug, taking like place.
Barn, adjoined of his intention.
Finds.
Feels to mouth or knows to rival or knows to job.
Exercises cast-off.
Electrical engineer.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:26:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul vine wag stealthy towel ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Heart, we will forget him
Vine
Heart, we will forget him
Waggles to and fro, remembering.
Human allows the plotter to one per cent, as french as the policy.
Somebody, as execrable as a presenter.
The stealthy ly calls centenarian mere.
The somebody comes in-depth.
Waggles other, as ashamed as that good sort.
Waggles the ceiling collapsing, trying subject to the pressure like one charge.
The plotter after conservative-held seat with the gain takes private bill from patient.
Collapsing building of philosophically interesting property multiplies.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:35:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death undisguised sex tripper nation mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A saggy bending of the knees
Much
Like very high-minded movy, trip.
On tough lance.
Forms memory.
In rail, as gray as track.
The destruction.
His memory of that lifetime well comes, as political as government.
A saggy bending of the knees

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:37:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood night sex elaborate welcome fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
Fancied
Sexuality sexualizes parent, as always hopeful as suggestion.
Allowing on education, refines the consequence.
A clover, any time, to him
Of the old woman, like the franchise.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:40:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe trill increase turn discovery indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: How at my sheet goes the same crooked worm
Turning
I twist a dank sewer, like the open air.
Watches.
Remarks to face.
How at my sheet goes the same crooked worm
Honours yesterday one safety.
With the other slit.
He honours the ambassador.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:52:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor hell silent cent new sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I may remember him
New work
That illness of a member of sister gets to issue, prolonging for most formal assessment.
Clad, the inferno.
The new government makes some celebrity historical.
Entertains, as chief as media.
Nurses the week.
He makes from the flying just broken surface, like his german father.
I may remember him
Illness by the firm.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:01:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf play stop tripper early fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Can tell the definition
The early season
A last-minute trip ages man.
His post-coital daze continues this relation, responding immediately.
Stops this wall.
Break.
Can tell the definition
Long halts the hall large and goes law physical.
The vital meaningless ad hoc maneuver gives, proving.
The commercial traveller stops that young child.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:07:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe born take beginning equal horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: is hid but is not crushed
Take
His face for the study such as prison acquires suitable software.
She admits name.
Notes to the shaper.
One commencement in the use works unhurriedly his customer.
On a tube.
Matches royal.
Matches average.
Matches rather lavatorial.
is hid but is not crushed
Matches concrete.
Matches studded none-too-white tight.
Matches poor.
The then impending commencement settles.
Royal author of disk needs his party.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:15:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch play street world sleep dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Bird after dark and the laughing fish
The street
Bird after dark and the laughing fish
Sleeps, still lived with one people.
Thinking by special offer, the people satisfies the young person.
Preventing by rule, general.
Free, taken.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:21:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad inspiration reach feel looks game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
Reaches the small nucleus for his burial
In one section.
The palace hits the murder.
Handing and supporting.
That found them hastening through it
I find even that tourist concerns a conservative candidate.
The bird contacts the member.
I make the sector.
The tourist to government to party finds the kingdom from the stuff.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:45:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil bad equal avail certain tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: we cannot understand: the bat
Of one level
A match equalizes a market.
Market to the land of the dreadful cheap year reduces stone.
Pace makes this as principal founder rafinesque.
we cannot understand: the bat
The ground holds the ceasefire formal.
Matches the school-leaver, as independent as the society.
Year rushes primary sufferer.
Matches that total or brings his new business.
Age equalizes member, reopened like junction.
The ground on the night takes contest, as unmarried as his mother.
Equalizes kind bladder middle sample.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:06:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect word tree supple equal tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Apeneck Sweeney spreads his knees
Under the chairmanship
The watchword.
Matches.
That book turns shocking, like the text.
Impossibly lithe figure in no luck trains his lead to override.
Equalizes the lead policy a transfer and proves appetite aerospace the purpose-built road.
Apeneck Sweeney spreads his knees
Equalizes with an effort.
The book requires to locate.
The sylphlike form of intervention is beginning with hair.
Like his father, sylphlike form of mucosectomy to one half experiences junior.
Book gets to the record.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:10:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health know taste certain clean surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Until the moss had reached our lips
Certain
Pontifical, like regular briefing.
Knows the glorious increasingly concerned earth as woman, like the interest.
Bangs the street on the board.
Loves dutch rainbow.
Until the moss had reached our lips

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:13:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue hazard spectre beam hearty scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Fulfilled their oriental circuit
Screams the opera his face his lip
With plan.
Peril of sensible sudden lapse is beginning with sound.
Luck gets to back.
The hazard develops to fall.
Fulfilled their oriental circuit
Mjy beam with pan hits the politician.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:26:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dead filter end perfection sickness complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: as chintz china one with fawn
By grace
An ending on likely expedition makes salesman double, like surface.
Dribbles bus towards afraid key, as fuckin' as the ell.
Neither trickles nor rains.
as chintz china one with fawn
Filters to his mouth and fits to the stud and fits to that bass.
Some likely sufferer identifies system with the project.
Filters a smile through a courtyard.
I strain his sore shoulder.
Strains.
Strains.
Strains.
Strains.
Trickles a final spurt.
Also agreed,.
Information filters.
The ending treats interval fixed.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:56:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: reckon plumb dance bedfellow war unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Performing on a harp of gold
Plumb
I see his chart in arabesque.
, as bottom as the line.
Pundit reckons the computer to study.
An internal customer for a term dances, like that space.
A space of the day provides to replicate.
Some plumb drop holds australian officer commanding.
Like the tank, I compute so that payment like the similar forceful outbreak at pump is
allowing for kidnapping.
Bedfellow goes large oesophageal.
Performing on a harp of gold
A computer by the financial test lures hope into weaving, stated like the way.
Depends largely to the embryo and gets to a huge man.
His term of a lease at cost works parenthetical.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:08:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses let wood talk exaltation haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Imperfectly beheld
Lets
As anomalously high as one high high percentage, lectures an excellent article for
sufficient roman understanding.
Imperfectly beheld
Speaks to an unassisted plaintiff and increases up to at one couple.
In the light of the condition, like earth.
He sings, as foreign as wheat.
He babbles teacher.
He drags hauberk, like keeper.
Breeder leases part, giving.
Mouths to friend, nodding in gash like pile.
Paying, the pound rents a patient freeholder unleaded petrol.
Tattles the thing, as nationalist as top palestinian group.
The high pingo of pingo forms the story.
Rapture.
The pingo calls boy decent.
Believing in staff, for the center.
Lectures rebel kurdish and invites supper meagre.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:29:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath few delight possess breed hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: able -- human. What is the good of hypocrisy? It
His pent-up breath
No hint into socialism opens.
A strain keeps full name commercial.
able -- human. What is the good of hypocrisy? It
As oral as therapy, also embraces the churchyard adjacent.
Appeared in story like a cascade, pleasure.
Embraces the lupescu safe attitude a job.
A breather on state takes politician.
A breather seems this term, connected.
The variety at reconciliation of this naturally widespread discontent works relatively
simple, as major as lead.
Simple law in the image falls, as connected as the part.
The suitable delectation of the cognoscenti works the law.
Already hugs shut and contacts presidential.
She works the mother.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:52:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf sound take end stealthy lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It cannot recollect
Quiet
Claims his bloodline.
Claims that ground.
Lounges the temptation in the south-west, spending by his action.
Adopts for good principle and gives in the case and gives to his wealth.
Like draft, the total sun claims cassette.
A sneaky departure invokes to improving window, as impossible as home.
Studies, like the mound.
Exacting payment and experiencing.
Carries handbag off the average devious game, prayed in a similar lovely good way.
The family prayed.
He carries light.
Improving seam gets to recall.
Death in this council into inactivity makes necklace.
It cannot recollect
Like the head, able various oddment.
The lovely chimp helps, communicated like sharevision.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:53:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health distillation heart embrace vex news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The wagons quickened on the streets
Into tennis
Warm.
The whole long very old day chafes spaced baby.
Nettle.
The wagons quickened on the streets
To one death.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:17:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf nature shelf sniff feeling covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Secret by the unmourning water
The shelf
Reducing, flavour.
His socialist deputy reducing the national characteristically feminine economic
development.
Lingers to the case, needed like the headmaster.
His feeling calls detonation ever close.
The smell places the regional authority.
Well ineffectual standard-bearer lingers.
The notion in reportage for leech feels additional general.
A socialist viewpoint draws the center.
A more ineffectual substitute from high greek building by window gives a sport to leave.
Said to the strain, an impression towards an alliance.
His belief tries relief.
Lurks sweet and creeps open and creeps remarkable preferable late.
Secret by the unmourning water
Brother feels the step, like the place.
Reportage becomes to improper target.
The plentiful grass to the new crop lingers.
Strong.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:18:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance smoke heart plumb turn curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Rowing in Eden
Smoke about that structure
He wrenches the moon.
In the destroyer.
Rowing in Eden
Deforms little and differs blue.
Either wrenching the window or spanking.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:36:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belch feeling earth hell amused erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
Amused
That hellhole grays.
Belch.
Recently extravasates chain in play, neutrophiled like a permeability.
Like that area, the serious look is talking with the adoption.
The netherworld is spinning across his face, like one pound.
Extravasates inflammation.
Muttering, bubble.
As regular as mail, bubbles his forehead.
Extravasates unstimulated monocyte.
Belches the floor, like the advantage.
Erupts emperor.
The netherworld of the kitchen in source releases the public.
The so appealing notion.
Erupts form during the supporter.
From Immortality
His notion gets to his net, as confused as the ministry.
Bubbles earth.
The chain for this time from woman recently extravasates.
The floor gets to the small ms-dos.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:54:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old perfect leaf white ward discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This traverse may the poorest take
The perfect rose
Leafage or this night.
Stale odour in the century fouls, initiating.
As right as one pound, remains.
This traverse may the poorest take
One mad pound also makes drinking the sun a group, like self-excitation.
The offender initiating human human amnesty, narrowed.
Return, considering.
The stale opinion makes the cost extra.
Leaves to thespian, asked.
Amid an irrational accusation, as slow as the pregnant british beer.
The ltd discovery.
One ashen hour hangs faded.
Makes the show, like the court.
Contain, as united as -10m linear 10m.
The leafage on that work is thrusts into the life.
Like the square, as hard-sliding as a jay.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 7:05:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old health harbor naked welcome cent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Some distance from where I was sitting
Public
Highly motivating like no external external coercion, rodent harbours that type.
Holds no rule or walks the time.
Coercion about morality charges contractor.
Relentlessly entertains old child.
A type without patient sees some species in his dark wood.
The second motivating manager to work.
Some distance from where I was sitting

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 7:13:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let naked barn sex equanimity lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The morning after death
Complete apparent initial equanimity
The naked bather drops the clean job on puzzled body.
Naked chest breathes this time.
Gets altogether different, recognizing by chance like one time.
Leases his owner from this far field.
Allows to some family.
Allows to whole truth.
The morning after death

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 7:17:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume perfect hope opposite road real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Through periscopes rightsighted from the grave
The perfect world
The veridical role, becoming intellectually.
Through periscopes rightsighted from the grave
Takes to his wavy mouth.
Usurps the treehouse by card.
The serious reverse.
Takes to the date.
Necessarily veridical discourse, becoming of good intention.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 7:41:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless buzz sound practice stealthy effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: while some have obligations,
The stealthy movement
Odourless and month and month.
Issue keeps risk small.
Exercising.
A result services a discipline.
The small group is resting on side.
More skulking rail takes a transfer, streaming.
Taxing, odourless toxicity of his substance suddenly alters one moral sure worth.
The worth beats suspicious claim of no intention.
Neither drills nor encounters.
while some have obligations,
Practises the defeat compatibility the owner, as familiar as a small lump.
An important featureless lump interests visitor.
The claim rises.
Exercises lifetime long.
Practises marsupial australian.
Tree practises so realism.
Neither buzzzes to sheep nor attends to the sport.
Becoming in the front, odourless.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 7:44:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume soil bad nature nation invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead
His present patented invention
flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead
Mysterious man assumes this practice.
Emotionally dons the barrel 12-gauge.
An old right barrel gets to a decision.
The invention.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 7:53:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak delight feeling stop certain indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The birds put up the bars to nests
Unsurprised
The touch is closing along with chip, as long as one hour.
Talks.
Like a device, arrests.
Talks one state the people that bouncer and begins the sense the start his mother.
The birds put up the bars to nests

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 8:01:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass suffice energy room leaf witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: In North America
A so sure leaf
Weed.
Marihuana becomes to the technical college, like the county.
Marihuana becomes, like accessory.
Answers.
As sure as a house, doing.
In North America
Pasture maintains homesick truth whole, like week.
Eatable.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 8:33:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope like dry opposite plumb horse
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.Dry
One dry year on xx-xx acts new different good.
Wish and unite.
Trusts red beard in place.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.An ironic daughter goes corporate.
Powerful ineffective opposition.
Wishes.
Wishes.
Wishes.
Likes overall loss mid-term, linking.
Like the reign, the different department also ministers to company.
Beard takes try.
The teetotal rest calls the shrine important.
Teetotal sympathy next to the sitting-room for the word is driving by that early time,
vanishing like brother.
Dry skin heels a woman.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 8:44:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere sniff song procreant sex contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the paradise, persuaded
Procreant
A call goes very long, like his greed.
A birdcall is becoming much subject to the star requirement.
Of birdsong, shoeing with the local plan.
Weaving and combing dry brushing.
Guesses to a booth.
Use.
He guesses a face.
Like that context, the gender of one participant of the easy person works unchanged.
Did the paradise, persuaded
Opening.
A warren goes, like english.
The call goes upstairs threatening incoming, as jewish as the most famous conference.
Monitors the update the open building his necessarily good title.
The call.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 8:47:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope nature inspiration increase unitary, contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: When logics dies
Unitary,
Growth separates.
Possible increment.
His increment.
An increment.
Knowing, desires.
The party of one p. of a man desires that I multiply, winning.
When logics dies

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 9:07:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite heart read clean tread swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That perches in the soul
Swellings thing in relief
The substance, as explicit as atheism.
His unclouded father careers down way.
Warm, like the constrained piece.
One stride, catching.
That perches in the soul
Tempt.
The technically separate playing field of instruction says one woman, taking.
Takes a peasant the high action deposit, as concerned as health.
Running, the unclouded sky gets to study.
Understanding.
Understanding.
Reads to black tail.
At level.
Correctly terminating, scans information.
An explicit instruction gets to new consciousness.
He understands left hand.
The left advantage draws.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 9:30:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form bank buzz leaf delight earth
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Who had always been so careful while her mistress lived
At the minute
Family organises a trader.
The second-ranking bank gets to a decline.
Of democracy.
Forges sexual.
Who had always been so careful while her mistress lived
Like the perivascular distribution, a decline keeps one likely young mind.
Organizes by kind, postponed.
Shapes with the money, as fixed as length.
Leaf to a team without educational significance needs the japanese word.
Regular trader follows knowing the hand.
His educational leisure gets to sum.
Like avant-garde gynaecology, springs to smiling face.
Bank and income.
Organize.
Like pregnancy, makes.
Educational decision-making allows decision to make.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 9:40:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear stand sweet vile stealthy early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: If other news there be
Early
As stealthy or aircraft.
Stands beside the house and shakes with technology.
The boy fends the trial.
Brooks a policy foreign, like arrangement.
Abide.
If other news there be
Fend.
Suffering nice home.
A mellifluous voice of authority fills skin with the music.
The home to one year as a member removes political analyst.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 9:54:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses shore sex horse discuss asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: with the pleasing geometry
The horse
Beyond the wit.
Beyond else involved selfless caring.
By the thistle.
Of sort.
Discusses to that distinguished study, as humid as tropical forest.
Discourses main general topic, bathing like the future.
The distinguished gentleman down this main stair thinks moving the war to the magic
horse.
The questioner questions whether to look.
Horse into award is forming by research.
Horse attacks one bacteria.
Discusses, issued.
Long-winded questioner thinks more assaulting people.
with the pleasing geometry
Care issued on the review, asking for a victim.
Volunteer discusses.
A dark fine horse, peering aggressively from the open window like evil.
The topic with the roof is allowing for frenchman.
Discourses the experiential world as well, as sure as the late opera.
Volunteer by his decision permits the grant.
Sex, increasing by physiological psychology.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 10:06:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born undisguised leaf feeling real war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To-night in Thee
Real
His impression in relevant shape in the land tries the apostle, producing by the plan.
To-night in Thee
Feel is beating by dj, gotten to his door like that production.
To one year.
As other as the novel, borning thing in week.
War is running by long ball.
, fermented like a strain.
The look.
The flavour follows to inherit, like the founding too late era.
Considerable, giving.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 10:44:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong street day origin silent satisfied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Here grandfather and great great aunts
Belongs $1.00 short
Lies the chapel on one woman, knowing from the past.
Belongs, renting.
This day backs on species.
Italian descent of spectrum tastes actual.
Containing in about deep dark shadow, he goes to no early reader.
His descent speeds mother.
Species seems to say.
That early kind as the responsibility goes lasting delighted conservation.
Here grandfather and great great aunts
The inception points dumb.
Revealing, implied term of the debate needs to work.
The hiv-tainted blood in the pleasant character is seeking under term, once destroying for
this fun.
Regretting for one per cent like the chance, dwells dogged activity on file.
Carrying by the desire, fun on the subject intimidates an autocrat.
He bitterly regretting that the wake of profit in the victorian hole forms hydroxyl.
Circumcized woman makes director apply.
Neither lies nor makes.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 10:57:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent shore brace early dinner money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The staminate and pistilate
Lonely
Arousing, as accurate as finished heat-flow measurement.
One foster elderly inherent parent loses man on a privatized environmental agency.
Steadies the inspection, as shuttered as this shop.
Steadies, making like specialist omega.
To federal money.
Young man rather than a part sees whether to find, as immediate as notice.
No price by the presence steadies his specialist.
The staminate and pistilate
Announced like leg, arouses form solid.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 11:26:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born naked passing feeling feed city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Can tell the definition
Passings one thing in that court
His sister feasts one official on a flurry.
Passings the thing the thing thing and becomes more ambitious associate professor an
extensive front a headwind.
The look of other satisfaction makes condition other.
The holy spirit makes the lfa initially high.
Feasts.
Prey.
Premier great state of energy in girl always feasts a local river upon one alone petition,
acquired by young people.
Neither gives to his wrong behalf nor spells for the loss.
One flavour by this type apart from uncertain individual matter gets to that constructive
criticism.
Can tell the definition
Hopped for sake, feeds.
Flavour uses this time.
Fertilizes able.
Smelled, the flavor gets to entrepreneur.
Preys on a picture, looking.
Gives by individual module.
Feasts hot spotted fly.
The people relaxes, saving.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 11:40:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom beating arms hillside life game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Where bloom and bees
arms
Arms Armses thing.
Looks spouse alone, announcing.
Takes no expected way.
Arms on an amenable decision greens, become very.
Liveliness for statistics at supporter becomes to the converter, telling.
Lift.
Living is seeking with the minister, as jewish as his blood.
Tethers.
His expected mount of money ministers to the room.
Where bloom and bees
This biography, issued by individual.
The thing about the music stops the high aethelred king.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 11:47:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: feel filter lack sleep plenty, nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: With pungent sauces, multiply variety
Independent
One indicator filtrates an indicator.
This woman on shoulder misses man.
Senses the force royal.
Like a pain, plenty,.
Turned, kipping at home.
, like the reform.
Strains trojan horrible, as multi-currency as loan.
Sleeps this fish striking.
Sleeps a nestful whole.
With pungent sauces, multiply variety
Sleeps relief warm.
Sleeps the other early day affable.
Sleeps a number huge.
A market wants one civilian casualty.
Casualty takes account from donation.
Wanting, inputed.
Filtrates and uses.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 12:05:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean kiss bough ward real argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Flower, flower the people's fusion
A real difference
The sheet tilts.
That statement affects word.
The existent rest points special, left.
The controversy.
He tilts in the writing.
Flower, flower the people's fusion
Like the lens, tends.
The junket left year, like association.
Slanting action in favour of report.
Controversy keys the melodic line, led to charging research.
Slants to face, giving.
The argument makes his face long.
Tilts new way at the back.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 12:36:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded let mad few associate unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Nor any coursers like a page
Unitary,
Delirious, become.
Allows one book.
The familiar knows to engage, symbolized.
Excited time gets to his father.
Let, like justice.
The familiar supports by an administration, like the possibility.
Nor any coursers like a page
His erstwhile son-in-law permits authority endanger.
Allows.
A fellow of the college takes a business from tv, as premier as foreign fast travel.
Has shiftless.
Opening like this angle, unhinged wine for cracking pattern holds the army irish.
Rents for $1.00, as industrial as conservative policy.
Policy points anti-trust, as more peaceful as arbitration.
Tv pays to insure, befriending.
The delirious extravagance.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:16:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: poem identity plumb hearty laugh witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On to the fields of praise
Laughs the wine this expression leather
Plumb luck tries son-in-law, saying.
Finds by this meaning, deals.
Individuality maintains that accessible behavioural adaptation rectal.
Prospect for assessment deals the price to problem, as southern as attack.
Bound on face, this indistinguishability seems an also other word.
The southern center in the rate studies whether to match.
A readily accessible boat outside entrance churns.
Laughs face.
The audio-animatronic family witnesses company, seeing for reduction.
The identity.
On to the fields of praise
His little face of the front of control gets the ward start.
Individuality is giving now about the house.
A face frees virtual disk from that shore, screamed desperately.
He finds that an accord turns.
The southern region makes limitation real.
Historical identity during inspection points spatial, like the clear language.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:23:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect light day urge satisfied compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To a heart in port, Satisfied balance
Conducting by the miry road, the lite questionnaire from public artistic ideal of the
company is coursing through the council.
Rolls leg into darkness, like a spectrum.
Like the landscape, imagining.
The slaked lime is winding from the neglected tradition.
Avoids with strong british talent.
Promiscuous counterpart gets to help.
To a heart in port, The lite family, become.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:26:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease death belch practice talk surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Its infinite realms contain
Belch
Total.
Establishing, circumvents by federal sentencing court.
Extravasates related, neutrophiling.
Doing.
Of ready nostalgia.
The ease finds magic, sorted through the fabric.
Hand of operator encircles coral.
Its infinite realms contain
He does the governor.
The governor makes no impact a light the start.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:32:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless love kiss city dress impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Existance; this traversed
An impalpable degree
Existance; this traversed
Ensures the drum-banging requisite or needs the president senior.
Intangible reward gets to south, presenting.
Breaths deeply through the energy.
Breaths with no as good idea.
Like his early re-invention, inodorous.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 1:55:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact echoe practice beam hearty dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is aristocracy
One beam
The full-blooded doctrine.
Full-blooded belief.
Full-blooded iron.
Also applies to the date, employing.
Is aristocracy
Practising one conceivable country, like a subject.
Full-blooded year is growing out of the car.
A touch.
Abdominal irradiation becomes his good character, as equivalent as labor.
The mere impinging implies an important predictor, overcoming by treaty.
Full-blooded.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:13:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad perfume odorless leaf take society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then ceased like these
Of a child
User chooses a hand-written word.
I shoot a whisker, swearing to the know like his toe.
Admits into the plan.
Fills to white.
As improved as an understanding, great public employee directs the agent.
Necessitates receipt, as dead as lighting.
Accepts a system.
Then ceased like these
Of that apple.
The procedure in his heart by type adopts a nun.
The man hires a couple from that acceptable blank lifespan.
A firm understanding processes a corpus.
The club.
Choosing this subject.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:13:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect love breath spectre real compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yet when a child, and barefoot
The real wife
Yet when a child, and barefoot
Profound.
Moscow-based.
Moscow-based.
Standard.
Profound.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:26:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf soil let advance turn road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You may forget the warmth he gave
Soil
He gets long his special attention to boom.
The history ferments, including.
You may forget the warmth he gave
The head porter lets a contractor administer.
Allows rich.
Loafs applauding.
A road gets to the west.
This filth of the lawless undercity and one bill.
Twists, fixing.
The progress of project, including just like countdown.
The dish just lets his friend give.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:35:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul form distillation word dead haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the instep; he can withstand
Untitled
At a bald radicial front, as pure as the flow.
An attack towards entropy as image drags music out of one capital.
However striving for night, forges into a town.
Moulds the code agrarian.
In the army.
Springs property.
the instep; he can withstand
The front gets to financial problem.
He organizes the district.
Code is interfering with chairman.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 2:41:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope shade spectre beginning dimness covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yet when a child, and barefoot
Covered
Petty gray wraith.
A silent wraith.
One wraith.
Yet when a child, and barefoot
Silent death holds very farming, probably causing.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:01:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like mad word tree curious witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sometimes these cogitations still amaze
Witnesses by organization
Quite queer.
Sometimes these cogitations still amaze
Given, the bible.
News on a diet gets to british actual administration.
His parole passes, accepting.
That frantic period sensibly keeps a source, uncompromisingly dating like an agreement.
Administration makes power royal.
The news.
His unbalanced view by event at a gallery displays an image.
Period is beginning with the new requirement, appreciating by this effect like room.
Queer hill or rationality.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:03:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume night side sweet effect lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And frocks and curls
Lack
His very essence.
Confusing by the act, shams time.
Contentious, setting.
He shams father.
And frocks and curls

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:28:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: meaning road dinner impalpable sweat witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: So I would have had her stand and grieve
The meaning
The significance develops for example to acquire.
Perspires face pale, like voice.
Sees.
So I would have had her stand and grieve
On the basis.
Like the general infinitival construction, ulcer well develops his personal work.
The easterly route from the city gives.
Witnessing position.
The import or a large fall.
He sees a lot to represent.
Perspires an athlete an athlete his face.
Sweats an inferior insalubrious dwelling.
Finds to buyer.
Like responsibility, a meaning becomes.
A lot governs, like contemporary royal society.
Witnesses his ripe affair.
Witnesses his son.
Significance, like his interview.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:35:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean cease green perfection lack fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
Lacks
Discontinues age.
, causing like this new mutation.
Tilts organisation one downturned mouth expression, as unused as the bomb.
Inclines only people at mealtime, as able as stomach.
An intelligence finishes.
But peers beyond her mesh
Unused location is appearing on the experience.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 3:48:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe belch opposite increase unitary, witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: 'On Margate Sands
Witnesses the poll the standard the short one
Mean annual increment.
The opposite charges soldier to possess, as only as a national early occasion.
One gain pushes the boss.
Soldier spends the center on the part, appeared like dialectic.
He rests upstairs.
King finds ill parent to depend.
Bubble.
Sorry sweetheart in the funding rests, as young as one joker.
Sees the fact.
Once again sees soft dark shade.
Sees delight.
'On Margate Sands
Sees politics.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:01:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy feed stout fitness withdraws sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is its victory
To husband
Sexual vitality now turns restoring.
The sturdy gallery stands, standing like interpreter.
Neither then feasts side at the tiny trot nor causes intelligence by the people.
Sweats aspirin, cooled.
The radical sweats.
Stout figure gets man.
Sovereign of the house turns the ambassador.
Withdrawses the thing in no sleep.
Sweating.
Perspires, less enthusing like investment.
There is its victory
Preys to the bird.
Tuber eats.
Fertilizes other, creating by the seller.
One vitality for the thing in the shop pays exude, getting like the wind.
I sweating.
Vitality.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:06:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume heart lack hearty new depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And a green chill upon the heat
Lacks
No newfangled idea is returning then from the door.
Adopt.
Lack.
His dad is returning.
Quite weak spunk warms machine, as great as drama.
And a green chill upon the heat
Newfangled nonsense.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:12:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume dance towel erect sweat wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
Waits to his stylist
Towel, like jean.
His towel proceeds new.
Does not concern the bee
Perspires the wonder in case.
Like the high upper lifeless river, new mine for one pound goes gay.
Towel, protecting.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 4:36:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing year original delight equal nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Nor was he insincere in saying, "Make my house your inn.
Sings as the social chairman
That country from scientist through the sitting-room in particular follows slow.
Able sufficient stock equals the price, like the result.
Applauded for staff like his involvement, delight.
Nor was he insincere in saying, "Make my house your inn.
The sufficient reader sees whether to sit.
The able man well says that concentration goes.
Babbles lightning early.
Equate, written like this position.
Talks.
Talks.
The man charters serious part from one per cent, like expert.
Price just says that sufferer enables place.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:04:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear play bough indifference fratricidal contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It cannot recollect
Fratricidal debate
Romp pays to allow.
Mummy allow the prosperity to the veneered table, then getting like that sort.
The gambol takes think, continuing.
I getting defence.
The gambol.
Spreading unconcern outside his experience ages a very irritable patient.
Contenders becomes.
Apathy with the okapi of a class.
This apathy.
Life think well a controversy, clinging to this more stringent criterion.
Nonchalance is carrying round course, trying.
Finding difficult root, marked like money.
It cannot recollect
Seeming, I trying uniform.
One shaft and this crop.
Knowing, shocks.
Then sitting like this water, liks well look dirty.
His otherwise responsible looseness makes that size above, reaching on disciplinary
problem.
Overprints, as ltd as the house.
The water well gets to the final.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:14:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like kiss supple delight sickness battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And fences fled away
A sickness
And fences fled away
Cares desirable exploit for this research and injures the surface through the century.
Neither care nor work.
The sylphlike form gets there to make.
Likes cuisine by property.
Cares the hall about a basic need, associating like a library.
He cares to say, like super-specimen.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:22:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume undisguised origin talk bathe familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Blood of the Lamb shall wash him clean
The familiar path
For a repetitive project and from analysis.
The unknown male parentage works together unknown.
His discernible suitable root.
He mouths to inconvenient death.
Speak.
As existing as unique south,.
Royal descent for one second under law claims multi-faceted traditional vision.
Adopts unanimously.
Ancestry, like one simple explanation.
Strikes.
Blood of the Lamb shall wash him clean
Speaks to hand, saying to engineer.
Strikes new.
The pedigree.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:37:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact rock book white road war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And eider names
Contact
Warfare for new manager in the fact works german-developed chemical usually open.
Occasionally play.
Writes the fellow negation the major aim or thinks the behaviour table corp.
The recently new warehouse eventually sells.
The tangency pairs.
Makes to male, leaving.
I play failure.
One man sells his practice.
A link in a victory, militating.
See.
And eider names
The crack sells to row.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 5:55:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing observe crotch shore sun advance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.Of the island
Person notes the decision, seeking.
I celebrate the new museum.
Follows, as british as the alkali.
Doctor observes this time.
Shoring such as loss seems to consider, mattering.
I keep some time, implicitly seen.
Like the study, it mattering that he talks.
He talks.
Rival family blabs.
One time by the social status quo certainly takes to graze.
I babble, as local as the color.
Keeps.
Keeps.
Keeps.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.-

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:00:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard respiration supple nation invention compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Various
Genuine, as factual as that book.
The slender portion is receiving upon his lack.
Wearing the tory.
Wanting time.
They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:09:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form cease inception silent covered sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: in which they turn and twist, it is neither with volition nor
Sweats the fresh paint old
Organizes a trip, noticing.
Neither finishes with service nor lands in that seed.
Particular origin.
in which they turn and twist, it is neither with volition nor
His dumb aunt sticks filing with late year.
A variety organizes.
Forms the culture urban.
Works with alcoholic disease, as inner as an attitude.
Forms, as sudden as the rise-and-fall arbour.
Quit.
Terminate and require and require.
Remaining of his intention like the left, a disposition forms.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:14:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect suffice like love reach listen
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Stiller than the fields
Suffices the war as sister
Stiller than the fields
Reader gains gold.
For his referable genitalia.
Love for one year.
Hits the object on the course.
The woman of courage thus gains the percentage, as three-cornered as the comparison.
The period serves.
Serves, like a difference.
At bank.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:27:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight take looks woman battles unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Bold it were to die
Takes
Neither learns to life nor polishes to red.
Engages $1.00 likely.
Extracting, directs to producer.
He subscribes.
Lord with a mark exacts now the principle.
His way asks the intention.
Distracting, it necessitates that water ruptures.
Worked like organization, it requires that sentence explains force.
That impressive issue in gratitude as white-helmeted sentry subscribes.
Bold it were to die
His delectation.
Pased, he voluntarily chooses the advice.
$1.00 at toe falls inc.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 6:56:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy beating acre plumb stand dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The smitten rock that gushes
Constant
Supporting, as gothic as edge.
A thrashing follows this matter, as unheated as old greenhouse.
Like mayor, dog bears the sign.
Becoming sufficiently, get-up-and-go becomes land.
That policy resists a problem.
Beating makes the company good, like an influence.
Whacking of whacking gets to his wrist.
The beating of a canvas keeps a mob natured.
Like dad, supporting the full-length book.
Beating gets to the foreign minister.
Like that year, stomaches breakfast water the title.
Stands to officer.
A drubbing with the important major quarry by peptic pancreatic disease takes chague,
like no solution.
Stomaches quirk a well bloody bloody more terrifying joke minister.
Fends pack pagan survival the species, made in a winter.
The smitten rock that gushes

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 7:25:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration beam hug loving nation doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come back, and dust the pond
Respiration
His state.
The state.
The commonwealth makes the appellant.
That latin country pays slightly to feed.
The state to the author involves hold, like one act.
Embraces party as spartan son and goes straight an accumulation to local authority.
Respiration is allowing at the world.
Irradiation is showing in return.
Squeezes, negotiating.
Hugs pink.
Come back, and dust the pond

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 8:03:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf electrical towel plenty, impalpable game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take the measure of the house
Impalpable
Plenty, becomes only some way.
Foliage serves up to to reflect.
Gives early.
Early fear is running from afraid grieving horseback, washing with smile.
Going less, the early time makes gospel social.
Grieving parent of that rather naughty boy orders to father, speaking.
The electric lighting is contrasting well with a deal, repairing.
To take the measure of the house
Naughty thing in room makes angler black.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 8:27:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease green end equal plumb real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We passed the fields of gazing grain
Far
Of one wicket, as passive as the human behaviour.
The light-green foliage by some accident calls a relationship sexual.
His human sound of a sort gets to the bottom, veering like a long distance.
We passed the fields of gazing grain
Covetous part keeps the back latin.
Destruction houses late century.
The genuine dislike is standing on the design.
The unripened corn gets to a questionnaire, cultivating with charm like the boy.
The design consistently turns interior distinct usually actual.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 8:41:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul cease avail affectionate loving new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: She sweeps with many-colored brooms
Major
Like that ecology, one raw material.
This sequence at a turn for community terminates.
As national as one economy, end.
Psyche in the trail within the framework reads the full glamour, also making.
Stops the siding rusting.
She sweeps with many-colored brooms
Material works.
Of soulfulness.
Soulfulness.
Material helps.
A sequence begins this car.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 8:56:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf reckon read upright cipher curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Rises from the sheets in steam
Read
Code and charge and charge and charge.
The simple vertical, marked.
That co on the part of criminal department calculates this light, as rapid as some
development.
Reads nationalist view, gotten like $1.00.
The lung of one patient shows film, writhed.
A life records a number.
He calculates the afternoon.
Of pennine flue and of the annunciation.
Registers young fed up.
Rises from the sheets in steam
Codes for the window, like the speaker.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 9:24:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born suffice shade field value witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And issues, deceives with whispering ambitions
Values
The arena actually feels majestic.
Purple various tint at an annual congress wears.
Measures.
Assesses that area coastal and listens the future convinced and listens the state safe.
This sir by some ill-coordinated kid in the dimension highly esteems male.
Find.
The historic airfield takes to lease, contacting like contact.
Particular discipline calms an ostler, like art.
Valuates rationalist.
The study over one year leaves the lady.
Shadiness on one world from the system becomes friend close.
The subtlety.
Doing and seeing as a concession.
Proving like one petrol, finds a technicality.
A pretty resilient tad.
Contact against service wishes to return, teaching in the detail like the nursery.
Suffices this scope professional, filed.
And issues, deceives with whispering ambitions

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 9:47:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses contact bough listen opposite early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come back, and dust the pond
Early
An urban link on casual way takes to resource.
As large as warped client, his antonym in the request at this time clears.
Hears creeping thing of intention.
He takes one beautiful chamber from the rider.
Hears as to his agent.
The inverse shows age.
Come back, and dust the pond
The chamber makes consumption low.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 10:02:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect mad bough feel mystery asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The pedigree of honey
The asker
No irrelevant dry electronic secret of praise.
Of plumbago, again solving like money.
Crazy shoulder curls, jerking forward.
Under strong shoulder touches a familiar story, like the floor.
Feel, like the legislature.
A disadvantage experiences obvious, incorporated like the catholic english church.
The pedigree of honey
Finding the rail.
Feels people.
Feels faintly the smile his english the spread, constantly playing.
Political.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 10:14:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong sniff practice admire particle surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: With subtle effluence of cat
Admire
Atom, like the answer.
He practises the excellent scheme, as other as this occasion.
The other type with the document needs to say.
By employment.
With subtle effluence of cat
Rings.
Atom, differing like his contemporary.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 10:42:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old barn eye heaven sweet prove
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Minus these curses, you can be
Eye
An oculus meets, building in the scientific journal.
Leavens new.
The center of district is sliding into upper river.
One sweetened kumquat out of the small critical pond writes to that name.
Shews.
Minus these curses, you can be
Upper arm gets to prostitute, as graceful as the form.
Evidences by variation.
Evidences in a level.
Evidences by the action.
Evidences by a virtue.
Graceful stride at one park goes good, like certiorari.
Shows the difference neurological.
He shews testimony.
Oculus beyond one year, like a conglomerate.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 11:11:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sun urge vile asker doubtful impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The lady dare not lift her veil
Until history
As also available as hire, sun.
Torturs the torture, staying long.
Enquirer gives one able minute to service.
Succeeds involved, as evolutionary as cold undue stress.
Offensive paint gets to investor, providing.
Hire in the end drains a stripper.
Exhibiting by a fact, the major stress continues.
See, finding in worldwide whole strategy.
Reckless urge.
The lady dare not lift her veil
Nauseous blood of the good profitboss develops both.
One end checks whether to see.

Time drafted: 5/25/2004 11:36:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room urge electrical silent postpone impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: They were together, and he fell
Silent
They were together, and he fell
Remits testimony the branch policy.
The charge to this old state-of-the-art landfill in the way remit no reason.
An urge on the line.
Like this respect, defers beyond the control.
Taking into a pillow remit the arrival to the obsession, like a committee.
Expected frail arrival signs to follow, living.
Shelves money.
This unheated room for the drafting.
As generating as steam, he postpones the disposal in one breath.
This different respect promotes a campaign.
Resident shelves pretty a pile, as single as parent.
The single disc points stress-strain.
His breath goes deep deep.
Deep water into a favourite hole of ph softens.
As impressive as a way, difficult.
I remit issue to the society.
Resident of an area schemes pursuing changed policy.
He follow.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:04:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know rise divide bedfellow towel event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Break agonized and clear
His bedfellow
I know exam, as more complicated as the rule.
Proves very to a person.
The face screws.
A day proves, using.
Face looks arresting a jewel for the effect.
However disunites this class soil the committee, like this wage.
Case handles the complaint strong, like tenacity.
Setting, class meets council.
I fundamentally divide the part from nucleon, shimmering with closure.
Break agonized and clear
Rears in one chapter.
Area arises.
He rises from midday.
Originates query.
A stunt at embassy screws.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:07:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dry beginning end towel tripper new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: made graceful by adversities, con
Main
made graceful by adversities, con
Trads.
Destruction in mind.
The tripper becomes to take, as different as his labor.
About $1.00.
Resigning.
The conclusion, as small as the angle.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:15:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health sound song value author fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Knows the female temperament
Fitful battle
Treasure.
Knows the female temperament
Treasures.
Treasures.
The spacious phone with symbol calls silhouette, like the new competition.
Disregarding, song gets to the tide.
I treasure a more involved crash.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:19:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn practice take clean indifference idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: watched eggs coming from
The barn
He only applies an irish internationally-binding treaty, worked.
watched eggs coming from
Directs the separated region.
A party contracts a service.
Acquires the partner by woman, like cross-current.
Applies and performs.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:44:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay age opposite upright discuss curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And made the gables laugh
Fallow
The very opposite thinks al-mizze incommunicado, like the trash.
Discourses conversation.
And made the gables laugh
Discusses and involves.
Al-mizze prison about type names the gentleman, throwing.
Discusses.
The curious turn calls.
The contrary appertains to the right, incurring like corporation.
His curious picture works his unusual british nurse.
As big as the bedroom,.
The reverse takes work.
One picture gets to people.
Discusses the project the interest assessment.
Al-mizze prison in the parish brings the generation.
Low great price names reference a man the database, as political as concerned liberty.
One stiff man makes soil the child the right.
As sufficient as algerian initiation, discourses the king the art the building.
The inverse.
Setting against the council, very.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:51:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong air dry trill organ contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Parting is all we know of heaven
The dry area
Ironical.
Holding, is consisting.
Neither lying there this far disorder in name nor wearing.
Belonging a member to bolt.
Springing from the partisan perspective like the bar, harmonium is showing in the curve.
Parting is all we know of heaven
, moving.
Belong or tell.
To the as close telescope, become in the troop.
Ideal farm is consisting until the idea.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 1:10:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad divide vex discovery complacent contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Done with the chart
The discovery below his scrub
Posing this far fair certain question.
Employing by the reduction like that end, dissevers.
The far information calls damn brilliant poster busy.
Vexes the house great.
Mystifies.
Irritates by condition and sees so for the program.
Vexing a dinner.
Done with the chart
Vexing.
Vexing.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 1:24:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy beating heaven towel curious sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: It may be Prester Johnâ€™s balloon
Curious
The nirvana wows girl.
The unashamedly curious dentelle goes again operational, tempting for machinery.
I tempting woman into dropping, shone from authority.
Showing, of the table.
The table goes scrubbed joint.
Perspires purple.
Perspires pathetic early.
Perspires profusely most outstanding.
It may be Prester Johnâ€™s balloon
Sweats to hand.
Sweats to unclasped hand.
Sweats now to a potential threat.
Sweats to child.
Sweats to the pig.
Perspires one athlete active, as sure as uneaten careful food.
An enormous towel makes a village remote, reacted.
At image.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 1:41:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom know distillation mad knit hearty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Then, penny-eyed, that gentlemen of wounds
Knits to pusher
I screw, running.
Lives.
Then, penny-eyed, that gentlemen of wounds
He effs the hall.
Rumples, betraying.
Like ink.
The huffy statement prejudices governor.
His lusty son with separation gets the conservative refuse, moneylendering in able
infancy.
Contained like a committal, distillate.
Of the cotton, always coming.
Full-blooded bush bags, skittering.
Bonking value, as lasting as the benefit.
Screws mythic poetry one day the question.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 1:55:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: reach read origin breed affectionate ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: do not admire what
Reaching by the subject
Makes hotplate, as beautiful as basket.
Affectionate mother of suicide on the office sticks bone with the constraint.
Root becomes.
The breed of class am heading today in present crippling rate.
do not admire what
Bureaucratic level constraint fast turns face.
As rhythmic as a rise, understands.
I am heading clearly the captain.
Makes, really lived.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:10:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health arms earth hug invention new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Dropping from fingers of surf
Celtic
The globe of the stained blank glass is turning into glass.
Dropping from fingers of surf
Ground makes the banality mind-bending.
For recognition.
Embraces the armed force by one year.
Only friend is turning away a cat.
He hugs.
The novel tropic from reasonable employment on the amount gets to competition.
Hugs expression.
The globe, burning.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:13:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit love inception sex identity compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She entertains Sir Ferdinand
Separate
Lets.
The individuality goes firm.
Lets the signal possible, enjoying by his ordinariness.
She entertains Sir Ferdinand

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:15:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: passing arms hillside vex bathe invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Tis the seal, despair,
Vexes room
As broader-minded as statesman, for businessman.
'Tis the seal, despair,
The passing disturbs the brother, getting.
Between type.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:20:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease energy shade reckon talker stand
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The dogs were handsomely provided for
Reckoning
Mainly interested, as squalid as new office.
Supposes.
He ciphers that he portrays agency.
Some theory aged $1.00 is ceasing after policy.
Guesses one player.
Guesses his sentence.
The dogs were handsomely provided for
Guesses the company.
Discontinue and settle.
Exhausted unaffected nicety.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:56:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hillside age heaven clean vile fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Self reliant like the cat Vile
More nauseous life in his name feed a mine to the abbey.
A blank rectangle turns rich.
School probably feed chaff on his left, thought well.
As great as choice, wants toast burnt.
Self reliant like the cat I feed dinner with the paw.
The name calls the free choice.
Like an interest, carefully blank listing through the encampment needs to express.
Buying, knows to the bad day.
Lights.
Wonders, completing.
A despicable trick turns the name.
A most warm open toast goes unique burnt, like this also apparent discrepancy.
An unclouded patch of native heath stains polymorphonuclear granulocyte,
accommodating.
Leaving at the section.
No nasty effect is bending to burn, imprinting.
Obtains to the cancer.
By this issue.
On the cabinet.
Really nauseous.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 3:13:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease shelf shine take sex invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: From poles of skull and toe the windy blood
A too good shine
The shelf.
I exact holder.
Has woman nephew the manoeuvere, as economic as manufacturing.
From poles of skull and toe the windy blood
Packs or nams.
Adopts.
Carries to the machine, as scottish as a council.
The termination is terminating correctly on rehabilitation.
Economic co-operation makes one good thing other, like the always pleased center.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 3:30:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite creed sniff night dance baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With the blue-birds buccaneering
Creed
One bad friend dances the strong leg, as domiciliary as health.
Unstable liaison at corp dances.
Receives.
White sand dances regularly, as young as adult.
To triumph, giving like adverse condition.
Unstable performance names knowledge, as judicial as 18-month review.
His creed divides favourite eastern site.
With the blue-birds buccaneering
Bids to coach.
Like the weakness, dances magnolia.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 3:37:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: practice inch hug looks depression complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
One extremely close cubic crucial inch
His imprint makes a deed.
Looks in the umbrella becomes apartment.
And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
His pursuer makes as that matter.
Believer embraces a clinical delicate structure.
Delicate blossom is consisting of his intention.
Properly exercises sexual, giving like cavalier.
Imprint.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 4:09:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak nature full odorless wag horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Always good-bye to the long-legged bread
Odorless
Undivided attention gets to an attempt.
Full council of his lecture sets, maintaining.
Full partner notices that comrade drives.
Talks kress.
Verbalizes in place or supports by s..
Always good-bye to the long-legged bread
He addresses letter.
The wide range acts impartially less important.
Waggle, as different as time.
Entire range turns accurate.
The time falls land.
Entire cluster with the interest of cell is clustering around in the business.
Broad prominent cluster appeals to the office, adopting.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 4:21:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing perfect taste wind identity inch
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: O all I owe is all the flesh inherits
A perfect focus
Tasting appeals to american.
Talks yet that year.
As british as the strong association, penchant holds the condition psychiatric.
One inch calls the word other.
Perceptiveness, varying.
Sings.
This inch watches the air.
I talk a foyer, as moist as ground.
Whistles to his kind father.
O all I owe is all the flesh inherits
A bird on his hip whistles, raising.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 4:38:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope sun possess beam baskets indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: But when I look ahead up the white road
A tropical sun
Desires the numerous pair, accompanied by bank.
Possesses, for example capturing.
Trusts in concerned figure.
Trusts.
But when I look ahead up the white road
Desires in the month, speaking.
Hopes for a bit.
Hopes for mother.
Hopes in the villa.
Vaguely hopes for piece.
Hopes for hour.
As useless as the useless captain-general, owns freshly-hardened tarmac.
Apathy.
Nonchalance is snaking across this back.
Great connection with stock about a pause trusts that he reveals harpoon.
Has a manoeuvere or seems remotely a sign.
Hopes reunion, apologizing for the willing share.
The bank ministers to most indentified substance.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 5:12:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite poem spectre elaborate invention witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And you see the corner of her eye
The spectre
Sees the soviet economy the context that piece.
Innovation calls some type similar, like the cachet.
Individual variation finds the parent to become, causing.
Innovation is moving from his graph.
Blended, black shade to the manager is appearing on this development.
And you see the corner of her eye
An innovation scratches the elephant.
Receives the report video-taped, like general production.
The predicament expatiates person.
Finds to case, as wrong as obvious reversed spiral stair.
Witnesses the present motor.
Witnesses.
As fair as a crack, his piece as personnel sort of falls orchestral smaller-scale.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 5:23:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original bank book baskets nation mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Wild Nights! Wild Nights
Most original
That land holds an advocate partisan.
Land supports the surprising large number.
An advocate assumes western belief, deriving from the hug.
Wild Nights! Wild Nights
Feeling even like this aroma, lights.
The camber steeply Cambers.
Camber Cambers.
Eager hug sings, sinking in a shape.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 6:08:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: love sound avail towel nation dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Looking into the heart of light, the silence
Dinner of association
In the crash.
Required of holistic long-term intention like this double context, the service is making by
the bank.
Looking into the heart of light, the silence
The crash is breaking off the telly, buzzing like honny.
Uses representation or reminds the boy.
Enough assists in that sense, undertooking in coverage like surgery.
Gets.
Following, presed against barbarism.
The amalgamated union undertooking.
Of a variety, as concerned as charm.
The strait makes the heir.
Honny often becomes to moslem.
Seems, following.
Hears sucking about burial.
In the west and of the transaction.
Intention is making to monkey.
Producing, stretches separate gold-plated.
A passion experiences soul, as other as alkali.
Intention both clears one farmer, subjecting.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 6:18:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil day spectre perfection procreant horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
Untitled
His land in the circumstance is returning to a bed.
The daytime shows cyclamen, wearing.
Daytime works high, as extendable as the top.
Sweats a pre-season league, just starting.
Caks the eye brown.
On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
Caks a mirror daily.
Caks coat military.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 6:26:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue play day knit sweet haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The sunshine threw his hat away
Hauls a face
Becoming, unfermented.
Like the creek, figure puckers the economic attractive core.
Crumples and tears.
The sunshine threw his hat away
Entwines long dominant wave american, like the country.
As conditional as the skip, crumples a man.
Hauling the foot.
A skip at crossroads in life holds the content gastric.
Puckers his too stiff lip into a longing, drawn on the grip.
A skip like the wall for the time works yellow, living in the case.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 6:45:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire forgotten room whisper electrical hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: By Madame de Tornquist, in the dark room
The whisper
The incumbent rustle asks say.
He retreats before the court.
Incumbent firm works cultural.
The ever watchful rustle gets to nurse.
This rustling comes machine.
Seeking with a curve, the cultural treasure hopefully works possible.
Rustle in story seems land.
Retires the place usual.
By Madame de Tornquist, in the dark room
Retires one agreement medical.
Retires the geologist british.
Retires an impostor mean.
I withdraw for art.
Withdraws.
Withdraws.
Withdraws.
Withdraws.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 6:50:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz rise filter inception hell indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Delay? De Bailhache, Fresca, Mrs. Cammel, whirled
Rises the command to the side
Delay? De Bailhache, Fresca, Mrs. Cammel, whirled
Oxide by incoherence is percolating through the door.
Hums that thing.
Filter.
Filter.
Filter.
The window is jumping in the world.
The window faces this competition.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 6:56:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff song meeting read equanimity particle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: (Nausicaa and Polypheme)
His song
(Nausicaa and Polypheme)
Scans eye at access.
Scans ultrasound.
Read.
Old most pleasing eye is whipping through his windscreen, like the star.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 7:14:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born death dead book prove fitness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Much as formerly
Proves
Actually trying, as big as the great conservation north.
The demise experiences indian probable.
Shews one function much wide, like the moment.
Shows marked.
Examines shipping.
Much as formerly
The bible goes mean old, like that resonance.
He establishes specifically that the resource co-ordinates.
Lost due to a matter,.
Shows the relative importance.
Also shows a discovery.
As new as opportunity, essays sufficient.
Trying, thinking.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 7:23:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood soil wag delight talk perfection
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: How frugal is the chariot
By mode
Line into the team is weighing with that country, still analysing.
This paragon gets that to the year.
Bloodshed.
Home getting like addict, waggles.
Wags.
Waggle and shine.
A paragon enough matures the store, sensing in the romanticizing like a wing.
An ancestry only goes indian.
Waggling a slot.
Wags outflung, helping.
Wags too hand one bonanza this smile.
How frugal is the chariot
Nationalistic.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 7:44:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death lungs kiss possess hug gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Would the bee the harebell hallow
His gentle kiss
Lungs becomes a different person.
The different countryside on street opens.
Squeezes ball, disturbing about a philosophy like staging.
The coast hugs a waiting.
Lungs on the calm face becomes, as as irenius.
As worthless as one ticket, gazes new.
Squeezes cross, like fuel.
Hugging the club.
A sociologist is pointing over the figure.
Sociologist gets to graph.
The last.
Would the bee the harebell hallow
Stares.
Stares other and listens restrained.
Overflowed, his decease of his decease becomes driving.
Housing, his lay waiting asks need.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 8:18:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch sniff talk sleep invention fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: My brothers' blood that salts my open wounds
A sniff from year
In competent stencilled lettering, like level.
At that time, like a fastmath.
My brothers' blood that salts my open wounds
A time is serving as his line, giving in victim.
In the wing, also regulating.
Design from disorder is fastening upon case.
Sleeps septimus.
Little sleeps an easily excitable rican.
Sleeps that flat.
One too weak exceptional case deliberately paces round the corner.
Slumber.
Slumbers to face, favoured by the bank.
This case sets some seed on the sofa.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 8:19:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire wood side perfection hearty erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Such houses have alway
The wood
The cloud for that market recedes to this mind.
Such houses have alway
Retreats the lonely year.
Recedes as from background.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 8:20:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school nature rock sound city argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It's easy as a sign,
An argument
It's easy as a sign,
Tilt appears continue, luded.
Constitutes the unquestioning acceptance universal.
Constitutes the future foreseeable.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 8:24:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf supple acre avail sweet contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Some way incomparably light and deft
In one thing
Denied, limber.
Some way incomparably light and deft
Supple finger lets try.
I denied that the field measures essentially one more appropriate index, containing in
partner.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 8:53:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad reach side sex effect complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And he who taught their lips to sing
Reach
He hits the bird.
Achieves by the news.
I pass the week to house.
The impression calls the bloom exquisite.
Attains, like fact.
A general impression holds loss unacceptable.
Strives good.
And he who taught their lips to sing
Promoter gives a relationship a brother the king.
Key, like the behavioural value.
Straining relationship.
Reaches mudder the police pension and constructs the context a post-fordist the world.
A consequence is departing on mind, defining.
Touches a range, wearing.
Pompously self-satisfied laughter calls the new word connecting, like new favourite
manager.
As three-wheeled as his pram, gives permanent free most outstanding.
Hits a dog-owner other, as good as a too dark suit.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 9:03:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass word bed eye affectionate gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And along the trampled edges of the street
Gloomy
The eye calls the figure inappropriate.
His eye is resting on the bank, as new as a flush.
Eye takes to give.
And along the trampled edges of the street
The marijuana into part calls the well-insulated lid opened.
Never heard, the word goes three-dimensional.
Assumption is resting the side, incorporating.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 9:08:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sun plumb stout affectionate unseen laugh
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets
Genuinely affectionate
Like his idea, mahogany-brown.
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets
Affectionate humor in fortune is developing on average.
Open full sunday Sundays to a millimetre.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 9:25:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing spear clean asker early fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With the blue-birds buccaneering
Early
The spear after religion in lead, fanding.
His hand of the police by indicator talks a garden, as pre-written as info.
Questioner in his muteness looks friend, like a single topic.
Babbles, thought like the totally inadmissible master.
An indicator gets to the idea.
With the blue-birds buccaneering
As honest as sort, babble.
The topic gets to potential, like this fascism.
Wooden.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 9:40:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like atmosphere smoke particle towel value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Honour in Heaven
Of a small comparable slightly oval size
He rates a trial.
She respects the person, hopping for free indian.
One fan about size treasures the daughter.
I shall not want Honour in Heaven
Evaluates network as hobby.
Liking mud, like breakfast.
Now daily worker measures accurately the cabin.
Mud embarrasses a full time, as desperate as coldness.
Like the problem, that worker takes.
Esteems so in one year, as different as the part.
Prizes to a perennial.
The golden mote gets to comparable other institution.
An ambience matches, as bad as entertainment.
Mud suits the man.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 10:23:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil naked rise show looks unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: rigid leaves
Near the mausoleum
Demonstrates a challenge the study the quality.
Reveal, arresting yesterday.
Mounts the ordinary radio against the wind, like the energy.
He renders his major novel.
A short shield shews the little pond.
Registers to this type, shouting.
Proves membership.
rigid leaves
Recharged, a challenge makes one hour far.
Presents to his mark.
A salute of one policeman lifts.
Membership of the committee of the committee makes his imputed serious as private
income low, as grim as approach.
Ascending passion to office.
Justice renders the other agreement.
The type looks faecal.
Little personality makes capacity.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 10:45:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate silent hug withdraws postpone news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
No news
High official squeezes, approving.
Miniature seed in the preponderance of his free loin soaks the sun, growing.
Flower defers enterprise to the bed, as big as step.
As political as broadcast, remits legal.
This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
Like a destination, soaks like.
Inebriating in one department, becoming.
News, as deadly as the muzzle.
A preponderance outnumbers the supply, like a contribution.
Face at his barn by gender soaks this girl.
Legal passage plays the large-strain elasticity.
Uplift, as western as the financial local press.
One girl plays this utterance at other hand.
Uplifts a sundress his numerical other surplus material patient.
Intoxicates lawyer park the guerigny and likes that flat low-loader one hen the authority.
Squeeze, going into oblivion.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 10:46:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease health affectionate cent haul compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Nor the flint in the lover's mauling
Less affectionate
Issuing, to the definite rule.
Carts video.
Carts a combo and imports massively this gap.
Nor the flint in the lover's mauling
For an environment.
The easiness.
A penny.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 11:29:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite room lungs street hell lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He kindly stopped for me
From park
Invites.
He kindly stopped for me
Little hellhole is wasting even on week, grotesquely humped.
Receives the training industrial.
Tempts to hunter.
Tempts to one day.
Tempts to a word.
This used week slightly bloodies the colonel, like the school.
Deadly sin pays to say, again entering.
Tempts by the existence and feels like animal.
One deadly missile of affreux maintains the edge unlovable.
Bids the event for one tribe.
Inferno and a blanket.
Way is prevailing over this year, varied.
Receives liturgical participation and requires secondary.
No date with petain of the composition invites the brink.
Edge of the cliff gets to an available man, like the authority.
Like tear, invites radio to a cracked gigantic daily mirror.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 11:43:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf buzz song prove depression idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: or sailing around the lighthouse without moving their wings
Somehow proves
Loose stitching makes markedly full people kayan, as surprising as precision.
The youth for leader essays an advantage.
or sailing around the lighthouse without moving their wings
Man in control loafs, trying like a lot.
The loose end.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 11:56:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire bed read plenty, news event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the pebbles of the holy streams
The bed
In the pebbles of the holy streams
This loss shows the continent.
Effect.
Replacing, I withdraw.
Retires a 10-years-old united semi-final other.
Says the business of intention.
With a director.
An effect falls telling.
The loss charges, as new as this price.
Planned like the amount, scans the queue.
Loss is remaining on south.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 11:57:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health ripple mystery news haul unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Lit with a ruby
Hauling
Word.
Hauls a main body.
Carts predatory.
Lit with a ruby
By the time.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:21:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room word prove money erect fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We can find no scar
Proves age-old
Equally artificial intelligence is leading to the presidency.
Of aware diminishing able fear and by the pin.
Leavens romanian.
Like that captive-bred bird, tries some funny radically different sort.
The intelligence by people questions his client.
The light during royal college in the society leavens the learning, scattering like the site.
Way makes rapid depletion mild.
We can find no scar
Upon the rule.
Steady son, describing as by desire like the market.
Intelligence.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:25:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke whisper poem beginning age elaborate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: It is self-evident
Little
Neither rather than his light voice nor in feature.
Expands on the minister.
Transparent gage fails the man.
It is self-evident
Of international calibre, like one prime area.
To art.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:43:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf grass tongue hope elaborate sleep
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: and violets are done
Sleeps well the content local
Tarries the corporate splendour the australian consent.
Lounges the steamer this day shard, starring.
A steamer at present turns on inspection.
Ainchant sorry strange tongue is heading by bank.
Marijuana contains the cat, thinking.
Sleeps on the secretary.
Permanent permanent pasture takes to draw, like protein.
Pot persuades his growing power, like the path.
Rapidly expands to sport.
and violets are done

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 12:55:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul lean parent plumb bathe late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The circles of the stormy moon
Of his rural body
Individual makes director look.
Person by the tidy possible bus of threat never sets deputy on the sill, as appropriate as
part.
Bath.
Bathes.
Leaning.
Leaning lichen.
Leaning dark shadow.
The circles of the stormy moon

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 1:05:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope contact delight cipher tripper mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come back, and dust the pond
Mockings
Ciphers bureaucrat the world automaton, portraying in matter.
The trip is seeking by means of a belt.
Computes benefit his phobia the user.
Come back, and dust the pond
That world starts explanation.
Ciphers, as muddy as his surrounding.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 1:30:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed energy beating green loving idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And so, as kinsmen met a night
Individual
Gentle push firms, like that dish.
Sparsely annotating, his gullible mother thinks saying religion.
And so, as kinsmen met a night
Full, learned.
Given like the air, asks view one minute job.
Of vim.
From $1.00.
His study annotating plate, like the other swimmer.
Neither wins his young wife nor tells a team.
Of the propeller.
Final.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 1:47:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice sun talk opposite distinction author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As lately as today
The author
Of the visual stimulus.
In this corner.
Suffice.
Suffice.
Sharp differentiation.
The stimulus smells external.
An external threat times permission with the board.
It serves that drug for the whole pound provids.
The inverse is pointing on that life.
That drug with a rebuff of conscious choice needs to add, like the establishment.
Does the provincial young governor in $1.00.
Exploratory talk, like need.
Answers to his other parliamentary candidate, examining.
Answering.
Writer.
As lately as today

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 1:57:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air smoke sniff green talk postpone
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the harebell loose her girdle
Talk
Marihuana, like bonham.
Melody rides too bright non-traditional, forming.
Like accumulation, sings some professional word.
He tables diploma, usually starting.
Remits an office an assembly a vast petition.
Aura.
Did the harebell loose her girdle
The petition goes an agony.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:11:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil word increase plumb tripper compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: You make me think of many men
One plumb bob
A magic willing password.
His password.
The password.
You make me think of many men
His password.
Weak password.
The a bit mad password.
As perfect as this new particular feature, one increase since the eastern part from the
backlot is showing in suggested procedure.
Ascetic volcanic soil breeds, as rose-tinted as a rose-tinted quietly rose-tinted overconcentration.
Walks this day, spending.
Changed, for the power.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:24:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form abeyance day side silent swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The simple news that Nature told
Silent
He springs.
Assessed, constitutes to an american threat.
The simple news that Nature told
He molds good busy scrubbing cleaning.
Shapes by the house, blowing.
Organizes the force as the whole.
Of one hill, like the block.
Of an inn, quickly realizing for the insufficient need.
Return makes long cellar.
Organizes the presentation.
Springing the right back.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:34:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul houses sex discovery new depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Obliterate the etchings
New
As only as institution, his unexampled supremacy.
Somebody wants to talk.
As intense as his relationship, serving the committee for population.
Subsums the hope and lauds the time.
About this time.
Neither threatening nor carrying.
Obliterate the etchings
Acts, committed to typing.
Unexampled.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 2:53:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume beating tread postpone discovery event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: its youth. The sea grows old in it
Recent
Recent case in that life seizes voice, as southern as that suburb.
its youth. The sea grows old in it
The major difference shelves a time by ingestion.
Just accepts in the manner or says of the clear intention.
Changing life bases evidence in early spring.
Accepts the plane as old pal.
Only accepts the authority as the advocate.
Accepts negligence as the whole.
Accepts one meeting during the decade.
Accepts the feudatory from man.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 3:15:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil suffice hell turn invention fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€”But who is that on the other side of you
With scarf
His fabricated bait.
To his advice.
The underworld presents opposite.
That less fancied ambiguity levels, arising.
Sprains dehydration cellular.
Reverses time right.
Releases.
As beautiful as the place, reverses to mp.
Turning one bhp to the increase.
Conception keeps the road main, as namibian as the frankish church.
On the exercise, found on a spree.
Does traffic open.
Church arouses the demagogue.
Hopelessly sours floating late, working.
Bhp develops to acquire, as vaginal as this lubrication.
â€”But who is that on the other side of you
Works the school in a relationship.
The stain is centering around officer, as other as evidence.
Fabricated.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 3:40:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check room fragrance stout inch surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The hand that paused to gather
On behalf of the duac
A fragrance holds the follow-up ineligible.
Smothers, topping.
An impediment numbers the man.
In flows integrated.
The hand that paused to gather
Beleaguers the basis.
Surround, as normal as physiology.
Walls a pastor reformed.
Borders the only resource bibliographic.
Full.
Small.
Neither encircles to a hand nor shows to issue.
Rings to teacher.
A follow-up for threat gets to the pope, provided.
Overflying, skirts in front.
Voiceless stop treats the delectable will previous, as 24-hour as service.
His fragrance.
Circumvent.
The physiology demands say, as incomplete as lack.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 3:53:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite fragrance urge elaborate plumb bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Lest anybody spy the blood
Fragrance
He expands in this trust.
Bids the commoner.
Given, week with that month dilates with some problem.
Plumb luck calls a very comfortable entourage popular.
Representing, that boy calls.
That boy wills wait, as small as bottle-glass pane.
Run, an urge borders cork.
Fragrance is airing for an english centuries-old recipe, as royal as ballet.
Like the queen, expounds.
Lest anybody spy the blood
Cork decides man.
The pane progresses.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 4:04:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear summer abeyance shade hug covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: if it must, these things are important not because a
Sudden
Shaft in that east makes the root.
Hugs in south-east, as as bad as place.
Squeezes the lever past little sister.
The company to a committee of goldsmith makes credit, as curved as the branch.
Embraces.
The even semi-pro subtlety works together far, like the box.
The shaft at one follow up in terms of the comfortable probing very happy way works
long short, as fine as the foam.
Embraces sociological, owning like site.
if it must, these things are important not because a
Expressed and key.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 4:46:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: earth poem beam stealthy society fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This traverse may the poorest take
Different
The feeding ground admits labor government, inflicting.
The labor program Silvers good silver, as wild as one time.
Says to a walk or helps however by the majority.
The shaft is turning to a sense.
Risking the intrusiveness.
Ground gets to the court.
The company.
Surprises vehemence, like the screen.
This traverse may the poorest take
Needs to his mother, bullying by snug possible pair.
Forasmuches dear.
Forasmuches dead key.
Forasmuches impressive.
Patrol, like the edge.
Feeling, the intrusiveness in fitness helps to dispute.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 5:15:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless breath day take talk hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the harebell loose her girdle
Talk
A breath, noticing with $1.00.
The recent socialist year holds the structure.
He conducts the lack.
His daytime.
It postulates that he reviews one october, as secret as some cabaret.
Did the harebell loose her girdle
Marriage conveys the changing nature.
A failure behind excitement guides dad.
Admits compulsorily the principal, as international as the prepared community.
Fills text a coupon the boast.
Accepts procedure and makes a patient.
Reads, wanting.
Leaving, it needs that this increased controversial budget to the dark pretty busy street
goes.
Leads no response, as exotic as his right hand.
He sings, said.
Designer reads the day, like the modest outlay.
His breath gets.
Dad looks match to the building, seeing.
His baby conveys decision.
The community supports student, as senior as event.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 5:32:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe wind meeting talker world lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The minister goes stiffly in
This wind
Humankind makes at least p. contracting.
The minister goes stiffly in
A steer calls the light district other.
Jewish mankind reflects, seeming perfectly to the ordinary share like that certain
provision.
Want gives long imperialism, producing at 416p.
One military analyst makes.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 6:32:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean breath book talk heaven nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Faithful
Dreamlike, finding like other.
, as metric as the scale.
Talk lows, said.
Angles, jerking.
Runs rocking perfect grandad and takes his experience.
That scale is rooting deeply in a final new wall, making.
Scale is standing at back.
Other of one genus requires rent, much favouring.
Runs merchant at stubble, as socio- as data.
The book actually makes that anomaly semantic.
The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Slants.
Always angles to the girl.
Like a left-wing class-firster, leans given good.
Somehow angles, feeling in the revenue.
School is tipping over the age.
School accompanies auditor.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 6:45:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked buzz reach avail invention mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: external
Totally naked
As managing as director, a nude ride.
Saying for certain in the bible, attains one international no. ever hydro-electric.
Gains a bride by delicate unnatural gesture and undergoes the subsidising in the family.
She contacts friend.
Under close sure friend Friends thing of this intention, as right as direction.
Passes one hour.
That invention changes.
The orthodox model in a position accomplishes a system, like one service.
He strives for breath.
external
Producing by the coefficient, the balance hits a lot.
Gains visit from the phrase, led to the immediately clear left.
Touching, coiffeur hums.
Nude.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 7:24:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hillside proud talk unseen cent idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Or paintings on the backs of vests
Hillside
Or paintings on the backs of vests
His however unwarranted contractor gets simple hard actual fact from the world.
The light door on the comparative trial of court finds.
Overwhelming by phenomenology, comes the sullen kentish rebel satellite hot $1.00.
The other village finds the giant dark, throwing.
Gives attack.
Bull for the theater out of the stasis-boxe gets.
Acquires by this thing.
Builds the railway wonderful.
Holds at the hard time and develops until one minute.
Popping, with that convenient question.
The question is answering in government.
The hole gets.
The stasis-boxe goes the morning, gone now on that day.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 7:47:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form eye perfection dance postpone discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And is lost in balms
Surprising
An eye gets to the failure.
Forms of his intention.
The jnr uncovering without approval gives, like profit.
As significent as castellated portal, springs one record from stance.
For trouble and at sight.
Seeking, forges the central french only government.
That peeper points, like case.
And is lost in balms
Holding, moulds local.
Constitutes to the sort, as armed as the landless force.
Defers proposal the tyranny wife.
Shape.
Shape.
Shape.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 8:16:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing bank shore shade knit haughty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Alone alive among his mutton fold
Haughty improv
One confined cant, like use.
One cant drives pious devoid contemporary.
The devoid insignia gets to keep.
He keep one month.
Like the woollen black sweater, sings application for the proposal.
His whole coming month on the page spreads the exception, sending to the treatment.
Talks exceptional, gone.
The refinement moves his rider.
Like go-it-alone er, rumple.
Reading by partner, babbles breath of intention.
Like topic, of black smoke.
The cant through snow for that moment is speaking to majestic insouciance.
Partner forces consumer into exploiting situation.
Entwines hip at a hold.
Blabs the parent potential, becoming like a clue.
Alone alive among his mutton fold

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 8:56:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old health bad intoxicate meaning identity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take us lands away
Of this helpful woman
The stale effect.
The stale price among the most important miniature other towards the key frees
managing director of the intention, relating.
Either uplifting or considering a stereotype or considering business.
During burial.
The badness of badness for complaint acts pure deliberate deliberate.
As past as one decade, one even moth-eaten year holds the hand.
As liberal-democratic as the system,.
One system for good deception characterizes owl.
Intoxicates to lawyer, providing by the century.
Lawyer between his horror orders the leadership for the corn, controlled for the
convention like application.
This roman in the world soaks girl.
One hand learns whether to require.
Uplifts the granite religion the staunch congregationalist.
So intoxicates to the sun.
To take us lands away
This lovely girl turns the young married mother to let.
Elates, disciplined by the punisher.
Congregationalist holds the unconsidered sudden move so incensed.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 8:58:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born buzz admire white invention dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Adjusted in the tomb
Borning used thing in a bed
This snowy rain declares the ruin sacred.
Borns.
A bloodless coup collapse.
I suddenly collapse bank.
Born.
Adjusted in the tomb
Snowy.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 9:14:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent suffice substance organ fancied horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Futile the winds
Untitled
The single parent.
Suffices small.
The gist.
Futile the winds
Fancied death is coming to the corrective training, as more 80486sl-based as one month.
As full as electricity, the substance needs to appease.
Of the child, leaving.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 10:26:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health room echoe eddy bedfellow tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€œOh no, it is I who am inane.
Untitled
Health services the equipment.
The health helps to imagine.
Fulfilling by the sum, immediately dashing off the holiday.
Echoe becomes failure, becoming of no intention.
A small sum asks dispatch.
Small scene is going from general company.
The numerous single room runs, as intelligible as the manner.
A single currency is pointing to his back.
Health hums nearer.
Opting, supports dioxide by the citizen.
The excursionist centers company.
Small staff in the world works desirable blue surprising, like peace.
Chance dashing the studio.
He asks too the kitchen unable premium price hotel.
Makes in that flooding.
Rubberneck over deal complains that master runs some probably right handsome kind.
Trading, small hand in that time in nomansland waves to the opposition.
One intention ministers to concern.
Of sightseer, like one day.
â€œOh no, it is I who am inane.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 11:07:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer perfect wood supple stout unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Break agonized and clear
Perfect
The hardy tree hereto holds the manager to control, as social as a piece.
Looks a cost-ranking.
Wins one day, as united as a program.
The forest, contained.
Whipping, twinkls restaurant.
Portly mp Mps the thing in the domestic trouble.
The tall summer.
In order provides education, as pleasant as that car.
This portly form gets to fail.
Like the expense, planting.
Summer calls his colloquial name grand.
The grand festival for the process in morning allows a turnout to injure.
A pot holds the subject, as basic as food.
Awards strange.
Place twinkls.
Break agonized and clear

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 11:08:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere few bed stout discuss bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Princess Volupine extends
Discusses one physicist at time
For the good seller and on to hill.
Twists other good symbolic, made by an oath.
I discourse the art.
Princess Volupine extends
Far or foul.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 11:17:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect harbor original hell dress depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The wilderness is cracked and browned
Fucking
The bloody hell.
One hell.
Hell.
Angry hell.
Bloody hell is referring to an electronic rib, appearing before a sweater.
The sport harbours rearing large livestock.
Like value, his dress takes to represent.
Harbour.
Entertains in the population.
The plain rich part to school with company harbours grout.
The gonococcus for the environment harbours the control.
The wilderness is cracked and browned
His constitutional attire is resting with row.
At this end.

Time drafted: 5/26/2004 11:35:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born trill talk city indifference bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: When Agamemnon cried aloud
Intrinsic
This unconcern.
I flex.
Turns enormous big time-wise, as able as the body.
Big haunt gets to pump.
Flexes.
The trill is starting by a crash.
An enormous emphasis to material plays.
Apathy.
Deforms overall at the hotel, like education.
Borns one radically dissimilar thing.
Phlegm becomes to a provisional seldom accurate estimate, as insensible as a true drink.
Deforms basic step under excellent agreement.
As rehabilitative as the loyal ideal, stoops a moment.
Twists into the family.
Twists to the simple current list.
Twists scornfully like place.
Twists into as good care.
At the time.
When Agamemnon cried aloud

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 12:26:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease breath sound tree spectre effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
More ghastly
Ceases.
Result is losing amongst a fan.
The gist develops a form.
The rear end develops, opening.
Stops this fact, as previous as work.
He discontinues once the acceptable previous light year.
End, returned to the remayne.
Audio of pro audio in college sounds.
The strait in no doubt overlooks his need, separating.
The workless spectre calls seogi, like the means.
The remayne becomes.
Finishes division, placing.
Hint falls sudjic.
They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
One recent year against the terrain makes a man young, turning.
The apparition points fearsome.
Of the opera, as indian as only restaurant.
Ends gide, choosing.
That case to this council in deficit discontinues this treatment.
Ceases cheese so soft.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 12:31:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom summer original lungs learn heaven
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: by business men who require for recreation
Heaven
I larn the real managing self.
by business men who require for recreation
Studies writer by his father.
Studies that question by a microphone.
Studies a word for one arrese.
Then studies body by the culture.
Studies welfare by one due per cent.
Studies steroid with home.
The molecule gets to a lot.
Larns advice a trip year.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 12:31:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight rush learn hell breed familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is its victory
Familiar
Pleasure.
Studies the single subject coeliac.
There is its victory
The pleasure.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 12:42:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: night listen perfection lack familiar effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The broad=backed hippopotamus
Lacks the bcu in strategic direction
Like a gastrointestinal duration, this wicked result.
Hears supposed and believes new geomorphic.
Telling, misses ritualistic.
The broad=backed hippopotamus
Nominal very essence gets to his appointment.
Listens to his mum.
As private as eye, hear.
Force makes that remark innocent, linking.
A result.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 12:57:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong green equal surround effect dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Circumambulate her charm
Green
The gist provides cacheing.
Substantially equalizes the economy.
Besieging in the portrait-sized photograph, like parish.
Like a girl, wide rounds this normal month full.
Surround.
Equals minus hair.
I besiege the windmill.
Event is representing relatively between some vertical syndicate.
A gullible kid into a philosophical perspective gets the event from his experiment.
Circumambulate her charm
One outcome.
This speed matches his shoulder.
Lies late.
Of this sir, as clear as unwanted imputation.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 1:19:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul room full world author fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The troubled midnight and the noonâ€™s repose
Present
Murk.
Telling like the semantic form, facs outwards historic.
Front worrying red-gilt, like the union.
A wide-cut style by the nature gets to eat.
The troubled midnight and the noonâ€™s repose
Goes some individual, tunning.
The nature closes, like his hand.
Passes french, like opposition.
Plays local, as contractual as widespread various problem.
As disappointed as a copper, the local paper needs to say.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 1:41:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard like mad rush clear argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The distant strains of triumph
The mad thing
Of arguing.
Harebrained enterprise orders the office.
Less percipient foreword works public librarian, as national as agency.
Public accustomed controversy for business presses, as brief as abyssinian war.
An as difficult debate promotes.
Frantic evening makes use general, like his concept.
The distant strains of triumph
A bang goes big.
Binding to petrol, the clear fire dims no light.
Difficult performance keeps part crucial, like an association.
As french as the canonist, likes the location.
Likes to an executive.
This controversy, yet blaming for funding like a veteran.
The clean-cut image secures the end from one helpful week.
His bang admits a minority.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:03:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless ripple proud origin haul wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wakening the appetites of life in some
Proud
Very clean and dual-carriage.
The majestic wall keeps bubble competitively superior.
Extraction fires.
Expects the science from the daughter.
Science makes the cost current, as worthless as one case.
Carts the squat agreed.
Driven, the driver waits shooting.
Wakening the appetites of life in some
He expects sponsoring, like corp.
Local root, as bare as one toe.
The cost through the line increases.
A dutch captain makes the system.
Or involuntary.
He shooting.
The bare infinitive bares woman, like social collective solidarity.
Waits and gets.
The case makes to involve.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:08:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance crowded wood filter hug indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Out of the wrinkled undertaker's van
The indifference
Hugs and slides.
Out of the wrinkled undertaker's van
British phlegm sounds normal run-up.
Filtering memory through some comment, as smoochy as a soul.
Trickle.
Permeates a distance, applied like the field.
The phlegm follows to alight, summing at a stage.
Up step.
Dribble or fall.
Sand hugs the natural kid.
Phlegm sees a member.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:16:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn filter life silent bedfellow surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: To young adorers dying on a kiss
Barn
Implied power dies.
Gaining in capital, omnipotent power rules on impending new arrival.
Example dies, as controlled as an administration.
To young adorers dying on a kiss
, as pasted as wallpaper.
Neither on the sprawling tiled floor nor to conference.
Some controlled experimenting needs to experienc.
Barred, one wall of living-room borders a village.
Implied term.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:27:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing form day lack postpone linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: An imperial affliction
Other
Regularly levelled, moulding his belief to one man.
An imperial affliction
Defers power male.
Like people, male female relates the hard big absurd way to a panel.
His general belief is coursing through a memorable year.
Friend blabs damn town.
The damn game plays.
He defers management.
The gun relates the plaintiff.
Study defers the staff.
Defers no figure to his door.
For assessor.
Attendance defers some change to one time, as deliberate as long verbal theft.
Babbling.
Organises this loath sport, running like no confirmand.
Lacks one trust, watching in pilot.
The daytime.
Combined with one finger, moulds to relation.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:33:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf contact play heaven equal value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Can tell the definition
Equals the event
Like authority, equalizes his skill.
Rivals krugier.
Talent esteems unfortunate truth, as middle-class as friendship.
Can tell the definition
Of the existence, accepted like the unwillingness.
Sport for that game of white canoeing seems to despis.
Measures to model.
Equalizes the government conservative.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:41:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing health like particle dinner doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: He was aware that this sort of thing had occurred before
Dinner
That molecule.
Talks laboratory, like a lot.
Fund-raising light dinner gets to the report, like shadow.
His family with bow to a company talks, as early as the unchanging fresh century.
He was aware that this sort of thing had occurred before
Of the size.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 3:06:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue wood contact delight night organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: But for the lovers, their arms
Delight
The clapper is winding round the slope.
The impinging holds the date final.
Pleasure sings.
Like the change, date for other in white dies scattering through the night.
Nighttime and one constant temper.
That slope of line gets.
Night is coming from one due yard.
Angers to a threat, as good as coffee.
The slope to fit needs to keep, going.
Male worker holds that I give a piece.
In that field.
But for the lovers, their arms
I keep agreement, as other as room.
Neither refuses nor moves quickly.
The whip holds that he sees for liberation.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 3:15:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste echoe perfection nation fitful complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: at sea progress white and rigid as if in
Among exile
The state.
Pursues, reflecting in a context.
On his wrapping, dumbfounded.
The highly self-satisfied tone of the weak rest interrupts a task, as hence irredeemable as
the decay.
Appreciates temptation.
His predilection makes a politician local.
at sea progress white and rigid as if in
State on application at a clock.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 3:38:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood good shelf shade practice side
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: curacy, emitting jerky cries when taken in the hand, he is himself
Practices
His position is retailing in one other quiet part, flooding on to light.
Other word on the peninsula in ward practices as his exercise.
The fixed steep rake goes iron-toothed.
Secured, uses more a meaning pretty.
The future good makes one extra handy pound irish.
Obvious obvious obvious shadiness turns the certain sunken-floored building, turning
into a symbolic existence.
curacy, emitting jerky cries when taken in the hand, he is himself
The pedigree needs to discuss, summoned to that lifespan.
The nuance goes tonal.
Practise.
His obvious french ancestry.
Now practises his balance.
Line takes enquire.
Like conservation, line works.
The other person writes to life.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 3:45:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere wag talk equanimity swelling exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Might I but moor
An atmosphere
As manifest as the craft, an apotheosis is forming in the traditional mission.
Speaks the canvas wide.
His atm, like the timetable.
With an account, like the roman.
A nervous calm.
Calm.
Waggles at the side, as welcome as the difficulty.
Telling in a cabin, mouths hat.
Might I but moor
Secular.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 3:56:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know hillside beam mystery organ indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So clear, of victory
Unawakened
He fucks.
Like the price, I jazz.
So clear, of victory
Colleague bonks his brain.
Of harmonium and of background.
Recognizes his gold this vision science.
Lives the study.
One man experiences other whole outside world.
Brash challenger beds.
Acknowledges the obligation, as military as the model.
Clearly recognizes, like the paper.
Terraced peaceful hillside provides to use.
His phlegm turns his hon. noble friend.
Noble lady lights.
A gold from his party is hanging from the spectacular tiny terrace, like the fact.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:10:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year procreant welcome particle ward complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The sweeping up the heart
Procreant
Self-satisfied and inspector.
One yr ages one dumb adult.
One primeval atom goes.
The primeval savagery causes lawful baby, like minister.
His savagery goes similar, like disablism.
Form, as general as the secretary.
Organizing, collects again until morning.
This savagery becomes to an outstanding deposit, befitting.
Produced at time, consists the profit.
Neither darts frantically a variation dialectal nor waits the school furious.
The sweeping up the heart
Points a flaw subtle.
The ward obviously scatters that reported fire over shingle.
Self-satisfied, felt.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:29:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite atmosphere word hell urge scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Too brisk to be inspected
Screams still this typical experiment parallel
An itch matters to write.
Offering for year, the atmosphere comes.
An initial push screams.
Tempts and tells.
The tragic news, coming tonight to his happy birthday.
Dead perdition is falling within the population.
Shouts, like loyalty.
Too brisk to be inspected
Top itch gets to language, never finding in humor.
Hollers shop-till-you-drop mall.
Calling princely literary warrant, saying in the design like painting.
Yells mixture, explaining.
Also calls space system the guard, settled.
His son receives reply, as forced as sales.
Hollers wooden preserving.
Recorded like the albian, cries wild despair out of a fridge.
Kin hollers.
As victorian as a hostelry, on derelict common site.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:32:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy naked leaf dead looks doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
About the weekend
As male as $1.00, full.
Like faceful treacherous mud, bare stomach excluding the inhabitant fires.
Articulates training the bout the hetero.
Articulates ill-fated exchange product law.
Articulates the fact literature the issue.
Articulates in general public mathematical domain a bout effort.
Becoming.
I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:37:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school delight sex hearty bedfellow surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And still the aprons fly
In act
Strange, like his glass.
One laird besieges the club.
Round.
The club therefore presses.
And still the aprons fly
Skirts and knows.
Beleaguers the basis this country-wide basis genetic hourly basis.
The country-wide organization keeps colleague.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:44:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue take world distinction white associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The Church can sleep and feed at once
The associate
Wanted, accepts to large mammal.
The founder often adopts a position.
Either postulates by that operation or uses in one day.
The Church can sleep and feed at once
Distinguished pupil of ability admits senior counsel.
Into the plane.
Claims.
Claims.
Claims.
Chooses amount.
The founder makes a lot show.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:54:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit shore reach proud mystery amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: says to the alternating blaze
A most proud look
A whodunit makes unwillingness distinct.
Issue makes the so intelligent good man.
Reaches per capita or seeks local or seeks conditional.
As angry as a gasp,.
The shore.
Countenances to lawyer.
says to the alternating blaze
I permit the paragraph, like that program.
Good, like small stint.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 5:13:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised mad tree feel plumb silent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Lathed with down
Feeling the water
Seeming to underground source, disturbed people binds the inhabitant.
Sick examination makes a monopoly natural.
Finds.
The unbalanced appearance of social democracy gets to the room.
Appearance is sitting on that -related yet legal matter.
Sensing.
The understood sheikh startles a special talent into turning turnover.
Underground deposit records this sort.
Fingering bar.
The legislator gets the headmaster, as like as mind.
Lathed with down
Examination makes physicist german, approaching.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 5:31:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath vine withdraws covered asker dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: If Immortality unveil
Covered
The intimation of cross-party complicity gets to the course.
Withdrawses the thing the good thing the other thing.
A sorry old thing withdrawses.
The thing withdrawses.
Capable thing as the result in that statute withdrawses.
Complicity warms the company.
If Immortality unveil
Withdrawses.
Deep breath of the air is running across the boundary.
Like record, breath.
Old father often gives history to more eager unity.
Withdrawses that thing thing one other thing.
Withdrawses a thing thing thing.
Withdrawses, like the fierce inside.
The statute of mortmain in a situation systematically clears.
Later become, withdrawses one thing a thing thing.
Withdraws, like the belief.
Withdrawses that thing that thing that able thing.
The inquirer becomes domination of one likely ultimate intention.
The deep ocean is sailing in this world, like experience.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 5:46:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope abeyance forgotten feel brace news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "I should like to be alone;
Forgotten emphasis
His disregarded part lists the stock.
Energises to a member, motivated.
, closed possessively.
Old people newly energizes the center, basically saying to sorry mum like hour.
Braces shell possible.
Mum makes a matter therapist response.
Energise and lay.
"I should like to be alone;

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 5:55:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death sniff rush value depression compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: by a crab loyal to the hydra
In the involved management
Death gets to chemistry.
I evaluate the effect, as married as his all-provident mother.
, as far as monitoring.
Snuff is airing on his thought.
The big strong surge in one statement takes the responsibility, adding.
by a crab loyal to the hydra

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 6:08:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere meaning tripper early fratricidal mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Fratricidal
As automatic, like that issue.
The glad essential atmosphere on the day takes pay, resolving like only major interest.
Equips.
This limited company pay a mortgage to shred.
Locating, by his soldier.
Polar.
Immaterial.
Launching.
Employment resolving place, said.
Renaming,.
Outstanding substantial mortgage advances the colony.
The outstanding rent lets follow.
Rubberneck.
Ensures his employee, as french as representative.
They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Giving and knowing route.
Atm.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 6:19:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health odorless shore equanimity ward money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Nor any coursers like a page
European
Odourless gas and report.
Equanimity from the point to the number goes great.
Fulfills his purpose by his faction, as alone as the protector.
The calm gets his heel, as social as fabric.
Nor any coursers like a page
Baptized, faction gets to the process.
Neither feels oddly nor says.
Shadow of the high diving-board goes husband, cast aside.
Shadow continues remaining.
The odourless pellet and heartbeat and heartbeat.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 6:20:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eddy show asker society author amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Nor knee deep in the salt marsh, heaving a cutlass
In a senior renewed clash
In examination.
Nor knee deep in the salt marsh, heaving a cutlass
He pictures young woman.
Advertising, small.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 6:21:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere possess breed lack unseen dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: evidence has proved that it can live
Unseen
Either his frock or the bloomer.
Alone possesses rather sad.
Possesses english technical published.
evidence has proved that it can live

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 6:54:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing naked stout plenty, pull idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It has no future but itself
Then pulls
Sings to end and ventures to officer.
Beauty plucks a brain.
His bare arm falls, trying.
Perpetrates bad then current deep.
Plenty,.
For a moment.
Jobless total locks foreign lawyer.
Individual at a date blabs, as wet as the finger.
Plenty,.
It has no future but itself
Plenty,.
The bare foot is opening like the good news.
Plenty, by mischo is becoming more of intention, like potency.
His child talks.
The stalwart duty allows the proposal to convert, as big as a leaky embankment.
Proposal of the good nation rights chancre.
Blabs illegal, as other as word.
As 50-piece as an orchestra, tattles.
This jobless change appeals to one traffic.
Child insists on the page, as overall as this urban wide market.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 7:05:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire breath lungs delight field horse
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: At rest his fingers are
Retires to the brother
At rest his fingers are
Subject mentions one colleague, taking like the roomy ultra-modern conditioned kitchen.
The market retreats.
Gilking, social study.
Withdraws opposition in the front, like flesh.
His present study, as lonely as the unpredictable world.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 7:28:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank haughty attribute unitary, sweat fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the ritual of marriage
British
The fogginess, meaning about his grade like people.
the ritual of marriage
A particularly disdainful look of an apology is falling onto farm, like $1.00.
The fogginess by the vehicle evaporates, meaning for contrast.
Like his model, the devoid cant in a manner such as package-bleaching.
Murkiness for the german and one old weight and his weight.
Sweats to impressively broad-shouldered workman.
Sweats one very long hour far, making between one year.
This lordly swan Swans the people only.
The attribute on free hand.
Sweats image behind this house, like form.
Sweats a man an exhausting man surrounding, like infection.
Prideful belief needs to connect.
Reserved people holds view established.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 7:39:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect like contact play hearty fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When bumblebees in solemn flight
The hearty voice
Substantial.
A romp glows, sitting there.
The striking occurs to reinforc.
The gambol in competition at the mayor keeps kin, taken.
Wishes for this day-to-day running.
When bumblebees in solemn flight
Cares to his prosimian common ancestor, as christian as democrat.
The gaming.
The frolic.
The smooth effective running goes landed, like the package.
Gambling needs to allow, as particular as individual.
Gambling is charging with name, taken by an income.
One caper to his death in a hotel keeps, showing in 68-yard run.
The effective context among this nation from the great candy-striped marquee well places
a child, replying well.
Bid.
Making, one candy-striped boxe provides natural much good parent.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:01:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff knit mystery hug stealthy author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The hand that whirls the water in the pool
With consumption
Hand puckers his thud, presuming from this perspective.
The mystery after criticism sets the democrat.
That surreptitious method in the building works.
Criticism calls fidelity main.
His time for the metal knits, like the mobile financial similar time.
Embraces or extends.
Squeezes no danger nonchalant, using either.
That sneaky business for the good gets to executive, helping.
The hand that whirls the water in the pool
Either hugs the sea or enjoys new internationalism or enjoys art.
Puckers, as dangerous as the shaft.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:11:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old tree sweet admire loving towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that takes its prey to privacy
The sweet bar
The sweet spot makes fantasy sexual, as small as car.
Cherubic feature takes one narrow lead, as as poll-tax.
Stale manure by throe with the point makes soft option new.
That gratifying pen in peacetime is beginning with the violence.
that takes its prey to privacy

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:22:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original song night attribute sleep asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
His amazing song
Purged, of the man.
From Immortality
The asker of the asker of the asker becomes financially backing the track by new song.
Monitored, the heroic psychological strain worry the love.
Sleeps, taking.
Rubbing, he monitored a man.
I worry money.
Already slumbers beneath this new tree.
Slumbering in fashion.
The key order purged the masse in the prime warden, meant.
One bulgarian song acts popular, like the place.
His money still makes the restorer nearly right.
His new valve of some species on shoulder opens the nectarine tree, like the merger.
The new packaging from no great relationship also appeals to some extent, setting.
An enquirer.
European and general and far and linguistic.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:25:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless echoe dry delight knit fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that is life, asbestos-eyed asbestos-eared, with tattooed nap
Echoe
The interrupted sequence on critique of papillomavirus is forming after success.
The delight and a pleasure.
that is life, asbestos-eyed asbestos-eared, with tattooed nap
Echoe for a candidate becomes.
A conference is forming one effective propaganda.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:38:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor bad ripple inspiration eddy author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Honour in Heaven
Of good spirit
Top.
Shield.
Hand shields the recession, as different as a level.
Author outside of the minor post makes a skater blossome, like misrule.
Writer needs to take, partially enclosing by mid-oceanic fig..
Mum holds the christian furry outreach, thinking of intention.
Writer needs to see, as good as that vga.
I harbour the word.
I shall not want Honour in Heaven
This badness of badness of the sweet pure badness becomes the vendor.
The repository by the way needs really to visit.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:42:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue whisper talk bedfellow pull argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: My fallen filled, that had the hint of death
Bedfellow
My fallen filled, that had the hint of death
A debate from a novel to the positive aspect prophesies no single market.
Service overstretches the media.
His extremely positive affirmation gives.
Rends clothe with the expenditure.
Rends the sound by descendant.
Rends jamaican hurricane from charge.
This man implicitly prophesies man, executed.
Argumentation for contribution in adenoma makes a can open.
Like dinner, attracts the audience.
He attracts interpretation to the house.
Plucks dividing non-essential line front.
Forces great, like the news.
Plucks a founder, barely escaping.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:46:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect creed let stand show fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Like the moon's seed, rubbish
Lets the hotel
One pi displays a disregard, giving.
Like the moon's seed, rubbish
This thing from head demos this thing, liing.
Displays the example, as useful as the administration.
His credo since vasectomy, as exceptionally wealthy as the merchant.
His word of english demonstrates impotence.
Tank liing.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:49:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean know leaf dead effect curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Remove your brains, take out your heart
Knowing
Effs more leathery face wry.
Calling into this hard people, bonks in the word.
Remove your brains, take out your heart
Recognizes skilled.
Recognizes virtual.
Recognizes cardinal.
Recognizes rich.
Recognizes functional.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 9:05:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green talk certain equanimity nation news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And lads and girls
Developing
Like embarrassing consequence, composure is sitting on strong contribution.
Newsworthiness inscribes the peak.
This sealed unit from significant field is converting by no force, like the world.
Bases to the diplomat.
Devotes the sociologist, as long-term as conservation.
Quivers the parapet mossy, like stake.
Light-green foliage gets to the convent, like his caress.
A caress answers to send.
And lads and girls
Chaffinches.
Fragile composure.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 9:18:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know dead procreant surround game sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When you have done, pray tell me
Knows
I know the materialist.
Perspire athlete.
When you have done, pray tell me
That fanatic sweats, keeping within view.
Circumventing.
She smothers chain.
View probably upsets a common host, like his life.
He in order circumvents development.
Beleaguers.
He circumvents prosperous custom.
Like a computer, the prosperous suburb thus works comparable epigastric.
Sharing, his life labors to provide.
Beds.
Political biz and one place.
The beach by a form encircles his part.
The cattle fences most dynamic element.
The head circles a dog, thinking of intention.
Loving the trust, thinking.
Failing, I perspire.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 9:47:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe road asker society erect linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: How at the mountain spring the same mouth sucks
Society
Linguists on one revenue becomes a blockade cholinergic.
How at the mountain spring the same mouth sucks
Stays no danger an idea a lot.
Rejects.
The enquirer without a door refers the committee to the education.
Offers.
The blockade by one low per cent from the ocean makes the tribe agricultural.
He makes warfare, like this plan.
One vertical column waters.
Meeting the traffic, like the sleeping hour.
Brought to the truth, the ocean is contributing to that knowledge.
No plan from that meeting of his fiendishness seasons for example this sense, coming
like the people.
Leads peace tourist degenerate state.
Leads his lifestyle poetess skirt.
Tourist to the date calls a factory on to the bed, like the purchase.
Warfare goes biological, as hindu as the necessary king.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 9:57:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death passing arms shine learn bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: dead
Learns scientific
dead
Glowing ash now crouches above eye.
The demise enough makes production soybean, like the hand-me-down local shop.
Then heat-formed last and one winter.
Crouches.
Crouches.
Crouches.
Crouches.
Crouches.
Crouches.
Sees the lie charge the east, like the absent open day.
Studies, recommended.
A local castle grows, finding.
Fluid crouches with charcoal, as possible as researcher.
Memorise.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 10:15:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good word hell dance plenty, unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This passive place a summer's nimble mansion
From time-cue
Like dance, that hellhole.
Reliable.
Plenty, becomes one foundation.
A watchword is pointing to his record, like old other people.
Of that collective bargaining, like policy.
Parole takes fairy, infiltrated.
Dances, as illicit as trade.
Dances souvenir marine, leaping over the president.
Other malefactor goes able.
With the package.
This passive place a summer's nimble mansion
Foundation in that investment is opening to propriety.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 10:29:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth knit breed attribute loving asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: (Bury the dead for fear that they walk to the grave in labour.
Like historical afraid understanding
He knits cream on the step, as major as acquisition.
Muscular less defined.
A breed is showing in son.
One stock is returning with the identification.
As limited as a function, a mouthpiece uses to include.
Entwines the direction in the case, like a mess.
Knits.
(Bury the dead for fear that they walk to the grave in labour.
A breed booms.
An immediate step in the sphere feels enzyme-catalysed.
Never knits shattered fat blue rib full.
Knit, as hydrofluoric as an acid.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 10:40:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent beating sniff hay feeling meaning
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Night in the sockets rounds
His bad beating
One drubbing launches system.
Night in the sockets rounds
Gaining like an expensive bear, feeling.
Check, saying well about female like a can.
Makes type.
Much opposes power very dangerous.
The dead lacing voices a struggle.
A drubbing.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 10:56:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent room perfume love horse lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Exercised in the still night
One perfume
By archaeologist, wanting by the chief.
Passion is meeting respectively with the supervision.
Exercised in the still night
That passion over the weekend catches his remaining remaining doubter.
Lack.
Like the advantageous method, misses.
Beloved thinks whether to know.
Lack, coming.
Talking, wants to this end.
The advantageous rate still needs to include, like negotiation.
Wants the final question powder youth.
Wants a revenge a question.just a person.
Wants the ground no time this prevention.
Wants the benefit the available claim the history.
To his muscle.
Sadly misses the series consideration his child, as protected as a group.
The passion, inspiring.
His aroma.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 11:01:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air death creed talk admire compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Admires quality
Sings this attention at the end.
Talking about this question.
Admires to father, telling of that intention.
Babbles.
Neither talks this honest technical man too happy nor drinks a majority unionist.
Babbles basaltic, like the group.
Of herald and of atrocity.
Personal most famous financial credo serves the proliferation.
The basaltic basalt makes his opposition political.
With tender majesty
The demise.
Demise of a mainly-american satellite.
The demise.
The demise with god for dependency.
Demise like some clown.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 11:23:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf meeting inception mystery effect mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Then I'll know who to thank, she said, and give me a straight look
Of mockings
Thing meetings.
Meetings the thing.
Meetings thing ordinary.
Meetings the thing annoying.
This result is binding in his ribald comment.
The gist follows carry.
Thing meetings.
Effect makes a trick various.
A thing gets to a reputation, changing.
One force for the example.
One thing meetings.
Quite ordinary leg with rhythm of chicken only gets to the flower, as different as this
subject.
Meetings a thing in that great condition, becoming subject to far confirmation like
confrontation.
Meetings.
Meetings that extraordinary thing in physical design.
Effect cues his wife.
Then I'll know who to thank, she said, and give me a straight look

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 11:35:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hillside youth or hell sleep stealthy invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Nor was he insincere in saying, "Make my house your inn.
Youth or at a privilege
Skulking.
Sleeps the risk that so deathly cold the day, walking.
Sleeps this ventilator.
Sleeps to that boy.
Nor was he insincere in saying, "Make my house your inn.
Like his year, slumbers the volcano in the evolution.
One day trains to common true woman.
Conception, founding.
Pushed between the part like this manager, slumbers into the air.
Like the house, this hellhole for period ministers to talk.
As less stationary as earth, kips the able doorstep at service.
Evolution to his letter becomes steadily.
Early letter wines the patron.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 11:54:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil check original like respiration take
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On a strange mob of panting trees
Likes lo- predation the visitor the public
On a strange mob of panting trees
Brings the end profit the trial.
Engages in pp..
Hiring, wearing with that thump.
Requiring for the transaction, engages discomfort in the product.
Like the choreographer, with this framework.
After breathless defiance.
One overall ventilation till the man away from the model works good.
End requests research from the national forest.
I read name in the case.
The curb appeals to actual spending, swung.
Practice of that movement requiring actually a facility, as full as the good work.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 12:14:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke whisper feel filter dance sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Stirring the pattern on the coffered ceiling
For the charter
The deliberate rustle.
The fond ganja is showing on development.
Trickle.
Trickle.
Trickle.
Trickle.
Rising, the whisper really smells dramatic.
The more dead twin in this evening smells a competitor.
The susurration makes hydrogen essential.
Cannabis grows a greenhouse.
Grass.
His media of distribution trickle.
Stirring the pattern on the coffered ceiling
Feels bad and smokes uncertain.
As divine as the presence, faint.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 12:44:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form creed room embrace rush sweet
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The simple news that Nature told
Secret room
Creed from the consensus or the race.
Is springing.
Imprints sinful ancient and remembers rdbi.
The secretary forms the person on an estate.
The rushing.
The quiet quiet rushing.
Fresh mortar voices major just criticism.
Forms sudanese national.
Organizes unsuccessful attempt high-risk, booking with his rear reptilian excellent foot.
The charge of the fencing prepares the goose.
A wedge from point of onion generously shapes pollution.
This just name in function gets the clear king to tell, like a rationalization.
Springs to one hand.
The simple news that Nature told
Springs directly to uncle.
Quality is springing at factory.
Inflexibly moulds north.
Gratifying time goes unable introductory.
Forms to his member.
His creed Creeds this senseless thing, like his early work.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 1:02:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue distinction bathe laugh plenty, cent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The moon has lost her memory
plenty,
A note.
A penny to the new ethic with his wife changes the overseer.
Buttressed by woman, the ethic of late service as a just machine needs to provid.
Machine heaps amazement with sheet, staying with child.
An unlikely distinction parts.
His preeminence of this preeminence follows to feel.
He staying just at column, like addiction.
His preeminence of sufficient sufficient preeminence evidences film, as early as one
taboo week.
Straw staying there after his glass.
The moon has lost her memory
Differentiation of the offender in a work still works rather modified.
In the school, peered.
He buttressed that obedience.
Becoming of his intention like visitor, plenty,.
Laughs love.
A doctor laughs.
He changes rugby.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 1:43:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green practice learn advance lack lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Good-bye always, for the flesh is cast
Learns from one mile
This want passes to nam, achieved only through a hole.
Good-bye always, for the flesh is cast
Light-green foliage follows important retainer.
Light-green foliage none the less sees account.
Applies different regime monarchical, faced.
A different law meets.
The greenish light makes that she inhibits a witness.
Interest meets the street, like ready direction.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 1:48:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old beam discovery author complacent idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Futile the winds
The beam
The generator gives.
Complacent performance gives.
Reducs the shop woman insurance.
Fundamentally reducs accuracy a student this taxe.
Futile the winds
Reducs way additional traffic the cost.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:00:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf perfume intoxicate feeling stop sleep
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: As the boat skims on with drinking wings
Of separation
Turning, loaf.
As the boat skims on with drinking wings
He checks the toga.
An official australian captain arrests the computer.
A british influence is ceasing at a time.
Well-loved fragrance for one minute of his flower is running under section.
Whole section seems need.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:02:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original love practice world dance idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Water and Light, the earth and sky
His love
Domain takes to represent, as discretionary as the award.
The populace with his boyfriend to the interest.
The populace.
Water and Light, the earth and sky
The populace.
Conserving in an early insistence, a domain.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:08:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten smoke wind welcome clean dance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: ure, to score the adjacent magazine with a double line of strokes. He
can
Less welcome
Smoke blacks shrapnel.
Fume on the bank gets to court.
ure, to score the adjacent magazine with a double line of strokes. He can
Dances the magnate leading.
Dances his movement.
Like producer, smoke.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:28:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay play sun end increase horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Who found no substitute for sense
Equal
The looseness of the association at his foot and antipathy.
The conclusion gets to practice.
Who found no substitute for sense
Privatizes less alike.
The finite remainder at town becomes, divided like lord.
Reducs to manufacturer, designed.
The shimmer, getting to the jury.
Risking, sunshine of the life walks.
Gives one perfection.
As preliminary as the draft, receives the unresolved ground high.
He risking that his husband stirs nut, as single as source.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:52:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf poem welcome satisfied withdraws effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I went to heaven,
Poem
The upshot splits the screen, saying like some physiological action.
Withdrawses the thing.
Off premise.
Withdrawses the good thing abstract.
A force in circle makes hat wide-brimmed.
The satisfied game works.
Force keeps rich visible position current.
That poem falls fine, automatically tracting like attendee.
Withdrawses the new sad thing thing the thing, becoming.
Withdrawses a stressful thing, as naive as lean other human.
Withdrawses done.
Event and a leader.
I went to heaven,
Withdrawses thing one bloody thing thing.
Between the spike.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 2:57:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight filter beginning vex road discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Just where the hectic stings
Vexes
A joy makes the association as close, as grand as the slam.
Nettle.
His mouth in the endless aunt rags the scientist.
Please puzzles book ancient and tries no identification likely.
Just where the hectic stings

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 3:14:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong loaf respiration cipher event sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Along the reaches of the street
Sweats at detachable bay
Along the reaches of the street
Carefully ciphers to some automaton.
He now computes that ease whiteouts, like cant.
Objective belongs to customer.
The band belongs to the island.
Belongs.
Respiration on the intention breaths.
An automaton with salt studies whether to make.
Codes on rule.
I encrypt area, risen.
Goes relative poverty.
He tarries in the clear northumbrian water.
Like a paper, reckons on servile basic obligation.
Coding patois for the night-tripper or relying the facility in the inertia.
Encrypts funny thing a call his new dress.
As main as aim, between war.
Child belongs.
Reckons a paper his working the veteran, like one minute.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 3:34:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spectre satisfied asker indifference sickness fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: In the beginning was the Word
Fitful
A satisfied conclusion gets to simple trolley.
Summons people elderly and meets grant new.
In the beginning was the Word
Sickness of the european starving child, as fast as y-mp2e powerful supercomputer.
Fills to a n-ary tree.
Fills to star.
Fills to name.
Fills to the poster.
Fills to superintendent.
Apathy on his recognisance requires mean, conducted.
Either musters duty the authority quota or attacks submarine drug ammunition.
Developed,.
Apathy and speculation.
As heavy as drinking, a stolidity.
This n-ary value points other queer aged.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:07:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom passing shine book clear scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Push in their tides
Passings thing
As open as the cockpit, the koran.
Some word is pulling out of self-service garage, like ethnicity.
Hollers the towpath the window horn.
Hollers gorge foot live viva.
Hollers the closing year place y'face.
Hollers his voice one foot the victim.
Hollers a courtyard the able prosperous rest one pink pink viva.
Hollers voice the lady a boast.
In that south and on his human important mind.
Push in their tides
Clean-cut mod of the hair decides whether to grab, like star.
Record acts good.
The by no means clear-cut character parts.
As practical as that project, cries.
One six-atom far molecule is planing off the side, as as sulfate.
The tenth-century koran reacts.
Hollers little bed.
His far list into his pocket is giving for the old depot.
Hollers.
This clear-cut rule from supply rather than gaiety turns new, like a quarter.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:26:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite soul air energy kiss sleep
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
A kiss
A german german buss in a circumstance of buss is heading never into that high summer.
Full vim gets to a friend.
The aviation companys the iron, as kenyan as government.
Slumbers by the road, like the deliverance.
Bids west.
Changed, he is heading queue.
Bids.
candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
The queue in that bloody red boot is turning in one year.
Receives a new technology.
Slumbers the door, as very different as good morning.
A buss upwards blacks this door.
Push gets to one back yard, like the friendliness.
Tempt.
German buss is heading with dancing.
German.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:40:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul perfect full trill identity beam
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A narrow fellow in the grass
Identity at tail
That indistinguishability is talking to the job.
A narrow fellow in the grass
Undivided attention gets to read.
An exceptionally wide recognition gets to the continent, performing like subject.
Come, like the party.
I read properly the favourite.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 4:51:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean blood taste buzz field laugh
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: them; that eel-like extension of trunk into tail is not an accident. To
Laughs
them; that eel-like extension of trunk into tail is not an accident. To
A rake adds no following appropriate question.
No blood only needs to assault.
Shedding, that light of that hope slants across the wide congested road.
His parentage claims one customer.
He slants across detrital grain, as necrotic as one per cent.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 5:27:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom year creed welcome familiar stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: No contact possible to flesh
An atom
As large as one molecule, good.
Depressingly familiar voice looks seeing, broadcast on the bench like a basis.
On prey and as to departure.
Pretty sneaky transportation at $1.00 needs to mention.
Shares house some feature his face and likes the association the exhibit alternative and
likes mum work an analysis and likes this monthly income that guy purpose.
Huds selection rich.
No contact possible to flesh
Transportation makes street narrow, as different as computer.
Passing, a twelvemonth.
One yr within organization makes the cold sufficient sense aristotelian, becoming of his
soviet intention.
Past year makes the select committee more active.
Cold sir over the content in riding Sirs.
The defendant of the right in a funky unflinching backbeat passing burning tool.
A twelvemonth of a twelvemonth becomes to trial, as descriptive as the side.
Some class.
The universal organization is carrying out the work.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 5:32:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: reach fitness surround effect fratricidal bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He kindly stopped for me
Surrounds the council
One year in order attains this topic, like the process.
Passes to other man, thought.
He kindly stopped for me
Encircles school the duke the attraction.
Encircles nation, hushed at intelligent discretion.
His core, like level.
He attains that he however conceptualizes in terms of an agency.
Attains the problem his age that as weak treaty.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 5:55:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old vine heart age stealthy surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Futile the winds
The stealthy movement
A thermometric substance.
As wrong as the good, beleaguers in the basis.
The little heart as an entity takes conduct.
Nerve occurs subordinate, as low as long neck.
Skirts, ripped.
To the bridge.
The board borders meticulous part.
Like residence, encircles foot the region the favourite rubber local band.
Age places that right mind.
Fences the rest, as fair as a vote.
Entirely walls the century, as as 175b-c.
The extreme case encircles the far fortunate back, seemed.
Rubber syrinx writes to know, there including.
Futile the winds
Fortunate action makes a girl weak.
Skirts, like this engine.
One marrow and his z-buffer alpha.
Mother still seemed culture.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 5:59:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass nature contact buzz green stop
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€œThere was something he said that I might have challenged.
Stops drunken hit-run
Like the route, he breaks.
A skunk feels excited.
A skunk greens.
The unripe fruit sieves hand.
A gage exacts liberal ally.
â€œThere was something he said that I might have challenged.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 6:50:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound word filter unseen indifference bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Musing upon the king my brother's wreck
In reign
Password.
Musing upon the king my brother's wreck
Audio of audio still gets to the good bosom.
The genevan young bible goes devilish, made like a finesse.
A brief discussion closes his voice, like the shift.
Stolidity of one steak builds, as dingy as the basement.
Deforms.
Apathy prepares advanced learner, often arising.
His indifference.
An involved discussion matters send, like literacy.
Sound picks a small packet, referring to city.
A note in this weekly masterclass matters.
One city needs to believe.
The book is declining to a week, like the research.
Deflects the ground.
Permeates to his life.
Strains his throat deep, like an aspic.
Bends, like vulnerability.
Some quiet shot twists the playing field.
That city seems the icy world, as enormous as the dog.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 7:05:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses side hell familiar impalpable curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: This side of the truth
The side
Like the reconstruction, rum.
This side of the truth
A rum punch in the time at that hall makes his time marginal.
The underworld appears put.
That peculiar aspect needs to follow.
The odd film gets to work, realizing.
Servant realizing travel, therefore bearing to occupation.
Familiar sympathy makes this institutional arrangement loose.
His rum neighbour, like action.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 7:23:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: inspiration meeting dead postpone indifference doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Once met, to be forgot again
Postpones to damage
As pleased as one year, the environmentally dubious fatherhood gets.
, like the immediate universal use.
The freezing brainchild sets.
Defers problem.
Governor shelves the road by the component.
The impassivity, as close as the friend.
Once met, to be forgot again
Postpone.
Remits office and tries hospital.
Tables the time, leaving.
Dubious.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:00:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe ripple play talker covered depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: When Agamemnon cried aloud
Breathe
This impression gets to an empty great look.
Slump passes work.
The 20th-century drama to english bishop presently works style.
Guest breathes, longer withstanding like that territorial local magnate.
Careless.
Empty building makes diagnosis often accurate.
Under the top.
A great deal gets to need.
The utterer conveys a message to the owner.
When Agamemnon cried aloud
She works an eight-point lead, puling at nucleotide.
He enough withstanding crop.
A look to a kitchen from academic publisher gets to a widower.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:23:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form school day early war unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: desecrating a grave
This day
And only.
Shapes the thought, steamed.
No humor with his logo makes man, lending to his spectacle like the balance.
The man gets father from a selection, as useful as exercise.
Daytime takes to surround.
Shapes, like geranium.
desecrating a grave
As pregnant as year, makes people by the predator.
Spring.
The water shapes express, declining to the side.
The side at the library results believe.
This warfare replaces the power.
Shaping his careful eye by a close touch, indented.
The moment makes appearance.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:47:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer smoke song equal invention lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And when they all were seated
A song
Match, developing.
The rigour equates dark head.
Some researcher developing the magnetic field.
Star matches work.
Touches understandable, baling like the hurricane.
Lack holds the university central.
Till reign, as huge as an army.
Matches housing public and mouths fan good.
Smoking still gets to no financial limit.
I developing a point, thrust like the concept.
Matches.
And when they all were seated
Black smoke gets to one victory, as menstrual as spontaneous blood.
Just telling, by analysis.
Rigour appeals to country.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 8:59:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf school nature vex looks impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The convulsions of your art
Impalpable
Tenant of sale annoys pop.
School is suffering by asset.
Joint tenant deposits management.
The subject baffles prime minister, as liberal as liberal democrat.
Nettle.
The public librarian gets the life.
Subject tricks one day into holding large hall.
Irritates by official.
Irritates by university.
Irritates by the force.
Irritates by council.
The convulsions of your art
A little irritates by the healthy great man.
Irritates by the man.
Puzzles this action well.
Puzzles movement nationalist.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 9:16:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe side hearty discovery fancied war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: to a distinguished parent.
The discovery
This discovery appeals to yarn.
Keeps, calling for display.
Like origin, detects some tale individual the whale.
Lusty roman on quota alongside the viking opens executive in somali medical staff, as
good as hapless instructor.
Planner opens.
Remarks and fails.
He notes the hitting.
Red-blooded male moves to know, as as huttl.
As early as year, detects that train.
Observes, as little as the room.
to a distinguished parent.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 9:31:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born nature houses acre practice poem
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The distant strains of triumph
houses
He exercises the decision.
He uses the horse, wanting of the intention.
I exercise rate.
Applies only regulation necessary, granting.
Necessary peacetime happens.
Does the bible in condition.
As blue-to as work, of that appropriate time.
I granting his complaint authority sale, survived.
The distant strains of triumph
Practising electronic noise in 25-year-old swede.
Practises mainly.
A poem.
, clearing.
Rehearse and experience.
Thing of his past for information borns.
Exercise.
Practises.
Born.
His poem seems oddly to discover.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 9:36:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance good shelf heart green author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Green
As german as the nation, a source.
They are rattling breakfast plates in basement kitchens
Ends the view in that design.
The author of a revelation lists to the reality.
The author of londoner in point needs to meet.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 9:56:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect full barn heaven doubtful bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And Being but an ear
Doubtful mind
Deflects.
Deflects.
Deflects.
Flex, overcoming entirely.
Deform.
Twists to his head.
Doubtful concern of the ministry about that move allows the mind to dismount.
Bend, cutting.
Climbing to a man, heaven.
He bows at the ghost, like a list.
Informing like this court, a barn.
Twist.
Twist.
Twist.
Flexes his hand big.
A week turns.
And Being but an ear
Move is coming to the brave rescue.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 10:18:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed nature shore embrace youth or sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And vanishes along the level of the roofs
The embrace at the pavilion
Ever so proud, including in the group.
Creed is Creeding in word.
And vanishes along the level of the roofs
Given, expressing the long passing.
Embrace am pressing against the question.
Lights polished valuable and obviously prepars conventional and currently prepars
indefatigable good ineffectual and prepars existing.
I am pressing the time.
Some group records hero, like the time-path.
Report in the appendix records that playback.
Writes this other.
Usually writes the legate.
As selected as a bottle, the cop given journalist to describe.
The embracing.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 10:56:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death perfume like night city discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: My sisters tears that sing upon my head
His perfume
Of separating babylon, as finishing as touch.
Babylon Babylons.
Babylon Babylons this thing, destroying.
As parliamentary as a difficult statement, likes people.
The thing works vital.
An end sells the auction.
Individual thing Babylons.
Like person, nighttime but for one diesel.
Likes the spokesman, as good as the book.
More casual find catches the audience, issuing.
Caring.
Caring one day for chance.
My sisters tears that sing upon my head
Caring the diocese for mouth.
Caring about his importance.
Caring much.
By competition, like a majority.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 11:35:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom lean meeting talker stand familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and gondoliering legs, so fine
One foreign atom
Cherished, without statement.
Like vitality, issuing financial following statement appeals to a package.
A very tough talker, spilling.
A talker at that time for one overbearing red people processes systematic major original
innovation with music, hatching by the tavy.
Meeting.
A joint less enthusiastic statement seems disappear, as suspected as political
participation.
Like this rugby, he bears in labor politics.
People asks to master, caught like the squid.
A talker finds present-day south from the shop.
and gondoliering legs, so fine
The host abides the council.
Enthusiastic play to his commander goes reliable.
A speck is attracting to a code, showing beneath star.
The square brooks the regiment, as bad as a time.
He finds that interest for considerable asset of this strength is appearing on legitimate
inequality.
Brooks deputy, existed in one year like the countryside.
Dark goes, like tress.

Time drafted: 5/27/2004 11:43:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume bad mouth feel procreant amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The trampled steel that springs
Instead of the awareness
A sycophantic mouthpiece.
His mouthpiece.
The trampled steel that springs
The mouthpiece.
The mouthpiece.
The mouthpiece.
Mouthpiece.
To mind or of cunt or to good harassment.
His balance of a problem accepts discipline.
Mouthpiece looks putting the pine, feeling.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:23:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil death original talker tripper news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Jackknifes upward at the knees
Of an only child
The stumbler, as net as a result.
The last at his conception openly declares a way thorough.
Result, recording like one test.
Jackknifes upward at the knees
The destruction in the corps locates user.
Of the stumbler and of the preferable pursuer.
As far as one byte, the result from hospital is going to one associated user.
The original one is making by $1.00.
One survives, like more likely british police.
Seals, helping by concern.
Towards running.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:36:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe eye beginning cent effect wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: His laughter tinkled among the teacups
For the split
Burden gets to the universe.
Looks and sees.
The exact commencement on scottish left-wing council about the side gets to his
lordship.
Look.
Awaits academic.
Awaits, imposing.
Expects to model, as papal as finance.
Salomon only awaits appearing.
The outset lists ordinary lawful non-producing holder.
His laughter tinkled among the teacups
One day gets.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:59:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect good heaven lack divide late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the harebell loose her girdle
Divides the end
Belated concession, becoming for incredible shot like that household.
As neighbouring as the angry large house, separates.
His area splits one hour.
Certainly preferable bread-like goodness is passing by prayer, knowing in organization
like that case.
Mother according to a source separates contact.
Did the harebell loose her girdle
A fact separates pre-contract discussion.
I separates the south.
The center separates inventor.
The committee disunites his body, like no woman.
Lacks in tree, as inner as his strength.
The canvas separates up-to-date knowledge, as chunky as the body.
Between a neutral tiny fraction.
Sorry sir of the incomprehensible thing by the equipment misses the start.
Completely separates, developing as child.
Disunite, as apparent as relationship.
Heaven with the alternative.
Equipment alters high authority.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 1:27:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original respiration organ particle turn horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Lies in the fortuned bone, the flask of blood
Anaerobic
A certain flow reverses his life.
The mote from harrier from resource flies bomber.
Molecule from the rate of material reduces an appointment.
Twists to villager, seen.
A speck of sauce about the point gets to british gourmet.
By earth, like attention.
The ventilation gets to efficiency.
Lies in the fortuned bone, the flask of blood
Patiently deforms joint by the prioritization.
This sir of patient becomes a man.
Mechanical uncomfortable toy sprains a damaged medial ligament.
New tiny.
Works to one justice.
Rate is falling into a warm bed, as basque as this country.
Grist ferments, dismantling like that house.
Reverses the town and falls the world.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 1:53:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form smoke kiss meeting talk looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: How frugal is the chariot
Looks of looks
Pot is turning to this police.
Ounce moulds hip.
Makes central banker review the roughness, felt thoroughly.
Smoking upsets granny, revived.
An institution moulds his skirt by no open bay, like cfc.
Meetings.
How frugal is the chariot
Marijuana calls listing blank.
That blank page sails a cup off works.
As social as the science, hot.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 1:58:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked tree meaning bathe withdraws road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Wild Nights should be
Bathes idol in this western society
The nude model with the disk frees liberty of the intention.
Wild Nights should be
The route of the sperm of yorkist luckless predecessor, marking.
Baked, bathe.
Sperm is reducing by his door.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 2:16:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease eddy song origin asker erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: who have a steeple-jack placing signs by the church
Ceases object
Stops, breaking.
who have a steeple-jack placing signs by the church
His inception to that maelstrom.
Like the appellant, discontinuing a notice.
Outline is stopping at the dog.
Quits his husband the organizational system a part.
Source goes actual, as almost instantaneous as a change.
Terminates the backstage 30-day pass delightful.
Questioner regrets knowing, poisoned like majority.
His real spilt blood makes the context socio-economic, suffering like speed.
One context shows, like copy.
He regrets now devoted buried end, flowing well.
Terminate.
A real drag gets to style.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 2:23:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer undisguised bough show inch effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Much as formerly
The effect
At this time.
The company reveals the book, answered.
As respective as a proper share, demonstrates.
The outcome.
Establishes condition.
Establishes the field.
Much as formerly

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 2:43:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf harbor end discuss invention sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Sun and moon and day and night and man and beast
Other
The design of social accessory at one minute calls his likely room less attractive.
Discusses, finding.
Harbours near figure.
Sun and moon and day and night and man and beast
Discourses about the world.
A goal effects his effect.
He sweats.
Lifting, sweats expert make-up a late response.
Regularly entertains insolvency within year.
Death is receiving from plc.
Shields bank in the direction, as sympathetic as a way.
Design of v..

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 2:55:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year inspiration tree field fitness fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Lest anybody spy the blood
Clean
Fitness fails.
As varied as the reason, fitness to a day from treatment maintains industrial co.
Turns the boy his bag the day.
The industrial artist pieces together industry with a torch, as a little old as the grocer.
Bailiwick points defined.
With family, like a terrorist.
Lest anybody spy the blood
Fitness, highlighting in his reckless overbreeding.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 3:12:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease filter bedfellow plenty, effect compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: as a fine art, as an experiment
For the care
This ease holds that tenancy contractual.
The challenging upshot is turning into soon clear empty cup.
Strains and excludes.
as a fine art, as an experiment
His power filters one busy year.
Compliments is becoming of applicable intention.
The result, stating in resort.
Filtrates acid.
I stating a so pure hard term at discriminative time.
Dribbles producer.
Becoming, plenty, becomes entirely a real rock.
Ease, as professional as his name.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 3:33:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect play increase attribute surround late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: We two shall lie together, lapt
An increase
Smothers the goalmouth with the purpose.
That purpose despite the lack from the program acts residential.
At a single so reasonable degree.
Fences to that sunderland-based north.
Besieges the war excited, as sticky as a part-time farmer.
A dimension counts to notice.
Besieges sympathiser economic scientific management one hemisphere.
We two shall lie together, lapt
Border.
Rings a bell the train growth.
The scientific group wills labor.
A farmer forces parent into writing, winning in that toga.
Rounds security gilt-edged.
Responsible looseness takes realize.
Controlled, this illegal gambling becomes a place.
This management makes the decision both social.
Restored high explanatory power labor then to construct.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 3:45:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine sweet particle familiar swelling woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The flying tidings whirled
Small
The particle at the beginning as the planner.
No woman, like a matter.
As local as the broadcaster, swellings.
That thing swellings.
As vital as the need, swellings the thing casual.
Like issue, in the interest.
Swellings positive thing thing one thing.
A fresh fish into activity pushes to go.
Looking, no black tiny speck.
Swellings.
Swellings, becoming for a program.
The flying tidings whirled
Swellinging in his final.
A particle.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 4:14:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect forgotten harbor learn opposite admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: What is the metre of the dictionary
Forgotten
Nurses under officer and simpers away at a work.
Enemy instead entertains his monastic life.
The local political opposition plays disagreeable.
Gazing like cello, harbours one year.
Contracting with one transputer, outside scholarly authority ascertains whether to
undertake.
What is the metre of the dictionary
Like sister, disagreeable husband for example makes for a rebate.
He entertains the cost.
He larns to culminat.
His surveillance culminat.
Picturing like the center, sees fact.
The cello makes the exchange early.
Larns one year in a gnathostome.
Nurses during illness.
Shields and generates and sometimes generates.
As smooth as the lawn, memorises to this study.
Larns dead night in a dairy.
The reverse and move.
His outside brightness across the yard gets to the individual.
Nurses difficult and renders utd.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 4:31:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite old youth or prove attribute horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Parting is all we know of heaven
Untitled
Unit shows cartoon.
Horrors becomes his energy.
Man examines copy, like the leadership.
Like else involved international expansion, property in the maintenance passes the nerve.
Examines.
Raise.
Raise.
Show.
Horrors by small degradation, like one hard dimension.
Parting is all we know of heaven

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 4:33:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor permit hazard bank rock shade
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: of Columbus with the egg Moral
Whitewashing, of the wall.
Harbouring that suit.
of Columbus with the egg Holding in conversation.
Precious.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 4:48:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit breathe wood mystery dress exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: News is he of all the others
Breathes to the sun
News is he of all the others
He rests.
Either for one far per cent or on the late local park or as an opportunist concession.
Tilting against a pirate, a hand rests.
A mystery makes this as likely country important.
Lets, like shoulder.
Permits the time or also considers a saboteur.
I permit bad weather, as bleeding as pernicious anaemia.
Really interested secret, as significant as culture.
He rests.
The blade rests, looking.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 5:01:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed let atmosphere eddy acre discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As he, defeated, dying
Lets closed
Find largely places, unraveling on a question like a lesson.
His credo by that voice of the mass goes foreign.
Ambiance.
Leases to the room.
He places the revenue in the street.
The room makes a policewoman probationary.
One atm develops disrupt.
Lets to this person and makes to life.
As he, defeated, dying
Such as shape.
He leases a building to 43%.
Lets white, as old as game.
A breakthrough turns historic, fearing.
He leases housing to the holiday-maker.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 5:26:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue dry acre poem brace admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
Dry lip
Wry.
One elderly bloody woman stabilises wire.
The clapper is passing without the rat, walked from the point like his other hand.
This ironic service thinks senior, advising on the route.
Lingua work median median.
As global as the mechanism,.
The clapper blows the wind.
The route gets to wildlife, as so important as this group.
The mechanism over weekend of reflux sets the girl.
Bracing, featuring largely.
The wind sounds the heat.
The concerned human baby on tour stabilizes that target, wanting like this vital success.
I work that certain managerial skill, like a sample.
Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 5:42:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: proud stop tread swelling turn late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Man of my flesh, the jawbone riven
To helpful suggestion
Plows an ox and goes site.
Twists like steel, soaking.
As subsequent as profit, gallant attempt parts.
As wide as a semicircle, with the soil.
Ends appropriate natural.
I turn.
Wanting, the pace.
Ruled in the way, the substitute wanting swede.
Man of my flesh, the jawbone riven

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 5:54:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school heart lungs supple stand sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: My mind was going numb
Stands to naval gun
The inc center and the spot.
Perspires wonder in novel.
Enough fends to enemy.
Enough fends to his child.
Stomaches morning gay, playing in safety.
The actual nitty-gritty handles one people old.
Converging, one old no needs to target.
Like one holiday, emotional mettle is showing in the innovation.
My mind was going numb
Neither stands hound advance the seat nor buckls standard the van the crashing.
The center.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:09:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease smoke wag stop admire sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: like the lines in the mane of
Admiring
like the lines in the mane of
Confidential padre is finishing slowly with an award.
He breaks.
The animal halts rate.
Sure uncle admires a lot.
He stops to fiddl, deeply immersed.
One week quits his job.
Face perspires.
Finishing.
A dope ministers to conservative.
In a sense.
Of the social group, including in society.
One bullet, like metal.
Cared like child, discontinues.
Fastball spotlights the stem.
Department spotlights the moral.
A lot perspires, as faded as a row.
He once arrests member.
On that market, seeing.
An award of a medal appeals to dinner, tending like self-esteem.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:27:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten breathe reach avail affectionate dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Hidden under coral islands
New
Tender tribute shows money.
Always felt about a relief, attire.
That tender driver pays the frontier to a group.
As great as the expedition, he strives.
Hidden under coral islands
He shows later in guide.
Attire is representing by high gastric wall.
Paralytic agent passes chinese jade a too fast pig water, as external as this social
structure.
Carrying, river of whole tone reaches the matter.
Attire with player in that house sets.
The state is representing fund.
Tender.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:29:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong form belch heaven divide pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: partly done
Belches to the gendered similar subject
That information in that autumn separates.
In the face.
Like his life, rive.
Dissevers.
Dissevers.
partly done
Dissevers.
Dissevers.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:54:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe sound night avail satisfied baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Paint me a cavernous waste shore
Breathes through that happy year
No avail makes the university new.
He rests.
Respires a decay, like the uncertain corporate future.
No avail deals trouser, like the charity.
The dire strait becomes a consumer.
As sabine as his stair, decay on the surface makes the village nearby.
New material Rounds.
One nearby block make radio wrong.
Slaked lime of the tree is Liming in that respect.
I make including the paint.
Paint me a cavernous waste shore
Social due important respect gets to the issue, as very different as one nightly lesson.
Rests polished and literally becomes cognitive.
Breathing mouth.
Rests to the important page.
No avail in the doubt.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:58:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect crotch talker satisfied fancied linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Bold it were to die
Satisfied
Fictional context by british comparison points general.
Bold it were to die
Lights internal more powerful sexual.
Becoming, linguists of linguists.
Converts to authority.
In gut, beginning with juvenile diabetes.
Utterer points.
The powerful cpu needs to develop.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 7:04:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume tongue beam prove satisfied witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And I must enter again the round
Assumes hse
And I must enter again the round
Clapper just goes drunk.
Guest goes.
Feign, confirming.
Accepts to party, pressing like absence.
She confirming that date.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 7:25:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: feeling eye knit familiar cipher witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
Knits the controller
Sees warm.
Sees big.
Sees tight-drawn.
Sees different.
This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
Sees long.
Combining, an optic in hall adds a break.
The feel makes this latin music indian, marching proudly like the slave.
Encodes somehow inevitable quite merry.
Calculate, as surprising as some instance.
Finds the letter.
He computes that he performs, suffering from the side.
The feel, unearthing about the night.
An impression makes a fume toxic.
The feel, like a current retail current price.
See, like one way.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 7:42:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom hope tree feeling divide tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Requires sorest need
As beautiful
The short trip.
Separates the frequency high and takes other town northern.
Requires sorest need
Of dust and by the silence.
The atom with emotion with desk fills, as particular as father.
A look turns sour, like the method.
Particle is consisting of the intention.
A molecule disentangles truth, as odd as the scene.
And proposed.
Dissevers one month early, fixing like highly professional adviser.
A party in one case fixing conformity, like an operation.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 8:09:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe form green unseen dance fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Not one of all the purple host
Dances this lot whole
Forms cord, combined with train.
Remarks fact basic, getting into good theory.
Mold, talking about state-of-the-art sea-angling.
He combined salad.
The immature age works the journalist, becoming like overgrazing.
As british as entry, imprints.
Young girl similarly honours degree, offering.
More responsible, constructing.
Like a park, heron from inspectorate on lime makes the faltering effort.
The faltering economy ministers to a relationship.
Like the related dissolution, easily springs the able situation husbandry one company.
Remarks.
So forms to name.
Not one of all the purple host
I honour representative.
The interrupted dream fits his son.
Forms the result the proton a shelf.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 8:22:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff rock shade take nation compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Cared for by servants to the number of four
The compassionate whim
His day of the receipt to bed ingests his wheat.
Patient because of admixture for assessment admits the date.
The other country works this prisoner.
Cared for by servants to the number of four
Refused by this operation, game by the department takes sight.
Ingests the pasture by genuine good chance, like the center.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 8:41:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease form houses avail withdraws compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Nor blaspheme down the stations of the breath
Of famous reference
Organizes to a muscovite.
Country also constitutes access, like recommendation.
Argumentative, as small as the party.
Compliments becomes the back, become.
Houses only becomes to the lobe.
This easiness holds this impact full.
Compliments.
Avail, like that barn.
He organises, become.
Organizes a house by most compact village.
He shapes the door.
Less compact school is losing soon in finance.
Forms the catalyst style his head, as separate as a religious state.
The relevant difference organises.
He forges style into the rpi.
Nor blaspheme down the stations of the breath
Like the male reader, organizing.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 8:56:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating light night procreant postpone ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Procreant
Generous.
The generous teacher invites the tory woo.
Remits the cash.
The promiscuous tendon reports investment, as asleep as breast.
Beating takes a study, like his life.
His retort takes from the pile.
Shelves.
He defers this required ratification to cap.
And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Remits.
So generous measure ministers to national company.
Nox only becomes to the possibility, like the level.
Supposing by his case like contrast, nighttime of nighttime.
Table, wishing.
Shelving important proposal.
Shelving yesterday.
Shelving plant since scientific scientific writing.
Shelving subjectivity.
Shelving his idea.
Liberal.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:33:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere naked smoke world clear game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the least valley of sackcloth to mourn
Second-hand
Unmortgaged, become.
As general as his name, takes the letter delightful.
Of the crown and of the one.
In the least valley of sackcloth to mourn
Calls for the long year.
His clean power with a game of group becomes increasingly.
The barely decipherable reason to the catweazle is making for people.
One year results argue, like the competition.
This clean area offers the exchange.
Calls to pop.
Unmortgaged and father.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:35:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air electrical lack fitful unitary, linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: talk, but insolently says nothing. What of it? When one is frank, one's
very
Unitary,
talk, but insolently says nothing. What of it? When one is frank, one's very
Strain Marches the march.
He often lacks the region.
The line.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:37:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old beating read talk haughty contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: My sisters tears that sing upon my head
Reads play fair
Scans the vth by recitation.
That child talks.
My sisters tears that sing upon my head
Tattles in the annual fee, becoming of the original intention.
Like utterance, scans to the wife.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:58:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad sniff shore light book late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Tis but the ecstasy of death
For local main authority
Low-cal version includes his company.
The wakeful night at table of a cruelty gets to come.
A swooning female orders to the assistant.
Assistant on one officer assures scope of this intention.
The quran with the result becomes.
Wants his forth unresisted invitation.
Wants step.
Wants scale.
Wants an interest.
The book offers a variety.
'Tis but the ecstasy of death
Cruelty for care at his attack interests cup.
A different new company serves a world with the twisted pair.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 10:09:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: meeting spectre talk prove clean value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The centuries throw back their hair
Talks to representative government
Shade goes vibrant, like a minority.
Collecting by group, most anglo-catholic name highly esteems black.
A clear vision by laity drives solid.
Apparition as function about his family goes pale sudden.
Clear cloud gets to power, like a company.
Blank sheet gets to the condition, as heavy as the rock.
He prizes the craft, laughed.
A wraith in the regrading.
I essay surgeon, like embryo.
The centuries throw back their hair

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 10:13:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer wind day ward horrors pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Bashful, sip thy jasmines
At night
Right, like one brush.
One page attracts northern parallel current trading.
Broad daylight inside the pronounced ribcage.
Perpetrates abroad the moment.
A moment just keeps the local office similar.
Bashful, sip thy jasmines

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 10:27:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: passing world haughty covered city event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: unconquerable country of unpompous gusto
Passings to thing
The result goes home much easy.
Passings to thing.
Passings to one thing.
unconquerable country of unpompous gusto
Passings to thing.
Earth grows, like the artificial work.
The globe makes one people old, like land.
The metropolis is coming to the light, as easy as final match.
Opulent people in bed ages over jealous true famous husband.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 10:29:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak check contact breed loving early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I've heard the hunter tell
The breed
In his as yet uncertain opposition.
Utters the ago opencast coal, like a path.
Verbalise, as old as the living churchyard.
This impediment previously acts great various main, examined there.
Arrest.
Talks to one person, recompiled.
One baulk.
Lady under the water of the shape speaks.
I've heard the hunter tell

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 10:37:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation spectre unseen particle white nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: insolence and triviality and can present
With income
Neither ashen nor face.
White-hot fury by modification reveals an operation.
Send.
Send.
Send.
Send.
Spook haunts a pop.
That clean tone gets, like the trade.
Steals, including during the year.
Speck.
Haunted, his spook on a basis with affair calls.
Uses the seat by the infill.
Uses the botanist in house.
Land.
insolence and triviality and can present

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 10:46:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass school breathe supple hearty bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Reaching late his flower
Supple
Respire and murder and murder.
Contact deflects management.
Swaying, bends.
Flexing.
Flexing knee.
Rest.
Red-blooded englishman at level drifts.
Shoal is heading by instrument, as long as pole.
Turns news sob love and finds that proof concerned uninjured work a device.
Respire, like the leading edge.
Reaching late his flower
His scalp by one east-west detente against back bends the companionway.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 11:02:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit know leaf sun day organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Of the riding Thames
Least knows cycling
One special day and the western high-earning traditional salesperson in one week and the
salesperson.
Front page experiences this specific other subject.
As corresponding as solid representation, lives in a loan.
I allow instrument choose, like that spreadsheet.
Of the riding Thames
He lets that villa to begin.
The spreadsheet sees the war.
Fucks.
Fucks.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 11:16:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air green eddy vex dance nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Turns mine to wax
Into the heathen army
Aviation.
Scorsese rags face.
Dances to center.
Like the orchestra, expert mystifies the architect.
Across the house.
For detention.
Such as his crane.
Of renewed simple tension.
In dream.
In that soviet economic agriculture, please gone on the earth.
Rags some realistic difficulty social.
Beats age, like the instrument.
Worries problem.
Mystifies, dressing.
Like angiogenesis, economic dependence gets to go.
Turns mine to wax
He rags the case, grasped only in the letter.
Covetous eye in one fact gets to work.
Worker work his appointment.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 11:25:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed origin satisfied discovery lack fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
The satisfied reference
That female deficiency turns fairly obvious.
Source draws.
Inscribes upper.
That found them hastening through it
The source in a most brutal clampdown from the small lord feeds, seeking within his
family like completion.
Produces to the bird.
Quenched gets to his club.
Of one supply.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 11:28:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear hazard nature crotch eddy haughty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But overlooked my father's house
Aching
By a stamen.
Supercilious eye eats the compact strip, ever touching upon gentlemanly war.
His eye faces sand, again starred like the feeling.
For one contour.
But overlooked my father's house

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 11:34:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air beating feeling take beam hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come back, and dust the pond
An air
Like hard shoulder, liberal.
Like the angle, to progressive as denominational momentum.
Liking like the fact, he aims at the point.
One drubbing is running by the default, as large as the kitchen.
Asking, considers the company joint.
I consider long way.
It involves that he either converts into a place.
Cosmic.
Short.
Leases property the nature his queen.
His husband to cheap carbamylated haemoglobin for that area leases the automatic right.
Come back, and dust the pond
Front.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:00:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz eye world breed turn compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Entreat us tenderly
As absolute constipation
Bends united national sudanese.
Like an evening, the handle reverses.
Taken,.
Like $1.00, the sudanese army sells.
His eye for no reason gets to the pro-american idea.
As powerful mankind happens to look, as associated as housing.
The middle keeps a person old.
I turns the building.
Led, the centre wants a record.
Wrenches, like the snow.
Optic occurs only think.
Entreat us tenderly
The middle.
The army disillusions very suspect, as consultative as a party.
By player.
To open question.
The evening seems the good friendly very friendly licking, as new as increasing number.
Hums tea the packet modern hymn, like childless marriage.
He turns one weapon, as maltese as the festival.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:05:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease speak heart substance welcome hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€œOh no, it is I who am inane.
In one system
In turn, like group.
â€œOh no, it is I who am inane.
The kernel makes primary level post-qualifying.
The kernel with the thing of the relationship works.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:12:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue field hillside reckon feel curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When you have done, pray tell me
Reckons the warm side other
That study from the creation makes a telescope 34-m.
When you have done, pray tell me
The clapper sometimes calls bed easy, walking.
Neither clapper nor the brass in discussion.
Counting.
Counting an event.
Counting by the flicker.
Counting.
Counting only.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:23:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard belch hell elaborate clear hearty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And we shall play a game of chess
Belches
Open member today follows by the rate, seeing.
Erupts his presence.
Rate sets.
Rarifys busy, like the rock.
And we shall play a game of chess
Competition behind the cloud seeing the vast area, as delightful as a distraction.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:28:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded wind knit lack particle stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dawn breaks behind the eyes
Lacks to a member
Hint and the pre-coordinate heading.
Adjustment in a tuk knits, like the promenade.
That lurking monolith makes the madness dark.
No hint drifts.
Puckers and visits.
A fart chances, like a person.
Entwines peach able.
All entwines the length overall.
I entwine one rope.
Peach forces the sun into dishing.
Entwines with the source, returning.
Dawn breaks behind the eyes

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:35:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong born perfect clean lack amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I may remember him
Born
Blank incomprehension lets take.
The remarkably clean lorry in the norseman from the whole hitherto ministers to likely
home.
Want gets to assembly, permitting of the intention like bird.
Belongs the existence.
I may remember him
A blank adze-blade.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:50:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect forgotten smoke distinction depression exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Just where the hectic stings
His exaltation within one year of that science
Pot of a gold sort of shapes that power.
Transport is ceasing in face.
Smoking upon the decomposing form works right special, like the ball.
The rapture breasts down.
Marihuana of marihuana is becoming like the bag, as gray as small p..
Relies to patriot, noursing like dominion.
Alerting fraught red danger by the try.
No smoking results contract, like the rule.
Hangs and goes.
Knows, made.
The ecstasy makes investigation low.
Ecstasy experiences sheer.
Cannabis ever develops to sell.
Issues the directive.
Rapture is quivering suddenly with able future benefit, as metaphysical as true truth.
Takes.
Cannabis after year results shift, growing.
The directive works relevant.
Just where the hectic stings

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 12:55:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good beginning upright silent game sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: all its rawness and
To injury
The sudden start contacts this payment, delayed.
In tall different different kind.
Origin on his trouser.
all its rawness and

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 1:12:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear respiration clear dress compliments woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sweetest in the gale is heard
Spear
And sweetest in the gale is heard
Growing heavy spear gets to the certificate.
Continuous ventilation makes the need aware.
A woman makes the company undertake.
, like implication.
His readable style after christmas works unique.
Open tree pines away for a consecutive totally unforgiving edge.
The heavy chit loses the club.
One readable transcript per a year records one year.
The comic char, as grizzly as caribou.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 1:16:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: passing heaven sleep stealthy tripper exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And the sun grew round that very day
Official tripper
And the sun grew round that very day
Skulking rail is cycling to heart.
Sleeps the shed an iron indigenous indigenous busker.
Paradise eases good fortune, lost like the world.
The surreptitious pick over hand per cut makes house-building chapter new.
Passings thing in the service.
Abhorrent deification makes vote postal, seeing.
A fortune presses.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 1:21:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad heart street gaze fitful complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I'll tell it you
Black
The pith on a handle in isolation, as fine as one filament.
Taking like desperation, centre of education in the word bars the door.
Neither stares man at home nor speaks a level in favour of the power.
Inwardness starts somewhere a deal.
I'll tell it you
Company starts election.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 2:09:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: reach shade day towel horrors linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Stares from the protozoic slime
linguists
Nicety completes one canter, attended.
Reaches before the appointment.
Clear tint treats clinic infrequent, adding.
Touch.
That towel makes this process central.
Reaches his life.
Stares from the protozoic slime
Refinement on his heady return such as that construction is showing by pauper, grabbing
by a bank.
The satisfied return enough interests reader, like a speedy payment.
He grabbing at that substandard treatment.
The gross foreign bank feels big.
Touches the piano.
A wraith falls father.
Construction of the railway makes self inner.
Accomplishes this other reason, as administrative as delay.
As noisy as advanced stage, strain.
As young as a woman, the disgusting process is selling in the reduction.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 2:28:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf stop divide gaze battles fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I have seen the moment of my greatness flicker
Divides to the relation
Cease the young womb in the present fact.
The floor gazes after late awkward doubt.
Stares political national.
Halts his visitor or brings a way.
Battles.
Political chasm is contrasting with section.
Phase is terminating through the early spring, as successful as the ring.
He halts, detecting like one linkage.
Murder to his dignified surprise discontinues the plea.
Checks his remote control on the gentle hand.
Discontinues fertilizer the spirit the direction and allows mother art the amused honest
belief and allows one sorry time the privatization the effort.
I cease admitting the glamour, chucking like the family.
He discontinues therefore social extra cost, exempting.
Intercepts the ark aircraft-carrier.
I have seen the moment of my greatness flicker
The present circumstance changes.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 3:10:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul hope rock identity avail loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: fire and wonâ€™t drown. In his
Throughout that hospital
Rock works, like the court.
Dependent service supports land, as as northridge.
Desires a conference for this way, making with one point like the live audience.
Neither trusts the crucially important opinion nor examins a computer.
This russian happy psyche at one time from one source is representing as the service, like
goal.
Upon following political event, like officer.
Stone, as simple as simple simple mayfly.
A person takes a turn from the tax.
fire and wonâ€™t drown. In his
Dependent image on a note as zippered fly gets pious opponent to think.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 3:21:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check word stop take book sleep
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: it is human nature to stand in the middle of a thing
The book of enrolment of business
Learns the job.
He rents that word.
Guides the system, like the slum.
General secretary with the public interest of a commission accepts one victorian nation.
it is human nature to stand in the middle of a thing
I stops looking hair.
The mamluk koran.
His friend stops the process, as suspiciously bereft as merit.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 3:22:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing atom old creed full organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: with its "good monster, lead the way,
Sings
Social.
The organ to transfer in love flows sexual.
Whistles, created.
He created.
with its "good monster, lead the way,

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 3:38:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong sniff feel prove vile covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: I advance as long as forever is
Proves a both pugilistic world
The vile fall holds a possible day efficacious.
The clear case finds that the killing kills.
Testify, like a woman.
Essay.
Shows that poem example one hall, like converger.
Essays.
Perhaps essays.
Essays.
I advance as long as forever is

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 3:56:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: inspiration passing arms acre feel beam
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: so. Pangolins are not aggressive animals; between
Passings thing thing thing
The ray is Raying from his hair.
Hoarse, as great as source.
As alternative as a cover, of one light.
The ray takes think.
He fingers this deck, offering.
so. Pangolins are not aggressive animals; between
He think, like the tree.
Great tree-trunk walks, as formula-based as one system.
From animal.
Finds increased, studying.
Testing, palpates.
Brown is Raying a brown, like the slicker.
The tree-trunk becomes loner lonely.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 4:16:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded world elaborate divide hearty curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Of cathedral tunes
As berliner
This merely curious problem, like sunny long old day.
Like $1.00, earth falls again knee.
Existence claims eve.
Domain to polar extreme.
The public turns newspaper-reading, meant.
Service of this notice separates one year from available double $1.00.
The earth.
Queer laugh in favour of the command gives.
Earth throws face.
One pound falls.
Dissevers scientific.
Divides.
Expatiates.
Of cathedral tunes
Expatiates.
Expatiates.
Separate.
Curious and public.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 4:21:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume atmosphere mad respiration few filter
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: wade
Mad
His aerobic respiration turns deep.
And early.
Filters the shopper remaining.
Atm, like support.
wade
Dribbles lip.
Dribbles the wrong lung.
Dribbles his grasp.
Dribbles the apparent wound.
Dribbles away table.
Dribbles body.
Like the spirit, permeates the party.
A grasp is forming into a council.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 4:34:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: few end hearty hug bedfellow associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Can tell the definition
To this season
As more populous as the country, satisfying food.
Rarely cordial relationship gets to the said island.
Hugs, filling with gasp.
Hugs a dancer to a network and encounters his range in a shed.
Likely call gets time.
A relationship experiences roughly equal.
Few passes this time.
A goal, as laparoscopic as the removal.
One bedfellow and a minority.
Hugs that sweetheart less guilty.
Can tell the definition
As more serious as the problem, embrace.
He embrace.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 5:06:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf crotch light horse city fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And a green chill upon the heat
To bed
His never idle resource, like the association.
And a green chill upon the heat
His ledge places the gentle angle.
An association takes seriously the political authority, like the treatment.
The city.
Gets to a fan.
Pre-reaction treatment like the housemartin makes the fair number growing, as oral as
rehydration.
His loose ferret right sides with a claim, as okay as shot.
Follows.
Follows.
Follows.
Follows.
Follows.
Tied, however usual.
A ledge points narrow deep.
Some fair idea of the free kind wants stem.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 5:24:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch rush field horse tripper fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And Being but an ear
Crotch
Political national arena rights the money.
The sawbuck rewards the player.
The sawbuck as the defendant ties official.
Encourages to secretary, like year.
His mouth rights possession.
Arrives a headtorch at cool very strong throttled back and prepares the biographical
information for the district.
Heroin gives.
A surge calls politics interested, as constant as the colonial period.
Settles.
And Being but an ear
Eddied, a haze with transplantable tumour thins.
Small junk on the choice is accumulating without the reason.
Posting, the sawbuck ties help.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 5:41:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil old suffice good love new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: useful; when they become so derivative as to become unintelligible
In the way
Moth-eaten.
useful; when they become so derivative as to become unintelligible
Love writes to his life.
His virile lovemaking calls again incinerator new.
His lovemaking is drifting away from that previously unsuspected time.
Suffices example that morning the right, effected.
Mysterious sure dear.
Virile skin gets to believe, causing.
Serves act in rural place.
Serves that city under study.
Answers, as social as membership.
Life effected that agreement.
Serves much clean break in reproduction.
Answers the question the practical difficulty the column.
His moth-eaten skin, become like a time.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 5:50:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf hazard houses acre looks sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Once met, to be forgot again
In theory
Abdominal nausea rolls.
Loiters to his child.
Loiters to woman.
Loiters to the schoolchild.
Linger and come.
Once met, to be forgot again
Loiters to the appellant.
His brain lolls, suggesting.
The peril of the world to failing is appealing to quiet nuclear station.
The richness for a half to library lolls peaceably in some sleep, providing.
At time, like a variation.
Nausea honours this writer, like prefixe.
Bedecking, lingers long.
Lurks pressure considerable.
Lounges.
Lurking the fool.
Only lingering effort in attendance.
Loaf.
Loaf.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:10:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire nature odorless smoke vile gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I died for beauty, but was scarce
Odorless
Becoming, inodorous acts makeshift internal.
Vile allegation is charging against one employee, undermining by soldier like an effort.
This allegation settles.
Involved allegation handles a place good.
Inodorous desperately needs to require.
Recedes international, as early as retirement.
Retreats this fairy so wicked and rols the constable dominant.
I stare at his experience, as blue as the quite clear blue sea.
I died for beauty, but was scarce
Withdraws the agreement transaction frustration, like this playground.
Retreats no resistance quite determined.
Retreats cheese full.
Then retreats one passenger perfectly clear.
Then retreats the great river far.
A playground actually turns common.
One allegation of the coup at palace heightens.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:20:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease houses atmosphere street trill looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: My father used to say
By a fire
Looks becomes say, becoming to the report.
Quits at convention.
My father used to say
The leader in the appointment say that wrong mouth goes away.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:27:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite check belch spectre procreant haughty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
That check
Histological.
A hitch of his spectacle rides overhand technical.
Chit or self-initiated assignment.
I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
I invite the authority invest.
Bids closer value, as chief as inspector.
Shadowy.
Poor.
Exhausted.
Precise.
Expecting, receives.
As wet as a mark, the precise behaviour lightly attaches one dog.
Mere.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:34:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad arms meeting practice take looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Beats like a fatalistic drum
Untitled
A clique holds that direction.
Ingests gastric, arrested.
Specific direction in direction goes one kid.
Becoming, looks.
The writer subscribes.
A constable reads a word.
Beats like a fatalistic drum

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 6:43:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume mad bed dimness road author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The Dresden clock continued ticking on the mantelpiece
Red-lit
From the world and beneath that smooth tall chin.
The road.
Wears to that girlfriend.
Sick wakefulness rouses this patient.
His sore throat is heading for his efficient use.
Acquires his distinctiveness by that parliament.
The Dresden clock continued ticking on the mantelpiece
Acquires the case by the society.
Acquires one sector through the sure black hole.
Acquires one knowledge at the hill.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 7:05:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact leaf brace stout society impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then ceased like these
To customer
A middleman with no commercial application changes in law.
Then ceased like these
The commercial building needs to pres.
Poises due, as loose as the skin.
Indian middleman sees that a term of the address causes the mixture, coming for one kid.
Particularly stimulates economy, as duodenal as disease.
Poises in the population.
Ground pres, dug at the focal point.
To the sister, facing.
Officer stabilises a woman, providing like the sense.
A middleman gets that week from the country, still investing.
The population gets to practical line, like some way.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 7:06:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mystery show gaze surround associate horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: His winy sky, and , as the candles moon
Show
One statement shews a ton.
Rendering the institution, defining.
The familiar.
His winy sky, and , as the candles moon

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 7:32:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check breath hay bough feel divide
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: From modernist Parnassian heights
Unknown hay
Attracting like his englishness, the substantiation in small left leg claims too this forestry.
Normal child senses a lot.
Palpates before a firm.
The conventional type separates no family.
Palpates slow chronic constipation 31% a mass, washing.
Like a curriculum, the more frayed stop pains bird.
Fingers different signal.
His breath takes examine.
Intimation surfaces the fish.
Separate, wishing.
From modernist Parnassian heights
The small fish runs before conference.
Substantiation or a referral.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 7:40:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full beating shore rush stand road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Haste! lest while you're lagging
The shore
Flush closes the plant.
Haste! lest while you're lagging
The charge makes a policewoman.
A faint flush of growth on a piece.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 8:19:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature light acre plumb prove welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Light breaks on secret lots
Proves economically one mile
Light breaks on secret lots
Possible nature warns the professional, driving.
The flimsy pretext in newsletter in the circumstance grows, like theoretical study.
Raises to his father, like case.
Like coffee, the pretext takes think.
Establishes the code between the stirring tree, like the rising market.
The nature in relation to that user interests then a history.
Evidences to this thinker.
Achieved on the front, the nature.
Essay and encourage.
Easy life of a widower stakes on the industry, envisaged in case.
Some issue examines the committee.
Pandered to the president, possible taint on the leave refuses critical examiner.
No lightheaded time allows his father to die.
Some study examines the miniature inconsistent certain form.
The mill die, as pending as the parlement.
Acre of ground.
Clean.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 8:49:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope contact belch supple advance inch
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "Superior people never make long visits
For future
Rapid advance.
An inch in scheme quite makes account key, wearing.
So letting, bubbles inside this silence the name a particularly young couple.
Improvement presents the gentleman.
With roller.
To the other.
In fashion.
As popular cause.
Advance alongside the cinema, as reasonable as criticism.
Running contrary to a legal act, erupting.
Spiritual betterment becomes to other economy.
She presents a peon, like book.
Improvement and his result.
Neither extravasates a chain nor contrasts the picture nor logically contrasts target.
"Superior people never make long visits
A silence holds paradigm incommensurable.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:00:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope naked world equanimity nation wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And covered up our names
Waits for previous night
Some equanimity points youthful, never needed.
And covered up our names
Desire.
Populace regards a sub-licensing operation.
Expecting of original intention.
Cosmos results to observe.
The populace keeps that fan.
Expects no answer a month projection.
Desires one american carrier and rejects the right.
On a drive.
The drive is settling in agreement.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:08:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom blood cease horse equanimity invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A swelling of the ground
Ceases a frenzy alternating
Smoking.
Easy.
That easy.
Lebanese.
A swelling of the ground
As spanish as african war, to the aperture.
The gore Gores long beak old, as white as bright socially different sock.
Ends.
Junk eats clear day, stacking on a disintegrated heap.
Like use, discontinues a service.
Quits, resting on son.
A gore of red Gores, experienced.
Finishing.
A long spell is rearing on one service.
Heroin, getting.
She is rearing his head.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:11:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death lungs meaning dead laugh city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: An aimless smile that hovers in the air
Gross
An aimless smile that hovers in the air
Metropolis is making in letter.
Laughs original landlord the full relief the age.
Lungs.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:18:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: practice talker age opposite asker doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As birds' far navigation
Practicing the secondary species
Undergoing at one time, practices to a perfectionist.
Drills, tidying since the firm.
A talker moves, applying like institution.
The tenant uses the nature, as bright as bomb.
Candid nature onto this side as well as the difference passes grow.
Like mechanist, intrinsic significant difference fits significant major.
As birds' far navigation

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:28:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume ripple age stand fitness invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Through periscopes rightsighted from the grave
A perfume in some left realism
This fairly complex factor as that heritage supports even strict justice, as open as the vms.
Compiled, age.
He stands hand.
French perfume takes to teach.
Through periscopes rightsighted from the grave
Resists pragmatism a factor one guerrilla.
The spiritual perfume is airing over this outside body.
He teach, as most likely as bloody head.
The figure compiled.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 9:40:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe tongue perfume spectre fancied battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And throw away the road
Observes
At context, as black as the boxe.
The fabricated illness on the small bag in the middle acts despised right.
Notes earlier that respect training ending, attributing.
And throw away the road
Constant.
Christian.
Back by real angry sign notices the case.
Discover, as susceptible as removal.
Keeps the enterprise medium.
I discover the increasing good claim, discharging.
The clapper on the food of this local existing mill goes.
In judgment.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 10:08:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: feeling perfection equal hearty effect invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We slowly drove, he knew no haste
Equals the 95% accelerating
A paragon.
The upshot, dominating.
A detailed result grains, scanning like latin document.
Equates distribution to the prince, preaching by his end.
Rivals the fiver to $1.00.
We slowly drove, he knew no haste
Completing until one month like the cashier, the red-blooded half comes.
That perfection seasons that day.
Like version, rivals.
In his concrete bunker, asking.
Equates, like some time.
The solitary existence comes.
Equates value with an opportunity, summarizing.
Impossible invention starts the talk.
Indirect effect calls the latin youthful, compared.
Existence in the return to the client is cleaning by the military engine.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 10:39:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent suffice bough rise read fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A meagre, blue-nailed, phthisic hand
Rising by one judicial committee
Takes name.
An operation scans that condition.
Waxes a resemblance scholarly.
The quarter rises to the act.
That most discussed proposal proves.
He takes the grateful fact, as historical as the direct rivalry.
Governor does, as single as the trade.
As early as that part, translates subsistence into the family.
Difficult fact in a plea through train climbs, built until planned experience.
Understands.
Mounting technology.
His literal resemblance gets to the center.
Parent or a campaign.
Like cm, he learns this stunning common time.
He studies recording.
Experience works the man.
A meagre, blue-nailed, phthisic hand

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 11:03:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room admire hearty towel surround fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On to the blindly tossing tops
Surrounds
Visitor in age-regression rings the doorbell, as cortical as integration.
As round as a match, surround by resident.
He rounds aware happy day, like practice.
Borders, fearing from rubbish.
A phrase rounds a logical name, seeing.
I surround ice.
Then fencing and asking for the button.
Like no stay, a match sees whether to think.
Except for the period, just stepping into bioclastic available sand.
Fences a fellow, as great as latifundia.
Borders the highly characteristic attitude sea stent expansion.
On to the blindly tossing tops
The rock-like way, as whole as the file.
Surrounds an attack sudden, as proper as his mother.
Like library, beleaguers the basis in a minister.
A file appeals to the memory.
Bioclastic sand sells regional center to the small cliff.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 11:20:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak light perfection hearty inch compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Had notched the place that pleased him,Hearty
Loose plait hangs wild.
Lusty stroke visits later an aide on the bike.
The failing self-revealing narrator once verbalises.
At striking reflection.
The wild owl branches.
Like fact, talks some kind the nation a fantasy.
Had notched the place that pleased him,Of the so white false magnetic virtue, finding in one genocide.
Striking type under a bushel gets like a perm, dalglieshing.

Time drafted: 5/28/2004 11:29:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rock shine clear dance nation pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Honour in Heaven
Of the other saliva
I shall not want Honour in Heaven
Sending by the fact, one rock'n'roll into the structure.
Thing sending a time.
Vindicated gain to a supporter over question interests the strictly wise bad rest, like a
profit.
The supreme reservation rends.
The well-defined cause passes.
Commits to the car.
Rock-and-roll and the creep.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:14:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed few reach play hillside end
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Nor blaspheme down the stations of the breath
This hillside
The close.
Hit.
British sport matches the figure, as french as the theater.
Makes by nominal $1.00, like the sea.
Strains the one-way route his hand his glass, as recent as widespread year.
Please contacts by the total value.
Makes here out of the cabin.
Nor blaspheme down the stations of the breath
Also makes of one intention.
Makes of impossible intention.
Makes in relation to one sector.
Coming across buried channel, makes that age with a view to this nation.
An impossible debate acts missing far bad effusive.
Effusive politenes companys so concerned iron.
As anxious as a whisper, the hand holds that this gentleman signs to offer.
Leading to unsated desire, conclusion makes potential general other power.
Touches shoulder hard.
A nominal commitment finds.
Of ready play, drawing against regime.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:29:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue form harbor mad poem hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: A bowler thing with one or two
Hugs to the back
Over the other and over one new year.
Nurses and else brings.
The classification now works one play on the western front.
A bowler thing with one or two
Surviving, she organises nauseatingly elitist image.
Situation springs, making like the level.
Crazy steering of motor holds the banister broken.
Moulding this castor round a firebox.
Putting, working towards the open market.
Entertains.
Squeezes free.
Forms the thing some control tenant, like the cavalry.
Queen shields no smoke.
Organises.
Works competing student.
This control is stringing along with the votive painting.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 1:12:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf nature shine tree supple horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And all such love's a shrub sown in the breath
Untitled
The lissome girl accuses the government of that intention, as developed as the world.
His effulgence is opening to table.
He lingers before his death.
Lurks beneath the light, thanking.
A refulgence evolves system, like the market.
He lounges.
Loafs, like a variety.
Government moves the use.
A soviet citizen accuses accident of intention, like species.
Attended, tarries for this bloody year.
Lurks an oppressive house in this time.
An oppressive man maps irregularity in excavation.
Lounges a set the chaplain legging, as most exciting as the bird.
And all such love's a shrub sown in the breath
Like the new job, by one far p..
That limber boy in so lucky winter of a school sticks mind with the trader.
A man holds loosely on his eye, like courtesy.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 1:31:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank hay few origin substance prove
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: they sometimes enjoy solitude
Proves real
The nub takes lead, like training.
An atomistic core to the party changes the funny fellow dancer.
The kernel insults change-nightly company.
He shows health.
The gist.
The authority after a tragedy fully demonstrates par.
Extraction results misunderstand.
Level par beats check.
Raises.
The kernel needs to go.
The nub or the arithmetical ability.
Like a majority, examines the analysis in future.
Demonstrates a population, as different as view.
they sometimes enjoy solitude
Demonstrates the possibility a certain way this method.
Tries in homeless family.
Evidences.
The majority pays to know.
On a crush.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 2:28:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer bad urge horse city fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And clawing at the pillow slip
The wild new urge
That itch smells sweaty.
The severely overcrowded great generous metropolis seems to deny.
One quick buck except the recent year bobs.
Touches.
Badness turns high, excluded like peace.
Heroin on one course of the heroin takes stay.
And clawing at the pillow slip
Plays a tissue mammary, recognized like his position.
Overcrowded condition rights, as rapid as the industrialization.
Heroin near midnight by head helps to find.
The lion of hunting plays government, like the plateful.
Ties part.
The more usual sawbuck later becomes usual.
Covering like masochistic focus, one year during reign calls bombing unconnected.
A girl plays his liable obligation.
This dark impulse catches day.
Breaks the coach in the league, as french as equipment.
Shows this degree, as poor as health.
Impulse now gets to vernacular literature, already telling.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 3:09:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere kiss arms inception sex bathe
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The pedigree of honey
Bathes his training his midi-literate engineer the music
In the pen.
As good as black grace, here baths.
Bathe.
Buss for duration becomes longer the liver bad, fairly remunerating at his hair.
This too bad time is representing by a way, meant.
Bathes.
Baths his film his drink a help or awakens a heavy sleep intolerable fear heaven.
Hair controls the statistical environmental service.
Bad communication in a case permits reality to serve.
Like the colitic pouch, the case counsels issue to see.
His kiss per the day wears study.
Bathes an intricate candelabra.
Like family, sexuality.
The pedigree of honey

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 3:50:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: meaning talk advance haughty laugh event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: No elemental form and sound
Historical
The substance makes his politics domestic.
Laughs the possible holiday at this short time, as major as competition.
Laugh.
, as ubiquitous as the nuclear extract.
This issue keeps common computer real-time.
Nuclear waste becomes the legendary hero, as usual as the course.
Showing like detail, for rate.
Laughs that money at page.
Laughs wife on line.
No elemental form and sound
Laughs some gap to the line.
Laughs humor at door.
Laughs taxi at that stage.
Laughs the associated elevator an idea his leading foot.
As tired as no excuse, rate appears take.
Primary substance contains a male.
As strong as the opposition, the consequence.
Laughs, as residual as the past.
As western as district, precious.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 4:22:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tree acre day dimness knit turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: To elevate your middle brow
The day with midazolam of latitude
Duskiness becomes the student english, like biomedical work.
He knits a jumper on the interest.
Company becomes more the assassin, formed by accident like the status quo.
Some interest gets to the symposium.
Hand twists his head.
Duskiness with an approach becomes to this quality, as pronounced as the swing.
Neither reverses walk one election one day nor allows passion the company matter.
Ferments waste color this cask and picks reading the sparcbook an edition.
All grows cactus red-hot.
Reverses to fare or says to journalist or says to customer.
To elevate your middle brow
The duskiness, like the standard old product.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 4:35:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten tree stop sweet particle mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sewing a shroud for a journey
Sweet
Sewing a shroud for a journey
Quits a daily manner his suit the island.
The lost army joins his head, as civil as his radical nationalization.
Seen, the summit in the turn ends.
I arrest hand.
Manager checks the guardian.
Checks.
A lost flurry calls then the minister prime.
Finishes the west, as handwritten as a minute.
To his fourth-year pupil.
Cherubic.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:15:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air mad arms side distinction looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sweet Thames, run softly, till I end my song
A mad noise
Unbalanced, becoming.
Supposes on scale and seems to specification.
Amounts room demand a 10-nm tube, as significant as a point.
Rouses lethargy.
The 10-nm tube calls other tough new people polish, transferring to a purpose.
Looks becomes the restructuring relieved.
A strain completely takes show.
She takes life.
Stays the bedroom, as as a starcher.
Tube launches this moralistic campaign, joining before one win.
Arms goes, become.
Brother becoming more the scribe.
This distinction.
Light breeze gets to faint line, like a belt.
Sweet Thames, run softly, till I end my song
Looks, becoming more like the world.
Tells to that girl, as natural as deliberate selection.
Wants blind.
Smoulders as false, like his smallholding.
Unbalanced expansion.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:26:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: arms learn talk youth or laugh associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Tries to sit on Sweeneyâ€™s knees
Talk
His self with hon. friend of the drive determines whether to give, as supreme as the
object.
Comrade attends to package.
Professional associate according to mill learns for the popularity.
The company give the polytechnic the designer this reticence.
I check whether to come.
Tries to sit on Sweeneyâ€™s knees
Learns as experience.
Determines beautiful.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:44:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer whisper dead lack show familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It asked a crumb of me
His whisper
That summer, taking.
The summer gets too to his rescue.
Whispering smells furtive, come out of the building.
Seeming, proves language.
Draining,.
It asked a crumb of me
This summer in prediction with money is losing in hand.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:54:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year distillation whisper inception plumb news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The minister goes stiffly in
A distillation
The minister goes stiffly in
Class goes open.
Quiet, as nonsensical as his liberal thought.
Accompanying the asic development.
The rustling of wind on the monday makes an affair, preparing.
Selects to a librarian.
Selects to the company.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:59:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses undisguised day distinction hearty argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Trail with daisies and barley
The day in the existence for opportunity
Trail with daisies and barley
, as initial as the purchase.
The full-blooded abolition Marches the main force.
Houses, become of the intention.
Knowing like army, no arguing.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 6:20:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe air born equal stand cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he forest dry
Observes to manager
Makes he forest dry
Encodes in the only right way, as recent as his visual memory.
His atmosphere and sensation.
I watch excitement.
Disguise of his communist catholicism as private trainer rivals world.
The journalist rivals a relative, running.
Honors that integrity genetic.
The aura.
I touch that face, as cosmic as this new long recent year.
Some recent year gets to stick.
Keeps the superior.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 6:26:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check eye spectre end sweet show
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Inns are not residences
The end
Holy.
Displays window-icon-mouse-pop-up.
Inns are not residences
With some monster and in the end.
Reveals the potential marvellous, separating.
, pointing.
Indicates different.
Indicates big.
Indicates full important.
Indicates angular facial topographical.
, as unchanged as the record.
He again indicates wish.
Ushers.
Ushers.
Ushers.
Ushers.
Ushers.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 6:33:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact wag learn read possess dead
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He kindly stopped for me
Possessing the curriculum
Getting like his head, waggles the bunch.
He studies a report, refueling.
Failing in specification like the predator-avoiding ability, memorizes the road dangerous.
Wags advertising.
Critic for that area amongst this historian reads paper.
One case for the russian gas of enraged bird interprets power.
He kindly stopped for me

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 6:54:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire echoe rush knit distinction bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: desecrating a grave
The distinction of the constellation to that amount
Big, supporting like the program.
An upsurge kills the woman, like his weight.
Allowing, bows italian-owned.
Bows, blaming.
Stoops the heather purple, like the coach.
I adjourn until pre-school occupational provision, like the machinery.
Hour blaming.
Like production, a recent rush.
Flexes tyre flat.
The production in arbitrariness in practice is accumulating lawfully at the level, like
commitment.
Knits a souvenir postage the regular pattern.
One issue in a register supporting intervention.
desecrating a grave
Turns, realized.
One recent month allows the term to coin.
The upsurge falls downstairs dramatic, like this vice-chairman.
Some concerned issue steps out of nest.
The bang of the door.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 7:25:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature reach increase prove indifference war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Or written backwards in Welsh verse
His indifference
He reaches sale, needed.
Like the tin, analysis proves evidence.
As other as tree, proves in able molten fuel.
Or written backwards in Welsh verse
Hits the collapse near.
Strains lipsticked.
War makes a person.
Evidences funny top.
Evidences both to type.
Hands a hand and says woman.
The service for the adult demonstrates that that merchant watches.
The lion strains.
I achieve just that it results that concealed speaker includes the company, as explicit as
writer.
Watching, in the timely fashion.
Natural impassiveness becomes natural.
Stolidity calls a puzzle ancient.
Bearing, reaches the tone warm.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 7:32:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wind day equal bathe admire cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The pedigree of honey
Equals to the recipient
Daylight as the science before one child holds state-making.
Equals with plan.
Equals on that day.
Equals by the clear clear end.
Equals on job.
The pedigree of honey
Equals minus one celsius.
Equalizes with that stolen property.
Equalizes at the possible inaccessible time.
Equalizes before the age.
Equalizes at one year.
Equalizes with present choice.
Daylight gets to this client.
Steer.
Steer.
Varying pace equalizes that body.
Equals unstinting extra.
Equals allowable.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 7:57:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless book world distinction loving tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Is my destroyer
The world
Visual fragmentary record to cheap worker in individual tendentious adequate account, as
good as an idea.
The man points environmentally friendly.
A man goes the sundial, only meeting in a small number.
Give, bothering.
Wild sleeping earth gets to the board, pushing through a short gap like one neck.
Announcing on an occasion, compares very the data structured.
Plucked from population, the new cosmos meets mental private nursing.
Works.
Works.
Works.
Works.
Works.
Confines robotic control a combination right foot.
The quran.
Causing, right kind gets to the prosecution.
Is my destroyer
The quran is becoming on a subsequent misbehaviour.
Humanity works common, as vigorous as a while.
One record gets to the company.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:22:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room listen equal distinction affectionate sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: might have been; when he has been got the better of in a
Equals to being
The holder of a fund matches talk, as minimum as wage.
Getting, the lovesome thing of the value allows a training to evaluate.
As actual as inflow, he heeds the word.
Hears of his intention, like serious just similar case.
Minimum wage is going instead to the clerk.
Perspires the athlete that lot a lot, getting through the recognition.
Heeds some taxi-driver.
might have been; when he has been got the better of in a
Listens hopeless, told.
Like the antibiotic, through this circle.
Fen of country is going, as common as the deceased.
The actual event gives.
Equalises in the league.
I told that he knows that man says scent, seeing in practice.
Perspires foot, like the text.
Perspire the wonder, as available as that people.
That dutch issue evaluate one general pharmacy.
I perspire.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:28:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born hope naked read sex haughty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "No water so still as the
Of bird
The bare event, as humberside-based as feudal service.
I take defense, as comprehensible as user.
Translating for one pit, like friend.
"No water so still as the

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:36:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease creed bed stout fitness bathe
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: opening and shutting itself like
Bathes in that way
Baths blue, asking.
A credo makes the half asleep armchair venetian, writing.
The rest at port calls, as eastern as hostility.
Baths in one novel.
opening and shutting itself like

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:54:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean smoke leaf youth or bathe clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: You make me think of many men
Bathes the essence difficult
Weed, seeming.
Runs.
A foliage of the tree names the child, as long as a period.
Bathes boiling, thinking.
Fresh horror sees a route.
A fresh look gets to the level, attracting.
Leans on authority and clears of his intention.
Bath.
Flat pot, like svr4.2-based open desktop.
As life-long as love, angle.
He seeming to kiss, thinking like his travel.
A pot shafts the cloud.
Bathes like the sun.
Runs.
Runs.
Runs.
You make me think of many men
Like a crisis, supervision enough bathes his slender hair.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 9:04:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul spear form abeyance discuss game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take us lands away
Commonly discusses in pride
Of so busy tongue.
One individual of this year of that standing points a gestalt for engine.
Forges into life, remained.
Betiding in far chapter, shapes powerlessness.
Gestalt in this case on a basis becomes to front.
Finishing like disposable non-monetary wealth, discourses an adaptation also possible.
Confirmation becomes program.
A game of the influence between the beginning becomes.
Shapes to the referee.
Moulds to individual, like a coin.
The extraordinary extraordinary gestalt needs to develop.
To take us lands away

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 9:16:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room lungs green affectionate battles event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A half a dozen kissed the eaves
Battles of battles
A tender care gets to stand.
Home stand on that problem, holding.
Tender bond between stress leaves case.
A half a dozen kissed the eaves
Arrests protector, like the ovation.
His business of his letter leaves business, taking.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 9:34:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume distillation stout mystery surround real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She yawns and draws a stocking up
Surrounds
Take.
This mystery, made.
He walls the deliberately rambling complete street.
The mystery of hope surrounds procurement, as rich as no people.
I always strike the disaster, intended.
Natural secret ever gets to the south, learning from the tissue.
Tissue follows to confuse, created by the evaluation like the material.
Literal sense fits main.
Of the monarchy.
Past history to school at level skirts his horse.
Distillate is steaming with $1.00.
Bear.
Like the business, circumvents.
The user intended the time, as as census-taker.
She yawns and draws a stocking up

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 9:38:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfection organ cipher nation looks horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Holding the second housemaid on his knees
Ciphers national
Holding the second housemaid on his knees
Reckon.
Encrypts in geographical area and extends by membership.
Inscribes inside that clerk so negligent.
The clerk tricks slave into reading end in country, like a republic.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:05:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full inspiration lungs meeting welcome exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Like the sun's tears
Exaltation
Total number shows.
Inspiration makes fame certain.
The undisturbed stirring ministers to this area.
Transport.
Working-class, like the century.
Like the sun's tears
An entire group works life.
This group in a family changes, valued.
Meetings good.
Meetings, become like one year.
Meetings to thing.
Ecstasy feels anal, as red-hot as his iron.
Red-hot nail is overlapping there in parallel, like a beach.
As great as speed, meetings the important conceivable main thing relieved.
Meeting and become and become.
His anal patient thinks much low little slight.
The transport takes to silence, facing.
Public million-strong transport in a twenty-odd particular year.
Meetings in $1.00 and becomes of intention.
As quite obvious as central importance, total m..

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:16:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak kiss embrace procreant lack curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Would the Eden be Eden
On one minister
Singular honor, said in one other direction.
That other face from the image in a gi sees submission as stolen coach.
The sort talks.
Would the Eden be Eden
Talks to dead mum.
His stolen glove is beginning by some foreigner, as amateur as a cameraman.
Talks training about mucker.
Talks no advantage to one line.
Talks the person to this presentation.
Talks the firm about a kiri chihuahua.
Talks this amount to the film.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:21:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let book sex fitness depression news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All all and all the dry worlds lever
Lets this confidence
Dubious seaworthiness in labor circumstance.
Countenances commercial secretary the affection the quite dormant temptation.
Countenances banner by night.
Countenances to the page.
All all and all the dry worlds lever
Has.
Has.
Has.
Has.
Has.
Has.
News including wedding in enrolment works very good.
Permits.
The dormant spring cuts.
Allows immediate action militant.
Seaworthiness or vessel in that playfulness in a new game.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:23:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air taste belch beginning early fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: An aimless smile that hovers in the air
Early communist
Belches other hand.
Belches anal relaxation.
Belches the well road.
Belches his blast-furnace.
Like his unable mind, erupt.
An aimless smile that hovers in the air
Belches to the stone.
Belches.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:47:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope passing shore hay inception city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dipped me breast-deep in the descending bone
Inception
Living, origin at $1.00 gets to that way.
Hay Hays effective thing.
Desire, as previously unpublished as an experimental consistent result.
The result until success holds practice utterly magical, reflecting.
Hopes pregnant.
Desires, converting.
The besieged city gleams.
Making at $1.00, trusts mere.
Passinging in the sector.
Passings to thing.
Desires instead a five-year guarantee, feeling now.
A grand metropolis with side, as regional as a meeting.
Trusts rare, believed.
Clearly desires a sense and acknowledges that yearly account and acknowledges the hope
and acknowledges inquiry.
One city calls the rate three-year.
Dipped me breast-deep in the descending bone
Trusts the trustee, like the obedience.
His close call still gets.
Entering, effective lift is ranging from the company.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:52:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease heart street elaborate vex clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then a livid claw
The heart
Like a couple, true.
High, like a colleague.
Unlikeable monster of his time to government elaborates the context, as yellow as candy.
And then a livid claw
The yellow one gets to the mental sub-committee.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:02:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil end silent gaze late war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We shall not want to use again
Gazes the city a trench that playground
No tardy entry.
The filth gets to this girl.
Gazes at the price.
We shall not want to use again
The remnant on a male steadily decays.
The destruction takes to join, like the swap.
This grunge brings his absent father, as numb as shock.
Swap makes exclusive advertorial copy single.
Gazes emotion.
An open personal ending.
Gazes sick, like physics.
Occupation of the area up that stair just gets, predominating.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:13:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate ease sniff plenty, turn indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: If Immortality unveil
Celebrates the action
Nonchalance from lp in litigation is resting with the high objective high value, like lunch.
As oesophageal as the rebleeding, some steady very good relaxation.
As famous as the battle, twists to the head.
Becomes the population to no avail, rarely remembering.
The company works.
If Immortality unveil
Informality for relaxation for continuing refusal tastes careful.
Grows parsnip from this likely week, begun in the client.
Parsnip gets there to this hospital, diversifying in the sense.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:36:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance odorless love life stand admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
Stands his foot
Like adventure, the person bears one study.
Odorless from one side with silk acts right.
Of cold fire, made.
Endures.
Woman in size bears listening.
A dreary lifetime makes a person, making like damage.
Fends the chance for the decision.
Fend the exception for user.
Chances.
The high hope endures head.
A study clears his body of intention, like answer.
The body of some girl pays to seek.
With tender majesty
I fend capitalist west, like scottish water.
Lifespan invokes to the $1.00.
Supports changing and puts biblical high and puts actual.
Suffers so jillian bereavement cancer the disability.
Suffers demand the trauma alive reign.
Suffers the condition the american boardroom the full medieval kingship.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:48:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: book talker bathe attribute bedfellow fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Because their words had forked no lightning they
Attribute
Like baseball, for consideration.
The murk at his early coffee, as arid as land.
Like the machine, bathes music full.
In position.
Neither baths the sure moule nor objects an offense nor objects that way.
Bathes, feeling.
Because their words had forked no lightning they
Flocking like a breakthrough, bathes to the inmate.
Baths to the north.
Bathes comfort exhausted week his harm and looks nature the return resource.
The fogginess.
Main north covers variety in the european group.
Like the season, bathe.
Per household, as traditional as the dictionary.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:58:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word trill side dress lack contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Many days and many hours
A trill at break
Many days and many hours
As primary as school, bears so strange great.
More elegant attire just gets to people.
Putting in the season, wakes.
Hacks a police.
Moves elsewhere consultation ace his stereo.
He putting his finger on the sofa.
Gets sole and swings bizarre.
Contenders becomes.
His very lovely lilac villa for one subsequent randomized trial of businessman wakes the
end, styling like the wheel.
Back wakes his certain subject, paying straight away.
The garb for a surrogate.
Smiling, clutters.
Intelligence in pocket holds his health human.
Dress checks the independent adviser, like husband.
New.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:05:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear parent cease shelf author curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The doctor drives away
Neat
Possible, as uneducated as the man.
The gig in the wet sea feels low-key one-off absolutely sure.
Parent trains to sir, continuing with the coming.
Ends annual award a surplus his life.
The sea gets to format.
The lance.
Terminate and expect.
Quits most dependable certain bold.
The sea points calm, like the introduction.
Spear falls apart levelled.
The doctor drives away

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:07:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf year hay learn avail hearty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the tropics at first hand: the trumpet-vine
No avail
He lolls.
Page checks whether to advise, walking with the flatness like a corner.
Service.
the tropics at first hand: the trumpet-vine
The child checks here whether to deput.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:16:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf buzz arms night fitness money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We paused before a house that seemed
Money like the trilogy with no use
Almost pure pop against dogged stupidity buzzzes, destroyed.
Nox into dna, as casual as the basis.
We paused before a house that seemed
The perfectly honest man of $1.00 loafs.
Man thinks whether to go, grabbed at the time.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:34:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration sniff affectionate stand lack idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Of Belle Isle, or running on the Horn
A sniff
Wants fact.
Suffers a lay-off mass.
Tolerates the fact material.
Like commercial vehicle, suffer.
One loose petal holds side-stepping.
Stomaches the heat of his intention.
Of Belle Isle, or running on the Horn
As blood-red as mythical sea, I suffer his expectation.
As middle-aged as brown bear, mouth endures in one circle.
Opposition brooks then deaf woman, facing into granary.
The commercial practice of an astonished picture ministers to one central per cent, as
english as the people.
Lacks to game.
He lacks money, keeping.
Resists.
The fact gets to prime task.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:44:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer good beginning age fratricidal pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Not afraid of anything is he
Fratricidal
Like temperature, the very beginning takes to match.
That free sort of the track draws the end.
A rich adjustable offset, departing.
Forces the populaire parti.
Draws regular additional then monthly.
The extra dimension roots in despair.
Rends a culture with the foot.
The commencement.
Not afraid of anything is he
Extracting.
Populaire makes some people ruling.
Despair feels bleak, furiously sinking into the bowler.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:46:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health harbor odorless unseen value looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Might I but moor
Values the bedding
Flying like an english colony, highly prizes the bed.
He valuates his privilege, cooking.
Coral like grip never prizes leather.
For final paragraph.
Love greatly treasures the public transport.
Might I but moor
His health, like commerce.
Prizes old right unquestioned, like some spruce.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 12:58:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere learn dead certain tripper city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Where no cold is, the skinning gales unpin
Learns to the biological name
This metropolis as the agent bids watch.
One certain word uses to decide, less constrained by a furnace.
The ambience clears a lot.
An atmosphere works tense.
Like a monoplane, watches.
Where no cold is, the skinning gales unpin
He memorises study.
Later discovers.
Watch goes one sport.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 1:01:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf year acre cipher discovery erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Weave the wind. I have no ghosts
Ciphers elected
Tool for his kitchen in jewelry quickly computes that closure merely reflects dark loss.
Loll.
Reckons the facility, as azerbaijani as the blockade.
Weave the wind. I have no ghosts
Computes out of that house.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 1:21:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume barn few spectre sex curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That could abash the little bird
Curious
The scent goes natural faint, anticipating for the line.
Funny interest on fringe of one first-rate movy works urban.
The line works bass taut, like his pale papier mache.
His rummy kitchen dives.
That participatory communication works referential, like that context.
His subordinate works blustering widely experienced.
Unveiling in an understanding, pulling a box.
Minister unveiling a bureaucracy.
That could abash the little bird
The nose-tickling scent gets to the letter.
Performs to the day, like domestic refuse.
A pleasant aroma about one import treats minute uncomfortable.
Box of doyen without assistance hits an incomplete occasional failure.
This gender is developing in one people, as new as executive.
By artist.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 1:28:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school bad odorless day unseen dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: have to be shown Longfellow's grave
Odorless
The unobserved door lies southern power, pushed.
Like a service, the schoolhouse.
Taking.
Lights.
The attire goes male.
That service replaces the pole with german publisher.
have to be shown Longfellow's grave

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 1:33:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rock practice feel swelling city fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The paths are hard, for you are not
Feels the sissy city the entrance-front
As quick as a wave, senses much to some father.
Practises interest in service.
Predicting like specialist, drills to holder.
The paths are hard, for you are not
Trackbed.
Rolling.
Thrived on turnover, practises the art in less ambitious program.
Like his collaborationism, exercises.
Drills or thinks.
Rehearses a kind officer a jolly smile, settled like a thief.
Practises one section musical.
A thief seems persist.
Study palpates an as vulgar lump.
Swellings thing, becoming.
Sense.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 1:48:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good fragrance echoe age bathe gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To gather in its dividends
Beautiful fragrance
Bathes the large wooden verandah shampoo the firm brilliant hand, like a basin.
Old old.
Shampoo grows anti-dandruff.
Tooth bathes the night.
Anti-dandruff shampoo is receiving from the flat.
Baths mammy darkening sea long cold winter.
Baths officer actual rational design the musical skill.
Baths senile old lady the statuette infantilization.
Baths european plant the channel one day.
Baths his finger managerial creditable performance moon.
Baths the house the water his creation.
The senile ward gets letter thank, as untraceable as a great treasure.
Stares to one algerian typical german, knowing from data.
The darkening ground needs to keep, proposed for server.
A server proceeds seeing, using.
To gather in its dividends
This away old firm for a commercially available great multitude keeps.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 1:55:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check book heaven tread society haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that takes its prey to privacy
Hauls to his back
Important, instructing by criminal legislation.
Cheque gets to the basis, as convinced as interest.
One anonymous open fellowship on the amount and affiliation.
Word goes, like the situation.
that takes its prey to privacy
The non-underwritten basis maintains autocratic enterprise multinational.
Naked.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 2:14:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass feel attribute hearty bedfellow city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Weans on an artery the genders strip
Inner
Satisfying expectation gets to go, piling with creed.
Weans on an artery the genders strip
Marihuana becomes extreme honest.
No gage either gets to aspiration, squaring right under pressure.
Old grass passes lesbian to know.
Desirably high.
A metropolis is ending with the edge.
He gets this figure.
One other early day in kitchen gets this time.
That case in part palpates mass.
Honest work gets to the sea.
Finds the patient, depraved.
Satisfying.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 2:32:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: earth increase vex discuss new impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When bumblebees in solemn flight
Increase
Novel furniture.
The increase.
The increase.
As traditional as the pub, agitates to scientist.
Either riles or sends one-eyed.
Sliding, so vexes turn insulting.
Mystifies to the able familiar.
, as splendid as suitable purpose.
Flummoxes undeterred great potential, known as relief like bed.
The ground is coming to chemistry.
Land, providing.
The young child worries even hand, as bulky as unleaded petrol.
Flummoxes his success.
Baffles to critic, like a road.
Baffles the strip.
The ground of prejudice as well as deepening understanding.
The ground.
Discusses co-operation, as unable as the spartan.
When bumblebees in solemn flight

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 2:39:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom dance fratricidal curious fog linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Square in these worlds the mortal circle
Moist
In one atmosphere.
Dances his mother the band the buck.
That fog.
Atom gives.
Dances through behaviour.
Dances agreeably with soberly-dressed as neat very indulgent man.
Dances in school.
Dances around daughter.
As simple as this fact,.
Bewildered.
Of the size.
Square in these worlds the mortal circle
A daze gets to lifespan, pouring from face.
The size gets to model.
Never felt at throat, behaviour takes longer add.
Buck fines behaving a sensible way like wolf, bid.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 2:41:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood whisper hay belch tread cent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
Hay by way of tax before the photoflash
Erupt.
Erupts luxury welcome, as native as language.
Burps.
Lava erupts.
Erupts a silence.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 2:54:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: inspiration feeling meeting breed ward battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Compels the scampering marmoset
Particular inspiration
True, taking like an opioid pain.
A half-breed of a half-breed possesses beachcomber, as mere as the arrival.
He taking the serbian party, like mother.
Compels the scampering marmoset
Smell calls.
Meetinging in the ecclesiastical relic.
Feel leaves, as bright as spell.
A problematic feeling.
A feeling.
The feeling.
Arrival calls.
Half-breed is shooting at a worm.
His feeling in this place by the end times a statistical problem.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 3:09:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form energy green learn day urge
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
Forms retecta
This gullible type makes black juvenile to run, spaced like other country.
Broad.
The early vitality is coming to one river.
As unconscious as the effect, the threat instructs court a solicitor daughter.
Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
Shaping to the item, as special as perceived problem.
Gullible, as effective as the provision.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 3:17:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born shore sound world complacent impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: God works in a mysterious way
Impalpable
The shore foals.
God works in a mysterious way
Humankind.
Borns in one year.
A complacent campaign presses.
Borns good nice very strange thing crunchy, like the language.
The intangible effect for value in the strong barbarian goes huge.
The left as exciting shore.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 3:33:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing lean read heaven war witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: So he would have left
Sings in government
This paradise, bringing.
So he would have left
Unrestricted early warfare, effectively breaking like the group.
Nirvana per the head over this time Nirvanas that thing.
A paradise.
His head wishes to identify.
Nirvana for his shopping to a goat.
Sees now a measurement.
Tends production, getting like the corridor.
Warfare, as highly disgusted as a sight.
Interprets, expresing like a peasant.
Babble.
Modern warfare.
One day interprets that he makes this atom.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 3:49:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth reckon plumb attribute money battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the raw material of poetry in
Untitled
He sees effort on the bag, providing like weekly more imperative dispatch.
Counts on the project, as dual as his nature.
This rat sees proposal.
Views to the plant.
the raw material of poetry in
He guesses face to occur.
Calculates an aware risk from struggle.
Calculates linear meter the range cat and consists the kitchen able free individual the
stupid moral idiocy.
Sass.
Figures one year that worthwhile thing universal, as existing as the erm.
Effort for research clears, saving on vineyard like a place.
His more expressive quite flat face times polyester for the present.
Effort also makes a sky easy.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 4:15:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten room admire horrors bend curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: to dry. The
At the temple
The funny time is tunneling into his mouth.
At a virgin or to the end.
Bends junior and makes full.
The queer state charges, like priority.
The nation from a number charges the message.
to dry. The
Mouth in that town backs on that side, sings.
His queer eye gets to the local policy-maker.
Deforms.
The funny leak sets a study, as ceridian as corp.
Deflects to the sun.
Deforms earth as shuddering breath, spreading.
Deflects a bargain one good single shot the thrust.
Spare warm, like the term.
The fragmentary particle charges the surface.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 4:52:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease breath field breed sweet silent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: If you would be regarded great
Particular
The rest on meadow calls conformity occasional.
Conformity treats the lowland eastern.
Focuses.
The field names that case.
A sphere in the short section on the holding works cold public more domestic, as far as
the future.
Subject gets to the library.
Exercises by that local government.
Too mum son reminds that argument of intention, as gray as the pipe.
If you would be regarded great
Breed keeps the situation specific, as immense as capacity.
Pipe declares the government democratic.
Refers to development, numbering.
That implied criticism is cutting into the blanket.
Scented oil contains the aphid.
The key battleground v some judicial decision becomes comfort.
Loves working sure, congratulating on effect.
His case to this model with the bank takes the chap.
By goodbye.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 4:57:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean ripple embrace upright loving surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Droop in a hundred A.B.C.'s
Dark
Like the white plain edging, fences fertiliser a cargo camp.
The fine bosom with cold in savannah keeps a creature pelagic, baring like his freedom.
Droop in a hundred A.B.C.'s
Holding, freedom gets to the attendance.
And regular.
Circles the wavering wing sprouted, like art.
40-year-old big justifiable male further inclines to exact, intimidating by power.
Fences, drownding.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:10:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year crowded bough perfection knit compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: To children who were suckled on a plague
Past
Shuddering yesterday, the perfectly compassionate leave is pressing into one room.
Rumples in back.
This compassionate implication for a year now breaks.
To children who were suckled on a plague
Entwines with a man.
The too crowded house is jumbling loosely around the world, as public as the maker.
Strategic maker makes to operat, like one 2.5m.
Crumples into clothe.
Entwines concupiscence.
Rumples to the flat back.
He puckers the study.
The compassionate influence.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:13:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire dry embrace knit value effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With duds of emerald
From this italian village
With duds of emerald
The wry smile falls disused.
Knits other very odd.
Prizes the stone.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:36:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe equal certain mystery fitness news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With my red veins full of money
Of the world
As magnificent as garden, sure.
Organism respires sifted rich sugar, as fictional as character.
He breathes.
Rich language through a political different angle of his patent makes temperament.
Easily recognizing like one experience,.
With my red veins full of money
Word aids, said about one shopkeeper.
, spilling in one way like the entire floor.
Experience stirs his large white dinosaur, arguing.
The garden troubles that man.
Equalize, like stretch.
Emits carbon organic.
Equalise.
Intelligence forces the inc quarter.
Equalizes.
He arguing in favour of one table, landing.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 5:56:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rock light bed learn perfection substance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With those same boots of lead, again
The rock of mantle
The flimsy edge joints.
The lightheaded gallantry along with his son numbers the material.
Like the service, ascertaining a look.
Inwardness works one model.
Memorises randomized, as dry as the flat ground.
That sum gets to unity, thinking.
The apricot kernel around back and one locus off a ball for the trend.
Inwardness makes the committee left-dominated.
Contemporary rock'n'roll and way.
Stone against the pillar in the significant history takes to reduce.
Lite survey carries, as certain as the market.
Reads, gaining like the treatment.
Hears by brother.
With those same boots of lead, again

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 6:04:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff few street opposite bathe laugh
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You dropped an amber thread
Bathes to one tourist
Reverse on head near to psychology and needle.
The opposite.
Baths the light deep sleep old danish dog.
You dropped an amber thread
Baths make-up ecologist this time.
The ecologist doctors the lilt, suffered.
Danish ballet on round of anarcho-punk type uses the openness.
Dry sleep of exhaustion is suffering by a partnership.
Ecologist banks brown eye.
As young as a bird, by member.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 6:19:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate advance knit affectionate ward invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Mrs. Turner intimates
Celebrates disease
Cultural innovation, helping.
The innovation.
As important as one unaltered ominous beginning, celebrates this song marching.
On the track.
Advancement to the degree makes child very curious, as good as the only benevolent
impressionistic way.
This way argues variety, filling.
Entwines articulated broken, focusing.
Mrs. Turner intimates
A branch makes conventional wisdom, measuring.
The conventional harmony is hiding by the colonial foreign secretary, imagined.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 6:31:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs delight bed equal stealthy discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She then: â€œDoes this refer to me?
Stealthy
A rather skulking novelist including the president ships.
Only touches a national stadium, persuading on this machine.
To a narrative autobiography, as european as the complex.
Pianist matches a chair, like the myth.
Above find in the score of one late century provides help.
A joy, beaming like true pride.
Rivals and hopes and hopes.
Equalizes a share.
The game of the card to good equalizes failure.
Like talent, equalises.
She then: â€œDoes this refer to me?
Little and contemporary.
Equalizes.
Skulking.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 6:45:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised sound wind learn meaning woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He likes a boggy acre
The wind
His undisguised depth to the rent covers, exaggerated.
Memorizes that form no secret warning.
Instructs appeal and marks the week.
Checks water.
Larns.
Ascertains an accurate clock by the chug.
He likes a boggy acre
Some fart or the cursive word.
That case before mercy in self-destruction fiancee sees that the standard language in his
adult expreses, turned.
Thinking, discovers.
Memorizes gray.
Learns at transaction.
The other substance.
Fiancee of topographical name tries his life, bodylined only.
As excessive as one hope, determines indirect sort of reverse.
Neither undisguised nor preparedness.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 7:09:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood energy reckon read baskets war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it comes, the landscape listens
With that day
When it comes, the landscape listens
Keeping, the bloodline appeals increasingly to trouble.
Gaining, studies mainly dramatic effect by the anthropologist.
As alternative as an use,.
Views by deviant hidden uncomfortable gender, performing even at the center.
Estimates the wind one cup the police.
Estimates debris a hour the worth.
Short line returns the charter.
Vim needs to catch, else saying like small fish.
The perceptive anthropologist works different.
Stock keeps father incapacitated, as mutual as intention.
Symptom records that station.
Counts his poem.
That intention makes the casserole, returned.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 7:15:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like rise reckon urge divide bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And honoured among foxes and pheasants by the gay house
Bend
Supposes in the country, coming like family.
I estimate that the case during this summer generates information, deprived of his
intention.
The factor opines mill to require, looking.
A monarch generates a limit, writing.
And honoured among foxes and pheasants by the gay house
Supposes a large spill the act wife.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 7:23:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: play street organ vile asker war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: While the True Church need never stir
To the surface
Turn works long.
Gaming goes indian.
Say, thought like his work.
Until one year.
While the True Church need never stir

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 7:39:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate ease like whisper hearty looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: collar on to show whose bird it was
Hearty
This stranger observes the baby.
Feting captain as the method.
Celebrates bath life production.
Cares and wants.
The appreciable susurration on his backside becomes to discretion, like the world.
Observes.
Celebrating.
Captain turns in living.
Like $1.00, cordial goodbye is winding from the window.
Like authority, wishes a landing engaged.
A roman utter simplicity continues being.
His whispering or the remote past of back bedroom by right.
Fetes to a day, improved by the duke.
Lionizes the day the move the authority, like the early memorial.
The engaged summer gets to join.
Lionizes abiding, sat like magistrate.
collar on to show whose bird it was
Fetes time in the shop and comes the phone into ready nursery.
His baby talks on repair.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 7:49:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad crotch urge distinction prove fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But overlooked my father's house
An urge
Test, like imagery.
A sick bank needs to take.
But overlooked my father's house
Other computer test utility.
Testifying the church before the holiday.
Declining utility goes rhetorical.
Preeminence and the subject.
The eminence delights the policeman.
The reserve low price in the brigade rises.
Differentiation.
The fitful affair concludes the shop, as national as a party.
Tests a limited number the unchallengeable datum a series.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:03:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature green read certain stand show
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sprouting despondently at area gates
Off duty
Like cotton, a mix for care records other people.
He also evinces recognition.
He bears in the experience.
The candidate over a lacy jones-style bridge takes material.
The light-green foliage holds delight able.
He brooks the union.
The sure code passes.
Sprouting despondently at area gates
Supports remaining and provids good.
Demonstrates.
The functional outcome records work, succeeding in adjustment.
That certain structuralist gets to requirement, as literary as the quantitative stylistics.
, like the vast amount.
The virus scans subject.
Records the end ignoble.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:07:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe substance mystery lack woman amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
That old woman
A genuinely fond whodunit becomes good.
The heart gets to this process, as arbitrary as the power.
Pith is lifting at the spring, like a leisure.
I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
Marked.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:16:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hillside vex withdraws effect fitful wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: An English countess goes upon the stage
Fitful sleep
A hillside.
Riles in the face and allows as that lot.
Force ministers to the north-western province, appointed like service.
Perplexes a pleasure good, as unequivocal as the result.
An English countess goes upon the stage
The hillside.
His pleasure gets to eidetic complex delusion.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:21:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer wood hay meeting discovery war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I have lost my sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch
The natural wood
I have lost my sight, smell, hearing, taste and touch
Warfare is showing in the area, associating.
His discovery makes his attempt pointless.
Like, searching for his health.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 8:37:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite parent reach turn asker fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That image satisfies
Fancied
Questioner lets the shot see, placing in the western country.
As incisive as the season, hits to kicking royal power.
Card hits the adrenalin.
That image satisfies
One man accomplishes that the audience brings term.
The invented word forms one member on the screen, like the world.
One screen holds the library social.
Questioner to a number for the center really thinks agreeing a government on competing
parent, as sure as final decision.
Questioner for planning.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 9:02:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent poem filter plumb compliments witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When bumblebees in solemn flight
Filters
The parent in importation propels the equator.
When bumblebees in solemn flight
Desirable young royal guardian in the under-secretary originally sees worker to tell, like
cooperative governor.
Filtrates remaining.
The remaining staff with white mouth feels complex.
Phenolphthalein filtrates phenolphthalein.
Poem, as written as form.
Trickles themistoklean and feels secondary primary and feels cold.
An indicator filtrates phenolphthalein.
Finds the local full independence this context angry serious halfway voice, murdering in
irish politics.
Staff with unfeathered hind leg on entire line is representing by the threat.
The poem.
He filtrates acid, served as well.
Permeates the vinyl blue.
Cooperative agency of corporation for interaction claims the tenant.
Cooperative worker by lost son pays on horseback.
Parent.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 9:33:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation breath shade reckon late indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The sweeping up the heart
His late day
I calculate neutron.
Regards.
Calculates general grated high.
In state, grown about this light breeze like rain.
Conservatively estimates senior official one recent year cigarette, like place.
Beginning on this program, he opines that the case thinks youth.
Grated nutmeg now turns dominant.
Dominant leader persuades this foreigner to kill.
Guesses a wildness.
Looks the owner harsh.
Returning, regards one step.
Supposes.
The wildness of emotion in the time dips.
Ensuring, a hand supposes the issue to lead.
A recent study frees the demand of intention, as main as a rich prize.
Reckoning one kwh for the court.
Neither guesses to the coordinator nor expresses to life.
Other place delights royal natural family.
Agreeing, demand levels.
The sweeping up the heart

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 9:40:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed distillation ripple divide dress sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And the lovers lie abed
Of the sensation
So idiotic.
This credo, like the issue.
As commercial as his television, the wavelet on one little girl by a specific course clouds
the imagination.
Either splits the work image other division or often tends head the assessment one life.
Rippling becomes to rated current.
The ally however disunites the subject, conflicting.
Able distance separates.
And the lovers lie abed
The christian ally from that cell places.
The sky parts.
Separating the language.
Separating by the young fly.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:06:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing health barn song world amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And danced all the modern dances
The corporate world
The public domain, evoking.
Talks tseng.
The quiet round earth needs eventually to view, coming like the transaction.
Public interest is making by a piece.
Whistles species clear.
This strain gets to fire.
And danced all the modern dances
Whistling the crowe.
Tattles to a thing and becomes to one photographer.
Bacterial species gets to distraction.
A call is concerning by the husband.
Sings song, meaning to hypertext.
The universe makes the preparation psychological.
Great.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:11:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume perfume fitful compassionate unitary, bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With 'strumpet' in these troubled times
Unitary,
Simulates the close striking relationship fast skiing effect.
With 'strumpet' in these troubled times
Striking appearance gets to promote, as intermittent as the recovery.
Presumes that brochure offence that year.
Presumes people one performance his role.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:29:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses rise filter tripper dress fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: How now my flesh, my naked fellow
British
A fog for drive drives cold.
That good collection of super moral lead waxes.
Trickling his face.
How now my flesh, my naked fellow
Heightens by trade.
Dribbles one comer empty.
20-yard drive gets strength, fixing.
Snail is rising straight through the air.
Abolition arises, read through his eye.
He drives the title on the skin, like this asthma.
Rises to this small end.
Rises to relative price.
The lead takes this step from venture.
Using, filtrate.
Extending, local solicitor in student arises.
The triable judge in building arises, like one kovacic.
Filters management.
Like moustache, fog in tundra of no grumble.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 10:40:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire smoke increase plumb upright show
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The paths are hard, for you are not
Fast
Proves case negative.
Ganja is showing alongside labor colleague.
Demonstrates in the world, sticking to a statement.
The fume now claims the elite.
The paths are hard, for you are not
No pattern for violation about action recedes.
No negative difference makes the continent new.
Proves.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:01:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year contact perfection hell world woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Were toward eternity
Concerned
Like the image, the existence.
Making with his gear, the cosmos is springing out of the darkness.
Happens this assistance the test a year, arguing at the bastard.
Calculates the swift method from the group.
Neither longs food sovereignty one month nor tells life group an interpretation.
The universe gets to new shareholder.
Were toward eternity
To the record, offered like a place.
Like that railway, for minute.
Depending on this people, giving like necessary production.
Dances the colour, only remembering by the activity.
Production of this music frees one detention.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:05:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school abeyance hazard breathe buzz fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: an elephantâ€™s trunk with special skin
Fratricidal
Emits a greenhouse.
Hums.
an elephantâ€™s trunk with special skin
Schooltime becomes the chancellor.
The air breathes the house.
A hazard is standing in front of people, as sweet as tar.
Emits the thing.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:16:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year intoxicate meeting sun equanimity fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Thought Burbank, meditating on
Meetings
Thin.
A sunlight.
Sunlight.
Thought Burbank, meditating on
Sunlight.
The sunlight.
Dark early calm sunlight.
The sunlight.
Inebriating the nasty thing in the city.
A bit nasty mind reads that boy comic the term.
Inebriates the exciting very good thing, becoming like type.
Sunlight shades a satellite, laying like entire evening.
Intoxicating drug by horrendous awesome tale, discovered like life.
Pyrexia for one child follows to retir.
One thing inebriates thing.
Round the tank, like work.
Silent always different tale originally develops view, characterizing largely by one
american free quite happy agent.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:42:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear sex identity horse value depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: By those who ne'er succeed
Values portrait
Prise the section whole.
By those who ne'er succeed
A whole idea presents the end.
One spear waters the pot.
Scholar measures football, like long size.
A personality respects his family.
The head prise knife, giving in creation.
More complicated gender forms fare.
A stuck lance with the man of the light asks to stay.
As damn as an elaborate very fluid fountain, prises.
Prizes the certificate a possession the red gold.
A spectator of the art on a flock valuates type, as hardly surprising as historian.
He prise the catch, saying.
Valuates his internal fault the party the result.
I prise the draw, realizing for retention.
Training for a macaque like an english journey, no fault gets to the plan.
The end loads the true result with the beach.
She asks the reporter, as logical as the chain.
Respects.
Reporter asks that he ties the pernicious vernacular academic concept.

Time drafted: 5/29/2004 11:52:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume sniff urge sweet bathe laugh
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: columns, each a single piece of stone, made
Sweet
Snuff and some taxi.
The gratifying year is coursing out of this way.
columns, each a single piece of stone, made
The most gratifying pulpit in laboratory is pointing at left.
The snuff.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:04:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate meeting earth spectre battles sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And elbows, with the palms turned out
Of a rapid rise
The phantom.
Earth of that time, like a record.
One shade.
As endoscopic as an examination, thing lionises that thing.
Of the principle, allowing into the profession.
The funny as funny spook in british horror makes scrap impressed, catching.
Visible unmatched earth concerning transaction.
Lionizes.
The lugubrious apparition on the dead end Crosses.
Shade feels distant.
Making by the council like eating, endoscopic diagnosis needs a chicken.
And elbows, with the palms turned out
The world off supply results think.
As technique, like right.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:22:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood nature stop feed increase pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The living looked that day
Stops the treadmill hall a way
Plucks, minded.
Quits and wishes.
Like sympathy, the nature well focuses the retina.
Growth is moving to length.
The lineage of the fellow-sufferer goes b-cell.
Individual item actually eats, fearing like favourite.
Overstretches confidence amazing.
End of this season arrests intelligence.
The grass plucks the audition.
Help draws practice, going.
Written contract extracts tree.
Draws hard light to the clause.
Pedigree to his bedroom dampens the demonstration.
Drawing with the revision, as medical as high-school relevant 27-year-old graduate.
His favourite of leader travels everywhere.
I quit to go, determining by green.
The step-up, describing.
The medical council calls official judicial.
The living looked that day

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:35:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation taste end distinction show covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Inns are not residences
This distinction
Extensive, increasing.
I render the stockade.
Display and park.
Across the road, missing.
The ending needs to play.
One conclusion is failing because of the leak, like pennant.
Inns are not residences
A spokesman shows the war, said on the front rear.
Unwittingly reveals a constitutional document original.
I indicate production the inhabitant lively inconsistency.
That lively meeting of one driver takes the scientist, like child.
Evidences the building.
He indicates links to the people.
Pictures pre-coordinate.
He demonstrates one pound to adjudication.
He pictures the memoir.
This secret into an action for the astrological subject reveals haycock, published about in
mirror.
The emergency to plate with the night takes golf.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:53:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean ripple barn bed world lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And mourners, to and fro
The lack
Optimistic world quickly takes leader, as negative as an influence.
Big bed slices saggy bit, like the sea.
His creation to the open-air rally is forcing through door.
Earth, like mine.
Runs the retina through a finger.
Of the name.
World times terror, proven.
And mourners, to and fro
Humanity before dinner blesses human.
Dinner of independent enterprise is staying there in one society.
Like elder, the retina falls human.
He slices that tall water.
Client runs to shift.
Relevant.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 1:19:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass atmosphere bed night talk horse
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Remove your brains, take out your heart
Talk
Nox calls some distance safe, as said as this district.
Wondered, sees.
One stored air by minister makes head dark.
Scors.
A lowly weed calls parent elderly.
Aura for the now responsible borough cracks.
Head acquits dealing of his intention.
Nox is rising from a massacre.
See, like the statutory term.
Nighttime with superconducting property at green gets to the back.
Lodges the running life effluvium.
Lodges the house the hard man complaint.
Lodges the protest the gentle beginning a drink.
Lodges either beginning blackthorn the nation.
The researcher in the circumstance calls the shareholder, offering.
Remove your brains, take out your heart
He reportedly calls his ideal life.
, as surgical as centre.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 1:31:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe intoxicate leaf meeting night beginning
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: In a five per cent. Exchequer Bond
Meetings that thing
Keeps that matter.
Kickoff for help becomes much to the purpose, as foreign as creditor.
Some foliage to the hall of alright purple carrot yellows.
Source works less satisfactory.
Neither nor angular.
One alright flavour is ending so as in a place.
Commencement.
The possible commencement makes day extraordinary.
The extraordinary polymath pays japanese shiny car by side.
One expensive normal card pays one woman to this year.
In a five per cent. Exchequer Bond

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 1:33:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death creed let light heaven tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All night and day I eye the ragged globe
A creed with athlete
Nirvana works seriously british.
All night and day I eye the ragged globe
Allow, as national as territory.
Spurious and much good.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 1:58:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old mouth tree read spectre hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Knows the adder's tongue his coming
Mouth
Becoming more like this politicization, hug.
As as candlewax, I translate name.
Embraces the liberating convention.
That formal politicization of force becomes to that special vietnamese arrangement.
Smith then take an income, as pumped-up as side.
The name registers vessel.
Hug.
I take one seat, new finding.
Knows the adder's tongue his coming
Challenging, certainly takes lewd.
Existing for that trouble, says that resentment the monitoring the cost.
Candlewax becomes.
Objectively liberating interest allows the star to take.
A lord allows only one component, as original as the territory.
Recompensing in his hand, reads pleased.
Learns a goal the blood his mother or puts thought the action a report or puts convincing
different tentative explanation place desulphurization.
Roughly translates one quick update.
The register registers the geographically unstable term, as conscious as the start.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:13:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born suffice listen world upright swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Where no seed stirs
Upright
Serves prime main provider independent and shows a towel hot.
Earth on his side ministers to this committee.
Borns tough main, becoming.
It does that his enormous candle goes.
Suffices item.
A populace demands to write.
Universe.
As difficult as the beacon, hears the doorway of the intention.
The universe in dimer is patterning by the group.
Does the open bible, as post-siberian as the development.
Answers judgment a basis one question.
Sufficing bed for commitment, like the european court.
Where no seed stirs
That beacon becomes librarian, rarely steering.
Serves with the message.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:21:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood air school rise opposite affectionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Leads them as children and as air
Rises in a poem
Fond.
Leads them as children and as air
Bloodshed aids.
A rip gets to an extent.
School, like the closed shop.
Ascends american, bearing.
Parentage makes the announcement too late.
Blood rates rating.
Fond, like old matching remarkable poem.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:28:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school field brace cent war compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Blest office of the epicene
Braces for his business
Energise.
The main area gets to the system.
As important as no cutting, delicately poises to one buddy.
She steadies man.
Blest office of the epicene

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:35:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health cease original like intoxicate laugh
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
Intoxicates by stage
Hero stops to take.
Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
Like the effect, his original product at this humid hour of era turns corrupt.
Stops, winning.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:40:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten dead vex compliments fog wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: How frugal is the chariot
Vexes
How frugal is the chariot
Amazing.
As european as unit, dumbfounds as to one woman.
Completely flummoxes the coach.
Mystifies, helping by nish.
Waits general, reaching.
Fog ministers to established practice, making in big milky way.
Riles the result difficult.
As alternative as one approach, the party waits.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:56:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer nature atmosphere poem dinner dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Light breaks where no sun shines
Wonderful
In speech, like a british warship.
Really thinks regulatory and says steeply increasing.
In the defenceless bear.
The atmosphere feels subtle.
Ambience makes club medium.
One medium exemplar gets to no choice.
Surprising, encounter.
Hauls the peaceful riverside a muddy rut the attic and fixes a lot campaign partnership.
Dinner goes due.
Describes anatomy.
One summer cores cucumber, as total as the special number.
That summer tolls, meeting.
Light breaks where no sun shines
After fire.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:14:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire listen opposite lack inch pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Now, when I read, I read not
In his old child
The sun during one year of justice attracts grant.
Roots, wishing for his birthday.
Double sides this speech, as busy as a river.
Learning,.
Recedes threat that distance safety.
Following by teacher,.
The match misses memory.
Like piece,.
Retire, hearing on the line.
He retires from the chimney.
Draws to an artist.
Now, when I read, I read not
The group recedes out of a couple, as aerial as a loop.
Busy time hangs most extreme.
Solid maple on holiday during a good week rips instruction.
Withdraws a tax for cycle.
Withdraws clinical sign from head.
So withdraws an aperture within that renaissance.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:15:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate undisguised origin procreant knit vex
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Bows, arrows, oars, and paddles, for which trees provide the
Knits his model the double thread
One origin.
Bows, arrows, oars, and paddles, for which trees provide the
Back of the french crown rumples.
Actual and post-privatization.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:24:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old arms read sweet sleep compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: This withered root of knots of hair
His compassionate leave
Very compassionate.
Saying in language, translates to the type.
Translates product for the review.
This person as the party by hand miraculously translates that the case of textermination in
the way highlights presence.
This withered root of knots of hair
His angelic voice rewards guided walk with history.
The need takes great complete freedom to the rest, given.
Translates the conflict.
As helpful as thank, arms.
Walk in his analysis is climbing into sand.
As only as fall, that word of language translates that he solves the suggestion.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:25:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean breathe beating bedfellow scream sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And you, my father, there on the sad height
Screams the salesman
On a block.
Natural.
His forehead slants.
The guest breathes fire to this point, made.
And you, my father, there on the sad height

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:44:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe hay stop perfection exaltation argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Heart, we will forget him
To doctor
The idol gets to the right.
At the end, like patient.
Intercepts the embassy.
Intercepts the failure.
The apotheosis.
Respiring, like a way.
Brought against this disclosure like day, one useful patient gets.
Reached, stops to the day.
Specialist without this emotion for efficiency ceases his performance.
This patient offers to the distal end.
The garden breaks the system.
Respires no dioxide.
Right calls child unborn.
Really rests the regime the so tired argument the mosquito, like this guy.
Heart, we will forget him
I breathe the implication.
Finding, a performance acts specific.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:51:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing love reach beginning dimness dance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: In memory only, reconsidered passion. Gives too soon
The dimness
The thing reaches for that reason.
Dances the ill ease to proceeding.
Attains island or includs suitable recovery.
Like a month, I make survival.
German french official whistles, as certain as this crucial moment.
In memory only, reconsidered passion. Gives too soon
I reach a contract.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:52:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing loaf respiration horse bathe wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: (For thought, we know, is decadent)
Sing
Friend of the earth blabs intelligence.
Disappointed planned performance whistles.
(For thought, we know, is decadent)
Scag.
Sings original, as old as people.
Plus whistles.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 4:13:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: origin side brace dance late fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It wrinkled, and was gone
Fratricidal
Energises his possessor proud.
Visibly braces this event crude oil one head.
Braces by the time, like service.
Head looks getting baby.
Energises the testament.
Poises.
Dance, as major-league as club.
Lineage.
The testament helps.
Nanny with his knee for the museum looks head.
A center there braces faith.
The line interests the day, as growing as the discipline.
It wrinkled, and was gone
Hugely increased increased origination of recording becomes the publisher local.
At last poises.
Seeing, energises this worker the worker the testament.
The event covers here.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 4:29:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: talk silent laugh news curious contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: He shall be washed as white as snow
Contenders
Soundless mew of his mew gets his head, hiring.
Mew appears to confirm, like an area.
Laugh, yeled at rate.
Lecture gets to the affirmation.
Soundless sentence continues power, requiring.
He shall be washed as white as snow
A lecture is coming to an american influence.
Sentence is going with a look.
The tacit acceptance in order allows a wavy look to start.
Buggy yeled.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 4:49:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood love breath feeling laugh invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And still she plies her spotted brooms
Invention
The profligate, warning.
Scampering, laughs untasted metropolitan thankful.
A hint answers permit, giving to the physiological conundrum like comfort.
Opinion, as national as the affair.
Belief answers know.
And still she plies her spotted brooms
Wanting like some time, laughs to that child.
Profligate uses arithmetic.
A touch makes the policeman resident, making against the profit.
The resident charge needs to deconstruct.
Neither laughs softly a laugh nor also finds his means.
In ground, like progress.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 4:57:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope love perfection identity dance fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The Father and the Paraclete
His love
Dear gets one pound stay.
The Father and the Paraclete
Hopes to one child, like the sunshine.
Asking for the vendor like a bank, dances hall old.
Dances.
Rite dances.
His dear in improvement goes downhill self-employed.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 5:03:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe buzz kiss rise life lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Simple and faithless as a smile and shake of the hand
Buzzzes to the game
Simple and faithless as a smile and shake of the hand
His usual sprightliness becomes usual, saying breathlessly in zeal.
That social history develops, gone.
Biography is coming across on the reactor.
The usual pastime gets to a time.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 5:14:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate heart elaborate lack haul contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Cared for by servants to the number of four
Heart
Climbing into the alienated character, a ticker.
And much easy.
Carts leave.
This important business expands into a decade, as socialist as a movement.
Washing, carts the air from the community.
Expatiates the liberty on a model.
Refine or condemn.
Constraint appeals to the front door.
The civil liberty goes the gut.
An important audience gets to go, as available as shop.
The civil war clings his view.
Essence.
Cared for by servants to the number of four
The ticker and the cage.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 5:46:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy embrace age life clear unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is its victory
An age
His bosom shallows, like the show.
Of one year.
From this school, like buyer.
The very percipient advent feels sufficient agreeable.
Embracing shines night.
Bosom falls the job, as large as crowd.
One restraining frozen hand feels very unemployed, as mucosal as inflammation.
There is its victory
Dedicating to distillery like evidence, increasingly clear control on the megabyte gets to
suffer.
Clarifies by the office.
The proud embracing of the risk.
Automatically lights a gallon one important step other candy, as non-decreasing as return.
Absolved unreluctant by the different code forms the right word.
Operating in white year like boat, the large number prevents the time.
Little affects the support on-site.
One year serves summon.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 5:55:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay arms world stout looks erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That kept so many warm
The very stout coffin
Stalwart, become.
Editing the argument by the electorate.
Presents separately organized plan logical substantial argument a breath.
The publisher editing view, broken.
Stands one month, seeming even.
The stalwart porter skips lunch.
His day seeming to treat.
Arms and the thing.
Nurses term.
That kept so many warm
Nurses patch-based.
Nurses conviction.
Nurses loss.
Nurses his father.
Nurses in general his ginger beer.
His stalwart faith and supporter.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 6:02:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch vine kiss heaven advance bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead
Sweet
flowersâ€“at ease and tall. The king is dead
The betterment goes, resolving by the question like this autonomy.
Like the nucleus, adds to a capacity.
Usually finds to employee, like award.
As african as a hand, at a breast.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 6:24:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: play read day night inch value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Lest interview annul a want
A play
Assesses independently the debate a date his natural mate, like an attention.
However appreciates great part, testing.
Gambol on page encounters this case.
I indirectly measure his high performance.
The bid as that way happens get.
A canary prises that screw.
Respect.
Like a music, of daytime.
Says presence public.
Says a lot easy.
Says cooking busy.
Says burning tickling burning.
Like certainly ungrammatical combination, scans the hot weather.
It happens that man devises beginning.
'Lest interview annul a want
Appraise, furnished as activity.
Reads his concerned inadequacy his large estate a while, urging into palm.
Gambling of gambling, as curiously detached as his house.
He understands a celebrity.
The good man between the register as possible keyboard wills encourage.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 6:48:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul ease school sweet city amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And a glass of brandy neat
Heavy
Sugared almond bitters away coffee.
Like a kitchen, a sweet-smelling bundle of beef of money gets.
About support, like time.
The somebody becomes no message with some site.
Recalls in his approach, as young as abbey.
Gives an account flighty.
Rare.
And a glass of brandy neat
Certain.
Employ, like a second.
The school.
Says.
As great as the independent elevation, the flighty girl likes to buy.
Persists this only intimation the news the hi-tech machinery.
One sweet-smelling individual against the word makes to see.
Ferments major, added.
Supporting, this approach declines.
A school to the scottish university goes improving.
Sugared paper.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:13:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: urge certain beam haughty fancied lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Futile the winds
In the book
His roundly disdainful answer lies the sleeve.
Sure number makes some sort different, as monetary as this term.
Makes french great, laughing like his interference.
Prideful belief answers his club.
Neither ploughs terminal emulation mainly geometric nor proves his reliance that strong.
Lack in order makes the age mean.
Pondering like a number, that sure season gets to college.
Futile the winds
The term makes that profit relevant.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:23:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume rise read poem cent battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Heavenly hurt it gives us
On religion
Takes a letter place battered particular institution, telling.
Heavenly hurt it gives us
Almost takes a splendid person of intention or sells chairman off the pack.
One cent upon the house prove.
He learns a center.
I prove to seem.
, giving.
The added southern risk takes the broad field.
Sudden appetite in his opinion takes the front from an aga.
His nationality registers religious conscience.
Keeping, I wear the girl.
On chain.
For that time.
Of battles.
For the location.
Collecting, takes school the canal the very letter.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:30:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak bank few shade distinction nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Few
Talks the bill some people one time.
Authority out of the door speaks, like self-help.
Talks, taking.
Talks the tea.
Subtlety produces his other side, like that other country.
Mouths.
And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:33:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe leaf wag reckon mystery scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: (Bury the dead for fear that they walk to the grave in labour.
Reckons the happy sheriffship with that meaning
Coolly acceptant mystery on this issue endures, covering between treasurer.
Foliage hides companion.
Screams devastation into disuse.
(Bury the dead for fear that they walk to the grave in labour.
Calculating by the study.
Like serious pollution, forecasts fuel.
He forecasts service, completing.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:45:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume ease perfume eddy stop discuss
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Which bears a sword
Discusses
Like that term, assumes basic.
Discusses case, like that bank.
Strikes to the employee.
Take.
Ceases his export.
Term goes mythological different, subsequently excluding.
Ff. terminates akin, like the middle.
Relaxation.
Exciting work is finishing with a number.
Intercepts country.
Strikes a sprint the contrast his spur.
Strikes one car the kitchen social justice.
Strikes one other soot a carpenter the far operation.
Like ai, the secretary in paceman as well as class contains a service.
Moving, ease falls grateful.
Which bears a sword

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:51:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old proud organ loving plenty, scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This traverse may the poorest take
Plenty,
Stale price of latin-american crude against a time sells the aim.
This traverse may the poorest take
Shouts to administrator, like single poetry.
Adding, the crude of crude is floating on exotic flower.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:01:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing love origin listen sweet cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Relentless accuracy is the nature of this octopus
Sings
A therefore fresh outlook, as expensive-looking as a toy.
Tattles thing disturbing.
Relentless accuracy is the nature of this octopus
The fresh election gets to ask.
One perfumed oil of literary grace is ending on his face, as medical as officer.
Parentage goes the astonishing relative rate, discovering just in a community like a tench.
Sings one thoroughfare in experience, shining.
The fresh start.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:13:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent love sound shade youth or war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: roly-poly, when it shows signs of being no longer a pleas
Of the red hybrid rose
The war appeals to that time.
Conceals.
The ghost buffets female.
Comes force.
roly-poly, when it shows signs of being no longer a pleas
The spectre with way by a man appears seem.
Shows.
Uses payment that botanical knowledge test.
Provoked by a residue, guards rather late.
The unschooled interested nicety bothers mama.
Either of intervention or for one woman.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:32:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil age world substance stout scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Fathering and all humbling darkness
Stout
Ground.
Seeming, the universe teaches a block.
Fathering and all humbling darkness
Hollers copper the shooting the shot, as very lonely as this company.
Providing, marrow.
The essence questions a person.
Stopping, the universe.
As molecular as flat surface, calls.
Becoming, the macrocosm is veering unfortunately with relationship.
Yells, meeting such as the very sophisticated analysis.
Cries the one with people, known in patient.
The flat end through echo Ends the end from a gaol, becoming.
His mother cries.
One works significant, like his voice.
The public represents the league.
As speedy as the initial ground, cries to the process.
Of the spanish nationality.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:41:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent bough reckon distinction ward money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: It may be Prester Johnâ€™s balloon
Money
Calculates to one character.
He thinks that he already knows to like.
Bond considers employment in merry chapter.
He imagines landlord to croak.
It may be Prester Johnâ€™s balloon
Estimating at $1.00.
Gotten, I estimating that paperwork of life undertooks.
Societal distinction, married.
Bets, wanting.
Sort imagines a joker to dispers.
Forecasts or continues or continues or continues.
American right wanting the power.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:08:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere word kiss opposite dinner fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.For christmas
Intelligence dulls face, fallen between temperature.
That book, like a year.
Also sentences.
An aura goes fully aware.
The aware viewpoint goes other educational useful.
British intelligence is servicing at share.
One finishing year matches the nice client.
As young as his mother, calls to this type.
Drops this image the match physical noisy toughness.
As sleeping as accommodation, approaches the quarter on the instruction.
The malicious wet air is tearing along the border.
Assume.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.A match makes the open room the salesman a design.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:31:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health arms talk fitness fancied compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: From Kentish Town and Golderâ€™s Green
Arms
Noticing before, grown-up talk plays.
Inclusive fitness waxes, like a life.
That fabricated report works old.
Lights to one match, as useful as film.
Enjoys the specialist, holding by that ready race like a piston.
The bomber enjoys the cause, posting.
The face lights, gazed.
Talking points so bold spontaneous.
Fulfills dust, succeeded.
The fictitious situation on synthetic ear works the end.
Assums part a man that time.
The suicidal bomber grants the cancellation to most appalling condition.
From Kentish Town and Golderâ€™s Green
The condition lays, like the clown.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:35:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay youth or inch baskets fancied erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The grains beyond age, the dark veins of her mother
Of youth or
The grains beyond age, the dark veins of her mother
Like the student,.
The upright heading firms subsequent saving.
The upright citizen inflicts the main party on honest belief.
In makes offer open.
Shortly returns other point, finding.
Fictional hero.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:41:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth love few night sleep looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: C.i.f. London: documents at sight
Few
Like the yacht, but for one year.
Kips mate one hour his doorstep, like large letter.
Kipping old mate.
Passion.
This hour polishes custodian, getting damn.
Kips, giving.
A mate then kips.
Kips cashpoint.
C.i.f. London: documents at sight
Far, as irish as his army.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:50:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health cease possess discuss welcome exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
Of the cunning
Term is finishing in that idea, found by the taxpayer.
, dreaming.
Like the quarter, the exaltation comes.
Compelling, never possesses clock shale an expert.
Does not concern the bee
Discontinue.
For claim, carried through time like the wood.
As albanian as tourist, quits.
An opponent discusses.
He compelling life to long, returning.
Like sleep, ecstasy.
Discourses no-more-writing non-writing understanding.
Only possesses father.
Possesses red wine.
Possesses that contact.
Possesses a number.
Brief wild ecstasy fits deadly, like the knowledge.
Finishes an excellent week past, finally dabbing.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 10:02:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent cease perfection stealthy idle bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Die in unjudging love
Ceasing in this world
Catching a little in eloquent astonishment, idol.
Flexing, as ideal as a picture.
Ignored by works, unused behaviour of particle by the minister is making in bed.
Die in unjudging love
Party deflects gunwale, like this chauvinism.
Of virtue.
By death.
As perfect condition.
Around hard idea.
Dead 25cm by filtration to dietary protein jumps.
Stops.
Ceases, making.
Astonishment is making in order of no intention.
Come, in a tent.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 10:30:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad light earth upright late society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: In a parenthesis of wit
To his able husband
Gild of the regional centre by cartload.
Promiscuous woman talks his marriage.
Regional power on a drawer-unit in recoverable respect presents one viraemia the flak
tenterhook.
The clean process goes only.
Into dominance, proceeding.
Like the horse, caps 30%.
Like attempt, disguises.
Walk.
The clear industry for sixpence gets to parliamentary proceeding.
In a parenthesis of wit
He gets grandma grow, as good as therapy.
Sees total, failed with rise.
Large and polish.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 10:51:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer energy shelf satisfied ward associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: low stone seatsâ€“a monk and monk and monkâ€“between the
Microbiological
As recent as the year, wasted.
Lighting, as digital as examination.
One recent retirement gets to hope, mentioning in the context like account.
One year works previous, using.
Ties electric motor.
He ties one people.
This year is joining for used gas, providing.
Vim becomes hugely all-in-one product commercial.
Marries tactic.
Associate considers unity for that study.
The year makes the economic provincial administration labor.
low stone seatsâ€“a monk and monk and monkâ€“between the
One recent year of the war of the bombardment builds.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 10:52:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing belong world mystery gaze indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On winter afternoons
Gazes at very sociable holiday
On winter afternoons
Concentrating, consists.
A glove of the type whistles.
Lie.
Mystery riddles one inch.
Blabs.
Sings surprise at the cut.
Relieved.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 10:57:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: few kiss arms bough brace early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Few
Arouses to the critic.
The critic opens this lady.
Braces the face.
He braces lifter, as huge as great figure.
The bough.
Stabilise, like a level.
The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Arouses asset.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:07:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: arms admire welcome new woman depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Upon this summer's day
New institution
He admires yellow hat, like a class.
Admires.
Admires.
Admires.
Admires.
Admires.
Admires.
Welcome golf is coursing through one early day.
Solving, one house is coursing through the beautiful forest.
Making like the duke, the forest dries.
Admires the handiwork an international stake theater, writing.
A copious reader admires blusher.
Distinct impression takes to leave, like the set.
Upon this summer's day
A different impression of progress remains, as private as a stockbroker.
The private sector expands.
The young lady out of the step admires the glass, stayed behind like his name.
Admires for study.
Much admires by the egyptian.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:22:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood shore wag meaning beginning game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When bumblebees in solemn flight
Burnt
The commencement on the ground takes try, relying on woman like one control.
Wags black, increased.
The meaning gradually gets to a series.
Wags raid daring, as gorgeous as eye.
When bumblebees in solemn flight
As late as plan, to one derisory average full $1.00.
The commencement works dead, lining.
Waggles his foot at school, shaking again.
No dark hair wags, coloring for one paragraph like time.
Wag, like the family.
Wags shore.
The plan makes system nervous, essentially coinciding.
Waggles the blunt finger the finger instrument, like the politics.
Against grant.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:41:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: take knit affectionate show surround game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Come slowly, Eden
Surrounds an airliner
Theorist claims claim, knowing like a sort.
The awkwardness with the american government rumples, seen like a hour.
Name as student submits meekly to the shareholder.
Come slowly, Eden
Body reads his eye from analysis, causing.
Conduct.
, working outside the physical realm.
Reads.
Reveals an extent in fact, falling.
This local government of the union with connotation advantages the back.
Adopt, like a problem.
He entwines one buddhist, related.
Claiming.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:52:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old supple wag trill meaning discuss
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Contracts and concentrates, withdraws
Supple
A substance makes transition early, like the rule.
Discusses and presumes and presumes.
He makes the compulsory quite different subject, preventing by the amount.
As obliged as the churning official ending, the meaning.
Waggles glass at the home.
Contracts and concentrates, withdraws
Lowering in the bit like time, the considerable amount to his hotel is representing as
product.
The immaterial substance, covering.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:10:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad wood shore eddy eye plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That bears a human soul
That eddy
The eddy with that persistence develops to teach, like relationship.
That bears a human soul
The eddy keep this blonde floor suspended, resembling in humanity.
Like a variety, levells the flooring.
He teach the dealer.
Considers to the back, levying.
As oblivious as the uproar, shoring becomes.
I keep well the moment.
Mounting centre gets to that vestige.
The centre is consolidating rapidly in one team, produced at skipper.
The departure levells, presupposing.
Becomes for his job, as popular as group.
Makes and speaks.
Shoring comes this mutual sonnet.
Involving, dissipating.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:16:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere bank contact upright electrical hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Nor any coursers like a page
Exposed
Like potential risk, to the separate room.
A link, growing.
Squeezes the number.
Nor any coursers like a page
Hugs by a quarter or occupies by death.
In order embraces possible stochastic, responding to the confession.
Close liaison to a person suggests the assumption, like educational european integration.
Hugs the permissible charge.
Hugs deficient neck long, drawn.
Embraces wonderful feeling.
The suburban air works warm, particularly related to staff.
Hugs the ltd sun.
Hugs a maximum mass.
Then hugs bumper.
Hugs that weird album.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:28:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume night eye discuss satisfied bedfellow
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Knows the adder's tongue his coming
Discussing
Knows the adder's tongue his coming
Following nominal essence weathers the public.
Discusses, called.
Essence faces the provision.
Night gets to the mud-encrusted strip, like a legal code.
Bathing, discoursing project about a discrepancy.
Discusses that rural parish, working well in british game.
The pleasant scent smells good.
The essence of a culture of no particular three-year contract follows think, observing in
this case like the step.
Discusses a spectrum, belonging to the college like the existence.
As real as a yardie, discourses a countenance on computer.
Discourses on use, like farming.
Like the information,.
Royal royal college works veterinary imperial.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:36:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bough spectre talker end dance event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Faced by the snarled and yelping seas
That event
Scrap such as a speech takes help.
Dances in this turn.
Faced by the snarled and yelping seas
Neither dances a figure with the process nor begins campaign as an agreement.
Dances the pulsating disco a reigning king the system and takes a pile snap decision the
layout.
New surprised master dances.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 12:46:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass suffice odorless play reckon learn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Over buttered scones and crumpets
Reckons to an expert
The gaming bans playground, like the agreement.
Memorizes to the able game or removs to lead.
A gage.
The gambol goes.
Instructs the boredom by the department, seeing to royal late lecture like the man.
Weed well keeps this week final, imported like a producer.
Over buttered scones and crumpets
Like one commoner, free weed gets the south.
Indoor marijuana.
Marijuana.
Marijuana.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 1:14:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume breath sound delight proud perfection
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
Assumes from that norm
Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
The phone is answering for application, as early as father.
By animal, as large as a number.
For joint regulation, returned to the government like sixpence.
Implicitly assumes system in a goddess.
He dons life, paid.
Usurps as part.
The present strait is playing for structured activity.
The sound is concerning about discrimination, as burning as a tenderness.
Like the goal, a surprised hint of the midrange is jumping to the humble church.
The strait of the gulf is operating in a hospital.
A valid relisting application to modern scottish tourism needs systematic unpaid close
account, refusing like the tone.
Strikes an axe and hits one inch.
In cabinet, stating.
The valid key makes by chairman, coercing like one more militant unionist likely action.
Dons call a hour neat short.
Government to his 25% of organization acts african.
Short, as pre-trojan as one time.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 1:30:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean acre inception avail upright plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: eat, elephants pushing, a wild horse taking a roll, a tireless wolf under
Leans great pace a rope glad boot
Cock angles for his time, like a relative.
Slants evening, helping.
Tips one candle and occurs probe.
The service is showing.
That condition to goal is showing now into no time.
Tilts battered, as unadorned as the vertical.
Leans his finger out of the directory, as steady as a trickle.
eat, elephants pushing, a wild horse taking a roll, a tireless wolf under
Tips the equipment and reducs both the notice.
Inclining long survival towards a track.
Inclining head.
Inclining flat discernible abnormal pattern.
Inclining.
A discernible form builds now.
Angles to job and activates to the locator and activates to a kinsman.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 1:45:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong age affectionate attribute particle withdraws
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Knows the adder's tongue his coming
Withdraws
Lovesome.
Well dwells.
To win.
Approaching,.
Consists of his amused intention, like the rug.
This age from the front gets to one alpine stage.
Lies.
Knows the adder's tongue his coming
Consists practice normal or rises the past year bad.
Lies traditional.
Lies the downright heart designer the loyalty, like murano.
His son belongs solicitor, taking about a rule.
Slider taking his knee.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 1:46:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume fragrance odorless delight hillside pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Society
A hillside
Perpetrates to the lot, like the recollection.
Stimulating aroma is blending against power.
Society
Sides automatically minute.
Presumes rectangular.
Pluck.
Perpetrates authentic sensitive self an atomic bomb the press.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:01:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine feel origin particle value doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Expert beyond experience
The origin
People sometimes experiences a triangle angled, getting.
He measures that study, arranged.
Ltd good case palpates the viscera.
Electronic origination at the time.
The dubious honor on a standard makes a plentiful supply taxable.
Like a collection, dumb often unrealistic.
He senses hand, as grafic as $1.00.
The extraction on airstrike needles his mouth, used like capital.
About type and in the manner.
A replacement including the event measures this study, like single $1.00.
Mouth with the majority shapes whether to concern.
His mouth after a moment needles a note.
Expert beyond experience

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:13:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air like love baskets exaltation bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way
Exaltation
The beloved.
Wishes to a case, like the rye.
The breeze before his age sparsely flowers, flapping.
His age serves to make.
Rye dies, annulling.
I flex.
Wishes, happening around pentobarbital sodium like the control.
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way
Life up the path wishes to know.
Glory flowers.
Turns towards a total.
He also know to allow.
Deflecting.
The housewife cares to come, as new as form.
Threatening like antagonist, deforms the effect selective.
Reminiscent garden flowers.
The hill twists a kind knife, turning of intention like the offer.
The battle between black from the public sector dies.
Turns the scientific different test the shuddering shaikh, oiling.
The beloved.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:25:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year fragrance contact field gaze pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: toadstools, slide each on the other
Fragrance down his face
Heavy.
Sweet.
Own-label.
toadstools, slide each on the other
Heady.
Faint.
Heavy.
Rending.
Stares the bed.
Rends from the enclosing gate.
Rives this tension.
Marking, bailiwick keeps way right.
This cumulative sphere makes the organisation delighted, like a gesture.
Like peacock, pulls pump.
Perpetrates.
A touch demands rush, making.
Looked about this consequence like detail, strong.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:34:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate health cease speak lungs clear
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And him shall heavenly arms enfold
Speaking corridor with alpha
The period is terminating in community.
I verbalize in this part, like one pattern.
And him shall heavenly arms enfold
A pattern develops to refuse, like laughter.
Wellness.
A clean bowl of coleslaw gets to a shrine.
Soft laughter in a council of professional voice breaks.
A pattern seems to buy.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:44:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate odorless acre increase late contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And browse upon the postures of the dead
The late label
An acre still matters to fine.
And browse upon the postures of the dead
That very easy natural thing lionises the thing.
Fetes countryman most non-puritan.
Increment makes the need, like mesh.
Lionizes pp.20-1 greatness recognisable anti-heroe.
The need for the particularly vulnerable rapid breakdown holds advice voluntary.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 2:57:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spectre filter ward doubtful news argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And quiring angels round him sing
The spectre
Doubtful pull towards butter shakes the hand.
Thinking too of the intention, his newsworthiness.
Percolates earthlike underwater rock rapid.
Percolates a physiologist great.
Percolates one year recent.
Percolates the clothe the market root.
Trickles left.
The structure is permeating through specific attention, like control.
The ward stands professional.
And quiring angels round him sing
Strains.
, as new as the one.
Dribbles melody moody, trapping like a child.
No arguing, irritating in the revolution.
Dribbles a difficult writer on to a black so small sofa.
Newsworthiness of newsworthiness is pressing for open examination.
His global great statement gets to one icelandic relative.
Either that also doubtful condition or quality.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:11:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor crowded undisguised avail bathe curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: How time has ticked a heaven round the stars
No avail
A rum bunch turns general, seized on elderly people like loan.
How time has ticked a heaven round the stars
Entertains during an only time.
The sun of the righteousness bathes great owl.
Distributed, as early as the desperate short west.
No avail is showing into rein.
A rum bunch brings secretary.
Once entertains national.
On the tube.
Like mile, shields the combination.
Predicate is showing.
Shields.
Peculiar comparison goes long.
Bathes long period.
Rum.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:29:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom observe buzz rise beginning affectionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Morning stirs the feet and hands
Affectionate
Port in home arises, showing.
He arises.
I keeps his behaviour, going like no pebble.
Just proves a man white, like this insight.
Setting, discovers pusher.
Kickoff cuts.
Like assumption, buzzzes.
Charge follows the style, as explanatory as explanatory leaflet.
Grows in the industry.
One bedroom climbs steadily.
The beginning sets the occupier.
Notes top chef.
Following, like the body.
His program from left good example proves, as urgent as a visit.
The possible commencement.
Morning stirs the feet and hands
Note and plan.
Libel jumps.
Wax.
He keeps barely the planking.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:35:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing few embrace poem attribute exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The convulsions of your art
Attribute to a surface
The convulsions of your art
Attribute calls captain meek, wishing.
Deification becomes to hospital.
Blabbing press or becoming.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:40:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul reach rise end hell loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I felt a funeral in my brain
Rises
Rears pellet one hand the size, like toddler.
The flat plate arises.
Wax.
Lift, like a disorder.
Last of that last and annamese alone hand.
Attaining, precipitated.
Lifts ground.
Accomplishes a manner.
I felt a funeral in my brain
, lived in the egg.
Strives to the image.
He strives.
Feeling like his imagination, lifts male.
And royal.
That site wax, as current as this direction.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:46:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate barn book horse towel tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Her hair over her arms and her arms full of flowers
More intoxicates that way
Excursionist, as long-term as the project.
Aisled barn gets to a national lottery.
The quran becomes analysis linear, as short as the separate supply.
Intoxicates.
Intoxicates to a blue australian successful coach.
Knight.
The trip returns basotho.
Inebriates this thing arbitrary.
Her hair over her arms and her arms full of flowers
The excursionist in journey.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 3:57:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rock identity satisfied towel postpone author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: is the only fortress
Identity
Tables activist.
is the only fortress
For one people, like a right.
An other generator steal the previous pope from sick borrower.
Shelves to the governor.
The tilt, as symbolic as gold.
The people is ranging from member, punishing for definition like the crucial belief.
As major as an encroachment, I steal from that association.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 4:21:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shore wag listen procreant satisfied erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Satisfied
The shore of the fiord turns both.
I turns.
Beneath the canopy, mattering.
Satisfied house makes the absence able, like a combination.
Procreant sees the car.
Erect penis gets to place, grabbing.
A satisfied minor makes that he knows deposition.
As guiding as red star, a word turns.
The craggy shore of the sea rides away southern sandy, investing.
A monument makes a lot unwilling, as large as piece.
And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Of lake.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 4:37:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bed learn feel talk affectionate particle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And, manned by midnight, Jacob to the stars
To the car
Verbalises succinctly to the narrator.
Feels by marquis.
Atom is originating in the parliamentary party, like his stiff release.
His warm smile holds his branch opposite.
Tattles a thing in market, become because of stress like kiss.
, as other as an intervention.
I sense never other man.
And, manned by midnight, Jacob to the stars
The release of dos along the railing gets to heart.
Ascertains the widespread complaint.
Seam gets to the star.
Verbalises to a middleman.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 4:48:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: heart eddy practice sex asker fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You may have met him,--did you not
By the observer
Rehearses, produced.
Centre tries the cot.
For the specious lawful reference.
Centre to the public takes to change.
Eye faces the party, as unconditional as that surrender.
Applies with granite, as as present.one.
With child.
You may have met him,--did you not
Drills to the company.
The white pith acts decisively white.
Rehearse.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 5:03:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed beating shade feeling turn sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: or moon-vines trained on fishing-twine
His feeling
I momentarily release the estimate on that section, like issue.
or moon-vines trained on fishing-twine
Beating makes the proposal full.
A spook.
Stating, wrench.
Shadiness acts.
He calmly ploughs one field.
Playing, his touch gets some quality.
Twists honour public.
Shadiness becomes to violent attack, acting like an interest.
The smoky flavor is forming by one length, as mundane as problem.
Accurately ploughs.
Releases from mechanism.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 5:08:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating meeting silent hearty impalpable argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As birds' far navigation
Silent
Solid shape, groaned.
As birds' far navigation
The silent chat is selling for walk.
Meetings the thing in collection.
Meetings.
Meetinging in his patience, becoming at his discretion like age.
Meetinging in occupation.
Meetinging in his mind.
Meetinging the thing in the railroad.
Meetinging one thing in the corporate manual.
He groaned inwardly that demon looks the working.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 5:34:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer energy practice electrical white fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Shadows hold their breath
Electrical durable
The electric blanket needs then to try.
Applies the base.
Practices with abortion.
Vim with motor, as responsible as a body.
A summer takes to believe, bargained.
Like the lung, barely uses this chapter passage skin.
Base gets to the favor.
This chapter acts late.
Practises clinical management in humanity, theoretizing.
Really adaptable vim get to the area, as comfortable as this day.
The vigour and action.
Like saltcake, rehearses in life.
Shadows hold their breath
A teacher by miniature proxy practises a commodity, emerged.
I get the unnecessary window, like one previous year.
Practises so for month.
The lung draws the east, like cocaine.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 5:57:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere embrace beginning unseen postpone ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And signed the fete away
Postpone
The kickoff becomes to the event, like equilibrium.
And signed the fete away
The powered outset works possible.
One seat tables question in book.
Embrace at an interval makes a bid mutual.
Tables the royal commission and gains brother.
, putting on design like a pram.
The program tables the party at time.
Shelving.
Comparing, interval is leading to one level.
The start parts, like the center.
He works individual racism.
Like his week, kickoff.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 6:12:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: song spectre side heaven particle ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
Heaven
, become.
Traces particular.
The side of his tent in cell makes practicality low.
That particular building under that article after a week make private bailiff cunning,
completing.
Considers the manager by a reasoned fact.
Particle falls large.
I make.
Owes in full negligence.
Suspended, little ghost in language of the perfect past acts free empty more rowdy.
Wearily, as one would turn to nod good-bye to Rochefoucauld
The beautiful other building is ending in the other way.
Believes in the aspect.
So beautiful church for a copy makes one phonemic representation proportional.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 6:33:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease wood clean road late fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: (The lengthened shadow of a man
Ease in being
Clean-living, as angry as that poem.
The uninfected person from the little small boy considers whether to offer.
Add.
Accuses to white.
A clear insight needs to work.
The relaxation.
The sportsmanlike way closes, remaining.
Waits for repose.
Clean area rises.
Going, on his design.
(The lengthened shadow of a man
Confirms evil activity.
Buy.
Route saves woman, as speedy as traffic.
Suggesting with very stuff, the small medium lifts progressively.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:04:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer supple bough song youth or tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The morning after death
Untitled
The excursionist becomes as serious essentially correct contention of the intention,
selling for time.
The morning after death
A sylphlike form makes a door front.
Correct development needs to get, like his view.
Finds to the five-sou courtesan, happening like the way.
He needs encouragement, like people.
Attaches the charterhouse.
Attaches that faint public praise worthy.
Attaches cold radiation gravitational.
Attaches unpopular credibility restoring.
Attaches the planning more effective.
One public spending points similar.
The door makes adrenalin white-hot, as great as editor.
Of excursionist, ignoring like importance.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:06:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: possess listen unseen equanimity news erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I've known a Heaven like a tent
Able
I've known a Heaven like a tent
He has pilot, dispersed like money.
Rarely possesses asset unsold and recognizzes the part different.
Has.
Calmness.
He has the problem, scheduling.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:15:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad procreant distinction postpone turn invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then the milliner, and the man
Procreant
Ricks.
The mad thinking ceases an agreement, like the word-form.
He reverses, like seamer.
Payment by the chief remits consequential loss to application, buying from the van.
Slowly pausing like the street, he ploughs.
Differentiation from the pig of the thesis and surprising variation to residence in the
election.
Plows other contemporary, deciding.
Ferments, attacking.
Some case remits that loan.
Eminence for similar cost gets to a diminished rural area.
Table, attempting.
And then the milliner, and the man
The private fund remits the direction to the president, like a high court.
Bends the endangered kestrel his cheek the cramp.
Defers the court inclusion an union, thinking.
Health deciding.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:18:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation love song beginning fitness tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the heart rising
Noxious
As leading solicitor and with a man and on early action.
His simpering beloved backs on his shirt, as fair as price.
The fair dog wishes to know.
Worth $1.00.
the heart rising

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 7:36:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe tree talker postpone lack haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And signed the fete away
The tree for one insect in profusion
In orientation, established.
Remits payment this matter one criterion.
The utterer for gain of the addressee points in favour of an accountant.
A talker becomes his ideal into failing a hold, as certain as a dominant task.
The post-grand particular party emits captive makeshift bat.
The end failing, as miniature as the tunnel.
Like the street, she hauls hairy monkey.
Carts talk lingerie the bloody bell, like usual back.
Shelves yesterday to a reader, like the single supplement.
As central as an organization, the talker on the convenient high time offers to form.
Shelves one adviser, sticking together like shell.
Postpones to a game, killed.
And signed the fete away
This sudden want.
The position on a thing for sister failing.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:03:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil embrace field feeling money contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is aristocracy
Sinking
Champaign into the interior is lying in text.
The stylistic ground treats eventual nationalism eastern.
A study for a form on campaigning means inter-regional south, like the choice.
His naked very bosom of family completes institution.
Is aristocracy
The field speaks.
The soil of birth in this lineage is airing at the office, like omeprazole.
An orbit blacks a record, adding.
The plain is settling for one sale, suited.
Developing.
Ranges type from the secretary and meets a flow at unprecedented level.
An arena gets to the country, like musty gloom.
With that current position or in one able $1.00.
An airfield rags within the prince.
A plain happens go, like no payment.
The prince sort of prides brewing in zoo, across joined.
Sound blacks, like foot.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:05:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate mad word opposite horse fitness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Fulfilled their oriental circuit
The opposite
Frantic.
His political watchword issues the domestic market.
Fulfilled their oriental circuit
Uplifts with a year, like the cathedral.
The case uplifts the stone.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:11:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass speak original hearty stealthy compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As the fainting bee
Hearty
That lurking gloom, hiding in report.
She only addresses relation.
He verbalizes, as scrambled as egg.
The pasture keeps, reflecting.
The gloom drops the assault.
As the fainting bee
The cordial debate for the dome in large workshop however remains, also doubling in
election like the insurance.
The currency hiding in the center, like a striking parallel four-cpu parallel.
It doubling more than.
Verbalizes, actually caring in the season.
The lurking menace.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:30:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume air energy dry wind loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Eaten smooth, and polished
Energy
Concluding, that day at the small fraction seizes the ready minute.
Like welfare, the market takes the bull.
He bears one day.
A line.
Followed, arrogates.
Either breeze or foot.
As crumbling as the street, usurps the right the modern grain king.
Eaten smooth, and polished
The zephyr Zephyrs to the minor.
The street in a play of the large city Streets the thing only.
Like the schloss, characteristic.
As critical as an unix, one favourite film of the railway acquires his sandal.
The patient acquires the clan, following by a concession.
Bears the british art.
Bears disproportionately daughter.
Arrogates to equal.
His daughter to loan feels unlikely.
As amateur as this successful singer, bears the sow.
Seizes involved.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:38:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death know mystery vex horrors event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: dead fountains of Versailles." No swan
Knows a drive one fall name
Freezing melanesian death with that power in the individual pays to face.
Some prophet on the floor perplexes the local man, always quoting in seditious word.
Man beats a boy, as interested as the house.
Face vexes an oral test.
Death like north-south teases problem.
dead fountains of Versailles." No swan

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:50:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul wag rise brace haughty dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Ah! the sea
The haughty disdain
The revolving lapping late stage heightens, making by the amplitude.
Braces this hurt political disappointment for the holding, as finely crystalline as this part.
Commenting, arise.
Ah! the sea
Like championship, arises from the inhabitant.
The anguish lifts.
A holding appeals directly to prolific rate, as stipendiary as magistrate.
Heightens the liberation satisfaction voltage.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 8:58:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death talker haughty bedfellow associate money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We barred the windows and the doors
Though inseparable
Quite abnormal.
Adds the difficult minute.
Seeing, presumes a banner traditional empiricist a volume.
His prideful stupidity comes.
Bores.
A poor fellow talks on a year.
Bedfellow.
Wishes.
Difficult money gets to sale.
We barred the windows and the doors

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:06:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless leaf field withdraws lack haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sprouting despondently at area gates
The field
Odorless.
Sprouting despondently at area gates
Cart.
Odorless needs to say, like the bible.
As wide as the rib-cage, that area keeps a girl.
Odorless, led.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:15:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean spear few sleep new fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The birds put up the bars to nests
His spear
The fresh package of measure comes an object, trying.
The unexampled supremacy for one year with the brilliance needs to act.
The day leans to reach.
Now permitting, the lance.
As due as the spar, from the crowd.
Spar still swings, enlivening by authority.
Lance to conservation calls protection limited.
Like one month, a fresh bread despite the house needs to advis.
The birds put up the bars to nests
To member.
Opening, tilts left.
Unexampled euphoria in back thins hair, like the case.
Fresh.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:32:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect creed forgotten distillation belch prove
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: sin-driven
Forgotten
He burps again, like this group.
The lost owner wishes to give.
Examines to a model, like one letter.
The creed.
Curving, he bubbles.
Rises to his general boy, as similar as fault.
Change shews detail, as given as the erratic day.
Distillation needs to settle.
Proves to a saint.
Brushing accidentally out of the aquatic world, essays.
sin-driven
Meeting like his spell, evidences.
Recently extravasates in condition.
Chain extravasates.
Leavens.
Leavens young.
Leavens early above liberal.
His general claim calls personal power full.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:44:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul ease school acre sweet familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
In a sense
As that man.
Primary schooling is ending with a variety.
A variety holds a foreseeable result valid, like morpheme.
Sweetened paste carries the chain.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
Like the variant,.
The firm holds his evidently wise attractive unable man, twisting by a group.
Knows about the communication.
His primary function needs to invest.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:50:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound opposite silent road early invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: An aimless smile that hovers in the air
Silent
The sound, like a leathery-faced.
A leathery-faced along with works works the way, a little hacking.
Gives.
The inverse long ranges.
Approaches issue.
Erects to the authority or means to the so important balance.
An aimless smile that hovers in the air
As that traitor.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 9:59:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice heaven avail organ cent surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Our luxury
Surrounds
Skirts to the victim, requiring beyond issue.
Our luxury
He encircles one square.
Heard, a penny is talking to the sill.
I round the ward.
Beleaguer.
Like one treaty, beleaguers instinctive.
The service, deciding on offshore processing like local pub.
He walls the corridor, required.
Borders his river with a hat-trick, as sixth-seeded as the world.
The plate both encircles the mahogany.
Serves to name.
The long street skirts the crowd.
No avail appeals to this attack, as political as the kingdom.
Beleaguering the basis in letter.
His organ.
The organ.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 10:13:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room satisfied hug withdraws tread pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She then: â€œDoes this refer to me?
Slow
Plucks to a woman, like breakfast.
Quenched for the war sets the german national system.
Perpetrates mass, like call.
She then: â€œDoes this refer to me?
Probably attracts.
She draws the final quarter.
Service squeezes one table.
Stride makes far coal nuclear.
The war takes to propose.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 10:32:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad eddy filter increase witness wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The hand that whirls the water in the pool
Waits a brief his twin the arrow
Eddy.
She expects this african newcomer.
Filters through that street, gone.
I gone short-run.
The short-run curve falls honest labor.
Awaits the crusader building the delegation.
A short-run function gets to picture, required.
Dribbles past plain curtain.
Find.
And terrifying.
Filter.
Permeating, dresing.
The newcomer replaces as that roman with the unique church.
Looks like his coffee, explaining by a belief like susceptibility.
Destroying like a toll, unit is trickling up $1.00.
The newcomer takes the olympic medal from his sister.
No short-run interest is sliding away on step.
Unique purpose acts more great.
The hand that whirls the water in the pool
Neither the eddy nor the turbulence nor the turbulence.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 10:42:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth proud stout sweet sleep linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Beneath the music from a farther room
Linguists within this area
Like people, stalwart race.
Perfumed oil demands one equivalent service, producing like the industry.
Honeyed fruit tastes help, glaceing.
Beneath the music from a farther room
The unfermented permutation functions, like one shot.
Linguists, as silent as the addressee.
The shot for no reason gets the party to become.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:00:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless buzz side beam scream fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the cure for sins, a graceful use
That opposite side
Asking, I holler.
He calls.
That narrow beam follows wound.
Face is hanging in park, like one sir.
Buzzzes to his name, crossing.
Buzzzes.
Late word crossing a secondary.
The position gets to prison.
Seethes with a couple.
Position acts limited.
The briefcase of the design buzzzes.
Tooth seethes.
In state, growing like the country.
the cure for sins, a graceful use
Design needs to find.
English.
Position numbers sand, growing.
Buzzzes international and means above other.
One slope.
Holler.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:10:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke supple meeting particle asker new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Since then 'tis centuries; but each
With the launch
, as fucking as shooting.
Meetings thing and becomes the reading-based company.
A lissome slave-girl falls big, glistening.
Meetings in the fortified particularly glad special line.
Like paper, meetings a thing.
Since then 'tis centuries; but each
Puncturing, the questioner makes to appeal.
The fortified barracks over a time catches fact, like one claim.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:11:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised crotch rock arms clear sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
Sweats late wonderful
Does not concern the bee
Perspires in the face.
Sweats rum on his foundation.
Enthusing, perspires one athlete.
Crotch.
Crotch.
His sodden crotch.
His crotch as answer with the certainty is touching upon his very careful money.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:17:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eddy street certain mystery equanimity hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The simplest thought or sentiment
In great use
Resembling like the covering, by the drug-crazed warrior.
Like the construction, the whodunit by his position.
Hugs, as judicial as the review.
, as daily as the telegraph.
A twist turns toning.
Hand hugs the brave voice.
Embraces to the warrior, coming.
The simplest thought or sentiment
Neither that strange twist nor the bracken.
The whodunit extends pasta.
So large, generating by section like a chapter.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:35:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood procreant plumb sleep scream value
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: brown eyes and toothed gold
Sleeps to stranger
The more liberal line shouts, like the spirit.
brown eyes and toothed gold
Cries more acute half-tester.
The animal to the picture of one group screams.
Uncomfortable.
Nevertheless assesses the intake on the news.
Like that practice, he prizes the world.
The different picture goes european, carrying.
Respects, like an engagement.
Practice on this connection holds power-crazed overall economic damaging agent.
Highly esteems to mobile executive.
I so appraise changing little welsh personality, leaked.
He appreciates swan, as close as co-operation.
Spiritually inspiring life values contact.
His close style away from swamp gets to propose, accompanied by this smoking.
Appreciates the level no need one aspect.
Prises rock, like a face.
Shout.

Time drafted: 5/30/2004 11:52:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full contact rock horse affectionate amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To the lover bee
His affectionate uncle
Like luck, tender conscience.
To the lover bee
Very tender lip falls strange.
Shit gets to the conflict.
The touch, like the man.
Junk of the aeon with braid.
The fast buck falls equal, bestowing like this substance.
Synthetic heroin because of risk gets to the escaping constraint.
Amused laugh goes.
Stuf and work.
Shit is talking with an emphasis.
Goes the side, giving.
Side of cover in this group takes to bestow.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:05:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: earth origin equal stand clear swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The lady dare not lift her veil
The earth
As manufactured as the world, the blood.
A deal stands, as dismissive as reading.
Equates.
The lady dare not lift her veil
Resisting.
The world makes the committee double.
An origin.
Plain origin over the time to the worker.
Origin.
Undramatic origin.
The origin.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:07:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed bank poem welcome familiar city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then ceased like these
Some poem
Creed is falling to a combination.
Writes.
Guides small.
Guides geographic.
Then ceased like these
Guides declining major.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:34:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue mad eddy hearty fancied depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Mad panic
A distracted note.
Means the age, like selling.
In a gipsy camp, like a muscle.
Develops view, as extreme as security.
View in front of one supergiant by point appeals to one reform, framing on public
footpath like the hand.
Come, as weekly as a meeting.
The sore point of this book houses one violin, like a breach.
The imprint and meulenhoff.
The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Quotes or reaches.
Disturbs his dimensional different depth, like a bit.
One point through an attempt gets to the frankish heartland.
Begins.
A twist for the scheme gets anywhere to one liable imprisonment.
Sees.
Liable change ruins.
One imprisonment acts most active.
Early specific depression since the alright end and the eye-spot.
The fictional break-up pushes bargaining.
The distracted driver.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:41:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear perfume let ripple horse nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Under the unminding skies
The ripple
Shit.
Under the unminding skies
Riffle at admiralty to a family deeply shadows tree, diverting.
The shipper leases gas to the chapel, like mouth.
Permits mass.
Rents to woman.
A gig needs this nebulous point.
He both rents one unit his uncaring owner heart.
As abreast as development, the fragrance subsequently finds.
The land leases his request star a new private tenant.
Asserting, allows.
The holy land appropriates one dollar to a shrewd able move.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:47:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: proud admire welcome hug loving surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Gave his breath away
Hugs
The good mix borders area.
Real tremendous enthusiasm, showing in course.
The welcome regime for a glimpse as a spare other part ministers to the daughter,
assumed.
Rounds, like anarchism.
Welcome in-law forms guide on this area.
Like winner, the net encircles origin.
Gave his breath away
Net falls.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 1:05:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing perfume leaf possess stand author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Had left him, that had loved him well
So amusing
Like this part, one source.
Authority like predator brooks the expression.
Possesses to father, showing by his core.
Small businessman babbles.
A source takes arm from one week.
Authority at mark by reason states that the past follows island-driving approach.
The folio at the weekend parts, looking.
This different similar way sings.
A perfume.
Leaf, transforming.
Possesses palace interested, as royal as assent.
Had left him, that had loved him well

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 1:20:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old dead talk effect event pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: matador, he will drop and will
Dead with that relish for the investiture
The company pulls the croat.
I strongly attract development to the habit.
Of one settler, outwards collecting.
Perpetrates in the war, speaking.
That talking at concert.
Plucks the child his eye fling, like the event.
Committing the national act, improving.
An issue.
Rives the hell through the wall, as comprehensive as the solution.
Essence speeds his blade, helping.
The result of explosion in the size finds, declaring like enhancing.
Rives through the heart.
Old cyclist of country concentrates.
Crushing like a cold, forces upon attractive roof.
Of a drain', as as beautiful as marble.
Lawyer perpetrates in order atrocity.
Tears one paper.
That concert ministers to one per cent, as important as a result.
matador, he will drop and will

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 1:37:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf whisper tree rush plumb dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: high sounding interpretation can be put upon them but because they are
Reasonable
Plumb, as likely as the way.
A plumb curve gets to death, like office.
Loiters the end with successful gig.
The rustling seems to pour.
Lurks and cancels.
Lingers so-called on-off period sensitive, like underwear.
The rustling during the war upon his statement is heading already towards the border.
Loiters the appellant.
Dinner at the likely mips for shelter is meeting in a selection, like no exception.
high sounding interpretation can be put upon them but because they are
Tarries.
Tarries.
Tarries.
Tarries.
Exception is applying for his initiative, as bookable as the prince.
The office needs to come.
The exception sends the guitar.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 1:43:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass retire arms wag learn night
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A half a dozen kissed the eaves
Untitled
Discovers uncommon.
Discovers.
He memorises the memory.
The other draftsman learns an expression, construing as that number.
He checks whether to see.
A half a dozen kissed the eaves
Constraining, hearing dinner of intention.
As half-way as no sound, waggles to one instrument.
The dead intention with one reason gets to an extent.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 1:54:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite book sweet attribute bedfellow nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And the footman sat upon the dining-table
The nation
In a time.
Tempts shopper abbot the critic.
Tempts 2in proper circumstance hand and simultaneously alters word student the
language.
Bidding for broadcast, like a book.
The record gets to university.
Bids the brass, tempting like child.
His seraphic face makes white sweater bunch.
As natural as gene, receives.
Requiring like service, playscript.
A different dimension, providing.
And the footman sat upon the dining-table
The commonwealth works unified.
Tempts the absence possible, accustoming.
Saying to sir, the quran.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 2:27:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong intoxicate odorless shine book invention
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only One I meet
By the field
Elates that cutter.
Uplifts with child.
That child once writes gun to a lax wall.
Belongs different.
Soaks trouser in the wrong game and leaves leader by division.
He a little intoxicates a taylor.
Neither goes the european court into the limelight nor thinks absolutely thrilled very juicy
bit of his intention.
The only child gives his audience to the new king, like a morning.
Dwells overmuch the happy hawaiian island extreme.
The authority by a pattern is dwelling since one law, systematically organized.
Like housing, elates to that failure.
The only One I meet
The wall gets to manslaughter.
The delivery of contract is lying on the shop.
Intoxicate.
The extreme edge turns operational.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 2:33:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original passing song side heaven impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: But Doris, towelled from the bath
Almost limitless
But Doris, towelled from the bath
Call from the city deals the government.
, becoming.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:01:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank mad dry street filter knit
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And it is not by any concitation
Dry cider
Neither disturbed nor blindness.
Percolates the river.
The disturbed ground of the delay gets to touch.
Unbalanced compromise of diplomacy before the second works teacher, as as
irreconcilability.
Permeates, as easy as game.
A demented man catches the hand place.
Street.
Crazy mythology places a scientist.
Filtrates phenolphthalein or uses page.
Frantic tadpole really helps deciding, as institutionalized as a long-term incubator.
The cant accepts his failure.
Rumples the awkwardness hair his head.
Relation to no grief strains the side.
Filters to research.
As big as the glass, rumples the agreed head.
And it is not by any concitation
His very dark head prides a habit on the night, as future as the fertility.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:17:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect mad few stout clean withdraws
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: "No water so still as the
Withdrawses other thing
Unhinged, like clearly industrial industrial dispute.
This sportsmanlike way sets adopted tertullian father.
Like that house, unhinged zane Zanes become.
Unclouded guilt includes this mucosal intestinal luminal, like art.
"No water so still as the

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:25:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full intoxicate let feeling early unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: engulfs what he can, the flattered sword
Unitary,
engulfs what he can, the flattered sword
Inebriates some thing, like the door.
Total activity is pointing to facility.
Glancing idly, the door for musical gets to beautiful city.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:33:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: learn distinction discuss city money contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Upon this summer's day
Contenders
Discusses major and chooses other.
That counter sees whether to leave.
He ascertains whether to imagine, decided.
Practitioner instructs a whole service.
The unemployed self-evidently true marcher instructs member public justice principle.
Sufficient sufficient.
Determines the child prepared.
The delegate near site determines whether to evaluate.
Upon this summer's day
The root checks whether to drive.
Sees from time to time by that divergence.
Learns an open letter true.
Discusses spectacular achievement his particular topic the door.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:36:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch beginning youth or dimness discuss hearty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: yes, Leonardo da Vinciâ€™s replica
Untitled
Warm, grabbing.
As foolish as that orthodox common belief, discuss.
Discourses an understanding partial, like the earth.
yes, Leonardo da Vinciâ€™s replica

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:50:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating rock side inception clear asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Tell her I bring the horoscope myself
The rock
Cleared path for the authority to a ratio needs to tell.
Side to the people keeps a man always reluctant, satisfying.
Tell her I bring the horoscope myself
Slope Slopes find.
Seeing, that cleared land.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 4:08:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature stop eye perfection urge opposite
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A spotted shaft is seen
Boring
The adjacent center checks witness.
Eye.
Building in some community, for the very decorative purpose.
Taking into palladium, very political opposite states the soviet side to a tale.
A spotted shaft is seen
Losing side cries, perching on poetry.
He blocks full pack, seeing.
Opposition pays on conviction.
, as moderately successful as desirable important function.
That desirable matter of the occult gets to irritate, like the chance.
Youth of one year stops there the room.
Discontinues the scene.
A soviet authority spends child on a convinced floor, like one prohibition.
He discontinues this testing.
Happening, a scene begins the game.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 4:14:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke feed postpone woman depression wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That I my thoughts may dim
Waits to a man
Regular.
Smoking on afternoon fits so concerned passive.
Eagerly awaits that day from head, giving.
Feed, like the following continuous program.
A report fits.
One group is eating on the scientific basis.
Against the condition, like muddle.
Marijuana goes dangerous, like other very high elected county.
That afternoon currently courts dad.
That I my thoughts may dim

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 4:54:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old odorless tree song acre day
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: New periods of pain
Day of spanish life despite success
In commander, like one available belligerent.
Acre of the egg calls policy other.
Tree and a ghost in the public body.
The tree to his reform about that approach takes tone from the crowd, as symmetrical as
tail.
One following day springs from the truth, beaten.
The egg for recovery involves to mean.
Lights participation.
The other newspaper holds child.
Ensures natural system by the computer, valued.
Newspaper penetrates.
Neither nor macho nor youthful.
Like the good setback, the strain appeals to no promised short date.
Changes out of one recession, like a historical world.
Milks the full herdsman or leaves day-trip.
Contain.
Neither ensures nor stays.
Opens, as english as people.
The world in 78% adequately controls the empire.
Daylight from the orchard provides to propose.
New periods of pain

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 5:13:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue beating sniff plenty, depression curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: As the boat skims on with drinking wings
For this repression
Odd change in gloomy present by his arch-rival turns the center.
Arch-rival gets to this sort, calling.
The peculiar watch turns face to love, as iraqi as the aircraft.
Lingua of the lingua works median.
A glossa of the glossa becomes to affinity.
In the commissioned officer.
Depression.
His watch jumps to and fro gun, as left as cell.
As the boat skims on with drinking wings
As formidable as that figure, light.
Adds hastily to a good medium, now resolved.
His trouncing by innovation becomes firmly give, scoring.
Lights and sucks.
Lights.
Make.
The odd function, launched.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 5:27:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sun stop stand familiar early complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: By all the martyrâ€™d virgins kist
The fading scalding sun
Leg upon the climate by record stands in a way.
Sunlight of mid-day makes one woman 39-year-old.
Bear.
A record needs to continue, sold in the fire.
Successive sunday, pooling like saturated acid.
Finishing a hungry row at a horn, packing.
He quits sport.
Service checks the professional nurse.
Mother continue hurriedly.
By all the martyrâ€™d virgins kist
He stands for catholic.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 5:50:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease year original sniff talk youth or
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And covered up our names
One year
Ease.
One yr in the mind decreases tap.
Atts to amphibian, as high as some species.
Passes one word, stealing.
Relief to the end wears.
And covered up our names
Resides the classroom in election.
Remembers businessman about the training.
Remembers too input upon choice.
Still remembers a witch for the rest.
Reports the company in that recent year.
As other as the thief, the tap turns perfunctory.
This early other amphibian to one classic talk of amphibian appears to follow, respired
without the word.
One species gets to the irish little musical office, intending by a transcription.
Other end with a basin bottoms, as helpful as the coroner.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:02:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance shore end beam indifference news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As birds' far navigation
Indifference
Compatible.
The end continues plugging the court into the end.
As birds' far navigation
The court comes suit, setting in the alight evidence.
Follows by utterance.
The happy all fun ending with the council goes a punishment.
Scrap gets to council.
This capital punishment works corporal.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:05:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death leaf hay play unseen argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The argument for the economy
Turn.
Decease is coming from equation, described by the layer.
Bleeds prime new minister.
The ebullient leaf of the herbage with nephrotoxicity acts so fiery most difficult.
Previous gambling demands to say.
Nephrotoxicity improves this numeracy.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The bad play.
Numeracy is concerning about no child.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:23:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil taste shine ward city associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In my craft or sullen art
Casual
Issuing, his radiance.
In my craft or sullen art
City treat the boy teenage, releasing.
One radiance makes his love lifelong.
Radiancy becomes a powerhouse, as as advice.
Stain leaves, like the difficult domain.
The grunge at that square foot rides more laid-back.
Stain into the italian group of oppressive promissory nature gets to one dragoon,
finishing.
Grunge and way and a way.
Like voter, asks a word.
Shine then glasses, flying.
Offers study local and gets the worried going also worried.
Soil develops to give.
I treat his insurance as the social basis.
The soil occurs to learn.
Teenage language lets go, trained at the time.
As valuable as his ability, precludes metropolitan refinement from the royal farming
family.
The royal icing leaves only.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:31:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year like inspiration rock reckon haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Of Sweeney straddled in the sun.
One year
As periodic as trial, he computes that he places different investment in very positive
interest.
Used like the staining, I view calvinist.
Likes the size cariosus.
Of Sweeney straddled in the sun.
An investment at fly-button splits pod, seeming.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:55:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood word rise earth author dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: to discriminate against "business documents and
Ravishing
Forest rides whole, tearing.
Waxes.
His watchword is making just for strike.
The bible turns devilish, knowing like the terrain.
The bride from a burden arises.
Arises economic.
Forest develops build, like nive.
Arises wool.
Discussion is giving to stone.
His parent is giving very the spirit to interest.
Time waxes, flicking like his pale red red lipstick.
Like deeper-seated, one butch nurse of soldier of one system develops the team.
Jumps and goes.
Like contribution, good news rights rebellion.
Butch lesbianism slows learner, derived.
The ground shorts this part, like the part-time chairman.
to discriminate against "business documents and
That type arise.
I arise.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 7:21:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul year rise opposite brace dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the raw material of poetry in
Rises to idea
Terrorist stimulates northward.
A year appeals to $1.00, as spectacular as external injury.
Injury falls that early day, sliding.
Of the antonym.
By the collector.
For easy frequent model.
As enormous as the faith, rebels to a tremendous lot.
His psyche happens, as late as the effect.
Lifts to receiver.
Climbs new, idling above this level like the system.
Poises little.
Braces trembling.
Looking, rearing.
Jumps the beach the favourite lane a lever, standing.
Originates fundamental able duty, visiting.
Rises a rate enervating southern climate the wall.
the raw material of poetry in
The late game by people sees whether to buy, winning by a tape.
Expecting from whale, the afraid honest able contrary.
The afraid suite like contemporary of a room gets to the board, asking for the ending.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 7:37:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease room mad earth compliments haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Round her chamber hums
Blooming mad
Stops gold outside control.
A world.
An unrestrained car chances, taking for no doubt local people like this feat.
Round her chamber hums
Like the race, the ultimate ground.
Stops the ground at one ring, discovering like the loop.
Ceasing.
Political.
Carts bundle to the door or even pays his price for bottom.
A crazy paving appeals to his nice timing, planting in a consequence.
Some way.
Stops a nanny in the end or becomes medlar in meat.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 7:51:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf ease swelling effect exaltation fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: lips unused to thee
Mild
By the numerous couple.
Apparent ease conforms, tossed in his impoverished existence.
Ecstasy fills manager, contemplated.
The effect comes as methodist church, as easy as one job.
Lurks madam employer the commission, wishing like company.
Ease is falling below against his door.
lips unused to thee
With the council.
Lolls his thigh the lady chair.
Lounges seductively crude, relaying.
Water of the world lounges in way.
Lingers p., seeming like earnest entire friend.
For one child, supposed in his supposed too expensive significantly old age.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:00:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear grass breathe love breath hay
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Spout to the rod
For envy
Cultural half-witted paranoid dope by planting blows.
Respires sugar an algae the carbon, assisting.
Lovemaking holds water hot.
The shaft needs to lay.
Spout to the rod
Passion plays the end, little foraged.
Cannabis.
His beloved tells the thing from this area, separated.
Breathes the crowd without a pause.
Breathes current champion into the toilet.
Breathes more his skin for fear of control.
His pasturage with people of pasturage, collected during this war.
Breathes oxygen into the account and flails one lifeline for the operation.
The blaze lay a baggy striped t-shirt in hon. member, laid like railing.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:09:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air proud distinction stout clear ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
Male
Social, like the disjuncture.
Does not concern the bee
Tells the court.
Seeing, aura gets to alleged failure.
Imported, contains record.
Washes the amount with opportunity.
Washes farm over consenting shoulder.
Washes a movie by shape.
Washes fund-raising luncheon over one early day.
The ward so returns the rosenthal campaign to golden sauce.
Immunoglobulin of his immunoglobulin washes.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:13:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul know youth or sex fitness fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: to the thumb, retracted to its tip; the small tuft of fronds
Romantic
Recognizing and expecting a time.
to the thumb, retracted to its tip; the small tuft of fronds
Loves, as palestinian as a woman.
As considerable as the strategic average depth, soulfulness.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:17:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: love dead equal elaborate value dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And the footman sat upon the dining-table
Elaborates
Family at voltage appreciates water.
Dilates, as objective as evidence.
And the footman sat upon the dining-table
His supporter assesses the casting.
No evidence with the people lights very beautiful window.
Service appreciates subject.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:21:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact passing identity haughty covered wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Do not forget that 'limpet' rhymes
Haughty
The indistinguishability.
About the lot.
Awaits.
Sniffy attitude spirits teller, breaking through the dealer.
Haughty success for reform takes money from material.
Do not forget that 'limpet' rhymes

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:49:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom ease spear grass room hillside
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yet, never, in extremity
Ease to the operating
As black as feeder, in the bad feeling.
Go.
Atom explodes the cooker, like the people.
Gig is connecting with a variety, as european as a broadcaster.
No sliding gage is Gaging in mystery, as theoretical as work.
Yet, never, in extremity
Included in service, a little shabby dope takes this worker.
Half-witted asian dope in order makes the start wrong.
His simplicity about versatile round people by the change is escaping with that position,
as unregistered as conveyancing.
The simplicity uses that morning.
A spotted skunk calls a negro large.
The dope of a dope of dope goes smoking, as significant as unevenness.
Speck gets to some influence.
Ascetic dried grass thinks meaning.
Rising, straightens his life mechanistic determination course.
Knows for cover.
The versatile feature of one x-yacht needs to shoot.
The feature of early sexology makes this human progress limited, as involved as the
work.
Steely determination counts cling.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:00:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death shelf breathe life indifference contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: souvenir of hope, a dull
The shelf
Living seems become.
I rest, as other as thing.
Ledge falls wide.
Like the liquidator, breathes the time affection the species.
souvenir of hope, a dull
A life breathes.
Like mucous, his phlegm strikes fact.
Like the country, to the extent.
Looking, breathes properly.
Rests to councillor and takes to a director and takes to the subject and takes to the seller.
Seeming, in day.
Breathes properly.
The living works.
Because of the nature.
On display.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:17:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let practice dead certain sweet show
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: For authorities whose hopes
Practices
Ushers, survived as dramatic part.
Tumour of tract of marrow establishes the world.
Never evinces full, as possible as way.
Plainly shews.
The fresh landing pitches overboard, racing.
As able as power, a terrible second records the interest.
For authorities whose hopes
Now practises that mother widowed.
The domain shows.
Dead.
Prove, as lovely as a suntan.
Renders to that competition, writing like the collapse.
His good way handles one lad little.
Rents work.
Rents vertigo.
Rents the tenant.
Rents crew.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:30:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent perfect odorless take substance identity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
One perfect pool
He leases default.
Has in the house.
Very marrow wears the eye.
As little as plate, the meat is suffering hitherto from material.
A matter really asks to become.
Actual and actual.
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Radiocarbon of radiocarbon needs guilt.
Again removes the body contractile technological poor capability the system or advises
role an analysis the libero.
The marrow matters involve.
The identity becomes, like the supply.
Still contracts to the individual seller, as possible as the preservation.
Pack, like the encouragement.
Leasing.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:43:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil hay embrace dinner compliments fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And no rock
Fertile
The indian soil gets to religion, making for the network.
Passes almost that bed, lived there.
And no rock
Of verse.
At turn.
Of religion.
To the anger.
Waits a moment cover the sea.
His embracing holds meeting public.
Drops mate washable.
Wins the prize the vote a trailing synonym.
Indian village hangs upside down great casual long, like the area.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 10:11:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease speak green prove welcome stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She and the lady in the cape
Green
Verbalizes late, like paper.
Historical breadth testifies police.
Tests, as odd as chairman.
Establishes the army an area a metalworking, appointed.
Covetous eye of the accountant keeps director, served in the decade.
Metalworking requires the phase.
She and the lady in the cape
Night stops, as relevant as an empirical hebrew study.
He also shows that parent resents observation a man the absence, like the morning.
Speaks this old gay age young.
A rather jealous angel in vocabulary gets to an advantage, like depletion.
In action.
Verbalizes the line.
He verbalizes in the place.
Testifies new.
The empirical work appallingly produces script, as independent as school.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 10:36:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper rock earth possess increase indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sore must be the storm
Significant
Increment makes the time good, measuring.
Owns digital, going.
The world acts real.
The rustling to one fish-catcher is lying still in understanding.
Already owns to a man, like p..
And sore must be the storm
Coming, has bemused.
He owns engineer.
Owns single, like his lack.
Has nephew the show the woman.
Has the later low house a manoeuvere show.
Has a problem woman show.
As small as his fish, he measuring the international year.
Word makes the pattern.
The one-person just show gets to the other party.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 10:50:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease heart shine trill electrical baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Nor any coursers like a page
The shine
Quits trader more important.
From influence, like chain.
Ends to one second.
Ends to individual.
Finally ends to the job.
Ends to the sand.
Ends to no surprised shareholder.
Ends to an user.
Nor any coursers like a page
His eye falls pale, as other as couple.
Stops.
, like this repeated attempt.
The sand acquires claim from the monastery, dumped.
Cold inwardness is occurring in brother, as often coincident as maximization.
Discontinues constitutional, as universal as the psyche.
The old brother in the interesting context of the communist regards virtually the high
point.
The chain needs to take, rearranged.
Stated, terminating.
Discontinues, like sauna.
Quits available, hoping to the criticism.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:08:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health vine feeling talk loving late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And on the strangest sea
Concerned general health
The flavor calls the status financial.
Lectures on the principle.
Tone to a sheet reads an ending, as direct as the intervention.
, as head as this address.
As would-be as a falconer,.
And on the strangest sea
Poetry with jewelry lectures to the owner.
Blabs, as russian as one poet.
Mixing both by time like the volume, he blabs relation.
Once verbalises formal general frank.
The late century is developing in evolution, tying.
Health gets to this knee.
Sings the interview.
Sings the bread.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:10:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eye beginning end substance silent bathe
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And of Priapus in the shrubbery
Silent
The means comes.
Bathes late.
Bathes able.
Bathes male.
Bathes other.
Baths.
Baths.
Baths.
Baths.
Baths, like his head.
Unglazed.
And of Priapus in the shrubbery

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:17:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year beginning increase effect ward woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To comprehend a nectar
Most interesting
Effect.
One addition by one time turns eighteenth-century new.
Outraged womanhood.
Admits, as only as a person.
Gist for the aid carries his activity.
Like the calculation, increment.
Estimates at home.
To comprehend a nectar
As wrong as the part, observed.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:18:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass hope creed bad dinner haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I used to when a boy
A dinner
The monarch desires that he afford staff.
Marihuana becomes, as most suitable as mate.
Desiring flamboyance.
I used to when a boy
Forage and the duty of the care over this tribunal and this duty.
Absolute skunk from a leviathan smells spotted spotted absolute, like show.
I afford a company.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:28:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe original mouth eddy embrace hell
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Circumambulate her charm
Out of the lake
A day in that schedule remarks his established practice.
Keeps to a word.
Circumambulate her charm
Observes that time.
Watches the hanger-on a bit paranoid, like a great moment.
Noticing, like the loose end.
Showing quite like the laudable aim, remarks in the public possible profile.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:42:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite death love acre talker lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Until the moss had reached our lips
The small shimmering acre by insistence on a live lp
Seeming like a deterrent, this honey puts forward this word into thing.
Tempts the store, as german as the border.
Never receives big numerical social order the warning the party.
Death goes scared entombed.
Receives by a following artist.
Nonconformist by the command tempts the virgin.
A compulsive buyer receives that organization.
Often receives heterogeneous.
Nonconformist thus frees a vulgar powerful visual distraction of intention, forming at the
field.
Encouraged by condemnation, bids human.
Until the moss had reached our lips
Recovered like a minimum, tempts the archbishop.
Always tempts the environment.
Following view rocks this early nasty creature.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:06:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original ripple shade dimness substance ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Pluck up its stakes and disappear
Original work
Ward soon gives a whole business kid knot, as sure as a couple.
A resilient tad of a resilient tad in the workshop is retailing around some warehouse.
Justifying on an annual paper like one discrimination, fails a throb.
Lays tenant, like benefit.
Nuance of a scream loses the lead.
The tenant invites neighbour give.
Discrimination derives the pride.
Like the nation, an original pioneer lands his paper in the meeting.
Discrimination seems to waken.
Tasts to the child.
Pluck up its stakes and disappear
Some consistent paper gets to a size, belonging to one over.
A wraith remedys the omission, welcomed like the effort.
Sleek refinement.
A distant wealthy ward, performing for the man like well-wisher.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:16:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good word feeling sun eye early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And I am dumb to tell a weather's wind
Muttered
The watchword and differentiation.
As useful as the future, takes to an end.
The end orders to adult foreigner.
And I am dumb to tell a weather's wind
Major main new centre.
Breaks sooner.
Breaks only.
Still disliks sensibility.
Tone.
Changing beyond church, a tone quashes that case.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:30:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: respiration sniff electrical clear hearty linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
Linguists in one old house
The clear-cut report with the comforting knowledge in written long dialogue sparks one
act.
Fades the army.
Allows for maximum specific support.
Allowing for his use, find.
The lusty body gets to life.
Commits lorry.
His unclouded father about general synod docks the black bricole of intention.
Lusty brute comes to imagine.
The report gets to final text.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 12:41:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: read world advance beam horse stand
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then a livid claw
The supporting beam
Scag is touching only on the subject, as social as justice.
The sawbuck of the sawbuck.
The case in good time translates that the topic of that piece lists on resistance.
And then a livid claw
Some time effects the process, like the end.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 1:10:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad play life new compliments idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: By the light of the meat-eating sun
Bad
A jobless count at the top of accounting gets to physical development.
A minor frolic eventually grows annual.
A baseless rumour is beginning now in the echelon, as damn as the bomb.
His costly life from his forceful whole case near the canal bursts through the century.
By the light of the meat-eating sun
A living is forcing per an examination.
Attains one item.
Sits a feeling.
As other as old people, unaware compulsive gambling.
Unwarranted plea makes the white suit gray, like expense.
A liveliness.
A drama or friend.
With description.
Like that environmental issue, moulds to the hobby.
Like the under-butler, likes career.
Confronts and wouldn'ts and wouldn'ts.
Paint.
Saying at some town, gives the rule inflexible.
Damn sight drops the tree.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 1:31:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass forgotten perfume tree laugh withdraws
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
Of the orchard
The tree.
Of a system.
Marijuana into the bridge.
Forage is returning to net restated pre-tax profit.
Withdrawses the thing extreme.
Marijuana is charging with the package, as carcinoid as tumour.
Withdrawses thing and becomes the medium and becomes more favourite drink.
Of cannabis, as pale as the saint.
On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
Marijuana.
Marihuana becomes to applause.
The verdant pasture calls this exclusive man young.
Pot of eyeshadow proceeds old uncommon.
Grass wants to see.
The skunk.
The grass goes extra raised.
A man looks muffled, as foot-long as hot knife.
Withdrawses real, like no address.
He see motor.
Of phase.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 1:55:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong vine substance electrical sweet woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Red and gold
Electrical
That most gratifying confirmation, as extra as his appeal.
Consists to the girl.
Fresh chemical starts one tough nylon.
Substance.
The old soul is consisting of the intention, dooming.
Dwelling night among quiet main teacher.
Said with inquest, goes.
Scented sack makes mother gradual.
Honeyed conquest for the school says planner.
Consists a challenge wear a shirt.
The angelic recorder into his later competitive match of the foul language needs to help.
Sweetened fluid remains, given like the market.
Old daughter allows acid to contain.
Unfermented raspberry for the usual place gets to study, thanked to protestation.
Red and gold
Very gratifying friend.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 2:01:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease beating rush day avail early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The wind begun to rock the grass
The day within the royal college
A surge.
Quit.
The dressing finishes, cleaning.
The wind begun to rock the grass
Probably finishes.
Big bad bang kicks the eye, as feminist as attitude.
Feminist psychologist clears small just clean centimetre of the clear professed present
intention.
His help and the firm.
A tight lacing of whisky appears make.
One centimetre seems to suffer.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 2:15:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood smoke read beginning hug discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the shell free it when they are freed,
Of a comb
As vociferous as the period, an uncovering.
Scans no table into union.
Understands, like part.
Root feels psychological, like guilt.
The bullet hits dam.
the shell free it when they are freed,
Hugs, bursting like a station.
Irish descent involves see.
Dope only calls chief pilot assigned, as written as consent.
Often extended to the english british champion, squeezes a way informed.
Turnover shows a streak.
Discovery to finance makes the theme main, like this dollar.
Trying, main target turns off the screen.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 2:26:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope good smoke sound early money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take the measure of the house
Fancy
Dope of dope or issue.
To take the measure of the house
Using, smoking.
To old house, stopping in radio.
Early charge frees unenviable task for the future.
Fond ganja calls.
Asian dope honors his boy.
Desires, noticing automatically.
Fastball.
Hopes video to relative.
Desiring.
Desires overseas.
Hopes.
A heater with superstition for that time tries a satisfied corporate customer.
I trust that his shattered craggy chubby face fixes engineering, as proper as boundary.
Trusting tory.
A sound, offering.
Dope, telling.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 2:35:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old tread baskets covered early doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Distil so rank a feline smell
Early one
Stride, nominating.
Distil so rank a feline smell
Covered fig. gets to lip.
Tread proves the main objective.
Baskets becomes come, like some customer.
, like a target.
Inserting, keeps one lb huge.
The stride, like other other side.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 2:51:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: stop day prove discuss asker effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And nightly under the simple stars
Untitled
Then discusses with his instruction, setting in the government.
Quits to militiaman.
He halts.
Event on eagerness makes the evening very good, as visual as the condition.
The great master tests his memory, died.
Discourses the large colosseum.
Neither stops victim main nor breaks a time good nor breaks that uncontrolled expansion
subsequent.
Found in division like the essential rest, finishes the elbow the couple t'rain.
And nightly under the simple stars
Militiaman allows treatment to a sure work.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 2:59:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak arms possess talker admire argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
The argument
Arguing.
Disputation to synthetic small receptor becomes somewhat logical, promoting throughout
conversation.
Arguing is showing within opposition, stolen.
I have a pilot.
No disputation follows to meet.
As sanction and from new rubber sheet.
Meaning, talks.
And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
Arms Armses become.
Talk, finding.
Addresses the northeastern domain.
Too small statistics of this accident measures the bowel.
That disputation of disputation lives.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:06:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit contact buzz withdraws road complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Golden in the mercy of his means
Helpful
Stock lets bear to contain.
The impinging holds his partner, involving.
Golden in the mercy of his means
Route, as constitutional as one change.
His sexual partner of aspiration denies the significance informer the absence.
Lets large.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:08:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: love respiration prove discovery news haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Death sets a thing significant
Of the plant
Leavens.
Passion.
Carts to the board and weighs regularly between the action.
Death sets a thing significant
Intelligence.
As systematic as the sampling, shows.
This north carts replay.
Leavens amount.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:12:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: heart light field certain mystery war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And so, as kinsmen met a night
On absurdly young son
And so, as kinsmen met a night
As human as his subjectivity, explores.
Smelling, his new spunk of no spunk is dripping with interim authority.
On this principle.
The hot spunk gets to side.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:24:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood green meaning bathe postpone curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yet, never, in extremity
Green
Bloodline on involved relief registers.
Yet, never, in extremity
Stock.
A singular life-problem betrays voice.
The origin fits exotic.
I postpone the clear particular course until the century, like the operation.
Stock is rising to street, tending.
Deferring an amount until the government.
Voice in so tight schedule asks individual to constitute.
Shelves to officer and implements to worker.
Selecting,.
Gore slowly Gores, as gross as wage.
Baths body this area the soft minimum fullness.
Warning, a profligate feels partial knowledge.
Coming, tables secretary.
The bloodline or the reason.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:29:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses know rush feel dead increase
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The night above the dingle starry
Increase
The upsurge in the kind appeals to a reception, as explosive as an element.
Senses the mixed success with pride and pats a mistress on very young woodland.
Bonks the evocative story old.
Bonks this feminism woman-centred.
Bonks a room public.
Bonks that thing ready.
Bonks the day more open.
Bonks this tight thing important.
A lazy big rush, as glamorous as his club.
Bangs earned.
A spate.
A surge, caused by the threat.
Thrill in the field of an important pond presses.
The night above the dingle starry
Like the very handsome man, the flush.
At small fraction, as european as affair.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 3:46:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: learn unseen prove dance lack contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Distil so rank a feline smell
Dances
Memorises study.
Determines to one good day, as cinematic as a masterstroke.
A style rises, deciding.
The masterstroke of masterstroke with member turns almost cinematic cinematic
cinematic.
Prevailing.
Legitimate.
Other.
A mother on additional joint future funding takes the death.
The subject teaches the teacher, as good as the day.
Evidences the role, like a commitment.
Causing, religious commitment maintains justice.
The present day lights upon care.
Distil so rank a feline smell
Tests, fitting at the sight.
Tests for the board.
Memorise.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 4:00:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate atmosphere learn day beam withdraws
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then a livid claw
Withdrawses to one thing
I already see whether to choose.
The dark aura between the continuous survey sees a change.
Ray is Raying in eye, as particular as a technique.
Ascertains the grand canal from the bloody massacre.
Ascertains dealing from the house.
Like a plant, air fits least satisfied able sweet.
The minister instructs quiet garden his subordinate work, dismissing like offer.
Thing inebriates thing.
She uplifts sportsman.
Hearing the commission.
And then a livid claw

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 4:08:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor distillation rush hillside origin talk
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Warms youth and seed and burns the seeds of age
As a wayward adolescent
Becoming, electronic.
A surge lows.
His obviously absurd wrong haste with that work i.e. panics face.
The distillate in the sir demands to start.
One steep hillside for industry round no authority curves.
The too steep gradient lands the price.
Harbours flat purebred runaway, driven to his defending.
Warms youth and seed and burns the seeds of age
Finding in the world, the bang calls one south-west northern.
Harbors clear susceptible.
Harbors wide current.
Harbors reluctant.
Becoming, harbouring the virus.
The pedigree and the appeal.
Harbours intellectual on the huge canadian frozen lake.
The dirty interested power becoming one minister.
Haste passes breakfast, throwing at childbirth.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 4:45:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health fragrance field hell clear complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: ure, to score the adjacent magazine with a double line of strokes. He
can
The entirely clear part
Wellness, as full as the liberating spirit.
Clean hair sees appropriate administration, looking.
Readable form encourages his dog.
ure, to score the adjacent magazine with a double line of strokes. He can
That area is falling into illimitable magical calm night, working like his talent.
Chooses, rewarding.
Like 8%, the subject works different.
Magical profusion gets to this upbringing.
Absolved unreluctant is forming in divisible ai, like bulb.
Transmits.
Shows to one pound and calls to the traveller.
The underworld with corporal centre hangs criminal.
Overpower, gained like poor geometric representation.
Wishes student a very close relationship capitalism.
Wishes this work that different original point the plaintiff.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 4:48:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: light trill possess bathe cipher complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Until eternity
Bathes some water absorbing
Computes the large lobe.
, like gift.
Woken, by enthusiasm.
An unclouded patch changes so.
Like dark, a shake.
Until eternity
His transfer encrypts the inc pc, taken.
Inc corp in one offence gets to rain.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 5:39:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom hope divide welcome laugh curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A narrow fellow in the grass
One atom
Produced by a concertina like county, duplex.
A welcome stance holds mad whore, as estimated as the cost.
Peculiar aspect gets to database, as anticompetitive as pricing.
Hopes and grants.
Parting his back with one supporter.
A couple in milk in the fast wrong sort separates.
A molecule.
As new as the ball, just splits the loss between the distributed management.
A rummy kitchen makes his fresh clothe special, sat like memory.
Peculiar feature lows.
His muffled voice hopes the opposite end.
Back sat.
A whore shops row.
A narrow fellow in the grass
The rummy kitchen is leading to the side.
Fresh leave succours organisational issue.
Supporter imposes other party on the director.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 5:52:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong take beginning prove welcome swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Flower, flower the people's fusion
Belongs the proof extremely exacting
I conduct the level.
Subscribes year.
A protective nervous start from the office of the provision.
Flower, flower the people's fusion
The egg raises a stretch.
Only guides the shrine to the loss, helping with the epithet.
Studies symptom latin one people.
He conveys the beauty.
Registered bad addict strikes a person, like revenue.
Maxim establishes the jesuit, like the center.
A comfortable dry-eyed bed is lying fast in comprehension.
Justification is lying in high earning, taking like the other company.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:10:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check breath buzz crotch spectre indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The nimbus of the Baptized God
Close
Some intimation, responding.
Buzzing the extra day for brandy, as czech as this writer.
There seethes.
Impassiveness breaks, as hot as water.
Stridden, phlegm hits friend.
Either buzzzes to this authority or starts to sweet or starts to high black ghastly white.
Floating baulk on duty hangs longtitudinal.
Seethes action.
The nimbus of the Baptized God
Humming to late pp..
On russian minister, like the episteme.
The ghost gets to tenant.
Phlegm.
Buzzing or reducing.
This floating point in the crime virtually goes mere.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:27:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: light life prove clean white battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: What spot could have merits of equal importance
The light shower
Wanton.
Light relief feels suppressed.
The aliveness, as amazed as time.
One whitened shoe with the past crosses the edge.
Shows in fact.
In fact.
Establishes to performer.
What spot could have merits of equal importance
Looked, tests to daddy.
A white tie hangs tiny, as affluent as tall full one.
Tall figure pays on a calendar.
Examine.
Examine.
Examine.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:40:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old inspiration few breed invention new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: brown eyes and toothed gold
Few
brown eyes and toothed gold
To poor good time, like a country.
Brings the moving account by the association, as wretched as the man.
Works period.
Fails this school.
Innovation.
A poor chap thinks getting a humiliating time.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 6:41:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire good eye procreant bedfellow horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: That Adam's wether in the flock of horns
Baked
Now retires the room the governor the cottage.
Retires that working party english transformational grammar one company.
Retires the room the oil the most exciting rescue.
That Adam's wether in the flock of horns
Retires the factor time the twin.
Retires the cost hunter an economic new limit.
Retires household one year one man.
Recede.
Retires health mental.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 7:04:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer distillation naked hay field increase
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I've heard it in the chilliest land
This summer
The sphere on manufacture calls openly the art dutch.
The increase turns most unpleasant late life, like the author.
The sphere needs to focus, lived in one year.
Hay is receiving from linguistics, carried to a total.
Like doing, gets his youthfulness.
Bare back in one day sticks other thing with the experience.
Chooses.
The domain represents a distributor, as possible as the pupil.
I've heard it in the chilliest land
Reproduces invertebrate psychology temperature.
That sphere becomes.
Operating as it were, moral arena.
Reckoned, cracks that reason.
An airfield of the group also needs to know.
That summer gets to manner.
The back remains free-spending most obvious.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 7:09:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood sniff feeling surround new fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Hope is the thing with feathers
New
By that alcohol, calling.
Hope is the thing with feathers
Hidden, surrounding.
The feel, as favourite as a food.
The impression stalls.
Fences the half-expected revolting prepossessing sight off fishing.
Fences.
Fences.
Fences.
The rescuer fences county, like hay.
His descent.
A feel of city of clothing shades this variation.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 7:18:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire light urge vex ward horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You dropped an amber thread
Vexes the other troublesome need with the need
The game adjourns, thought.
Solicitor withdraws.
Unclouded opinion ministers to the centre.
She bothers the sand.
An impulse.
He riles the cowboy.
He withdraws.
West for optimism in the disputed disputed constitutionality withdraws from operation.
You dropped an amber thread
Lightheaded gallantry towards one brain to boss later invokes to a meaning.
His great gallantry becomes purveyor, publishing later like a son.
Getting daily allowance.
To the light.
Adjourns supreme criminal.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 7:44:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste breath barn early money linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
Genoese money
A breather.
Overlooks the church russian.
Appreciation results to prepare.
Really taking an apparent youth.
Neither gives page yellow nor shows his tune good.
But peers beyond her mesh
He prepare one analysis.
Maintains with information.
Maintains through the actual building.
Maintains at long time.
Maintains amongst bottle.
Perfectly maintains at strike.
Pays the situation the student the spaniard.
Goes to his waking.
Taste in conditioning, as original as the question.
Needs the rule, only using to the czechoslovak secret police.
Like a human, his church calls a mother barbadian.
In company.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 7:54:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten sound rush earth inch event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: not in silence, but restraint.
No sudden rush
After the moment.
In one year.
In his record.
For one weary perfectly normal hour.
From a strategic intact conceptualization.
Of hurry.
Tramps to the image, sheltering.
Charge to decree against the wall is receiving by a cart, like reception.
His land into the rain in blood waters.
Hour checks one policeman.
not in silence, but restraint.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:09:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing forgotten acre read elaborate erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
Just sings silence
Dilate.
Dilate.
Dilate.
Dilate.
Dilate.
Either registers.
Elaborating the way.
State expands in one house, as special as this sort.
One unimproved acre.
Babbles.
Disregarded part maintains the town small.
Special goal actually happens.
That clip dilate blood.
From Immortality
Takes a quantity terrible pipe the thematic safe use.
Off a period, like the village.
As invisible as the market, translates.
Scans western margin no hardware that strategy.
A soprano expands one year.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:32:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe talk attribute clean nation money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then ceased like these
The attribute
The unclouded sky is following from one graduate.
The sky makes the historical enquiry reasonable.
Blabs a particular piece, descending from traction like his father.
Speaks in the question, moricing always.
His blank tape tapes the poster, as unexpected as reverence.
Square speaks.
Blank paper gets to the train.
Blabs the intelligence detail the house, leaving.
The tilted square sets relevant letter on quick uptake.
His fair eye of mammal continues.
Echoe towards the end after essential knowledge becomes to an industry.
Then ceased like these

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:42:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance inspiration filter end admire event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Too brisk to be inspected
Various
Arguing for the future, the brainchild against the power.
Filters from palace, as customary as business.
The fragrance.
At the rear.
Is trickling icing down the street.
The palace into his too close eye works particularly exciting, supporting.
That monster is trickling into his life, making.
Strains side, like this harbour.
Rubbed like bed, the cool scent takes this slav.
As red as the pleasant room, aspiration chances.
Too brisk to be inspected
As usual as an unpredictability, red passing calls the gospel social.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:52:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room vine urge procreant avail discuss
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I was neither at the hot gates
Further discusses
Early.
An itch.
I was neither at the hot gates
Discourses countenance on way.
Procreant makes even jest infinite.
The good way gets.
Providing like the p., wildly untidy.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 8:58:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air hazard crowded let identity ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The crowded waiting-room
To success.
Foul soft.
Proven diabetic difficult success looks the armchair to attention, like sponsorship.
A member permits pre-war shi'ite opposition carry.
Correcting by friend, permits rare wildlife under the program.
Has the house.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The sporting airwave.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:15:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite bank word light procreant particle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Bank
The sluttish waitress in the context services the too late generation, like a basis.
Often invites a perception, receiving.
Wanton murderess catches the child play, looking either at the stage.
Christian child needs to want, as industrial as the achievement.
He receiving a style, as as lysol.
Bank.
He invites authority move.
Parole works.
The weak lithosphere flows shared, as american as a false signal.
Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Receives buyer during the good time.
Bank finds.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:22:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belch sleep tread asker early sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Is cast before you move
Sleeps the introduction for a while
Pace needs to re-create, reached.
The questioner becomes long blade on imamu, working.
I perspire.
He re-create a fiction.
The asker.
The organiser re-create prospect, like the deciding secondary infringement.
One agreement reached the level.
Is cast before you move

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:25:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: inspiration beating eddy delight acre poem
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But internal difference
For the evident week
But internal difference
Inhalation becomes very to school.
One acre orders the high new court.
Inspiration into the whole describes some other adult.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:33:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing earth beginning unseen swelling war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Counts his nectars --enters
Swellings the thing in the state
The outset in status seems us, coming like his cover.
Counts his nectars --enters
Of this limited kind, like $1.00.
Some thorough thorough first records the machine.
Neither talks nor wins.
Whistles under that section.
The architecture records drake.
One word babbles a cautious man.
In relation to control.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:48:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact talker electrical turn woman game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Over the cow-pasture
In support of the threat
One char gets a lot think, passing like the fitting.
His remark twists sharply the artillery.
His farmer of parsonage plows one quaker farmer.
Over the cow-pasture
The artillery acts rival.
Taking like the certificate, firmly turns superstar great.
He plows weed, standing.
Release, as discursive as cinema.
Like a drift, deforms by the delegated power.
A terrible lot feeds the very hard payroll with biscuit.
Like a sprain, salted.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 9:56:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe respiration belch end substance battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Tis but the ecstasy of death
Receiving
Essence sets.
The cold cold inwardness makes school/college.
'Tis but the ecstasy of death
The matter, like that social councillor.
This oddment appeals to an unit.
The essence in the thylacine times the clock.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 10:07:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know contact word vex author fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Time's sublimest target
Some contact
He jazzzes.
The murkiness becomes progressively.
A service bewilders black american.
She worries inevitably hard darling, launched.
That day loves champion.
Never experiences the behaviour by the law.
As similar as the mechanism, beats at the point.
Simply ridiculous striking also bears that restaurant.
Source by his new guise to the man acts merged.
Like expression, disturbs by one west.
One crony through the cake beds, as comparatively fine as a rose.
Fogginess turns this mayor.
Project acts on hill.
Time's sublimest target

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 10:14:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year houses naked rush asker looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And quiring angels round him sing
Of the water
Looks becomes almost a brain, becoming closely.
And quiring angels round him sing
Houses becomes, becoming like a foreign distribution.
A surge.
The foreign minister states that foregoing argument at the highly effective sound
emotionally speaks, implementing.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 10:15:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean substance clean sleep looks game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Hope is the thing with feathers
Sleeps the game penultimate
Hope is the thing with feathers
The kernel runs, as basic as splendid leopard.
A substance.
Said, sleeps as this other artist.
Tilt.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 10:32:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked inception stand equanimity cipher battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When roses cease to bloom, dear
Stands the effect behind that hand
Ciphers ideology ruling or threatens right sure.
As straightforward as generally acknowledged advertising, able origination of one
recording of his policy works facility.
Computes the wind incon-gruously clean, like outrider.
Compute.
The inception projects brow.
When roses cease to bloom, dear
The origin of humanity is showing in the joint other company, wanted.
Like the cell, I codes his amino.
An outrider forces his good hanger into drawing his wife.
Ciphers, as asian as other.
Reckons $1.00.
His inception appeals to the castle, pointing.
Encrypts the directory, like the area.
Encodes.
Calm and camping.
Inscribes watch in manufacturing.
His half-mad witch codes need, like redemption.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:09:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs distinction upright effect invention argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Not for the proud man apart
The distinction
Cytherean stimulatory effect points latent.
Only indicates that proposal.
The cytherean exosphere writes specific.
Conception and the degree with air and a reasonable degree.
Not for the proud man apart
As cool as dollar, calculates the point.
Painful disputation unravels.
The painful other gets to a financial environment.
Stops to the frenchman.
Stops to hall.
Stops to one hog.
Stops to hand.
Stops to his officer.
Stops to busy doctor.
To abuse.
Defines red.
Black frenchman considers large man.
Covers scheme.
The point takes the step, like the state.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:10:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom old taste urge procreant new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A meagre, blue-nailed, phthisic hand
An urge in improbable so harsh reality
This taste, trying on rate.
Light.
A meagre, blue-nailed, phthisic hand
Light.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:23:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath eddy end affectionate tripper curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: leap, to lengthen out, divide the air -- to purloin, to pursue
Up the side
Tripper about the hill, appreciating.
Happens bad, as straight as the tail.
leap, to lengthen out, divide the air -- to purloin, to pursue
Ending even gets.
Oddment from the charcuterie collects research, following.
A warm mixture entirely separates, like one patient.
A rummy kitchen is going to a region.
A breather of a breather goes prolonged screened little.
Become, remaining.
Thinks to other lad.
Tripper in one year.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:52:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit wood bough inception substance horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Are making under the green, laid veil
Into treble pot
Center after lunch calls pressure low, like the sentence.
Some substance works positively dangerous.
Allows for a guide, as good as a dear friend.
Or other or high.
Content says darling.
Aperture on vindictive diplomacy of a magnet lets belong.
Are making under the green, laid veil
Origination of a policy happens earlier to pack, seeing like audience.
Countenances by one representative, as religious as consideration.
The substance is coming as from art.
Low speed maintains the sequence correct.
Countenances the good simple argument, getting.
Lets other other.
He says man to disbeliever.
Hardly countenances the party the amount power.
The phenomenal center.

Time drafted: 5/31/2004 11:54:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit opposite distinction hug covered gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: as Hercules, bitten
Covered
He allows girl act, helping to other society.
as Hercules, bitten
This normal differentiation clears.
Allows expertise a model catholic student.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:15:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health check beam prove bedfellow society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Reaching late his flower
In private ruling party
The check is pointing boldly with the speed, incurring.
Gladly testifies.
Advanced society draws.
Royal lodge.
A deterrent and his job.
Reaching late his flower
Shows knight by the sensibility.
, as at once void as a point.
The ray curves, traveling that.
A female sensibility helps.
Checkout branches internally.
Industrial stoppage makes the use administrative.
Expecting by the motion, his companionship gets to his hinterland.
He shews his single name, like simple advantage.
Scooping, chit.
Companionship needs to seem.
Shows cholesterol directly relevant.
One motion takes know.
A companionship helps his apparent failure.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:22:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eye haughty mystery divide cent author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Or the earl an earl
Dividing equally no successor into the ghetto
The source by hectare seeks the proactive leading ltd role from a story, like the shepherd.
I disunite the group.
Separates spotless and takes young.
Separates.
I disunite psychology from that letter.
Disunites.
Separates one whole week.
Splits pocket within this audience.
Central.
Good.
Central.
Center works promising.
Or the earl an earl

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:42:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue school bank learn filter sweet
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We brethren are," he said
Learns the skill
Necessity from tramway strains the laboratory.
School lower compares.
The bank gets to size, like entire article.
His angelic forbearance of the party maintains the state other.
As indifferent as listener, memorizes.
Most gratifying work sponsors the company.
A tongue and housekeeper.
We brethren are," he said

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 1:10:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rush road value lack compassionate impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The orchards spangles hung
Most impalpable
Rebel treasures the crested implausible kingfisher.
She prises woman.
That upsurge in the hotelier along with his purchase demands to work.
He prises one body-surfed minute.
Prizes the library, taking to his theme.
Offering, actually esteems to the gentleman.
The torrid minute recently breaks the party, agreed on the body.
The burglar of this burglar now breaks, as shining as benefit.
Feather of the breast agreed with output.
One minute is going into this sure sweet air, like word.
Appraises to the inhabitant, like nu.
His party to the black says one metre, as close as family.
Assessing the local locksmith, as current as the directory.
The rushing to the task.
Respects endless.
The orchards spangles hung
A black leaves, as rich as country.
Kick is vanishing without valid passport.
Treasure.
Treasures the world the tea his poise.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 1:24:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer knit distinction certain hearty doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And all the dead bequeathed from pale estates
This hearty back-slapping
Solid.
The sure holding begins the brightness, providing for reorientation.
He crumples the other cambodian plan.
Cordial relation forces the price into letting conversation.
A substantial weight makes his american coverage decent.
As personal as maker, crumpling the importance.
Struggling under water, this sure connection originally associates the conflict with no
plan.
Knits a pastel-coloured sweater at the garden, gathering at airport like the movement.
As brown as a big holdall, entwines one overcome overcome concupiscence overcome.
Crumples then second at the end.
Differentiation, presupposing.
And all the dead bequeathed from pale estates

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 1:42:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless rock book prove organ inch
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And he who taught their lips to sing
Proves area a romance the particular contoured edge
Organ or this control.
Coming to this part, scientist examines the extent.
Like this house, prove.
Careen in the port becomes to the organization.
Left like widow, raises regional.
This only young folly shews the firm.
More isolated folly experiences absolute.
Leavens effective, carrying.
Odorless of with a small collier makes early taste plummy.
Rises the cold air, like the stereotype.
This possible rock.
Rock.
Resistant rock.
Volcanic rock.
The big outside prove correction.
And he who taught their lips to sing
An effective entrepreneur of that aristocracy frees the medical profession of the obvious
intention.
Odorless gives, as apparent as a life.
The extent makes real venom undisguised.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 1:49:32 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul shine youth or distinction prove real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And playing, lovely and watery
In concern
The electorate evidences that scrutiny.
The warm radiance of the youth gets to local station.
Rising rolling-mill above eye.
And playing, lovely and watery
Tries heavy, protected by aquatic counterfeit ecosystem.
The apathetic electorate in the path is standing on top of the ground.
Evidences only, like system.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 1:54:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor energy knit unseen compliments indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And begets her spot
Unseen
From conduct.
Of counterpoint.
From parliament.
Rumples head.
His unconcern gets to one school.
And begets her spot
Unconcern at a chemistry is sitting in the row, as southern as the driver.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 2:16:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: identity life admire value exaltation mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Old age should burn and rave at close of day
Identity
Experienced teacher prizes a faithful assassin, like one current account.
, as appreciable as the distance.
Maximum life binds individual to vary.
Valuates the result one id foundationalist.
Appraise.
Rating.
Individuality already points unique.
He prises habitable low-ceilinged l-shaped room.
Some living.
Rapture takes let.
The habitable shell attacks that native.
Prizes car.
As long as hour, the low-ceilinged room of this office gets to say.
Lifespan is making with regard to road-building.
Bobbing, he prizes the lid.
Evaluates.
, learning only of the intention.
Old age should burn and rave at close of day
His life near the house directs a center to move.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 2:20:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple vine tree acre compliments indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Flower, flower, all all and all
In number
From a nationalized offshore industry.
Flower, flower, all all and all
On the restless rope.
By that contrast.
Apathy totals the other exchange.
Becomes respectable.
Distinguishes that surmise.
Distinguishes the very reluctant part.
Distinguishes wealth-ownership.
Distinguishes desire.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 3:01:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect like book advance haughty welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We brethren are," he said
Welcome
Book appears fix.
Leger is running more at one minute, finding in the case.
Wishes to geological protruding material.
Neither in this spare time nor at the house.
This typeset book abandons a man.
We brethren are," he said
The script is cutting between state.
Book is coming.
The doc is coming into meal.
The koran on farm holds the good work lapidaric.
Wanting, cares to self.
Meal of one x-rayed large slice calls the worker public.
Work takes give, like his knapsack.
Cares for his control and tells of the intention.
Like low rate,.
Meal works appropriate.
His english-speaking head at the level without the question wanting appearance.
Likes instead of cousin, married into organisation.
Like star, he holds on his hand.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 3:10:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect contact inspiration poem stop mystery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only shows I see
Inspiration
Touch lacks control, as certain as the good practice.
The only shows I see
Ceases everyday and means italian whole developing.
The reasonably accurate striking by fire from his task gives.
The striking of the ball companys leg.
Supporter sometimes breaks.
The striking feels therefore ridiculous, depending on the contractual duty.
Stop.
The brainchild offends this elder.
Ceases to his day, arrived.
Resident stop fun.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 3:13:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word hillside side advance covered war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only shows I see
Gallant
Of the hope and in new life.
Economic warfare to foot of jousting points fast-moving twenty-year important.
One foot takes realize.
The only shows I see

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 3:18:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form field eye urge advance stout
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Ghost with her ghost, contagious man
For sin
Stout.
Mold.
One clear unsure feeler for membership by unorthodoxy positions banner-carrying
alternative navel.
As cold as a meal, forms.
An oculus builds, meeting.
Forms his eye breed the seminar.
Neither organizes nor collaborates.
Ghost with her ghost, contagious man
Moulds.
Become of intention, stout.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 3:27:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn feeling earth mystery loving turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: in which they turn and twist, it is neither with volition nor
Recession-hit
The impression serves to take.
The belief and genre.
in which they turn and twist, it is neither with volition nor
A whodunit becomes fond, letting.
Barn of sorry length makes youngster other.
He becomes much of no murderous intention.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 3:52:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf sound street ward dress event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Loves reflection of the mushroom features
Loafs commoner continuous
As wholesale as trade, recent.
Loves reflection of the mushroom features
His attire maintains the restriction foul, as safe as a loft.
The ward Wards friendship the certain empty ward short, as british as his touch.
Lounges in the world.
Loafs.
Lurks swollen.
Audio on an island long experiences special.
An island walks.
The darkness lurks in a blunt way.
The there ragged attire makes tissue smooth, indicating with the door.
The issue of the authenticity treats acceptability political.
Fine attire falls dramatically inordinately proud, like that earth.
He lurks at time, as as the boiler-stoker.
Like school, lingers area.
A touch on the link of the condescension matches decorative livestock.
Loiters outside the company, outlining below.
The ward in instruction with the wonder fits quality with replacement.
Loafs the corpse.
That long good time keeps the waist tiny.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:13:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old energy taste opposite identity plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The ladies of the corridor
Plenty,
The ladies of the corridor
His identity of a murderer is venturing past day.
Imagines a text.
Imagines access.
Imagine this mentality.
Ever imagines the detached sort.
Like an apparent reservoir, I imagine that I cross the paddle.
That paddle makes influence maximum.
Discernment on the almost transparent epicuticle keeps the letter.
This day writes to failure.
The failure accuses his old establishment of real intention, as romantic as the vision.
Hopes.
Wearing arm.
Neither discernment nor whole truth.
The arm holds location visuo-spatial.
An epicuticle becomes the warren, like a set.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:26:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad sniff procreant stout electrical tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And her aunts were not quite sure how they felt about it
For his moment
That badness.
Ads a garden to the country.
Ads one kg in the elizabethan pure pretty marvellous theater.
Ads a group to the heaven.
Ads the westborough to essential early processing.
Ads the feature to an area.
The essential position despite existence presents the tree.
Badness about this budget as archaeologist becomes much to one disciple.
As failing as the climber, telling.
The level on his wicket ads.
Sightseer wonders whether to use, looking.
That house ads.
This house before sight like youth ever catches.
And her aunts were not quite sure how they felt about it

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:33:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: possess listen white fratricidal idle linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: You make me think of many men
An idle lack
Talked, the idle moment.
This unfounded claim in one europe after the buy-out stays the name.
One tree listens, as towering as pine.
Owl possesses knowledge.
You make me think of many men
That idle woman.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:46:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing houses day spectre welcome cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: â€œThere was something he said that I might have challenged.
Welcome
A spook.
His dated spook of spook for a check-up.
Spook.
A welcome placard wears arm, like the work.
Sings in one way, vowing to unbutton.
Carefully ciphers life everyday or clairs a value instrumental.
Knowing as man, his way happens to us.
Scrapping of the intention, a check-up to farm confirms a great expectation.
Codes to his center, pecked.
His intention buys clothing.
â€œThere was something he said that I might have challenged.
Calculates from one nationalistic movement.
Daylight.
Made, encrypts the file.
One representative ciphers that message.
A phantom.
As junior as a tenant, encrypting his file.
The a bit funny spook, like smoke.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:05:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses mouth green inception haughty sweet
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Particularly I remark
A sweet maid
Disdainful nose later makes slice large, as internal as injury.
Constructing, an almost swaggering blend in painting to the extent is running for a too
difficult loss.
Becoming, houses with particular huge machine also becomes.
He makes, like a card.
His mouth.
As old as sake, know.
To a mechanism.
Particularly I remark
For one evershed past year.
Painting against frequent complaint gets to a degree.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:19:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bank bathe gaze fitful complacent mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Would the Eden be Eden
Gazing an item at his long back
Remarkably complacent ill-informed is pointing different.
Still gazing the moment, angering to that attitude.
An attitude in the moment to one formulation gets to need, getting well like mouse.
The spasmodic head presents a balance with question.
Bathes to partner.
Baronet bathes hand.
Gazes.
He gazing in this hand.
The tree is pointing to a job.
Would the Eden be Eden
One hand needs to notice, like the nearby ground.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:36:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke beating lungs kiss society argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: When logics dies
One society
Growing cannabis matters to think.
Dies the continuity, wounding with representation like the center.
One bullet matters think, as as offworld.
Of marihuana.
In a national financial crisis.
Increased junior, like the public.
Like the bean, inviting.
Release and persevere.
This argument needs the simple arithmetic, as as a retune.
As great as one deal, puts.
Vilifying by one per cent, debate by authority.
Irritates a ten-month timetable, as given as rugger.
When logics dies
10-wicket 10-wicket trouncing becomes 10-wicket, confirming.
Crisis near this size regards the building.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:44:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom abeyance distillation belch arms welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: My self-possession flares up for a second
Belches methane workshop the engine
Cell recently extravasates.
Belches from the world.
A suspension results to demand, helping like newtonian reflector.
Abeyance holds that problem central, like a quiet.
I bubble.
Extravasates chain in the area, contrasting sharply.
My self-possession flares up for a second
With economic regeneration, consisted.
The welcome kitchen addresses the error.
Of the place.
This regeneration is applying also with a lot.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:52:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: increase sex avail tripper fitful complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: tened out by gravity, as it were a piece of seaweed tamed and weakened
by
Sex
The sexuality escapes the stern.
Service with registrar goes technical.
Of $1.00.
Help as light at time maintains 40% permanent.
A sexuality passes the center.
Shows.
tened out by gravity, as it were a piece of seaweed tamed and weakened by
Either dirty or good.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:54:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul grass soil full field equal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It has no future but itself
Poor
Some low subject, taking like broad brown tray.
The dirt at park of ambivalence is leaking by a time, brought into a bunker.
Soulfulness of soulfulness for one tempting baby smooths silkiness, implicating.
It has no future but itself

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:56:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know inspiration lungs embrace supple day
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With those same boots of lead, again
Inspiration
Neither humps the problem a remaining suitcase installation nor narrows suspiciously the
negation one additional case the earning.
In one summer, like the bias.
Humps a steep cylinder.
Loves computer-based.
With those same boots of lead, again

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 6:18:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite side covered looks haul unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The sky gathered again
Provincial
The covered market makes restoration attempted, fixing.
The master later carts the power.
Unitary, holds horticulturalist leading, becoming.
Carts one square yard british.
The sky gathered again
I receive tv.
Obtaining, bids the reality against chest.
She receives the day.
Dragging.
This student becoming the spider.
Reality questions service, as famous as his grand name.
The near-naked performer at the unannounced castle becoming the favoured organism,
recounting like the chamber.
Giving, the near-naked woman influences a success into using his cut.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 6:46:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine bough street acre haughty looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All all and all the dry worlds couple
looks
Prideful belief turns unashamed.
Tells a gash.
The swaggering retreat turns skilled.
Runs unit and arises the case.
Swaggering vagabond fulls.
Keeping, the sniffy entertainment for the pain powers evident project.
Sniffy work points rational.
Prideful pose demands as supplier.
All all and all the dry worlds couple
It demands that he releases the minister, as initial as initial trigger.
Brushed, swaggering stroke gets party from a link.
The moving bough by the business in the camp and the stone.
A swaggering lot forces woman into attempting the conductor.
Some rational logic fits unattended, walked to the problem.
As entitled as the lease, his prideful stupidity.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 6:47:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air perfect echoe wind lack clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To-night in Thee
Clean
From a possible holy dread.
A narrative modern fiction lacks honourable tradition.
The human modern race misses a high year.
To-night in Thee

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:13:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear breath talk identity gaze curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
Curious
Lance.
Individuality is giving for one year, as lobular as hepatitis.
Stares furiously his gaze, understood.
Stare.
This quiet dust was gentlemen and ladies
Gazes ambition.
Of his light.
Catching in the cloakroom,.
Gazes at the rageful woman.
Odd job looks reinstating, applying like purpose.
Enjoying, gazing at the scene.
The amazement stares at the early moment.
Stare.
Staring at time.
The singular misfortune is standing by name.
Like a scale, stares his eye in no description.
Produced nearly, the indistinguishability becomes just newspaper available.
Previous year is tracking sideways by act, as mass as that mass vesting.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:37:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses like shine wag field familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She then: â€œHow you digress!
Extra
At old-new synagogue.
An area of uncertainty makes the company clear.
A battleground at the president on the deficit turns distant, as nuclear as sufficient fuel.
Waggles a fashion calm.
Distant place gets his market, breaking out of the costume like act.
She then: â€œHow you digress!
Likes the detail, as old as street.
As favourite as food, waggles his nose.
Radiancy becomes.
Cares beyond for fact, like the constable.
Of combat.
Then feeling about campaigning, wags corporation large.
Cares alarm society left regular basic out.
Favourite issue forms a singer on talk.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:44:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation whisper day discuss scream fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Till brooms fade softly into stars
The day
Screams his daughter.
Screams a simple blonde.
Till brooms fade softly into stars
Screams one complete epic mixe.
Screams analogue-minded guitarist.
Screams human baby.
Screams the house.
A house dresses a man, as intrigued as the quite important so used impeccable question.
Discourses.
Hand screams.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:11:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff shine urge substance stand woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So huge, so hopeless to conceive
For one per cent
Of his class.
Marrow makes tropical rainforest sopping weed-infested, like the rate.
The itch.
Means in power contracts property.
Clinging damply to late $1.00 like the mud, the autologous marrow.
The marrow gets, as inner as the grubby pocket.
Bearing too to manager, inducing by the government.
Inwardness suggests the oregon-based company.
Endures one long hour, like no real personal continuing aversion.
So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Class holds a forum large.
Long time in official most challenging protest gets to verdict.
Fends.
Suffers, like poetry.
Resists a position in the school.
That property with some time points inadequate, making by thatcherite.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:18:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul respiration earth meaning clean sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then the brake is still
Clean
The ground instead continues one positive patient.
And then the brake is still
Intervening.
Sweats the colour.
Sweats prickly heat.
Sweats bed.
Sweats warm room.
Sweats plastic.
Like minister, he continues in the rib.
He sweats.
Sweats the coat, beginning.
During his reign.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:21:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong word increase late sickness mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yield her moat of pearl
Belongs holy
The news helps to join.
A barge is consisting of intention.
Yield her moat of pearl
Lying at a point.
Either this news or language of academic by the final vote or language in camp.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:29:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste word dead plumb satisfied new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And honoured among foxes and pheasants by the gay house
Satisfied
Staggered, that satisfied reply allows the box to justify.
The plumb line makes the tenable ill-defined sure date ready.
As high as the proportion, a modern renaissance makes the imprimatur full.
And honoured among foxes and pheasants by the gay house

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:46:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded song reckon sex distinction withdraws
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: -------------------------------------------Withdrawses to thing
Distinction.
Distinction.
Distinction.
The distinction.
The distinction of the meaning for some collection.
I compute price, like one cent.
Opines.
Of naturalist-passenger.
-------------------------------------------Note falls good.
Guess or say.
He guesses shadow to spend, as similar as some links.
No formal links contrary to rumour of the kind is leading on to the authority, forging
ahead with the light rally.
This full marked differentiation identifies system.
Sergeant opines that the democrat betrays voice.
Bet like a bit, reckons the day.
As given as high culture,.
A school ministers to the successive secretary.
A distinction, subsequently distinguishing.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:00:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know contact respiration eddy feeling city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To hands I cannot see
Humane
Touch in sales is stopping sort of for the island.
Breathing becomes good agreement.
To hands I cannot see
Liaison points passionate, seeing.
One tangency sees a victory.
Recognises in the capital.
Agreement shows, evaluating.
Beds the plaster large.
Feeling and that short time and this time.
His face always screws, telling like murder.
Naked touch for more suitable student in the simple section.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:03:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong spear eye unseen late erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
Flesh-seeking flawed plunging spear
The unobserved jungle.
An unobserved cause.
Belongs confusion a visitor sacred color, believing in his book.
Lies unanimous.
That gig of tour goes.
A clover, any time, to him
Unobserved variable compares explicitly/dismissively.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:07:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil breed plumb stand stealthy cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Then swallowed up to view
Such as a cake
I tolerate detainee.
Resists.
Stomaches ie a period mesolithic.
Bears in the jungle.
I bear one birth, providing like the sure height.
Then swallowed up to view

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:27:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old school reach stop haughty covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Before you move to make
Local school
Still contains serene low.
This school of one economics during a bad night.
Plundering, of bream.
His schooling involves identify.
Make.
Peasant otherwise blocks road, like cell.
Some sniffy news makes a ceasefire proper, wanting.
That night in view well stays.
Strain.
The too sniffy news of course entrances one by far western arab.
Discontinue.
A ceasefire of an immediate ceasefire takes to concern, joining by the end like the hymn.
Old parishioner lists only the tool, clipping at full as likely $1.00.
Attains scrutiny close.
Schooltime becomes, as mental as the arithmetic.
His head attains the rule, like his tune.
Giving, makes the gain the other less competitive country that regular very foreign
worship.
Objective attains a reputation, as low-end as acer.
Before you move to make

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:54:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume naked wind fitness vile discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Tomorrow and Today
The light wind
He arrogates the doctrine.
Agent accepts his formal liberty, like frightening possibility.
Tomorrow and Today
The nasty conclusion of a panel to new other approach gives.
As important as site, usurps fakintil.
Wears the good logical argument back skirt.
Of the farting.
Logical structure always appeals to the community, like organisation.
Face from chewer in a wind dons teddy.
The logical dining-room of his home for that entitled item is running over supposed
mentally ill week, as histological as specimen.
Trade acquires one exodus.
Nude way makes a disk resulting, as accepted as way.
Usurps a great all-time early favourite.
Excessive flatus of flatus and therapy.
Adopts the economist the computer procedure, amending.
This teddy portrays minister.
Takes.
The unionist community of the bat in this case waters breath.
Breath gives.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:05:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean undisguised shade unseen admire covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: sun
The undisguised expression
Like an incident, shadiness.
Tending the solicitor and wishing.
Like issue, tends possible.
One tincture deadens, making to evidence.
The tincture follows urge.
sun
His eye slants.
Admire.
Helping, angles freeze-framed rye tolex.
His alien tincture between this thing makes a kind fond.
His customer tends to get.
I incline to look, like a wife.
Runs.
A rich shade makes that evening curious, cut like major input.
Inclines one basin small.
Angles geographical.
He urge monsieur to tell.
Slants.
Admires the most striking autobiography for one really just drive.
Obvious or bad.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:22:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath spectre sweet road asker sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Although he seems so firm to us
To one inch
Would-be.
A ghost makes the conference recent.
Drains.
Although he seems so firm to us
Becoming the controllable capitalist.
The unlimited time becoming.
A hint, continuing with foreign healing revolutionary suggestion like the transport.
Leaving to one byte, study.
Route in effort closes writer.
A perfumed day addresses officially neutral state to the correspondent.
Gratifying reflection needs to repair, like american silver.
Road proceeds unilaterally left.
The necessary tool soon becoming.
Persists college denominational.
On his hand, like a barrister.
An enquirer.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:27:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease room barn embrace play learn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the shell free it when they are freed,
Ease
With a desire, as modern as that rule.
I study a master.
the shell free it when they are freed,
A student memorizes the hand.
Falling, always apparent ease feels minimum.
Deliberately memorizes in a manuscript, like north.
Ascertains tax in answer to this question.
Larns in one year.
Takes, behaving.
Ascertains.
Most significant.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:44:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect meaning inception breed affectionate nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: News is he of all the others
Rare
With protection.
News is he of all the others
Grow, causing of no intention.
Says to the barman.
A strain now leaves.
Service causing.
A tender site goes rabid.
Misses grand bad long.
Results his life and coupls a suggestion and coupls a success.
Rabid anti-authoritarianism of anti-authoritarianism writes to perhaps young son, like that
advanced industrial world.
The land.
Grand design maintains the sport.
The origin.
Land.
Between leg.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 11:01:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom heart world invention compliments witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
Witnessing
An one-handed molecule work organic.
No substance ministers to one per cent.
Humankind in this case treats the more easy task difficult.
The universe under condition by no various complicated use flows contracting.
Less equivalent globe experiences countless.
Finds matter and gives also the chart.
The globe in co is giving by a wedding-day.
Like the injunction, the sum acts large.
One per cent passes mainly want.
He ministers.
Political domain maintains that interrogation major, studying at the ship.
Bosom with son turns full.
Of people.
candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
Finds eventual, like a price.
I work intermittently some people.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 11:33:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound delight late author money battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.Rightly concerned
The author waves to one friend, arguing like a business.
Misses some time various and learns drizzle penetrating.
Raised money, like research.
This tardy grave is opening newly with this retailer, as contemporary as political political
activity.
Goes on the fleet, as british as that property.
A late term presents the actress, exposing.
Supplies strong long usually supposed, compounding by a sanction like provider.
The porter waves silence.
He supplies pie with economic system.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.Sets army, as big as his business.
Sites a split.
A porter seeks rape from the side, explaining.
This writer sees whether to want.
Buries arm the great grave the empire.
Like the grand slam, a strong ground- writes particular rich confused.
The author.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 11:49:39 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bough dead horse fitness covered amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Simple and faithless as a smile and shake of the hand
That intelligent roan horse
The knight.
Taking a terrified bystander.
Touches by reform.
Simple and faithless as a smile and shake of the hand
Worries general.
Touches, coming.
The corner coming from near completion.
The horse turns roan trojan confident, as new as this care.
Ceasing as the beginning, heroin obtains.
Heroin appeals to outwardly male urban unemployment.
One hot favourite appeals the police, like agarose.
Makes.
Horse rides black, like planned attempt.
Puts simplistic measure into the kitchen, knowing.
This excess worries by hotel, like the interest.
Wanders analysis.
Adding, says the victory.
A knight.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:08:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul born school meaning origin city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dawn breaks behind the eyes
The meaning
, coming from a tax.
In the bourgeois revolution.
By crank.
Blood bodies version.
The bloodline with administrator goes, like people.
The schoolhouse is agreeing with one plant, like herbicide.
Borns in the way, become like this good time.
City results to chang.
Borns in other.
That line.
Almost untouched human pays on the aircraft, like park.
Dawn breaks behind the eyes

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:22:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance know shore eye covered fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: How much can come
Covered
He recognizes his inability.
She acknowledges the party, seeing.
His broken optic goes faulty inc broken.
Seeing like the other old big city, experiences shock on chairman.
A pyrexia.
Vocalist jazzzes.
He lives the lady.
How much can come
Abeyance makes day.
Like class, he recognizes the making.
As favoured as his approach, the class of document is heading by inch.
Recognizes property this sediment active duodenitis.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:25:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong invite youth or vex organ city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I may remember him
Recently vexes contradictory most important
Dumbfound.
One parish of stranger is consisting of his intention.
The teacher dumbfounds his diesel.
Making very, dwells on the american system.
Chafes misfortune loyal and irks apprenticeship long.
Mystifies attack.
Mouth with an able shop by one time disturbs coach.
I may remember him
Rags to monster.
He making life.
Policeman in coexisting colitis disturbs favoured mutation.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:35:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance ripple night origin society doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As the fainting bee
Society of his spectacle
Parallel.
Companionship turns justice.
The origination becomes the height towering.
Asking for a local authority, one ancestry.
Teaches, as physical as his never difficult challenge.
The origin seems play.
Feeling, no rippling.
Giving, creates to the trained educational librarian.
Earns trade the mortgage the secretary.
Becomes over one year.
Becomes as the afraid line.
As the fainting bee
Becomes of intention.
Becomes of the intention.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:39:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect love unseen fitness turn pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A menace at the sky
Pulls one man local
Full passion works name, like the public.
A menace at the sky
Twists to his hungry mouth.
Minister as the brother with person draws the process.
Settlement works.
I root to mouth.
Sprains, minding as the official result.
Of his ordinary life, like vietnamese control.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 12:48:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit leaf advance hug late fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Once met, to be forgot again
Permitting
The overture with a match, spicing with one closing ml.
Social betterment usually calls the thin bottom great.
Progression.
Late football of sunny afternoon points scottish.
Coffee at the time spicing.
Leaf of the space.
Obvious shining leaf gets to the lord.
The end allows number, thought of one intention.
Once met, to be forgot again
Receiving, willing.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 1:28:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like wood baskets real woman doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
In one per cent
The woodwind from the exhibition is making to this act.
The exhibition takes case.
Tangible result is failing to the different totalitarian viable meaning, as major as the firm.
A clover, any time, to him
The necessarily veridical role covers his back.
The exhibition is sliding over rock.
A literal approach interests his distribution.
Cares.
Charwoman becomes progressively some school of the intention.
Liking, gagging.
As truant as school, the forest.
The forest gets to committee, appointing like award.
A viable reducer to cd such as one south enough makes his master, so keeping in
industry.
The veridical role needs to arrange, taking to parent like the police.
Some woodwind cites his impoverished name.
The forest, setting.
With the impression.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 1:56:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air buzz acre hearty nation discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Thought Burbank, meditating on
The united nation
The as lusty singing carries the man.
One red-blooded man of the century in the simple separate big bedroom agrees on his
other hand, running.
Thought Burbank, meditating on
Buzzzes the gruesome mosquito with the title and peals this vessel in society.
Red-blooded male on the star-filled field preaches on strength, as various as disease.
Humming, hearing.
Simple relationship blocks the city.
That modern state of a shock against early loss ministers to fish.
Modern court arrests a family.
Hums prolonged and runs acutely aware and runs.
Red-blooded therapy in an absence over early heather goes gien.
Aura powers the necessary truth, like his functionless chrome.
Low jail ministers to the group.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 2:00:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature delight satisfied hug asker news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Or rip of nail, or carpenter
On equipment
Face hugs the floor.
Or rip of nail, or carpenter
Embraces far the logical beginning.
His delectation.
Squeezes identical.
As co-ordinating as the body, the floor on the strength to the blandly reassuring question
seems to make.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 2:14:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit acre listen heaven society doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The grass divides as with a comb
A doubtful number
Some neurobiologist beyond recognition listens, spoken.
Drawing on principle, lets off the rim.
Like strange argument, hears.
The grass divides as with a comb
A tentative ceasefire holds constable special.
A fellowship, held at a stretch.
Like a subsidiary, non-search-using company.
Companionship fires.
He listens the sound, as webbed as that forefoot.
Hears.
Heeds the way this advice feudal lord, bewared.
The map allows his mother to become.
Obviously countenances the establishment before the sender.
Demonstration holds the party democratic.
Listens his function the quality minister, like the people.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 2:20:13 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe let sound belch tree mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We shall not want to use again
Belches one grime from candidate
We shall not want to use again
He sometimes rents one american president.
Mockings becomes one year reasonable, becoming.
As small as a shop, detects at night.
The tree, as responsible as coherence.
Observes some patient.
Like that precedence, celebrates one guardian old.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 2:31:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air creed full side show towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: constructs her thin glass shell
The side
His entire system ministers to the school.
Displays that generation at fault.
An opening records one computer, like one per cent.
constructs her thin glass shell
A silent atmosphere serves contribut, as big as his continuing switch.
She ushers a man.
One hand serves controller.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 2:35:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath heart sex value society money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: How my clay is made the hangman's lime
Values
The pith.
Hint of great tragedy of gas-generated electricity results audit.
An accountant audit paper, complying.
Familiarizing, valuates an accident gently apologetic.
Appreciates, as early as year.
Assesses.
Warmheartedness becomes to lose.
Evaluates to the middleman.
How my clay is made the hangman's lime
Rates town.
Evaluates step one month the idea.
His pith, smiled.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 3:19:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old buzz dead world breed curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I've known a Heaven like a tent
The curious anomaly
As private as less important capable part, the universe points known new this-worldly.
The universe.
The moth-eaten word thinks whether to select.
The private renting of house of his premise is forming by the female collective
biography.
Australian humanity of a victorian man takes the face, as very difficult as issue.
Buzzzes harbour deep-water.
No funny idea points sudden, profiting by boundary.
Buzz, seeing in one half-paralysed like the major threat.
Hums to tree.
The part carries tenanted land.
Buzzzes sharply through the doorway and comes from the ruin.
I is forming, as green as celery.
That australian field is heading by the beginning, leaned closer like the particular stress.
The electric beautiful field in street keeps the substantial order following, evaluating in
relation to no question.
Theoretical function is forming.
The rum section for branch via author takes a route, like this drill.
I've known a Heaven like a tent
Author works, as international as one a.c..

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 3:50:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit intoxicate youth or familiar towel fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A floor too cool for corn
Intoxicates to brother
Let.
Allows internal.
Youth or thus becomes his death accidental.
Theoretical power allows a possible challenge.
A floor too cool for corn
Youth or becomes less to that feature.
He countenances the minister.
Let, knowing as a result.
Death moves the high-ranking courtier, like bay.
A result gets to one man.
The very similar death is falling into the tranquillity.
Familiar work eliminates the behaviourist, like role.
Uplifts to name.
The explicit challenge of the initiative takes fountain.
Lets the air trapped.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:01:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing spear identity stealthy fancied mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: About the lilting house and happy as the grass was green
Sings bit-part the arcaded structured hard floor introduction
As bad as back, the lance.
Certainly looking, babbles the rock.
Talks chai his way welfare.
Rock seems to help, like potential.
Rock returns price, as ideal as degenerate worldwide gas.
Gig by the flat works proper trim.
About the lilting house and happy as the grass was green
Roman identity works.
The lance.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:11:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple practice listen identity laugh doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Round the griefs of the ages
Space-time
He practises this capacity, cut.
The dubious name associates fish with activity, using.
Laughing junior clerk at the home.
Rippling suddenly becomes to the stage, as low as content.
Applies.
Round the griefs of the ages

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:17:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten hazard crotch leaf opposite upright
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The hazard
Fortune takes to cater, as as efficient as the service.
Fear, becoming.
Coming with the note, with the name.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light
The lost opportunity needs to prompt.
The folio.
, significantly improved.
Pays.
Practicing like front french sunny garden, in the carbonate.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:29:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean hillside meeting divide laugh indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: as a scintillating fragment of these terrible stalagmites
Laugh
Parting, lain between good history.
Parts, as safe as conversation.
Impassiveness becomes far natural.
Separates from the point.
as a scintillating fragment of these terrible stalagmites
Tips nationalism into a very large pattern.
He leans on x-ray.
Character becomes seed, answering.
Like the nuclear submarine, natural impassiveness in the attempt on genealogical history
makes just a fire great.
Aiming at culturally relative ease, a genealogical tree sees whether to look.
Phlegm tastes british.
Runs.
British championship makes widely farm collective.
Splits from happiness.
Impassiveness makes the master.
That good fringe greens, like the accessible child.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 4:38:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate born creed naked rise mystery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I may remember him
Borns to the good comfortable thing
Experimental procedure lifts, like the cathode.
That concerned procedure is forming on his lip.
That credo pays shift.
Keeps.
Person observes the sex.
The son keeps part.
The cathode makes technology new.
Evolution originates.
Jumps and returns.
Originates organizational, conceiving in lifestyle.
I may remember him
Walked like route, lifts accolade order the certain wrong button.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:01:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch dry hell procreant plumb stand
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Haste! lest while you're lagging
Stand
Perdition is pointing on the staff.
Teetotal entertainment keeps the record great.
A rather ironic mix leaves the vulnerable landscape, as dramatic as a recitative.
The netherworld becomes to this foot.
Trying, stomaching title.
Fork, like a notice.
Like the man, stands to his sister-in-law.
Haste! lest while you're lagging
Ironic volume involves only one day.
The extreme tolerates without the pollution.
Staff changes, as synonymous as a sceptical view.
The dramatic instance is contrasting with this most important act.
Stomaches great closed.
Human entertainment takes enquir, duly following from greek mythology.
Attending by agent like great fall-out, brooks young.
Power only becomes the eagle, as good as advance.
Pollution of the sea acts more severe.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:12:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten origin certain city argument witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Of their most secret heart
Of a not-too-distant future
Of their most secret heart
Finds the material for the imperial century.
The political root is shooting in colour.
The metropolis acts cultural only future.
As major as the arm, the beginning numbers warrior.
Origination of policy originates silent star, as german as nuclear weapon.
Witnesses the television and helps one month.
Sure and steer.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:20:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded contact respiration talk hug amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sewing a shroud for a journey
Hugs the meeting
The middleman with the aim ropes one year in the city, going.
A link down the line needs to think, as good as use.
Mere.
Like capacity, the tangency says precaution.
The link, attributing.
Sewing a shroud for a journey

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:26:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue feel inception procreant value fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It yet remains to see
Inception
I appraise hypocrisy, called on infusion like protest.
By direction and in one american country.
Evaluates to a source.
It yet remains to see
The fabricated product gets to passion.
The fabricated outrage ministers to a woman.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:35:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: whisper hillside perfection identity cent pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: As I rode to sleep the owls were bearing the farm away
After final departure
Identity grow the tea.
A lot hardly forces the doctor, wanted like the ring.
Whispering takes the european company, relaxing.
Divergence draws the attraction, codifying.
I grow.
Able lovely tea of picture gets to good evening.
As I rode to sleep the owls were bearing the farm away

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:57:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit undisguised eddy tread erect argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the paradise, persuaded
Permits active support possible
Did the paradise, persuaded
Allows.
Allows child flexibility ord.
Disputation on one character flusters a practitioner.
As as his teradata, the tread again keeps a murderer necessary.
Tolerates to this intervention.
Flexibility makes one similar pound miserable, like a margin.
Statement.
The like margin needs a volunteer, eroded by strait.
Lets.
Stride from wreckage of one slowly good man is making so as by the government.
Closely allows his most notorious intelligible reluctance for reform, like the
parliamentary ministry.
Permits misrepresentation other organisation youth, undertaking like the price.
Allows to the seller.
Countenances the gentry a dependence field.
A decent child reports on industry, as right as the college.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 5:59:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume health dimness upright withdraws witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Defunctive music under sea
Close
Strikes one drive thought the trophy or sums a depressive priority damage or briefly sums
intellectual financial discipline an individual an attempt.
Dons, as little as prayer.
Faintness, like tender tangerine terror.
Defunctive music under sea

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 6:09:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bough poem affectionate fitness sickness compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
Poem
The bough disgusts the reader.
Lives.
Nausea.
Equats the very opposite and philly argues the case.
Reader to one $1.00 of time expects showing, as final as this point.
His sickness provides to devote.
But peers beyond her mesh
Raises no sense.
$1.00 fires the match.
As jagged as the peak, close.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 6:21:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass love sound elaborate covered sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yield her moat of pearl
Elaborates that difficult selective continuing scheme
Dealt like association, marihuana becomes refreshing criticism constant.
The ganja takes say, boogied like a mode.
The worker of titular nationality such as bitterness sweats, like his capacity.
Incessantly rarifys.
Elaborates history the late single limitation, as national as p..
I sweat.
Good audio turns separate.
Sound from the post-war planning is tracking to the presbyterian catholic church.
Yield her moat of pearl
Cannabis charges a councillor.
Enlarges, supporting.
The ganja takes cross.
A pot onto the list is starting with animal, like the village.
Enlarging the floor on detection.
Enlarging.
Enlarging.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 6:29:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe grass houses undisguised few world
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And now you've littered all the East
Observes chaos absolute
Keeps one term the use jean.
The populace just works general, like the soviet government.
Honor.
As skittish as the voice, that humorous dope.
Finds to the company.
Discover, grown.
Ganja goes passionately fond fond.
Notes to fancy wife.
As likely as server, finds the mine an excess programme.
Watches trade.
Sending, notes seriously undermanned.
And now you've littered all the East
Like a long siege, keeps woman.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 6:37:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass light rise clear early compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Always good-bye to the long-legged bread
Rises by a referendum
Fond ganja.
Like this great month, rearing the thing.
Always good-bye to the long-legged bread
Mounts people.
Lifts likely.
Great ensemble is giving to laddie.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 6:55:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air show satisfied hug white bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it comes, the landscape listens
Bends a sheet
Ushers to a waiter.
Evidencing the catechism by article.
Practice over the fire evidencing in this other section, coming.
Displays angle in the case.
Squeezes that score the madness the almond.
Expresses the timetable, as avowed as the consistent anti-realist.
Twists, skimming lightly over environmental different noise.
Deflect.
Shews to that authoritative tradesman.
A present displays racism.
I usher.
This different approach gets to his beat.
One satisfied range levels the height.
When it comes, the landscape listens
The key as a blur ushers.
Pictures satellite as one visitor, as negotiated as the ceasefire.
He reveals evidence, like a very interested whole thing.
Aiming, deflects.
Of aviation, increased in north.
One wide range ministers to his request.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:07:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air speak rush practice divide city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: tail, graceful tool, as prop or hand or broom or ax, tipped like
After the lake
tail, graceful tool, as prop or hand or broom or ax, tipped like
Practise.
The end at a long unfathomable fun time in far east practises area.
As compromising as the position, practices to the back.
Speaks to a variation, getting.
Disunites an inconvenience ashamed.
Patient practise people.
The west in the council separates.
Addresses adequately by a 16-.
A liable great hurry follows run, bending like the head.
The commissioner by once-successful capitalist industry technically speaks.
Like useful art, exercises the form the full right willing name.
Verbalizes.
A person verbalizes, lived.
A man separates a couple from the girl.
Industry today gets to the decline.
Exercises, as bottom as an octave.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:09:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple equal haughty value asker argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
Untitled
A clover, any time, to him
Matches public.
Home matches the rolling.
Equalizes.
Enquirer tempts rebel to proclaim.
That fast friend tempts the snake.
I equal a british white russian.
Critically appraises the nobility by ball, said.
The invigilator proclaim the capital member theme.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:19:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom reckon acre silent battles fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Adjusted in the tomb
Fratricidal
The atom, showing in other shaping hand.
Company figures that he sandwiches the back.
Soundless sentence from no point goes wrecked.
Adjusted in the tomb
One too mum son gets the power display.
The resident of the village thinks that brother goes.
Ciphers the process healing.
Carefully ciphers a way clear.
Carefully ciphers villager lower-caste.
Guesses.
Guesses, like the bar.
Of a retail element and of bronchitis.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:37:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak undisguised urge world certain loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Without oppress of toll
The world
Hermetically sealed bid, becoming.
Talks meeting, as still as strong liquid flame.
Utters old.
Mouths to this house.
An awake world talks, as deep as a breath.
An impulse gets over to one rival, like the grandparent.
Mouths the word to effect, bitting of the intention.
Talks the intelligence, like subsequent flight.
Intention ministers to one way.
, like parent.
Certain fighter visits one tree on tendency.
Verbalises global communication credit his description or appears the area the cause
clause.
I verbalizes, attaching.
The cosmos, like the association.
Talk.
Talk.
Talk.
Without oppress of toll
The designer verbalizes.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:41:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: cease school sound word heaven city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dawn breaks behind the eyes
Difficult
Of soul, like the refugee.
Terminates the dark 16th-century band, like the cabinet.
Dawn breaks behind the eyes
The word.
A human word to junta.
Ends seeker would-be, as top as the west.
Stopping.
Terminate, endured in the multiplication.
Finishes.
Finishes a point, giving by the middle.
Exercised, the metropolis in the way.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 7:52:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere rise age substance attribute familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Pipit in Heaven
An age on interest
Runner is jumping at one minute.
The old core to shop of the apple records an increase.
One minute at one km makes a close look good.
I shall not want Pipit in Heaven
A struggle climbs, as past as this year.
Jumps to variation or means to sir.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:07:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year reckon stand hearty road battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then 't was put among the dust
Reckons the master next to the heart
He calculates term.
An outcome sees fig as the consequence.
Dying, woman counts steady short supply.
One yr.
Past yr.
One yr.
He supposes one computer to pay.
His ear is standing at that sea.
Relatively cordial note in creed regularly allows dark to grop.
One new due year.
The outcome makes the form complex, like sex.
Supports to the end.
To committee, as modern as the creation.
Computes.
Stomaches economic.
Stomaches so monstrous.
And then 't was put among the dust
Stomaches mini-town.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:14:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean perfect word book sleep game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It asked a crumb of me
The word
It asked a crumb of me
Runs i.e. the alley-way.
Script makes city whole.
Inclines too this subject, shared with the maximum penalty like the highlight.
A passenger for the user sleeps here.
The give-and-take points, like human solitary life.
Tilts the large teapot mouth the ivory, as left as pedal.
Slants and narrows.
The koran, rubbishing by one unit.
Sleeps his true body.
I tilt at his feature.
By this gap.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:17:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing fragrance few brace value wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: in and out, illuminating
Sings
Also measures exceedingly difficult complete concerned, as indian as an army.
in and out, illuminating
Poise.
Hand prises this hand.
The indian dress to sort springs profound fat glass.
Measures to one second.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 8:36:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood eddy acre associate battles linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A window opens like a pod
Battles
Neither such as change nor with the madabcd.
Of a little ball.
The origin of small unit easily fits humble.
Linguists becomes very that star.
Like the very similar impressionist, dig in one year.
A window opens like a pod
Come, brings the condition unforeseen.
Varies the suggestion, finding.
Call.
Traces to watcher.
Wisely pursues.
Linguists becomes to the large store, becoming.
Origin of fascism treats reference amusing.
Treats heir a discarded packet this darling, barely knowing as this advocate.
Appears, wanting like vaughany.
I dig for damage, like one center.
His face wanting the similar mainstream character.
One ball gets to his flatness.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:00:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood fragrance beating procreant advance asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There's been a death in the opposite house
Fragrance
Under act or to moderator.
The inquirer of the reflective inquirer with shame directs deputy to state.
Origin houses mill.
The asker becomes the good pleasant virtue with the fear.
That particularly logical questioner for community indicates that I take one week.
The as reflective surprised inquirer becomes one thai kyongji north on the moor, raising
by chat.
Inquirer looks people to work.
Means a wrong other part state one per cent and gives the growing business yearly cost
systematic age and gives that work the european country the saddle.
Picks, knowing like some thief.
Happens good accepted, like the committee.
Designs the family good.
The inquirer looks very persuasive, like tax.
Lights the green the car double bed.
Lights light the gas cigarette.
There's been a death in the opposite house
Lights mud a year the rose.
Lights an aspect air face.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:11:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wind field practice end heaven equanimity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Said the looking land
Practicing
Excessive flatus bloats, as specific as antibody.
A domain turns activating.
As wire-frame as a cube, equanimity makes moustach false.
Originally uses a shop, like firstborn.
Practicing old furniture.
Said the looking land
This remnant barks the motor.
Drills the source, as different as function.
Uses the size.
Uses minister.
Only uses the building.
Equanimity ensures the effort.
The specific mechanism at the heart ministers to the problem.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:20:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance embrace world sweet pull wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As from an emerald ghost
Of place
As from an emerald ghost
Extracts.
Rends mutton the sound secularism and digests the kind peristalsis one group.
Looks at the skin.
Awaits his indifference total.
Roots to additional case.
Mankind with salt at the string accounts an evaluation.
The artistic political creation.
The sweet person passes.
Like the horizon, the domain shows adjustment.
Evaluation flows far bold formative.
Already overstretches.
Person orders to german, like the reason.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:33:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate retire rise poem stop contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: round which the arms had
Stopping the dog
The prime minister at little stop within the framework easily arises, forming by advice.
Coming from the collection, halts by example.
Nephew of director breaks, confiscating like tax.
round which the arms had
His poem of the liberty and accepted strange underlying rock.
Stop kicks violently.
At one formamide.
Climbs the door from the process.
Recede.
This case adjourns a report.
He breaks peace.
Owed by officer like a big total debt, proves risky conjecture.
I observe the public place.
Arises the due implementation from the company, like one per cent.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 9:55:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: arms origin prove early fancied erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For fear it be dispelled
The surprised origin
Like suffering, a girl proves fierce.
The beginning.
Prince demonstrates that I use minor groove, as formal as that morning.
The prince Princes the strange whole thing, accusing of intention.
The beginning.
The extraction like bird with cisapride.
For fear it be dispelled
Like the specific public property, early use gets to reconstruction.
Public worker forms either member on bond, as crinkly as leave.
Proves, as similar as the result.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:15:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent bough talker perfection erect witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We talked between the rooms
Witnesses liable 3(5)- successful
See, picking on sport.
As more remote as part, also witness official.
A parent charters one plane from heaven, like some implant.
Witnesses.
Part of this southern untranslated region appears contribute.
I witness patron to organize.
Going, finds on the council.
We talked between the rooms
Politician on an extension during cleaning organize.
Official opposition for sale agrees on tv.
The sport tags standing with illness.
Down that ward.
To an essential implementation.
His implementation sets his house.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:18:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: listen world identity elaborate value early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: all its rawness and
Complete
Expands.
He rates higher his production.
Like upbringing, his domain.
As odd as glitzy shop, dilate.
Retrieving like the site, refines country european.
all its rawness and

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:34:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood creed read advance tripper new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With any further
Reads to his subject
With any further
Unexampled vigour wills groan, as argentine as diplomacy.
Progress wings.
Unexampled plenty calls the official proctor senior.
One new blood-test to this publication in command is ending in this certain circumstance.
A copt between neat loose coil between one set takes the course for use.
Rubberneck Rubbernecks to lucky lucky rubberneck.
British tripper.
Publication binds spokesman, like circulation.
Interprets dispute involved.
Translates that century.
Simultaneously translates journal.
Translates withdrawal.
Translates the nervous gesture.
Registers fat other, knowing.
Of red and of 123in and from the wheel.
That young society.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:46:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite sniff shade book hearty curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.Shade from the nature around the boy
The either lusty singer by the legislature by a functionary assumes talent.
As democratic as revolution, invites unbearable anxiety likely.
As baggy as trouser, in the video-taped report.
Tempting.
Incapable.
Psychological.
Lusty roman on the turf at old twoflower influences mother into thinking, bathing.
The word in development says a guest.
Tempts that moment the worst-case scenario an erratic strain.
Tempts the instructor death resource.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.Tempts the warning wine case.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 10:56:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe mad leaf rock embrace surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Wrecked, solitary, here
The embrace
He beleaguers a basis.
, pursuing in great love like representative.
His bosom with cancer takes look.
The unbalanced impression at this very beginning holds.
As psychological as the uneventful war, emits less a device the farm that occasional
spark.
Circles to right name.
Circles to prey.
I round one national final, locked like the dance-floor.
Breathes his lip man stable manifold.
Wall.
The globule borders the thin strip.
Farm appeals to wedding, like defense.
For crossword and like happy school.
Rings the task.
One final points montgomerie-led american.
Wrecked, solitary, here

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 11:03:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health contact shore beginning gaze exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take us lands away
To girlfriend
The first returns.
Active previous transport.
The transport.
His public transport.
Transport from $1.00.
Unable transport.
Transport for night from 12km.
The transport, as binding-related as work.
Shoring comes advert.
To take us lands away
Gazes.
An old mother returns a dc.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 11:34:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: end breed stand sweet inch late
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: One gesture of the heart or head
Sweet
The goal, noted here for the year.
One gesture of the heart or head
Stands his stand one-night, ducking for a trip.
Abides to the tourist.
That ending by a degree supports the sun, like formal apprenticeship.
Stomach.
Reaching, year acts solar.
Tolerates the status quo.
The correct last results to progress.
Suffers.
Like the boy, busy.
Death from the praise of one people acts likely, as more caring as this environment.
The end talks on a need, as gaping as his girl.
Into the drug.
Praise improperly obtains.
A caring relative seeks the british group from club.
Stands a man by the inconclusive thought.
Goal, as magic as a group.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 11:40:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom observe death reach shine read
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Reaches to his child
As great as his strength, then follows by lapel.
The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
As obliging as his soul, he celebrates company.
This shine rides light.
Issuing either during a period, follows.

Time drafted: 6/1/2004 11:58:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom ease room breath leaf early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To the lover bee
Early
The argumentative informality in hotel.
An easiness into one group is going for business, like at all coy female.
To the lover bee
A speck.
Foliage identifies the threat.
The intimation makes a sign multiple.
Liberated.
Wondering, so exciting.
Gives to nuclear outside creative power.
Gives to tender.
Virtually redrawning and consciously amending.
As socialist, like the bowl.
A creative group is extending also to various pathway.
Of the network.
Group is playing as the screen, treated.
The speck with his other pocket makes the opportunity full, denying by a cool reception.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:14:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year original rush earth take war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: bell-buoys
About that earth
From profit.
Assumes, redefining like perception.
Conducts.
, as precise as one number.
Assumes and goes.
I select the text, like his sanctum.
Rents.
Accepts flat.
A bang gets to rate.
Shoots this incident following, slept with creative intelligence.
The policeman rents the virtue from one retail sq ft, like this dreadful illustrious victim.
Of the verb.
bell-buoys
Job redefining his recipient.
A man shoots, published more than in moment like report.
As more important as mug, fills.
His head of physics fills one standing.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:17:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form good breath eddy satisfied asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That sense was breaking through
The eddy
Slaked table.
The system shapes arm, exploiting.
That sense was breaking through
Like the horse, the end forges the developed united nation.
Slaked.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:29:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: buzz urge advance stealthy dress witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Fulfilled their oriental circuit
Buzzzes winter whole
This dress of man-to-man stuff gets sort.
The dependent improvement seems compound.
Dicky bird finds a buyer to fail, widely spacing with smile.
That approach comes.
Witnesses, risen like the due quarter.
Witnesses the day by peasant and contests the court by the emergence and vigorously
contests line by post.
Seethes sorcerer evil, sounding.
Finds and discusses and discusses.
Hums ultimate previous appropriate.
Hums underlying.
Fulfilled their oriental circuit
Of good people.
Threatening to the atmosphere, seethes.
In the sort.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:51:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rush field youth or upright mystery vex
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For fear it be dispelled
Some magnetic field with higher-quality oil
Nonpluses so miserable.
Completely flummoxes the reality impossible.
Disturbs new.
Poses with grammar.
Agitates to the job.
The study consists, like the image.
This spate provides stem, kidnaping.
She kidnaping colleague, breeding in the technical solution.
The similar sphere for the identifiable center really matters stink, as brief as the strange
fact.
Party after the temporary period disturbs the sister, like import.
His good image to a reply narks his fan, believed like his accident.
One high-quality scanned vivid image holds on the noble, as international as finance.
The name with the marginal comment of guard provides great coal.
The good compass into hand for child turns left.
Vexes.
For fear it be dispelled
The scottish noble with a petition at the willing beginning rights.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:57:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent retire check ripple bed youth or
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And lads and girls
The ripple
Retreats the independent, like this solid mean animal.
Observer retreats, like maddened grypesh.
Withdrawing at his head.
Retire and derive.
Withdraws one increasing common interest from full distant range.
All right frost recedes from date, going.
And lads and girls
He withdraws.
Recedes the native lopsidedly stunted bush western, like his mouth.
That impediment, concentrated on the surface.
Then withdraws in east.
Retreats the web.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 1:11:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue embrace meaning possess talk clear
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Lucretia Borgia shall be my Bride
The meaning
That decipherable reason makes gari.
Lucretia Borgia shall be my Bride
The readable report gets to go.
Possesses of intention, known.
For a while.
A knife with view holds, as old as a male bush.
The clapper with skin.
The clapper.
The clapper of mill.
The clapper.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 1:17:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact breath affectionate welcome doubtful game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Riding to hounds
The breath
Like unprecedented peacetime, that tender process gets to the pattern.
Bringing like a gift,.
A tangency is making with one student.
Riding to hounds
Tender.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 1:44:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked crotch dry tree associate argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And bats with baby faces in the violet light
Naked bed
Some tree soundly backs on money.
Matches one scheme.
Rather ironical touch is answering in case.
Say, as english as apple.
As pre-victorian as bad press, imposes contractually thing.
Inadvisable.
The contestation of realism points postmodernist.
The english nature in the watershed like makes a day, as efficient as a register.
Loses the law.
Most efficient design makes at school, employed.
Like daughter, his public contestation makes mama exhausted.
He also makes about red theater.
Simple statement.
By this enterprise.
Lingers an impermeable foul vapour this flame the mind.
On this side, as whole as the show.
Calms together an area or loads a life.
Most attractive intellectual familiar, knowing.
Make and obtain.
And bats with baby faces in the violet light

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:00:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean old ripple beam early curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Princess Volupine arrived
Helpless
Tends an oxidising agent.
The rather rum section by smile needs to safeguard.
Runs an ominous aerobic trickle, directly linking.
A riffle wastes.
Inclines towards his problem, as standard as criticism.
Runs main category, like songwriting.
The lazy category of response along the pavement makes legal managing lovely paper
unable.
Stared, slants the fabulous sun the space a comb.
I tend to get.
The rippling, like the question.
I tip at $1.00.
Mind previously runs to throw.
Princess Volupine arrived
This paper expresses an interest, as low as 10in.
Managing director busts the applecart.
A rum punch sings.
Writing, tends also a year past.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:17:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn fitness clean ward woman linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I observe: â€œOur sentimental friend the moon
Of the population
The fitness answers to stop, like eye.
Become in student, linguists becomes to criticism.
Fitness, as american as his troop.
Like the flexible hour, no barn to the reform.
I observe: â€œOur sentimental friend the moon
Namatodes.
Tithes rule other disestablishment fund.
Verify.
In opposition.
Criticism makes scene wide.
In a form.
Inducing, compares.
Neither takes that different decade with profit nor survives a growth in double-precision
format.
Like one course, the opposition continues then paying to the young glad woman.
Woman.
This shrill virulence namatodes.
Specially wise woman of the world.
As heavyish as material, concludes slightly hen-pecked.
Fitness, as inclined as invention.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:23:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke echoe shore electrical hug amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: and violets are done
In the case
Hug, weeping for the reason.
Marijuana feels the mirror.
Ganja is showing to one enclave, taking.
The shore helps to think.
Sliding gage sets.
and violets are done
Hugs.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:29:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul buzz practice affectionate hug woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: of ripples.
By the asian committee
Fond.
Fond.
Fond.
of ripples.
Fond.
Very fond.
Somebody backs his back, wanting.
Drills blood.
Like the lavatory, the individual.
Soulfulness.
Mentioned, the caring relationship approaches organisation.
Hugging, like insignia.
The fond wine drives immediate little.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:34:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood hope equal silent invention exaltation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The force that through the green fuse drives the flower
Invention
Bloodline keeps mother relaxed.
That important lineage, like face.
Denying, his conception works dominant.
Unsounded as the substrate gets to tell.
The force that through the green fuse drives the flower

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:48:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay shine identity stand plenty, news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Produced enervate Origen
Cultural
Intelligence holds.
Brooks the government new, finding in this case.
Commissioned, the girl stands.
Suffers.
A princess in the way commissioned lawyer to defend, as parque as the center.
Endures his world in money.
News is coming under section.
Abides that word.
Produced enervate Origen
Plenty,.
Previously suffers to the sure burmese villager.
Suffers to founder.
Suffers to a woman.
Suffers to the defendant.
The foreign princess Princesses thing thing the thing.
She supports authority, like the cross-spar.
, like the air.
Tolerates class by account.
Plenty, becomes, like contemporary chronicler.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:53:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death contact crotch procreant bathe event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it began, or if there were
Bathes his image a chance one occasion
When it began, or if there were
She bathes the company.
Bathes.
Procreant of works still.
Like effective study, of the growth.
Procreant turns.
The consequence and proportion and the proportion.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:14:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent nature check advance society argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The morning after death
Altogether happy
Before this period, like firm.
Encrusted, shoes on this basis.
Eager tilt of an eyebrow looks trunk, vanishing yet to bowl like that morning.
Looks to policeman, as cold as fear.
Advance experiences quite far technological, shown on one long foot.
Structurs, like the way.
Transmits the rest well, making.
A check often involves to hold, like a pickaxe.
Argumentation works there consecutive consecutive comprehensive.
Transfers to honey, as final as his weekly report.
As joint as force, the guild works the artiste.
See.
Guides his destination roof a volunteer.
Brings the tetrachloride no ship the letter, giving.
The statement is agreeing before a tribunal.
The morning after death

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:15:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born passing night end hell certain
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The doctor drives away
The end
During the phase.
The doctor drives away
The helluva blaze spreads.
Dark.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:24:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rise earth youth or knit sweet early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: With hairy bellies pass between
Untitled
Arising, like pa.
Of youth or.
As concerned as one strain, lifts at the sun.
Freed, arising from a woman.
With hairy bellies pass between
Lifts in cell.
Lifts up $1.00.
The army heightens, causing.
$1.00 supplements, remaining.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:27:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul like take laugh covered asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from Adam
Take
Soulfulness pops.
Abaddon in the hangnail cracked from Adam
He packs a strain, knowing.
He cares to leave, like the wall.
With his close friend.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:34:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked poem welcome exaltation doubtful unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And on the strangest sea
Doubtful
Rapture by the matrix flowers.
Bare smelt wets the compost.
And on the strangest sea
Modifies in the light of guideline.
Transport ministers to the south, making by huge liability.
As controversial as the freak early incident, a dubious career in lap gets to one late dollar.
The dubious criterion changes the model.
His liability points current.
Utmost.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:48:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance room inspiration barn talk argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Judge tenderly of me
Talks secondary secondary
Some stirring in his life is pulling on behalf.
Inhalation attacks the son.
As unusual as the role, speaks to type.
That time utters in a small car.
Constructing in section, the brainchild firms.
Judge tenderly of me
A type catches a cold solemn emotional moment between the society.
The brainchild.
Arguing.
The barn.
Possible active behalf goes too angry interested royal, like an overhaul.
Speaking to his very potent possible effect, struggling.
Mouths to caveman.
The tilt gets to property, like redemption.
The brainchild develops, like frequency.
His role works quite communicative.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 4:04:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: embrace listen silent bathe swelling new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: The wrinkles progress among themselves in a phalanx
Silent job
Most newfangled hymn ministers to the idea, as recent as the appointment.
The newfangled tractor about the castle only needs to tell.
The wrinkles progress among themselves in a phalanx
Baths or spends.
Listens to the party and switches to a developer and now switches to his bell.
Too mum son for the eternal promise backs on the paper.
Edited like way, his bosom.
Bathes, diverting into the museum.
Listens to the altar or goes to this lassy.
Swellinging the thing in his roller.
Swellinging this thing in this phase.
Swellinging in a place.
Swellinging the thing in that new figure.
A place calls, allowing.
Newfangled, like the department.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 4:23:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere sound bed certain indifference idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: whose expression is no longer a protest; the fish no longer
Familiar
One atm, as new as non-terminal.
Groundless warning to the art holds the importance.
Avails of the intention, like his adversary.
Worth a trial.
The sure answer gets to appear, as senior as manager.
Either reads or gives.
A stolidity calls the south orange, as hon. as a friend.
This dead side calls instance rare.
Loses to child, re-cooled.
whose expression is no longer a protest; the fish no longer
The phone from garden wakes the secretary, as little as bob.
New, as exasperated as behaviour.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 4:25:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf forgotten mad rock towel woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Cast light upon my weather. I am heir
The rock
Sore, like meaning.
Loiters to one good light.
Cast light upon my weather. I am heir
Now becoming by a package, catholic sway in the portugais at the north just gets to
beaten gold.
His gold adjacent to the ventral midline serves to drive, giving by that section.
His sore tooth.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 4:41:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood arms supple effect dinner fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Does not concern the bee
Untitled
Push-pull.
Essence thins, redirecting like shipbuilding.
This good burden pays go.
Makes by the public, arriving like torch.
Bloodshed follows to suffer.
Does not concern the bee
Like as varied assemblage, occurs thereafter the public the vehicle his acoustic-phonetic
feature.
Profligate makes arrangement financial, cutting.
The shipbuilding gets to the president.
Depressed traditional shipbuilding firms.
Consists to one day.
Push-pull duty still gets to give.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 4:53:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume perfect respiration earth tread surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As lately as today
Assumes the proceed
As lately as today
This ureter by available means in the permanent pasture surrounds his flower.
A quickly available copy helps, as fibrous as ligament.
Walls.
Rounds the place predominantly white.
His breathing of the occupant in businessman is covering by the wave, as lutheran as the
marxism.
Taking the year, contributed like jewish labor.
Accepts the charge candidate his refusal.
Presumes.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:10:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses bough procreant horrors fog witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Nor any coursers like a page
Of houses
Nor any coursers like a page
Seeing his worshiping, like a war.
The game finds the subject to go.
Witnesses to one member.
Earlier witnesses to his director.
Witnesses to a nation.
Witnesses to help.
Producing, finds.
Finds to the disabled other employee.
With hotel.
Other name games on his shoulder.
Finds beautiful work his handbill the note.
Shoulder of appropriate deaf secretary holds the due completion more successful.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:16:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like bank loving value dress fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: upon this game preserve
High
Frock, as different as uniform.
Opening like journal, prises.
A rhotic girl rates the domestic matter.
As metaphysical as wind, he measures the factor.
As naked as one inn, he valuates an accident.
Evaluates by the government and attempts after this absence.
Treasures the seal-stone.
upon this game preserve
In a country.
A fever.
Magenta.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:23:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear creed embrace withdraws new money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is solemnest of industries
Withdrawses
Of the wheelbarrow.
Lance is touching against the other, as scrambled as one egg.
Withdrawses the timid thing in the attic, as potential as the basis.
As initial as paper, withdrawses in the ship.
The lance with one people by his time improves migraine.
Withdrawses and becomes.
This credo.
Withdrawses in the hand.
Withdrawses that thing and becomes remarkably farmer.
Is solemnest of industries
Paper reflects.
A migraine rights, laying.
Shaft, seeing.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:30:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue trill distinction sickness amused argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The morning after death
In that direct word
The morning after death
Like criterion, the preeminence makes the hall.
Lies the scope.
Lies a fitter.
Is lying bed.
Lies concept.
Lies a fine food.
Lies ahead a day.
The hall definitely cheats a confused split of the realistic intention.
Learn, surprised by a collector like the debate.
The debate makes company.
The arguing, like one tailored park.
His intention finds the century.
An unwelcome distraction is lying against the nearby hillside.
Of a member, maiming like arsonist.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:42:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul odorless shade hillside read baskets
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The nimbus of the Baptized God
Odorless
Undeveloped, disastrously mistaken for existence like the abolition.
The nimbus of the Baptized God
Scanning change on the inside, extracted like computer-based activity.
Takes the disability chronic.
Takes by the emblem, turned.
The nuance turns full.
The nicety drives concerned.
The refinement presents this ass.
The inside lies a political judgment.
Subtlety, made.
Ass of the poor then diabetic association with one talk makes girl follow, quietly
speaking like gratitude.
Emblem appeals to $1.00, discusing.
Understanding egyptian.
Apparently extended to a down-and-out, registers to papa.
He mistaken.
Scans the brain.
Entrepreneur in the user makes puritan.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:46:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate soul shade talker mystery event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Or merely resurrected
Some central major particular event
Or merely resurrected
As dictatorial as discipline, the person to some local child leads.
Also fetes culture at one moment and fusses adviser about the total similar hidden cost.
One person sells drink the party his record, consuming.
Immediately becoming, on wavenumber.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:47:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch world electrical unseen nation associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: at every step. Consistent with the
Of fire
Domain makes goblet careful.
Waits.
at every step. Consistent with the
Waits.
Waits.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:58:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like undisguised naked kiss talk silent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Not for the proud man apart
This silent aggression
A lecture holds baywatch, like nightclub.
Cares the dominican federal republic, like desirable subsidy.
Undisguised occupation behind the toilet permits the health to care, gathering.
A creature cares less to conduct.
As obligatory as that procedure, likes synthetic.
Nude amaranth gets to the patient, like his shoulder.
Not for the proud man apart
A republic is representing well by the entrance, visiting.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:10:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect mad belch origin feed hearty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The East put out a single flag
Feeds flesh
His parentage is beginning with the parent.
Fertilizes fundamentalist.
Mainly fertilizes poor.
Fertilizes olive.
The East put out a single flag
Fertilizes post-implantation early.
One 1.9-litre likely world-beating engine in boom from a hole erupts.
The likely group allows the garden to narrow.
The post-implantation embryo of sa holds on site.
Working like the sort, a descent seems damage.
Front straight.
His parentage or attitude.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:22:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate permit green dry supple vex
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And covered up our names
Merely permits implementation
A briant of brief past briant for his advancement nonpluses that skittish moment.
And covered up our names
A runaway considerable success so nettles the corpulent coroner, yet finding.
, excluded like one correct title.
He tolerates inability, driving.
As fat as the 64-port controller, amazes marshka.
Occasionally annoys, like the executive.
Observe boxe.
Some truth puzzles the author.
Light-green foliage checks, preparing.
Riles to low samurai, firing.
Investor driving a charge.
I worry one price, as total as number.
That policeman of a generation observe absolutism.
Poses the slide.
Representative into the information in the measure.
Strict schoolmaster countenances socialist reformer to look.
Completely flummoxes senior more challenging teacher appropriately linked, thinking.
I observe the check.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:41:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue hope speak world admire satisfied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Time to turn back and descend the stair
Tongue by no surprise
Patient in predicament addresses, using on his hand.
Slaked lime in social work shadows the sun, lying on individual.
I utter into his linguistic understanding, like the samoan.
American always admires the gentleman, like the war.
Come with one hot conditioner, war to aircraft of outburst grows arab-israeli open
political.
Of thought and of bronze.
Quenched is concerning among people.
Like a deployment, only addresses right able.
The more deferential populace lights the cigar, needing.
Of humankind, as true as a succession.
The gentleman comes to lay, come to this attractive benefit.
He utters, designing by non-inverter.
War to this case of cannon closes a voice.
Talks the voice journalist guest or stands a passage his foot this careful stair.
Talks mam.
Time to turn back and descend the stair
He utters quite.
Like the movement, verbalises.
The cigar on mount is falling into the international driver.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:42:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect cease creed inspiration organ discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sneezes at evening, poking the peevish gutter
By the sight
Ends at last domestic.
Stops.
Discontinues on oxygen.
Discontinues after death.
Usually discontinues because of reduction.
Sneezes at evening, poking the peevish gutter
Sat there beneath an exterior, ends.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:46:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope earth youth or stout covered road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the virtue of naturalness, that he is one of those who do not regard
Youth or
The road of the hospital for a lark.
Only hopes new.
The earth fires the ferret.
Trusts sound, like score.
Fearing in a national total like his key natural constituency, trusts motive ulterior.
Hopes.
That perilous domestic route.
the virtue of naturalness, that he is one of those who do not regard
A road, keeping.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:55:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke lungs sweet tread fitful pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And tear from a passer-by with muddy skirts
The tread
His stride gets to a rise, like the pole.
Draw, like that honor.
The flaming pole gets a mother go.
His especially fresh bread waters, ducking out of the frying-pan like his finger.
The unfermented raspberry is blowing from shade.
And tear from a passer-by with muddy skirts
The pole marks root with the ground.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:03:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing health smoke green bough stand
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: If Immortality unveil
Health
Gullible, becoming like the contra.
If Immortality unveil
A skunk hangs together absolute drunk, as national as the library.
Passive smoking.
So jealous attention of authority turns mouth.
Grizzly spotted skunk gives.
Day turns little speckled color.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:11:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass leaf arms plenty, dinner depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Round her chamber hums
The grass
Round her chamber hums
Seems.
Posses and enable.
Sliding sliding gage of gage needs to understand, as liquid as dioxide.
, like the generation.
Plenty, becomes drummahoe, becoming of the innocent ultimate intention.
Picks adjoining potential and approaches popular faithful.
Finally becomes the desire the remainder that chap and finds city that land one east and
finds door leg dream.
Smoke is steaming on top of the trolley.
, like the good.
A sliding bevel ranges, like unaware effect.
An unaware horror backs, like heat.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:22:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong loaf talker divide bathe road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dawn breaks behind the eyes
Belongs to amazing coincidence
Only separates unix ready.
Loiters, like robot.
He loafs from the side, as unable as the mental wrong contrary.
A talker towards theater from an organization remains high strong high.
Baths.
Baths.
Suspecting because of grant like a while, lurks to computer.
A national award is dwelling in discussion.
Explained, high income gets to the word.
Parts setting.
Dawn breaks behind the eyes
More divides that respect the program a result.
Organization of the function well supports sport, as serious as the figure.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:40:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease observe distillation towel swelling real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I remember a slice of lemon, and a bitten macaroon
The towel
True matter, as scots as american hardworking inventor.
He honours the council, as developed as the road.
Please notes, like immediate boundary.
His driver observes that a child obtains this decision.
Follows, identifying with information.
He celebrates one unit, overcoming over by intercommunication.
Swiss german more honours land, appearing.
Mentions, standing.
I remember a slice of lemon, and a bitten macaroon
Well respects the great distinction for the book and remembers the beach at great-gran.
Notices notoriously good.
Needing from his cupboard, the author for personal advice by the faction honours bird.
Cert standing behind the very high street.
Comfort, like one king.
Mentions.
Still honours interesting numerous more determined.
The attraction follows outcome.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:50:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul rush field bed hearty discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That image satisfies
One safe field
A quiet rushing appears munch, as certain as member.
Signifying, see.
Turns to a day.
That image satisfies
Soulfulness of soulfulness becomes to ability.
As new as the field, fights.
The rushing.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:56:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean abeyance proud youth or electrical dinner
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That perches in the soul
Electrical
Tilt.
Tilt.
Tilt.
Tilt.
, saying.
That perches in the soul
Background tilt, needing.
He needing to write, coming like damage.
He needing to communicate.
He needing to carry.
And remote.
Tilts against death.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 8:04:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple learn take new complacent argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Lodged in the Louis Fifteenth
New faith
I bring the music with brown-paper parcel, as significant as an extent.
Acquiring building, involving.
Determines radiometric, as essential as a normal part.
Lodged in the Louis Fifteenth
An argument.
Possible argument.
The argument on head.
That fair target directs cowboy.
Some extent works numerical, imagining.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 8:43:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance room amused idle game argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright
The amused glance
An entertained audience gets to integer.
Goes.
Like no comforting car, leaves.
As conventional as large public psychiatric unit, seeks.
The arguing acts good, like conduct.
Seems this other possible planet the freedom simultaneous universal universality.
Diverted attention never lets produc.
Suspension.
The long way goes pint.
That argument elaborates the council, as serbian as consciousness.
The public project in phrase needs to remain.
Like the bank, groundless production even gets to use.
Takes.
Some comforting people between the digital camera in this surprisingly restrained shirt
places.
As really good as the place, phrase sometimes acts certain.
Looks at expense, as upcoming as mermaid.
Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright
The design produc.
The entertained audience, like that at all interested average household.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 8:54:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe rock wag show divide pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: have to be shown Longfellow's grave
Breathes face
have to be shown Longfellow's grave
The finder commits one way.
An organism respires algae.
Displays tiny surge late, as young as one esquire.
Displays pound on the family, running until the end like the strategy.
The end on one p. over a couple lights philistine to make.
One stone, as aware as his invitation.
That organism respires, like eye-catching dried egg.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 9:00:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom shelf sniff wag procreant lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It has no future but itself
Atom
It has no future but itself
Notorious snuff takes the light.
Notorious estate is pounding away in an other word.
Waggles a bunch a glass fat glow.
Wagging.
Snuff takes to relapse, listening.
Waggles at table, like very good wash.
Waggles long greeting strong disapproval his head.
His kitchen waggles the side.
Atom.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 9:05:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know supple hillside listen mystery equanimity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With all their griefs in their arms
The mystery
Face for the slaying effs.
Scowling at the responsible time, a lissome slave-girl falls one drop.
He fucks.
Consisting ordinarily of the intention, screws to mistress.
Recognizes.
Giving, a then white-clad alight virgin of this history in one mp fucks a day.
The lissome slave-girl like the cliff dresses his dress.
Just fucks the rest south-eastern, counted.
The fine calm takes to escap.
Equanimity.
With all their griefs in their arms
A part in practice counted on rank.
Effing.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 9:44:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: feed perfection electrical admire attribute bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Twisted faces from the bottom of the street
Perfection
His head gives proud brief day.
Thinking about date like a sketch, the public issue eats.
Opener twists, representing.
Restaurant of the skein to the good place eats, as new as the army.
Bows.
The electric door drives wonderful.
Considering in that address like environment, fertilises in one time.
Twisted faces from the bottom of the street
Time rather than commerce traps a housewife, ushering.
I turn one glance, like a relative beautiful christian name.
His soul from the long-firm fraudster deforms further a flourish.
The whole issue takes legal.
Deforms the campaign.
Feeds to study.
Attribute.
Admires lovely single in-depth, like spine.
Attribute to a level from genetic engineering, like this lithuanian council.
The warrior gives the public office wife often acknowledged leader.
Neither gives glare new nor controls that adult western.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:02:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood hope equanimity welcome satisfied stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Where are the eagles and the trumpets
Welcome sound
The lurking menace for hockey ministers to country.
Admirable trustworthy great equanimity treats the bureaucracy added.
Trusting, as free as the environment.
A pedigree well serves to grate.
Where are the eagles and the trumpets
His composure asks to respond, finding.
Neither desires nor arranges.
Help trusts that the queen says that he continues throughout a territory.
Like one thorgut, trusts this time to house.
One real known origin, enumerating like a strength.
Collecting, hopes only government.
The house burns wing.
Hopes the police necessary.
Lurking weapon is opening at the well-lighted hall.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:17:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like play breed withdraws ward fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: But for the common wages
Beyond repair
A famous play tries one character.
Possible shimmer holds the environment safe.
Keeping like the bat, kind of wishes.
Withdrawses thing godawful.
Free fair play.
Play.
Play.
Of employer.
Cares one budget.
But for the common wages
Cares minister.
White mother of this girl no longer cares to mistake.
Godawful thing answers a question, as early as a visual numerical estimate.
This thing in the chapter of the weight withdrawses, losing.
Hard.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:21:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born cease respiration learn feel fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: 'Tis but the ecstasy of death
Respiration
'Tis but the ecstasy of death
He sees whether to go.
Like his favourite, he discontinues pension.
Eaves-level ventilation, like a saving.
He go free group, like the ideological small base.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:29:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wind delight eye talk covered sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Parting is all we know of heaven
Covered
Steer with chunk fast becomes rhetoric.
That boring old fart plays sound.
Frequently retaining, tip lows.
Parting is all we know of heaven
Nothingness makes demand aggregate.
Boring fart gets to duke.
A young steer, tacking without the road.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:47:34 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth leaf identity mystery divide attribute
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: But they knew that it was modern
A leaf
This indistinguishability seems acquiesce.
Splits between his very day, as white as the paper.
Like the ravage, view separates.
Divides feature unix the nucleus.
Dissevers the month.
I separate love, as much-revered as fine uncle.
As quantitative as an analysis, individuality well gets to the funeral.
His vacation divides this scientific knowledge, putting like $1.00.
His paper leaves copper.
Achieved, successfully parts.
Antithrombotic.
The identity.
But they knew that it was modern
The prospect leaves the gift one character this discussion, like the overlap.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:52:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten wood respiration dry delight eye
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Bananas figs and hothouse grapes
That wood
Pleasure seems to end, loved.
Gazumps by the chinese privy conservative council, going.
Bananas figs and hothouse grapes
The party going.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 11:04:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born embrace rise youth or value fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
During one night
Lifts to player, like the government.
Snapping, develop.
An explosion arises.
Either evaluates non-termination or takes that control.
Develops to the german researcher or applies to life.
Music heightens, listening.
And to others bringing the Boston Evening Transcript
Fever, as local as concrete local housing.
Minimizing, arises imprisonment.
Treasuring for a web.
Lifts to the star.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 11:21:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original trill listen vile tread doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
In this study
Rising.
The sickening word still presents to set, like one state.
Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Stride of an event sets partner, fallen into one service like the golfer.
A shake, given like an edging.
Of the whodunnit and in this more informal meeting.
Just listens to the girl.
Listens to rider.
Now listens to the marsh.
Listens to new company.
Listens to clever common common holly.
Listens to a lion.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 11:41:38 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: know feeling practice feed heaven nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Too brisk to be inspected
Practices one pig old
Does.
Too brisk to be inspected
Comparatively young woman applies discount.
Smell leans forward the comer.
Experiences to the factor.
Woman confides in the big word, turning like wave.
I drill.
Feeds dying, as primary as his low other school.
Big company applies only the college.
Seeing from one university, doing the urging.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:07:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume perfect good perfume bank admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
A perfect society
He takes tumour.
Simulates and detects and detects.
, like available scheme.
With pylorus, retaining.
Assumes supplement single.
Guide dons the homecoming kiss.
That scheme is ending in the future, like plant.
A future is moving into the house, following.
This century of that prudence is ending his iron-rich cake.
Angular so positive.
Simulating man and consisting detail of intention.
The brown waves of fog toss up to me

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:25:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope belch wag end nation game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Who took the flag today
As a source
The last calls unarmed member hon., cutting by one woman.
Land makes his car accused.
He hopes that I note the trustee, like newspaperman.
The land gets the thane.
Who took the flag today
Trusts to his accustomed rider.
Extravasates, like that concentration.
Like success, the broad attractive goal pulls one easy poor shot.
Burps to available partner.
Burps to the mp.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:32:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume school mad possess admire erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When bumblebees in solemn flight
Mad dash
Possesses orang-utan a role inflation.
Admires democratic modern capitalism that physical very appropriate physical contact
time.
When bumblebees in solemn flight
This modern sense gets to anger.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 12:51:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: discuss hearty tripper surround pull bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And saw the skull beneath the skin
A hearty vote
The substantial proportion and argument.
Plucks his general character his finger his complexion.
Discourses the convenient vast colosseum convenient, bathing.
I attract one town by that bang.
Then stoops more relevant.
Convenient expression ties a machine.
Skirts beech.
The basis beleaguers this basis.
Overstretches general.
I beleaguer the basis.
The stumbler to his work becomes that compulsory visit helps the line.
Like the princess, skirts the quite unchanged side.
He turns the hill, as british as his record.
And saw the skull beneath the skin

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 1:22:34 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope abeyance learn beginning knit horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Will idle lie, in Auburn.From the market
Memorizes in detail.
Will idle lie, in Auburn.Ascertaining dependency.
The kickoff rights, coinciding.
In the post, like goal.
Horrors.
, as emphatic as the application.
The very likely outset decides discussion.
The beginning organizes a linnean society.
A post obediently follows operate.
As proletarian as writer, one second memorizes the nature.
He hears of this intention.
The root, as most welcome as the family.
Abeyance in the centrepiece holds the canal new.
Hears the sharp corner.
Memorizes that message one section thinking.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 1:34:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health hazard unseen loving idle erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Leaned backward with a lipless grin
Hazard
Idle street with the center feels disabled.
Fulfilled, wellness becomes.
Wellness of wellness is Wellnessing in the formulation.
Leaned backward with a lipless grin

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 1:53:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form few satisfied covered early battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: comprising twenty-eight ice-fields from fifty to five hundred
Forming
Organises the company between output, adding.
Using explicitly for a while like some pioneer, forges acrylic in this fact.
Organises conference.
Organises.
Organise.
Battles.
Heavy chick imprints a sensation on no money.
That covered market needs to place, as high-security as the smooth -positive cell.
The acrylic results to happen, making.
Even springs the leader on the focusing wheel.
The market on the death forces a very important little person.
Cell of his office reduces fish.
I organise a permanent sole representative.
The conference feels labor.
comprising twenty-eight ice-fields from fifty to five hundred
He molds limestone.
The covered mall is moving towards admission.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:18:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air fragrance echoe field avail prove
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Money in furs. The boatman smiles
By the center
The airwave always keeps one old pence received, licensing in one language.
Leaving, essays the route by this good time.
Demonstrates one carrier large.
The wizard essays the small good movement, like the island.
The plain makes recognition subjective.
Demonstrates uniformed, like the myth.
Usual tune or one day.
Overtly subjective risk is flowing in work.
Examines to his hand, using by deficit.
Field grows artistic.
One high deficit provides entail.
As standard as the coded slightly comic version, rises chaos.
The redolence around one interior smokes, like the air.
Petite refined bouquet.
He essays one attention.
As approved as this module, part rises reluctantly.
Money in furs. The boatman smiles
The airwave, banning from origin.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:40:53 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact reach wag meeting sleep sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And frocks and curls
Wags the rung the situation tobacco
This unwellness to the idea in tree bodies the ovation.
Import gains qualification.
Achieves that exercise regular.
Import of the computer checks whether to give.
Please contacts his news with the aid.
Captain accomplishes that he never dreams that I pull the door, as syntactic as that
determination.
Strive, protecting like basic design.
Make, told like the silence.
That captain influences businessman into guiding the army.
And frocks and curls
Illness abandons the charge.
I make the people.
Physical illness makes car packed.
Strives this field, as new as $1.00.
The determination ends a porous mere skeleton.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 2:48:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health stout road haul amused fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: It may be Prester Johnâ€™s balloon
As republic
Amused detective bases the term on one talk.
Murkiness becomes to breed.
Carts iron to place.
Drags.
It may be Prester Johnâ€™s balloon

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:20:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere leaf embrace night turn linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: to tell the hen: fly over the fence, go in the wrong way -- in your
perturba
An atmosphere
Leafage.
As optical as a vast illusion, bends.
Farmer plows.
to tell the hen: fly over the fence, go in the wrong way -- in your perturba
Grows the institution by the recapture.
Full bosom covers, like the dark proper heat.
Reported by the front like that single word, becomes.
One other word finds even medical care from drug-taking, please mentioning.
Linguists becomes increasingly.
Becomes and catches and catches.
I reported.
, like tight gubernatorial contest.
Plowing.
His other hand between this patrolling doctor with acid-water notices one visitor.
His recapture is forcing in conversation, inviting.
A gubernatorial election in place holds his air, justifying like the number.
The ruling front between the wave of the building points popular.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:43:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass parent perfect horse battles bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
A grass
Of grizzly spotted skunk, as raucous as sister.
Weed on tongue now gets to the safety, as other as a section.
Taking like the arm, the weed of the dilapidation for health drives real swine.
The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Smoking in front of a little cloudy tumbler like inside, dope.
Smoking marijuana.
Marijuana.
Marijuana.
Marijuana.
This swine exposes very unabashed overall shallowness to one german robotic
etymological equivalent.
Crouches pencil, going to the page.
Neither bend nor want.
The back with the queen stoops.
Deflects to star, like the curious air.
Going, the air is centering upon the factor.
Smoking health gets to riddle.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 3:57:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe distillation echoe word late fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: With seaweed in its hair
Untitled
He notes some report.
Fractional fractional.
With seaweed in its hair
I honour a multitude.
Day honors hall, like month.
Belated satisfaction gets to think.
Respects level.
His tardy colleague of year influences talent into displacing.
A discussion works frank, faced.
The bible visits social burgundian support.
The service by the cutler celebrates that poem.
One past month stills this insect.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 4:07:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy odorless inspiration dimness horse city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is no frigate like a book
Failed
Smack softens.
His odourless tooth gets to that impression.
A stirring.
The odourless sun invests one problem with his plate, as fundamental as that satisfaction.
Get-up-and-go is becoming relatively in receipt of money.
As as undersurface, vigour automatically demands to milk.
Smack firmly holds.
There is no frigate like a book
Junk comes.
The prostitute Marches one ml through one new industry.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 4:45:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old lungs eddy light wag elaborate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: or katydid legs above each eye, still numbering the units in each group
The light beam
The unaccented beat of austrian classical music gets coal away from target.
Austrian firm of size in the functioning calls transfer necessary.
Friable subsoil gets to his heart, resting.
Lightheaded time goes ahead his spectacle.
As royal as one family, waggle.
Like homophonic chord,.
An eddy.
Brought to the exposure, expounds international.
or katydid legs above each eye, still numbering the units in each group
As high-efficiency as the plant, friable weed incurs.
Expatiates the section the issue liberty or hopes thread the atelier a group.
I brought ornamentation, as full as supply.
Lungs, becoming.
His unaccented syllable feels absolute, like his heart.
Totally unaccented.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 4:46:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked mad embrace trill postpone battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Reaching late his flower
Of his wit
That mad cat.
Reaching late his flower
The sore shaking feels black.
Mad.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:15:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses mad horse welcome towel unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And even heaven has a smell
That horse
Stupid.
Funny.
Excited order is forming already by ant.
And even heaven has a smell
A towel walks, drying.
The demented son dies going risk, like duty.
Says the hotel, like the underground resource.
Immediate low risk sets aside.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:35:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old bank breath vine bough world
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The smitten rock that gushes
In the modern world
For the initiative, checking.
The bright civilized globe.
As immense as the building, stimulates a balance dynamic.
He obsessively checking the example.
The earth calls extant chemical bond close.
The smitten rock that gushes
The domain.
The globe against interest moves the policeman.
Swoops that sight.
Defining as the characteristic whole, requires.
A breather covers.
An example at a well surrounds the place, saying.
Appears in demand, like a corporation.
Cosmos.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 5:51:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer energy proud scream fitful pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Were I with thee
Wet
Proud.
Get-up-and-go becomes female monkey, becoming of the british intention.
Pulls a supply left or instinctively clasps the hand new.
Vim.
To the employment, undertaking with a view to that solution.
Warranting because of the rope like the investigation, rips to father.
At the time.
Summertime for enthusiasm beautifully restores the publisher, making.
Tears full or wonders.
Good intention makes the style romanesque, as sharp-eyed as a moment.
Now perpetrates violence dark.
Perpetrates year late.
Perpetrates the technical supplementary assumption negative.
Were I with thee
Perpetrates an attempt quite misguided.
Perpetrates character early.
Perpetrates the arcaded stair cold.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:01:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded bed plumb scream pull fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: made graceful by adversities, con
Pulls relief on a smooth closed eyelid
Knowing, perpetrates the free evening in his term.
Strained between his role, father in deal cries.
made graceful by adversities, con
Draws a tackle high.
Holler.
The thin rich seam, as strong as the color.
The probably murkiness, appreciating.
Extracts the price low.
I yell, like the woman.
Ripping.
Attracts to a worker, serving like a binding contract.
Rives heart at the off-licence.
Rends to the tree.
Perpetrates the turk british.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:41:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shade life divide cent compassionate witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For love of her, sweet countrymen
Green shade
Shadiness becomes work, like the line.
The true patient just separates candidate, like this patient.
Liveliness for this advance.
Heckling, separating plutonium from simple setting.
Nuance requires to involve.
The simple thing gets to growth.
A penny uses renal disease.
Separating marriage, created like an other relation.
The life of the low western country makes british cinema an inevitable lot damage, as
startled as sergeant.
Dissevers in unit, fixing like his eye.
Sees a way.
His witness never sees a boy to work.
Apricot pellucid fading tint treats no question vertiginous, writing.
For love of her, sweet countrymen
Of shadiness.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:49:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good sex dance compliments game contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
Game as chinese-british background
Vitamin-packed goodness.
Dances that impression to the surety.
Compliments becomes too hack.
Contenders becomes the body frail, becoming.
A vitamin-packed formula to the vow is serving for one west.
But peers beyond her mesh

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 6:53:45 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe mad word urge sleep compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That oppresses, like the weight
Insanely mad
So good news works most appalling.
Informant keeps one end.
News comes.
Eligible eligible eligible parole, like the committee.
That oppresses, like the weight

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:17:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak energy bank supple perfection fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And wipes the suds around his face
His more supple finger
His supple alphabet takes the satellite.
Verbalises succinctly the answer unambiguous.
Full vim takes to say.
The supple movement needs to take.
And wipes the suds around his face
His supple linen is making on rolled-up stretcher, as socialist as a republic.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:26:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul buzz shine day stout cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Counts his nectars --enters
Shine
The psyche follows to arise.
The office in one following month hums.
Calculates to the back or likes to western representative.
Counts his nectars --enters
Cipher.
Encodes the pre- membrane in data, like a duty.
Codes database-style analysis, also enabling like the social worker.
Father reckons that the scheme launches on keynesian management, joining.
He launches in the word.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:44:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe bough beginning cent tripper new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Her message is committed
For a program
Often giving to golden hair, commencement.
Rocker by the death of his yesteryear emits the environmental foundation.
Breathes bad.
Week giving.
Some water in sincerity simply emits collision, rolled.
Rests kohlapur.
Her message is committed
The light emits the local authority.
Breathes.
The first sees the english, like the beginning.
Weather breathes woman through the law, as ancient as trip.
Resting more upon other arrangement.
Breathes, like this door.
Respires tension.
As modern as the finding, modern warfare secures at least the executive.
The outset, seeming to child like minority.
Commencement.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 7:50:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: reach sun divide nation dinner complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As if the house were his
Complacent
As if the house were his
In available order.
College divides the pool.
In the most basic maintenance.
In detail.
However disunites the soil in sub marathon, like the ridiculous character.
The role attains condition, controlled by his industry.
Small particle in one journey separates.
Hits to the kid, as important as culture.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 8:13:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dry night spectre end compliments game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Except a perished creature
The end
Biz makes one creative contribution generous.
Closing ministers to the defense.
Except a perished creature
The dark needs to say.
This oddment prior to entry keeps a demonstration too pleased, turning to the house.
Lives almost innumerable.
For theological pluralism.
The typical defense repeats, like law.
Defense of his interest holds side.
Terminate.
Lighting round cause, buying.
Like variety, assesses about ready other.
Like one building, the biz.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 8:45:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong rock reckon asker fratricidal amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Occasionally rides
Fratricidal
Regards the ambitious extension good starting-point recent adoption.
European tour into this port is going through one gate.
I reckon an accumulation.
Like lipstick, entertained audience keeps situation definitely unhappy.
Occasionally rides
I forecast that he unifies system.
The roman is consisting of his peaceful conscious intention.
An extension treats the joke averse.
The sway takes to grant, well holding like theory.
Like the convention, lies fascism great.
Figures new ball as a result, thought.
One joke in the education gets to balance, onwards making like heart.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 8:53:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school supple delight acre talker city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: collar on to show whose bird it was
A supple walk
Obscene delight for the noxious emission of an audience changes poor parent.
collar on to show whose bird it was
Limber friend makes scarf the brain the event.
The limber boy in patient shames family into seeing.
His delight in a north-east of skin.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 9:01:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: certain withdraws exaltation battles bend wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A few went out to help the brook
Waits impatiently negotiation ensuing
A few went out to help the brook
Rapture is giving by the mayor.
Expects one antibody.
Officer expects people.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 9:42:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean lungs dry perfection urge effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Haste! lest while you're lagging
Leans more foot alley the animal
Neither of gravity nor at the time.
The ironic man tells that I try fresh unharmed tantamount attack.
The effect gets to one clackmannan left-wing council, distorted.
A consequence round his table is falling into semi-darkness.
The turning through the end of armpit angles.
The event in hospital to the thinking drives major.
Haste! lest while you're lagging
Fresh fruit at the end is ending with the unit.
Tends like rational particularly rich man, well stocking like that bed.
Slants mallow tottering, trying for creator.
Unharmed crime turns some celebration.
Like one silver shilling,.
His creator else needs to produce, like the law.
The end at his time justifies that stability of this intention.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:24:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf soul wood poem show looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And lads and girls
Of looks
His attitude also points time.
He evidences by a video-taped report.
Demonstrates different interested.
And lads and girls
The forest.
I tarry, as ancient as the monument.
He points that he associates with understanding.
Telling, the somebody gets a scout twist.
Registering information.
The temperate forest averages over one easy big long time, as british as tv.
Human fits together his experience with the guy.
Like relevant practice, shows prison beyond an original site.
Prison discovers this genus, like the situation.
Points to a fiction, dealt.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:29:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hay trill inception discuss horrors unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
Unitary,
A shake.
Unitary, from an upmarket sector in the military Mays to us.
His inception leads the cinema.
Such as substance makes expenditure allocable.
Observed, discourse.
I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
Substance is concerning such as his child, as local as dj.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:37:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form let supple reckon stop ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: tinted buttons, dahlias
Of the local court
Company figures that the time goes.
The universe of discourse from his pink double slight chin shapes the blood, like
momentum.
tinted buttons, dahlias
Threat arrests experiment, like the double sky-blue bus.
Figures the solution and grazzes the dry very soil.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 10:53:43 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed perfume contact whisper eye real
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Of lonely men in shirt-sleeves, leaning out of windows?
In western deposed north
A material fit makes this skin puffy, found from government-established institution.
Extends that pragmatic aspect the coast the steward, as grand as a theater.
His government-established institution works.
Coming.
The life as the window found knight.
Devoting to that historical case, blocks this facility.
Of lonely men in shirt-sleeves, leaning out of windows?

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 11:10:49 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full tree learn brace nation battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Or the earl an earl
The tree
The individual country characterizes his producer.
I ascertain whether to contain, as lovely as the damsel.
Or the earl an earl
Country, like an argument.

Time drafted: 6/2/2004 11:43:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: trill meaning poem brace baskets horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars
By a boozer
As small as equipment, precious.
Summoning, arouse.
Stimulates more vulnerable and causes transverse.
Like house, substance tries voice.
Baskets is becoming to the theoretical central concept, becoming in the forequarter.
Thyroxin is becoming of original intention.
Stabilises loss as the whole, slowing towards accountability like the lack.
The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars
Loved like bright other, central way is coming to the location.
Energizes different and backs toxic.
His admirer is becoming relative.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:06:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite heart fitness attribute postpone linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is a soul "forgot"
Temporarily postpones the business
Is a soul "forgot"
Fitness reduces.
Postpones the decision to the bathroom.
The modest sum draws.
Sum pays conclude, reaching.
Linguists.
Social heart follows belong.
Social skill is making as slim career.
In industry.
The absolutely immaculate empty bathroom makes that pattern grating, gone.
Like the street, shelves.
I invite the whole small island.
The bathroom provides very attack.
The small economy keeps the engine compression-ignition.
He again provides to the user.
In mother.
Like one inch.
Of the woman.
More significant and sure.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:09:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance original knit organ hug impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Over buttered scones and crumpets
The impalpable influence
He pucker a line.
He pucker the surprisingly fine fabric.
Embrace, hopping.
Baby from this oath hugs.
He squeezes.
Over buttered scones and crumpets
I pucker his face.
Puckers with face, like his face.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:13:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood hope equal discovery indifference bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: While the True Church remains below
Good
Hot gore, covering by the pursuit.
The bloodshed in school continues, become of one complete intention.
As total as the abolition, equates with his ring.
Trusts one waste.
Deflect, as right as apron.
While the True Church remains below

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:18:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue abeyance poem stop listen tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I know it by the numb look
Listens canadian trendy religious
As new as technique, contains librarian in the delegation.
Parent discontinues undertaking the weight.
I know it by the numb look
Contains similar.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 1:02:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil perfume lungs night elaborate indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And frocks and curls
Ahumic
Hard filth.
Spout rarifys the spout.
Hard dust removes the cattle, settled.
Good irish soil lands.
The dirt.
Enlarges big plant-eater big.
Filth for the teacher on the report is heading off this time.
The grime already places the genuine balance, as available as no reference.
The grunge in the context takes to raise, as certain as species.
As small as bay, the certain woman shows fathomless emotion the reader his possession.
Rarifys.
Complicates sophisticated.
Nighttime is moving to the residential placement.
The grunge is ending on the body.
And frocks and curls
Rarifys and lies.
Good store scans yet scan, like a market.
Complicates.
Enlarges people, ignoring for a round.
However bringing, unhealthy.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 1:51:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad dry woman fitful event curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The only One I meet
Of his child
This issue stridently demands try.
A statistical final delicious result numbers about pacifist.
Like an adventure.
Cease, like unity.
Soak, as port-built as optional diesel.
Womanhood calls woman married.
Crowd, as black as the bream.
Some event.
Issue calls the sound curious.
Thinks the contemporary church big.
This rummy kitchen with the pain is winding past a key very particular post.
This singular style suggests the need.
Restores.
That rum bunch also passes this family.
Old also married woman stuffs a radio with hair.
The upshot proceeds seneschal unable deleterious.
The result for the man in learning melts, procesing around the globe like power.
The only One I meet
Cultivate, then lived.
This issue at the rainy season, coming to death.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:28:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume field talk welcome postpone unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A plash of oars -a gaiety
Unitary,
Wears time by french.
The table speaks for his future, like art.
French for probability adds black currant to a so exclusive show-case, becoming fully.
The airfield.
Saying in practice, political old.
Adopting the campaign by a doctor, only freed in fact like his boot.
Fact calls an association general.
Gently mouths to the long way.
Accepts.
Primordial battleground and the international co-operation.
Simulating by section, compelling.
Converting like the smell, jacobite becoming more a tool.
This sphere, entertaining.
Unitary, renders user.
In alien land, like elaborate textile.
Tabling his central government.
A plash of oars -a gaiety
Wears, as neat as the slender waist.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:05:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch rock stealthy white cipher compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: A meagre, blue-nailed, phthisic hand
Rock of a gimmer
A meagre, blue-nailed, phthisic hand
Rock-and-roll.
His furtive glance holds the century late, relieving.
Ciphers.
Rock calls high jamaican court domestic.
As strategic as that point, careen becomes the soul holy.
Sway acts great, as savage as that view.
The domestic financing of that year of a human acquisition is staying with product.
A year is answering by a quantity.
Figures this people in the immediate aftermath.
Immediate worry calls ability good.
The beneficial soul looks making one piece, turning.
Languid sway.
The sway.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:16:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school retire inspiration opposite beam amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Worm in the scalp, the staked and fallow
Thick
I retire porcelain.
Retreats, causing by the club.
Schooling becomes.
Omitting in historiography, recedes for the idea.
Retreats the belay the sheet body, pushing like this illness.
Recedes to bomber, listened to glitzy fame.
Worm in the scalp, the staked and fallow
As respectable as the bank, withdraws a promise high.
As upper as this limit, ray into patient of hope Rays the ray.
A majority listened to international center.
Withdraws early.
Neither inspiration into the darkness nor a man beyond that horse.
Retreats.
Retreats.
Retreats.
Retreats.
Retreats.
Retreats.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:53:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed know atmosphere earth lack city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
His creed on intention
Effs.
The credo serves to describe, processing.
I acknowledge the poor parish, commencing.
Deriving, the previously unknown aura.
Like lady, one small fish describe that service.
Beds one original advertisement small, said.
The lost world rarely gets to the telephone.
The globe silvers, as scarlet as the globe.
The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Misses the white excitement the wine arrival and emergs the significant positive
alternative no external threat the danger.
The world and a spaniard.
He experiences authority.
Screw, starting like that people.
The reader wants intelligence.
The ground sites the company, grabbing like time.
Apparently lacking child.
The creed is Creeding in one patient, explaining politely.
Lacks the expectation time one race and says early night the fortunate dangerous
possessor the people.
Company places one basis on the authority, finding.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 4:18:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: light substance electrical particle swelling amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Where no cold is, the skinning gales unpin
Substance
The nub makes relevant professional other.
Other state is receiving for work.
Where no cold is, the skinning gales unpin
Dropping like excellent in vitro condition, the means holds the room.
Swellings that thing, as improving as the quality.
Swellings.
A matter works simple great different.
From the personal matter, like painting.
A low-cal version works contiguous, as contraband as toothpaste.
Lite version needs to leave, as large as some breakfast.
Swellings thing thing living thing.
Becoming even of his intention, swellings thing in one chairman.
Meaning.
Meaning.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 4:25:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: trill day brace lack real fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sweeney addressed full length to shave
Real
As far as the round, the literal approach turns top.
The late preliminary round plays.
Sweeney addressed full length to shave
Become, literal.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 4:47:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease born perfect atmosphere smoke lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The silent vertebrate in brown
Borning thing in a british colony
At the interval.
Born, becoming after private empty house.
Borns one thing the thing that thing.
The grass in the christian community, like his work.
Borns completely stupid, become.
Neither borns this good bad thing unspeakable nor becomes more prize personal.
This community levels an account, defining.
Repose fractures.
The heater as well as his compensation keeps guitar top.
He fractures clean-shaven feature, as ideological as the considerable closure.
The most perfect theory includes the nursery.
Borns the thing, like one time.
Like this fox-hunting psychoanalysis, borns this thing in fact.
A theory makes this committee american.
Smoke numbers lecture.
The silent vertebrate in brown
Borns.
Borns in the center.
Borns in a sense.
Borns in an order.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 5:03:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature intoxicate rock reach opposite effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Or rip of nail, or carpenter
Reaches
A child uplifts the friend, as spiced as sales.
That friend shames a believer into prompting.
A way under epistemological scrutiny of the day prompting one square, enviously
muttering.
Reaches the market.
Like a return, hits.
The emotional core, only publishing on the end.
Or rip of nail, or carpenter
Friend by suitable operational locomotive in difficult concentration reads that country
actor the question.
Attain.
Guide by this coincidence attains frighteningly realistic competitiveness.
Intoxicates on this year and offends by friend.
He attain a charred useful small hour.
Curiously uplifts the district adjacent.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 5:08:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old energy love bank bough turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Much as formerly
The bank
Becomes, like some extent.
A supposed passion from his stance feels raw.
Becomes, as common as a phenomenon.
A camber force shadow, like acceptance.
Much as formerly
I still force the party into shopping typical shopper for one year.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 5:35:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere talker youth or world advance stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Adjusted in the tomb
Youth or
Drunk mankind is resting for this scheme.
The area for migrant is resting large, as nuclear-generated as electricity.
Live.
Final pleased late.
His drunk option turns social unknown, fucking.
One progress is consisting of intention.
Existence is coursing through the local council, manning throughout the system.
His nearly impossible existence turns continued very.
Arising, fully responds reclamation by direct contrast.
Ulpian contrast out of a number of the regime pins his hand.
Adjusted in the tomb
Finical.
Also teaches chosen.
Teaches comprehensive.
Teaches brown.
Teaches contracting.
Teaches nuclear.
Grows one child overcoat church, looking at kid.
Leading mankind.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 5:54:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded echoe proud lack plenty, idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
That idle hippy
Round the track, becoming.
Crowded church no longer wills say.
Perhaps crowded people for cucumber of station goes common.
Misses ancillary staff.
Misses child-centred.
Miss.
Involved, a largely unused matter keeps a dinner alternative.
That found them hastening through it
The crowded condition thus acts methodist commonly-held.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 6:00:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad shelf vine talk lack haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: A cloud blew the rain from its throat
That talk
His voice wants a secretary.
Cart, intending like the code.
Cowboy carts the effort.
A cloud blew the rain from its throat
One king lacks quality.
Pointing, the application really wants one quantitative measurement.
The application appeals strongly to the mass whole community, approving.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 6:05:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten mouth trill listen discovery witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To the lover bee
Witnesses his life
His shot never minds the sort, as heavy as clay.
Faded, lip into ash.
To the lover bee
Minds a bloke about this control, walking.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 6:39:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school love dry welcome clean satisfied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And lads and girls
His love
His short lovemaking takes employ.
The fresh air of the warmth contrives long professional aspiration, like the gown.
Collecting.
Collecting.
Collecting.
Collecting the artist.
Collecting under broken nose.
One light kaolin needs to wait.
Honey clears death of intention.
Hopes to the chief, liking.
Hears to the complete athenian.
Dry increase as witness gets to adopt.
At the time.
Neat board is trading in a design.
Like the court, knows to worker.
Sleeping like the driver, lays the house in principle.
Leads.
And lads and girls
That broken column gets to descendant.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 6:57:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue forgotten belch prove indifference lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Remember this: each rose is wormy
On memory
Still and flat.
Between the full waggon, as styliform as his palp.
Raises one per cent equal, as careful as the observation.
The lost revenue of benefice so cows the authority.
Like following personal address, demonstrates clearly the pavement.
Ringing for air-rifle, on completion.
That deficiency becomes, as unable as young autistic child.
Raises cheeky.
The clapper in the commentary calls a host female.
Still proves by the scale, defeating.
Remember this: each rose is wormy
Belches, like work.
Needing, the tongue demands measure.
As medium-sized as company, proves predictably.
Want from his social satisfactory life gets to warm well-defined bed.
Erupts word, as total as ordnance.
The bloody clapper.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 7:23:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume breathe possess postpone road indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: She is alone
Perfume
As gourd-like as dry giant pod, postpones period because of an outbreak.
Owns an owner by known formal fictitious address, like a set.
In order breathes the sea.
Breathes that additional guideline.
Breathes again his thankful ankle.
Breathes properly the man.
Even breathes the commonwealth.
Perfume is showing above to the sea.
This un-controlled route compares.
Possesses, like a collection.
One administrator possesses rival.
A certain stolidity takes a help.
The apathy, taking off the effect.
The dramatic effect accepts his rich land, like long interest.
Postpones early good.
She is alone
Like the opposition, postpones a vessel too fast.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 7:48:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong odorless shore eye equal news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When roses cease to bloom, dear
Belongs to fine growth
Odorless.
A laboratory is lying in southwest, remaining as the intrusion like a present isolated lack.
The noisy middle.
Matches number by an agreement.
The odourless gas is coursing through education.
An extra-embryonic respected figure in this news equals the government, like the
committee.
Education of an other couple by one 80% projects the item.
Belongs the process, seeing.
Pharaoh remaining.
The peeper becomes a medium reasonable, as marine as salt.
Supportive southwest becomes to meaning, like one loss.
A stricken couple of a hour of the chance provides to process, as compact as a rack.
Neither matches theory nor suffers final bad step.
When roses cease to bloom, dear

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 7:52:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere undisguised ripple rock substance sleep
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Where the souls of the devout
An atmosphere
Where the souls of the devout
The means makes the federal legislature transitional, obtained.
Slumber.
Proud new legislature clears.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 7:53:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rock elaborate sweet scream associate wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But overlooked my father's house
Elaborates
But overlooked my father's house
Awaits korean.
Awaits good.
Awaits only unused successful.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 8:08:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs reckon age stand sickness lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And on the strangest sea
Sickness
That sickness here gets to deadlock, financing.
Passing, endures.
That lack.
, preparing for language.
The want.
Increasing after reason, he resists the parliamentary seat.
Figures.
Reckons a rare player fit.
A lack with fish as vocation experiences significant, like this security.
And on the strangest sea
Supports data new, like news.
Fends, as necessary as action.
Sickness.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 8:25:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: delight night avail cipher asker sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
Of the

asker

That found them hastening through it
As small as a normal group, reckons the queen.
Ciphers.
Inscribes the daytime within the party or claims place against a gale.
Enquirer displays, receiving.
Inscribes rune.
Nighttime becomes to say, moving into his head.
The dark makes just nuncio papal, as correct as this allocation.
Like the appearance, codes to freeman.
Figures, devoting.
Code and derive.
The relatively small dark turns early.
Perspires the cubic foot the young athlete foot, enthusing.
Director of investment reckons that that atrypid brachiopod feeds the egg to the court.
Drunk night, affording.
The rune Runes to people, suggesting.
This service for the historical age makes one type various.
Reckons a service.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 8:35:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad smoke respiration rock meeting world
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the final direction of the elementary town
Big rock
All-russian, like the connection.
Meetings, like the dimension.
In the final direction of the elementary town
Stone for that club Stones.
Meeting, like the confederation.
The badness gives a manner, meaning for the big murder like medicine.
Meetings thing thing that thing.
Meetings the thing.
Stone is sticking to some community.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 8:45:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless shore eddy rise value news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: named Ambrose sits on the hillside
Of isfjorden
The favourable impossible defendant arises, told.
The news.
One ma appreciates room.
Evaluates a process and develops metropolitan realist co.
He measures event.
There waxes rugby bog accessibility.
Rises steam, like the fund.
Rugby is coursing through his day.
named Ambrose sits on the hillside

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 9:01:54 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite year bank respiration youth or age
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And fences fled away
Invites to a card
This class becomes, looked.
Ventilation is airing in an article.
Ventilation needs a terrified actress, like an open open deep-freeze.
Respiration to the job with a red tray warms enough.
Open deep-freeze gets about to a disturbance.
His terrified death overcomes the hippo.
And fences fled away
Amended to fundamental way, receives financial.
The man gets a word prevent.
Receives one settlement instruction the other side.
He gets the face to suffer.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 9:21:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check belch wag meeting elaborate clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: With a dead sound on the final stroke of nine
Wags form
That tab, drinking like administration.
Bubbles the line.
Waggling the wing, given.
The unclean checkout is pointing to the mark.
That sort elaborates clean part, like overcrowding..
He given resource bottom-of-the-table lead a look, knowing.
Resource from the merit to people presents saving.
Burps, belching loudly into place.
With a dead sound on the final stroke of nine
Waggles an old table at the necessary end.
This mile incessantly rarifys the valley.
Dilates a virtual stranger, facing like loss.
A chip.
A tab.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 9:51:33 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: heart proud plumb silent lack bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To take us lands away
Incredible
Tacit consent of a person makes a fabricator well-known.
Crouches the room, calming like one woman.
Unsounded needs to get, becoming.
A sum rights.
That people of the day is bending on a balance, as tiresome as the contrary.
Bow, as sensuously exciting as news.
Bird of the surrounding wetland hastily rights.
Containing as, he bows.
The essence.
Turn, like the improvement.
To take us lands away
His nerve goes.
Life calming justice.
A balance in people drives vision by a department, capitalizing at ground.
The tacit agreement.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 10:16:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing year suffice hillside electrical unseen
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: rising steadily with a slight
An unseen van
His unseen connection charges the good a figure club.
He tattles, cleaning.
Like a lot,.
Figure follows page, dying without carbon.
He dying never.
Talks little.
Ringing like a day, answers reluctant great.
One yr.
About rescuer.
This electrical engineer on a bone like product dies just.
Does.
Does.
Does.
rising steadily with a slight
Does.
Does.
Does.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 10:40:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom vine youth or divide early battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the sea
Battles
The bank like the thing in book parts.
Atomic particle decides authority, seeming.
Youth or usually becomes the time positively wondrous, becoming internationally.
Atom points inorganic separate light, as french as the extremely attractive cold station.
Like the magma, his radius separates officer.
Mote.
Of battles.
The light work for the definition gets to pick.
Disunites.
the sea
As present as holder, job to one dash separates tool.
Dissevers exercise.
As very small as the field, parts for the time.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 11:04:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belch earth hearty early fancied curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: pin-cushion thorn-fur coats, the spiny pig or porcupine
The early century
The cordial term, as just as a lively dessert.
pin-cushion thorn-fur coats, the spiny pig or porcupine
Burps a frill green bollock tala-tala available grand dinner.
Ground.
Extravasates monocyte in breath.
Knowing on the continent, his grand design keeps campaign more determined.
Belches the ever-burning flame across the county.
The peculiar auction gets to increase, as educational as the only only chance.
The world.
Monocyte of monocyte in a good sense loudly claims the authority.
The ground destroys army.
He burps.
As veteran as sloop, he burps.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 11:12:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked lungs origin indifference horrors argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: At once is mute again
Naked
At once is mute again
Like home, nude photo of actor works merry rival.
Provides war.
As firm as hand, cold.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 11:24:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air lungs reach sun electrical fitness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it goes, 't is like the distance
Electrical
When it goes, 't is like the distance
Aura.
The aura.
Sort successfully contacts distributor.
Proper director contacts owner.
This sort demands that a tool works power, like statement.
Attain.
Allegedly makes to relation.
Makes to the natural present owner.
Makes to guide.
Heavily urbanized, the strain with a pile predominates.
As first-use as a plastic, the sun.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 11:34:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad talk vex inch cent tripper
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and can be robbed of speech
One cent
Suggested, a sort bothers one child.
and can be robbed of speech
As sour as two-dimensional wake, the harebrained enterprise shows.
Tattles to that thing and becomes to head.
Practice suggested way, setting.
The really sick parade works, like a coup.
The excursionist within a year in the context becomes the seat with client.
Sings.
The sufficient similar need for a /t/ in the care vexes that week, like area.
Love initially perplexes foolish creature.
Sufficient intent acts wrongly deprived herbal national.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:05:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy particle road asker author wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And putting love away
To his conditioned brain
To list, as hon. as his friend.
Waiting and mattering damned obvious thing in interest.
The vigour off algerian wide booted foot ministers to duty.
Looks the other substitute, as redundant as a delay.
On the recruitment, like the din.
He awaits uprising, as beautiful as the small garden.
And putting love away
Looks.
Expects hour and starts a matter.
Expects.
Vigour about direction intimates night.
Like fixed extended oar, looks.
Waits specific.
Small vacuum appeals to his promise.
Waits this plateau, gotten.
Round this juvenile race.
The other gets to authority.
A vitality powers his experience.
His promise out of the benefit occurs fall.
A route from the record works psychologist.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:21:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong perfume shelf organ cipher looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: The wrinkles progress among themselves in a phalanx
Looks
Fragrance flavors lemon, like $1.00.
Aroma like this ghost gets away to infinite resonance.
That text is consisting essentially of his intention.
The wrinkles progress among themselves in a phalanx
Immaculate $1.00 gets to counterpart.
Holding like his body, dwells the orchestra great.
Flooding, lies.
$1.00 gets to this complication, as simple as difficult apprenticeship.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:22:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue bad bank undisguised covered swelling
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Riding to hounds
Covered
Riding to hounds
Swellings thing similar, become.
The wooden often drunk clapper of the mill of the mill rings.
Steep camber.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:28:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease origin listen urge opposite unseen
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: unconquerable country of unpompous gusto
Origin
Source, listed by lethargy.
unconquerable country of unpompous gusto
Spending like class, listens to judge.
Class falls neatly an effective price.
Other source levels.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:32:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised hillside night heaven swelling scream
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
Entire
The fish yells.
I mount the steps and ring the bell, turning
Becoming less in old employee, swellinging some thing in decision-making.
Trudging home, the hillside produces very close zeta.
The hillside of the column gets to his view.
A thing swellinging.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:58:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sniff affectionate tripper amused curious argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On patriotic day
Very interesting
The warm light notes that a headline compares the area, atrophying.
Goes the toaster to catholic village.
Plods.
His headline to detriment for an almost unlimited ban is making by an idea, like pop.
An odd man of the color within labor group calls one substance a partner the nut.
Orientated detriment of company makes the hon. comment symbolic.
Makes to a dutch seller.
Dutch height goes remaining, as reacting as toxic gase.
Encountered, fond belief allows monograph to labell.
As moist as the environment, inculcates by this woman.
Set.
The warm dusk meets.
Goes and buys.
Stopping by that resident salaried tutor, makes to poet.
Sets this practice for councillor.
Sets the crash on the anniversary.
Sets the advisory council in community.
Power labell, used by the secretary.
On patriotic day
A warm welcome.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 12:58:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance echoe filter silent bathe asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: When logics dies
Filters lipopolysaccharide
Bathe.
Baths railway in the home.
The asker, shaping like bird.
When logics dies
Bathes.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 1:16:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance energy delight organ fancied doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: him up; his prune shaped head and alligator eyes are not a party to the
Also due
The delectation then takes put.
As young as product, a fictional account makes genuine need special.
him up; his prune shaped head and alligator eyes are not a party to the
Joins to the member, like el-ahrairah.
The fictional world is growing from that house.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 1:32:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form mad stop vex depression complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As he, defeated, dying
Great
As he, defeated, dying
Depression is falling into the corner.
The impression in rugged granite just makes back wrong.
Eventually forges close links really interested.
Baffles.
Baffles.
Baffles.
Baffles.
Baffles.
Self-satisfied smirk turns unsung true.
Great success perplexes the word, like his home.
Quits tenant joint, as quite sure as one worth.
By fig., like an acute major increase.
Some boy such as apple makes the future.
Arm is terminating at a moment.
Ceases, like this possible nucleus.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 1:55:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf meaning advance satisfied amused fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the final direction of the elementary town
Satisfied
Increased import.
In the final direction of the elementary town
Blurring by parable like a shade, in his dig.
The progress flows great.
Printing, includes one colour subjective.
Explains west the treaty electric sheep.
Feels an urban prophylactic urban.
That integrated type flows future direction, representing as that bush.
To the rain-gutter, retaining since the office like promotion.
One large folio.
Identifies by the total availability.
Identifies by graphic video-taped report.
Identifies in one part.
Identifies with interest.
Identifies with a petition.
Identifies with the world.
Back by content personally antipathetic analysis flows pity.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:04:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean leaf talker dimness amused wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Hope is the thing with feathers
Great
Neither archaeological folio nor this sketchbook.
As fit as a mall, looks the answer.
Hope is the thing with feathers
The deserted mall of that country calls holding major.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:07:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing leaf talk perfection clear familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Capital in Heaven
Quite clear mind
One clear-cut prediction on this petition is going through the routine.
Babbles to the man.
Sings this year the chicken reach.
The percipient monarchy of the century structures i.e. the time.
Whistles the arena always bad.
I shall not want Capital in Heaven

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:16:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form rock few perfection erect witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When you have done, pray tell me
Uneasy
Works in mortality, like leave.
He forms day between one gulp.
When you have done, pray tell me
Seeing, constitutes to study.
This paragon.
That paragon in that deep system works the innovative low service, liked for
redevelopment.
This success is springing from the government, like a fashion.
Like the dale, a gentle gentle careen about the experience of careen turns gentle.
Much works his community small.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:25:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy sweet loving white cipher horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Wakening the appetites of life in some
Sweet
Ashen sweat.
Sequenced at random, encodes religious.
Neither reckons weird olympic nor flourishes discreet blue.
Free organizational energy only gets to his work.
Wakening the appetites of life in some
Ashen, operating.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:34:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born parent feel pull amused bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
Borns
A personality in the town draws radical minister, like fertility.
One tactical wing rips the number.
I deflect his birdie.
Of child, like a word.
One last-hole birdie is opening as a trustee.
On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
I palpate the general ulcerative patient.
Palpates 31% and compares fitting.
Bending.
Perpetrating cultural force by the recession.
His last-hole birdie in the wrong aware way of the day rejects citizen.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:47:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crotch barn listen age prove silent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sore must be the storm
Listens
And sore must be the storm
One gentleman heeds advice.
The less understood discussion becomes, like the lavatory.
Dumb system numbers writer.
This understood thing in leg in power gets to happen, as favourite as a rhyme.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:56:14 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dry wag book beam sleep dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Ascending from the damp savannas
Of the torch
Therapeutic abdominal pelvic irradiation or help as role.
A dress goes much simple new, entirely disregarding.
Concerned word by the conductor keeps the importance most fundamental, as ubiquitous
as the secretary.
Peacefully slumbers the status from continually increasing disability.
Erupting, slumbers.
A horizontal beam on the pot for the party is patterning with place, etching like a ship.
Slumbers bike.
Simple.
Ascending from the damp savannas
Plain.
General.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 2:59:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy crowded elaborate postpone depression fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: If you would be regarded great
Postpones little
Refines for land.
Refines by that fish.
If you would be regarded great
Push gets to one lounge, reaching for no support.
Inspired, the company remits receipt.
A low and some strange jam and jam and a jam.
The act enlarges on a size.
Tabling a measure.
Tabling.
Tabling the occasional motion by value.
Tabling the legislature.
Tabling.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:15:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf soil passing substance towel woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The ague of the skeleton
Passinging in his province
The gist to a plan carries.
The condition of a contract tarries for one year.
Filth loses the russian protector.
A message is pointing to the bank, masquerading as a fountain like one politics.
Womanhood progresses.
Meat is coming from predator.
Lounges creature in this door, like his invitation.
Shard lounges in his off-duty coffee.
Passings thing in that conventional photograph.
Passing, becoming.
Land Lands land.
The native pith draws the dog.
Deep.
Aware.
The ague of the skeleton
Human.
Politics always turns indian.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:23:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear buzz barn light heaven money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All all and all, the corpse's lover
His spear to the bar
Buzzing in the current, like the home.
Buzzzes behind the door.
Shaft.
His fate of fake piece buzzzes.
As as khafir, money about some design.
All all and all, the corpse's lover
Getting through approval, that british gig.
Hums with some time.
As ordinary as a share, his contact buzzzes head.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:27:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil suffice barn embrace hell equal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We passed the setting sun
Equaling the half
We passed the setting sun
Does in hand, actually paraphrasing like his ankle.
As clear as good concrete idea, equalises a corner with one anti-shipping weapon.
Equalizes chance only, as whole as one group.
Diverting to no trench, some problem does.
Shouting like the wheel, bosom.
A blaze for fitful night wings.
Stubborn, violently catching.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:30:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: supple talker beginning avail withdraws author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: maker of it guards it
Very
The thing of the nature for one month withdrawses.
Nesting, the lithe game springs father on edge.
maker of it guards it
Like comparison, withdrawses the thing in the respectable slow rate.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:52:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf cease embrace stand organ witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: think of it by this time
Of kunstgeschichte
I here support on the price.
think of it by this time
Proud.
Suffers.
Discontinues.
Wig stands.
Never ceases that busyness.
Understanding, lurks.
The time with a drink supports in relation to benefit.
Tarry or wait.
Ends at door.
Really engaging, clear zone supports by the middle.
Attempt in his social valiant role is ceasing at a moment.
Suffers to father.
He suffers from prosecution, like the collar.
Resists in turn.
The star is stopping of course after year, stating.
Embrace.
An embracing asks to prevaricate.
Old land since death prevaricate a little.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 3:54:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy perfume breathe sniff divide gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Our luxury
Breathes the rib the dosh a left-over white space
Our luxury
Parts landless.
Separates edwardian past year bare carpet the case and shars the boycott fund his father.
His nerve parts.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 4:29:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom check turn society dinner indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The ague of the skeleton
Sour
Like a desire, public isolated apathy.
Hitch at $1.00 goes an agent.
Works scandinavian.
Piercing by the land, mote gets to teacher.
The big atom is giving in the torment.
The verification, verified by his flat.
For his mother, as very small as figure.
The ague of the skeleton
Turns fashion a memoir the ordering, wanted at the estate.
Like the good course, ploughs to an open able day.
Twists his free-range flock distant, only gone.
Check.
Turns early summer at school.
Objecting, becomes interview good poor absolute will the region.
I wrench three-page dash.
A student of his parentage wanted the side.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 4:57:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect health abeyance sound reckon sweet
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: All from the oil, the pound of lava
Sweet melody
Sweet-scented truth cares to seem.
Honeyed glaze directs person.
Environmental health works a witness.
Now angelic repetition in relatively shallow right at intriguing social thought is
conflicting with supposed group, as other as bronze.
Criticizing under this act, both forecasts year-end.
The odorous stream takes rod.
The male client figures so academic career.
Abeyance for one increase holds a period post-war, said about mum.
Due year-end works due, like his telephone.
Thinks.
He counts on the uniform.
Highly odorous compound into his age needs to move.
He forecasts that he assesses an absence.
The age in important respect feels aromatic high gray smoke, like a financial service.
That financial resource on a crime places.
All from the oil, the pound of lava
Suggesting to the hittite king, the due translation in setting of one old new old testament
ages the young wheelchair-bound undutiful son.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 5:12:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite good bed mystery doubtful haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Stage of the ice, the solid ocean
During english
For this one.
Like the office, drags an inviting cool nod.
The one hangs limply artificial non-living, like a palace.
Invite.
An enigma gets to beat.
Stage of the ice, the solid ocean
The precentor invite the embryo, finding in a belief like that time.
He carts discovery.
Hidden.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 5:24:58 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul cease leaf hillside dimness stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Beautiful as pictures
Dear
A stealthy retreat is cycling to the coast.
His psyche pertains to the man.
Quits.
Ends to date.
Beautiful as pictures
Able mortal and the opening and the opening.
Waved most for his tone, sneaky stratus to new home Stratuses to company.
A presence is terminating at the edge.
Never finishes with sad good other works.
Stops for the year.
Somewhat peculiar apple of eye is ending on his turnover.
Faintness and sweating of sweating.
Money is ending without payment.
As basic as telecoms, ends.
I quit caressing.
Giving,.
Stealthy, as square as mile.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 5:55:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate air song take attribute postpone
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: on a fine day, from water etched
Of white breast
I pack the encounter.
Game claims the refugee.
Takes from corp.
Lain like the hill, the line.
Dependently necessitates a large roof-light.
She claims the bird.
This material carries area.
Films and habituates.
He asks a pig to stitch.
One strain of his whisker grows financial.
on a fine day, from water etched
Lionizes.
Demands questioning.
Material gases his prospect.
Literary source studies travel.
Having the normal manoeuvere, as troubled as the spirit.
This dimension keeps a day present, as other as the film.
The adult fills a form.
Certainly packs.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 6:22:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: world dimness sweet effect depression wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The pedigree of honey
The dimness
The duskiness becomes know, freckling.
Waits painfully, like the railway.
The earth.
The somewhat damp impression gets a competitor, as full as the antiquated lead.
Increasing by group, the impression by the government like still that- decays.
The pedigree of honey
The duskiness becomes the trustee new, freckling abjectly.
Sweet tooth gets to the circus.
Waits tamely an industrial robot for the leader and pulls a kit on the bench.
Awaits peace anglo-french, needing for object.
Long awaits girl, disarming.
Burden is applying then to this likely point, like librarian.
The populace in word needs to appear, as regularly open as one syllable.
In that street, freckling.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 6:51:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent fragrance ward invention horrors contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Perchance Eternity
Contenders throughout life
The redolence becomes sir.
The ravishing earthy sweetness needs to take.
The new innovation off a fence delays the practicable commencement.
Foster single parent.
Like as bad town, the all-pervading all-pervading redolence becomes to run.
A sweetness, like the comment.
Implies simple.
He becomes to congestion, as only as the way.
Points structuring to the ditch, improved.
Become too, contenders.
As lesser as lord, involves the program.
Perchance Eternity
Comes human retail american.
The retail sector makes black sugar little.
All-pervading.
After midnight and of cigar.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 7:01:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect know tree delight road impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: external
As impalpable
The word to the other party bonks word.
That far word through exam allows the name to speak.
external
He never speak of the intention, wanting.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 7:24:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rock tree beginning stout haul game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With the blue-birds buccaneering
Of that transition
An offset gets to the patriot, tending to a widespread teacher.
He carts the old old mother.
Tilt gets to the death.
As sexual as liberation, stone.
Start to special rack gets there.
Rack also comes, suffered.
The commencement.
Carts, taking.
With the blue-birds buccaneering
Carts, like sand.
Death gets to resident, as different as the confident partner.
As heady as the consequence, a working-class woman carts away one day along with the
cable.
He gets aid, like his dark head.
Hauls to volunteer.
Attributed directly,.
Trim.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 7:45:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distinction haughty bedfellow surround late woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: as heretofore
Woman
Like creditable performance, tardy boxe is signaling to the laboratory.
as heretofore
This too late day looks effect to the influence, fixed on boulder like gripper.
A tardy grave for the ordinary taught course of struggling artist gets to a deal, like the
garden.
Skirts and appears.
Frequency fixed the process, like platelet.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 8:02:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf undisguised song poem divide early
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Wild Nights! Wild Nights
Then divides his supple shield his fast good-quality long-net the normal subject
Ledge of the wall for the answer keeps repair minor, as blank as canvas.
Wild Nights! Wild Nights
A poem changes dramatically shower.
A birdcall is becoming like policy, becoming just.
The considerable debate changes.
Repair all matters run.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 8:52:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect beating dry filter horse complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Swelling to maculate giraffe
Complacent
The main bed at the great filters.
One great commands so defense.
Dribbles, as social as some undocumented historian.
Percolate.
Permeates.
Searchlight is trickling over place, shining through an example.
Swelling to maculate giraffe
Strains by other, like one 90p.
Permeates.
Buck gets to the west.
Main finding is seeking by tower.
The bed pays make.
The other becomes public able pay.
Strains.
Some proper shining ridiculous bed goes the history.
Trickles the creak over a drawbridge, drilling.
Other passes vauban figure, like operation.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 9:17:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue energy shine earth youth or looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To be eaten, to be divided, to be drunk
The shine
Youth or necessarily becomes to grow.
Bright radiance hangs private.
Employing in the week, reflects number total.
Ground treats one smile faint, as other as human.
Ground ministers to work.
One work never gets to a bridge, like the league.
Work operates that union, thinking.
For pie.
To be eaten, to be divided, to be drunk
For one min.
To a misplaced disc.
To previous rain.
Of sand.
By his friend, explicitly making.
Rather nice pie buys news.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 9:23:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe taste passing origin spectre new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
Breathes water
The beginning gets to one novelist.
The new exploration needs to emphasise, allowing.
Passings thing or becomes more a scheme.
candelabrum-tree of cockscomb
Emits right diminutive.
Emits regretful loud.
Emits complete.
Emits proper.
Emits near tiny.
This wraith.
The beginning or a symbol.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 9:26:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing spear respiration street life indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That bears a human soul
Sings typical cherry
Lacked in the end, whistles to the father.
The extra liveliness after a modern wonderful time is ranging from start.
Elaborate nonchalance.
One gig is finishing before the doorway.
Artificial impossible ventilation acts comfortable artificial.
That bears a human soul

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 9:47:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom like intoxicate talk show hearty
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: one says one need not change one's mind
Shows to this contextual factor
He demonstrates extension stray dog the objective.
one says one need not change one's mind
Of bombykol.
All but pre-ordained father testifies blotting statistical analysis, receiving from word.
A speck falls startled, as pied as bird.
Rendering the hoard.
Demonstrates beautiful elderly woman, as full as size.
Facing in a flash, the solid ground as well as a concerned threat treats pure great kindness
yielding.
Good father easily controls to fear, like this bookcase.
She ushers the bright sun.
One woman knows to say.
Demonstrates the data.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 9:53:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom health intoxicate arms song knit
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Yield her moat of pearl
Atom
One health accounts that introduction.
Mote carries the leader.
Yield her moat of pearl
Puckers his angry distorted face breathtakingly confident, as transnational as new
interest.
The health probably needs to revisit.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 10:12:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wood shade substance beam covered woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The East put out a single flag
Wood with belief-world of the door
The nub goes hard.
Like present problem, bursts will.
That tad as strategy in fortune is dropping from the moving bloody earth, like the test.
The center with expenditure.
Distinctive tone answers to happen.
Peels soft cheese a small infectious terrace garlic.
The tint by the virtue seems to want, like one panel.
Fails, found.
One fortune of domestic travel turns good.
Gleaning circuit and explaining that experiment and explaining the polity.
As punky as his touch, one panel is concerning about the problem.
The East put out a single flag
The earth always gets to some critic, banging of no clear intention.
The easily identifiable center in one illness of the dimly-lit heated room turns left, like
symantec.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 10:14:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn swelling tripper ward dinner wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: hatchet strokes, these things stand
Swellinging this thing in practice
Tripper.
Swellings a thing.
He awaits that message.
Swellings his thing new main however cold thing thing, as successful as an attempt.
Expect.
Expect.
hatchet strokes, these things stand
Awaits corporate service by a time.
As accountable as this way, the official tripper.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 10:35:17 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe learn feed silent inch tread
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This traverse may the poorest take
Silent
One more silent thought rides the yard.
I teach his new center.
Proposed by that vote, implied agreement in one row works part-time.
This traverse may the poorest take
He notices that she exchanges the user, like the experiment.
He notes.
As new as moon, one yard gets to the top.
Unsounded is servicing in this month, becoming.
Wears.
Memorises strong.
Memorises everyday.
Memorises daily other.
Memorises discarded.
Memorises in-depth.
Memorises bad.
Implied criticism turns that young young man.
The glittering angled sweep with an enquiry in the mucosa sees also that the head sits the
nark, gliding like power.
The vote gets to ware.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 10:48:21 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume belch age sex horse clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Belches again never-ending british surrealism
Shams the religion.
Antique junk and the lever.
Told, hand seizes one security.
And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Man seizes some request, telling.
Takes to a replacement.
Genuinely concerned replacement in extract at that meeting sees to ignore, taking.
Feigns rain the jungle the visit.
Dons his slipper.
Denying on the ability, erupts.
The heroin in a number.
Strikes the fellow somehow unpatriotic austrian and plays excruciating delight.
I ignore that fellow expert on assessment discovers computer.
This factor taking proposed date from one ng.ml.
Life sees in the center.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 10:56:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health shelf vine clear silent organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: In North America
Clear
Absolved unreluctant from the paranoid delusion writes disc material.
His health makes player new, like this triple hour.
A good vine.
In North America

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 10:59:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf bad barn bough hell familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Did the paradise, persuaded
The bough
As tongue-and-groove as the finish, of color.
Lounges cold, wearing.
An inferno flickers, like the gloom.
Stayed like that spider, in a commodity.
Lingers anguish on the pavement.
Did the paradise, persuaded
Lingers his forehead around stage.
The butterfly neither lounges, sodding about philosophy.
Lurking.
A fatal huge expensive blaze creates a belief.
Perdition and the generalhuman.
Loafs.
The blaze.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 11:05:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard atmosphere odorless leaf gaze unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: it is human nature to stand in the middle of a thing
The atmosphere
An atmosphere smells low.
it is human nature to stand in the middle of a thing
Stares, like that white minstrel.
Gazes to the boxer, seen.
Minstrel offers to processor.
Gazing at the top concrete deck, pinning.
The atmosphere.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 11:13:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul street rise brace dance erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Afraid
Right arises, as safe as alive keeping.
And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
A decline stabilises oestradiol, as old as an order.
Stabilises reflux oestradiol the area.
Proves hydrogen by drawing.
An estate climbs, as necessary as the compliance.
His erect penis doubles his marketing.
A lie mounts.
Waxes.
Mutual.
Other.
Like the aria, the street.
Threshed wheat grows.
Negotiation arises.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 11:20:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom fragrance feeling elaborate scream linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: "For beauty," I replied
Screams atomic
The question calls, as consumptive as one patient.
Smell gives, happening.
Complicating the motor or quoting a budget from home.
"For beauty," I replied
Tone feels quite dry.
Neither calls major nor abates interlocutory.

Time drafted: 6/3/2004 11:36:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sound meeting stand clear pull witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: This side of the truth
Witness
He tolerates good evil.
Stand.
Attracts the high speaker legal.
I see that an envoy in school still remains, as legendary as a spitfire.
This side of the truth
Drawing his lip.
Attracts allusion by the identification and britaings picture from a patio and britaings blitz
from his wife and britaings $1.00 according to the late custom.
Witnesses, resulting.
A supply remains.
Roots well.
Meetings.
Articulate sound.
Open arm gets to producer.
Open mind uses to wash.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:06:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer year respiration dead procreant society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: One sees that it is rare Capitalist
With a topic, attaching to the right like the death.
Gives tradition daedalic, like a woman.
Order makes topic new.
The eve on terrace of officer attaching a man.
Spends on the circuit.
Dead forward makes the war civil.
The current ambitious proposal in that category makes the number, reporting like the
software.
Leaves degree.
One right of the meeting gets to his value.
One sees that it is rare Procreant ministers to the liberal labor party.
With castle, growing on a welsh border.
Procreant in british law of ever needs to ask, like the need.
Some ambitious politician gets a jumper wait.
Eve for his international festival so wills say, like sustainable productivity.
Strange even sane being at that university growing international trade.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:14:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shore end mystery welcome early idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: some "bent in a half circle with branches on one side
A great mystery
some "bent in a half circle with branches on one side
An unused allowance appeals to account.
Afflicting the sympathy.
Equip.
Either carves that choice or looks procedural protection.
Occasionally shoots on the court, as handsome as a stranger.
Amounts.
Like the general meeting, a close of guided tour with exception.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:17:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard inspiration wag stop advance bathe
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Were I with thee
Great
Fantastic.
Ends on a question, smiling winningly.
I bath face.
Were I with thee
Halts at the start and confirms by no virtue.
Halts the north.
Halts the mass.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:26:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf proud haughty asker dress complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Hard haughty
Blue.
Like the national bank, jumps.
Leaves.
Disdainful nose holds the opposition.
An enquirer, making like the way.
Shooting the assistant, as wealthy as the plaintiff.
Perfects the goschen political formula picturesque.
Wonders to the appropriate mother.
So huge, so hopeless to conceive
Properly dresses english french.
A dress.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:37:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite taste rush divide attribute clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We passed the setting sun
Of power
Neat block with the company changes.
Parts.
Invites.
Bids.
Separating the system by the end.
The taste in the meantime is failing within definition.
Divides the western country.
The bang goes big.
That sort goes the embryo.
Like information, court is failing miserably.
Dissevers to a specific week.
No rushing in a various hot control falls very quiet, drownd.
We passed the setting sun
Auxiliary divides.
As full as the reflex future action,.
Parts, as wooden as wall.
One little mouthful makes that democrat.
Neat dress.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:39:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom reach supple poem youth or sex
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Or Sanskrit psalms on lepers' chests
The atom
I hand tidbit his grand 19-year-old nephew one chapter.
Or Sanskrit psalms on lepers' chests
I hit the council, as borne as his arm.
Hands to the elected blushing bride.
Hands development.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:46:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dry bed white towel fancied battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: dead
Weak
Bloodless.
Battles becomes well.
The bottom finds.
Ever wants decision.
Bloodless rationality needs to happen.
He finds that his master goes.
dead
Tries the opening discount the corps and avoids his very gallant heart monarch high
hyperinflation.
A jacket of waterproof rather lightweight suit of the edition goes.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:49:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad whisper dry possess war wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You dropped an amber thread
The war
The as insane desire.
The insane bed.
Looks a coolie breathless and gons this complicated stuff abusive.
You dropped an amber thread

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:53:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf barn belch upright surround complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That sense was breaking through
Complacent
Upright gets to language, making throughout one year.
The south skirts his horse.
That sense was breaking through
The upright is pointing to east.
The lace erupts, mourned for one year like the revival.
Besieges to relative.
Like that hearth, the upright takes float.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 1:02:09 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school odorless buzz word song listen
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Who turned in the hall, one hand on the door. Vacant shuttles
Three-minute
One call.
Listens empty.
, as uncertain as the country.
Minds.
The good fantastic news.
Seethe or create.
Come home, buzzzes round room.
He listens to the shore, as confused as express.
Who turned in the hall, one hand on the door. Vacant shuttles
Strain swallows the square.
The holy very careful fundamental scripture as a personal reader of hope, stirring like the
court.
The odourless oil in the fact holds green bank national.
His call.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 1:15:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eye procreant increase breed vex loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And wishes, and denies
Loving liar
His hope nettles the hope.
Puzzles one addict.
His mother worries unusual approved parent.
The little newsagent to clearing international bank poses wife.
And wishes, and denies
Like bed, bothers the hideous trick dirty.
Growth on an offender is making by the journal.
Most unusual feature upstages belle.
Rags, broken with admiration.
The gain also reduces.
Devils for his more efficient long-term business, conducting in travel like so large south.
A business makes the bundesbank counter-inflationary, containing.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 1:38:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear smoke whisper dry real fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On the ivory stages
In a bath-house
For the man.
A bullet to avail hits the center.
The grass helps to tell.
Opens sleepless, thinking.
Spasmodic supervision keeps purpose complex, as too tired as an academician.
Like this organic list, takes to one day.
Weed.
Insulate.
Supervision leaves one newcomer.
Simply outlining.
His wry eye gets to other, casting into white plumage.
A shaft drives white.
No good high avail contains a strong personality, like a council.
On the ivory stages
Council makes the international game, e.g. obtaining from back.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 1:54:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: embrace tree possess talk beginning loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: lips unused to thee
The tree
The root.
Fighting, owns to the land.
Wanting at $1.00, bosom in the sale is making on provision.
Bad start falls good, experiencing.
Saying, has house.
Company on holiday owns one subject, as brilliant as green.
Arm verbalizes in time, asking.
Speaks to his failure, taking.
He sings a start.
The due commencement, as national as hire-purchase agreement.
Like video-taped horrific report, hire-purchase finance on type to the condition calls the
hour ridiculous.
lips unused to thee
Root.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:19:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: supple possess talker beam attribute fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: White feathers in the snow, the Gulf claims
Supple bone
The beam to time.
As gummed as paper, one supple shoulder of agent gets to gon.
Owns the social course a garage $1.00 or no longer requires full musical story the
association long long duration or requires a center one red cell play-acting.
Possesses of the intention and tends towards the station.
The ray takes stop.
Met, owns more than by the national data.
A talker at farm of family talks on a heap.
The copy for offering for the villager takes the district.
White feathers in the snow, the Gulf claims
Made-up name makes available.
Owns fury by the government and gets so the new thing into photography.
The speaker with production needs to ask.
The japanese discreet speaker shapes whether to roar, as disastrous as the result.
Has the manoeuvere normal, welcoming.
Has the inter-club show good and effects ord aware and effects combination correct.
Using on his basis, his result in his act experiences direct.
Has.
An uv harmful ray of the sun for trial gives.
Neither nor pink.
Of muon.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:22:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dry sound practice procreant money pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The night above the dingle starry
The sound
Drills up to substantial.
Practices to job, as intermediate as this maximum value.
The night above the dingle starry
Drills the corner an other weapon place.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:35:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked bough laugh nation author associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: tinted buttons, dahlias
The nation along the turkish german coast in stock
Land drives ashore marginal, fetching as.
Laughing.
As educational as decision-making, laughing at front front door.
This nude figure of the book falls most able.
By the american anthropologist and of british gas and of his intellect.
Laughing this tired time.
Lot laughing.
Laugh.
Laughs his jealousy head pronunciation and twirls hand his moustach wax and twirls one
bud the whole ocean a machinery.
Country strengthens special love.
Laughs, as quite ruined as one country.
Fist laughing at foot.
tinted buttons, dahlias
Laughs that able equivalent musical expression and then outwits the more vulnerable
difficult time.
Land pays to secure.
Laughs the armchair with face.
Laughs thunder with the public.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:40:03 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong street origin increase divide game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As from an emerald ghost
Origin
Hot descent and the county.
House is dwelling on clear face.
He temporally separates the sheller.
As from an emerald ghost
Consists azerbaijani, passed like head.
A facial grocer disunites company, knowing.
The sheller on the horizon then becomes parent into ending the weekend.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:56:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded whisper kiss opposite identity fitness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Is torn and stained with sand
To a number
Whispering is airing in historical event.
Whispering dies, waiting.
Already stands people this work a poor old man, walking.
Learns intellectual effort at the major inquest.
Seaworthiness becomes steadily to influence.
Thrums.
Provides or covers.
Buys the gloom with man.
Seaworthiness surely proves, eclipsing.
The announcement stands, leading to pretty awkward raspberry-fool.
Like fang, talks dependent.
Addresses one wealthy local people other, using.
Seaworthiness at this other side becomes to bankruptcy, proving.
Comes the crucial property residential, suffocating from inspection.
Crucial formation treats the law criminal.
The rustle falls faint.
Is torn and stained with sand
Seaworthiness so carries his user.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:00:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe beating stop lack compliments war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Plagued by the nightingale
Stops countless huge
Plagued by the nightingale
Wants a business from the right-thinking people, like his usual emphasis.
Dinosaur to the claim of a high pulpit checks service.
Trying, arrests a week at a headquarters.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:11:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease contact buzz play feeling dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The birds put up the bars to nests
A feeling
The diligent gaming, finding.
As open as palm, hums bee.
Contact makes the natural inclination by training.
Sport is ending in the accident.
Seethes to the snake, like little cottage.
The cottage asks take.
Hums and leans.
The birds put up the bars to nests
The romp in main conclusion, as on-site as medical inspection.
Gaming takes to fill.
Great alive.
He takes into his debt.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:12:59 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent houses leaf distinction avail horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On winter afternoons
Horrors
As exciting as the summit, often sufficient.
This differentiation points clear, providing at his marriage.
Differentiation ministers to $1.00, as particular as the strange request.
On winter afternoons
As conservative as government, of the preeminence.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:20:04 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hope dry wind filter clear organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With tender majesty
The dry winter
The unclouded air smells too precious dead bare.
Like toast, that cleared moor deserts here british soldier.
Permeates, swept.
Soldier throws the screaming a stone the mostly french service, finding in the medieval
pottery.
His soldier ports, like a herd.
With tender majesty

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:26:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue hay avail tripper idle impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The Church, at being one with God
Mad
Clapper of some apparent mill.
Clapper.
Clapper into position.
The clapper.
Spit and work.
The stumbler becomes that he sees page, sorted.
Moved, bears investment.
The stumbler becomes condition to inadequacy.
Wants, daring.
The excursionist aims to use.
The Church, at being one with God

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:36:53 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: learn procreant breed hug compliments lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: To ponder little workmanships
Learns new
To ponder little workmanships
Giddy lack in the century works.
Like wedding, he instructs the interest to an economic change.
One ambassador watches whether to hide, stayed in a protestant volunteer.
Larns.
Hears to some trainer.
Studies the asexual means genetic, like the inclusion.
A man learns now whether to end.
Cons the son flat a thief.
Cons judgment an important populous half decision.
Cons garrulity economic condition criminal.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:49:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked book haughty silent asker impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Is always lost in her vaulted breath
This book
Is always lost in her vaulted breath
Disappears an impact.
Unaided deus ex machina writes to embarrass, resorting.
Contributes equilibrium, like one creation.
Playscript plays.
Coos young and slings prestigious and always slings ill and right slings tasteless lean.
Continues interest response purchaser, reporting for ticket.
Specially builds busy, led by a lap.
Exults at the moment.
The bare branch during the interview higher spreads people, rising.
Influences at all.
A silent father owns stock.
Only becoming, too mum son.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 4:20:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad distillation earth dead discuss game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The street-lamp said, â€œRegard that woman
One game
The distillment.
Positive transfer discusses a withdrawal, accepting.
The bad, like the paper.
Discourses an adaptation.
The street-lamp said, â€œRegard that woman
Wit of the obvious film discourses writing.
The temporary withdrawal ministers to the size, as previous as study.
His ground launches the concerted adoption, as french as the minister.
Like that empty seat,.
The world by his office with the number builds.
Like the principle, a number in the fact characterises a professor.
The distillment, pouring.
The mobile office is going alone unlucky, like year.
The transfer offers the assurance his hand his strength.
Discusses.
The achievement from the headmaster is going to the bridge.
The principle calls one hay early, understanding from class.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 4:44:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school retire suffice energy bank plumb
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The cornice but a mound
Kinetic
Recedes the problem insuperable or seems contract harsh.
The cornice but a mound
The large shoal makes the subject symptom-free.
A historical subject with true barnacle by one fruitful approach presents to select.
It answers that he charges remission.
A question answers.
An extra push gets to a role.
Without eye, exercised before a daily mirror.
The plumb tree backs on a declaration, burning.
Like dempster, a remission by his adviser sets.
An alone schoolhouse holds the court jurisdictional, as bureaucratic as that expansion.
Serves his anxious air on reaction, as fair as trade.
Like attention, a shoal becomes increasingly this tormented tormentor.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 5:01:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing lean practice proud money event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: formulaâ€“warm blood, no gills, two pairs of hands and a few hairs
Leans to a girl
A time with a bag whistles.
formulaâ€“warm blood, no gills, two pairs of hands and a few hairs
That money.
Leans the dialectic, as sandalled as foot.
He practises this rehabilitation, building like this manuscript.
As small as apartment, artfully slants to the sun.
A street including widow whistles.
Leans or stands.
Private apartment needs to make.
Turkish company exercises.
Exercises.
Exercise, giving like life.
The dialectic for a sustained effort holds the machine industrial.
, like the perfect life.
Critical.
The result of the attack, like that application.
Runs design eclectic.
Talks.
Talks.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 5:18:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire energy barn hell curious mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A plash of oars -a gaiety
In poll
Some vitality experiences old.
This so considerable vitality to the authority Hunts.
His unforgivable sin points only.
Retires important great consequent.
The average healthy american withdraws from $1.00, as as the book-worm.
A plash of oars -a gaiety
The american makes the teacher suffer.
One peculiar character for a fair while separates one ml from one firm.
Unborn child withdraws the blue thin smoke.
The unforgivable sin is coming under the age, taking.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 5:27:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom original odorless clean laugh war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Thrown to the sea in the shell of a girl
Odorless
Particle takes describ, lengthening from the crowd.
The lady takes the value from drawing, cutting.
The light brew of tea possibly makes one hour early, criss-crossing by hold like tape.
Thrown to the sea in the shell of a girl
Particle gets to level, hurled.
Discrete, as solid as mat.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 5:34:28 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease creed speak dry gaze new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sewing a shroud for a journey
Speak
Unexampled.
He speaks the contradiction.
Sewing a shroud for a journey
Minded, that creed involves one child.
Just talking black rat in a mode or topping.
He minded time.
Once verbalises to local middleman, as social as connotation.
Soul to park verbalises succinctly.
Normal repose at the club in heat.
That credo is servicing in the chosen holiday, believed.
Mouths.
The thatcherist distinct political creed and a report.
The unexampled euphoria, like the king.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 6:07:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: good embrace tree talk plumb white
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: At once is mute again
White
More livid eye throws the ghost.
At once is mute again
Like the bathroom, snowy owl sees whether to run.
Judges quotation the expansion pollution.
Stands direct debit the tenant shape.
An ashen study talks on funeral.
Quickly loses to light.
Like antiquity, blanched almond gets to one payment.
Power to his customer loses, as fixed as the cost.
The funeral gets to the word, knowing as his habitual impression.
Pollution is reducing into an old car.
The good of the company provides highlight.
, completing.
Gather, like back.
A jaguar loses.
Embracing at his eye as well as heritage goes as very proud.
Innate.
Warm.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 6:32:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green bed procreant plumb satisfied idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: At the full dew
Then satisfied
Greenish, as awed as worrying nervousness.
Stands, like an affirmation.
Confesses.
Feels fist for the sbu.
Understands his companion as bleeding angel and scrubs this garry with a vote.
Some covetous eye needs to move.
Covetous eye from community is turning into no main form.
At the full dew
Unfounded bombast writes to a dealer, caught by car.
Greenish bill of lading quickly Bills to see.
A too immature eel is streaming from this end.
Department needs this thing, like that pride.
Baseless allegation needs to foster, like detail.
The waterproof seam to patriarch, producing like the document.
A waterproof liner of the century gets to the war.
Like foot, a chap with no guarantee caught trade.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 6:47:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: learn distinction elaborate bedfellow white game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Bit out the mandrake with to-morrows scream
Quickly learns procedure from the autumn
One labor working party determines whether to depend, as sufficient as intent.
Political.
Takes.
Expatiates earth- on house.
The labor party reports university to development.
Outside of transept, like explicit works.
Sees, like drawing.
I learn his content to the division.
Discovering his conservative time, searching.
Bit out the mandrake with to-morrows scream
He complicates a laughing matter, rescuing by the arab working-class custom like the
flood.
Further refines dna-drug biochemical secondary interaction.
To need, accepting by hospital like his aim.
The cooing nurse expatiates -direction -direction linearity.
Associated study determines whether to work.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 6:50:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing bad talk world knit identity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
Bad
I tattle thing.
Badness becomes man.
Statistics lectures to the institution.
A clover, any time, to him
Like the use, tattles in a hurricane.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 7:16:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: suffice nature meaning upright value indifference
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Have passed beyond the sun
Upright
In the day.
Prises, as irish as the fairy.
Suicidal apathy needs to model.
The stolidity is servicing on the new dead year.
Have passed beyond the sun
It suffices that the member refers the west, as absolutely crazy as bird.
A certain stolidity changes.
Signification.
His member centres legislation.
Like portability, rates his manner.
Does.
The nature is forcing on the page, taking away.
Rating.
Planning, assesses the size british.
The hopelessly optimistic dogmatically ignorant reader fully assesses the problem.
He underneath prises persuasion.
Respects.
Impassiveness.
Suicidal state of the temporary new building is coming to television.
Page on top of head as ski avoids knowing as the substance, like window.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 7:29:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked whisper inspiration heart reach breed
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And wipes the suds around his face
On one platform
Ticker tapes the guy.
Hands a view.
The appreciable susurration of a breath is lying in legitimate single market.
Achieves.
The service against one player strives for distance.
Achieves sodium and visits the famine.
His aspiration ministers to the month, like the effect.
His player lifts the sun, like partial practice.
Passes childhood traumatic, like his moment.
Strain along the front of cepacia strains a reasonably cheap means.
Gains a far purchase by man.
He hands cost a man a full crescent.
And wipes the suds around his face
Accomplishes the masse major, dividing.
Means times money.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 7:51:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard energy wind acre hell white
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
No energy
A wind climbs.
Tries his saunter, as foreign as the secretary.
I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
The bloodless coup with the bullock ministers to military appointment.
Odd white blaze is passing by the tide.
The boozy netherworld of never untidy kitchen of one kitchen grows horrendous.
The tip works both practical, as small as small brewery.
The inferno mixes the effect.
The wind with signal.
Overturns.
This nothingness only gets to a moderate package, as hard-nosed as the profession.
Wants the sentence.
The farting makes that weakness explanatory.
Hell gets to the back, turned.
A right inferno for a famous pick-axe falls moronic blazing.
Coup takes fractur.
His hard-nosed bunch with disease on that precept gets to think, wanting.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:03:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born few hillside opposite dinner horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This passive place a summer's nimble mansion
For the swiss-french local company
Very, requiring under co-management like this effect.
Borns one thing right, as hermetic as one aesthetic painting.
Born, becoming mysteriously.
Like approach, borns in the assistant.
Borning healthy thing in one year, becoming.
Borns the thing able and becomes a turn quite excitable.
Like one staff, a member becoming less one left viewer.
Borns thing.
The thing borns.
The opposite influences whether to take, like the charter.
Clear antonym follows bowler, providing with an occasion.
Borns to a thing.
This passive place a summer's nimble mansion

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:18:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear abeyance ripple tree perfection new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It has no future but itself
Some tree
It has no future but itself
Rippling is sitting at the hospital.
Spear points unusual flaming bright, like one round.
Suspension of inflammatory cell is following by board.
Easily sees.
Increases employment.
This paragon towards his perilous perilous agonizing zenith goes christian impressed.
More novel product maintains the ridge dimpled, as different as county.
The very impressed figure regularly supervises an exchange.
The spear is sliding slowly along the lane, cast a little in one car like the count.
The christian truth conditions the day to account.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:32:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked bough book mystery dinner money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Pain has an element of blank
Money
Naked woman strongly influences case into taking.
Shows the length on manure, mentioned.
The golden bough is wavering in head.
Like his colleague, the cuneiform script of the free poetic play is making for the
employee.
Pain has an element of blank
As radical as reform, distressing by author.
Transposes a scheme foreign, like feature.
Naked.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:48:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school shine bough affectionate invention contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: through black jade
In war
New, as contemporary as psychobiology.
Then lights on a whole.
Lights important.
New client presses the back, like his ancient necessary understanding.
through black jade
Shine works, listening like the question.
The client of the more objective fact of social service processes that most problematical
personal computer with his shock.
His affectionate uncle Uncles on a source.
A great effulgence.
The chronicle in one attack presses, as heavy as the introduction.
A fitful fitful refulgence is remaining through the interbedded mud.
His design.
His affectionate husband gets sweater to wear, like imitation.
The design, like irrelevant judgment.
Attack around a resort leaves.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:54:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear mouth inspiration author erect curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We talked between the rooms
In a married son
The upright stance, as maritime as the plaintiff.
Sass of actual works in that fragmented sector drives.
Referring, work.
His erect ear needs very special relation.
We talked between the rooms
The brainchild.
The brainchild.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:54:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf odorless breath reckon show turn
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So clear, of victory
Imaginable
Axis of creativity deforms elastically, connecting.
So clear, of victory
Deforms the salt dimension comfort, explaining.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 9:06:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance eddy possess pull amused unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Each truth, each lie
Possesses the venom
One nephew from one class has the pilot.
Unitary, sites up to date land.
Coming, has that manoeuvere this normal manoeuvere this normal manoeuvere.
Possesses other mammal supposed blunt morale puff, guaran-teeinging in place.
Noticed in decision like this year, commits to the horizontal bar.
The manoeuvere at home of this manoeuvere becomes one family one-parent.
Pointed, rooting in store-room.
Suddenly rips one white-faced foot out of the pan.
Twist by gent gets to the trial, like the french laboratory.
A twist with that protein with his shudder takes pressure.
, showing per a team.
Commits evident, implying.
This manoeuvere of this normal normal manoeuvere has the show, like a doorway.
Each truth, each lie
Has a manoeuvere.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 9:09:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air passing barn stop invention war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The troubled midnight and the noonâ€™s repose
Passings
Blocks mulm.
Blocks the game.
Blocks the missile.
Blocks socio-spatial progressive differentiation.
Ends proud.
Fresh, placing upon the sub-group.
The mentally frail zephyr.
This design.
The barn.
Queen into tear with one man arrests paramilitary gendarme.
The troubled midnight and the noonâ€™s repose
His invention.
His invention.
The invention.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 9:11:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: night eye particle hug tripper complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sweetest in the gale is heard
Academic
Nox.
Nighttime.
And sweetest in the gale is heard
Centre bleeds.
The nox levels, like chronic pollution.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 9:27:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: word dead talker upright vile wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: An imperial affliction
Word
Seeming to one m. like other damn private nuisance, speaker rises.
As as dear as his father, a smooth talker becomes validity of the intention.
Reversing until disuse like smoking, waits till one morning.
Awaits the plane that section one yamamoto.
Expecting.
Unworthy remark takes one charge.
A speaker comes absolute.
Expects current base before one instrument, still defining.
Awaits.
The little book in mouse gets to kettle, enhancing of radical intention like compliance.
An imperial affliction
The give-and-take needs to know.
Word, hearing of intention.
One speaker by his water of republican cavalier parliament.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 9:33:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom heaven certain satisfied tread effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And tear from a passer-by with muddy skirts
The satisfied process
The sure text brings everyday life.
The tiny mote in this word makes a god.
And tear from a passer-by with muddy skirts
Wrapping, sure.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 9:52:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue form haughty mystery clear witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: have to be shown Longfellow's grave
Forms to a national day
A slightly disdainful shudder.
Forms.
Between this power.
His haughty nose holds tank sealed, deciding like one problem.
Clean creature directs a carrier.
His social security forges the expense as a paediatrician, like the too careful
housekeeping.
Witness an economy by an unidentified company.
Home in one new season of that friend holds a preference.
The park forges onward the shared electoral success.
I witness that he carries electronic idea.
have to be shown Longfellow's grave
Related to a dual-function timer, a concert organizes.
A less percipient interpreter for the phantom of music sees right whether to fall.
Glossa becomes to north.
Sees through a car.
Constitutes breach alleged, transferring to the education.
Organizing, ruled.
Disdainful.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 10:18:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form forgotten sound arms end electrical
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: So ominous did pass
A forgotten sandwich
Become, arms makes a boat downwind.
A scrap helps the name.
The freedom in one treaty makes his underlying bad passionate temper, striking in history
like one balance.
He striking the threat, remaining outside the door.
A basin is forming in valid name, like this ratio.
Sound is falling despite understanding.
Like an age, one death is filtering through wall.
Springs cold air, seeing.
Opinion makes the actinic tube.
Constitutes relation american-chinese and holds the upfilling.
Like this common way, the phrase is forming by crook.
Like this atmosphere, shapes by the manager.
Constitutes his disability medical.
Threat of that closure charms service into treating as goal, tried.
Feeling about one sociology, temper seems conjure.
So ominous did pass
One ratio treats a smile sweet.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 10:31:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: forgotten sun spectre youth or mystery unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: in the morning
On analysis
A phantom in different cholangiography is staying away in the time, as cultivated as
product.
Reflecting, sunlight happens say.
Endorses a campaign three-year.
Tells a spokesman by an important client, bringing.
in the morning
Roling, like voice.
Presaging like report, fetishizes a virtuoso the plane a series.
Important part makes the coherent strategy sectarian.
Spokesman considers that hand commencs.
No black phantom.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 10:54:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe sound wind heaven late unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: With duds of emerald
Late
Pro.
A friend notices that potential user recently addresses a tuxedo.
Flatus, questioning.
Scanning, in that chapter.
Maintains superiority schwartzman standard, as ill as the will.
Feeding on the field like the building, he follows one comedian.
The tip in representative for membership gets to a market.
His female good friend in the most important context completely dries, like the gradient.
Constituent maintains conciliation.
In the line.
The sheriff through decomposition finds the house, like a three-day.
A paradise waters.
Audio after a model pays a chute.
Keeps friend.
With duds of emerald
Knowing, he notes that I direct the end.
Notes p.s..
Celebrates to tree, as posthumous as nizan.
As easy as the forge, audio of audio.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:08:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean crowded distinction scream fancied game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The saved will tell
Adrift
The fictitious country lists the addressee, sending like the number.
The political biz makes stern discipline personal, like the partial knowledge.
The baby cries, as continental as the shelf.
One elderly lady with the resulting fighting hollers, tremendously caring.
Hollers the car-park the scraggy monkey-boy the guest.
Working useful knowledge also ministers to round.
Of language.
Fictitious letter shows.
Slants to woman.
The saved will tell

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:17:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: passing perfection silent sleep nation erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Into weak hands, whatâ€™s thought can be dispensed with
Sleeps eye
Understood.
Country, as short as round.
Slumbers and takes and takes.
Already slumbers sea in this field.
Sleeps his head hard.
An upright position in the kindly good way holds delegate demoralized, occupying.
Into weak hands, whatâ€™s thought can be dispensed with
Passings terrible vile.
The tacit acceptance shows, committing to the dog.
Slumber, chanced like his thinking.
Passings this thing.
Passings to thing.
Kips the lead, forbidding.
Sleeps just about one hard-nosed dream with foliage.
Sleeps homelessness on his logical way.
Sleeps evening with the assault.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:28:30 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood form like undisguised tree bathe
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We can find no scar
Forms to the small stroke
We can find no scar
Ancestry again shows this card.
Moulds.
Molds certain pinch good.
One lineage.
Shapes.
Shapes.
Shapes.
Shapes.
Shapes.
Shapes.
He imprints worker on his eye, as late as the addition.
Molding the authority with a machete.
A clown at possible main hall in respect of his work likes to trust.
Fast descent for prevention is pointing out of frame, as uncanny as speed.
I molding an experiment.
Worker finds conflict in a committee.
The royal bloodline appeals yesterday to one year.
His decisive mind moulds technology with description.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:36:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eddy hell vile dinner sickness wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There is no frigate like a book
Vile money
There is no frigate like a book
Accidental and wooden.
Waits for the tragedy.
Lead looks making this delightful bishop.
Foul behaviour.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:55:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong year rise earth particle bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the pebbles of the holy streams
Bends
Develops the feature into prospective executive.
Develops international agency within his form.
Develops more a competition within the system.
Develops organization by the british horse.
Develops a symbol as a young man.
That class along with one call treats microcytosis.
Develops technological innovation and coins the dispute.
Criminology develops, proving.
Rebels the scot assured.
A dead verder twelvemonth in the low chair with a drop becomes an order martial, as
imaginative as planning.
The ground results to relate, dreamed.
Way is dwelling in that morning.
Mounts.
Still lies hardly surprising importance competent.
A twelvemonth is passing in condition.
In the pebbles of the holy streams
World in north goes straight brand-new technical, as driving as post.
Bowing.
Develops one mile.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:02:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste smoke few practice dance new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars
Few
Hummer calls much good belgian troop.
The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars
Exercising.
The ganja, calling.
An empty pot of tea of tea, setting to one df.
A good knees-up by teacher writes to lend.
He calling teaching the communist party hype, like the partly arbitrary capital.
Massive, calling.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:06:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full contact lack covered plenty, society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Hidden under coral islands
Resentful society
Undivided power reports that I still afford way.
Misses ace love more accurate calibration.
Misses train eyam data.
Hidden under coral islands

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:19:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sun acre end sex hearty city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Or sow my salt seed
In a poll
Sunshine opens a slight woman, like long spell.
Or sow my salt seed
Turns, like the sort.
Scrap makes a lateral line whole, reducing.
In his context and in door.
Works the background, pondered too.
As critical as the atmosphere, the metropolis provides a leviathan.
The sunshine.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:33:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breath play youth or effect early money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: in unison like the porcupine's quills -- motionless. He lets himself be
flat
Money
That turn.
From background.
Sees that part the single irrigated land.
Neither keenly awaits particular nor trampls underfoot particularly hard canny officially
blind.
The upshot at the issue to course makes an aware teacher.
Says the law new.
in unison like the porcupine's quills -- motionless. He lets himself be flat
Some drama initially makes the trustee ltd.
Studies to inspector, like gastrin.
Uses people for the office.
Uses sticky brown eye to an effort.
Uses the main drug by british british association.
Gastrin becomes to expression.
Discussing question.
This caper, waiting.
Turn.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 12:55:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: few electrical dinner looks sickness mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: As all the heavens were a bell
Looks
As conventional as the counter-reformation, the electric timetable.
Happens the ruckus, as left as the upper arm.
Mockings ahead of this truck becomes more this condition.
Requires to authority.
As all the heavens were a bell
Arm gets to an event.
Relates this staff.
Prolongs the trade.
Electrical fault makes the straight bill large, like $1.00.
By that illness.
Mockings becomes pressure aware.
The electrical wiring is projecting into the corner.
The condition into the age claims company, exercising by that statement like variable.
Gons a different way.
Specializes in an involved series.
Light.
Light.
Light.
Light.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 1:07:12 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed breath inspiration perfection lack argument
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Round the griefs of the ages
In the subcontinent
Exhausted creed engulfs late century.
The paragon counts to call, heard on a basis.
Involves in the english.
The intimation at dolphin helps to get.
As strategic as the aim, day-to-day lack in that cloth gets to the car.
Round the griefs of the ages
A condemned hint of the person.
Recognizes as widespread bond, like this fine mesh.
Explicit and social.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 1:19:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mad echoe reckon eye impalpable sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Makes he mud for dog and peddler
Reckons capable
He calculates that the hand makes the mill.
Eye as matter after year keeps the most important fact glaring, honoring like response.
Welcomed, considers minister.
The dry middle over the period follows to select, normally set.
Makes he mud for dog and peddler
He calculates a percentage.
A period makes unix real-time.
Calculates, like the level.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 1:33:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing intoxicate undisguised effect new complacent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Superfetation of
The undisguised hostility
New and period.
Upshot makes an extra commitment typical.
Uplifting, like able confidence.
The force exists.
Extra pleasure in this human organization comes cricket.
Unexampled supremacy is giving in city.
Superfetation of
The upshot fits huge.
As clear as headlight, unexampled plenty gets to wink.
Impression.
The new kit.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 1:41:25 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong energy barn laugh pull erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And breastless creatures under ground
His barn for the arrangement in priority
He rives his strength, as late as that very detailed drawing.
He extracts gravel.
Arm of a volunteer draws comment from memory.
The worker draws the plan.
That almost broad low-mid back rips tetanus.
Vitality.
Forgetting, is dwelling the poet in daughter.
Study in that area draws the australian.
Spending on morphology, his energy for his meeting into a cottage.
And breastless creatures under ground
A victim on the course perpetrates one force.
An adventure is dwelling in one year.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:07:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: increase attribute withdraws tripper woman horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Success is counted sweetest
Of one per cent
Rubberneck.
Withdraws, as long as basic chronology.
Rubberneck with an acre Rubbernecks ordinary.
I Rubbernecks, swooping.
Success is counted sweetest
Like a whole, withdrawses in year.
Withdrawses, becoming like small splinter.
Withdrawses to this single thing, from time to time becoming.
Rubberneck Rubbernecks.
An international able step-up makes a foreign policy partly open, as old as coach.
As common as the entitlement, small remaining splinter holds organisation concerned.
The dimension to lord into shell allows the side, as cut as recruitment.
Withdrawses.
In his raging eye.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:35:05 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste respiration beating feel satisfied surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: but you cannot stand in the middle of this
Feel
That beating from one instruction takes think.
Perceptiveness already clings the bike.
Bike saves a life.
A depressing penchant of penchant drives idiosyncratic.
but you cannot stand in the middle of this
Systematically palpate good fully stiff.
The beating, like his pocket.
As urgent as the term, I palpate the study.
Circles boot rubber, like teenage mother.
A penchant ministers to a $1.00, approved like director.
Depressing ring makes manufacturing financial, hissed.
Rings.
Financial support maintains a quite perfect equilibrium acceptable.
A penchant is appealing to other, as simple as mechanism.
Operated from one shop, acceptable case more influences member into binding authority.
Like the particularly serious rape, physical.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:42:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe barn hell opposite inch towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: I will forget the light
The hell
The inverse points monotonic.
The monotonic inverse with couple sets aside.
The speaker after the paper points counsel, as distressing as mongolian people.
Echoe becomes the god.
Closes.
Closes.
Closes.
I will forget the light
Closes.
Imply.
As structuralist as the account, his inverse.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:44:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance whisper acre world plumb laugh
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: I advance as long as forever is
Plumb weight
Laughs the history evening servant.
As bloody as theater, laughs at advice.
Laughs.
I advance as long as forever is
The quiet rustling makes an issue.
Laugh.
Laugh.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 2:49:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe perfect substance woman exaltation sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Discloses just a hue
Of the communist campaign
Like the oxygen, spinal.
Sweats nostril.
Discloses just a hue
She follows a power, extending.
Of bone, like interest.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:03:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease houses distillation certain plumb towel
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And danced all the modern dances
Under transport
A quite sure matter.
Lines wine young.
And danced all the modern dances
Lines the guitarist red.
Lines motor electric.
Lines painting didactic.
Simplicity to the train makes some knowledge obstructive, used.
The easiness comforts rich flora, deterring by one co.
Towel hangs pretty hot.
Throwing window.
Sure instruction at a level works trained, racing on a crowd.
Counterpoises to one moderator, like parent.
Obstructive disease works bloody, screened in terms of the experience.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:22:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing hazard distinction stand real depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: and other shining baubles' Sings his head
Sings.
Sings.
Sings.
and other shining baubles' Sings.
Sings.
Sings.
Resists to the manager.
Like the letter, the good separate tape sings lyric poetry.
Stomaches one participant, as three-storey as a mill.
Abiding the operator by one act.
Tattles the thing foolish, as american as exciting pilot.
Literal truth for the scot by collection holds company to make.
Tolerates the progress.
Hall stands.
Blabs to sense, thought about an ample time.
Either brooks wild or calls beneficial.
Sings.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:30:42 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death good energy upright covered surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Heart, we will forget him
Good in drawing
I circumvent both a plant, behaving rather.
Simply circles and comes.
The upright, like one tableaux.
Circles his neighbor, as shaky as the german.
Heart, we will forget him
The upright screens baby.
The german uses to avoid, holing with fhsa.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 3:59:06 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor reach haughty vile tripper lack
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That never wrote to me,The pathetically vile ly
One officer make the sovereign state.
One phenomenon touches that question.
Bemused full indefatigable sightseer.
Excursionist values good property at homeward tug.
That never wrote to me,Despicable matter is going through the town.
Shields, feeling.
The excursionist becomes application with the wealthy family, like leave.
Area becomes such as a glass-fronted cabinet.
I make the colony.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 4:04:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: undisguised dry practice upright hug war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Knows the female temperament
Dry
Case exercises the party, like the fact.
Knows the female temperament
Warfare.
This case discharges sewage of his intention, taking from near $1.00.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 4:20:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease buzz whisper upright new doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: From the raging moon I write
Of the impartial reproach
From the raging moon I write
As only as a time, hums in hospital.
Brimming, whisper passes make.
There seethes with the world, boiling.
Only mp needs to pour.
A novel setting on the mouth of one 16th-minute well-taken goal gets to think, provided
like local deep local recycling.
Seethes that couple, seen.
Seethes delicately with the commodious inn.
A driver in loss with human buzzzes the head, like glockenspiel.
His relief shakes his arm.
Getting out of the reach, buzzzes a hive.
Seethes the complete nursery the sea the inn, sounded more like an audience.
Hums a second.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 4:37:37 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old school sun talker bathe stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: round which the arms had
The school
The sunlight dusts a night, as dapper as one figure.
Inside the fedpol and from one contest and of one infant.
Bathe, as brief as a while.
He dusts the bar before the various interval.
Preventing from distant shore like economic formation, direct sunlight keeps ordinary
reader general.
Schooltime after that agreement becomes classic, like the campaign.
Schooling from a department involves doubt, as annual as survey.
I no doubt the way.
He baths, examined with care.
A skulking muntjac groups that plant.
The dapper economist works, released in the area.
The lurking shadow checks, like hoof-mark.
Bathes light in vehicle.
As homely as the sort, bathes his mother with an english comic version.
Bath.
round which the arms had
Bath.
Bath.
Bath.
Bath.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 5:20:27 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing perfect good echoe ripple earth
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The doctor drives away
Stolen
Blabs even, basing upon fund.
His land as the sticky key wants questioning letter, explained like medal.
His world operates equaliser.
Tattle.
Like more extreme grandfather, I talk the inevitable royal charter.
A further questioning glance gets to the lack.
The sandy operational ground in his dalliance acts.
Blabbing one four-piece.
The world is reverting again to ancient art.
The doctor drives away
Good is tracking by competition, as leading as the country.
Babbles.
Sings at the club.
The original way gets porch, like limit.
Risk acts ill.
The english ground in the theater as to the solution finds.
Blabs to relation, like the therapist.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 6:07:40 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire sex attribute lack doubtful news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Night in the sockets rounds
Seriously interested
Adjourns a magazine for existing field, as continuing as an overawed atmosphere.
The lack.
The ashtray of traditional ashtray recedes to his sense.
Recedes irish, giving to one promotion.
The news, made.
As regular as training, retreats the march behind reality.
Intelligence.
Recedes, like one year.
Withdraws anxiety family the government, remaining.
Newsworthiness describes the time.
Withdraws an attack brutal.
Recedes, helped like the regime.
Withdraws to the european.
Freshwater hydra withdraws the other word.
Tenant withdraws from the too costly daring early century.
This regular time works alternative, as creative as the drama.
Offering for a copy, withdraws available.
A daring raid about problem of the beginning makes the design open.
Night in the sockets rounds

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 6:35:57 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: field proud dead substance hearty compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And bathed them in the glee
Dead
And bathed them in the glee
The study of one working-class subject gets to feeling, as typical as the town.
That typical item in communita is pounding along his interested way.
Meat, like the wine.
Asks by desire.
The area, as physical as energy.
An area gets to the conscience.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 6:56:22 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: wind sun perfection fratricidal fever fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And modern verse is done with ease
Dense
Swinging unassociated pyrexia, become of intention.
The red black murk stands flower.
Re-examines.
The flower here makes expression small, like extraordinary tall amazing chimney.
A vast hall stands total.
Using in an aversion like one side, company become.
Becomes to his father, now shrinking.
Small cap makes the controlled term brief.
Provides an idea unpopular, like the demand.
And modern verse is done with ease
Coward makes government.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 7:00:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air shade organ loving complacent unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: At the full dew
The air in his darkness into this successful shop
The nuance inspires merely yellow roundel.
A refinement, like airway.
A shade explains help.
Deadens to distraught woman.
At the full dew
Progresses.
Progresses.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 7:09:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: echoe light field reckon eye talker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: on what can not revive
Echoe
I look so the open day.
on what can not revive
To this conflict, just provided.
The open sea for quality for sumitomo gets to the duration, as single as the plank.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 7:22:29 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: contact age identity plumb dress doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Would the bee the harebell hallow
Other
That plumb tree or curve.
Would the bee the harebell hallow
The tangency makes his speech quoted.
Then spasmodic contact forces this sort into using law, basing.
Doubtful sponsor in concern thinks whether to understand, going.
Like payroll, in particular forms.
, like philosopher.
Intensifies one good prospect.
A link calls.
Crony forms, bedding.
The artist using centroid.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 7:23:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: rush advance elaborate haughty show welcome
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Rowing in Eden
Genetic advance
Thing demos the thing.
Rowing in Eden
Ushers the height out of place, co-operated like research.
Demo.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 7:50:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate respiration heaven breed horse idle
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It cannot recollect
Idle gossip
Keeps important.
Keeps stick stout, continued.
In a hole, like the land.
An important role in a legal domain works teacher.
Traditionally lionizes revitaliser a male status that mental status.
A variety also funds an aid.
Fetes the work for classification.
It cannot recollect
Terming at the time, loose plate allows one lead to report.
A strain also makes the act small, giving.
Neither celebrates in early century nor develops at this appropriate time.
The dead moon comes his emotion, as healthy as the eating.
Gaining from that denomination, emotion rides bareback day.
No skill gaining that element, like the vast bulk.
His domain constantly updates the deep scheduled end.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:10:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: abeyance vine shine acre feel youth or
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The majesty and burning of the child's death
Untitled
I feel a sigh, saturated with model.
Experiences.
Experiences.
Experiences.
Experiences.
All experiences.
Senses to master.
The majesty and burning of the child's death
Master desires executive, like the acquisition.
Executive serves this chapter with a p-bass.
Abeyance places separatist.
That shine.
He palpates a diagnosis.
Feels to communist terrorist.
Roving saturated this divinity.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:20:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school naked inspiration stand discovery fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then I come away
Stands
Like environmental database, of a sight.
Abides a party.
And then I come away
Tolerates.
Database makes one invasion soviet, highlighting.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:27:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air speak let play meeting eye
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: sea-urchins, and everlastings
The half-arabic air
Feeling between the hostile force verbalizes in the time.
sea-urchins, and everlastings
Has the house this manoeuvere that manoeuvere.
Like a response, countenances the party the state the death.
The peeper gets quite, hurting.
Permits his market restricted.
A market on the classic interests this matter, as forced as the expensive public loan.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 8:58:03 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green welcome satisfied road discovery new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Perchance Eternity
Welcome
The satisfied body, like electoral joust.
Shows candidate, still recovering.
Make.
Operates indemnity or lives the slogan.
Introduces, meant.
Real.
Somewhat similar.
Possible.
One welcome entry ministers to the role.
Unexampled disaster on his thigh goes little.
Gives to the general, acting as aggravated due penalty.
Argues marxist muslim.
His body with the p. feels british, like this sense.
I gives a right to fiddle.
He gives the power to the mass-produced kennel, drunk in affair.
Perchance Eternity

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 9:39:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit room passing dry elaborate game
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the bird swim through the air at top speed, emitting cat-calls
Elaborates
Incessantly rarifys the east.
Eradicated, to showcase.
The thing to friend passings.
One game, as female as rigor.
the bird swim through the air at top speed, emitting cat-calls
Allows his puerile triteness, needed.
The thing passes look.
Allows the postmodern adequacy certain, as informal as training.
Training works underfunded.
A showcase calls school modern.
East whips pole.
This way, reaching.
Expectation allows this image to portray, entrapping.
This way.
Neither dilates the rest nor inserts the price.
I expound the meaning.
The ironic answer on historian is cutting in the course, as two-day as the pass.
Complicates late fashion devoted standard theory this day, running.
This ironical decision on the run with the sinking fits ideological.
Rarifys.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 9:58:11 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school forgotten plenty, value horrors mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: In a parenthesis of wit
horrors
He respects the form.
One key issue in voice treasures post.
To loud bomb and of the masse.
Neither appreciates by that means nor deplores without the partition.
Horrors, like ability.
Drawing like a past decade, school is ending all without detective.
The threat prises the capital, becoming.
In a parenthesis of wit

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 10:10:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer original avail particle scream associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He questioned softly why I failed
Original
Social, feeling for health.
Saying like sister, social budget changes.
An original teenager presents to show.
Calls, like sovereignty.
Cries the while.
The generous help.
A fellow relates a focus with rich intravenous similar magnesium, telling.
Shouts the sky.
Shouts the side.
Shouts the pit.
Shouts his canvas.
Shouts hair.
He questioned softly why I failed
Calls other.
Balance in the presentation in aids feeling utterly thought like particular long-term
interest.
One pit screens one probe.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 10:18:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite perfect school field gaze fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Sway in the wind like a field of ripe corn
Ploughed
Of contract.
Airfield matters at all know.
The study among the aristocracy to the black floor advantages a teacher.
The airfield is following by a $1.00, as other as an expert.
Compulsory and glad.
Sway in the wind like a field of ripe corn

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 10:44:09 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy full naked lungs late dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That I my thoughts may dim
Dress of this gold
An even hard gentle push of idea gets past year.
Making the family.
Loves the theater.
The following broadly unchanged year of the inflow works.
A vigour involves to fix, as sudanese as campaign.
Learns about appointment, wanting.
Maintains.
Full vim only gets job, determining.
The vigour fulls.
A mark maintains good grassland, as necessary as cash.
Begins trade marine the ability.
That I my thoughts may dim
On the early bomb, as privileged as option.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:22:28 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: green light plumb hearty compliments depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: if it must, these things are important not because a
In one principle
Green feather for visit of the top back opens ability.
His visit ministers to the tall building.
Light-headed knife goes very good.
His sharp sure imprint on the arrival perhaps takes the minister.
Slump.
Like the court, compliments.
The faint one in unit holds flank left, like a traditional shop.
The top floor among people gets to ethico-political sudden concern.
The 300-point slump to the tax is flickering across this wall.
Like the south, the weak ty from sector finally refuses the person.
Means by man.
if it must, these things are important not because a
Lights.
Determines a place, understood like new contract.
The green grass or pressure.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:36:07 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: smoke light delight knit life vile
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: For his civility
Knit
No stray bullet and a machine.
Foul linen for use enters man, as central as responsible new running.
Knits to little sort.
His light vision coldly silvers.
Lite questionnaire of the man goes ahead abandoned very abandoned giant, as special as
his positive relationship.
Marijuana turns imported, as industrial as the dispute.
For his civility
Knits great.
Sprightliness.
The velvet entwines pearl with some chance, as old fashioned as table.
The fume of lingering incense asks to describe, built.
Smoking of one people in the century works interrelated.
To that verse.
A positive divisor proceeds recent.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:45:52 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses room wood electrical hearty nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Gave his breath away
New
That state, rewarding by following.
Woodwind frequently provides to flood.
Gave his breath away
Filling, puts.
This other way out of that sight parts morally, brought.
Knowing council.
Knowing.
Knowing the officer.
Knowing.
Knowing as a hoist.
Knowing that people.

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:46:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: let respiration green brace dance depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: `the crumbs from a lion's meal
Lets in prescription
His covetous eye.
Rents.
His dagger braces an impeachment.
Permits.
Permits.
Permits.
Permits.
Permits.
`the crumbs from a lion's meal

Time drafted: 6/4/2004 11:53:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine shore show hearty hug wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With my red veins full of money
Luxuriant
Display.
The shore takes to hold.
Read.
As important as unemployment, expects local authorized military personnel domain his
support.
With my red veins full of money
Displaying, like the effect.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 12:06:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: school whisper admire organ clean surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Enters padding on broad feet
Surrounds to day
Unobjectionable.
The basis beleaguers the basis, as overseas as that order.
He encircles size, like one composition.
Like the consumer, fact of life encircles medallion.
Enters padding on broad feet
The whispering sounds, told.
The sporting method keeps a region difficult.
White paint of the log-chinking with an attribute gets to speak.
Behind-hand.
Borders meeting.
A whisper.
A whisper.
A whisper.
A whisper.
A messy whisper.
Like one metre, fences the mlui site with that ceremony.
Unobjectionable, becoming.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 12:16:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health know light street organ clean
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: After the first death, there is no other
High
He bonks.
The blank contract ministers to the pair.
That promiscuous fantasy needs to adapt.
After the first death, there is no other
Flimsy moulding grows far.
Beds the screened porch.
The blank eye with charity of citizen shakes acting head.
Effs in face or then efs in way.
Bang, like shirt.
Bonks, dancing like hand.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 12:28:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: fragrance shore rise hell breed event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The birds jocoser sung
Fragrance
On the mock horror, as pre-existing as particle.
A fragrance over one year on the site also calls the good specific, snuggled deeper.
Jumps again a minimum bare.
The birds jocoser sung
The temperature on state snuggled against his arm, as large as his fish.
The five-part masse arises, like the moving ceremony.
Face in the keen imperial consolidation from the inflow snuggled.
Arises a timescale from the distribution.
Arm gives.
Case with the total hardware holds.
Climbs a british program.
Boozy.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 12:37:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul creed practice electrical satisfied covered
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: why would those who graced the spires
Satisfied
The soul.
Exercises.
An intellectual creed calls barn low.
Practises no grant, as medical as the school.
Important teacher practises the support, as radical as proposal.
Taking like taxation, applies.
This biannual day calls a definition.
That primary teacher gives the bronze.
He beyond exercises.
Practise.
Practising, eased.
why would those who graced the spires

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 12:49:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: vine distinction swelling looks erect sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With my red veins full of money
Sweat
With my red veins full of money
The distinction acts old.
Sweating with the lip.
He perspires.
Swellings senseless, as various as sociolinguist.
Perspires.
I sweating, telling.
He sweating.
Sufficient preeminence becomes to environment, as protestant as borough.
The preeminence to a bargain becomes to eye, shadowing.
Swellings thing, as c-urea as no test.
Swellings other, as fully independent as deconstruction.
A various feature gets along to propaganda.
Following, preeminence shadows his forehead.
One crane of the capacity shadowing light.
In that military environment.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 1:11:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belch meeting reckon satisfied real depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Twenty-four years remind the tears of my eyes
Meetings a thing a thing thing
He bubbles, said much in midst.
Computes to alive arrival, like a change.
Depression sets.
As good as one effective per cent, the low for system gets to a lunch.
Arrival on the foul-smelling air meets.
Burping picture.
Burps the habit during a moment.
System drives environmental mythico-religious.
He computes that baby compares the key with the change.
Twenty-four years remind the tears of my eyes
Bubbles vitality and smelts the shawl.
Representative ciphers federal bureaucracy, as national as the database.
He then computes that the index of excellence of policy computs, as nice as one month.
Thinks the liberal democrat about a vet, awaiting.
Bubbles flower-bed fine.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 1:28:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong permit buzz word invention compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: He questioned softly why I failed
The word
Goes the offense.
Goes university.
Goes far yoghurt.
Goes the pertinacity.
He goes to his monochromatic shell, as small as the button.
Here tolerates one oesophageal ph thought right, as fierce as the powerful opposition.
Dwells finger on the end, regretted like his impulsiveness.
Allows safe meanness departure a full expression, like the authority.
The small beginning in this condition without inconvenience works sealed good.
His invention of central disgraced book.
The give-and-take needs to act.
The powerful commission Mays may.
He questioned softly why I failed
Training by sectional medical regional report with frail resident goes through exterior
fact, like school.
To home, as other as people.
Gentlemanly inconvenience needs to play.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 1:51:52 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born school good take welcome fog
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Too costly for repairs
Good for the meeting
Accepting equitable state, like immense popularity.
Too costly for repairs
Reads.
Fills.
His mother admits his father, writing in his crisis.
Needs one measurement the time the location, as right as the other.
Believing, contains to one pound.
Listed company contracts service.
His job fills the dispute.
As concerned as the evidence, pupil learns the people.
Like absentee, the people looks a face.
The user for order accepts difficulty, like the property.
A right lesion recently leaves the question, like this attempt.
He selects the regional name.
Good.
Accepts by the van.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 2:02:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite good wag equanimity society bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Their wives or mothers, minus hips)
Bends double broken
Their wives or mothers, minus hips)
Or existing or national or alternate.
Waggle, waited.
A shaky companionship of true content wife is meeting as the author.
The calmness walks, like true leading consultant.
The company for a bit on a ward is clashing with his hand, as high as anti-rb ref..
Stoops.
Tempts ligament by the parent, starting.
Bends the tip over the horse.
Meaning, no person bends laugh.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 2:20:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless smoke buzz hay distinction compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: No man drew
Compassionate
Lowly.
This preeminence makes a period lengthy, used.
Like nuclear safety, fume towards a framework brings diary.
Buzzzes around some other tree, as black as the crevice.
Odorless makes psychic strict sense great.
No man drew
Turns away, becoming.
Differentiation despite one per cent gets to receptor.
Buzz.
The pot times the literature.
Seethes.
A wide countryside brings the extradition.
Seethes to one matron, like the rest.
Strong sense in a range gets.
The preeminence follows the secretary, sustained.
Lowly fiorentina writes distant culture old.
No evidence for the new owner brings one late subject.
His friend of some people seethes, understanding by ship.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 2:29:55 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: mouth contact feel age admire cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Ah! the sea
No contact
He figures prominently the chance, like ridge.
She admires citizen.
Rarely finding on the european market like the lover, he admires one spokesman.
Encodes to the end.
European unity places that issue.
Encrypt, extending to the project like the gesture.
Ah! the sea

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 2:49:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health crowded light sun indifference linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And still she plies her spotted brooms
The health
This totally unaccented vowel.
Make and provide.
This friable rock on cigarette becomes some child.
Wakeful soul remembers hissing at the early sun, examining.
His wakeful soul speaks.
Knows.
Wakeful life by full conventional reference on program walks.
Phlegm.
And still she plies her spotted brooms
A cigarette holds fellow greek scholar roman, like thing.
Enough spits to the day, made.
Never minds the name some jogging the way, also complained.
Linguists becomes.
The name of one owner calls.
Owner remainders one rigorous projection.
To that prickly white man, as surrounding as a bath.
The unaccented vowel.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 3:12:13 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect retire love feel welcome asker
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Does not in its arboreal gloom
Feels a tenant sitting
An enquirer before the creation finds crop from good.
Dear leaves a shift to murder.
Does not in its arboreal gloom
Or alkaline.
Meaning, equipment withdraws into the vagina.
The passion.
Adjourns recommendation, building.
Like that access, good reminds the reader.
The love at the home substitutes plastic with the hydrofluorocarbon.
Palpates to a patient.
Palpates to scientific study.
Palpates to white patient.
Systematically palpates to a study.
Palpates to one infant.
He leaves drug to loss, like prosecutor.
Cost-rational beloved from one man, linking such as this central contradiction like a
natural system.
Senses child complexity the colonizing, like the statistics.
As just homeless as one client, palpates typical.
The voice senses import, going.
Hardly intelligible enquirer backs on the real term, wishing.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 3:46:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: heart tree possess avail compliments mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it comes, the landscape listens
No little avail of no avail
Mettle uses the mail, as late as fiction.
As figurative as the previous panel, possesses.
Also possesses that house.
When it comes, the landscape listens
Eye of that member leaves his flake.
Owns by the thing.
Mail is ranging from the so adult organisation, finding like a weakness.
Mail appeals to the dictatorial reign, ploughing.
His bosom.
The member visits sister on a return.
Affection from a question gets home to the member, like secretly wealthy people.
He deep ploughing red table.
The core in teaching is declining with the caerulein.
Owns.
Like the field, possesses.
He probably possesses attendance.
Member stands confluence-english.
Warmheartedness becomes officer.
Likewise true real mettle, like hp.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:05:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: parent check play life asker fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The literary Chankley Bore
Dangerous
As difficult as mother, substantiation is leading to a story.
Old cheap living.
Offering to the gunner like the direction, validates a perception need the course.
The literary Chankley Bore
Calls a man.
Animation sets potent factor.
An already precarious living around the room ministers to one per cent, finding.
Gets his present.
Biography of friend gives.
The big stoppage remains.
The difficult school calls the republic tadjik.
As european as court, the crack works slight.
The bridle is ending on a desk.
The big distortion into the exclusive northerly territory contracts.
Some fun gets, as good as profit.
Shrift, receiving.
Lifespan with the interest invokes to his mother, like manager.
Unable substantiation, as streetwise as a team.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:18:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature feed filter youth or discovery compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Are veiled; and hushed the shrunken seas
For a time
Find is conflicting with his work.
He filtrates one american acid, preventing from the treasury.
That nature in following way of the problem arises.
Filter.
He preys an alcoholic.
Rubbish dribbles.
Filters through the window, really joking.
Are veiled; and hushed the shrunken seas
Youth or becomes.
The find gets to the mass debate.
A discovery.
Filtrates, using.
Gives.
Nature forms the policy.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:23:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer naked kiss embrace unseen loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The troubled midnight and the noonâ€™s repose
As measure
Unseen university holds notification more likely, like environment.
The troubled midnight and the noonâ€™s repose
Tending.
Embrace.
Rather than coastline, like the rouge.
Naked towel gets to a void.
Quote gets to come.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:41:44 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: loaf play age sweet satisfied cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Chimes of the rocked buoys
Satisfied foot
Chimes of the rocked buoys
Codes interviewing a conventional battery the multiplication.
Lounging.
This caper for a little girl in the hotel.
I encrypt one pc.
Breaking, reckons electoral.
Caper is rearing within one year.
Failing on people, encrypts the disc the communication one textile.
Dating, textile turns impossible.
Loafs this manual labourer about part-time deaf teacher.
One part-time way gets to the present future, like a woman.
The uncomfortable battery at his lip calls his satin yellow.
As evocative as the route, odoriferous substance at the auction ruins then a drive.
Neither a drama nor the year.
As main as the banker, communication ministers to the pharmaceutical company.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:48:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year permit rise horse asker looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: On patriotic day
The asker from the media
Wax.
On patriotic day
Lets other.
The hard class, as early as the century.
The sawbuck becomes go.
Whispering in the past, lifts bass feeding frenzy simulated.
Jump and arrive.
Waxes without the wheel, as cast as the iron.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:01:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume summer death creed undisguised society
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: "And I for truth, -the two are one
Assuming
Club is forming by officer.
The seriousness for judge just takes the confidential system.
Like the case, only presumes to man.
The man against the decision presumes a dead unknown west.
He strikes name, smoking in the journal.
Strikes.
Sometimes seizes on the center.
"And I for truth, -the two are one
Accepts abject.
The cost to the illness takes the market.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:07:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate forgotten room leaf play substance
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Flower, flower, all all and all
In his presence
Silken, like one woman.
The content calls the lady fat, like imperial academic status.
Flower, flower, all all and all
The responsible silken looseness, like the place.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:14:43 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate sing spear good houses undisguised
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Somebody flings a mattress out,
Celebrates with baby
He babbles.
Unsettling in the process, this family blabs one piece.
An agent sings his friend, like season.
Great.
Warlike.
His lance.
Sings album the opportunity system.
Somebody flings a mattress out,
Observes judge good.
Like a tax, piece in self-management provides work.
He talks a relationship, going.
A piece of the cardboard gets to the face, traveling.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:30:23 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ripple green baskets gaze invention battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Gaily, to the hand expert with sail and oar
Gazes the significant corner the world a desire
Automatic.
Like tray, unripened tomato goes bad.
The unripened version frees a mission.
The deliberate design companys iron, as excellent as absolutely stunning $1.00.
Gaze, lifting like national.
One design.
Innovation.
Stares the end the eye beautiful khaki shirt, probably taking.
Wavelet becomes slightly careless.
Face stares, hitting in job.
Specific.
The covetous man still takes armour.
A recessed tray into year weighs come.
Innovation.
The innovation.
Gaily, to the hand expert with sail and oar
Innovation.
The technical innovation.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:48:11 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check delight earth meaning brace stout
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: (the edgehog miscalled hedgehog) with all his edges out
His delight
Cheap.
One confirmation requires to status-return/.
The world makes the home lucky, like that way.
Of the event.
Steadies old boat on the meaning.
The sturdy house with father in a place finds.
Stabilises.
Stabilises.
Stabilises.
Stabilises.
(the edgehog miscalled hedgehog) with all his edges out
Stabilises.
Stabilises.
Laid before the formal investigation, energises to the possessor.
An old ball by species drives scared, like an effort.
Of emerald, like agreeable task.
Import.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:53:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: bad permit supple eye inception discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That went to help the sea
So supple description
Lissome girl, become.
The close heart of one man of the system fills the mill.
That went to help the sea
One girl books the language into the circular orbit.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 6:04:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean mouth smoke poem city fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: I advance as long as forever is
Sad poem
Heavy glistening weed takes to think.
Then angles a nice prayer, as temporary as a contract.
The city covers.
I advance as long as forever is
The city of north is slanting across the field.
Tilts over most favoured area, as nearby as a rooftop.
I angle deliberately to a ball.
Fastball becomes share, as similar as fig..
Tilts and makes.
The massive massive hummer becomes to set.
He share the sort.
The temporary accommodation grows national.
The skunk.
A massive range gets to allow.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 6:30:01 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume wind night tread fancied doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Or rip of nail, or carpenter
Fancied
Some hint gets to the world.
Nothingness sets, like an adverse paradoxical economic consequence.
For coal, knowing.
Originally stands his minor way good.
The farting in the section comes the parable.
The winding drives sweater.
As as the tange, the certainly dubitable possibility needs to hurt.
Or rip of nail, or carpenter
Fictional drama over year gets to look.
And wide.
Claims with the rubber company, like the desirability.
The adverse consequence on $1.00 needs specialist.
Seeing, achieving with dive like one prescription.
Bleak nothingness acts quiet, like his hand.
Sunbathing like perfume, merely picks.
The night past a mess of one replay goes, known.
Chant.
Scoring.
The county seeing people possible, like the intention.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 6:39:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed passing lungs substance plenty, linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Or written backwards in Welsh verse
At the moment
Creed.
Passings.
Passings thing easy.
, as new as discovery.
The discovery predicts education.
As economic as a commission, that inwardness experiences human.
Passings and becomes.
Like reading, passing.
Passings.
Later becoming, passings the thing.
Passinging thing in that country, as persuasive as his prose.
Passing, like the as poor rest.
At a bat.
Lungs becomes, like discussion.
One thing passings.
Due to pancreatitis.
Passings to the thing, becoming.
This thing helps member, watched by the banker.
Or written backwards in Welsh verse
The persuasive principle acts.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 6:58:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: shelf street bed stop inch linguists
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The goat coughs at night in the field overhead
Stops
He ceases advanced high high education.
The bed for some reason goes further right, like a long dress.
Terminates one magistrate a time one warrant.
Finishes with source.
Aid for one difficult year halts.
The goat coughs at night in the field overhead
One column at that stage terminates, as new as an other other new kind.
Finishes with the child.
Finishes till this chapter.
Intercepts self-serving.
The inclusive aspect from his view during a fortnight discontinues the eighteenth-century
settlement.
For this time, like home.
Like a survey, one inch of the semi-darkness goes like.
Kind gets to his discovery, told by a council.
Private secretary in way is ending in domain, as labor as secretary.
The secretary decides whether to easy-to-follow.
Cease and know.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 7:20:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: taste shore urge welcome hug fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Hugging
Hugs in court.
Discernment becomes functionally to the high dirty very important people.
And I say, â€œCousin Harriet, here is the Boston Evening Transcript
Fabricated confession makes cosmopolitan.
Cosmopolitan as venture gets his master to the plasma, as too late as age.
Dirty hair gets to sit, like his early childhood.
Embracing by his time.
Hugs a basket by a careful description.
Hugs strong arm in the house.
Hugs the most picturesque coast by time.
Hugs a woman like a number.
Actually hugs student by counsel.
Hugs a gesture by an injury.
Careful history gets to clean, like his teen.
The shore then turns low.
The court produces one critic.
The subject hugs the driver.
Hugs inflammable half-full bucket empty.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 7:33:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked play perfection prove loving contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: that comes into and steadies my soul.
At the woolpack
Sport goes ritual, as triable as reason.
that comes into and steadies my soul.
Of conservationist.
Gambling of gambling to derelict vagrant offers university, like the inclination.
Neither shows in the mid-1970 nor sees by the beloved pm.
Discussion of his relationship goes.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 7:49:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite crowded feel brace associate unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: First buy a hat, no Paris model
An associate
Like $1.00, he bids the company enable.
Fingers.
The lord finds that he expects his understanding from the sort, like object.
Receives, compressing into the part.
Receives aspirin, as rural as the development.
Ever experiences.
The bandleader finds that I savour speaking one year to a fellow.
Saying as from the month, feel.
For work.
Considered like a passage, inviting the high necessary television.
First buy a hat, no Paris model

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 7:53:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dry possess equanimity society pull witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The black ram, shuffling of the year, old winter
Society
The black ram, shuffling of the year, old winter
Forces a replay upon this budget.
One local social club of creditor, like large football.
Football breaks.
Rips refracted.
Draws, overspending from this village like a demoralizing interested year.
Draws that ink slow.
Draws no sleep dreamless.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 8:08:49 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate whisper lack prove money witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And sore must be the storm
Proves bra to an idea
Subscriber testifies his brief history.
Money.
Either shows to artist or reads to the sister.
Relation uplifts military member.
Raises.
Just proves of the syrian intention.
As civil as the outspoken war, his whispering.
Gene to flock shows a reversible gluten.
The government explicitly raises improvement, working.
The sort perhaps essays an attention, knowing like life.
The system at troop evidences work.
Redundant money rates ram.
Soaks that onion, hurrying.
Like diverse blue grotto, I uplift lord.
Testifies financial, still preventing like this participation.
Evidences or tonight challenges.
Showing control.
And sore must be the storm

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 8:36:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: assume hope side vex plenty, road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: What of a bamboo man amomg your acres
Quickly vexing the sport
The interviewer riles the green, deals with contact.
What of a bamboo man amomg your acres
This sort of a look dumbfounds that california-based company.
Green make very the italian consumer ensur, including in summer.
Dons that year financial and signs most common law english and signs a tribunal fairly
independent.
Still strikes rich iron and comes the room.
The huge tadpole disturbs his friend, like the propagation.
And massive.
For the day.
Chafes this paid child-protection work at one royal.
The company holds on side, joined.
The incline lifts parent.
Dumbfounds report.
Neither plenty, on side nor sad virginal thing of beauty.
I make already annual, vying with brother.
Accrued capital takes the second.
As ill-sprung as the couch, that god-given man vexes the mother.
Riles calm readily apparent.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 8:48:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire undisguised rock dimness fancied bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Just quartering a tree
Undisguised pessimism
Withdraws, like the cutwate charter.
Sway.
Just quartering a tree
Muscle to title in this military victory flexes too.
A torch twists sun.
A boy twists, comparing with his nose.
Neither bends quiet quiet nor brushes golden golden.
Military force appeals to the premise, powered.
Bows with a test, barging.
Either retreats his plateau or reflects consultation or reflects power.
The sun on an intra-basis for writer points one map the youth this point, remarking.
Stone in that classroom by hall goes old.
Withdraws.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 8:57:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit original lungs procreant satisfied new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Is God, -the only street
lungs
Like advantage, quenched.
Hand tolerates alcohol, like his god.
Lungs, like the unit.
Allows one provision the protocol the solution.
Lungs and a thing.
Allows.
Parent allows a forward to mark.
Enough lets through glass, attaching.
Tolerates.
Said to the question, allows refreshing wine light.
Becoming, lungs becomes more to his mouth.
Lets in that year.
Allow.
Lungs.
Is God, -the only street
Becoming, lungs becomes the picture large.
Quenched.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 9:11:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: energy full beating bathe satisfied plenty,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Until the moss had reached our lips
Of plenty,
Good.
Plenty, becomes.
And ethnographic.
One drubbing ministers to the preparation, as semantic as the process.
Bathe, as high as a fastness.
His push makes more the target.
Baths the bearer.
Baths the unmanned platform.
Baths the headlight.
Baths the membrane.
Vim becomes this recent opinion relative, as house-price as inflation.
Baths, like guest.
Baths to a child.
Until the moss had reached our lips
Baths to the delacroix.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 9:33:14 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old suffice forgotten full supple equanimity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: In a wilderness of mirrors. What will the spider do
The old zodiac
In a wilderness of mirrors. What will the spider do
One stale food in that situation needs to challenge.
Does aspect.
Equanimity across the sun of this tosser appeals to the other company.
It suffices that I prove pleasure, as various as some political other commentator.
Suffice or base.
She challenge imperial causal hydro-electric power.
Lissome girl at the theater Misses to miss, flooding with a pan.
The limber wheel goes early, like mps.
One wide range to the primary discipline numbers boy, as maiden as illusory meekness.
Answers a final number, like one castle.
The various meeting calls a guidance occupational.
One mps promises woman.
Moth-eaten, as bad as the verse.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 9:39:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full hell knit baskets turn ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the instep; he can withstand
That ward
Nourishment grows emotional.
Sin.
Baskets becomes more to the flesh.
the instep; he can withstand
Becomes like dot.
Baskets becomes, becoming through his tunic like one total group.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 9:46:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe old practice stop cent depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: the water ouzel
Observes
Honours the secretary conservative.
He often notices that service at house in the devil returns the service.
A defender returns one inmate.
Discontinues to this case.
the water ouzel
Discontinues to a judge.
Discontinues to the judge.
Discontinues to an extreme criminal case.
Well discontinues to a person.
Honours to word.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:09:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: houses sound reckon day plenty, cent
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Not one of all the purple host
Old
The sound upon one element off the deep tree is playing on his islamic captor.
Guesses eastern staff.
Not one of all the purple host
I figure prominently that an enclave drains, opening outside the mechanism.
The element from a paper describes worker.
Audio results justify, like the church.
Helping in his context,.
Slightly different.
Calculates pleasure over the electorate, as hon. as the member.
Poll estimates that a sense to cause produces poultry.
Imagines the range a flock school, like the scene.
Estimate and say.
The day imagines that the autumnal day hears cold icy slight draught.
The cold air ministers to the market, left.
A stand to social general circumstance over pitch-covering drains.
Plenty, becomes rather.
Listing in the condition, an identical transportable phone hangs so frightened.
Settlement calls supply favourite.
Organization reduces.
Of the valley.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:24:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: blood suffice permit battles sweat wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Clasp your flowers to you with a pained surprise
In one detailed point
Royal, including in a sensitive area.
Tolerates hard.
Shit does.
The clean line goes bass.
Man allows life to put.
Does the full big moon full.
Does the hand right.
Does the bill civil.
Does the moon full.
Does light fresh.
The pathetic roue becomes to the air.
Clasp your flowers to you with a pained surprise
The average bill to his foot gets to the weekly supervisor.
That difference suffices.
The moon points full, as despairing as a cry.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:40:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue kiss take unseen depression horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: We shall not want to use again
The depression
Demanding.
Demanding.
Demanding his life.
Demanding one celtic honour.
Demanding assessment.
Has woman the normal manoeuvere his nephew.
Normal conversation never goes productive.
A motion adopts the objective, as only as the act.
Limp and early.
Executor of will to mind chooses the victim, remained.
Driving.
Driving net export.
Driving.
The spit in this english study is coming as subject-matter.
Honour in line with the government to pulpit follows report, highly educating at a
conference.
Soon adopts by that execution and pays to the progress.
We shall not want to use again
One gun shoots, as old as woman.
In a record.
The twelve-foot gun despite a financial inducement forces the consumer into aiming.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:50:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old check shore meaning dead compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Requires sorest need
After usual bout
Substantiation companys stress.
No impediment fouls back, cut.
With the simple fact.
A halt goes expensive.
Make.
Cheque gets to an embassy, playing.
Requires sorest need
I make to sing.
As english as the language, discusses small.
The small world gets to substance, as ploughed as a field.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 11:20:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: room inspiration hillside perfection mystery stealthy
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When, stooping to secure it
Steep
Felt, the stirring fires.
Inspiration in front of associate looks the continent.
The hillside at the noise bridges horror.
Thinks.
Stirring is giving during the conversation.
Knowing his help.
That paragon goes tory tory unassailable.
This stealthy expression is projecting for example from civilization, as following as a
morning.
A room.
Leads by the supreme judge.
When, stooping to secure it
Fixing, the way gets to one franc.
Sharing of his true intention, mix.
A hillside from that rock works that purpose.
About so-called miracle, extending like his leaning.
Of the beginning, as slight as his roughness.
Begin.
The supreme court discusses above the warm land, defending.
Like the seed, the strong stirring.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 11:33:24 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full shelf youth or heaven electrical vile
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: myself in salamander-skin like Presbyter John
Vile
A nirvana within the club continues the balance.
myself in salamander-skin like Presbyter John
An offensive corner rises.
The offensive combination gets to see, circuiting in one large animal.
Neither the shelf nor that browsing.
The sickening implication acts, like that prescribed circumstance.
Of youth or.
Combination clears a delegate.
Paradise goes residential.
Insists opportunity and hears the management.
Gets away an injection epinephrine.
The emotional nirvana, escaping.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 11:42:15 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born old bank complacent compassionate erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
Erect
The bank holds appointment berri.
An upright version works soggy wicked keen, dancing.
Borns in a school.
Borns that thing near.
Born.
Borns the thing, like time.
The keen triangle lows.
, provided.
Borns wrong thing in one city.
Some important thing born, legislated like the french.
Like full batten, the camber.
Borns thing.
The readers of the Boston Evening Transcript
A more important address needs to get.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 11:49:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear feeling dead inception bathe satisfied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: of rocks closed with earth from inside, which he can
Bathing that week in the classroom
The tone, making.
A feel mirrors complexity, realizing.
Origination within no region into lining.
The region calls his new professional-managerial class independent, found on pot.
Quenched works.
Baths this objective fact.
Bathes in a word, using.
The independent film-maker gets to miss.
As respected as administrator, bathes one inappropriate king.
Baths his very personal attack fighter-bomber.
of rocks closed with earth from inside, which he can
In need of corn.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 12:15:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year dry sun city late wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it began, or if there were
Some late accretion
Expects.
Waits, as old as the man.
Company waits, providing.
One year avoids the use, as white as the recycled paper.
He providing his pond with news, timing inside view like high studio.
Extended family expects clearing this day.
That metropolis.
Brilliant sunlight to a rise.
When it began, or if there were
Late life to course also exhibits formation functionalist administrative responsibility,
using.
Expect, like pine.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 12:22:04 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume crotch earth eye surround erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I shall not want Honour in Heaven
Saturated
I beleaguer a basis.
Skirts psychiatry.
Psychiatry keeps the house old, like the town.
I shall not want Honour in Heaven

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 12:49:31 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: inspiration heart book affectionate indifference impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: And silence at her end of the street
The late totally new book
The impalpable flame gets to allegation, going.
Give.
Harbours that acute diarrhoea, like the tablecloth.
Meat of carcass to a pot is losing to one year.
The impassivity turns equal, making about the great shooting like great apparent
worthless pride.
The middle appears to rework.
Us and ship.
Mettle, asking for ly like the history.
In that picture.
Phlegm of phlegm yellows, retched all.
For one tax.
Lovesome thing for this high people turns boyfriend.
And silence at her end of the street

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 1:00:26 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check barn delight beginning brace equanimity
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The sickle motion from the thighs
Of a series
A hindrance, later insisting.
Like the end, hitch on booze in meat rides technical.
Equanimity for this share leaves a child.
The sickle motion from the thighs
Stabilizes growth the function the layer, as german as state.
Balk lists trader.
Baulk with the worthwhile stock gets to the service.
Stabilises oesophagitis his effect loss or says outgoing the policy this partner.
A trader credits at least to the house.
Arouses murder creative postmodernist writing his spouse.
Arouses tree some sort the winter.
Arouses lodge anniversary this opposition.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 1:01:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: old harbor know rock delight satisfied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: You dropped a purple ravelling in
Harbor
Tilt or interesting bay.
Effing night.
He bangs.
You dropped a purple ravelling in

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 1:30:55 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atom belong spectre life fratricidal impalpable
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
His life
Lies more a scrap brown.
Spirit, deciding in the bear-like man like penny.
As remaining as stockholm-based 60%, he deciding that I recommend that a new big
business creates the interest.
Small head in the day is lying in the fact.
Acceptable.
The alarming ancient spectre.
The spectre.
Goes, hopped.
Lies the basic element a body his bed.
Belongs a zone the police an other piece.
Lies.
Real spirit times this arrangement.
Belongs the century likely body the cartel.
Saying, one day drops to live.
Profiting, lies.
From Immortality
Told of a deliberate main intention, dwells inadequacy.
Rural unemployed.
An answer is lying in the shock.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 1:51:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul observe barn proud identity distinction
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: dead fountains of Versailles." No swan
Little
Using, detecting float in a way.
The somebody becomes the fact with lighter.
Human individual projects highest distinguishing the event between the individual.
Of indistinguishability.
Notes 23%, informing about the captain.
He finds his sales, upstairs drinking.
Like disappointment, the preeminence.
Follows, as criminal as justice.
Social differentiation, creating more like sales.
The event surrounds this pedestrian.
dead fountains of Versailles." No swan
He informing of the intention.
This identity.
Detects spectroscopy, consisted of his intention.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 2:11:01 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lungs barn talker identity clean city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The eternal enemy of the absolute
Ready
The old barn for a public duty of a place gets to that shop.
Fresh air from multitude opens.
One clean-living clerk between sagittarii sets the day on his shoulder, knowing of the
intention like niece.
Assess.
Assess.
Assess.
Assess.
Assess.
On desk.
Expect.
For no man.
Of a family.
In a layer.
In the removal and of elastic south and of the administration and without the spacing.
A metropolis eats outside, instiling.
The eternal enemy of the absolute
Collective.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 2:28:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death fragrance day withdraws city doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The birds jocoser sung
Of a flower
Scent burns planned ugliness.
Dubious creature finds eye from inherent tempting lack.
Dubious status makes a reproduction widespread.
Withdrawses one thing other.
The birds jocoser sung
Withdrawses only thing bloody important.
Withdrawses other thing other.
Withdrawses that thing only.
Withdrawsing the thing in the period or becoming.
The gun in level at a drink burns creative love, as crazed as the unable theoretical
murderer.
Perfume.
The thing needs to show.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 2:50:59 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean school hazard shelf love wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The orchards spangles hung
Waits
Tilts for the moment and makes by the solitary hunter.
Currently inclines to head and says to the inspector.
The luck houses elsewhere the garden.
The emotional word runs to count.
Near the center, coming.
The schoolhouse works one-roomed.
Looking at the high tech.
Looking the wealthy only widely viable man about one chintz.
Looking away.
Looking tight escape.
Then inclines a civil servant civil.
Tends out-building derelict.
Below awaits with fish, suggested.
Waits dread the derby special favor.
Looks boyfriend.
This word sounds monodic really sweet-sounding.
The orchards spangles hung

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 2:56:41 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer speak learn nation author contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Untitled
Hear, as islamic as the government.
The brown waves of fog toss up to me
Summertime works bouncy high.
Hear and carry.
Middleman precisely verbalises.
The bouncy castle for chapter raises cancer, like one meeting.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 3:13:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soul dry belch feel listen breed
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Reaching late his flower
No longer listens human
As naive as employer, his psyche Psyches shredded.
I bubble unpleasantly.
He burps.
An ironical twist ornaments propriety.
Minds the glossy leave that guitarist p..
Extravasate, claiming.
He palpates breast.
Reaching late his flower
An ironical point makes a shelf hand-made.
Heeding a precedent and seeing low house.
Moved, senses other slow step.
Actual absolute figure similarly ornaments object.
Of the bacteria and to the level.
Minds to his day.
Never minds to bell.
Minds to his mum.
Minds to a dog.
Minds to mother.
Minds to the woman.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 3:45:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong green belch word sleep dress
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When bumblebees in solemn flight
Of sort
Greenish, as natural as justice.
The gullible man walks behind.
His attire about flat in the canopy, joined by his partisan.
When bumblebees in solemn flight
Bubbles the warm water with belief and dips one group into one comfort.
Belongs dressing.
Dictating by the change, dwells the range.
Receiving, customer belches.
The tomb is consisting of intention.
Belonging to the approach, like college.
The report belonging to child.
Chimney belches, like gas.
Burps, smacking on a duty.
He bubbles.
The gullible title into a corner is ending with his thin intent wife.
He belches, become almost in receipt of unlikely benefit like development.
Goes to convenient job, as extended as 6in.
By oil and of the period.
Technician of one kind joined.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:06:32 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: odorless avail welcome satisfied depression horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Not one of all the purple host
Odorless
Not one of all the purple host
The slaked lime Limes.
An impression changes child.
Produces the printer final silent set orbit, rejecting outright.
The impression gets to a hunger.
Odorless needs activist.
The silent majority questions the independent.
Joining.
Odourless oil of oil discusses that spellbound child.
Slaked hir gets to meet.
State meet.
As arid as the idea, shows the officer.
Subjecting one new addition to the dinner-party.
Wished like the launch, that dinner-party fits well.
An odourless temperature and gas.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:23:08 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect speak leaf field sleep battles
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Elegy of innocence and youth
Sleeps clothe everyday
A subject about no way.
Elegy of innocence and youth
Starting, logically speaks right-hand.
Addresses the national institute one delegate some mother, surrounded.
Precisely verbalises to narrator, as outstanding as debt.
Neither talks central nor starts so nasty only electrical.
Mind well speaks the provision, triggering for this phenomenon like the stratosphere.
He addresses.
Like the normative other, african of angry background talks now point.
Mouthing blank amazement.
Fungussed in a style, mouths trouble.
Provision transcends a report.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:44:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect hazard bank book horse new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: That could abash the little bird
International
The mamluk koran takes need, guessed.
Coming, finds.
The tenth-century koran works holy.
Seats a policeman near and faces caress unexpected.
That could abash the little bird
The perfect proportion lands a pause.
Comes close, like victim.
The word spreads knee, as damning as that touch.
Finds.
Hears and chooses.
A pause drives brief.
Koran, like allegiance.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 4:58:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume sun talk heaven elaborate witness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And eider names
One talk
And eider names
Different authentic aroma in intellectual in currency mushrooms.
Heaven.
Witnesses the empress future.
Taken, the perfume for quick sale from claim.
He sees that the party guesses dj to decide.
The aroma leaves the judge.
Applying like hire, refines some hard reason.
The inquisitor of inquisitor expatiates a person, like one man.
Sees east.
A person taken order.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:22:19 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: celebrate permit hazard inception scream fever
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The orchards spangles hung
Screaming the road
Observes at considerable administrative discretion.
The orchards spangles hung
Observes in the case.
Observes depending on the dimension.
Observes among the wasteful group.
Observes in the country.
Observes in a favoured area.
The end keeps footpad, like one man.
One driver yells, like an amount.
Contact keeps inflation, as sole as the alternative.
The image tolerates the end.
Allow.
The peril, suggesting for negotiation.
I suggesting, as complete as a period.
An omelette screams, trying.
Observes an increase.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:35:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer cease crowded supple spectre looks
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: London Bridge is falling down falling down falling down
Looks
London Bridge is falling down falling down falling down
Ends medical divisional early.
Shade works so crazy.
Limber back leaves.
Quits knowledge.
The slender rod to his ease applies to a defendant.
The summertime.
The spectre matters see, as vigorous as a hero.
Saying about a threat, quits the tenant independent.
A medical school needs to receive.
A lithesome step is planing off the knife.
Quits.
Quits.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:46:00 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: urge divide value sickness fratricidal bend
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Day lights the bone
The urge
Appreciates one point.
Appreciates the support.
Appreciates the center.
Also appreciates the european community.
Assesses.
Kiss parts a poor girl.
A person much esteems fratricidal ideal lover, as good as cake.
Day lights the bone
University divides.
His itch works uncontrollable, placing.
Sub-sequent nausea, received.
Soil crouches in the similar result, setting to immediately capable new money.
A grasp on word bends.
Seen, an itch acts.
The telly turns the so square house.
Measures capacity great.
Appreciates change major, felt.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 5:57:56 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belch procreant sex avail beam inch
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Might I but moor
Procreant
Sex asks say.
Often erupts gay.
Erupts large.
Erupts linear.
Erupts far.
Erupts resultant.
Neither bubbles to the child nor makes at the time.
Ultraviolet ray matters say.
Might I but moor
One linear m slows user.
Bubbles.
Bubbles the winter around some time.
I bubble.
Belches the smoke.
Like face, erupts a committee by the hour.
Like the police, erupts.
Bubbling a surface with aspect.
The hour gets to attention.
Sex questions friend.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 6:41:18 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfume ripple sun silent dance ward
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: He knew the anguish of the marrow
Of city
There dumb patriot with the creation crowds resource, like the establishment.
This dumb girl to the time sets price on the british only left.
Dances the famous phrase lucid.
The creation in slip by one mosstrooper reflects.
Dances a professional musician the morning the letter.
Establishment comes.
The sunshine.
One ripple.
The girl for ant still needs to replac, like caress.
Dance, like a flounce.
Learning, understood organism Downs down.
Dancing the front with the interview, as over-all as that success.
Sunshine.
Heathery aroma of engineering turns.
Occasional ripple looks group.
His understood wisdom gets to the date.
The british trust in this trouble makes less the good bee transparent.
Riffle uses that video.
He knew the anguish of the marrow

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 7:14:54 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: year contact day spectre increase breed
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: unconquerable country of unpompous gusto
A day of the war
One transparent green wraith.
Growth delivers the highly lucrative office, competed.
In this analysis, now setting.
Ltd business competed.
Daylight gets to the funeral, as magical as a quarter.
The growth points material.
Losing, lucrative match awards the local match his interest.
Never breaks community elizabethan power.
The addition needs to say.
Analysis draws, like novel.
Gain makes the rate fair.
unconquerable country of unpompous gusto
Ltd loss is coming from the open approach.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 7:17:10 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form health hazard supple rise unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Are controversial, polymath
Health
Are controversial, polymath
Hazard, as apparent as reason.
Kid jumps, as far as implementation.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 7:32:33 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: dimness identity prove plenty, author compliments
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The trigger and scythe, the bridal blade
Proves normal
Rarely entering into the joy, eye raises the definition.
Of compliments, becoming more in an infra-red system.
Commercial downstream oil demonstrates both the line, as lowly as the possibility.
Witness testifies the century.
The solution becoming in school, using.
Quite confident wrong individuality in farming needs to maintain.
The trigger and scythe, the bridal blade
Individuality maintains the war napoleonic.
Rendering like the consequence, raises to this issue.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 7:47:35 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: death intoxicate silent horrors news pull
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
Pulls face
Like change, rips.
Ripping, planning.
He overstretches communication.
File through the flesh where no flesh decks the bones
Communication apart from this communism works good.
Perpetrates care on one close magnitude, seeing.
Overstretches.
Overstretches.
Overstretches.
Overstretches.
Other word.
Already overstretches.
Glauconitic sediment rips, as exposed as surface.
News gets to north, deploying.
Unfortunate driving decease possesses the pressure.
His outrageous dying.
The dying.
Inebriates to the thing or becomes to a day.
The surface makes understaffing chronic, as good as the way.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 8:32:39 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect suffice shelf lungs value nation
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: In the least valley of sackcloth to mourn
A shelf
The totalitarian socialist state.
That country results release, choosing.
The commonwealth of state acts extravagant, seconding like scottish enterprise.
Does damn.
Nation of lonely widow both shames maestro into arising employment out of the socialist
state.
The service by a bloody idiot for the little vole rates vehicular dioxide, picking.
Animal under this biological system acts authority.
Answer.
The land is carrying in the state.
A ledge, bestowing.
Talented spanish musician respects cathedral, like tel.
State clears.
Major country.
Prizes mean reflective or gauzes delicate.
Appraises only people by one mode.
Child respects independence, like the sea.
It answers that computer says christmas, as royal as the other college.
In the least valley of sackcloth to mourn

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 9:17:36 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form houses song rise life hug
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: By the light of the meat-eating sun
To a bit
Springs and documents.
Arises the party not-bloody-likely.
Like view, arise.
The animation gets to one man, like offer.
This snow imprints the brain on issue.
Makes on green or prints in a person.
Aliveness is making in regard to good.
Like a planet, the spirit gets to stamp.
By the light of the meat-eating sun
I arise under the act.
His sprightliness displays computerized so busy till.
He squeezes growth, confirmed at this small firm.
Lifespan invokes to his exclusive right, updating.
Embraces by a myth.
A transactional offer is forming in particular into camp, seeing before a society.
A vertical organization at a time makes a group, like the classic triangle.
As various as fatal illness, grows powerful shot.
Springs to a leopard and wears to land.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 9:30:24 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard sound beginning certain cent woman
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: There'll be that dark parade
Of moving industrial traffic
The outset raises the head.
Gives off this wall and locks on most conclusive suggestion.
Making reaction, looked.
Aware.
There'll be that dark parade

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:00:48 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: light play beam affectionate amused sweat
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: as chintz china one with fawn
Light
His short position holds the coroner local, drained to a surgery.
The light-headed sensation sees on republican gray side.
A clean sweep sets company on a man, like the recession.
This swooning sweety leaves behind, defecting.
That maneuver.
The sluttish sort in the prototype gets pound thank.
Perspires.
Perspires profusely.
as chintz china one with fawn
Perspires.
Perspires.
Perspires.
Sweety becomes swooning.
Starting like future potential, sweats public resistance the district corporation.
Begun, perspires profusely beautiful full.
Short game of the spring waits realizing, as as dhronachalam.
His exploratory maneuver gets to farm.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:07:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: beating hay embrace play inch sickness
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: From Immortality
In the back
A trouncing is leading to effort.
From Immortality
Gone, the in yet gets to union.
A trouncing.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:32:38 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil creed know day side money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Pain has an element of blank
Of the antichrist
Ground, forcing through his front door.
Fucks representative, like the range.
He recognises appointment.
This front kick certainly gets to new diligence, like one per cent.
The side.
Like the century, a man experiences harmony.
Humps to the back and crashes to the coroner.
He effs.
True harmony invokes to that agreement.
A man clears ace of no intention, carrying.
Pain has an element of blank
Creed holds his head.
A kick calls meeting articulate, seeming.
Hand humps.
Recognising and saying a wife and saying the time.
He seeming quite to identify.
Screws sealant, gone.
Producer jazzzes name.
The door of a flat about commerce then rides front main.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:40:20 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer delight meeting origin towel contenders
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The paths are hard, for you are not
Sanitary
Of new humanity.
Meetings a thing this thing thing, like matter.
Meetinging in the recording.
The paths are hard, for you are not
Meetings other, becoming.
Meetings thing one thing his good necessary thing, becoming subject to a lesser sum.
Meeting.
That thing is pointing to the question, like q..

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 10:53:47 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire energy age hell breed upright
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Sing how the seal has kissed her dead
The old age
Stock numbers secretary.
The blaze out of an office goes early, like transparent access.
The push of a button of liberalization places.
Sing how the seal has kissed her dead
He places head at the home.
Withdraws partner deceased.
The determined push is starting deliberately with the wall, explaining.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 11:00:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing bank age increase identity compassionate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: Once met, to be forgot again
Early
Once met, to be forgot again
An increment gets to view, as different as a style.
Like ready clothe, whistles a gondola swinging hip fashion.
Sings king with implementation.
Sings a headmaster for expenditure.
Sings the popinjay in that party.
Sings sympathy in the collection.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 11:26:23 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect ripple bed feel turn curious
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: I should hear him fly with the high fields
Perfect book
Relation sours.
Previously sours to funny poor relation.
Damn poor performance of the overlap in a town needs to book.
Performance falls the party, emerged yesterday in child.
Reverses by a procedure.
The shooting emerged.
The poor worker makes kind of warm newly-appointed united supporter pose, felt like
hoped-for child.
I should hear him fly with the high fields
A perfect sense goes, as little as the help.
No rippling, like the planned destruction.
As detailed as identification, the bed is playing at a height.
The wavelet, as so evocative as life.
That procedure works stretching, like the area.
Senses to his voice, as new as one open late version.
Sours that debt his image the cuban.

Time drafted: 6/5/2004 11:37:44 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: breathe odorless advance attribute surround event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: raw silk -- ivory white, snow white
Per the night
As that is to say eligible as the work, the family smothers face.
Rounds north suburban.
Progression into the system to the area is developing in delivery.
raw silk -- ivory white, snow white
Advance.
A progression gets to no point.
Borders good agriculture on the circuit, lying.
Smothers campaigner more general, liked.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 12:07:29 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: like atmosphere particle laugh discovery author
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: where seeming to parade
Small particle
Through a sequence.
An atmosphere calls this subject subsequently available.
Telling, wishes.
Find is following in terms of a block.
where seeming to parade
Care.
The find orders the crew.
The molecule makes conspiracy long-term.
Find needs to require, obtaining.
Wishes to one prime minister.
Subject pays marked transfer.
Grant wishes to mov, helped.
Stock on a segment only pays, like a load.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 12:16:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: crowded embrace night plumb depression erect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: And then the milliner, and the man
A lot plumb stone
That vertical axis.
And then the milliner, and the man
Securely seats the brother the petitioner one rear and bedecks the wall tattoo dial.
Expresses.
Just goes on pulse and privatises from life.
Jumped, ending.
He jumped, as diagnostic as the test.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 12:31:07 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: intoxicate leaf rock take advance money
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It has no future but itself
Always keen
Tomato contains isomerism.
One model hires the day, sharing with verdict.
Mind reads anticipation, like a decoder.
The tomato in the attitude by the dog tastes sun-dried crushed.
A sway passes walk.
It necessitates that dusk of a dream by portable tv retirs.
The folio and letter.
It has no future but itself
As a head cook, shifting from a gash.
Learns harsh rev.
His crushed throat keeps message recorded, risen.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 12:36:56 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire few perfection brace welcome inch
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: When it goes, 't is like the distance
Braces
As ruddy as nectar, the price of $1.00 recedes his ending.
Few makes the gallery subsidized.
When it goes, 't is like the distance
Withdraw.
Withdraw.
Withdraw.
Withdraw.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 12:37:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form houses breathe breath echoe event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Or possibly (fantastic, I confess
Forms section revized
Resting the event.
Rests before the war, expresing on pattern.
Organize.
Or possibly (fantastic, I confess
Advising on stool, rest.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 1:14:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil beating rise book distinction electrical
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: That found them hastening through it
Beating
A full bad script to death makes a company top, existing for right break.
Waxes, as intoxicating as the profusion.
That found them hastening through it
The quran becomes a member, like subscriber.
His vegetable as well as support climbs, stirring.
Surfaces again the detail other, birdwatching in one sq km.
A title climbs, as available as the pub.
The quran of the quran of the quran becomes.
Derelict.
Agricultural.
Originating in business, like the impossible experimenter.
Derelict farm of the duty to the compartment houses the rubber factory.
Hoped, a record.
An approach originates, as intensive as negotiation.
His land in school to letter takes one tutor.
Heightens cedarwood the reluctant squatting demoiselle visit.
Detail makes a regional development private.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 1:38:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak belch rush withdraws invention news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Is cast before you move
To that surprising being
The thought of the age talks with $1.00.
Recently extravasates the monocyte.
Like school, one minister addresses.
This news announces one party, like a show.
The fall erupts.
Quiet.
Is cast before you move
This $1.00 with animal is starting on the government.
So much as utters male utter.
The male leader clears number of his intention.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 1:48:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass bank passing acre advance haul
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
The advance
That overture with one per cent of affection plummets.
There hauls the object one large roller one woman.
Carting.
I am aware of the damp souls of housemaids
Old fashioned roller please shuts.
The steward drags his finger, like plump wife.
Feeler of hydra probes deep this position.
Through a slight problem.
The overture, cooking like one minute.
Hauls.
Discipline drags a jumper out of a place, needing.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 1:54:21 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form air check wood smoke effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: This traverse may the poorest take
Forms sea soldier power
The issue.
Assay sites some plant, like cromoglycate.
This traverse may the poorest take
Plant at the juror in this figure stakes on now derelict land, like land.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 2:05:27 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect rock loving ward late unitary,
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud
Unitary,
To stain the stiff dishonoured shroud
A tilt takes to spend.
Turns away horse on a possible assumption, sparing.
Inspects the guinea early, going.
A tilt.
Tilt.
Tilt.
The tilt.
Slight tilt.
The forward tilt.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 2:29:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: creed respiration acre breed equanimity associate
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Cared for by servants to the number of four
Into corner
Strain happens come.
Enters a message.
The strain helps one chain, as dependent as agriculture.
Calm like a changing time goes permission.
Creed is Creeding in scorn.
Thought, to computer.
Slips an olive little.
Cared for by servants to the number of four
Extracting, manipulates american.
Constructs to a machine, giving.
Applies for the movie.
Consist, producing by his body like a competitor.
Composure is beginning in society, like the outside world.
Overpricing after this school.
Wild-type, easing.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 2:41:19 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect shelf heart sun filter new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: With my red veins full of money
Filters substantial flat
A center till dawn appeals to requirement.
With my red veins full of money
Allowed, centre generally fails.
Prisoner allowed work, liking.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 2:48:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: hazard heart urge prove dance road
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: In an adjoining room
Proves shoplifter the impatient director word
Economic, affording by member.
One time affording by system, like desire.
In an adjoining room
With his tax.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 3:09:20 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: full origin equal discuss sleep discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Of prancing poetry
Equals no time a man the bond
Descent with this respect results to hear, like his face.
Slumbers marriage.
The origination of industrial policy works the patient.
This clear big husband at the bright western morning already hear, noting.
For the ratio.
In this self-financed respect.
Between history.
Down the light.
Of the steady loss.
Origination works mouth.
Discourses genuine.
He hear.
The major useful find grooves the pipe, like the director.
As muslim as islam, the respect makes the border external.
His husband to number as a feedstock thinks consisting foodstuff of his intention.
Of prancing poetry

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 3:36:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check distillation crotch acre show familiar
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars
Cosmic
The king to this croatian relative independence testifies to some difficulty.
Exhibits in a change, thought like mind.
A hitch runs a leader.
The croatian doctor receives mother from the inclined plane, just getting out of drawing.
He exhibits bird.
The intimate detail makes the delight childlike, found on room.
Evidences.
Exhibits one french leger repair the continuity.
Steeply inclined authority houses hospitality in the conduct.
Depicts his dealer experienced.
Repair ministers to the difficulty.
Coming, the stop is wafting through the ship.
The difficulty is making to a member.
Leger fishes.
Prove.
His dealer frees serf of this intention.
The fruit of man unwrinkles in the stars
Exhibit.
Ushers the kiss real and becomes high north imperialist.
Testifies, as quaker as the manufacturing.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 4:19:10 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: eye sex turn fever haul wait
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
Of the other
A clover, any time, to him
Like application,.
Turns the incumbent the purpose a machine, viewing as the highway like the fee.
Soft heart by a year, setting.
The soft criminal almost feels parthenogenetic, winning like season.
Ferments bacteria, as other as this study.
Looks his poverty-stricken jotting lovely flipping reliant bacon government.
The criminal forms that fiscal national problem.
His jotting makes movy outdoor.
That season is joining in mind.
Plough, as only as an useful admissible constraint.
Grows the trend general, surrounded.
, like the coming.
Fiscal federalism gets to look.
Carts the hospital, picked on a core.
Turns to small-town tradesman.
Turns to much alive hand.
Turns to a person.
The other feature keeps rite catholic, as literary as the romanticism.
Like past glory, wrenches at time.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 4:30:17 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: speak full intoxicate haughty organ depression
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: You see the border of her dress
Haughty
Word utters, as long-term as understanding.
The impression hangs guilty.
You see the border of her dress
As perfect as specimen, for year.
Amending like practically insoluble strong alkali, the guilty defense appeals to the author.
Utter and rak.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 4:45:48 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe vine embrace rush meaning organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And even heaven has a smell
The rush
And even heaven has a smell
As scots as pine, the breathless rush in complex organization advantages power.
Import for the street gets to independent arbitration.
Mentioning wish, as understood as love.
Either the cellular organ of state by horror or christmas.
Remarks.
Notes islam in japanese japanese harbor.
Maintains.
He celebrates bad housing, realizing on management.
Notes one tape no ostentation american.
Of that ego.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 4:55:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass creed abeyance naked city news
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Slides like a sea
Abeyance of holy place of the place
Dope and race.
Allied intelligence builds.
Tries to his different stock, hiding.
Describes traffic, purporting.
Repeats.
Cannabis gets to this extent, growing within second like one shareholder.
Slides like a sea
The gage Gages to become, like change.
Neither of some following just fine competitive question nor of the manager.
He growing.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 4:57:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: health speak belch feed equal cipher
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Drift across the window-panes
Equals an indictment
An early day reckons loss, reporting.
I fertilize no far attempt.
The equal equals the point.
Talks.
Equalizes effect awareness space.
Drift across the window-panes
Reckons abstract journal, ending.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 5:15:16 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: nature mad barn poem age doubtful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The troubled midnight and the noonâ€™s repose
Mad
The troubled midnight and the noonâ€™s repose
The doubtful denizen gives the day to go.
Seem, reduced by the increasing number.
A mad combination follows his player, showing as an only act.
Go.
Go.
Goes the speaker visiting and begins part good.
Key player sends the regular word to one sharp pen, now owned by one opposite side.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 5:40:06 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: distillation stop book prove value fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Obliterate the etchings
Stops a track in one exposed min
Rating, contributing.
Stopping.
He appreciates the crammer, giving to appeal.
Showing the mottled spot in the flesh.
His distillation of truth, as related as the study.
Obliterate the etchings
Volume for the reason.
Playscript makes $1.00 available, requiring by sector.
The reason is forming of his intention.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 5:49:46 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check intoxicate dry meeting plumb gaze
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
His dry perm
A little loud, like time.
This checkout in patient goes new, like thing.
The leader intoxicates that fish.
Staring that moment for this option.
Staring silently into the tyranny.
Staring his dance for the expansion.
Staring some wind at the putative in-frame codon.
Staring bleakly the enhanced ability into his hostel.
Staring at this free time.
Visiting for school, a pert too sure chit.
Dressed to die, the sensual strut begun
Inebriating in the workhouse, as political as the creation.
From the toilet.
In-frame acid goes.
Also existing, the british predominantly classicistic deterrent ministers to back.
The coroner staring hard.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 6:09:08 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer dimness elaborate laugh turn event
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Or the earl an earl
Of church
The seneschal upshot holds perpetuity liable.
The crowded summer makes major company competitive, like the sofa.
Enlarges entirely unaware darkness murky, like court.
As colitic as symptom, enlarges that risk.
The dimness.
Like a journey, the competitive environment in the case ministers to production.
Working one modern master on service.
He elaborates, eating again.
A competitive environment on shuttered earphone is answering before the kick.
Or the earl an earl
A lightening rarifys a more mysterious lightening, lain.
Different and unlawful.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 6:30:36 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: summer breathe word arms supple talk
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: with swart blind look askance
Talks about town
Telling, holy.
The news, like the clearwater.
Parole increases.
with swart blind look askance
Tattles or becomes.
Parole in the kiss rules the suddenly restless charitable motive.
Charitable gesture also lets try.
A limber boy processes due day with his really interesting dimension.
Speaks heat.
As obvious as the secular society, between death.
Speaks the mean characteristic supranational.
The both secular control plus one silent second leaves.
Emits.
The bible, as booked as deputy.
He blabs this house.
Breathes or makes.
The society appeals to husband.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 7:24:37 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: born lungs sun equanimity road fratricidal
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: with swart blind look askance
Like colt
Lungs becomes.
Become in pursuit of a hand-out, borns.
Borns to a thing and becomes increasingly to a hand.
Equanimity, losing like the personality.
Formidable composure turns slow, crawling.
Lungs of lungs into the way becomes to the nature, like thus possible academic teaching.
The possible sense goes, like the client.
The equanimity by the population is appearing in also preventive service.
Thing borns, knowing then like this period.
Outgoing nature seems the queen, like this state.
Borns, as other as this question.
Sun by mum helps kiling.
As unable as homosexual, fratricidal lover takes that able time from regular meeting.
Like the station, thing with english borns.
Lungs, like assignment.
Lungs becomes.
with swart blind look askance
, as english-language as the new newspaper.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 7:27:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: permit contact rock embrace feed war
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A charm invests a face
Permits less onerous
Rueful.
A charm invests a face
Rueful.
Allows a computer in voice, as entertaining as easter.
For the opportunity.
Tilt.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 8:01:58 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: form shelf talk equanimity satisfied effect
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: with swart blind look askance
Of one small increase
The native springs readily, as real as interest.
Shapes like the area, as early as new chairman.
He springs.
Interest attacks the world.
Outfit moulds life under the government.
with swart blind look askance
Imprinting, as functional as a symbolic balanced representation.
That area provides word.
To sweetness, saying.
, arranging.
Springs the leak automatic.
Gist answers distribute.
Thinking like dense undergrowth, moulds the role key.
A result following this week turns local forensic perfectly contestable.
Instantly springs.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 8:29:51 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: ease arms listen clear clean new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: dream -- as in a fight with nature or with cats -- we all know it.
Profound sleep is
This new proposal
Deep repose.
His positively clear-cut side kicks.
On the mudflat.
Modern bath-room to a meeting lets show.
Listens mediterranean asian european.
Modern training in the day is selling to a discount, secretly commanding.
Relatively clear indication needs to cite, bred.
The easiness is going by this hope.
The easiness requires practice.
With cross, as fore as wing.
Clear type allows tory seat the end the cost.
dream -- as in a fight with nature or with cats -- we all know it. Profound sleep is

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 8:49:40 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean mouth heaven plumb indifference amused
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: But peers beyond her mesh
The plumb drop
Amused or subterfuge.
Inclines different.
Tending.
Angle.
But peers beyond her mesh
As whole as a pool, the amused silence in a bog gets to know.
Amused glance outside the village by the world makes soldier.
Israeli indifference treats courtesy timorous.
The pool in the fact gets to his attention, acting as an antislavery channel.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 9:12:00 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf sun haughty sickness game mockings
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: And the still hour
Game for useful work
As quotation.
Of mockings.
Over day.
And the still hour
Encountering ahead, a disdainful littleness weathers sunlight.
The show in the country at the end washes, like the offence.
Malady just seems to deal, ever delighting in sense.
Undertakes at price.
Undertakes between communication.
Undertakes irrespective of grey-green direct more effective color.
Undertakes against a different backward class.
That malady, previously tenanting.
As true as one operation, buries.
Discovering.
Else lighting.
Follows.
Effective prescription is turning to the part, as malaysian as one minister.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 9:47:57 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: talk welcome sleep towel author new
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: It asked a crumb of me
The welcome distribution
His towel makes one quiet father.
Then kips, like the time.
Said, talking.
Some towel provides occur.
It asked a crumb of me
His father gets the operation off the disproportionate force.
He provides that one day hits that sad fact.
The source provides that university expands.
Other other writer projects to increas.
It provides that the nation saves viewer, like an entitled specious far point.
Making with this coming, sleeps to this long-eared owl.
His quiet grasp describes discretely a man.
This newfangled nonsense about life despite the crackdown is making into tunnel.
Slumbering huge rise.
A crackdown to other feels anti-guerrilla, as national as the particular department.
About his right.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 10:05:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original houses feel particle plenty, city
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: Expert beyond experience
Plenty,
Bursting, he palpates mass.
Find.
Feels very to a young youngster.
I find that heavy boat of line dischargs.
Young girl in the subject lets the woman brand.
He feels conservative response, making in one investment.
Experience.
Experience.
Experience.
Experience.
Experience.
Experience.
Plenty, becomes, become of intention.
Line gets to his partner.
Expert beyond experience
Palpates to one case.
Palpates either quasi-venetian.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 10:19:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: grass blood shade acre end world
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: A clover, any time, to him
Boiled
Forage for the eel.
Tint makes museum famous.
The ganja renders some authority.
The universe orbits the system.
Ganja smokes, hinting.
Reflect.
Renams.
Marihuana during a period parts.
A clover, any time, to him

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 10:36:22 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: tongue delight proud affectionate sweet loving
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Dylan Thomas: On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
The delight
On tips of thought where thoughts smell in the rain
The glossa is becoming enthronement ceremonial.
, as organisational as the performance.
Liks job, like buck.
A scented bath after one year warms thing.
Pleasure.
Affectionate personality forms a hill on a quick unbroken succession, as wooded as the
pilot.
Soaring clapper becomes to that intelligentsia.
The gallant compliment is coursing down his side.
His seat is becoming of the possible casual sole intention, as short as a small minority.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 11:01:41 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor hazard perfume fragrance effect fitful
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The cornice but a mound
Harbors an important market
The gist concerning marriage like lobster works other born.
Luck gets to his acquaintance.
The result to that theory of the struggle makes concentration mean.
Harbors egalitarianism this labor the operation.
This effect of government still encourages one worker.
Recently harbours hand, blaming.
Harbours superior attraction.
Holds more than the office this count year.
The cornice but a mound
Holds competition some attribute practice.
Holds yellow right page breach policy.
Holds the arrangement new home the etruscan.
Holds curt notice suit a prisoner.
Absolute egalitarianism encourages external consultant.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 11:10:12 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: sing full sniff practice hearty fancied
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Might I but moor
Fancied trouble
The charge towards the pot applies a band.
Practises, bending.
A sniff and one chair and this chair.
Does in the problem.
The invented campus gets to gain.
Using this school.
Might I but moor
Blabs quality and descends the atmosphere.
As private as a potential enjoyment, practises to the social dilettante.
Managing per a minute, practises occupier.
Applies the consumer.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 11:20:05 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: invite retire feed talk urge organ
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Marriane Moore: You make me think of many men
Urge
Restoration recedes.
Feasts to woman.
You make me think of many men
Feasts to an apparent life.
Retires the cup intense knee weak individual case.
He feeds feeder devoted poor father a vulture.
Feasts small and holds aggressive cardiac small.
Like his aunt, receives.
Seeing, tempts this virtue.
Fire recedes.
Recedes other increasingly difficult or goes completely primary.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 11:35:26 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean tree increase organ gaze surround
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: Judge tenderly of me
To $1.00
Like telecommunication, with the current.
Suicide smothers a young buck.
Judge tenderly of me
He tilts at an abysmal patentable lack.
Skirts the cost.
Tips a hint.
The harmonium buys the world, accompanying.
The absolutely clear prince leans to tell.
Borders close beau, like system.
He gazes in the group.
Rings on a matter, knowing.
System in the cereal works monetary, beginning from position.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 11:53:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong permit respiration opposite hearty horrors
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: The hand that paused to gather
The opposite
As significant as figure, dwells.
Calypsoing, he goes slowly on surface.
She allows the traveller, returned to benefit.
Permits.
The hand that paused to gather
The benefit sees the internal large market.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 12:07:50 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: belong room sniff meaning prove admire
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
Emily Dickinson: If other news there be
Of lunch
Forming like the paraphernalia, the land evidences that omission puts act on a basis.
Demonstrates, like an after-position.
Maize evidences important tension, as permanent as home.
If other news there be
He evidences usually by the cost.
He repeatedly demonstrates that the pianist restores a bomb, making for a re-match. like
pattern.

Time drafted: 6/6/2004 12:26:15 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: spear full beating heart mystery discovery
Abstraction index: 50
Lyric index: 40
T.S. Eliot: The masters of the subtle schools
Of his wing
The gig and early offer.
The masters of the subtle schools
Substance is pointing between that local authority.
Old fondness shows.
A full company sets enemy on an also considerable investment.
As awful as the old close face, feel.
I never feel sensation, referring.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 9:19:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: acre substance fitness cipher value news
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Marriane Moore: through black jade
Unspoilt
As normal as his price, computes an expression no title time.
Core to his soviet sovereign gets to little little town-bred boy.
He highly esteems the material.
His very little lawn goes private, as new as seedling.
Figures more extreme splinter-group in one bus.
Pith of the pith subject to limitation makes sense perfect.
The small nub on the trunk makes one approaching enemy, as non-muslim as the citizen.
He esteems one infant.
Substance holds artefact useful.
Reckons, gotten in part like this programme.
Seedling never gets to a myriad.
Carefully ciphers and never tempts.
He importantly figures that I plan one people.
Notifying about the nature, the kernel on this beach of argument runs.
through black jade
Encodes.
Perfect companion observes wearily that the most valuable purchaser to the house
studies, sitting in the style.
Codes machine for harsh vorticist.
An acre, built.
His infant feeds horse with the birth.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 9:40:35 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: passing day inception withdraws cent unitary,
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Dylan Thomas: Fear not the waking world, my mortal
Withdrawses the thing the thing the thing
A victorian grateful penny gets to the day.
Offered, origination becomes.
Fear not the waking world, my mortal
Of the district.
One origin of the acute shortage really matters relate.
The part becomes.
Daylight makes the danger big, receiving of course from the squad.
Some living daylight justly places his back, as dead white as lightning.
Nymphaea then becomes.
Origination becomes palladium almost indistinguishable.
Passings a thing expected.
Bad, like the lath.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 9:41:45 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: naked arms talk attribute amused impalpable
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Emily Dickinson: Where the meanings are
Physical
Crisp lectures to the word.
Where the meanings are
That attribute changes.
Dimension in a shawl.
A berkshire-based dimension.
A dimension.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 9:56:02 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: perfect take increase electrical attribute fratricidal
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
T.S. Eliot: Gripped the end of a stick which I held him
Takes from university
Coming, he accepts liability.
Failure fills order.
This animal of the street carries the difficulty.
Gripped the end of a stick which I held him
A high doctor asks drawer.
Carries this fellow his orchestral constitutional work work.
Carries an impulse the assembly his more stripped-down appliance.
Carries a term this new gift committee.
Carries the historical swift annual updating a matter a way.
Carries early embryo a sign a file.
He subscribes the board.
Necessitates gascony future.
Necessitates his action ready.
Necessitates the obstacle political.
Necessitates a spanish claim doubtful.
Accept.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 10:27:25 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: atmosphere ripple supple rise effect battles
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Dylan Thomas: And animals and birds
More supple
Outcome of an admission makes the world competitive.
Climbs on to fresh shoulder, like the hot water.
And animals and birds
The rippling feels.
Arises and bases.
The effect often courts his colleague, like a tv.
Lithesome step is pulling out of the system.
The quite different upshot for armed passionate struggle, saying.
Water passes to join, as bloody as no aeroplane.
Collecting like that errand, surfaces late.
This issue.
Vulnerable pollution is jumping at the time.
Arises the world outside, incorporating into his mouth.
This city about prepared test rebels against desire.
Step counts to park.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 10:38:50 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: observe intoxicate end elaborate unseen money
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Emily Dickinson: To the lover bee
An unseen focus
This useful scrap falls successful.
Expounds ground by the tribunal.
He expands again.
To the lover bee
Inconclusive death falls.
Innumerable, using like the indication.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 10:48:42 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: soil creed houses crotch talk postpone
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
T.S. Eliot: Timeâ€™s ruins, and the seven laws
Talk
Speaks to his head or asks to his secretary.
Stain by his discus to one victory goes green.
The soil by a marked contrast keeps a mile square.
Speaks to word.
Timeâ€™s ruins, and the seven laws
Babbles the way.
He goes.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 11:16:47 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: original dry song book side sickness
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Emily Dickinson: Too costly for repairs
Dry
An original idea like ongoing series of great resistance raises player.
Too costly for repairs
Sickness at time, like year.
Ongoing nurture supports campaign.
One question raises continuance.
Postpones a statutory order.
Sneering other word pushes nuclear impatient power.
Lollops the wall.
His record on the operation comes the hell.
Buoyant leger.
His original owner forms the sleeping man on stitch, as flatwoven as the material.
Associates to the model, as chief as the chairman.
One firm stitch however blinds factor.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 11:32:18 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: air mouth take effect money erect
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Emily Dickinson: We shall not want to use again
As a means
Admits improvement.
The exhilarating event joints.
More giving, his warm little mouth.
A tune to cave calls his large derivative advanced.
Claims his more difficult customer by the groom.
Claims detail on the hse.
Claims an other member as plaything.
We shall not want to use again
Claims detergent by car.
Claims a set in some sense.
He rents this time from time.
Admits the house well.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 11:58:31 AM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: lean nature arms feed substance particle
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Marriane Moore: brown eyes and toothed gold
Substance
He fertilizes the crop.
Tilts inside his head.
Leans a probably useful unwelcome fine life.
The life retires from ability, paying.
He fertilises male.
Preys on the very fact.
A marrow behind south at an evening falls autologous.
Cruel life needs any to help, representing by the team.
Forward in chapter feeds.
Runs.
Unseen solicitor representing the scheme.
brown eyes and toothed gold
The matter gets to the bed.
Crop with a hand in a public little display is gathering on side.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 12:38:30 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: leaf rock trill breed particle exaltation
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Emily Dickinson: When you have done, pray tell me
In case
Shake takes consider.
Like wickedness, govern.
This released wickedness punch his throat, liking like late choreographer.
His deification Nicks.
Ugly woman consider development external.
A silly policeman punch the maggot, hanging over the range.
Molecule of the type gets to life.
A mixture Nicks, like sodium.
The apotheosis treats taxation overall.
Released alia ministers to the tactical level.
A tilt of one ball makes material.
His role treats this information far.
The man consider the success.
I punch one inhabitant.
Particle develops to calculate.
The apotheosis well matches that type.
When you have done, pray tell me
Life sets a target on the regional dead track.
One stone from angle of an old subway ministers to international other.
A shake, autographing alongside non-deglutitive activity.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 1:17:02 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: harbor fragrance bank breath beam vile
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Marriane Moore: is the only fortress
His little shuddering breath
The redolence smells all-pervading, like the fine tree.
Harbors.
That fine site on one telly needs to take.
Baggage holds piece, as more tired as mother.
Shields restricted, as reliable as a decision.
Harbours a play-off.
At length shields one opinion from an operation and eventually threatens family with
2.37m and threatens a wedge by the study.
Harbours service, like this concept.
He take the public decision.
Ray, as tempered as the royal sun.
The foul play passes tree.
Hint in a way ministers to a matter.
A royal tradition makes television national.
Harbours winter and means growing disaffection.
Harbours a decision.
is the only fortress
He harbours a system, like vallinicola.
For his development, like the geological scottish museum.
All-pervading duty with equipment on paper acts brown, like mother.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 1:45:51 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: retire dry eye plumb hug compassionate
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Dylan Thomas: Push in their tides
Compassionate
Plumb tree.
This soft local center serves to call.
This contact for irrigation at a cafe serves material, said about device.
Soft drink calls horn huge.
Push in their tides
She hugs the winger.
Ready couple recedes with a knife, as great as subject.
The centre develops, establishing.
Center appears to consider.
An unglazed oculus builds the course.
This great afternoon wards emulator.
Ready occupation with pious public lecture grows other.
Care is receding then on a way.
Retires this month to matter, as conservative as mp.
An oculus on the patch past that pung kind.
The oculus.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 2:08:16 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: check rock perfection attribute inch war
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
Dylan Thomas: Strike and sing his catch of fields
Of aspiration
The chip of ice makes the congress jewish.
Verification and operation.
The in happens overnight.
Begins innocently quarter a late century good way.
His tab is coming between mps.
Handicap.
Strike and sing his catch of fields
Like the prime minister, the war of religion goes vicious 11-year.
Goes individual.
Cheque pushes hand.
Perpetuates the forum.
Passes and rubs.
This forum points more accessible.

Time drafted: 6/7/2004 2:51:46 PM
Seed source author: Walt Whitman
Seed source text: Song of Myself
Seed words: barn reach bough field looks money
Abstraction index: 35
Lyric index: 25
T.S. Eliot: So intelligent
Binocular
The airfield stays.
A sphere vs this recurrence influences dramatist.
Discipline is failing before people.
This money gets, saying to the user.
I attain that I accept that proposed research.
Attains that uncertainty early.
An officer makes a victory.
Passing, suing in the part.
Hits.
People gets to station.
Research with the genealogy provides to help.
Attains to the life, spending.
So intelligent
Gains disarmament his balance this time.
He makes his market.
The genealogy is forming by provision.
Hands.
One domain works.
On rate.
Caribbean life forces director into trying.

